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HISTORY

OF

THE HOUSE OF AUSTRIA.

Chap. LXXIL—Joseph I—1705, 1706.

Joseph, eldest son of Leopold, was born at Vienna in 16784

and owed his Christian name, which none of his ancestors

had ever borne, to a vow made hj his father, that if by tbe

intercession of St. Joseph, God would bless him with an^

ot^er son, he should be called Joseph. The young prince

gave early signs of an active and aspiring mind, and perhaps

no heir of an extensive empire was educated with greater

care, or provided with more excellent governors and pre-

ceptors. Leopold conferred the charge of governor on

Charles Dietrich, prince of Solm, who proved himself

worthy of his high office by his zeal in promoting the ini.

provement of his pupil, and by inculcating rational and
liberal principles both of religion and policy. Knowing
that the Jesuits sacrificed all other considerations to the

interests of their society, and sensible that they had abetted

the intolerance and persecution which, since the death of
Maximilian 11. had equally disgraced and disturb^ the

administration of the Austrian sovereigns, he prevailed

on Leopold to exclude their order from all share in the edu*

cation of his successor. This liberal education, so diffierent

from that which bad been usually bestowed on the Austrian

Orinces, excited the envy of the Jesuits, and though unable

to shake the authority of the governor, they obtained the

dismission of the preceptor Rummel, a secul^ priest, wbom
TOL. lu. B
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2 JOSEPH I. [CH. LXXIT.

prince of SalmlKad selected on account of his profound

llearning and pure morals. But their intrigues were coun-

^IHracted hy the joung prince himself, who defended his^
above his years, and boldly declared

l^ntummelwas dismissed he would de*

pplication.

eign of Hungary in 1687, and king of the

b, Joseph was not induced by these splendid

titles to arrogate a share in the administration ; but con-

tinued to e^bit a litudable example of filial respect and

obedience, till his fatlier himself, during the latter months

of his reign, was induced by sickness and infirmity to con-

sign to him the reins of government.

As he advanced in years his great qualities expanded

themselves. During the first campaign of the war, Joseph, •

then twenty-two, extorted from his reluctant father the

permission to serve in the German army, and repaired to

the siege of Landau. On his arrival he hasten^ to the

trenches ;
and when his attendants entreated him to with-

draw from a place so much exposed, he replied, Let those

who are afraid retire. To Melao the governor, who sent

a herald to know the situation of his quarters, that he might
respect his person, he answered, My quarters are where^r
1 am called by necessity or danger. Attend to your own
honour, and omit nothing which your master’s service and

your duty prescribe. ” Nor was this an empty vaunt. The
king of the Romans shared Ihe fatigues and risks of the

oominoii BoltherS) and was always observed in the most
dangerous posts. He was no less humane and generous

brave and' intrepid : be exhorted and animated the

apldiers, visited the si^ and wounded, and distributed prfc-

emits among the widows and orphans of the slain. The
valour whkh he di^dayed, the address by which he inspired

thejtroops with courage and good will, and the genmds with

liftivity and; vig^ance, infki^ such energy into the be-

JilMri, |hiA Landau capituhdnd after an obstinute siege,

he returned in tiiomph to Yfaina. The yeoransuing,

Ire ughin repodredcto the siege of Landau, which had been
and e^Uied new ptueA of^hmroism,

^ gunrarosltyi and benefieenoe. He displayed the

usarlai of esteem towards Labodie^ intrepid

;1whese toave de£Bnoe protracted the siege sixty^
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nine days, granted Mm an honouTaMe ^pitulation, and
assured the gallant chief that he deemed it his Mghest gloxy
to subdue such an enemy:

Joseph was twenty-*6ve when the death of Leopold called

into action all his taients, actiyity, and resources. The first

object of his reign was to reduce the number of courtiers

and officers of t^ household^ who, without adding to the
lustre, had contributed to exhaust the reyenues of the
crown ; and on the same principle of economy he introduced
various regulations into the civil and military departments.
He at the same time gave a proof of the liberal principles

by which he intended to govern, by removing the ministers

who were devoted to tiie Jfiui^ and discountenancing an
order which, for so long a peno^ had reigned paramount
at the court of Vienna. He displayed equiffiy his gratitude
and judgment, in consigning the conduct o£ the state to

his governor the prince dl S^m, mid in raitiDg his precep-
tor Rummel to the bishopric of Vienna, with the principM
direction of ecclesiastical afiairs.

Tlie embairasEonents of a new reign produced no change
nor essential delay in the exertions against the common
enemy. The great object of the allies was to push the war
qp the Moselle, to recover Loraine, and from thence to

attack the defenceless prcmnees of JVanee. The project

was settled by Eugmie, Marlborough, the margrave of
Baden, and Jos^h himself, during the last siege of Landau,
and the arrangements for opening the campaign were made
before the departure of Marfo^ugh from the scene of

action, llitagazines were formed at Goblentz and Treves,
and the operatioiis were to commence with the siege of
Saar f i>utchtn^ to maintain the de-

fonsiye on thedr otm fo stre^^ the army of
Mariboroi^h ;mi^ of Baden promised to take

the field early in the sprim and detach a part of hisforce
to concur in the atta<^« ^ It was confidently hoped thatrthe

generalconatematioa in Skunee, joined tothe civilwar whi^
petrseeurion had ^anited among the l^teatants of the

OeveimteSi woaht cripple aU the efforts of^ enemy, and
oenftr^te to^SBend^ the sneoess of th^ preasi^ brilliant

Biit.Loius» however^e m^ oondezns^mamgaiiee an^
preaumi^ii in prosperity, |>os66ssed, in an sOKnent deg^,

a 0



4 JOSEPH I. [CH. L3(^Xn.

thfit fortitude which rises superior to adrersity. He re-

doubled his exertions to repair bis losses ;
and called forth

all the spirit of his subjects, and nil the resources of his

powerful monarchy. The elector of Bavaria, assisted by
Villerqy, was to act offensively on the side of the Lower
Cowtries with 75,000 men ;

Villars, with 55,000, to protect

the country water^ by the Moselle
;
Marsiu, with 30,000,

to mfdntain the defensive on the Upper Rhine; troops,

Under the duke of Berwick, were detached to awe the in-

miigents in the Cevennes ; and great reinforcements were

poured into Italy, to complete the subjugation of the duke

of Savoy.

Yet all these exertions«ronld have been made in vain,

had not the divisions of a vast and heterogeneous confede-

racy, and the discordant interests which arise from success,

palsied the efforts of the allies. The Mari time Powers them-

selves spent the winter in discussions relative to their

respective contingents, and in contests for the supreme

command ; but me most fatal obstacle to the intended

invasion waa derived from the tardiness and jealousy of the

German princes, who, in the humiliation of France, again

dreaded die revival of the imperial authority, and the as-

C^dency of Austria. When, therefore, Marlborough Igl

the reii^rcements to the army on the Moselle, he found

Udtber jproviskiiiB, artillery, horses, nor carriages. None
^ the German contingents were arrived, and the mar-

grave himself, after attempting to evade an interview,

the tew troo^ which bad assembled, and retired

lOidm' a real or A&eetcd indisposirion to the baths of

SdhwaU^ach.
'

^uS moriiAewid abandoned, Marlborough was unable

^ intetided attack in opj^ition to Villars, who
a strong position at Sirk on the frontiers of

trfaerehe eqnidly covered Luxemburgh, Thionville,

Saar Louis. J^ter emuest and repeated, though vain

i!o the Gnmian States, he left 7000 Palatine

to co^r^ TrtsVcs, and hastened towards the
taken Huy, reduced the town

to cairy tlie trar into Holland, or

betwe^ the United Provinces

wdnn. He joined the Duh^ troops oh the

HufriM Liege, oterruled the oppo-
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sition of Slangenberg and other generals, broke through
the lines which the French had formed to cover their fron-

tier from Antwerp to the Mehaigne, at Heilesheim, and
defeated a part of the troopAi which had been hastily as-

sembled to oppose hinL He drove back the enemy from
the Deule on the 29th of July, and followed them to a

position which they took behind the Ysch; but, when he

had reduced them to a situation in which they could not

avoid an engagement, he was again opposed by the cabal

of Slangenberg and the Dutch deputies, and saw all his

measures frustrated at the very moment of execution.

Thus curbed in his operations, he employed the remainder

of the campaign in demolishing^the French lines, and after

reducing Leewe, and drawing his troops into quarters, he
quitted the army to make preparations for more strenuous

and effectual exertions in the ensuing year.

After the departure of Marlborough towards the Meuse,

Villars sent strong succours to the army in the Low Coun-
tries, left 10,000 men on the Moselle, and with the remain-

der of his force joined Tallard to overwhelm the small corps

of Germans collected for the defence of their lines.. But
this design was frustrated by general Thungeii, who re-

tiring to an entrenched camp under the walla of Lauter-

burgh, maintained his position till he was joined by the

margrave of Baden, with the rest of the contingents, on the

30th of June* Yet though the German army was now
superior in number to the enemy, the margrave, dis-

heartened by his languishing disorder^ (a still uim^ the

influence of that jeal^ittsy which bad frustrated ^ grwpd
system of attack, continued unmoved by all the remon-
strances of the olliea and the imperial court, and the cam-

paign was principally wasted in marches and countermarches
on both sides of the Bbine. The French secured Loraina
and the three bishoprics, by the re-occupation of Treveii

Saarbutghr and Hornberg ; and the Germans forced ^
line^ fmfifsd by Marsin tn, the Mutter, and r:ccovered

Hagm^um and j^ijyienlie^. 4^er''the|e moyements, the

two armies, had sumered qhMy from fatigue and tho

asvei^!; of tto into winter-

giUfTtWPk'V

The ajimfudgn waft; soar^^ and
gen^Jnfturrac^ of tW Bavarian new

m3



6 JOSEPH I. [OH. LXXH.

alarms to the ooort of Vienna. From a desire to appro-

priate Baparia, no less than from resentment against the

Sector, the Austrian eourt had treated the country with

great rigouFj dismembered several districtSi and compelled

riie natives to tidce an oath of allegiance. These measures^

joined to tke loyalty of the people^ gave rise to a
oonspiracy for throwing off the Austrian yoke, in which
the electress herself was implicated. The plot being

amdentally discovered, the emperor deprived her of the

i^ency, removed her children into the Austrian territories,

diwrmed the natives, made forced levies, and imposed

heavy contributions. The peasantry thus driven^tto de-

spair, rose almost at the same instant, when the troops

were principally drawn to Italy and the Rhine, seized

the important posts of Brauna, Burghauaen, Scharding,

and Kelheim, and even surprised the suburbs of Munich.
Their nombm rapidly augmented to 30,000 men, and
thdr enterprise would have produced the most alarming

consequences, bad they not consented to an armistice of

ten days. This fortunate delay enabling the Austrians to

concentrate their forces and recall part of their troops,

they soon gained the superiority over a disorganised and
ill-armed multitude, def^ted them with great slaughter,

reduced them to submission, and punisl^d this attempt

to recover their independence with redoubled severities.

In the imdst of these operations the attention of Europe

iras arrested by the appearance of a new champion on the

theatre of action, who threatened to suspend the triumphs

^ the allies. This champion was Charles XII., king of

^ ghiry, inllaence, and acquisitions, which Sweden
her arms, had long excited the envy of

^ powers" The enmity of Denmark was
liabiente^^ the support which Sweden gave to the dukes

f
Gottorp ; Peter, czar of Russia, was anxious

the Swe(^h provinces of Ingria and Carelia,

ekablish himself on shore of the Baltic;

of Poland and elector of Saxony, was
illlifTnnff ' liri re-'annex, livonia to faia ^ewly*aequired

y^lgdoni. These potentates, who had been if

^^Sbaries XL, availed themselves bf the acbession

^

- king to humble a nation whose superior
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splendour obscured tbeir glcay. They entered into a
secret league for the abaseteat of their common rivid,

and at tbd commencement of 1700^ broke out into open
hostilities. The kmi* of Denmark^ direeted hm attoel^

against the duke of Holstein, the all^ and brother-in-law

of Charles ; and An^stus burst mto livdma. This
sudden and 'myroroked hostility, without « dedttration

of war, stniek terior into the Swedish court The
ministers, who dreaded a contest unto A young and
inexperienced !moiiar^ proposed to avert the storm by
negotiation

; but Charles, who had Hstened with sileht

contempt to their discussions, astounded the*^ wh<de council

by exclaiming, widii an air ^ dedsion and gravity above
his age, “ I have resolved never to imdertake aa unjust

war; yet I wiM never finish a just war, except with the

min of my enemies.”

He followed this declaration by an inttantaneons change
in his habits and manners, fri>m which he never afterwards

swerved. Full of enthusiasm for his ancient models, he
devoted himself to war, by renouncing all the pleasures

and luxuries of civilised life
; and voluntsiily undergoing

the hardships and privations of a Spaitan. He abstained

from wine, shunned the company of woman, slept on the

bare ground, wildr no other covering but ids cloak, ac-

customed his body to incessant exorcise, and luibituat^

himself to the extreme of abstinence in olid food.

The whole machine of governmmit, and
his country, instantly felt the impulse oflib
Troops were despidehed to assist the 'dhk^^
whose territories had been nearly subjugated ^ thi Sifm;
and urgent appeals made to ^e houeei of Hanover and
Braatorbuigl^ and to the Maritiind for the

110818110100 stipulated ancient Wi^ a spirit

of mtoprise eqiml to bis great mod^ lhe Carried^
war into tto^iories of ^s deta<tod a
light s^Eli^oa^ to intmapt of t|ie

Mag of 'Wha was etuphTfod hi Hoktriu,

lulled with fem to

IfFhilo hlk by uid INbrii squadnei^

I bdoi&aded thatiof liha Bane^ the capita}^

he beaded tbb toieen## to reach

the Bhor% ha Ipa^ iate the (tmm in hand, Jhdl

4
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liNrirlttd Us sd in the face of the Danish batteries,

imi lM*o8ted^e town by land.

mte irtroiiiptitadie and vigour of this enterprise reduced

.lliSrUiig of Deamaric to immediate submission. Within

StoniO days afr^ the descent of the youthful hero, he

dnMed ^ alLLance against Sweden^ by a separate treaty

at TravetMlsbl, .on the 18th of August, 1700, gave a

oompensation to the duke of Holstein, and confirmed all

:fsrmer engagemonta.

Having thus hiilKbled one enemy, Charles turned with

Ae same promptitude and decision against Peter, czar of

U»iCovy, who had invested Narva with 40,000 men. On
the doth of November, in less than two months after he

liad readied the shores^ Denmark, he landed at Fima,
marched rapidy to Nar^ amidst the severities of winter,

i^tacked Russians, though covered with formidable

entrenchments,^gained a complete victory, and dissipated

the whole army. Hie moment the approach of spring

allowed him to act, he entered Livonia, forced the passage

of the Dum, obtained another decisive but bloody victory,

in the neighboorhood of Riga, on the 9th of July, 1701,

and aubjugstodCouriand and Livonia. Pursuing the same
principle nmuag those enemies who hod planned his des*

trnctioii, he entered Poland, roused the factions which
ehmys distracted that unhappy country, routed in numerous
oenw:^ ^e partisans of Augustus, and on the 12th of

Jidy, 1704, procured the election of Stanislaus Letzinski,

n Polish noUe, wHom accident brought to his notice. He
had no eoon|| witnessed the coronation of the sovereign

i||4|om he Wd given a throne, than he hastened to

his work, by annihilating all the resources and
4f Ai^stuS ;

bursting through Silesia into Saxony
hi contempt of all the remonstrances of

^ the 4th of September, 1706, forced

the centm of bis own dominions, to resign

^|e which he had been driven, and acknowledge
rival.

Ids r^ld^ce at Alt R^ostadt, in a

haaotivity ; and while he held in his

of Europe, courted or feared by all

lH various candidates fer his favour in

he lUfiplayed a partiality to the French
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and Bavarian miniatera, and treated the remonatraiMW
and menaces of the empire with pride and contempt,*^

laid a list of grievances before tlie emperor, demanded
redress for a real or fancied insult to his envoy by oil.

imperial chamberlain, required the stmrender of JdOtK
Russian fugitives who had taken refuge In the Austrian
territories, and the recall of the German , officers who had
entered into the service of the czar, and insisted on the
restoration of the Protestant churches in Silesia.

It was highly dangerous to provolil a monarch who
held in his hand the balance of the war, who was courted

by France to imitate the example and emulate the exploits

of Gustavus Adolphus, whose resentment was implacable,

whose decisions instantaneous, whose spirit was I'endered

inflexible by the slightest oppdiition. Joseph therefore

acted with consummate address. He soothed the diet,

which had imprudently threatened to avenge the aggres-

sions of Sweden by a declaration of war
; he stifl^ his

own ardent feelings, opened a friendly negotiation, and
laboured, by every mai^ of attention, and every proof of

acquiescence, to concilitate the haughty Swede; But the

mysterious conduct of Charles, and the presence of so

enterpriaii^ a prmce, with a veteran and liictoricms army
in the heart of the empire, made a deep impresrion on
Joseph, whose hereditary dominions were principally

threatened, awed the neighbouring states, and detained a

considerable force from tl^ scene of action.

LXXm.— 1706.

Towards the beginning of May the two armies assembled

in the Netherlands: the French under the elector of

Bavaria and Yilleroy, behind their lines near Louvain,

• England waiao conioioai of the danger to be epiweHiiidad-dwiii

the kfaig of 4wedea’i iuaotloa with ^ranee, that tba duke of Marlbo-^

it>u^ feeomiMded ttie emperor to ddirer up die Ruania Ibgitivea

to Sweden ; but the empwor rf^jeeted widt leoni eo degnite a pro- ^

poeelf 0k ehotreiy to die law of iiati«Hie and tfce^ooour ^ otewn, ’

L^er inn nmnt WmMnr th* diilw of

1707.
"

, / .V, .

'
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imountmg to 70^000 the allies, nearly equal in

fi«mberS| at Borchloe, on the borders of the bishopric of

iboroQgh, anxious to open the campaign with an

employed a spy to alarm the French generals

with rumours of a design to surprise Namur, or piUage the

town and rich abbey of St. Amand. Haring by this

stratagem, Induced them to quit their lines, and advance to

Tulemon^ he suddenly pushed towards the sources of the

{Srheet^ either to force them to a battle, or cut them off

fiott Namur. But on approaching Bamilies, he found
tli|6t they had at the same time marched to anticipate his

dedgo, and on the dispersion of a thick fog, which had
conoealed their movements, he discovered their army
oecupyiiig a position beyond the Little Gheet. Their line

etr^^ed from near Tavieres, on the Mehaigno, to the

village of Anderkirk. In their front before the right of

their infantry was Ramilies, which was defend^ by
several battalions, a little beyond was Offuz, situated at the

sources of the Little Gheet. On their right were Tavieres

ajad Franquenics, which at the commencemeut of the

battle were occupied only by a regiment of dragoons
;
their

kdt, with a considerable part of their centre, was posted

between the two branches of the Little Gheet ; and the

pout of their line not dd'ended by nature, was an

<^en Space ^ 1200 paces, between Ramilies and Tavieres,

stretching from the source of the Gheet to the Mehaigne.
Mioiboixiugh hastened to bring on an engagement before

t&fey could i?ecover from the confusion of their sudden
or secure themselves in their advantageous post.

Ab their right and part of their centre were the only

iHdaonble pointa, he added to his left wing twenty
ittg^roiis of Danish horse from his right, drew twelve

^Ibom his infuitry, to form an attack against

Onfl'fohr^to assault Franqueniea and Tavieres.

al^ mid^di^, on the 23Fd of May, the engagement
^Tbe battalions having carried Tavieres, the

df^ left instantly advanced beyond the village,

a bo^ of d^amoun^ dragoons, in their way
in two solid lines, attacked the t

_ whiidi was nmi^Hised the housebdd
#oopni the best soUim France. The confederate
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cavalry, twice driven back, was again rallied by Marl-
borough himself, who was exposed to the same danger
from which he had so narrowly escaped at Blenheim

;
and

being supported by fresh squadrons from the right, broke
the enemy with great slaughter. During these charges,

the attack was made against Ramilies
;

the twelve bat-

talions, sustained by the whole line of infantry, assailing

the village in front and dank, carried it w'ith far less dif-

ficulty than had been expected from the strength of the

post. The infantry, advancing beyond the village, broke
the French, and drove them in disorder towards Judoigne.

The left of the enemy, which, from its position between
the two branches of the Gheet, could neither attack or be
attacked, began- to retire with the artillery, favouring the

retreat of the fugitives
; but being bravely charged by

some regiments of English horse, at a moment when their

march was accidentally interrupted, they were struck with

a panic, took to flight, and were pursued as far as Meldert,

five leagues from the scene of action.

The French lost in killed and prisoners 13,000 men, 50
pieces of cannon, and almost all their baggage, while the

allies had scarcely 2000 killed or wounded.* The elector

0^ Bavaria and Yilleroy, after narrowly escaping in the

rout, fled to Louvain, where they held a tumultuary

council of war by torch-light, abandoned the unfortified

towns and open country, and retreated with their dis-

comfited army behind the canal of Brussels.

The allies did not allow the enemy time to recover from
their panic. They occupied Louvain the day after the

battle, and received the submission of the sovereign

council, and the states of Brussels. They “pressed the

enemy while confusion continued among themf followed

them in their retreat to Ghent ; by throwing bridges over

the Scheldt and threatening their rear, forced them to fall

back to Courtray, and o<HnpelIed them to distribute a con-

siderable part of their army for the defence of the frontier

places, particularly Mons, Toornay, Lille, Ypres, and

* From more accu^te accounts, it appears, that the loss of the

allies was 1066 killed, and 2667 wounded. Memoirs of the duke of

Marlborough, chap. xIt., to which we refer the reader for a description

and plsn of the battle.

. f X^etter fronyhe duke of Marlborough'
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Menin. Meanwhile the principal towns in the Nether-
lands followed the example of the capittih or were reduced

hj detachments from the victorious army
;
Mecklin sur-

reodered, Alost declared for Charles, Dendermond was
blockaded, Lierre was occupied by a detachment, Antwerp,
Bruges, Ghent, and Oudenard submitted without delay.

Marlborough was desirous to invade the French frontier

by the Lys and the Scheld, while their array was in con-

fusion, and the towns ill provided for resistance ; but was
again thwarted W bis Dutch colleagues. He therefore

^^l^icned to the Hague as well to overrule this opposition

to concert measures for tile government of the reduced
territories

; yet notwithstanding all his remonstrances, he
was necessitated to undertake the siege of Ostend, before

that of Menin, which he proposed as the first step of his

intended invasion.

The most active exertions were made by both parties.

Reinforcements poured in to the French army ; detach-

ments were drawn from the Rhine, and Yendome, recalled

at the most critical juncture from Italy, was appointed to

tile command, as a general who could gain the confidence

of the soldiers, and restore the troops to that spirit of

fortitude and enterprise so natural to the French nation.”

On the other hand, the confederate army was strengthened

with 12,000 men from the neighbouring garrisons, and

fbe troops of Hanover and Prussia advanced br rapid

inarches towards Brabant. Flassendael was taken by
atenn, Ostend invested by Overkirk, while an English

squadron blockaded the harbour, and the main army at

ICousBelaer covered the siege. After some delays, the

atiadu were begun, and this important fortress, which had
fonnerly withstood a siege of three years, surrendered in

July, only e^ht days after the opening of the trenches.

Alti^ongh the delay occasioned by this siege, and the

«!Maisite prepaimtioiis, had given the enemy time to recover

thi^ consternation, yet Marlborough resumed his plan

the French fmntier. He embarked a regiment

|Oitendi to jota an expedition, which was fitting out in

to j^lLrm the opposite coast, sent a d^achment to

2j|i^y, crossed the Lys to unite with the Prussian,
^

Palatine auxiliaries, destroyed the sluices

lUvbicIi tte enemy bad dammed up th^^peule and the
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Lys, to prevent the navigation from Ghent, and invested

Menin, the key of Flanders, n masterpiece of the art of

Vauban. With the main army at Helchin, he protected

the siege, and Vendomc, notwithstanding he had assembled

and re-organised the French troops, was reduced to remain

on the defensive behind the Deule, and witness its capture.

The subsequent surrender of Dendermond, on the 23rd of

August, having opened the whole course of the Scheld,

Marlborough crossed that river, and closed this splendid

campaign with the reduction of Ath. After some move-
ments for the sake of forage, he repaired to the Hague, and

the troops, in the beginning of November, took quarters in

the principal posts of their new conquests from tho sea to

the Meuse.

On the Rhine, Villars, as before, was opposed to the

margrave of Baden. The campaign was opened by the

French, who forced the lines formed by the Germans on

the Hotter, drove them back to the Lauter, and reduced

Drusenheim and Haguenau, which contained their prin-

cipal magazines. But the fatal battle of Ramilies debi-

litated their efforts in every quarter; the reinforcements

drawn to the Netherlands reduced the French commander
t(7the defensive ;

while the tardiness of the Gennan princes,

and the march of the imperial cavalry against the rebels in

Hungary, prevented the margrave from profiting by the

weakness of his antagonist.

In consequence of the civil war in Hungary, and the

exertions of the imperialists in other quarters, the affairs

of the emperor, and his ally the duke of Savoy, had rapidly

declined in Italy. On the other hand, Louis made vast pre-

parations to achieve the conquests of Piedmont, or detach

the duke of Savoy. Reinforcements were sent by sea from
Provence

;
and a corps of 10,000 men, under la Feuillade,

bursting from Dauphin^, opened a passage through the

Alps along the Doria, by the capture of Exilles and Suso,

with their dependent forts. By these acceasiona of force

the French arm^ was increased to 40,000 men ; and Ven-
dome leaving hia brother, the griand prior, to clear the

country south of the Po, and close the pasaagea into Italy,

crossed the Po at Trino, in the face of the combined army,

and subjugated all the principal fortresses of Piedmont,
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gradually circumscribing the duke of Savoy to the vicinity

of his capital.

Fortuaately this career of success was checked before

the small but strong fortress of Yerruo, which commands
the navigation of the Fo, and by its position forms an out-

work of Turin. The garrison, succoured by continual re-

inforcements from Victor Amadeus, who took post at Cres-

oentino, on the opposite side of the river, held out with

incredible bravery and perseverance, till the opening of the

ensuing spring ; they did not surrender till March 11. 1705,

when French had dearly purchased the place, by the

loss of 16,000 men, and the exertions of a whole campaign,

and Tendered the capture of little value, by blowing up the

fortifications. The losses of the French, and the fatigues of

a winter siege, prevented Yendome from pursuing his

operations ;
and ^ter allowing his troops to repose till the

middle of June, he advanced to the attack of Civasso,

(behind which the combined army had retired), as a pre-

lude to the siege of Turin.

He was, however, suddenly called from this enterprise

to succour his brother, who was unequally opposed to the

superior taints of Eugene. While Yendome was occupied

jn Piedmont, the grand prior, favoured by the connivanceof

the piq)al officers in the Ferrarese, had driven the remnant
of the imperialists into the Trentin, with the loss of all

their baggage, shut up the principal passes into Italy, and
Mockad^ Ifirandda, the last place held by an imperial

gartiaon. in this state of affairs, Eugene reached the Tren-
tin, followed hf 8000 Prussian auxUiariefl, who had ^en
snbs^sed by England. Failing in his attempts to drive

the French trom the Mincio, he suddenly erbss^ the Logo
di Garda, joined the imperial coips, who during the winter

had malntaMiedtliemselves On its westmn shore^ anticipated,

by a rapid mareffi, the French commander, who took post

hufim him, guned the passage of the Ogho at Urago, ad-

pranced to Itomanengo in hts way to the Adda, and would
grobahly have carried to the duke of Savoy that succour

^Which Ids muldplied distresses rendered so necessary, had
Ilii been checked by the arrival of Ye^ome

reinforcements.

die rest of the campaign of 1705 in

4na counter-marches, in which he exhausted all
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liis resources to gain a passage over the Adda or the Po

;

but was bafiled by the vigilance of his antagonist, and the
difRcultics of a country abounding in defiles, and inter-

sected by innumerable canals and torrents. The only

striking event of the campaign was the short but desperate

battle of Cassano, which took place during one of these

marches. On the 16th of August, Eugene attacked a part

of the French infantry, while separate from the cavalry,

which had been pushed across the Adda, to oppose his

passage ; but the strength of the enemy's position, and the

sudden arrival of Vendome, with the rest of the troops

from the opposite side of the river, robbed him of the
victory. Yet, though foiled in his principal design of

joining the duke of Savoy, he succeeded in maintaining his

footing in Italy, by establishing his quarters on the skirt

of the mountains, between the Lago di Garda and Brescia

;

while by drawing ofiT so considerable a portion of the

French force, he relieved, though he could not assist, the

duke of Savoy, and suspended the siege of Turin.

The exertions of Eugene could not, however, prevent
the success of different enterprises at a distance from the

scene of action. Mirandola was captured after a long

blockade ; on the side of the Alps, Yillafranca and the

citadel of Nice were reduced, and the fortress of Mont-
melian, the only remaining post in Savoy, surrendered after

an investment of eighteen months. The only compensation
obtained by the confederates for those losses, was the

recovery of Asti, which being evacuated by an erroneous

order, was instantly occupied by Staremberg, and main-
tained against all the efforts of la Feuillade.

Although the campaign of 1706 in Italy opened with a
sinister event, the arms of the allies were ultimately

crowned with success still more brilliant than even in the

Netherlands. Early in the year Yendome silently and
gradually assembling his choicest troops, surprised the im-
perialists in their quai^ters, attacked and broke the ffoves

who were hastily assembled near Calcinato, drove them
back into the Trentin* and afterwards dislodged them from

the quarters which they occupied between the Adige and

the Po. He profited by this bold and succeasM enterprise
to shut up all the avenues by which they could descend

into Italy. Count Medavi, with 8000 men guarded
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passes to the west of the Lago di Garda
;
an intrenclirnent,

defended by 15,000 men, extended from Garda to the

Adige; 12,000 were distributed along the river, as fur as

St, Pietro di Legnago ; and St. Fremont, with 6000, was
intrusted with the defence of the Lower Adige.

While Vendome was thus employed in closing the

passes, the most active preparations were made for reducing

Turin, Immense magazines were formed at Susa, Casale,

Crescentino, and Civasso, and an army collected for the

siege, under the command of La Feuillade, exceeding

50,000 men. The city was invested in May, and trenches

opened in the commencement of June against the citadel

and a work stretching towards the Doria. The duke of

Savoy remained in Turin till after the investment, to

mature the necessary arrangements
;
but before the eij -

cumvallation was completed he left the command of the

town to the marquis di Carail, and of the citadel to count
Daun, with a garrison of 10,(X)0 men, took the field with

his cavalry, baffled or eluded the French commander by
successively retreating to Villestellone, Coni, Civasso, and
Saluzza, along the borders of the mountains, and at length

threw himself into the valley of Lucerna, where he dis-

mounted his troops, and sent his horses to the pastures i^ji

the Alps. His retreat having left the open country in the

power of the enemy, Asti was besieged by the militia of

the Milanese, Mondovi and Ceva surprised, and the duchess,

with her infant family, sought refuge in the Genoese terri-

tiniefl.

Early in the spring Eugene hastened to th% frontiers of

Italy, wkh the intention of resuming the plan on which he
had acted the preceding campaign. But, on arriving at

tialo, he had the mortification to find his designs discoii-

ceS^d by the unexpected defeat of the imperialists in their

quarters, and with difficulty secured the retreat of the

fugitive army, which was reduced to 11,000 men. Hia
future operations were attended with embarrassments
which would have discouraged an inferior general. To
attaiii the oldect of his expedition, it was necessary to

tvam^ a country above two hupdr^ miles in extent, full

ofatn^l^lds, watered by four navigable rivers, abounding
,

in fmd intersected by innumerable rivulets, oan ala,

moA In face of a aupeiior enemy who guarded
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every cavenue. Deeming it, therefore, impossible in this

situation to force his way through the district north of the
Po, Eugene drew his troops by Riva round the northern
point of the Lago di Gardi, and suddenly descended, as

before, by the sources of the Brenta into the Veronese.
Being joined by 10,000 of the auxiliaries from Germany,
he left 6000 men under Wetzel at San Martino, to secure

the junction of 6000 Hessians, yet on their march, and to

divide the attention of the enemy. He amused the French,
as on the former occasion, with feint attacks along the

course of the Adige, while a strong detachment secured a

l)assiige and constructed a bridge at Ruotanova. The
Avhole army promptly passed without opposition, pushed
the corps of St. Fremont beyond the numerous canals and
streams between the Adige and the Po, passed the Po near

Biaggio, secured Finale and Biondena, dislodged the enemy
from the Panaro and the Canale di Modena, and followed

them to the river Parmegiana.

In this situation of affairs Vendome was recalled from
Italy to head the army in Flanders, dispirited by the

defeat of Ramilles, and the command was intrusted to the

duke of Orleans, under the direction of Marsin. The new
general having obtained a reinforcement of 15,00() men
from la Feuillade, left a corps of 10,000, under Medavi,

to observe the imperialists at San Martino, and, with the

rest of the army, crossing the Po, joined the retreating

body on the Parmegiana to arrest the progress of Eugene.

The imperial general, too weak to force the position of

the enemy, employed himself in securing Carpi, Reggio,

and Corregio, till the junction of the Hessians enabled the

corps beyond the Po to approach the Mincio, and open

a passage by the capture of Goito. This diversion,

reducing the French to abandon their design of making a

stand on the Parmegiana, and again fall back beyond the

Po, he pushed forward with unexpected celerity. Not-
withstanding his troops were exposed to the burning rays

of an Italian sun, and suffered equally from drought and

want of provisions, he anticipated the movements of the

French, though their march was facilitated by carriages

from the Milwese. While he allowed his army to repose

and wait for snpplies, he pushed forward detachments by
night to secure the passes, and throw bridges over the

VOL. m. c
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numerous rivers which swell the waters of the Po,

anticipated the enemy at Placentia and tlie pass of

Stradella, crossed the Tanaro above Isola
;
and after a

march of thirty-four days, one of the most memorable
in the military annals of modern Europe, united at

Villa&tellone with the duke of Savoy, who, on his approach

had quitted the mountains, roused his faithful peasantry,

and collected a respectable force. They crossed the Po
near Moncaliere, and advanced to the neighbourhood of

Chieri, in the vicinity of the capital, on the very day in

which the duke of Orleans with Marsin reached the lines

before Turin.

Never was an event more opportune than this junction ;

for the city was reduced to the utmost extremity. Every
means of attack and defence had been exhausted hy both

parlies during a contest of near twelve weeks, till the

resources possessed by the assailants, and the advantage

of numbers gained the superiority. The outworks, in

spite of a brave defence, were successively carried ; the

body of the place was assailed; the provisions reduei'd,

the ammunition exhausted; that part of the town wdiich

was exposed to the enemy’s batteries presented only a heap

of ruins ; and the brave garrison, worn out by incessant

exertions, were threatened with an assault without the

means of resistance.

The duke of Savoy and Eugene ascended the heights of

Superga*, above Chieri, which commands a view of

Turin and the circumjacent territory. They looked down
upon the vast circunoderence of intrenchments which in*

vested the capital, and formed a circuit of thirty miles;

and saw or heard the repeated signals of distress made
by the besieged. They watched, with a mixture of hope
and anxiety, the movements of the enemy, whom they

* Superga Ib a itriking feature, as well in the history as the geo-
graphy of fiavoy. On this spot, from whenceVictor Amadeus and Eugene
surveyed the lines of the enemy, the former erected one of the most
aplenatdehiireheB in Italy, in consequence of a vow which he made on
UH ; and, in memory of the relief of Turin, the royal family

to go annually in procewioii, and return thanks in

Ibr the almost miraculous ddiveranee of the capital. Few
visit this part of Italy w^iiout repiairiug to this church, as

IMoount of its historical hsywrtaDoe^ as the magnideent prospect

wtiiiillhiiiBiBMnds.
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expected to quit their posts, concentrate their forces, and
prepare for a contest in the open field, in which they
could employ all the advantages derived from superior

numbers. But the spirit of the French army seems to

have subsided, and the effects of the victory at Ramiliea
were felt in Italy. The allies had the satisfaction to see

tliem continue in their posts, and hailed their caution as

tlic signal of victory. With that decision, promptitude,
and energy which characterised the operations of Eugene,
he selected as the point of attack that part of the lines

whicli crossed the peninsula formed between the Doria
and the Stura, where the two rivers at once secured his

owji flanks, and presented considerable obstacles to the

movements of the enemy. On descending from the height,

orders were instantly given for the march
; the allies

crossed the To near Moncagliere, intercepted a considerable

convoy which the enemy were anxiously expecting from
Susa, passed the Doria, reduced the castle of Pianessa,

and extended themselves between the Doria and the

Stura. Having collected a fcwce of 10,000 militia to

throw succours into the place, should the enemy quit

or weaken any part of their lines, they made preparations

fcff an immediate assault.

At sunrise, on the morning of September 7., the

confederates advanced towards the intrenchments in se-

veral columns preceded by all the grenadiers in a body.

When arrived within cannon-shot the infantry formed in

two lines, with the artillery in the intervals between the

battalions, and the cavalry in the same order behind,

though exposed to a heavy cannonade. They then moved
to the attack. The first line of the Prussian infantry on
the right, commanded by the prince of Anhalt, made the

assault against the left of the French, which was flanked

by the Doria and the castle of Lucento. Being thrown
into disorder by a sudden sally of the French cavalry,

Eugene rushed forward to rally and lead them again to

the charge. In the midst of the confusion he was thrown
from his horse, and two domestics killed by his side ; but

he instantly revived the courage of his soldiers, hy rising and

waving his hat as a sign that he had received no injury.

He remounted, led on the troops, who derived new spirit

from his escape, and forced the intrenchment. XhQ
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priaoe of Wirtemberg, at the same time, carried the works

on the side of the Stura, and opened a way for the cavalry

;

but his troops, impelled by their ardour, pursued the

French far beyond the intrenchment, and would have been

cut off, had not the regiment of Staremberg opportunely

advanced from the second line, seized the abandoned

aatillery, and turned it on the enemy, who began to rally.

The centre, led by the duke of Savoy, succeeded also in

gaining the works, after a dreadful carnage, and opened a

passage for the cavalry. The enemy, however, still

disputed their ground with great bravery ;
their cavalry

broke through the ranks of the allies, and attacked them
in ffank and rear, and, though repulsed, again rallied and

renewed the fight But nothing could withstand the

impetuosity of the troops led by Eugene and the duke,

who lavishly expo’sed their persons. The second line

with the artillery being brought up, a more desperate

engagement took place, and the French finally gave way;
one body fled over the Doria, and there made a stand ; a

second attempted to gain the Po, but was intercepted by a

sally from the '«ity ; and a third, which took refuge in

the imfiosures of the Old Park, between the mouths of the

Doria and Stura, was driven into the Po. „

Beyond the Doria, the troops in the trenches continued

their fire against the city during the whole action, greatly

annoying the garrison with their bombs
; but, perceiving

the lost, they blew up their magazines, and retired

with precipitation by Moncagliere. Marsin, being mortally

wounded, and taken prisoner, died at Turin the day after

the battle ; the duke of Orleans was likewise wounded

;

€OOQ men, among whom were several distinguished officers,

wove made prisoners, and 2000 killed. The allies lost

only 1500.

The duke of Savoy and Eugene;, having given the neces-

sary orders for seenring the magazines and encamping the

entered the capital amidst a. vast concourse of

weople, and returned thimks to GkMl in the cathedral. The
pet powder lefb in die place waa spent in the rejoicing on

die French army was engaged,

litobst loss in killed, wounded, and prisoners

^000 m^ the death of Marain, and
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tlio want of an experienced chief, produced all the fruits

of a total defeat, and occasioned the overthrow of that

power which seemed so firmly established in Italy. The
French troops having retreated in confusion toward Pig-

nerol, and abandoned those in the Milanese, the allies

hastened to profit by their victory. The militia, supported

by a regular force, followed the retreating army to the

frontiers of Dauphine, secured the passes of the Alps, and
frustrated all their attempts to re-enter Piedmont

;
while

the towns, which were dismantled or weakly garrisoned,

again raised the standard of their beloved sovereign. At
the same time the duke and Eugene turned against the

French corps under Medavi, who, on the 9th of September,

two days after the battle of Turin, had defeated the prince

of Hesse at Castiglione with the loss of 4000 men. They
opened a passage into the Milanese by reducing Novarra,

passed the Tesino, received the submission of Milan, and
blockaded the French troops in the citadel. Being joined

by the prince of Hesse, who, after his defeat crossed the

Lower Adige and the Po, and penetrated through the

Cremonese, they drove the corps of Medavi into the Man-
tuan, and before the close of the campaign, recovered many
of the posts occupied by the French in Lombardy, con-

fining the remnant of their forces to the citadels of JVlilan

and Mantua, Finale, Valencia, Mirandola, Sabionetta, and
Cremona. Eugene, who was nominated governor of the

Milanese, received the allegiance of the natives in the

name of their new sovereign ; Joseph invested his brother

with the duchy as a hef of the empire, and yielded W the

duke of Savoy the provinces of Yalenza and Alessosidrio,

the Lumellina, and the Val di Sesia, which had pro-

mised as the price of his alliance.

During these transactions the affairs of the house of

Austria had likewise prospered in Spain. After landing

in Portugal, Charles published a manifesto or declaratioa

of his rights, the king of Portugal a justihoation of hit

conduct ; and both monarchs, at the head of their armyi
advanced to the frontier. But, as it happens in all eases

of civil contest, the emigrants deceived themselves as well

as their protectors, and the conquest of Spain proved a far

more arduous task than it had been represented by tha

admiral and his adherents. The army of Portugal was iU#
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disciplined, inefficient, and ill-provided
;

the succours

furnished by the allies too scanty to make a permanent

impression. Above all, none of the parties had appreciated

the effects of national and religious prejudice; tlie proud
and spirited Castilians, however dissatisfied with the admi-

nistration of the French, were indignant at having a

sovereign forced on them by the Portuguese, whom they

detested, and by the English and Dutch whom they stig-

matised as heretics. At this moment they were encouraged

by a succour of 12,000 men under the duke of Berwick,

and conciliated by the recall of the princess Orsini, and
the French agents, who had rendered themselves unpopular.

Won also by the bravery and exertions of Philip himself,

they rallied round their acknowledged sovereign, and,

instead of waiting for an attack, became themselves the

assailants. After a campaign, in which both parties re-

spectively invaded each other’s territories, though the

advantage remained on the side of the Spaniards, the two
armies retired into winter-quarters within their respective

frontiers.

While the united troops attacked the western provinces

of Spain, the English fleet, which had landed Charles at

Lisbon, after a fruitless attempt to surprise BarceloAa,

joined a squadron under Sir Cloudesley Shovel, sailed in

search of the French fleet from Brest, and in their way
took Gibraltar by escalade. They next attacked the French
fleet off Malaga ; and though the honours of victory were
claimed by both parties, the allies gained the advantage,

for the French retired into their ports, and did not venture
another engagement during the whole war.

The campaign of 1705 was far more favourable to tlic

allies. A Spanish army, after wasting several months in

the siege of GKbraltar, was compelled to abandon the enter-

prise ; and a French squadron, which blocked up the

korbour, was defeated. Spain was attacked on both sides ;

the combined forces of the English and Portuguese, under
the earl of Galway and the marquis das Minas, bursting

fleom Beyra and Alentejo, opened the frontier by the cap-

%hre of Valonciiw Alcaatan^ Salvatierre, ami Albuquerque

:

w ride, Barcelona was taken by
CbaiifNIi o£ the British fleet and forces

imlar^ nailof Peterborough ; Catalonia declared for the
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Iioiise of Austria, and, with the exception of Alicante and
Penisola, Arragon and Valencia followed the example.

These advantages enabled the allies to make a rapid

progress in the ensuing campaign. Philip, after pressing

Parcelona to the utmost extremities, was compelled by the

arrival of an English fleet to raise the siege, and, with
great difficulty, making a circuit through the mountains of

Roussillon and Navarre, again reached his capital on the

9th of December, 1705. The death of Peter II., who had
been affected with an hereditary melancholy, gave new
vigour to the government of Portugal

; and his son, John
V., a prince of great spirit and abilities, supported tbe

cause of Charles with redoubled vigour. England and
Holland poured in reinforcements, and a grand project

was formed to push the war at once from Catalonia and
Portugal, secure the capital, and terminate the contest by
a single effort. On one side the Portuguese forces, after

reducing Alcantara, penetrated through the province of

Salamanca to Madrid, driving before them the small army
of Spain under marshal Berwick ; on the other, the army
of Charles, having relieved Barcelona, took the route of

Arragon, which had revolted, and pushed a corps to the

, vicinity of the capital
; and the queen-mother at Toledo

endeavoured to excite the people of New Castile, by raising,

the standard of Austria. Nothing could have have pre-

vented the establishment of Charles II. on the Spanish-

throne but the want of promptitude and decision among the

allies, and his own uncertain and dilatory spirit. Whilst

he wasted much time in forms and ceremonies at Saragossa,

Galway, remaining inactive at Madrid, suffered Berwick
to draw reinforcements from France, and Philip with his

spirited queen, to rouse the zeal of the Castilian nobles. In

consequence of this impolicy and these delays, the forces of

Philip, who seemed on the point of being overwhelmed,

again made head, recovered the capital, drove the Portu^

guese to their own frontier, and confined Charles with his

English auxiliaries to Catalonia, Valencia, and Arragon.

Notwithstanding, however, the failure of this grand enter-

prise, the allies maintained a footing on both sides of

Spain, and possessed the means of renewing their invasion

with a still greater prospect of success the ensuing

campaign, when they expected reinforcementa from Italy

;
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they also obtained somo compeiisution for their losses on
the continent by the acquisition of Yvica, Majorca, and
part of Minorca, which had been reduced by the British

l^uadrons under the domination of Charles.

Chap. LXXIV.—1707.

The pride of Louis being humbled by the disasters of the

preceding campaigns, he attempted to divide the allies by
olSsring separate terms of peace. To the Maritime Powers
tie made a private application soon after the battle of

Bamiliea, by means of the elector of Bavaria. He gave

Charles the option of Spain, and the Indies, or the Italian

territories
;
proposed to yield a barrier in the Netherlands

to the Dutch, to disavow the pretender, and grant great

commercial privileges to both nations. These conditions,

vague in themselves, and far from affording that security

end compensation for which the allies had commenced the

war, were scarcely deemed worthy of a discussion. Louis

afterwards made a similar application to the emperor, by
.means of the pope, offering the cession of the Italian terri-

tories, with the islands in the Mediterranean ; but tliis*

.proposal was rejected also with disdain.

attemptsi, evidently intended to divide or amuse
'the in some measure produced the desired effect.

CQIp^or was apprehensive lest he, like his father,

be deserted by the Maritime Powers; and his

increased by the clamours for peace at this

Jpi& made laij the Tory party in England.* The general

^

* It h not without eitreme surprise, that we ^till £ad historians

:^ju>4 ^ters affecting impart^lity, and boasting of information, who
>^Te iho Tory clamour, that England in 1706, might have made a

and honoiirable peace# and severely censure the conduet of Marl-

and the Whl^ members of aqmiidstration, for rejecting the

"fieiW o^ed by Ftmea The sUgbtest knowledge of parliamentary

%saiiiictionB will prom, that emn if the offers of LdUis had been sin-

England could tiot have deserted tbe house of Austria without a

^ solaain engagements. Without enlaigiog on this

cpieadop, we ir^at that die narrtfdfo in the test, of events

^
He Ihlity years’ wir;%i]l oonvinee the impartial

less oolviliury io sound polisy than
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unanimity was likewise disturbed by disputes relative to

the provisional government of the conquered Netherlands

:

the emperor being desirous to obtain the administration,

while the Maritime Powers appropriated the revenues and
supreme authority, under the appointment of a council

composed of their partisans, who directed the affairs of

state in the name of Charles. Besides these causes of

disunion, which weakened the force of the Grand Alliance,

and the presence of Charles XII., the embarrassments of the

emperor were increased by the successful progress of

Ragotsky and his partisans, who, rising with new vigour

from their recent defeats, had acquired the preponderance
in Transylvania, and again began to mal^e a progress in

Hungary.
Influenced by these motives, and dreading lest the allies

should sacrifice Italy as the price of an accommodation,

Joseph hastily, on the 13th of February, concluded with

France a treaty of neutrality for Italy, by which the French
and Spanish troops, amounting to 22,000 men, evacuated

all the posts from which they had not been expelled at the

close of the preceding campaign. This transaction created

great dissatisfaction among the allies, particularly the Mari-

tiyie Powers, who objected to the liberation of a force

which must have been ultimately reduced to surrender at

discretion ;
and nothing hut the prudence of Marlborough

and the caution of Heinsius prevented, at least a division,

if not the dissolution of the confederacy. After some dis-

cussions, the agreement was ratified on the 16th of March
by the duke of Savoy, and the allies, though reluctantly,

acquiesced iu the transaction. The same motives, however,

induced Joseph to turn his views to the reduction of Naples,

which from the depressed situation of France, and the un-

popularity of the new government, wtm likely to become an

easy conquest.

Such were the views and, dispositions of all parties at

the opening of the campaign. As the French were driven

from Italy, a grwd project was now fofmed. to penetrate

into France from the Netherlands, and from Piedmont. On
the side of the Nefiterlands the arrangement of the plan of

ty)eration3 was easily settled between the two Maritime

and Holland liad doierted th« common cause for the sslw of the illusoiy

advantages offered by Louis.
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Powers ;
but in Italy the greatest difficulties arose from

the discordant views and interests of the different parties.

The emperor and the duke of Savoy proposed to invade

Dauphin^ or the Lyonnais
;
the Maritime Powers urgtMl the

advantage of penetrating through Provence, and termina-

ting the war at a single stroke, by the reduction of Toulon,

the Beat of the French naval strength in the Mediterranean,

the depository of immense magazines, stores, and artillery,

and from its local situation, no less than from the dilapi-

dated state of its works, incapable of making a long resist-

ance. At length the perseverance of the Maritime Powers
prevailed. The duke of Savoy was gained by considerable

Bubsidics, by promises of territorial acquisition, and by the

offer, of commanding the expedition; while Joseph could

not in prudence openly oppose the importunities of England

and Holland, on whom he depended for support, though he

yielded with a reluctance which marked Lis full disappro-

bation of the enterprise.

The magazines were to be formed by the duke of Savoy

;

the Maritime Powers ploi'ed the 25,000 German auxiliaries

in their pay at his disposal ;
a combined fleet of forty sail

was to co-operate with the land forces
; and Eugene, with

a oorps of imperialists, was to join in the expedition. Tjie

most vigorous preparations and earnest representations

were made, both by England and Holland, that the forces

might be ready to act at an early period, as the success of

the enterprise principally depended on anticipating the

enemy. But continual obstacles to the expedition arose

from the conduct of the emperor. Nothing could prevail

on him to suspend his intended invasion of Naples, and

two months were wasted in preparations for an enterpiise

which diminished the forces of the allies, without weaken-

ing those of the enemy. Still further obstacles were
derived from the necessity of maintaining 10,000 men in

Germany, to watch the kiim.^ Sweden, and of sending

reinforcements against the rel^ in Hungary ; these diver-

sions, besides retarding the junction of the troops, reduced

the army of Eugene to 12,000 men, This ill-fated enter-

n' e WTis still further delayed by a temper^ illness of the

e of Savoy, by the difliculty of embarking the artillery

snd proviflions, and final^ by the disputes of the duke

wi& the-Engl^h sdgiiral, relative to the payment of the
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stipulated subsidy. An enterprise, begun under all these

disadvantages, must have been directed against an enemy
far loss vigilant and active than France to prove successful.

Troops being left fur the .security of Fiedmont, the army,

amounting to 3o,000 men, was put in motion, towards the

latter end of June, and, after a feint on the side of Susa,

scaled the Col di Tcnde, and advanced to Nice, while the

combined fleet of forty-three sail and fifty-seven transports *

anchored before Finale. Four ships of war, with a detach-

ment of seamen and marines, having dislodged a body of

the enemy from the intrenchments which they had formed

on the bank of the Yar, the allies crossed without loss, left

a corps to secure the forts and their bridges, and pushed

througli the rugged country which borders the Mediter-

ranean, without any other delay than waiting for their

baggage and provisions. Tliey passed by Antibes, beyond

the range of it.s artillery, and, after a march of eleven days,

encamped near Toulon
;
-while the fleet anchored before the

isles of llicres.

They had the mortification to find the enemy in a state

far ditferent from their expectations. The French court

being secretly apprised of their object, had taken measures

fo frustrate the enterprise. The fortress, which had been

greatly neglected, was suddenly put in n state of defence

;

the forage destroyed, or carried into the towns ;
the passes

of the Alps secured ; and marshal Tesse, to whom the com-

mand of the army was intrusted, distributed the troopa in

situations to cover the frontier and accelerate their junction

at the point of attack. On the first movement of the allies

towards Provence, he hastened to anticipate their arrival

before Toulon. Besides a detachment under general Dillon,

which had been sent too late to defend the passage of the

Var, and had retreated before the allies, his troops marched
day and night in scattered parties, or were conveyed in

carriages. The first whi^iiu'rived intrenched themselves

under the -walls, on the western side, which the allies had
not occupied, and the rest pouring in every hoar, the whole

army assembled within the space of ten ^ys, and formed

three intrenched camps, stretching north and west from the

' walls to the adjacent heights. The nobles of the neigh-

bouring provinces marched at the head of their servants

and retainers into the city, coined their plate, and pawned
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their jtwelifi to pay the workmen employed on the fortifica-

tkiDA. Besides the force thus assembled under the walls,

whkk WAS already superior to that of the allies, an army
was fsoUecting under the duke of Burgundy, from the troops

destined for Catalonia, and the reinforcements draw'n from
EUnders and the Rhine.

On the other hand, the allies were embarrassed by the

disunion among the commanders, arising from the jealousies

which actuated the courts of Vienna and Turin
; for

Eugene, instead of the alacrity which he had displayed on

other occasions, increased the indecision of the duke of

Safoj, by continually expatiating on the difficulties and
dangers of the enterprise.* After losing some days in

bringing up the artillery from the ships, batteries were
open^, the heights of St. Catherine carried, and the fleet

began^ to bombard the city. It was, however, too late.

The garrison or rather the army, defended the place with

Y^our, sunk ships at the entrance of the harbour, kept

up an incessant fire from the ramparts, and made several

d^perate sallies, in one of which they drove the allies

from the important post of St. Catherine, on the 29th of

July. The army under the duke of Burgundy began to

draw near ; the besiegers suffered severely from the scax'-

which was the effect of Tesse’s precautions, and a

ookps under Medavi at Touris, which was rapidly increas-

ing, ^o^tened to cut off their communications with Pied-

mont* In this situation they relinquished their ill-fated

Wcpedidon. They completed the reduction of Fort Louis,

w^mnbadced their artillery and ammunition i and while

Hie fleet divided the attention of the enemy by a bombard-
ment, commenced their retreat on the nigbi of the 21st of

After a march of ten days they repaesed the

Var, and on the 14th of September again traversed the

Ck)! di Teade.t The French commander, who had closely

* Hiis aipeditioo tf idi^oiitimlially described in the Memcirs of

^ Duke of Idtarlbofough

« « BWiiles the mum above mentioned, Lamberty amerts, on the

llWbOiby af the duke «f flavoy tuoaielfl that the siege was raised in

oppeaitM floai the aniperor, who alarmed by the

flint be would invade the beremUry
Tbhl^ Wa* A eeinark of Sir ClaudMUy ^oyel,

B we lewd jnoW Hat the Briflsb ooUimeader

wti ant Wnnaiae ia bb « duceen, frbai the diimeliiiitioa of
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followed their rear, without risking an action, threw gar-
risons into Nice and Villafranca, and resumed the same
defensive dispositions which he had adopted at the opening
of the campaign.

Thus terminated an expedition in which the allies lost

13,000 men, by sickness or desertion, the failure of which
occasioned great discontents in England and Holland,

where the most sanguine hopes had been entertained of

success. It was attributed to various causes, each nation

endeavouring to throw the blame on tbe other
;
but it ap-

pears to have been principally derived from the jealousy of

the different parties, the lukewarmness of the emperor, and
the division of his troops for the conquest of Naples. The
allies closed their unfortunate campaign on the 4th of

October, by recovering Susa, which excluded the French
from Piedmont, and opened a passage into Dauphine. After

this exploit the imperial troops retired into winter-quarters

ill the Ferrarese and Mantuan; the palatine forces marched
to tlie sea to embark for Catalonia, and the Hessians took

the route towards Germany.
The conquest of Naples, purchased with so dear a sacri-

fice, was effected without difi^culty. Early in the spring

Cc^unt Daun, the brave defender of Turin, marching at the

head of 10,000 men, through ‘the ecclesiastical state, awed
the pope into compliance, notwithstanding his attachment

to the house of Bourbon. Having received a train of

artillery at Ancona, he burst into the kingdom of Naples,

which he found defenceless, and, seconded by the affection

of the people, to whom the viceroy had imprudently dis-

tributed arms, he entered the capital without a single

skirmish. The prince of Castiglione, who had retired

into Apuglia with a body of cavalry, the only force capa-

ble of resistance, surrendered ; on ^e 30th of September,

the cities and strongholds followed the example of the

capital, except Gaeta, which was taken by storm ; and,

before the end of three months, the whole kingdom sub-

mitted to Charles.

On the side of the Bliine great precaiulkmB were taken

Eugene, at the commeDcem^t of the enteiyrise. ** The duke of

Savoy,” he said, " ii heartilj and sincerdy for the fuaceBS of the und^
taking, but the diepoution of the prince is the and Toulon will

not he taken. of lord Wdpole, p. S. .
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to secure the empire by strengthening the lines of Stol-

hofien. Theywere well furnished with artillery, and defended

by 20,000 men, a part of the Grerman troops under the

margrave of Bareith, who had recently succeeded to the

command on the death of the margrave of Baden. But no
precautions could compensate for the deficiencies of the

contingents, which, I'rom the threatening posture of

Charles XII., were retained by the elector of Saxony and
the neighbouring princes for the jirotection of their own
territories, instead of being sent to the Rliine. Villiirs,

the French commander, forced the lines with little dilJi-

culty, on the 23rd of May seized the magazines, and de-

molished the dikes and sluices which strengthened the

works* Advancing into the empire, he levied contribu-

tions, which the Germans tamely suffered to e\ eii

through their army, for fear of exposing their country to

devastation. Having left a corps of cavalry to secure the

lines on the Lauter, he followed the margrave, who sue-

cessively retreated to Sforzheim, Heilbron, and (ieinund,

after throwing gonisons intoFriburgh, Landau, mid rhilijis-

bnrgh. He r^ueed the petty towns in his route, lev ied

heavy contributions, sj^ead terror on every side, and pushed
kifi party beyond the Danube, even to the plain of Hoc;li-

Btadt. He pressed Charles XIL, who was then in Saxony,

to joio him at Nuremberg, and renew the attacks which

hod been so successfully made against the hereditary terri-

tories in the thirty years* war. But fortunately the Swedish
mon^eh, soothed by the conciliating conduct of Joseph,

declined his overtures, and the detachments which M^cre

drawn from the army of Yillars, for the relief of Toulon,

checked his career till the affairs of the empire were placed

in a more favourable situation.

As these reverses were attributed to the indolence and
advanced age of the margrave of Bareitb, who was still

toore inactive than his predecessor, Joseph sent his general

Heister to infuse ^irit into the troops. He also took mea-
flnres for securing the strong places of Bavaria, awing the

mrtisans of the elector. To*draw the French forces from
^iiabia and Franoonia, the margrave, by his order, made a

rapid movement behind the mountains of Wirtemberg to-

wmds HenU, joined the troap§ of Westphalia and other

nnd by this march leroed ViUars to retom to the
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Rhine. As the junction of the contingents did not yet
encourage the margrave to resume offensive operations, the
emperor offered the command to George Augustus, duke of

Hanover, with the hope of seeuringthe assistance of hispow-
erful family. With some difficulty, the resignation of the

margrave was procured on the 15th September, and the

duUe joined the army; but from the lateness of the season,

this i liauge produced no important effect ; for after a few
skirmishes on both sides of the Rhine, the two armies re-

lin il into quarters ; the French into Alsace, the Germans
along the Rhine, the Maine, and the Neckar.

AVhile the progress of tlie allies was suspended in the
Nutlnudanils, Germany, and Piedmont, the Austrian arms
cxfM'i ii nced a sad reverse in Spain. Louis was enabled,

by tlie neutrality of Italy, to strengthen the army of Ber-
wick with 16, OCX) men, and the duke of Orleans was ap-

j)ointed to the ccftnrnaiul. On the other hand, although

auxiliary troops had been sent from England, the army of

Charles was still inferior to that of the enemy. This
heterogenous moss, composed of Germans, English, Dutch,

Portuguese, and native Spaniards, all animated by national

jealousy and religious antipathy, was commanded by officers

wjio were influeneed by a similar spirit. The two chiefs,

Gillway and Das Minas, were continually at variance, each
aspiring to the superiority ; the eccentric eoil of Peter-

borough was disgusted with both ; and general Stanhope,

the British envoy, aggravated the disunion by his imperiouB

temper. The court was still more the scene of intrigue than

the army. The prince of Lichtenstein, formerly governor
of Charles, and now the chief of his household, the duke
of Moles, charged with the conduct of political affairs, and
the count of Stella, the minister of his pleasures, shared

the confidence of the young monarch. T^ou^ jealous of

each other, they joined in excluding the native Spaniards

from a share in the government
; and Oropeaa» tJie only

person whose extensive connectiona and fiarmer eervices

raised him above their power, voluntarify abandoned all

share in the administration, under pratenee of ago and

infirmity
; but in reality to avoid giving coontmianoe to the

pleasures of foreigners, which he eooiidered as hostile to

the interests of his oountry.

Charles liimself was ill calculated to restore strength aaA
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union to his party. Though possessing personal courage

and literwy acquirements, he was distant, formal, reserved,

and without energy of mind ; a mere puppet in the hands

of those who had obtained his confidence
;
unable to adopt

a decisive line of conduct amidst a variety of jarring

opinions, and trifling away his time in frivolous pleasures,

and scientific pursuits. With a singular degree of infatu-

atkm, he commenced the construction of a palace on the

vmy ground which he was still contesting with a |)Owerful

riv^ ; and offended his brave and faithful Catalans by tlic

contributions which he levied for completing this monu-
ment of thoughtless extravagance.

By these ffivisions in the court and army, all tlic designs

of the allies were counteracted. The earl of Petcrborougli,

disgusted with being superseded in the command, quitted

the army under the pretence of a dispute relative tn tin*

system of operations, and indignantly r^red to Italy, from

whence he again sent his advice to remain on tlie defensive,

backed by the opinion of Eugene. Charles, with some of

his Spanish and German counsellors, was inclined to adojit

this advice; but was overruled by the representations of

touB two commanders, Galway and Das Minas, who threat-

«nod the suspension of the Britisli subsidy, if the sy.st(;m

aaggested by Peterborough was pursued. Charles aceord-

iii^y returned in disgust to Catalonia with two regiments,

W^r pretence of securing that province, and left tlie eoni-

aaad^ widi an army of 26,000 men to execute their own
plans of operatitm.

The confederate generals, thus freed from control, col-

lected their troopts, and pushed on to the frontiers of Mercia,

wi^ the hope of crushing in detail the forces of Berwick,

who were quartered along the frontiers of Arragon and
Vnieiioia. The duke retreating, they pressed forwaixl to

JUnanaa^ but as he contrived to detain them till he could

l^pQOBBtimto his troops, by throwing garrisons into Chin-

ohiBa and Vih^H^they soo^ found themselves threatened

ift i superior fiorce. ConflOing, however, in the courage

imd ar^biir of timir solders, toey risked an engagement,

fdha^d ooniidenSile advant^, till the Portuguese
formed their right wing, mve way, leaving

tte fmmii7 exnpsed, and by tl^ disgraoeiiil flig^ involved

iloa%s ill a imte almoitt as tetal aa that of Blenheim to
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the l'>enrli. Five thousand were slain, eight thousand
Englisli and Dutch surrendered after the battle, and the
two commanders weye desperately wounded. Galway
taking refuge under the walls of Tortosa, was only able to

collect oCKK) men. Tlie duke of Orleans joined the victo-

rious army the following day, and completed the success

which had been begun by the skill of Berwick. The loyalty

t>i‘ the Castilians was roused to enthusiasm by the birth of

a son to Philip, and they redoubled their efforts to support
!i native prince. Valencia and Arragon were recovered,
fli |)rivcd of their privileges, and iTiulered dependencies on
L ;\>tilc ; Lcrida, with the contiguous district of Catalonia,

was subdued
;
and Charles was excluded from all his con-

f] nests in Spain, except a part of Catalonia, with the towns
of Alicante and Denia. To complete this series of disasters,

Chiiilud Itudrigu was retaken, and Alcantara reduced by
the Spanish forces. The dread of an invasion of Portugal
induced Giilway and Das Minas to embark for Lisbon with
the 1‘urees under their command; and the defence of Cata-
lonia was left to the discouraged remnant of British and
Diiteli auxiliaries.^

Chat. LXXV.— 1708.

The disasters of the Austrian arms in Spain, the failure of

tlui euter[irise against Toulon, and the inactivity of the

allies in the Netherlands, were the fatal effects derived no
less from a want of concert and union, than from the sus-

l)eiise and anxiety which the presence of Charles XIL
created in every member of the Grand Alliance. Fortu-
nately the mutual confidence of the allies was restored by
the firmness with which the Maritime Powers rejected the

offers of peace
;
and the possession of ^aples quieted the

apprehensions and allayed tHe jealousy of the emperor.

They all cordially united in conciliating Charles XIL ;

before the opening of the lost campaign, Marlborough him<^

self repairing toRanstadt in April, 1707, used the influence
•

* For Ml of the bottle of AleaimM, ud its fatol coii^

queoces, see the Memoin of the Bourtioii Kiagf:^f Spain, chapter

VOL. HI. J>
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which a general of his talents and fame naturally possessed

over a monarch whose whole soul was absorbed in military

glory
; and Joseph himself omitted nn sacrifice to soothe so

terrible an enemy. He delivered up the chamberlain who
had insulted the Swedish envoy, confirmed the family com-
pact which nominated six successive princes of Holstein

Gottorp to the bishopric of Lubec, exempted Bremen and
Pomerania from furnishing tlieir contingents during the

Spanish war, agreed to re-establish the Lutheran worship

in Silesia, and even permitted six new churches to be built

for the inhabitants of that persuasion. By these conces-

sions he delivered his hereditary territories from invasion,

and the empire from a civil war
;
and Charles quitted Grer-

many to indulge his vindictive spirit against Russia, with

the hope of deUironing Peter, as he had dethroned Au-
gustus.

A change equally favourable to the house of Austria

took place in England, where the Tories, who had been

secretly favoured by the queen, and had thwarted the ope-

rations of the war, were excluded from power, by the dis-

mission of Harley their leader, and the re-establishment of

the Whigs in the principal departments of state. Marlbo-
rough and Godolphin, whose disgrace had been triumphantly

announced, rose from their temporary depression, and em-
ployed the resources of the country with redoubled vigour.

An additional impulse was given to the national spirit by
an attempt of the French court to land the Pretender in

Scotland, where the number of his partisans was aug-

mented by the ^scontents arising from the recent union

with England. This expedition, though frustrated by the

vigilanoe of the English fleet, stimulated the public resent-

ment against France, and by contributing to render the

Tories still more unpopular, strengthm^d the power of the

Whigs, and increased ||||e influence of^ Austrian party,

Joseph availed himself of these favourable circumstances

to mfte amends for his remissness during the preceding

onmp&ign ; and, although the war still raged in Hungary,
plteipared to furnish all the assistance which his exhausted

ntfouTCes and numerous embarrassments would permit, to

with the Maritime Powers against the common
his orders Eugene visited the different courts

of to call forth the exertions of the German
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princes.. He prevaileLl on Augustus of Saxony to lead his

own contingent to the army ; and by offering to the elector

Palatine the restoration of his paternal honours and domi-
nions, which had been transferred to the Bavarian house,

obtained his promise to employ his whole force in the com-
mon cause. Eugene then repaired to the Hague, to settle

with Marlborough and the States the arrangements for the

campaign, fie opened a conference held on this subject

with a pathetic detail of the injuries sustained by the im-
perial house

;
apologised for the recent failures, by describ-

ing the difficulties of his sovereign, and announced his

resolution, by new exertions, to make ample amends for

former deficiencies. He concluded with presenting a plan

of operations. He was himself to act on the Moselle, with
a separate army of 10,000 imperialists, and 14,000 Pala-

tine, Hessian, and Saxon auxiliaries; while Marlborough
pursued his system of attack in the Netherlands, and
powerful reinforcements were to be sent to Spain and the

Pliine. lie announced his hope that the formidable power
of the Gallic monarchy would be speedily reduced, and the

kingdom of Spain, with its dependencies, restored to the

house of Austria, in the person of Charles the lawful sove-

rfflgn. He was seconded by Marlborough, who declared

the approbation of the queen, and readily obtained the

acquiescence of the States,

This plan, however, like that of Marlborough before his

memorable march to the Danube, was only an ostensible

project to deceive the enemy; for by a secret agreement
between the two great generals, Eugene, after collecting his

troops on the Moselle, was suddenly to join the allied army
in the Netherlands, and assist in striking a decisive blow
before the enemy could draw a proportionate reinforcement

from the Ehine. The arrangements for this march being

settled, Eugene and Marlborough r^fRtired to Hanover, and
obtained from the elector, who was to command the German
army, his consent to remain on the defensive. Marlbo-
rough then returned to the Hague; and Eugene, after

visiting Vienna to receive the last instructions of the em^
peror, took the route to the Rhine. Early in June he began

to assemble the auxiliaries j and would have fulfilled the

concerted plan, had not the elector Palatine delayed the

march of the troops, by refusing his co-operation, tiU he
D 2
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was formally invested with the fifth electorate and flic

Upper Palatinate.

During this unfortunate delay the campaign opened in

the Low Countries with a sinister aspect. To oppose the

meditated attacks of the allies, exertions no less strenuous

had been made by France. Tlie elector of Bavaria with

Berwick was sent to the Upper Rhine, to watch the mo-
tions of the German army; Villars was despatched to Lan-

guedoc and Dauphin 6, to oppose the duke of vSavoy, and quell

the disturbances which still reigned among the Protestants

in the Cevennes; and in the Netherlands, whither the

court purposed to turn the principal force of tlie war,

every effort was made to collect a powerful army, which

was to be commanded by the duke of Burgundy, the fa-

vourite grandson of Louis, who was assisted by the coun-

sels of the enterprising Vendoine.

In May the troops on both sides assembled, the allies to

the number of 70.000 men, under JMarlborougli and the

Dutch general Overkirk, near Brussels; the French, to the

amount of 90,000, near Mons
;
and both parties drained

the neighbouring garrisons to augment their strength.

The duke of Burgundy had no sooner reached the scene of

action than the two armies advanced towards Soignies, fW

if inclined to open the campaign with an engagement. But
the French commanders, who had secured agents to facili-

tate the surprise of the principal towns of Flanders, made
a sudden march through Neville to Braine I’Allieu, and
thus drew Marlborough to the neighbourhood of Louvain.

Having thus diverted the attention of the British general

from the quarter of their intended enterprise, the enemy
suddenly decamped on the evening of the 4th of July, de-

tached several corps towards the places where they had
established a secret correspondence, and rapidly moved to

Tubise and Halle, where they purposed to cross the Senne.

One of these parties appeared before Ghent at the dawn
the 5th of July, and having by stratagem secured one of

gates, readily obtained the submission of the place,

Upd blockaded a garrison of 300 men in the citadel
; a

second was equally successful at Bruges
;
and after a fruit-

less attempt to surprise Damme, took the small hut im-

portant post of Plassendacl, on the canal of Bruges, by
0torni.
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Receiving intelligence of the sudden movement of the
enemy towards the Dender, Marlborough broke up from
the neighbourhood of Louvaine on the morning of the 5th,

and crossing the Senne and the canal of Brussels, en-

camped between Anderlecht and the mill of Tombeck.
From hence he sent a body of cavalry under general Both-
raar, with orders to cross the Scheldt near Termond, and
if possible to counteract the designs of the enemy on the

towns in Flanders.

As the French were then traversing the Senne within a
short distance of his camp, he hoped to bring them to an
engagement before they could reach the Dender. He
therefore sent out a detachment to harass them in their

march, and prepared to move at the dawn. The prompti-

tude of the enemy, however, baffled his design. They ef-

fected the passage of the Dender with the loss of part of

their baggage and 300 prisoners, and descending the stream,

took post between Alost and Oerdegem, with a view of

threatening Brussels, and covering the attack against the

citadel of Ghent. Marlborough accordingly advanced to

Asch on the evening of the 6th, to dispel the alarm which
reigned among the inhabitants of that large and opulent

japital.

Here he was cheered by the arrival of Eugene, who,

finding it impossible to effect a junction with his own troops,

hastened from Maestricht to take a personal share in the

expected conflict.

At this crisis the citadel of Ghent surrendered, and the

enemy prepared to accomplish their ultimate designs, by
the reduction of Oudenard, the key of Flanders, the chief

avenue to the other fortresses of the allies in that province,

and the only channel of communication with the coast.

The place was invested on the morning of the 9th, a train

of heavy artillery ordered from Tourney, and to cover the

siege, they prepared to occupy the strong camp of Lessines

on the Dender.
But they were exposed to a general whose resources

were inexhaustible, and whose promptitude and activity

were seldom paralleled. Though suffering under bodily

indisposition, the vigorous mind of Marlborough was un-

impaired, and he hastened to anticipate their design. The

roads being previously cleared, the allied army again broke
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up at two in the morning of the 9th, and wJiile they halted

a few hours at Herfelingen, general Cadogan, with eight

battalions and as many squadrons, was sent forward to

throw bridges over the Dender, and take post at Lessines.

He effected his object at midnight, and in the morning the

whole army, which had resumed its inarch at the evening
tattoo, was posted beyond the Dender. The enemy, little

expecting that their able antagonist would traverse twice

the distance in the same space of time, were rapidly ap-

proaching the spot; but perceiving the allies in position,

they turned to the right, and hastened towards Gavre, with
the hope of covering themselves behind the line of the

Scheld. This disappointment aggravated the disputes

which already reigned betwen the duke of Burgundy and
Vendome, and destroyed that unity of action and counsel,

which were indispensable in so delicate and critical a

situation.

During the night of the 10th Marlborough and Eugene
prepared for an immediate engagement

; although they
had yet a space of fifteen miles to traverse, and a rapid

stream to cross, before they could come in contact with tlie

enemy. As before, a strong detachment, with thirty-two

pieces of artillery, were sent forward under the command
of Cadogan and Rantzue, with orders to clear the roads

and throw bridges over the Scheld, in the vicinity of

Oudenard. Departing at the dawn of the 11th, the de-

tachment was followed at eight by the whole army, in four

columns, the cavalry leading the march, and the artillery

in the rear.

About ten in the morning the allied detachment reached
the Scheld, between the town and abbey of Eename, and
commenced the construction of the bridges. The enemy
at the same moment had begun the passage of the river at

Gavre, two leagues below, and so little suspected the ap-

proach of the allies, that their advanced guard, under the

marquis de Biron, drew towards Eyne and Ruybrock, and
l>egB& to disperse for forage.

In the interim the allied detachment had completed their

bridges ; and as the leading columns of the main body were
approaching, they passed the river, left four battalions to

.

guard the pontoons, and took post with the remainder on the

high ground between Eyne and Severe. Discovering the
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forapnrr parties of the enemy, Cadogan pushed forward the

cavalry, who attacked and drove them towards Lynnghem,
making several prisoners. The assailants were, however,
repulsed in their turn by Biron

; but perceiving the allied

detachment in position, and the columns of cavalry crossing

the river, he withdrew from a fear of being overwhelmed
by superior force. Indeed his apprehensions were not

without foundation, for the two confederate generals hear-

ing that the enemy were passing at Gavre, were alarmed
for the safety of their detachment, and hastening forward

at full gallop, with the second column of cavalry, reached
the bridges at the moment of the skirmish.

The appearance of the allies created a general sensation

throughout the French ranks; but Vendome conceiving

that the main body was still too far distant to form, before

he could mature his preparations for an attack, directed

seven battalions to occupy the village of Heurne, and part

of the cavalry of the right to draw up near the windmill.

Under cover of this disposition, he intended to place his

left in the plain of Ileurne, and extend his right across

the Boxer Couter towards Mooroghem. This arrangement

was, however, countermanded by the duke of Burgundy,
who conceived that the high ground of Huyse, with the

Norken in front, would aftbrd a more eligible position. In
the midst of the indecision created by this evolution, the

seven battalions, instead of occuping Heurne, advanced

and took post at Eyne, where they were placed beyond the

reach of protection by the change in the direction of the

main body.

Meanwhile the allied commanders hastened the march of

their columns, superintended the passage of the Scheld,

and posted the troops as they arrived. About two the

second column of cavalry was placed in front of Bevere,

and a battery of six pieces planted on the hill above

Schaerken ; at three, the first column of cavalry filed

through Oudenard, and the infantry of the right reached

the bridges. The four battalions hitherto posted to guard

them joined the advance, and the first blow was struck by
an attack on the insulated brigade in the village of Eyne,

. who were speedily broken, and three entire battalions made
prisoners. A small body of cavalry left for their support

were next charged, routed, and driven across the Norkeu^
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among the columns of their own army, who were forming

on the other side.

The French commanders now perceived that it was im-

possible to retire without an engagement, and active pre-

parations were made to repel the impending attack, by
placing the army on the high ground of Lede, Huyse, and

Maldeghem in two lines, with a reserve. The greater part

of the cavalry was posted on the right, opposite Oyke ;
the

left extended to behind Mullem ;
and the front was covered

by the Norken and the defiles along its banks.

The same perplexity and want of concert which had

marked all the preceding operations of the French com-

manders, prevailed also at this important crisis. By the

direction of the duke of Burgundy, sixteen squadrons

under general Grimaldi crossed the Norken, for the pur-

pose of ascertaining whether the right wing could advance,

and occupy the space between the two rivulets at Diepen-

back and Chobou
;

but observing the Prussian cavalry

abeady formed, and the British advancing, they fell back

to the small plain near the mill of Royeghem. Vendome
directed his left to advance at the same moment, with the

view of bringing both wings into action together
; but the

duke of Burgundy again countermanded the order, under
pretence that an impassable morass separated the two
armies on that side ; and another invaluable hour was thus

lost in useless manceuvree.

These movements did not escape the attention of Marl-

borough. To repel the attack which appeared to be

menaced on his right, he pushed forward the infantry of

Cadogan’s detachment into the hedges of Groenvelde, and
advancing himself by Heurne with the Prussian horse,

drew them up in front of the enemy. At the same time

the first line of the right wing was rapidly formed on the

heights of Bevere.

At this moment thirty battalions of the enemy’s right

debouched from the defiles in their front, and after some
hesitation attacked the troops posted in the hedges of

Groenvelde. A vigorous conflict ensued, and the duke of

Argyle, who led the British infantry, hastened with twenty

battalions and a few pieces of cannon to the assistance of

the forces engaged. Still, however, the remainder of the

enemy’s right, following the direction of their companions
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gradually prolonged the line till they outflanked some
Prussian cavalry on the left of the British

;
and driving

them back, occupied Barwaen and the farm of Banlancy.
They were, however, attacked in their turn by count
Lottum, with the second column of infantry, who recovered
the lost ground, and drove them across the rivulet.

Marlborough and Eugene, who had hitherto remained
together, now separated, and Eugene repaired to the right

to assume the command of that wing, comprising the

British troops. Foreseeing that the stress of the action

would lie on this quarter, Marlborough ordered count
Lottum with twenty battalions to prolong his own right,

and strengthen the wing under Eugene. The opening
which this movement occasioned between the castle of

Bcvere and Schaerken was filled up by eighteen battalions

from the right of the left wing, who had formed across the

Boxer Couter, with the left in front of Mooreghem.
In the interval the corps of Cadogan had been driven

from the coverts and avenues near Herlehem into the plain;

but Eugene advancing with this new accession of strength,

broke the first line of the enemy, and general Natzmer,
with the Prussian gens d’armes and cuirassiers, charged
tliTough the second, into the small plain near the chapel of

Royeghem. But his career being checked by the house-

hold troops, and his ranks thinned by the fire of musketry
which flashed from every hedge, he lost half his men, and
escaped himself with the utmost difficulty.

While the action thus raged on the right, Marlborough,
with the Hanoverian and Dutch battalions, had pressed

forward, driving the enemy from inclosure to inclosure, till

he reached the hamlet of Diepenbeck. From hence he
discovered that the enemy had neglected to occupy the

commanding ground above the mill at Oyke, which seemed
to afibrd an opportunity of turning their right and cutting

it from the main body. He therefore requested marshal
Overkirk, who had brought up ,the rear, with nearly all

the cavalry of the left, and twenty battalions of Dutch and
Danes, to execute this bold and decisive manmuvre

;
and

the veteran hero performed this his last effort in the field

with a spirit worthy of his early days. His troops having
deployed, two brigaded forced the ravines near the castle of

Bevere
; and the prince Oxenstiern immediately ascended
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the hill of Oyke with the remainder of the twenty bat-

talions sustained by the cavalry. The whole mass changing

front to the right, extended their left towards the Keele;

and the prince of Orange, sustained by thirteen squadrons,

rushed with the infantry down the height overlooking Ma-
rollen, penetrated through the defiles, dislodged a corps of

French grenadiers from the hedges which skirted the ex-

tremity of the plain, and cut to pieces the greater part of

the cavalry posted to sustain them.

Amidst these multiplied attacks, the enemy slackened in

their resistance, and Marlborough still gaining ground,

established his line between Chobon and Diepenbeck. Ven-
dome indeed made an effort to avert the fate of his troops

by leading his infantry near Mullem, to the rescue of their

companions ;
but this body, inferior in numbers, subdued

in spirit, and entangled by the intricacy of tlie ground,

could make no impression. Darkness now enveloped the

contending hosts, and the peals of musketry continued to

roll round the narrowing circle of the devoted army, till

the right of Eugene and the left of the prince of Orange
approached the same point. They mistook each other for

enemies, and a mutual carnage would have ensued, had not

the commanders made prompt and eff’ectual endeavours to
stop the firing and halt the troops as they stood. To this

measure many of the enemy owed their safety. Favoured
by the obscurity, numbers slipped through an opening

near the castle of Bevere, and fled towards the French
frontier

;
some endeavoured to join their left wing in the

direction of Mullem, and others wandering to the allied

posts, were made prisoners.

Vendenne perceiving the destruction of his right wing
inevitable, retired with the infantry, which was still posted

on the bank of the Norken, and joined the left at Huyse
and St. Denost. He urged the duke of Burgundy and a

crowd of panic-struck generals to take advantage of the

night, and restore order ; but finding his arguments nuga-
tory, he gave the word for a retreat, and generals and
privates, horee and foot, instantly hurried in the utmost
disorder towards Ghent. With difficulty he persuaded

twpnty-»flve squadrons and some battalions to remain united,

and tritii this body he cov^ed the flight of the crowd, and

remised the attaoK of an allied detachment, who were sent
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in pursuit the ensuing morning. At Ghent he overruled

the timid eounsels of the prince, who proposed to retire

into France, and took post on the canal leading from
Ghent to Bruges, at once to secure his recent conquests,

and prevent the allies from attacking the fortresses of the

Schcld or the Lys.

This victory was purchased with the loss of 3000 men
on the part of the confederates, while that of the French
amounted to above 15,000 in killed, wounded, and pri-

soners.

Distraction, mistrust, and consternation pervaded every
rank of the French army; the jealousies of the command-
ers were increased by ill success, the fortresses, drained of

troops, seemed likely to fall an easy conquest, and an ill-

defended barrier presented a feeble obstacle to the progress

of tiie victorious army. But in this critical emergency the

danger was suspended by marshal Berwick, who, following

the imperialists from the Moselle, had reached the Sambre
tile day after the defeat of the main army. He exerted

himself with uncommon activity to secure the frontier,

collected the fugitives who had fled to Courtray, threw
garrisons into Lille, Tournay, and the fortresses more im-

mediately exposed to an attack, and took post with the

remainder of his troops in the vicinity of Douay.

Such was the situation of the contending parties before

the siege of Lille, the first and fairest of all the French
conquests on the side of the Netherland.s, a place on which
Vauban had exhausted his skill, garrisoned by above
13,OCX) men, and commanded by marshal Boufflers, an offi-

cer distinguished for experience, courage, and perseverance.

As the allies had now a strong though discomfited army in

their rear, and a force gradually increasing in front, the de-

sign was considered as desperate both by friends and
enemies; and Vendome derided their attempts to form a

siege while he was master of a post which enabled him to

interrupt their supplies. But the fertile genius of Eugene
and Marlborough overcame obstacles apparently insuperable.

Only two days after the battle, the lines which the French
had thrown up between Warneton and Ypres were razed,

the army crossed the Lys, and detachments occupied the

posts of Lens and La Basee. Tremps were likewise sent to

Oudenard and Eousselaer to cut offi the supplies which the
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enemy drew from Tournay and Ypres, and an inundation

was formed by the governor nf Ostnnd, to deprive them of

their communication along the coast. As the French, by
the possession of Ghent, were masters of the principal canals

and rivers, a more cii'cuitous communication was opened

through Brussels. The train of battering artillery, with

all the requisites for a long siege, which had been conveyed

by sea to Saas van Ghent and Antwerp, was transported

to Brussels, and another drawn from Maestricht. This im-

portant convoy was protected in its march by the army of

Eugene, passed the Scheld between Oudenard and Tournay,.

and reached the confederate camp in safety, notwithstanding

the difficulties of the transport and the vicinity of the enemy.

Lille was instantly invested
;
Eugene, wdth 30,000 men,

carried on the siege, while Marlborough, with the main
army, covered his operations.

The Duke of Burgundy and Vendome, leaving La Molte

with 9000 men to maintain the post at Ghent, united with

the troops of Berwick at Ninove, crossed the Scheld at

Tournay, and moved towards the source of the Marque,

with a view to break through the lines of circumvallation.

As Marlborough followed their movemeuts, and took a

strong position between the Dcule and the Marque, they

opened roads through the defiles wdiich separated the two
armies, drew a train of heavy artillery from Douay, and

made preparations to risk an engagement for the relief of

the place. But the allies having no less actively em-
ployed the interval in strengthening their position, all the

attempts of the enemy terminated in the attack of an out-

post and a fruitless cannonade. Foiled in this design,

they re-crossed the Scheld, extended themselves along its

bank from Berken to Saulsoy, and threw up intrenchments

before Oudenard, while La Motte advanced from Ghent to

surprise Brussels, which was thus insulated from the mciin

army.
These projects did not escape the vigilance of Marl-

borough, He ordered troops from the Dutch garrisons in

Flanders to succour Brussels, sent a strong corps to Oude-

nsrd, and took post between Seers and Foret, on the Marque.

To open a new channel of communication for the supplies,

lie caased a corps, which had been assembled in England

fof alarming the coast of France to land at Ostend, and oc*
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r upy Leifin^pn, a post comrniiniling the passage of the canal

from liriigea to Nieuport.

During these movements the siege was pushed by Eugene
with great vigour and pcrsever.ance. Tlie besiegers etfeeted

u lodgment on the outworks, tliougli with considerable loss,

and Eugiuie, who exposed himself like a common soldier in

rallying and leading the troops to the assault, received a

contusion in the head from a musket ball. Happily it was
not dangerous, though it prevented him from directing the

attacks a few days, during which the rnndutit of the siege,

witli the command of the army, devolved on Marlborough.
IM. ‘anwhih' the vigilance and vicinity of the enemy ix'-

dueed the allies to great distress lor want of ammunition
and sup])lies

;
and all the attention of both armies was called

forth, f)ne to prevent, the other to secure, the passage of a

consiilcrahle convoy from Ostend. Detacliinents to the

number of H(K)0 men were drawn from the main army to

cover the road between Ostend and the camp, and Miirlbo-

roLigh liimself advanced with a corps to Rousselacr
;
the

troops atLcffingcn drained the inundations, occupied Oudeii-

burg, formed a bridge over the canal, and the convoy began
its march. On the other hand, La Motte, with a force aug-

nieTited to 24,000 men, after attempting in vain to secure

Oudenburg, pushed toward.s Tourout to intercept the convoy,

on the 28th of September. He was Oj)posed by general

M'ebb, who, though at the head of scarcely 6000 men,

posted his small corps with such skill in a defile between
the wood of Wynendale and the castle of Tourout, and de-

fended himself with such intrepidity, that the French com-
mander abandoned the contest with equal loss and disgrace.

During the action the convoy passed in safety behind the

wood, and reached the place of destination.

The failure of this enterprise, with the increasing dis-

tresses of the besieged, induced the French commanders to

redouble their efforts for cutting off the communication of

the allies with Ostend, as they had already closed the way
to Brussels. Vendome himself repaired to Bruges, assembled

30,QOO men, took post on the canal between Plassendael and

Nieuport, and broke the dikes to inundate the country.

But Marlborough, leaving 12,000 men in his camp at

Roneques, advanced with 50,000 as far as Wynendale, and

compelled him to fall back behind the can^ of Brugest
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From this time Marlborougli kept the principal part of liis

force between Roussclaer and the Lys, occasionally poshing

corps towards Ostend to cover the passage of tlic* stores,

which were conve3"ed in boats over the inundation
;
and,

notwithstanding all the difficultiesof tlie trans])ort, forwarded

a constant supply of provisions and ammunition to tlie be-

sieging army. As a Inst resource, Vendoine commenced a

regular attack against Leffingen, which had so greatly fa-

voured the passage of the convoys, and gained possi ssinn

of the place after a siege of eight days. Hut before lie could

complete its reduction the town of Lille surrendereil. The
Ifesiegers, having pushed their works to the covered Avay,

Opened breaches in the body of the place, and made ju e-

parations for an a.ssault, the governor agreed, on the 22d
of October, to a capitulation, which Eugene generously al-

lowed him to dictate, and retired with 5500 men into the

citadel. A garrison of 7000 was sent into the town by
Eugene; after a short cessation of arms, hostilities were
recommenced, and the trenches opened against the eitadel

on the 29th.

The French exerted themselves with unabated perse-

verance to maintain the advantage which they liad gained
by the capture of Leffingen. Having thus cut otiTlu* otily

communication with Ostend, and established themselves on
the canal of Bruges, they strengthened their position on

the Scheld, by augmenting their works, and I'onning inun-

dations above and below Oudenard. Their ministers and
agents confidently asserted, that the allies would ultimatedy

be forced to abandon an object for which they hud made
Buch long and arduous exertions, and their officers even
boasted that the want of necessaries would force the army
to surrender. To hasten a triumph so fondly antieijiated,

a plan was arranged for reducing Brussels. The elector

of Bavaria, marching from the lihine with 15,000 men,
commenced a formal attack against the place, hoping that

his presence would encourage his partisans to declare in

his fkvour, as his influence had delivered Ghent and
Bruges into the hands of the French at the opening of the

iSte vigilance, activity, and resources of the allied

iieiimla iacreased with the difficulties of their situation,

llie enemy h«d no sooner begun to collect troops for the
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expedition of the elector, than reinforcements from Ostend
secured Antwerp, and the governor of Brussels was en-

eoiirnged with the promise of immediate support. Pre-
parations being previously made for forcing the passage of

tlie 8chehl, the object of the elector’s attack was no sooner

known, than the army was put in motion ; the baggage
was sent to Oudenard. the troops of Marlborough crossed

the Lys, and Eugene advanced from the trenches before

Lille with 1,5,000 men. Favoured by a thick fog they, on
the 27tli of November, unexpectedly attacked the enemy
ill tliici* points, atElscghem, Escanatfe, and Gaveren, drove

theiii IVom their position, and harassed them in their re-

treat towards (ihent and Tournay. After this brilliant

action, Eugene returned to press the siege of Lille, and
^Nlarlhorougli continuing to advance, forced the elector,

who had ujiened trenches against Brussels, to retire, with

the lu.'S of liis artillery and ammunition. Marlborough
rr turned towards the Sehehl, to protect the march of the

convoys from Brussels, and Eugene resuming the siege,

was reinforced by the corps wliich had been sent to La
Bassee. But altliougli he effected a lodgement on the

second counterscarp, and although the defeat of the

Frwneh army on the Scheld annihilated all hopes of relief,

the, brave governor held out till the 7th of December,
wlieii a total want of ammunition compelled him to yield

;

and Ids garrison quitted the ramparts, which they had so

intrepidly defended, with tiie honours of war.

On the surrender of the citadel, the French commanders
deeming the season too far advanced for any further

operation, distributed their troops into quarters. But
Eugene and Marlborough closed this glorious campaign on

the 30th of December, with the reduction of Ghent, after

an investment of only three days ; Bruges and Plassendael

were instantly abandoned by the enemy. Having thus

recovered posts which were necessary, as well to maintain

their conquests as to support their future operations, they

distributed their troops in quarters along the Scheld and

the Meuse.
The diet of the empire commenced the year with the

most vigorous resolutions for bringing a powerful army

into the field at on early period ; but these resolutions,

though supported by threats of military execution and the
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admonitions of the emperor, did not stimulate the indulenee

or quiet the jealousies of the German princes, and their

exertions were made with the usual tardiness and reluct-

ance. In consequence of the detachments respectively

drawn by the Frencdi and allies to the Low’ Countries, the

whole campaign w’as spent in almost total inaction.

On the side of Italy, the duke of Savoy, at the head of

his own troops and the auxiliaries, was baffled in all his

attempts to penetrate into Daupliine by the vigilance and

promptitude of Villars
;
but he compensated for tliis dis-

appointment, by capturing, in face of the Fn nch army,

the posts of Exilles, Fenestrelles, and Ferouse, which
secured the avenues into Piedmont.

Hitherto the war in Spain had been principally main-

tained by the Maritime Powers, the Portuguese, and the

Spanish adherents of Charles
;

hut in this campaign,

Joseph, in conformity with his promise, took a more
efficient part, by sending a corps of Germans, under

Staremberg. Yet notwithstanding this accession of 1‘orcc,

and the arrival of the auxiliary Hessians from Italy, the

allies were unable to make head against the enemy,

abandoned Denia Tortosa and the town of Alicante, and
with difficulty preserved their footing in Catalonia. Put
the reduction of Sardinia and Minorca, by the Englii^h

forces, maintained the honour of their arms in this quarter

of Europe, and completed the conquest of all the Spanish

islands in the Mediterranean, except Sicily and the isle of

Elba.

The French being driven from Germany and Italy,

Joseph had the means as well as the opportunity of re-

storing the imperial authority to a portion of its former
splendour, by rewarding his adherents, and punishing the

princes who had leagued with his enemies. By a decree

of the Aulic Council, published at Vienna with the accus-

tomed formalities, Joseph had deprived the electors of

Cologne and Bavaria of all their dignities and possessions,

and set a price on the head of the elector of Bavaria; but

lie had been prevented from carrying this sentence into

execution by the remonstrances of the king of Sweden and
the GOTnan princes, who opposed this act of authority,^ as

ISOQtiiuj to his capitulation. The departure, however, of

Chaftes from Germany, and the successful events of the
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campaign enabled the emperor to overrule all opposition.

A law of proscription was published in the diet, and
Joseph formally invested, on the l^lst of July, 1708, the

elector palatine with the fifth electorate, and the office of

cup-bearer. lie also obtained the unanimous consent of

the states to restore Bohemia to all its electoral rights and
franchises. He at the same time reconciled the Catholics

to the erection of the new electorate, in favour of a Pro-
testant family, by agreeing that if the palatine electorate

should devolve on a Protestant, the Catholics should still

retain the same number of voices in the college, and he
thus procured the assent of the diet to the grant made by
his father to the house of Hanover.

Joseph extended his dominions and influence in Italy,

by executing the ban against the dukes of Mantua and
Mirandola. He appropriated Mantua, granted the Mont-
ferrat to the duke of Savoy, and conferred on the house of

Guastalla, who had claimed the succession on the death of

the proscribed duke, the petty districts of Sabionetta and
Bozzulo. He likewise confiscated Mirandola, and trans-

ferred it by sale to the duke of Modena.
The humiliation of the pope was another consequence of

his ascendency in Italy.

Clement XL; of the illustrious house of Albani,

Avho had been raised to the papacy by the influence of

France, had, under an affected neutrality, displayed an
evident partiality towards the house of Bourbon, during

the whole contest for the Spanish succession. By this

partiality, as well as by his refusal to acknowledge Charles,

he had offended the emperor, and he accelerated a breach

by a continued series of petty provocations. The arrest of

a Roman gentleman, attached to the imperial embassy, for

striking the officers of justice, occasioned an acrimonious

discussion, which ended in the abrupt departure of the

ambassador from Rome, and the dismission of the nuntio

from Vienna. While reparation was demanded for this

insult, Clement again exposed his own weakness, by con-

testing the right of first petition * in the empire, and by
prohibiting the chapter of Hildesheim from admitting a

* The right of first petition is similar to the option of archbishops

oF Canterbury and York, on the consecration of each bishop in their

respective jurisdictions.

VOL. 111. E
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canon recommended by Joseph. Neither the failure of

these attempts, nor the preponderance nf the imperial arms
in Italy, deterred Clement from continuing his impotent

opposition against the head of the empire. As the German
trt^ps had spread themselves over the ecclesiastical state,

committing great irregul.arities, had levied contributions

on the clergy in the duchy of Parma, and extorted a con-

siderable sum from the duke as a compensation for ex-

emption from quarters, the pope annulled this agreement,

and issued a bull of excommunication against those who
collected these contributions. The imperial agents at Rome,
having published circular letters against the ecclesiastical

censures, and asserted the feudal superiority of the emperor

over all the cities of Italy, the anger of ClemcMit was roused

almost to frenzy by this contempt of his autliority. Incited

by the representations of marshal Tesse, the French
minister, and encouraged by the promises of supi>ort from

the house of Bourbon, he endeavoured to revive the reli-

gious leagues. He accordingly obtaineil contributions from

the cardinals, opened tlie treasures deposited in the castle

of St. Angelo, made preparations for war, and imitated

the example of bis martial predecessor Julius II., by
reviewing the troops in person. Flattering himself that

bis menaces and threatening posture would awe the emperor,

he announced his purposes in an admonitory letter written

with the usual arrogance of the papal court, iu the time

of its nneontested supremacy.

But the time of anathemas was past. Joseph equally

despising the spiritual and temporal arms of the church,

annulled the bull, confiscated the papal revenues in the

Milanese and Naples, and cardinal Grimaldi, the imperial

viceroy, not only declared that kingdom independent, but

even claimed Benevento and Avignon. At the same time

count Daun dissipated the tumultuary bands of the cliurch,

captured Commocchio, besieged Ferrara, and advanced to

Bologna, while a corps from Naples threatened the frontier,

and a squadron of the Maritime Powers blockaded the ports

q{ the ecclesiastical state.

Although no succour arrived from France or Spain, and

not a single state of Italy ventured to arm in his favour,

Clement ^11 maintained his impolitic firmness, assembred

a conclave, and proposed once more to transfer the see to
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Avignon. But the cardinnls were unwilling to sacTifice

the luxuries of Italy, and become dependents on France;
and th(' dread of another sack of Rome compelled the de-

graded pontiff to accept the terms dictated by the court of

Vienna. lie agreed to continue an imperial garrison in

Conimaochio, till all arrangements were completed, referred

the dispute relative to Farina and Placentia to arbitration,

aekiion lodged Charles as a king; and promised to reduce
his army to 5000 men, and to allow the imperialists quar-
ters, and a free passage through his territories.

CiiAr. LXXVL — 1709.

In the midst of the former campaign, Marlborough himself

made pri^ ate overtur(‘,s for peace, through the rnwlium of

his ne])hew, marslial Berwick, and offered to exert his in-

fliieiu'e in procuring the consent of the belligerent powers.

But this offer being tendered during the siege of Lille,

when the allied army was supposed to be reduced to the

gri‘atcst straits, was contemptuously rejected by the French
court. The final triumph of tlic confederates, the distresses

of a dreadful I'arnine in France, and the increasing burdens

ol the war, again induced Louis himself to make new pro-

j)usals during the winter, as well to gain time as to detach

some of liis enemies, or at least to excite the enthusiasm

of his own subjects, by an affected display of moderation.

Instead, however, of a public and general offer, Louis

followed the system which he had before so successfully

employed, and secretly tempted the States with commercial

advantages, and the formation of a strong barrier in the

Ketherlands. After various communications by means of

his agents in Holland, he despatched Rouille, president of

the parliament of Paris, to open a formal though clandestine

negotiation with the States ; repeated and even enlarged

his former offers ;
affected a readiness to agree to a partition

of the Spanish monarchy, by which Philip was to retain

only Naples, Sicily, and Sardinia
;
proposed to renew the

stipulations of the peace of Ryswiek, professed a disposition

to meet the claims of England, made vague promises of

satisfaction to Savoy and Portugal, and omitted no lure

X 2
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which was likely to detach the States, or furnish them with

a pretext for deserting the common cause.

The secret conferences being interrupted by the refusal

of the States to continue the negotiation without the con-

currence of the allies, Eugene and Marlborough were
admitted on the part of England and the emperor, the

former accompanied by count Sinzendorf, and the latter by
lord Townshend, a staunch Whig, and a supporter of the

Austrian interest. Their interference soon damped tlie hopes

which Louis had entertained of breaking the confederacy.

Eugene announced the resolution of the emperor, not to be
satisfied with less than the cession of the whole Spanisli

monarchy, and the revival of those stipulations in the treaty

of Westphalia which related to Austria and the crnjiire

;

Marlborough corroborated this declaration by asserting that

England would conclude no peace in \vhich the interests of

all her allies were not comprised. They insisted also on
the discontinuance of all secret conferences, and on the im-

mediate dismission of Rouille, except France would un-
equivocally agree to comply wdth these demands.

Still, however, the French monarch continued to keep
alive the negotiation by new promises and new offers, held
out the prospect of a partition of Spain, and redoubled his

efforte to gain the Dutch. But unable to break the unaui-

mity of the confederates, pressed by the increasing dis-

tresses of his country, and embarrassed by the cabals of

his court and family, he affected a compliance with all

their demands, and sent his confidental minister, Torcy, in

disguise to Holland. Torcy, more plausible and more
deeply versed in the arts of negotiation, pursued the same
line of conduct as Rouill4, though with greater finesse and
duplicity. Under a seeming readiness to assent to every
reasonable claim, he evaded by equivocations and captious

explanations the demands of the emperor and the duke of

Savoy, and endeavoured to shake the resolution of the
Maritime Powers, by offering a ready compliance with the
oenditions in which their interests were peculiarly eou-

oemed.
While Louis was thus publicly amusing the allies, ho

omitted no private intrigue to sow suspicions among them.

His i^ents in England and Holland endeavoured to revive

the pabHc jealoiisy of the house of Austria, and laboured
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to excite animosity against the partisans of the war. He
tampered with the duke of Savoy, who was disgusted with
the court of Vienna, endeavoured to tempt the fidelity of

the Dutch deputy Vanderdussen, and ofifered an enormous
bribe even to Marlborough himself.* But these and other

artifices were defeated by the mutual confidence and good
faith of the allies, and still more by the penetration and
firmness of Eugene and Marlborough, who ‘‘treated the

peace as they had managed the war, and baflled the

stratagems of the French ministers as well as the schemes
of the French generals.”

At length Torcy, foiled in all his arts, requested their

ultimatum
;
and the ministers of the belligerent powers,

to prevent jealousies or separation of interests, as well as

to avoid fruitless discussions, drew up a series of prelimi-

naries as the basis of the peace, from which they solemnly

agreed not to deviate. The whole monarchy of Spain

was to be yielded to the house of Austria, and Charles

acknowledged by Louis. To secure the fulfilment of this

condition, if Philip refused his compliance beyond the term
of two months, the French troops and succours were to be
withdrawn, and Louis to act in conjunction with the allies

fur effecting its complete execution. The monarchy was
to remain entire in tlie house of Austria, and the throne

was never to be filled by a prince of the house of Bourbon.

Finally France was not even to trade to the Spanish Indies ;

and wsLB to restore all the places occupied in the Nether-

lands, except the towns which were to be given up as a

barrier to the Dutch. France was to cede Strasburgh with

the fort of Kehl, to the empire, to possess Alsace, according

to the literal terms of the treaty of Munster, or the right of

prefecture over the ten towns, restoring the fortifications to

the same state as before that treaty ; to relinquish Landau
to the empire, Brisach to the house of Austria; and to

demolish the fortifications on the Rhine from Basle to

* Torcy offered to Marlborough 2,000,000 livrea, if he would secure

Naples and iSicilyt or even Naples, to Philip ;
the same gratification

for Dunkirk or Strasburgh ; 3,000,000 for Naples, with Dunkirk or

Strasburgh, and Landau, or Dunkirk and Strasburgh alone ;
and

4,000,000 for Naples luid Sicily, with Dunkirk, Strasburgh, and Lan-

dau.' It is perhaps scarcely necessary to add, that Marlborough did

not even deign to return an answer to this propoeal. — Torcy, t ii.

p. 239.
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Philipsburgh. The clause relative to religion in tlie treaty

of Ryswick, which had created such discontents, was to he

referred to future discussion. In regard to England, Louis

was to acknowledge the Protestant succession
;

cede the

French possessions in Newfoundland
;
restore all his con-

quests during the war
;
raze the fortifications, and fill up

the port of Dunkirk, and send away the pretender. He
was to approve the concessions made to the Portuguese

monarch ; to acknowledge the king of Prussia, and acqui-

esce in his possession of Neufchiitel and Vallengin
;

to

refer the affairs of Bologne and Bavaria to the empire
;

to

approve the cessions granted to the Elector Palatine, and

acknowledge the ninth electorate in the House of Hanover.

To the States he was to 3deld Fumes, Amhach, Knoque,

Menin, Ypres, Warneton, Comincs, Warwick, Popernigen,

Lille, Tournay, Conde, and Maubcugc, as a barrier
;
to

revive the commercial privileges granted by the treaty of

Ryswick, and allow them to retain garrisons in Huy, the

citadel of Liege, and Bonn.

On the ratification of these preliminaries, Louis was to

evacuate Namur, Charleroy, Luxemburgh. Conde, Toui’iiay,

Maubeuge, Neuport, Fumes, Knoque, and Ypres, and raze

Dunkirk. A cessation of arms was to be concluded for two
months, and the congress for the negotiation of a general

peace to commence at the Hague on the 25th of June. All

the confederates were empowered to produce new preten-

Bions, but no future demands of either party were to inter-

rupt the armistice
;
and the cessation of arms was to con-

tinue till the conclusion of a general peace, if the monarcliy

of Spain was restored, and the articles of the preliminaries

duly executed.

It was not to be expected that a sovereign so ambitious,

and BO long accustomed to domineer, should sacrifice his

grandson and relinquish the principal fruits of his arms

and policy till driven to still greater extremities. Louis,

therefore, rejected the preliminaries without delay, declar-

ing, that if compelled to continue the war, he would wage
it against his natural enemies, and not against his grand-

aoiL He once more appealed to his people, displayed the

ei^iial^and dishonour of being reduced to dethrone Ids

ewn grandson, expadated on the arrogance and exorbitant

tolaaiids of the allies, roused the languid spirit of the
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iifition, [ind again brought a force into the field siifheicntly

powerful to keep the balance of the war suspended.

In the midst of these transactions, the allies imprudently
omitted to embrace an opportunity of detaching from
France her only remaining ally, on terms which would
have produced the greatest advantage, and accelerated the

termination of the war. The elector of Bavaria, hopeless

of repairing his ruined fortunes by the support of Louis,

offered to join tlie confederacy, and surrender Luxeraburgh,
with tlie other towns which he still held in the Netherlands,

cither on the restoration of his own territories, or the

grant of an equivalent, for which Mantua or the Nether-
lands were proposed. Joseph readily listened to an
overture which would liavc secured Bavaria; and Marl-
borough, who was sensible that this acquisition was almost

the uJiIy moans of balancing the preponderance of France,

promised the concurrence of England. But the Dutch,
either from jealousy of Austria, or from the dread of

sei'ing a weak prince sovereign of the Netherlands, oppos-

ing tliis accommodation, Joseph reluctantly rejected the

overture
;
and Louis quieted the fears and regained the

confidence of the elector by the prospect of future acquisi-

tions, and by the most solemn promises never to desert

him.

All hopes of peace being thus annihilated, the allies, to

use the language of Eugene, “ prepared to dictate their

terms by means of 150,000 armed plenipotentiaries at the

gales of Paris.'* Joseph was enabled by recent success in

llungajy to detach a considerable portion of his force to

the scene of action ; and the whole confederacy purposed
to make a general attack against the French frontier from
Italy, the Rhine, and the Netherlands, leaving the troops

in Spain to remain on the defensive.

In the Netherlands, both parties took the field towards

the beginning of June. The allies, amounting to 110,000

men, full of spirits, and provided with every requisite,

assembled under Eugene and Marlborough near Courtray:

the French under YiUars, the most fortunate and enter-

prising of their generals, not inferior in numbers, but in a

deplorable state for want of clothing, ammunition, and

provisions, took post behind the marshes, stretching from

Lens to La Bass^, to cover Douay and Arras. The con-
4
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federates approached their lines, and finding the posi-

tion too strong to risk an attack, threatened Ypres, and
affected to make preparations for an engagement. Having

these feints induced the French commander to weaken
the garrisons, they silently decamped in the night of June

9* at the moment when both armies were hourly expecting

the signal for battle, and on the ensuing morning invested

Tournay, w’hile their detachments surprised the j)osts of

St Amand on the Scarpe and Mortagne at the confluence

of the Scarpe and Scheld- So rapid and unexpected was

the movement, and so prevalent the expectation of a battle,

that Villars had reduced the garrison to 8000 ; and a

foraging party, sent out by the governor, was cut off by

the corps which led the march. Thirty thousand men
were appointed for the attacks, and the two armies of

Eugene and Marlborough took post between the Scarpe

and the S<3liold to cover the siege. A flying corps of

10,000 itkom which had been left in Brabant, straitened the

place on and the battering artillery, which had
been sentai far as Courtray, to increase the uncertainty of

the enemy, was remanded and brought up the Scheld.*

The attempt of Villars to replace the troops which he
had drawn from the garrison, being frustrated by the

vigilance of Eugene and Marlborougli, he, on the 4tli of

July, endeavoured to divert their attention by detaching

10,000 men against Warneton, a post which covered the

passage from JCjanin to Lille ; but a strong corps arriving

at the moment the place had been carried by storm,

again wrested it from the French. A similar enterprise

against Commines was repulsed by the garrison, and the

inarch of a detachment toward St. Guislain, ibr the purpose

of threatening Brabant, was rendered fruitless by inunda-

tions and other measures of defence. The channel of the

Scheld was cleared to facilitate the transport of supplies,

and fortified posts at Marchiennes and Pont k Ti'essin

ocog^leted the chain of communications necessary to secure

passage of convoys from Menin through Lille.

^(%lars, bnfiled by the skill of^ hii antagonists, disap-

mafaited in his efforts to reinforce Ae garrison or interrupt

fti mable to make any important movement fo]^

¥ msiterly nuasuvrefl which led to the battle

of tbv DoIbc flf Msrlboiotigh, chap. IxxiiL
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want of provisions and forage, abandoned Tournay to its

late. But to check the progress of the allies after its re-

duction, he took post between the Lys and the Scheld,

placed a corps on the Haine near St. Gruislain to cover his
rigJit, and another on the Lys to secure his left. He
formed lines and inundations, employed every resource of
the military art to strengthen his position, caUed out the
militia of Picardy and the Boulonnois, and drew a rein-

forcement of 10,000 men from the Rhine.
Iluring these preparations the town of Tournay surren-

dered on the 30th of July, and the governor retiring into

the citadel, which was remarkable for the strength of its

fortifications and numerous counter-mines, protracted his

defence till the 4th of September.
Though masters of Tournay, the allied generals were

unable to pursue their original system of attack by the

strong position which Villars had so judicioiiflly taken.

Unwilling to risk the rash experiment of assailing a camp
which he had employed several weeks to fortify, they en-

deavoured to draw him from his post as the only means of

engaging him with advantage. Accordingly, on the very
day in which the citadel surrendered, they suddenly

decamped, detached a corps to drive the French from the

Haine, and invested Mons, the capital of Hainault, which
was defended by a weak and sickly garrison, ill provided,

and, to use the expressions of the French commander, ‘‘ the

hospital of the army.”

Their plan had the desired effect. VBkM assembled his

tro<^ on the Honneau, passed the Scheld at Valenciennes,

(M^l^ed reinforcements from the garrisons, and occupied

tbt^iOBt of Malplaquet, situated betweea.the source of the

Haine and the Sambre. In this situation, which was ren-

dered strong by woods and morasses, he hoped again to

check the movements of the allies, to confine their opera-

tions to the siege of places, which would contribute little

to their further progress, and to protect the grand line of

fortresses stretching from the Lys to the Meuse.

The allies, elated this advantage, hastened to bring

on a decisive engageiMKiL They left a corps to blockade

Mons, crossed the French lines on the Trouille, on the 9th

of September, and reached Blaregnies at the moment when
Villars had taken up his position. As it was then night*
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fall, they remained under arms till the morning. A council

of war was held, and Eugene contended for the neccfc^sitr

of an engagement, before the enemy could render their

camp as impregnable as their former position. Being
warmly seconded by Marlborough, he overruled the timid

opposition of the Dutch deputies ;
but unfortunately it was

agreed to wait the junction of 10,000 men who had been
left at Tournay. These not arriving till the following

night, gave time to the enemy to prepare for defence.

Their right extended into the wood of Lagniere, their

left was flanked by the woods of Taniere and 8art
;
their

centre stretched between the two woods across a plain of

3000 paces in breadth, in which were situated the villages

of Aulnoit and Malplaquet. They had constructed in-

trenchments and formed barricadoes of trees on both flanks,

thrown up one line across the plain behind Aulnoit, and
commenced a second before Malplaquet, witli a view to

take up a new position, where they could present a more
extensive front, if driven from their first line. Their in-

fantry was partly distributed in the woods, and partly

behind their intrenchments in the plain, their cavalry

drawn up in two lines on the open ground beyond, their

artillery commanded all the approaches, and the whole
presented the appearance of a fortress rather than a camp.

Notwithstanding the difficulties of the attack, the allies

did not shrink from tlieir original determination. A
detachment reduced St. Guillain, on the Haine, which was
necessaiy to favour their retreat in case of a reverse, and
preparations were made for the engagement. At break of

day of the 11th of September, the generals drew up their

troops, and rode between the two armies to examine the

ground, under a heavy cannonade, which swept away num-
bers in their presence. As they passed they were received

With repeated acclamations
; and the soldiers, loudly de-

manding the signal for battle, expressed the firmest con-

fidence in the skill of their leaders and their own iiitrepi-

dity, Their forces, drawn up before Aulnoit and Blareg-

nieS) stretched from the wood of Lsgniere to the village of

Blurt ;
the infantry in two lines in front, the cavalry in the

under in the rear. As Eugene had been the first to

propose an engagement, he took on himself the duty of

dislodging the enemy from the woods of Sart and Taniere,
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which was the mnst arduous part of the contest
;
his troops,

therefore, consisting of Austrians and Germans, were
placed on the right, and those of England and Holland,

under Marlborough, on the left. With loud huzzas, and
the discharge of all the artillery, the signal was given for

battle. Eugene at the head of his infantry, assisted by a

corps of the British, penetrated by three attacks through
the wood of Sart

;
but in addition to the obstacles of the

ground, he experienced the most desperate opposition from
the enemy. Animated by the ardour of the contest, he
repeatedly rallied his troops, exposing himself like the

meanest soldier, and in the foremost ranks was struck by a

musket ball in the head. As the blood streamed from the

wound, he was entreated to retire and suffer it to be
dressed

;
but, determined to conquer or die, he replied,

“If we fall, what will it profit; if victorious, we shall

have time sufficient to attend to our wounds.’^ After a

bloody contest, continually renewed, his troops, animated
by his example, dislodged the enemy from the woods, drove

them from their works, and flanked the intrenchments on
the plain. But as the French again rallied in the open
ground, and presented a new and formidable front, he w as

unable to emerge from the thickets, and suspended his pro-

gress to wait the event of success on other points.

During this conflict, the attack was begun at the ex-

tremity of the left. The young prince of Orange, impa-

tient to emulate the glory of his ancestors, led forty Dutch
battalions against eighty of the French, posted on the skirt

of the wood of Lagniere, and dislodged them from two of

their intrenchments. Repulsed at a third, he rallied his

troops, and planted with his own hand the standard on
their works

;
yet though no exertions of personal valour

could avail against so superior a force, he disdained to re-

treat, and occupied the attention of the enemy by main-
taining himself behind the neighbouring inclosures.

In the centre the vigilant eye of Marlborough watched
the progress of the conflict to regulate his own movements.
Perceiving that the enemy, to oppose Eugene, had thinned
the troops which defended their works on the plain, he
seized the critical moment to commence his attack, pushed
forward his infantry, and burst through the formidable in-

trenchment. Wldle Eugene, on the s^t of the wood, with
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his artillery poured down destruction on the hostile ranks,

the cavalry advanced, and formed under the protection of the

infantry ; though frequently repulsed, they as often rallied,

and at length broke the squadrons of the enemy, and the

whole mass pushing forward separated the right of the

French from the left. Victory, which had hovered in sus-

pense, now declared for the allies. Villars, being danger-

ously wounded at the commencement of the action,

Bouflers, on whom the command devolved, gave orders to

quit the field. Part of the infantry on the right, skirting

the wood, fell back through Bavay towards Maubeuge ;

and on the left, Boufflers himself heading the cavalry,

covered the fugitives, and retired with the artillery to

Valenciennes, unmolested by the victors, who were too

much exhausted to interrupt his retreat. Thus terminated,

after a desperate struggle of seven hours, one of the most
furious battles during the memorable war of the Succession;

of the French 14,000 were killed and wounded, and of the

allies no less than 20,000 were swept away in this dreadful

carnage.*

Although their loss was far greater than that of the

enemy, yet so imposing is the name of victory, so dis-

couraging even a voluntary retreat, that the French suffered

the remainder of the campaign to pass without a single

effort, dividing their army into two flying camps to cover

Maubeuge, Valenciennes, and Quesnoy. The victorious

generals returned to their former camp the day after the

engagement, prosecuted the siege of Mons without inter-

ruption, and forced the town to surrender on the 30th of

October. As the season was far advanced, the roads

broken up by the continual rains, and the forage become
scarce, they did not commence the siege of Maubeuge,
which had been designated as the next object of attack,

but took up winter-quarters, to recruit their forces, and

* The Dutch, who sufierjed most severely in this engagement, and

lost nearly two thirds of the^ infantry, accused both Eugene and Marl-

liorough of having sacrificed their troops ; and this accusation occa-

Siu^tied great discontent on the part of the States during the remainder

of the war. But in reality their loss was derived from the imprudent

hapeltiaaity oftheir youthhil oommander, who, contrary to the general

HyUmi^^ehtttle, lavished the lives of his soldiers in an unnecessary

ftti^«¥wt|be HoBsoin ofthe Duke of Marlborough, oh. Ixixil.
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make the necessary preparations for opening the campaign
at an early period in the ensuing year.

On the side of the Rhine, and in Italy, the operations

were planned with unusual boldness, and if successful would
have given the last blow to the declining greatness of

France. The army of the empire was to invade Alsace,

while the troops of the emperor and the duke of Savoy
were to penetrate into Dauphine. The two bodies were
then to unite in Franche Comte, where the natives were
ready to receive them, and commence the ensuing campaign
with invading that quarter of France, which was not covered

with a formidable line of fortresses, like the frontier on the

side of the Netherlands. But this plan, however well con-

certed, failed in the execution. The same delays as before

took place in all the movements of the Germanic body

;

and the military operations were still farther retarded by
the disinclination of the elector of Hanover to resume the

command. In Italy, likewise, the duke of Savoy, disgusted

with the emperor for withholding the territory of the

Langhes, which he claimed as a part of the Montferrat,

not only relinquished the command, but refused the co-

operation of his troops. Though at length soothed by the

urgent representations of the Maritime Powers, he did not

take the field ; and the army was intrusted to the imperial

general count Daun.
These delays gave time to the French to complete their

measures of defence. When, at length, the armies were
put in motion, the superior skill and vigilance of the dukea

of Harcourt and Berwick arrested the progress of the alhes,

and deprived them of the advantages which they possessed

from superior numbers. On the side of Alsace the elector

was prevented from establishing a passage over the Rhine;
on that of Italy Daun was entangled among the Alps, and,

after a fruitless struggle of two months, measured back his

steps into Piedmont, lest the winter should close the passage,

deprive him of subsistence, and preclude his return.
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Chap. LXXVIL— 1710, 1711.

The success of the allied armies in the Netherlands, the
loss of the great barrier fortresses Lille and Tournay, the

cabals of the court, the exhausted state of the finances, and
the universal cry of the country for peace, induced Louis
to renew his overtures. After various secret endeavours
to obtain some modification of the former preliminaries, he
affected to receive them as the basis of the negotiation,

with the single exception of a change in those articles

wliich related to the evacuation of the Spanish dominions.
Having by this seeming compliance obtained the consent

of the Dutch to renew the negotiation, he sent the marshal
d’Huxelles, with the Abbe dc Polignae, as his plenipoten-

tiaries, to confer with the two Dutch deputies employed
on the former occasion ; and the village of Gertruydenbiirg
was rendered memorable as the place where the conferences

were held,

Tliis acquiescence afforded the French monarch an
opportunity to amuse the allies with a repetition of the

same expedients and cavils as in the preceding year, and
again to rouse the zeal of his people by a new display of

his numerous concessions, and a new appeal to the national
feeling. At the same time this separate negotiation con-

tributed to weaken the mutual confidence of the allies.

As the importunities of the French plenipotentiaries

extorted from the Dutch deputies a kind of tacit acqui-
escence, in the proposal of ceding Naples and Sicily, or at

least Sicily to Philip, and as this condition found sup-
porters among the members of the States, the jealousy of

Joseph was again awakened. To prevent a departure from
the grand principle laid down in the preliminaries, count
Sinzendorf presented to the pensionary and to Marlborough
two memorials, discussing the different expedients offered

by the French for securing a compensation to Philip
;

namely, the cession of Naples and Sicily, Sardinia, with
the places on the coast of Tuscany, and the kingdom of

Aragon, either jointly or separately. His arguments,
supported by the influence of England, overruled tlie

inclination of the Dutch, They declared that Louis,
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either by persuasion or force, should procure the com-
plete evacuation of Spain and its dependencies, and they

even announced the intention of the allies to produce
further demands as a compensation for the prosecution

of the war, since the rejection of the preliminaries.

These demands seem to have been an addition to their

barrier, the cession of Alsace to the duke of Loraine, and
the reintegration of Loraine, and the three bishoprics with
the empire. Louis, thus pressed, made additional offers

;

he tendered four towns in the Netherlands as pledges
;
he

proposed to cede Alsace, to yield Valenciennes to the

Dutch, and even to furnish a monthly subsidy, as far as

1,000,000 livrcs, to be employed in the expulsion of Philip ;

but he clogged these offers with requiring the complete

restoration of the electors of Cologne and Bavaria, the

renunciation of all further demands, and the mutual re-

duction of troops
;
he likewise declared his inability to

persuade and his resolution not to force his grandson to

abandon the Spanish dominions, and accept the compens-
ations which he had himself proposed.* As therefore,

none of these offers were conformable either to the letter

or spirit of the preliminaries, and as the invariable dupli-

city of Louis destroyed all confidence in his professions,

tliey rejected his offers, and closed the conferences on the

2dth of July.

The States-gcneral justified the conduct of their pleni-

potentiaries by a resolution, declaring that the king of

France had departed from the basis of the negotiation, by
evading the execution of the capital point, the complete
restitution of the Spanish territories; and had no other

view than to sow jealousies among the allies. The queen
of England approving this resolution, gave new assurances

that she would prosecute the war with vigour
; and the

emperor expressed his satisfaction in a letter of thanks,

giving the States the title of “ High and Mighty,’* which
* The same remarks may be applied to the account of this negot’a-

tion as to that of the former. The Tory writers re-echo the pathetic
declumatiuns and invectives with which the French authors abound,
give implicit credit to the professions of Louis, adduce bis offers as not
clogged with any condition, and without adverting to the steps by
which I'rance had attained her aggrandisement, accuse the allies, and
Marlborough and Eugene in particular, of prolonging the war firom
motives of private interest.
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they had long demanded in vain from the court of

Vienna.

These negotiations did not retard the operations of the

campaign. As French in the preceding years had dis-

concerted the plans of the allies, by taking strong positions

behind the numerous streams and rivers which intersect

the fi'ontiers of Artois and Hainault, Eugene and Marl-
borough conceived the design of breaking this system of

defence, by occupying, before the enemy could assemble,

the lines which they had formed behind the Deule and the

Searpe, to covar the fortresses on the course of the Lys
and the Schcld. At the close of the preceding campaign,

they had accordingly concerted the necessary arrangements

for taking the field at an earlier season than in any former

period of the war. The troops quartered in Brabant and
Flanders, being suddenly assembled in the neighbourhood
of Tournay, the two generals joined the army in the

middle of April, distributed the requisite supplies for a

forced march, and, during the night of the 20th, headed

the troops, who were divided into two columns, crossed the

Deule at Pont a Vendin, and Oby, before the French were
apprised of their approach, and drove two corps which had
been hastily collected at St. Amand, beyond the Searpe,

and behind the marshes of Lens. They took post on both

sides of Douay, a fortress connected by navigable commu-
nications with the Lys and the Scheld, and from its

strength and position admirably calculated to form a place

of arms for supporting their intended inroad into the heart

of France.

Tbe ensuing days were employed in forming lines of

circOSaVallatiou, in preparations for the siege, and in se-

infring requisite posts. The castle of Mortagne having
been previously captured by a detachment, and St. Amanti,
Marchiennes, with the abbey of Henon abandoned by the

enemy, the communication by the Scheld was opened with
Tournay, the sluices on the Deule were repaired, and the

same facility given to the communication with Lille. The
junction of 20,000 auxiliary Prussians, Palatines, and
Hessians, raised the number of the allied forces to jk),000

men, and the two armies were posted in situations best

adapted for favouring the passage of convoys, and forming
on the right or left of the Searpe to cover the siege. Forty
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battalions under the princes of Anhalt and Nassau were
appointed fur the attacks

;
and the batteries opened on the

11th of May, The approaches were pushed with that

^ ii^our which had already distinguished all their opera-

tions ; and as the want of necessaries prevented ^'ilhlr,s

from assembling his army before the beginning of May, they

anticipated all liis movements for the relief of the place,

and reduced the garrison of 8000 men to surrender on the

26th of June.

After remaining several days, as well to give re})Dse to

their troops as to level the trenches, and ])ut the place in

a posture of defence, they recalled their detaL’hments, and

advanced to the ground between Lens and tlic source of

the Lave. Decining it impracticable to dislodge the

French commander from the lines which he had formed on

the Crinclion for the protection of Arras, tliey abandoned
their design of besieging that fortress, and directed their

march to Bethune. The place was invested by 18,000 men
on the IGth of July, a strong detachment stationed be-

tween Lens and La Basse to secure the passage of convoys

from Lille and Tournay, and the trenches opened on the

27th, while the main army took post at Berle, to cover the

siege.

"idle French general having thrown a garrison of 9,000

men into the place, under the command of Monsieur de

Buy Vaiihan, a nephew of the celebrated engineer, and

liaving reinforced the neighbouring places, St. Venant,

Aire, and Ypres, left Bethiine also to its fate. He drew

rcinforeeiiients from Conde, Yalondennes, and Cambray,
followed the movements of the allies, and intrenched him-

self between the sources of the Caiiclie and Scarpe. By
this position he covered Arras and Hesdin, and was ready

to occupy any point of a barrier formed equally by nature

and art, from the sea to the Meuse, by the Canche, tlie

Scarpe, the Senset, the Scheld, the Honneau, and Sambre,

strengthened or connected with intrenchments, and sup-

ported by the fortresses of Hesdin, St. Pul, Arras, Bou-
ehain, Valenciennes, Comic, Maubeuge, and Charleroy.

In this formidable situation he remained without risking

any enterprise, except desultory skirmishes or the attack

of convoys, till the reduction of Bethune, which yielded on

the 29th of August, after a siege oi‘ thirty-seven days.

VOL. 111. F
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As the allies were still unable to draw the Frencli to an
engagement, and unwilling to risk the desperate enter-

prise of again forcing their lines, they employed the re-

mainder of the campaign in reducing Aire and St. Yenant,
the sieges of which they covered by the same position.

Success, as before, crowned their arms ; for Villars quitting

the army to repair to the waters of Buurbonne, the com-
mand was intrusted to Ilarcourt, who remained inactive

during the rest of the campaign. St. Yenant surrendered

on the 29th of September, thirteen da3's after the opening

of the trenches, and Aire, which from its marshy situation,

as well as the strength of its works, was capable of n

longer defence, resisted till the 8th of November. After
the completion of this enterprise, the confederates re-

turned to the plains of Lille, and followed the exami)le of

the French, in distributing tlicir troops into quarters.

Eugene and Marlborough repaired to the Hague; and
having made the necessary arrangements for the sub-

sistence of their forces during the winter, returned, one
to Yienna, the other to London, with the hope of com-
pleting the humiliation of France in tlie ensuing campaign.

The duke of Savoy being still dissatisfied with the
emperor, the command in Italy was again intrusted to

count Daun, who was at the head of 43,000 men. While
he penetrated through the valley of Barcelloiiette, Scissan,

a Protestant refugee of Languedoc, was to land with a body
of troops at Cette, and rouse his persecuted brethren in

Provence and Dauphine, who were no longer awed by a

military force. These insurgents were to lorm a point of

union at Die, open a communication with the allies by the

Drome and the Yivarais, and thus excluded the French
army from Provence. But Berwick, by adopting the same
system of operation as in the preceding campaign, pre-

vented Daun from establishing liimself beyond the Alps ;

Seissan had no sooner landed than he was defeated and
compelled to re-embark ; the Protestants were overawed;
and the allies, after an arduous campaign, again forced to

retire into Piedmont.

On the side of tlte Rhine the two armies continued, aa

before, wholly on the defensive.
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Chap. LXXVIII.— 1709-171 1.

While the possession of Spain was contcsteil in negotia-

tions at Crcrtruyilenbcrg, and hy arms on the frontiers of

France, the sceptre itself was wrested from the Austrian

grasp.

Ill consequence of the strenuous efforts made by tlie

allies against France, the war in Spain had been sufferec]

to languish. Since the fatal battle of Almanza, Charles

had maintained himself in Catalonia ; and on the oppositb^

side of Spain the united army of Portuguese and English,

after being defeated in tlieir attempts to capture Badajoz,

remained on the defensive. On tlie other hand, the dimi-

nution of the French forces, which were withdrawn fur

the defence of their own country, and the discontents

excited among the Castilians, by the negotiations for peace,

prevented Philip from proliting by the weakness of his

antagonist. Ills embarrassments were also aggravated by
divisions in his court. The [)riiicess of Orsini with her

adherents, who had been dismissed to conciliate the natives,

had been reinstated in favour, resumed her foriiicr autho-

rity, and, assisted by the councils of the financier Amelot,

directed the civil and military administration of Spain.

By her influence ministers and generals were appointed or

displaced
;
even the duke of Orleans was deprived of the-

command, and two of his confidential agents arrested, under
the pretext of a real or pretended attempt to supplant

Philip. With her influence, and the predominance of her
counsels, the antipathy of the nation revived in its full

foi‘ce, and fears were entertained of a general insurrection ;

some of the grandees even advised Philip to declare war
against France, and the French and Spanish troops even
treated each otlier as enemies.

To regain the confidence of his subjects, Philip assembled
the cortes of Castile and Arragon at Madrid, and prer

sented to them his infant son Louis, as prince of Asturias,

and heir to the crown. lie also placed the administration
in the hands of the duke of Medina Celi, an ardent Span-
iard, vested the command in native generals, and in con-

r 2
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formity with tlie ilying advice of Portorarrero* dismissed

ns before, all his French adherents, except the princess of

Orsini, who regained her lost popularity by appearing as

the promoter of this change. He likewise profited by the

publication of the preliminaries to appeal to the feelings of

his subjects, to excite their pity for the hardships of his

fiituation, alarm them with the fear of dismemberment, and

announce his resolution never to abandon a throne endeared

to him by the affections of his people, but rather to perish

at the head of the last Spanish troop, and tinge with his

blood the beloved soil of Castile.

By this pathetic appeal, he flattered the pride, and re-

vived the hopes of the Castilians. The nobles sent their

plate to replenish his treasury, and led their vassals to re-

cruit his armies
; and the wealthy ecclesiastics poured out

their treasures in support of a monarch, distinguished for

his piety, and against a prince whose title was defended

by heretics. His resolution was strengthened by the

promise of Louis never to abandon his cause, and his

necessities were relieved by the fortunate arrival of a con-

siderable treasure from America. But, at this moment, the

renewal of negotiations for peace, and the proposals of

Louis to abandon Spain, revived the national ferment, and
forced him to dismiss the few French troops Avho remained
in his service, at the time w'hen their bravery and disci-

pline were necessary for the maintenance of his crown.

Meanwhile the Austrian party had been gaining strength

to renew the contest. Being joined by reinforcements,

Charles himself, accompanied by count Staremberg,

advanced against Philip, and raised the siege of Balaguer,

which had been reduced at the close of the preceding year.

Strengthened by the arrival of general Stanhope, with

* This extraordinary prelate experienced a series oF vicissitudes not

unusual in the lives of intriguing statesmen. After commencing liis

career as a partisan of the house of Austria, he suddenly turned to the

house of Bourbon. Having been the principal agent in procuring the

crown for Philip of Anjou, he had the mortili cation to find that he
hore the name, without enjoying the substance of power, and he retired

in disgust. On the ascendency of Charles, he endeavoured to make
;amenM for hia former defection, by again embracing his cause, thun-

dered out a Te Deum, and consecrated hia standards
; but on the re-

verse of circumstenoes, he closed his versatile life by again enlisting

tinder the banners of the house of Bourbon. He died Svpt. 4, 1709.
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succours from Italy, lie pressed on the retreat of the
enemy, and drew near them, soon after they had passed

the Noguera, in tlio neighbourhood of Almenara, on the
*27th of July, 1710. Here, from natural indecision, or

deference to the advice of Staremberg, Charles would have
suffered his rival to escape ; but his reluctance was over-

ruled by Stanhope, who at the head of an advanced corps,

gained the passage of the Noguera, and threatened, if ho
declined a battle, to withdraw the troops in British pay.

The consent of Charles being extorted, Stanhope attacked

a body sent by tlie enemy to secure the passage over the
river, killed one of the Spanish generals with his own
hand in the first charge, and totally routed the enemy.
The approach of evening alone saved the main army

;
for

the defeat spread dismay through the Spanish ranks, and
Philip himself, wdth his guards and attendants, sought re-

fuge in Leridii. Charles passed the night on the field, and
the ardour of Stanhope still continuing to animate his

liiovemcrits, the neighbouring posts >vere secured, the

allies follow' cd the enemy in their retreat, and notwith-
standing the extreme heat of the season, the badness of
the roads, and 'v\^ant of water and provisions, again overtook
them soon after they had passed the Ebro at Saragossa.

Without delay they crossed the river, approached the
troops of Philip, who w^crc posted on a rising ground near
tbc Avails, continued all night under arms, and at break of
day commenced the engagement. Stanhope, ns before,

leading his men to the attack, was seconded by Staremberg,.
and, after a short, but severe conflict, the allies gained a
complete victory over troops Avho, though superior in
number, Avere confounded by the rapidity of their pursuers,
and considered themselves as sacrificed to the insidious

policy of the French court. The amount of slain and
prisonei s Avas considerable ; the army was dispersed

;
part

fled to Lcrida, a\ ith the marquis de Buy the commander-;
and Philip himself, with a disheartened remnant, hastened
to Madrid. Charles entered Saragossa in triumpli, amidst
the acclamations of the citizens, and gained their affections

by restoring their ancient constitution and privileges,

which had been abolished by Philip.

Had Charles been capable of improving his victory,

this successful day might have again restored the crown to
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the house of Aiistri:i. But those fikI jcnlousies between
the commanders, which had before occasioned his reverses,

and had broken out even during the march, again revived.

Stanhope and Stareinberg Avere continually contesting for

pre-eminence. The one frank, impetuous, enterprising,

and overbearing; tiic other cool, formal, and cautions, in-

dignant at the superiority assumed by his rival, and priding

himself on his military experience, and the favour ol' Ins

sovereign. In the discussions for arranging the plan of

future operations, Staremberg proposed to reduce the

neighbouring provinces before they advanced, and, by the

capture of Bani])cluna, to shut up the principal passage by
which French succours could enter 8j)ain. Stanhope was
anxious to croAvn his brilliant enterprise, by conducting

Charles a second time to Madrid
;
and both relied on the

junction of the Portuguese army. Tlie imi)Drtunitics and
tJireats of Stanhope at last prevailed, and Charles reluc-

tantly directed his march to Madrid, on the 28th of Sep-
tember. But instead of the welcome, which a victorious

prince might have expected to receive in his capital, a

sullen silence reigned in the deserted streets
;
those, who

by bribes or compulsion Avere induced to mingle tlieir

shouts with the acclamations of the soldiery, Avere shunned
ns traitors to their lawful king, and enemies to their

country, and although a fcAv necessitous or disaffected

nobles offered their homage, the body of the people gave
signal proofs of dislike to his person, and aversion to his

cause. The same disap|)ointment attended his hope of

fiupport. 8tanlu)pe in vain advanced to Toledo, to facilitate

a communication with the Portugui^e
;
no instances could

induce them to quit their OAvn frontier, and the king even
refused to weaken his forces by sending the troops in the

pay of the Maritime PoAvers,

While Charles remained in a state of indecision, Philip

r.ctively employed the interval in repairing his losses. He
removed the tribunals and court to Valladolid, sent the

queen and the young prince of Asturias to Victoria, col-

lected bis scattered troops, and raised neAV levies
;
while

the fugitives, who had taken refuge in Lerida, assisted by
the natives, cut off all the communications of the victorious

army between Barcelona and Madrid. That jealousy of

France which the nation had cherished in prosperity sub-
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siclerl in adversity
;
the grandees tliemselves joined Philip

in soliuiting Louis to furnisli suceoiirs, and send Vendonie,

whose serviees tliey recollected witli gratitude and admira-

tion, to assume the direction of the war. Demands which
had beim anxiously expected were fulfilled without delay.

The duke of Noaillcs, with the forces in Roussillon, pre-

pared to penetrate into Catalonia; Vendome, at tlie head

of 3000 horse, joined Philip at Valladolid, roused the en-

thusiasm of the troops, rapidly assembled 30,000 men, and
advancing to Almarez on the Tagns, became master of the

only eoniinnnieation by which the Portuguese could unite

with the allies.

During this interval Charles saw his army monldering

away for want of provisions, from excesses, and from
assassinations by the natives. Hopeless of su]i])ort from
the Portuguese, and exposeil to the enterprises of the

Spanish partisans, who jjuslied their inenrsions to the

capital, he was again distracteil hy the diversity of opinions

among his generals. Some proposed tf) continue in the

heart of Castile
;
some to transport the court to Saragossa

;

others to regain Catalonia
;
and allexhorted him no longer

to trust his own person among a hostile peo])le, but to

retire to Dareelona. V’bile be was yet hesitating, a de-

sertfu* brouglit him a letter from bis queen, announcing
that tlie advance of Noailles witli 15,000 men threatened

to cut off bis retreat. This intelligenee, wdth the approach
of l^lnlip and Vendome, extorted tlie consent of Charles.

]\Iadrid was evacuated amidst the execrations and outrages

of a people, whose prejudices had been wounded, and whose
religion violated

;
and on quitting the capital, November

the 11th, the ears of the fugitive mcmareh were assailed

with the sound of bells, and acclamations of the inhabitants

proclaiming the triumph of his rival. After waiting a few
days between Madrid and Toledo to assemble the troops

and secure his passage, Charles, with an escort of 2000
horse, took the route to Barcelona, nnidwas followed by his

army, who hoped to pass the chain of mountains which
separate Castile and Arrngoii, before they were overtaken

by the enemy. Influenced by mutual jeahfcsy, or compelled

to divide for want of quarters, they mdrehed in different

columns, all dissatisfied and dispirited, spreading into the

villages, and retarded by the badness of the roads, and the

F
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extreme severity of the weather. Staremberg led the van
with the main body, and Stanhope, at the head of 4000
English, closed the rear with no other means of communi-
cation than a few scattered corps, ignorant of the country,

and deprived of all intelligence by the hostility of the

natives.

In this state Staremberg reached Cifuentcs, while Stan-

hope cantoned his troops in Brihuega, another town on tha

Tagus, north-east of Guadalaxara. But, as he was pre-

paring to resume his march on the ensuing morning, he

was surprised with the appearance of tlie enemy, who had
crossed the Tagus at Guadalaxara, and posted themselves

between Brihuega and Cifuentcs. Though shut up in a

email place, with no other defence tlian a slight wall,

without artillery, without provisions, and with little am-
munition, he disdained to surrender, and made preparations

to defend his post till he could be relieved by Staremberg,

to whom he sent repeated messengers. He maintained

liimself three days against the continued assaults of the

Spanish array, and did not yield till he had exhausted his

scanty means of defence, till the enemy had burst into the

town, and till even the inhabitants had risen against his

troops.

It was late in the evening before the account of Stan-

hope’s danger reached Cifuentcs. Staremberg, after pass-

ing a night in preparations for his march, waited sevci’al

hours to collect his scattered forces ; and did not take his

departure till mid-day. In consequence of these delays,

and the difficulty of clearing a rugged country in so ad-

vanced a season, the troo[)S were overtaken by darkness.

After lying under arms all night, they pushed forwards to

within a league of Briehuga, with the hopes of yet pre-

serving the flower of their infitntry. But the silence with

which their signals were received announced the reduction

of the place, and Staremberg observed the Spanish army
in battle array, crowning the gentle eminences above the

plain of Villa Viciosa. Though his troops were inferior

in numbers, and fatigued with a long march, he was too

far advanced to retreat in the face of an active enemy.

He had scarcely formed his order of battle before the

attack began. Conducted by Vendome, and animated by
the presence of Philip, the Spaniards rushed to the charge
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with irresistible fury, cut to pieces or dispersed his left

wing, and took liis baggage. The centre and right, how-
ever, repulsed all their assaults, and, after an obstinate and
bloody contest, which was only interrupted by darkness,

inaintaincd their ground, and captured part of the enemy’s

artillery. Stare.mberg passed the following day on the

field *, but his baggage lost, his army reduced to 9000 men,

harassed by the victorious cavalry, and dreading a new
attack, he rendered useless the artillery which he could not

convey for want of horses, and took the route of Saragossa.

The victory was claimed by both parties, and Te Dcum
was Bung both at Barcelona and Madrid; yet whatever

honour or advantage Staremberg might have gained in

this well -fought conflict, he suffered all the consequences

of a defeat. He made a slow and orderly retreat
;
but he

with difficulty forced his way through a rugged and hostile

country, in the face of an active and vigilant enemy, and

after an arduous maroli readied Catalonia Avith no more
than 7000 men, the dispirited remnant of that army which,

a few months before, seemed master of Spain,

Chap. LXXIX— 1705-1711.

While the principal force of the Grand Alliance had been
turned against France, tranquillity Avas restored in Hun-
gary, so long the scene of commotion.

Joseph had seen and lamented tlie fatal effects of the

intolerance, cruelty, and impolicy exercised in Hungary by
liis father, and had in vain used his influence to promote
an accommodation. He had no sooner ascended the throne
than he turned his attention to terminate a rebellion which
distracted his counsels, divided his forces, and exposed the

most vulnerable part of his dominions to the open attacks

or secret machinations of his enemies. By the constitu-

tional intervention of the Palatine, he declared to the

states that, as in conformity AAUth his oath, he had never
interfered in the government during the life-time of his

father, he disclaimed all participation in the persecutions
ol Avhich they complained. But having noAv assumed the
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Bupremc authority, he promised, on the word of a sovcndgn,

to fulfil the articles which he liad sworn to observe at his

coronation, and summoned a diet for the confirmation of

their privileges and the redress of their grievances. He
gave likewise n proof of his sincerity by dismissing those

ministers who had advised the measures pursued by Leo-
pold, and ap|>ointing others more inclined to lenity and
toleration ;

he even removed general Ileuster, notwitli-

Btaiiding his eminent services, and conferred tlie command
in Hungary on d’Herbeville, a native of Loraine, and an

officer of a more mild and conciliating character.

These offers, liowcver, made little impression on the

malecontei\ts, who suspected the sincerity of the court, and
deemed themselves in a situation to enforce the acceptance

of the preliminaries proposed to Leopold. They did not

yet venture to thro\v olf their allegiance
;
but for the pur-

pose of ccjiienting their union and regulating their pro-

ceedings, Ragotsky summoned a diet at Setzim. The
magnates, prelates, and deputies from the insurgent pro-

vinces and royal cities, not in the possession of the impe-

rialists, assembled in a lent erected between the two lines

of the army ;
and after the usual celebration of mass by

the bishop of Gran, instituted a regular confederacy similar

to those of Roland, The administration was assigned to a

senate or council of twenty-four members, and the direc-

tion of the league, in conjunetion with the senate, intrusted

to Ragotsky with the title of Dux, or leader. Ragotsky,

being elevated on a buckler by the principal magnates, all

the members took an oath of fidelity to the government
thus provisionally established, and engaged not to conclude

peace except on tlie restoration of their ancient rights,

in reply to the offers of the emperor they demanded the

cession of Transylvania to their chief, the total abolition

of the hereditary sovereignty, the revival of the oath of

St. Andrew, with their other religious and civil immuni-
ties ; and they affected as n favour to permit Joseph to re-

tain his crown, as an elective king, on giving security for

the restoration of the elective monarchy after his decease.

Joseph, however anxious to turn his whole force against

France, could not accept such degrading conditions
; and

both parties renewed the war with redoubled vigour.

The insurgents were encouraged to provoke a continua-
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tion of the contest by the favourable situation of their

affairs. They had recovered from their defeat at Tirnaii,

liad driven the Austrian army of 12,000 men to take re-

fuge in the isle of Schiit, blockaded Leopoldstadt, Pest,

Biida, Petervvaradin, and Great Waradin, and spread them-

selves along the frontiers of Austria, Styria, and Moravia;

in Transylvania they had also confined general Rabutin to

Hermanstadt, and a fcAV neighbouring posts. Their forces

were still the same desultory hordes, averse to discipline,

and lieaded by the feudal lords, with little skill or experi-

ence
;
but they possessed essential advantages in their

habits of life and knowledge of the country, and were
rendered formidable by their numbers, amounting to

75,000 men.
In this desperate crisis the ministers advised Joseph to

abandon so distant a country as d'ransylvania
;
but, sen-

rAh\(i that it was tlie focus of rebellion, and afforded the

principal means of conimunication with the Turks, he re-

jected a proposal erinaily weak and impolitic, and ordered

ITerbeville to use his utmost exertions for its recovery.

TJie general executed tlicse. orders with admirable skill and
promptitude, lie marched behind the Danube, as far as

11 u dll, crossed to Pest, gained the passage of the Teiss at

Segedin, tliougli harassed by parties of the insurgents,

raised the blockade of Great Waradin, deceived by hunts

the vigilance of Uagotsky, who had hastened to defend

the chain of mountains between Transylvania and Hun-
gary, forced the intrenched pass of Sibo, and, on the 22nd
of November, 1706, invaded Transylvania with an army
augmented by desultory bands of Rascians, and other

ImrJes still attaehed to the house of Austria. After re-

lieving Hermanstadt, and uniting with Rabutin, he reduced
the whole country, and re-established the Austrian govern-
ment.

Wiiile the imperial army was engaged in this expedi-
tion, Austria, Moravia, and Styria were exposed to the

devastations of the insurgent hordes, who pu&hed their

incursions to the very walls of Vienna, and spreading

terror through the neighbouring provinces, were joined by
crowds of peasants, lured by the hopes of plunder. Joseph
i:i llected troops from all quarters, and drew lines along

the most exposed parts of the frontier, to resti’ain these
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predatory inroads. He also redoubled his efforts to pacify

the insurgents. He opened a new negotiation through the

intervention of the English and Dutch ministers, at Tirnau,

endeavoured to conciliate Rngotsky by offering him the

margraviate of Burgau, as an equivalent for Transylvania,

and the restoration of his patrimony in Hungary, with the

dignity of a prince of the empire ; and even employed
the agency of his wife and sister, whom he liberated from

their confinement He also acknowledged the Hungarian

confederacy, and renewed his promises of confirming all

the privileges which he had engaged to maintain at his

coronation. By means of these concessions, as well as at

the instances of the mediating powers, he, in May, 1706,

obtained a temporary cessation of arms, which enabled

him to furnish supplies for the blockaded fortresses-, but

no lures could tempt Ragotsky to make a separate accom-

modation ;
and the confederate states still refused to accept

peace on any other terms than those which they had
already proposed.

Ragotsky, in June, 1707, held a diet in the open air at

Onod, in imitation of ancient custom, and with the unani-

mous suffrages of the whole confederacy, declared Joseph
a tyrant and usurper, who was animated by the innate

despotism of the Austrian family. Perceiving that all

attempts to accommodate the disputes by the intervention

of the diet, would be fruitless, Joseph again had recourse

to arms. He drew reinforcements from the Netherlands

and the Rhine, made forced levies in the hereditary coun-

tries, and sent his most experienced generals to command
in Hungary. His efforts w^erc now crowned with repeated

successes, because the malccontents, unaccustomed to re-

gular warfare, were divided by jealousies, disappointed of

those succours which France had bo lavishly promised, and
discouraged by a bull of excommunication, issued against

them by the pope.

In this situation of affairs, general Heuster, wlio was re-

appointed to the command, commenced a brilliant career,

by suddenly marcliing from the isle of Scliut, crossing the

Wag, on the I7th of August, 1708, and surprising the

maio body of the malecontents, under Ragotsky, who had
invested Trentschen, to open a way into Silesia and Mora-
via, where he expected to be joined by numerous partisans.
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The irresistible shock of disciplined troops broke, at the

first onset, the tumultury basds of insurgents, who were
unskilfully posted, without coiTfidenee in their officers, and
commanded by chiefs at variance with each other, or se-

cretly inclined to Austria. The combat was short, but the

victory was bloody and decisive: 6000 men were left on

the field, as many captured ; Ragotsky, stunned by a fall

from his horse, escaped with difficulty, and the whole army
was dispersed. From this period the fortune of Austria

triumphed. Ragotsky could scarcely collect a force suf*

ficient to engage in desultory skirmislies
;
the misintelli-

gence increased among the chiefs
;
many of the officers de-

serted with whole regiments to the Austrians
;
suspicion

and despondency reigned among those who from fear, in-

terest, ar desperation, remained under his standards. The
towns and district of the mines in the mountains were the

first fruits of this victory
;

all Lower Hungary, except

Neuhasel, was next reduced
;
other enterprises, of less im-

portance, brought daily new advantages ; and a body of

imperialists restored the Austrian government in Transyl-

vania, where the natives were jealous of their new prince,

and hailed the victorious cause. A desultory army, the

forlorn hope of the insurgent party, which had been col-

lected with extreme difficulty by Bertzeny, was defeated

by general Seckingen at Zadock, on the frontiers of Po-
land, on the 22nd of January, 1710; Neuhasel surrendered

before the close of the year ; Ragotsky and Bertzeny
sought an asylum in Poland ; and Karoly, on whom the

command devolved, was left with only 7000 dispirited

troops.

During this career of victory Joseph acted with equal

prudence, lenity, and vigour. To hasten the dissolution of

the confederacy, he denounced the penalty of high treason

against Ragotsky and all his adherents, who did not return
to their allegiance within a limited time ; though, instead

of retracting his concessions and imitating the impolitic se-

verity of Leopold, he still continued to allure those with
forgiveness whom rigour might have driven to desperation,

and he omitted no effort to bring his rebellious subjects to

a sense of their duty. At the last monfent he employed
Pnlfy to enter into a negotiation with Ragotsky ;

to the

discomfited remnant of his party he condescended to pro-
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pose the same terms which he had held forth to the insur-

gents in the height of prosperity. During the absence of

Ragotsky in Roland, Karoly listened to the lenient offers

of the emperor; and the convention which gave peace to

Hungary was arranged at Zatinar, in January, 1711, be-

tween Palfy, the imperial general and plenipotentiaiy, and

Karoly, as head of the confederate party. The principal

conditions of this celebrated treaty were, a general am-
nesty; the restitution of confiscated property; the libera-

tion of prisoners ; and the exercise of the Protestant reli-

gion, as stipulated by the constitutions of tbe kingdom;
with the confirmation of all rights and immunities approved

by Joseph at his coronation, and liberty to propose other

grievances for redress at the ensuing diet.*

• Tlie confeJeracy being no\r entirely riissolvLMl, and all* hopes of

exciting a ne^v insurreetiun Imstiuted, Kagntsky dismissed his most
faithful retainers, .sailed from Dantzic to Hull with a few attendants

and from thence embarked for France. He was gratified with n

pcnsiQii of 100,000 livres, under the honourable name of a sub,sidy, and
40,000 for the support of his adherents

;
but he was probably disgusted

with this splendid scrviiude in France, and repaired in 1718 to Spain,

'v^^iilher be was lured hy the turbulent Alberoni, with the prospect of

assistance to edcct a new revolution in Hungary. From heiiee he
went to Coiislantinople, to encourage the Turks to continue the war
against Charles VI. ; but he found the Ottoman court astuundeil by
the recent defeat of their army under the walls of Belgrade, and on

the eve of concluding the peace of Passarovitz, By an article of that

peace, Kagotsky, with IJertzeny, and some of the other chiefs, who
remained faithful to his cause*, were allowed to take up their resi-

dence in Turkey, at a distance from the Hungarian frontiers; and

from this period he remained tranquil, at the castle of lludusto, on the

sea of Marmora, although his name was made use of by some turbu-

lent Hungarians to foment a conspiracy against the government in

1723.

Hagotsky left some curious memoirs of his life and action.s, from his

birth to the termination of the rebellion in Hungary, which are written

with candour, and dedicated to Eternal Truth ; and contain a curious

narrative of the memorable struggle in Hungary. He gave the

strongest murks of attachment to his religion, though aceompanied
with great liberality of sentiment, and exhihiu the uncoinmun cha-

racter of the chief of a party acting from ])riiiciple5 of honour, and
what he deemed motives of patriotism,

His wife emulated his constancy and firmness, When released from

her oonfinemeDt, agd sent by Joseph to gain her husband, she used her

influence in persuading liim nut to desert his cause. On her return

* Windisch, p. IDj.
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Joseph, who esteemed the talents and respected the in-

trepidity of Ragotsky, offered to receive him as a generous

enemy to whom peace is given, not as a rebel to whom
pardon is offered. But the inflexible chief, influenced by
an imperious sense of honour, or inspired by republican

pride, refused to approve a treaty which had been con-

cluded without the participation of the senate, and passed

the remainder of his days in exile, rather than owe his

honours and estates to a sovereign against whom he had

rebelled, but who was worthy of his attachment and emu-
lous of his friendship.

This negotiation was scarcely brought to a conclusion,

and Joseph was beginning to feel the proud satisfaction of

giving tranquillity to a country so long distracted by civil

commotions, and of being able to turn his whole force

against France, when death arrested liiin in the midst of

his short but brilliant career, lie expired in the thirty-third

year of his age, on the 17th of April, 1711, of the small-

j)ox, a victim to the ignorance of liis physicians.*

This great and amiable monarch was of the middle sta-

ture ;
his countenance beautiful and animated; his address

and deportment uncommonly pleasing and dignified. Blue

eyes, yellow hair, and a complexion remarkably fair, gave

liim, in early youth, a delicacy of appearance which did

sliL' was again confinuH, but escaping, rppairi’d to the quarters of

Charles XII., then in Saxony. She afterwards passed into Poland,

and from thence into France, and died in Paris in 171^2.

Rngotsky being of a religious disposition, passed great part of his

retirement in penitence and devulion, and wrote meditations, hymns,
suliluquies, and a commentary on the Pentateuch, the original of which
is prc'icrved in the library of St. Germuin des Pres, as we are informed

by the authors of the Art de Verifier les Dates.

He was father of two sons, Fraiiels and George, who were both edu-

cated in the Austrian court, and not permitted to assume the family

name, though they were gratified with other titles. Francis was
appointed marquis of St. Carlo in the kingdom of Naples, and George
marquis of St. Elizabeth in Sicily, llte former died unmarried in

172K, and the latter at Paris, in 1726, leaving no issue by his wife

Susanne, of Hols Lippe, and lady of Clere in the Vexin.
*

'J'hc late prince of Auersperg, who was a page to the emperor ^at

the time of his decease, informed Air. Wraxall, that his physicians,

according to the practice of the times, not only excluded the air from
his apartment, but swathed him in twefity yards of English scarlet

broad cloth, when the disorder was at its liciglii.
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not announce his native activity or vij^i^ur of sentiment

;

but as he advanced to manhood, the lal^urs of two trying

campaigns, and the incessant fatigues of the chace, wore

away this semblance of edeminacy, and brought out a look

and deportment more analogous to his real character.

Generous, complacent, and benevolent, he found no

pleasure greater than that of hearing and relieving the

distressed. He hod such an aversion to flattery, that he

suppressed even the compliments generally introduced into

birth-day odes. ‘^Icome/^ he said on these occasions,

“not to listen to praises, but to hear music.” Though
educated in the midst of a bigoted court, and under the

auspices of a superstitious father, Joseph was tolerant both

in principle and practice. He experienced the most heart-

felt satisfaction in alleviating the restraints which his pre-

decessors had imposed on his Protestant subjects. He
banished from his presence those who had excited tho for-

mer persecutions, and forbade the Catholic priests to em-
ploy in their sermons their customary invectives against

other religious sects. Yet this liberality of sentiment was
not accompanied with lukewarmness towards the faith in

which he was educated, or even with the slightest neglect

of religious rites.

He gave a proof of judgment and moderation seldom
exhibited by a young monarch, of an ardent temper, and
impassioned for military glory. Although be had already

distinguished his talents in two campaigns, and often ex-

pressed his envy at the military career in which h|g bro-

ther was engaged, yet, from the time of his^'accession, he
never put himself at the head of his armies, nor interfered

in the conduct of the war ; but left the command of his

troops and the arrangement of military operations to his

great generals, Heuster, Staremberg, and Eugene, while he
more beneficially employed himsdf in promoting the wel-

fare of his country, by superintending the civil administra-

tion, and infusing oi^er and justice in every department
of government

a lover and patron of the arts and sciences, Joseph
may bo classed among the roost distinguished of his pre-

deoessors. Without t^e pedantry of his father, he pos-

sessed that general knowledge and liberal taste which best

become a sovmeign. He spoke, besides his native tongue,
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Spaniah, French, Ijohemian, and Hungarian, with consi-

derable fluency, was master of the Italian dialects, and
wrote Latin with facility and elegance. He was versed in

diflTerent branches of art and science, remarkable for know-
ledge of music, and for skill in civil and military archi-

tecture ;
he excelled in personal accomplishments and

'manly exercises ;
and was intimately acquainted with the

history and constitutions of the states which he was born

to govern,*

Wilhelmina Amelia, wife of Joseph, was daughter of

John Frederic, duke of Hanover, by Benedicta Henrietta,

princess Palatine of the line of Simmeren, She was born

at Hanover, in 1673, and bred up in the Catholic religion,

which her father had embraced during his travels in

Italy. She became, in 1700, the mother of a son, Leopold

Joseph
;
but the joy which the birth of an heir gave to the

father and to the aged Leopold, was soon converted into

grief by his death, befbre he had completed his first year.

She bore besides two daughters, Maria.Josepha and Maria
Amelia.

Maria Josepha, who was born in 1699, married Augus-
tus, third elector of Saxony and king of Poland

; and
Maria Amelia, born in 1701, espoused Charles Albert,

elector of Bavaria and emperor of Germany. By the fa-

mily compact, concluded in the reign of Leopold, and con-

firmed both by Joseph and his brother Charles, the suc-

cession to the Austrian dominions, in failure of issue male,

was entailed on these princesses ; but the death of their

fatlrer frustrated their hopes ; for Charles VI. obliged them,

on their respective marriages, to renounce all their chums
to the Austrian succession in favour of his own daughters.

These princesses, were destined to experience singular

vicissitudes of fortune. Maria Josepha was left to lament
the flight of her husband into Poland, and the occupation
of Dresden by the Prussians, at the comnrencement of the

seven years* war, and died in November, 1757, of grief and
agitation, the consequences of the harsh treatment which
she experienced from the king of Prussia. Maria Amelia,
after reluctantly sharing with her husband the ti’ansitory

honours of queen of Bohemia and archduchess of Austria,

saw him driven from his capital, and living in nominal
Bovereignty, but real dependence on France. On his deatti

TOL. m. G
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fiho persuaded her son to make his peace with her cousin

l^loria Theresa ; and during the remainder of her life en-

joyed uninterrupted tranquillity. She died in December,

1756.

Chat. LXXX.—CHARLES VL—1685-1712.

On the death of Joseph the hopes of the house of Austria

and the future destiny of Germany rested on Charles,
ivLo was the only surviving male of his illustrious family.

By that event the house of Austria, Germany, and Europe
Were placed in a new and critical situation. From a prin-

ciple of mistaken policy the succession to the hereditary

dominions had never been established according to an
invariable rule

;
for it was not clearly ascertained whether

males of the collateral branches should be pieferred to

females in lineal (|^5cent, an uncertainty which had fre-

quently occasioned many vehement disputes.

To obviate this evil, as well as to prevent future dis-

putes, Leopold had arranged the order of succession : to

Joseph he assigned Hungary and Bohemia, and the other

hereditary dominions
;
and to Charles the crown of Spain,

and all the territories which belonged to the Spanish inhe-

ritance. Should Joseph die without issue male, the whole
succession was to descend to Charles, and in case of his

death, under similar circumstances, the Austrian dominions

were to devolve on the daughters of Joseph in preference

to those of Charles. This family compact was signed by
the two brothers in the presence of Leopold.

Joseph died without male issue ; but left two daughters,

to whom the natui*al afTection of a father might have
prompted him to transmit the succession

;
yet his prudence

and justice prevailed over the sentiments of paternal affec-

tion : appreciating the danger of conferring the sceptre on
his eldest daughter, who hiid not yet completed her twelfth

t
ear, he oon^med the family compact, and consigned to

is mother the temj^rary administration of affairs.

Charles^ who now succeeded to the Austrian dominions,

was son of the emperor Leopold, by his third wife Eleonora

Magdalen, a princess of Palatine Newburgh : he was bom
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in 1685, and educated in the court of his father, under the

direction of Anthony prince of Lichtenstein, his governor,

and Lavigni, an ecclesiastic of exemplary morals, .and of
profound and elegant learning

He was at this juncture in Spain, defending the crown
against his competitor the duke of Anjou, who had assumed
the title of Philip V. On the 12th of September, 1703,

he had been proclaimed king of Spain, at Vienna, by the

title of Charles III.
; being acknowledged by the allied

powers, he took his departure on the 19th, and passed
through Holland landed at Portsmouth, where he was
received by the dukes of Marlborough and Somerset, and
conducted by prince George of Denmark to on interview

with queen Anne at Windsor. He was then in the eighteenth

year of his age, and is thus described by the continuator of
Kapin :

“ The court was very splendid, and much thronged ;

the queen's behaviour towards him was very noble and
obliging. The young king charmed all who were pre-

sent
;
he had a gravity beyond his age, tempered with

much modesty. His behaviour was in all points so exact,

that there was not a circumstance in his whole deport-

ment that was liable to censure. He paid an extraordinary

respect to the queen, and yet maintained a due greatness

in it. He had the art of seeming well pleased with every

thing, without so much as smiling once aU the while he-

was at court, which was only three days. He spoke but
little, and all he said was judicious and obliging.”

In the ensuing year the young monarch sailed from
Portsmouth with a large fleet, commanded by Sir George
Kooke, and a considerable body of land forces under tho
duke of Schomberg

;
but being driven back by a violent

tempest, did not reach Lisbon till after the death of the
Infanta of Portugal, to whom he was betrothed.

Having made several ineffectual attempts on the Spaniah.

coasts, Charles at length landed in Catalonia) where he
had numerous partisans, at the head of 12,000 men, under
the command of the brave and eccentric earl of Peier-
borougb, and prepared to commence thoi^Biege of Barcelona*
Although a revolt had taken place among the Catalans, and
sanguine hopes were entertained of immediate soccesa, yet
the English commander found the scene of affairs far dif-

ferent nrom his expectationa. “ Instead of 10,000 men in

o s •
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arms,” to use his own words, ‘Mo rover his landing, and
strengthen his camp, he found only so many higglers and
sutlers flocking into it; instead of a city iu a weak con-

dition, and ready to surrender upon tlie appearance of

his troops, he found an orderly garrison, nod a force

almost eiiual to his own army.”

Id this hopeless situation of affairs, it was unanimously

resolved in several councils of war to re-einbark the troops

;

but this determination was overruled by the spirited reso-

lution of Charles to “ stay and die with his brave Catalans.”

The siege was accordingly commenced, the fort of Montjoy
was taken by storm, and Charles entering Barcelona in

triumph was proclaimed king. Catalonia joyfully received

her new master; and the kingdoms of Arragon and Valentin

were overrun by his arms. But the party of his rival FJiilip

liaving regained the ascendency, a combined army of French
and Spaniards, led by Philip in person, and commanded by
the due de Nouilles, drove back his troops, and laid siege

to Barcelona.

Charles resolved to stand by his capital, and showed more
concern for the security of the place than for the safety of

his own person.

On the advance of the French army, lord Petcrborougl),

alarmed at the danger of the archduke, threw seven or

eight hundred men into the town ;
the garrison of Guione,

with a number of nhquelets, also forced their way into the

place; while the English general, with 2500 troops and
iniquelets, occupied the heights surrounding the enemy’s
camp, cut ofl their supplies of provisions, and even pre-

vented all correspondence by land between Philip and
Madrid ; so that the only mode of communication was by
eea through Alicant With all these reinforcements, how-
ever, the garrison of Barcelona did not exceed 2500 regular

troops, including 800 or 900 English, 600 of whom de-

fended the fort of Montjoy.

In April, 1706, the Frencli and Spanish army, amount-
ing to 20,000 men, commenced the siege by attempting to

atonn the fort of Montjoy; but being repulsed with great

slaughter, proceeded by regular approaches, and did not
compel the garrison to surrender till after a siege of twenty*
two days.

In consequence of this protracted defence, the troops in
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Barcelona ivere enabled to repair the works of tlie town, to

remount the artillery, and prepare for the approaches of

the French, which were carried on with little skill and
great caution. By means, however, of their formidable

artillery, the enemy in thirty-five days made two breaches

in the rampart, one of which was practicable, and advanced
even to the covered way. The garrison, reduced to 2000
men, were wholly employed behind the breaches, while the

inhabitants guarded the remainder of the works.

In this situation the enemy might have carried the town
by assault, bad they not been intimidated by the desperate

resistance of the garrison of Montjoy, and by the loss of

their best engineer, Lapara, who hud been killed in the

attack of that fort.

The resolution of Charles ratlier to be buried under the

ruins of his capital than to yield, preserved Barcelonn, as

the inhabitants were animated by bis presence and example
to make a desperate resistance. His prudent and spirited

conduct on this memorable occasion is described by Mr,
Walpole, who witnessed the relief of Barcelona: “The
king’s presence and example, who frequently showed him-
self in places of most danger, and made all his family work
at a great intrenchrment behind the breaches, gave life and
vigour to them ; and from the confession of all his people,

had the king withdrawn himself, which many advised him
to do, they would have surrendered immediately.'*

Notwithstanding his unshaken firmness and extraor-

dinary exertions, Charles was reduced to the most despe-

rate situation, and to use the words of Mr, Walpole, “not
a speck of blue appeared to give any hopes of the preser-

vation of the town, nor even of the king’s person, and con-

sequently of the whole monarchy, ” On one side the be-

siegers hourly threatened an assault, on the other a French
squadron of twenty-eight ships of the line blocked up the

harbour while the English fleet, on which his deliverance

depended, was detained by contrary winds. At length the

wind became favourable ; the long-expected snCcoura drew
near

; the French squadron quitt^the harbour, and on the

6th of May the English fleet, amounting to fifty sail of the

line, with a considerable body of land forces, anchored befbre

the town.
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On the 11th of May, the troops were landed with the ut-

most expedition, and passed great part of the night under

arms behind the breaches. On the ensuing morning the

French army broke up the siege, and retreated with preci-

pitation, leaving their sick and wounded, great part of

their artillery, with immense magazines and stores. Their

retreat was harassed by the small but enterprising body
under lord Peterborough, and their march being overcast

by a total eclipse, the superstitious favourers of the house

of Austria portended the eternal setting of the Bourbon
sun.

The wonderful spirit and activity of Charles, which
formed a striking contrast to his natural phlegm, subsided

on the relief of the place ; he wasted much time in religious

ceremonies, and in making a procession to the shrine of the

Holy Virgin at Montserrat. In answer to the urgent re-

monstrances of general Stanhope, he excused his delay by
alleging that his equipage was not ready

;
and was not

roused by the animated reply of the English ambassador

;

Sir, king William entered London in a coach with a cloak

bag behind it, and was made king not many weeks After.”*

The deliverance of Barcelona was followed by a series of

alternate successes and defeats, in which Charles twice en-

tered Madrid in triumph, and was twice compelled to re-

treat; he was at one period master of all the eastern parts

of Spain
;
and at another reduced to the single province of

Catalonia. In the midst of this struggle, he espoused Eli-

zabeth Christina, princess ofBrunswick Wolfembuttelj, and
resided at Barcelona, hoping to realise his expectations on
the crown of Spain, rather from the astonishing successes

of the allies in Germany, Italy, and Flanders, than from
the efforts of his own heterogeneous army, divided among
themselves, and led by generals of different nations and
principles, equally at variance with each other.

Ohailes was awakened from his dreams of visionary

grandeur by the intelligence of his brother's death, which
happened April 17. 1711, and which secured to him the

Mfb Wslpole to Mr. Robert Walpole, Barcelona, June 23., N. S.

ITO.
f He had offered hU hand to Wilhelmina Carolina, princess ol

Brunsviok Blankenburgh ; hut firom attachment to the Protestant

religion, she rejected his offer, and afterwards espoused George II.
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whole inheritance of the house of Austria, and opened the

prospect of the imperial dignity.

In consequence of the arrangements made by Joseph,

the empres3 mother, as regent, assumed the reins of govern-

ment, proclaimed Charles king of Hungary and Bohemia,

and archduke of Austria, without opposition, notified his

accession to the courts of Europe, and took every pre-

caution, in concert with Eugene, to secure for him the im-

perial crown. From the sudden death of Joseph, the throne

was vacant, and the struggles for that dignity might have

occasioned new and dangerous convulsions, had not the

most prudent and vigorous measures been instantly adopted.

Prince Eugene had reached Nuremberg in his way to as-

sume the command of the imperial army in Flanders, before

he received information of the emperor’s death. He has-

tened to the Upper Rhine, and gained the electors ofMentz,

Treves, and Palatine ; he then repaired to the Hague, and
after concerting the plan of future operations with the

English and Dutch ministers, returned to Germany, gave
an impulse to the circles of the empire, and collected a con-

siderable force in the vicinity of the Rhine, both from the

detachments of the Austrian troops, and from the contin-

gents of the German princes and states. Having assumed
the command in quality of generalissimo, he placed himself

in a position to prevent the interference of France, and to

awe the diet of election, and despatched a messenger to his

royal master, urging his instant presence in Germany.
Charles sanctioned the proceedings of his mother, and

enlarged the term of her regency
;
be intrusted Eugene

with fhll powers to manage his interests at the approaching

election ; established a council, under the direction of his

consort, for the conduct of his affairs in Spain, and gave
the strongest hopes of support to his faithful subjects in

Catalonia. Embarking at Barcelona on the 27th of Sep*
tember, he landed in the vicinity of Genoa, had a public

iqtervJew with the duke of Savoy in the neighbourhood of

Pavia, and received on his arrival at Milan, the 16th of

October, the jojful tidings of his unanimous election to the

imperial throne ;
after a short stay at Milan, where he was

congratulated by the Italisn powers, the new emperor pro*

ceeded through Insqiruck to Frankfcnt, and was crowned on
the 22nd of December, In addition to the usual titles of
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emperor and king of the Romana, and to those of Hungary
and Bohemia, he styled himself king of Spain, and in proof

of his determined resolution to assert his right to that

crown, he conferred the order of the Golden Fleece on
several of his adherents.

The election of Charles VL formed a new epoch in

Ihe political annals of Germany. Hitherto the capitulation

ratified by each emperor was considered as a temporary act,

only binding the sovereign who sw«re to its observance ;

but the despotic proceedings of Leopold and Joseph, in put-

ting the princes and electors to the ban of the empire, con-

fiscating their territories, and granting new fiefs, without

the consent of the diet, gave rise to a Perpetual Capitu-

lation, which had been originally proposed at the peace of

Westphalia, and was now to be ratified by each succeeding

emperor, confirming the privileges of the Germanic body,

limiting the authority of their chief, and unchangeable ex-

cept by consent of the diet.

By this capitulation the emperor was not to assemble

any diet or council relating to the aflPairs of the empire,

without summoning all the princes and states : he was not
to wage war, conclude peace, or enter into alliances without
their consent. He was not to put any prince under the
ban of the empire by his own authority ; not to appropriate

to himself, or confer on his own family, any confiscated

territory, and he was bound to restore the possessions of

which the members of the empire had been forcibly de-

prived. It was also stipulated that no election of the king
of the Romans should take, place during the life of the
reigning emperor, unless he was long absent from Germany,
or the infirmities of age rendered him unable to conduct
die helm of affairs. This instrument likewise ratified the
privilege of election secured to the electors by the Golden
Ball, precluded the head of the empire from conferring a
vacant electorate without the consent of the college, and
confirmed to each prince and state the right of concluding

separate alliances, either among themselves or with foreign

powers, which were not contrary to the interests of the

empire.

At the conclusion of the ceremony, the new emperor
hasteoed to Vienna, to take possession of his hereditary

domiaimifl. After a reaidefloe of only two monduB in the
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capital, which was employed in the necessary regulations

at the commencement of a new reign, he directed his

attention to Hungary, and repairing to Presburgh, in May,
I7ll^, he ratified the pacification of Zatmar, and was
crowned with the usual solemnities.

Chap. LXXXL— 1711-1714.

Having pacified Hungary, Charles returned to Vienna
to resume, witli increasing vigour, his military preparations

for prosecuting the war ; and the state of the enemy gave
hope that the house of Austria would once more regain

her ancient ascendency.

France itself exhibited the most striking scene of misery

and desolation. Even the very seasons seemed to war
against the monarch and his people. The sudden vicissi-

tudes of weather destroyed the vines and corn in the germ ;

every city and every province was threatened with im-
pending f^amine ; commerce and manufactures, the nerves

of a nation, were also annihilated
; the population swept

away by the ravages of war. The finances, rapidly de-

creasing, were yearly becoming more and more unequal

to support the enormous burdens of protracted hostilities :

the forcible circulation of fictitious money, and the antici-

pation of the revenues by every species of fraud and artifice,

blasted the honour of the government at home, and sunk
its credit abroad

; the public sale of military rank, and the

prostitution of honours, hitherto the venerated badge of

merit, and other expedients the most disgraceful to a high-

spirited people, proclaimed at once the distresses of the

nation and the reduced situation of the court. In the

midst of these calamities, the court was the scene of in-

trigues and feuds : the very house of Louis was divided

into parties ; and the monarch who, in his prime, hod aAved,

astonished, and terrified his contemporaries, in his decline

sunk in the opinion of his subjects, his family, ami Europe
by the indecision of his counsels, the failure of his measures^

the ill choice of his ministers, and the effects of his de-

grading connection with Madame de Maintenon, his sup-^

posed mistress and real wife.
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By the disastrous events of five campaigns, and the three

desperate defeats of llamilies, Oudenarde, and Malplaquet,

the barrier which had hitherto defied all the efforts of

Europe was broken through ; and the fortresses, the result

of such art, expense, and labour, diverted, but could not

resist, the tide of war. The army, which had risen like

the hydra from its repeated discomfitures, and the generals

who had exhausted in vain all the resources of the military

science, were driven to the lost line of the formidable

frontier. That stupendous colossus, which had over-

shadowed and overawed the world, w^as smitten to its

foundations
; the loss of a single battle, or the capture of a

single fortress, w’ould have opened a passage into the de-

fenceless provinces of France, and scarcely left the monarch,

who, for half a century, had given law without control, a

place of security even within his own capital.

The continuance of the same vigour, skill, and unanimity

for a single campaign would have secured to the allies all

the objects of the Grand Alliance
;
and all the advantages

for which they had made such numerous sacrifices and
such astonishing exertions. But unfortunately their hopes
were frustrated by that principle of dissolution which is

inherent in all great confederacies; and it is with the

deepest concern we reflect, that England was the primary
cause of this change, go fatal to Europe and so disastrous

to the civilised world,

Although Anne had obtained a crown by the Revolution

she was invariably inimical to its principles, and adverse

to the succession in the Hanover line
;
and she was affected

with scruples of conscience, in accepting a throne, from
wlmh she had seen her father excluded. Overborne by
the spirit of the nation, and dazzled by the splendid

victories obtained over its natural enemy, she had hitherto

supported in public the Whig administration, but was
socretlj disgusted by the political thraldom in which she

was held by her great and powerful ministers, and was
still more alienat^ by the caprice and insolence of her
farmer favourite, the duchess of Marlborough. Thus cir-

et^nastanced, she timtsferred her confidence to Mrs. Mosham,
a dependent of the duchess, who gradually

supplanted her b^^actress. Her scruples revived, and
she gave waj to the sentiments of affection towards her
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brother, whom she had been compelled to stigmatise as il-

legitimate. She was desirous to restore a Torj adminis-

tration, hj whose means she hoped to set aside the

Hanover line, and to introduce her brother as her suc-

cessor, provided he would embrace the Protestant religion,

to which, notwithstanding the bigotry of her family, she

was invariably and ardently attached. With these feelings

she entered into a secret negotiation with Harley, which
ended in the gradual dismission of the Whig ministry, and
the appointment of a Tory administration, of which Harley
was the chief.

Anne, as well as the nation, looked with a more favour-

able eye towards France ; the new ministry intrigued with

the court of St. Germain ; caballed with the Jacobites, and
privately renewed the negotiations for peace. The party

of Austria rapidly declined
;
and the death of Joseph un-

fortunately furnished a plausible pretext for breaking the

Grand Alliance, The dangers arising from the union of

the empire, Bohemia, Hungary, Austria, and Spain, in the

same person, were exaggerated; and the nation was
alarmed with the apprehension of seeing the exorbitant

power of Charles V. revived in the person of the

new emperor.

A relaxation accordingly took place in the prosecution

of hostilities ; and Marlborough, .weakened by the departure

of Eugene to cover Frankfort, and checked in his grand

design by the sinister manoeuvres of the English ministry,

confined his operations to the capture of Bouchain, which

was effected on the 13th September, 1711.* On the side

of Italy the attempts of the duke of Savoy to penetrate

into France, were defeated by marshal Berwick
;
in Spain

the imperial arms were unsuccessful ; and Philip droum-
scribed the Austrian adherents and the emfu-ess almost

within the walls of Barcelona.

In this situation of affairs the British ministry pressed

the negotiations for peace. Preliminaries were signed at

London on the Bth of October, 1711, by which Louis

agreed, in general terms, to take measures for preventing

the union iff the crowns of France and Spain on the same
head, to secure a barrier in the Low Countries for the

* For this masterly campaign of 171 1, see the Memoirs of (he Duke
of Marlboraugfa, ch. cl cii.
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States-generul, and on the side of tlie empire for the

house of Austria, and to give a reasonable sutisfuctiun to

the other members of the Grand Alliance,

Charles, aware of these negotiations, exerted all his

efforts to prevent the conclusion of the preliminaries, and

made warm representations in the different courts of

Europe against so dishonourable a desertion of the Grand
Alliance, He despatched circular letters to the electors,

exhorting them to j)crsist in their engagements, and urged

the States-general to join in his exhortations to the queen,

not to trust the immortal glory which she had gained in

the war, and the welfare of her j)eoplL*, to the insincerity

of French promises. At the same time count Gallas, his

minister in London, made the strongest remonstrances against

this breach of faith, and even printed in the public papers

tlic preliminary articles, which had been communicated to

him in confidence, with a severe and violent comment.

The queen, irritated at this appeal to the people, and his

cabals with the Whigs, ordered him to w’ithdraw from
England, though she softened this mark of resentment, by
informing the emperor that she would receive any other

minister,

Encouraged by the representations of the Dutch, and the

clamours of the Whig party in P-ngland, the emperor, in the

commencement of 1712, despatched Eugene to London,
hoping either to induce the queen to continue the war, or to

rouse the spirit of the nation against the peace. But the

presence of Eugene produced a contrary effect, llis

friendly visits to the duke of Marlborough and the leaders

of the Whigs offended the queen ; aud lie was charged by
the Tories with forming the most diabolical as well as

ridiculous plots against the government. Among other

projects, be is said to have proposed the assassination of the

earl of Oxford, also to set hre to London in the night, par-

ticularly to the palace, while in the midst of the confusion,

the duke of Marlborough was to head an armed force, take

poaseasion of the Tower, the Bank, and the Exchequer, and
seize the }>erBon of the queen. Thus w^bs prince Eugene,
whose known character fur integrity and honour ought to

have shielded him from such imputations, degraded into a

leader of banditti ; and so great was the alarm and ferment

that he was publicly insulted by the populace. After a
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continuance of three months, he returned with the mor-
tification of having witnessed the disgrace of the duke of

Marlborough, the defeat of the Austrian party, and of having

failed in his efforts to prevent the meeting of the congress

of Utrecht, which assembled early in 1712.

The emperor was resolved to prosecute the war although

deserted by England; and therefore despatched his chan-

cellor, count Sinzendorf, to Utrecht, with a view to break

off, or at least to retard the negotiations. Sinzendorf

claimed the full execution of the Grand Alliance; demanded,

in the name of his master, not only the entire possession of

the Spanish monarchy, but the rehitution of all the ces-

sions which had been made to France by the treaties of

Munster, Nimeguen, and R3^swick, and encouraged the

ministers of the other allies to advance similar claims. This

conduct, indeed, suspended the proceedings at Utrecht, but

enabled the French to accelerate their private negotiations

with the court of England.

[Meanwhile Charles made the most active preparations

for the prosecution of hostilities, and hoped to break up the

conferences at Utrecht hy some splendid enterprise against

the FriMich in the Netherlands. His views were warmly
seconded by the States, and the other allies, who were
equally averse to the terras of peace. Early in the spring,

prince Eugene took the command of the allied army, which
amounted to 120,000 men, and was soon afterwards joined

by the British forces under the duke of Ormond.
Although the duke of Ormond declared that he had

orders to co-operate with the allies, the effects of the

private negotiation between England and France were soon

manifest. Eugene having proposed to attack the French

army under Villars, was thwarted by Ormond, who had

private orders neither to risk a battle nor undertake a

siege. Eugene next turned his attention to the siege of

Quesnoy, which lie invested, and by urgent remonstrances

at length prevailed ou Ormond to furnish a corps of the

auxiliaries in British pay to cover his operations But
when the town was nearly compelled to surrender, the

British commander concluded an armistice with VillarSp

and communicated to prince Eugene his orders to separate

from the confederates. He then prepared to march towards

Dunkirk, which hod been yielded to England ns a caution*

.ary deposit.
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The emperor and the States made the most urgent re-

monstrances to the queen against this desertion of their

cause ; and the discontents in the army rose to the most

dangerous height. The duke of Ormond was refused by
the States a passage through Douay and Tournay

;
was de-

serted by all the auxiliary troops, except two regiments

;

and the princes by whom those troops were furnished

declared their resolution to support their contingents one

month, and after that period to share the expense with the

States and the emperor. Ormond increased the general

indignation by seizing the towns of Ghent and Bruges in the

name of the queen of England, and by these measures gave

the deathblow to the Grand Alliance. Notwithstanding,

however, this base desertion, the emperor and all the other

allies disdainfully rejected a suspension of arms, which was
proposed by the British plenipotentiaries, and unanimously

determined to prosecute hostilities.

Eugene, having taken Quesnoy, invested Landrecy, on

the 4th of July, 1712, but the loss of the British forces was
severely felt. Villars advancing to its relief, attacked a

body of troops posted near Denain, under the earl of Albe-

marle to cover the convoys, stormed their intrenchments,

and after a bloody conflict, forced seventeen battalions,

with the commander-in-chief, and all the officers, to sur-

render prisoners of war. Eugene, who was on the other

side of the Beheld, marched to support Albemarle, but by
the breaking of the bridge was unable to furnish any suc-

cour, and was only a melancholy witness of this fatal catas-

trophe, which compelled him to raise the siege. This
miafortune was the prelude to greater disasters, and was
followed by the captures of Denain, Marchiennes, St.

AUnand, Douay, Quesnoy, and Bouchain.

In the course of these events, the armistice between
France and England was prolonged and the duke of Savoy
and the king of Portugal were induced to desert the cause

of the emperor. The Dutch, terrifled by the progress of

the French arms, alarmed by the threats of England to

Qjiaclude a separate peace, and lured by the favourable

fiiditions of the barrier treaty, soon followed their ex-

; and the negotiations were carried on with such

eamestooas and seal, that treaties of peace between France

andidltha belligerent powers, except the emperor^ were
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signed at Utrecht on the 11th of April, 1713. Spain ac-

ceded to these treaties on the 13th of July,

Louis acknowledged the title of the queen to the crown
of England, and the Protestant succession, agreed not to

allow the pretender to reside in FrAnce, to raze the forti-

fications of Dunkirk, and to cede Nova Scotia or Acadia,

with the exception of the isle of Cape Breton, also Hudson’s
Bay, Newfoundland, and St. Christopher’s. Spain like-

wise yielded to England Gibraltar and Minorca, and by an
engagement called the Assiento, granted the right of sup-

plying the Spanish colonies with negroes for thirty years,

which had been before enjoyed by France.

Charles was highly dissatisfied with the terms imposed
upon him by France and England

;
and, without consulting

his own strength, disdainfully persisted in rejecting all

overtures. Having obtained the co-operation of the
empire, he determined to prosecute the war alone against

the French, who had sustained during twelve years the

efforts of the greater part of Europe. Conscious, however,
that he could not equally maintain the contest in all parts

without allies, he concluded with France and England a
treaty of neutrality for Spain, Italy, and the Low Countries,

in consequenceof which the Austrian troops evacuated Cata-

lonia and the islands of Majorca and Ivica, and he concen*
trated his force on the banks of the Rhine. He flattered

himself that his brave troops, led by Eugene, would still

perform wonders ; that one important victory would obtain

more advantageous terms ; and that at all events it would
be far more honourable not to owe a peace to the allies

who had deserted him, under the humiliating conditions of

acknowledging his rival Philip V., but to conclude a sepa-

rate treaty with France, without renouncing his preten-

sions to the crown of Spain.

The whole campaign passed without a general action,

and was principally confined on the side of the imperial

troops to defensive operations. The great military talents

of Eugene being unable to cope with the superior numbers
of the French, led by marshal Villars, the capture of

Landau and fSfiburgh, the exhausted condition of the

Austrian finances, and the unwillingness of the German
states to continue the war, compelled Charles to enter into

a negotiation with France. On the 26th of November*
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1713, prince Eugene anti marshal Villars opened con-

ferences at Rastadt; on the 6th of March, 171% the pre-

liminaries were signed, and a congress assembled at Baden
in Switzerland. Charles, indignant at the conduct of

England, rejected her mediation, and refused to admit the

British plenipotentiaries at the congress ; the ministers of

the Pope, the duke of Loraine, the electors of Cologne and

Bavaria, were likewise excluded
;
and as Charles was in-

trusted with full powers by the German diet, the terms of

peace were adjusted between himself and the empire on

one aide, and France on the other, and signed on the 7th

of September.

The treaty of Ryswick was made the basis of the peace.

Charles was also guarantied in the possession of Naples,

Milan, Mantua, Sardinia, and the Low Countries, under
the condition of ratifying the barrier treaty

;
he obtained

the restoration of old Brisac, Friburgh, and Kelil
; in re-

turn he reinstated the electors of Bavaria and Cologne in

their dominions and dignities
; ho agreed to leave the

princes of Italy in the peaceable enjoyment of the terri-

tories which they actually possessed, and permitted the im-

portant fortress of Landau to be retained by France.
“ Thus,” justly exclaims marshal Villars, “ after a war of

fourteen years, during which the emperor and the king of

France had nearly quitted their respective capitals
;
Spain

bad seen two rival kings in Madrid, and almost all the

petty States of Italy had changed their sovereigns
;
a war

which had desolated the greater part of Europe, was con-

cluded almost on the very terms which might have been
procured at the commencement of hostilities.'*

Chap. LXXXIL— 1706-1719.

AmonO the most difficult points which remained for future

adjustment, was the transfer of the Netherlands in the pos-

session of the Dutch, to the emperor, and the final ratifica-

tion of a barrier treaty.

Tbe pretensions of the two parties were so opposite and
contradictory, and the mediation of England so lukewarm,

that all compromise seemed impracticable
; even the death
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of Anne during these negotiations, though it changed the

conduct of England, did not overcome the reluctance of tb©

emperor, and George I. in vain despatched generals Stan-

hope’^ and Cadogan to Vienna, the first from his personal

credit with the emperor, and the other from his friendship

with prince Eugene, who had the greatest preponderance

in the Austrian cabinet.

Many motives influenced the conduct of the emperor in

declining to ratify this treaty. Towards the close of the

reign of Anne he had entertained an opinion that the party

of the pretender was paramount in England, and had
affected to listen to overtures for a match between the

exiled prince and one of liis nieces. Even the accession of

George I. did not wholly dissipate this illusion
;
Charles

imagined that his establishment on the British throne

would be'hut of temporary duration, and was unwilling to

involve himself in an engagement to guaranty the Protest-

ant succession. He therefore dismissed Mr. Stanhope with

great marks of personal regard, but without gratifying him
in the object of his mission.

Both the emperor and his ministers treated lord Cobham,
who succeeded general Stanhope, with studied neglect

;

and prince Eugene testified the utmost reserve and indiffe-

rence to his friend and fellow-soldier, general Cadogan, who
repaired to Vienna in the character of ambassador. In

various conferences he bitterly inveighed against the harsh

and degrading conditions which the Maritime Powers at-

tempted to impose on his imperial master, and declared

that the revenues of the Netherlands would be inadequate

to the support of the civil establishment, after the payment
of the subsidies to the Dutch.

Charles, aware of the weakness of the Dutch government,

and of the embarrassments of England by the rebellion-of

1715, which was magnified almost into a ne'vv revolution,

and encouraged by the secret overtures of France, deli-

General, alVerwords earl Stanhope, had setvad under Charles in

Spain with great credit. On the accession of'Xjeorge I. he was

appointed secretary of state, and some letters are still preserved ahioiig

the Walpole Papers, which passed between Mr. Stynhope aqd the

emperor. Among these is one written by Charles, in his o^n hai^
highly expressive of his esteem, and of hia regret for tlie fate

•’.Catalans, which does honour to his head and heart. 4^#
TOL. m. H
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yered an ultimatum, by his minister, count Konigsegg^ to

the congress at Antwerp, and threatened to march his

troops into the Netherlands, unless in six weeks his de-

mands were complied with. These disputes delayed the

conclusion of the treaty until the total defeat of the rebels

in England, the death of Louis XIV., and the dread of a

Turkish war, changed the politics of the emperor ; while

prince Eugene suddenly promoted the ratification, from a

jealousy of the Spanish council, who obstructed the treaty,

and from resentment against the deputies of the Low
Countries, who desired an archduchess for their governess.

The treaty was accordingly concluded on the 15th of No-
vember, 1715. Prince Eugene was appointed governor,

and the Dutch, on the 4th of February, 1716, delivered the

Netherlands to count Konigsegg, as plenipotentiary of the

emperor.

By the barrier treaty the states agreed to yield to the

emperor the provinces possessed by Charles IL, as well as

those ceded by France at the peace of Utrecht. A corps

of from 30,000 to 35,000 men was to be maintained in those

countries, of which the emperor agreed to furnish three

fifths, the States the remainder
;

and in case of war, a

further augmentation was to‘be arranged by the two parties.

The emperor allowed the States the sole right of garrison

in Namur, Tournay, Menin, Fumes, Warneton, Ypres, and
the fort of Knocque j

but the garrison of Dendermond was
to be furnished jointly, the governor to he nominated by
the emperor, and to take an oath that he would do nothing

to the prejudice of the States. In like manner, in the

garrisons belonging to the States, their ofi&cers were to

preserve to the house of Austria the sovereignty of the

places committed to their care, and not to intermeddle in

civil affairs. The Dutch troops were also allowed the free

exercise of their religion in the different garrisons ; but
were to establish no churches, nor annex any exterior dis-

tinctioi^B to their places of worship.

The States were permitted to repair the fortifications of

the di&rent towns, but not to erect new works without

prefkniB notice to the governor-general, nor to charge the

emperor with the expenses without his consent. Different

cessions also were made to the States for the security of

their frontiers ; and the emperor engaged to pay the annual
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sum of 500,000 crowns for the maintenance of the Dutch
troops, and charged himself with the debts of Charles II.

to the United Provinces. Their rights and privileges of

commerce were to remain on the same footing as established

by the treaty of Munster, in 1640, and the ships, commodi-
ties, and merchandises from Great Britain to the Nether-

lands, or from the Netherlands to Great Britain, were to

pay the same duties of export and import as were esta-

blished at the conclusion of the treaty, till new regulations

should be made by the three powers in a treaty of com-
merce which was to be arranged as early as possible. The
emperor also engaged'that these provinces should never be
transferred to a pnnee of the house of Bourbon by mar-
riage, sale, or otherwise. England guaranteed this treaty,

and engaged, should the Netherlands be attacked, to furnish

10,000 men, with twenty ships of war, if necessary, or to

act with her whole force.

But notwithstanding the signature of the treaty, the

mutual jealousy of the emperor and the Dutch did not sub-

side ;
the emperor deemed the conditions on his part too

severe, and exhibited evident signs of a resolution not to

fulfil the articles
;
while the Dutch, on theirs, retained pos-

session of the districts which were restored by France.

A general consternation also prevailed among the natives

of the Low Countries, who complained that the Dutch,

jealous of their prosperity, wished to exclude them from
all commerce. The states of Brabant and Flanders made

-strong remonstrances by deputies sent to Vienna; they*

represented the treaty as derogatory to the emperor’s dig-

nity, and fatal to the dearest interests of his subjects. They
stated the impossibility of executing the treaty without

annihilating their immunities, because subsidies were
granted to the Dutch as a fixed revenue, whereas, according

to their constitution, no subsidies could be granted without

the consent of the States.

Hence the scruples of the emperor returned, and he

opened new conferences with the States-general, in the

hopes of obtaining a modification of the conditions ; but

the negotiation was protracted by the discussions relating

to the appointment of the magistracy in several of the

towns garrisoned by the Dutch troops, the toleration of

religion, the extension of the limits, the arrears of the sub*-
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sidles
;
and the convention which finally settled these and

a few other contested points was not concluded till the 22nd
of December, 1718, by the Imperial and Dutch plenipoten-

tiaries at the Hague.

Chap. LXXXIIL— 1715-1718,

During the negotiations for the barrier treaty, several

events occurred of great importance to the house of Austria.

Among those tlu^ most remarkable was the peace of Passaro-

vitz, which terminated the war with the Porte, and, by the

acquisition of Belgrade, secured the frontiers of Hungary
from Turkish invasion.

The good effects of the fortunate change which had
taken place in the minds of the Hungarians, from the pa-

cification of Zatmar, were displayed in this war
;
when the

native troops had no inconsiderable share in driving the

Turks beyond the Danube, and in conquering the Bannat
of Temeswar, and the territory of Belgrade.

In 1715 the Turks broke the peace of Carlovitz, declared

war against the Venetians, conquered the Morea, and laid

siege to Corfu, These rapid successes, which recalled to

recollection the former preponderance of the Ottoman
power, spread general alarm among the princes of Europe;
and the king of Sardinia projected a confederacy of the

Italian states under the protection and guidance of France.

-But Charles, jealous lest this confederacy should give pre-

.eminence to the houses of Bourbon and Savoy, counter-

acted the league; and when the Venetians appealed to

iiim as a guarantee of the treaty of Carlovitz, made pre-

parations for immediate hostilities. After an offer of

mediation, which the Porte rejected with disdain, he de-

vspatched prince Eugene into Hungary at the head of a

BiAall, but well-disciplined army, flushed with victories in

^the Netherlands and on the banks of the Rhine. Eugene
passed the Danube in sight of the Ottoman army of

150,000 men, and encamped near Feterwaradin behind the

Tery intrenchments which he had occupied in his former
€anipaigQ, and which, by an unaccountable negligence, the
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Turks liatl not destroyed. Without delay he led his troops

against the enemy, routed their numerous and undiseiplined

forces, who could only oppose to the military skill of

Eugene, and the deliberate courage of the imperial army,
a blind and impotent valour, killed the grand vizir and
30,000 Turks, took 50 standards, 250 pieces of heavy
artillery, and an immense booty. This action was fought

on the 5th August, 1716, near Carlovitz, in the very camp
wherein, seventeen years before, the Turks had signed the

truce of twenty years, which, by attacking the Venetians,

they now broke. The capture of Temeswar, the last of

the ancient dependencies of Hungary retained by the

Turks, secured the possession of the Bannat and the con-

quest of Wallachia.

These conquests, which distinguished tlie campaign of

1716, were followed by still greater successes in the ensu-

ing year. In the month of June, Eugene invested Bel-

grade, the key of the Ottoman dominions on the side of

Hungary, The place, which contained a garrison of 30,000
men, was vigorously defended, and supported a blockade

of two months, till the arrival of an immense army under
the command of a new grand vizir, gave hopes to the be-

sieged, and alarmed the besiegers. The Turkish troops

advancing, intrenched themselves in the form of a semi-
circle, stretching from the Danube to the Save, and thus

confined the imperial army in the marshy grounds between
those two rivers.

Ill this exposed and unwholesome situation, numbers of

the imperialists daily perished from the fire of the enemy,
and more fell victims to the ravages of a contagious dis-

order. Yet the troops supported these accumulated evils

with tlie most exemplary patience, anxiously expecting*

that tlie Turks would be compelled, for want of provisions

and forage, to break up their camp
;
but these hopes were

frustrated by the perseverance of the enemy, who pushed
their lines and batteries to nn eminence commanding the

bridge over the Save. Eugene now found himself in a

critical situation
;

the enemy by destroying the bridge

might prevent his retreat, or might send a corps across the

Save to surprise the detachments intrenched at Semlin,

and cut off the parties employed in bombarding the lower

town of Belgrade. The imperial troops also, daily di^
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rainishing iu number, would be soon unable to guard the

lines
; and the emperor and empire exhausted by the war

which they had just concluded with France, could not sup-

port the enormous expense of another campaign. The
danger was still further increased as the enemy had ad-

vanced their trenches and raised batteries within musket-

shot, and were even preparing to storm the lines. Eugene
was therefore aware that a decisive victory alone could

relieve the army from their dangerous situation, and pre-

serve Hungary and Transylvania.

Under these circumstances Eugene summoned a council

of war, and being unanimously supported in his opinion,

issued ordei’s for a general engagement. During the

anxious night preceding this action he visited the posts,

instructed the oihcers, exhorted the soldiers, and distributed

with his own hands refreshments to fortify them against

the fatigues of the ensuing fight, and as he passed from

post to post, cries of exultation resounded from every quar-

ter. “ Lead us,'* they exclaimed, against the enemy

!

Eugene commands! the safety of our country, and the

interests of our religion are at stake
;
we will conquer

or die!’'

The imperial army consisted of 60,000 men ; but as

20,000 were stationed to keep in check the garrison of

Belgrade ;
and as several detachments were posted on the

opposite bank of the Save, not 40,000 could be brought

into action, to storm intrenchments mounted with a numer-
ous artillery, and defended by not less than 200,000 men,

the most complete army which the Porte had ever sent into

tie field since the siege of Vienna.

Before midnight Eugene was on horseback; three bombs
were discharged as a signal, and the whole army was in-

filAntly in motion. About two, the right wing, advancing

in order and silence under cover of the darkness, burst

upon the enemy's works, and surprised the guard, who
were reposing in negligent security. But the same dark-

ness which had at first favoured their attack, was so much
increased by a thick fog, that part of the right wing fell

by mistake upon some intrenchments which the enemy had
raised that night, and meeting with a desperate resistance

were thrown into confusion. As long as the fog lasted

this confusion was irreparable, and the imperialists, ignorant
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of the ground, and harassed by the impetuous assaults of

the enemy, suffered extremely. At length the sun rose and
dispelled the mist; Eugene discovered part of the right

wing separated from the centre, taken in flank and rear,

and exposed to imminent danger. To sec and remove the

danger was the effort of a moment. Placing himself at

the head of the second line, and followed by a corps of

volunteers, he charged the enemy sword in hand, and
though wounded, forced his way through their ranks,

mowing down all before him. The troops alarmed for the

safety of their intrepid leader, pressed forward, redoubled
their efforts, and drove the Turks back to their intrench-

ments. At this moment, Eugene surveyed the lines with
awful apprehension. Aware that the spirit of the army had
led them to be too precipitate in the attack, he endeavoured
to curb their impetuosity, and to give a more certain and
solid direction to their force. But his own example over-

bore a deference even to his orders. The impulse was
given, and nothing could restrain the ardour of the troops.

Ttie infantry made the attack with irresistible violence,

forced the intrenchments, carried the batteries, and turned
the Turkisli cannon against the banners of the crescent.

From that moment all was rout and dismay; before mid-
day the imperialists were in possession of the intrench-

ments, artillery, and camp ; and the enemy fled with such
disorder and precipitation, that those who were in the rear,

killed those who w ere before, not to be impeded in their

flight.

The immediate consequence of this defeat w’as the sur-

render of Belgrade, which was followed the next year by
the peace of Passarovitz, so called from a small town in

Servia, where Eugene and the grand vizir opened the

conferences, and signed the preliminaries, on tbe 2l5t of

July, 1718, under the mediation of Great Britain and the

United Provinces. This treaty established a truce of

twenty-five years, and secured to the house of Austria the

Bannat of Tcineswoi', and the Bannat or western port of

Wallachia and Servia, together with the town and territory

of Belgrade and part of Bosnia.
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Chai\ LXXXIV.— 1715-1720.

While Charles was embarrassed with the war against

Turkey, he was occupied in a series of complicated negotia-

tions with France, England, and Holland, and involved in

hostilities with Spain.

Although the principal powers of Europe W'ere compre-
hended in the treaties of Utrecht and Rastadt, yet the two
Sovereigns, principally interested in the event of those

negotiations, were not reconciled. The emperor did not

acknowledge Philip, king of Spain, and Philip did not

renounce his pretensions to the kingdom of Naples, the Mi-
lanese, and the Low Countries, which the peace of Utrecht
had transferred to the house of Austria.

.
Hence those treaties

contained the seeds of immediate rupture, and could be
considered as little more than establishing a temporary
suspension of arms *, Europe accordingly was kept in a state

of perpetual agitation during a period of sixteen years,

before the disputes concerning the Spanish succession could

be finally terminated.

Charles, though too much exhausted to meditate the

i*enewal of hostilities, was compelled by the threatening

aspect and ambitious views of Spain to take measures for

his own security.

On the death of Maria Louisa of Savoy in 1714, Philip

espoused in the same year Elizabeth Farnesc, princess of

Parma. This turbulent and ambitious woman gained a

prodigious ascendency over the mind of her hypochondriac
and doting husband, and not only fomented the enmity
which Philip entertained against the emperor; but by
adding her own pretensions to the duchies of Tuscany and
Parma, contributed to widen the breach, and remove still

further the prospect of an accommodation. The views of

Elizabeth were seconded by the daring genius of Alberoni,

whom she had raised to the ofRce of prime minister, and

who, infusing a new spirit and activity into the counsels of

Spain, made active preparations both by sea and land. The
emperor, alarmed at these preparations, dreading lest the

French monarch should assist his grandson, and aware that

Naples would fall an instant sacridee to the attacks of the
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two powers, was induced to listen to tlie overtures of

George L, which he had before rejected, as the alliance of.

England was the only counterpoise he could secure to the

vast weight and power of the house of Bourbon. He
accordingly lent a willing ear to the claims of George, as

elector of Hanover, on the duchies of Lauenburgh, Bremen,

and Verden, and hastened the conclusion of a defensive

alliance, which was signed at Westminster on the 5th of

May, 1715.

But the death of Louis XIV. in the following September,

greatly changed the situation of affairs. He was succeeded

by a minor of an infirm constitution
;
and the duke of

Orleans, who governed France first as regent, and after-

wards as prime minister, was anxious to recover his country

from the exhausted state to which it had been reduced by
the numerous wars of Louis XIV., to repress the national

spirit of conquest, which had given umbrage to the powers

of Europe, and to secure his own succession to the crown,

which had been guaranteed by the treaty of Utrecht,

should Louis XV. die without issue.

The court and kingdom were divided into two parties

;

one favoured the rights of the duke of Orleans, the other

the claims of Philip, who, notwithstanding his renunciation,

aspired to the reversion of the French crown. With a view,

therefore, to support his rights, the duke of Orleans was
desirous to form a connection with England, who was
equally interested to prevent the accession of Philip, and
whose assistance was necessary to repress the efforts of his

numerous partisans in France.

The British cabinet no less appreciated the great advan-
tages of nn alliance with France, which w'ould counteract

the intrigues of the pretender abroad, deprive him of the

only power whose interposition they had just reason to

apprehend, and awe his adherents into submission at home.
The interests of the two parties equally concurring in the

same object, the negotiation was speedily brought to a suc-

cessful issue; and on the 4th of January, 1717, a triple

alliance was concluded at the Hague between England,

France, and Holland, for maintaining and guaranteeing the

order of succession to the crowns of France and England,

as settled by the peace of Utrecht.

The emperor was highly averse to the spirit and tenor
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of this alliance, which, by ratifying the treaties of Utrecht,

secured Spain to Philip, and confirmed the galling condi-

tions of the Barrier. His pride was likewise mortified, as

he foresaw that the connection with the house of Austria

would now become a secondary consideration with England.

During the negotiations his minister at London endea-

voured to prevent the conclusion, by declaring that the

signature of such an engagement should instantly annul

the treaty of Westminster. Some trifling modifications

were accordingly made, but as they were not sufficient to

appease the emperor, he declined acceding to the alliance.

Conscious, however, that he could not break the connection

between France and England, and alarmed by the vast pre-

parations of Spain, while he was involved in a war with

the Turks, he was compelled to yield to the necessity of his

affairs. But he temporised and protracted his accession

till he had extorted a secret promise, from France and
England, to effect the exchange of Sardinia for Sicily

;
as

he was well aware that while Victor Amadeus retained

that island, the possession of Naples would be rendered

extremely precarious.

These engagements, however secret, were not concealed

from Philip and Victor Amadeus, and they both united to

frustrate the plan.

Although Spain was scarcely recovered from the devas-

tations of a long and bloody war, Philip was roused into

action by the importunities of his ambitious consort, who
was anxious to assert her claims to the duchies of Tuscany,

Parma, and Placentia. These claims were encouraged and
supported by her favourite Alberoni, whose vast and enter-

prising genius aspired to reah'se greater projects than th&
acquisition of two petty territories in Italy. He had gained
Victor Amadeus by the offer of the Milanese in exchange
for Sicily; he bad, through the means of baron Gortz,

negotiated a peace between Charles XII. and Peter the

Great, who were both irritated against George L; and at

his instigation the Swedish monarch agreed to make a
descent into England at the bead of a formidable body
of Swedes and llussians, to collect the Jacobites to his

standard, and march to the capital He prevailed on the

Turks to continue the war against the emperor, and carried

on secret negotiations with prince Ragot^i and the male-
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contents of Hungary. He tried to amuse the court of
London with the proposal of a man’inge between the prince

of Asturias and the princess Anne, while he was secretly

endeavouring to excite an insurrection among the Jacobites,

and had actually promised to support the pretender with
the whole force of Spain.

In regard to France, he intrigued with the malecontents

in Brittany, and attempted to foment troubles in the Ce-
vennes by exciting the Protestants to rebellion. He insisted

that the exclusion of Philip from the crown of France was
invalid, because contrary to the Salic law, which no act

could annul
;
and that if Louis XY. should die without

issue male, Philip was the undoubted heir, and not the

duke of Orleans, who had usurped the regency. To sup-

port his master’s right he formed, by intrigues and money,
a powerful party in France, composed of the Jesuits, and a

considerable number of the nobility devoted to the old

system of Louis XIV., who were disgusted with the regent,

and headed by the duke and duchess of Maine. He even
despatched emissaries into France to secure the person of

the duke of Orleans, and to convey him to Spain; and,

covering his ambitious projects with the appearance of

public good, he proposed to convoke the states-general, for

the appointment of a new regent, reforming the state, and
paying the national debt. The magnitude of his prepara-

tions being not inadequate to the execution of this gigantic

project, Europe waited in anxious suspense the bursting of

the storm.

Alberoni commenced the execution of his plan by the

invasion of Sardinia. On the 22nd of August, 1717, the
marquis de Leda at the head of the Spanish army disem-
barked at Cagliari, and soon effected the conquest of the
whole island. In the following year he invaded Sicily with
a still more numerous armament, and in a short time made
himself master of the principal fortresses except Syracuse,
which he closely blockaded.

These acts of hostility and the impending danger united
the emperor, France, and England for their common safety.

Charles being delivered from the dread of the Turks by the

victory of Belgrade, despatched a body of troops to the

defence of Naples, and hastened the conclusion of the peace
of Passarovitz. He also reluctantly renounced his preten-.
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gions to Spain ;
and on the 2nd of August, 1718, concluded

a treaty with Great Britain and France, which, from the

expected accession of the United Provinces, was termed
the Quadruple Alliance. By this arrangement the emperor
agreed to acknowledge Philip king of Spain, and to give

to Don Carlos Tuscany, with the eventual investiture of

Parma and Placentia, and in the mean time to secure the

reversion by garrisoning the fortresses of those duchies

with neutral troops. In return for these renunciations,

Sicily was to be yielded by Victor Amadeus to the emperor,

in exchange for Sardinia, and Philip was to renounce his

pretensions on the Netherlands, the duchy of Milan, and
the two Sicilies. By a separate article, the three allies

bound themselves to enforce the acceptance of this treaty,

and the kings of Spain and Sardinia were allowed three

months only to notify their acquiescence to these condi-

tions.

Victor Amadeus, exposed to the attacks of France, ac-

ceded to the treaty on the 2nd of November
;
but Pliilip

disdainfully rejected all overtures of accommodation, ul-

ihougb bis fleet had been defeated and almost totally de*

Btroyed by admiral Byng off the coast of Sicily, on the 11th

of August.
Towards the commencement of the ensuing year, a

French army, under marshal Berwick, crossed the Pyre-
nees, and penetrated into Spain

;
the coasts of Gallicia

Were ravaged by the English squadrons, and a remnant of

the Spanish navy destroyed in Vigo, The fleet which
carried the pretender to Scotland was dispersed by a

storm
;
the regent, duke of Orleans, quelled the conspiracy

fomented by the Spanish faction in France
;
Peter the

Great was awed by the appearance of an English fleet in

the Baltic *, and Charles XIL, on whose co-operation

Alberoni had founded the most sanguine hopes, was killed

at the siege of Fredericshall, on the 13th of November.
The English fleet having prevented the Spaniards from
reinforcing their army in Sicily, the imperial general, count

Mercy, landed at the head of 13,000 troops, and being re-

inforced with 10,000 men, took Maasena after an obstinate

resistance of three months, recovered the greater part of

the island, and confined the enemy almost under the walls

of Palermo.
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This rapid success gave weight to the demands of tlie

allied powers ; tlie fall of Alberoni was the prelude to the
pacification of P^urope, and on the 25th of January, 1720,
Philip acceded to the terms of the Quadruple Alliance,

Avhich was moulded into a treaty of peace, and signed at

the Hague on the l7th of February. By this treaty it

was stipulated that the duchies of Tuscany, Parma, and
Placentia should never be united with the crown of Spain;
and tlie emperor promised to expedite the letters expecta-
tive of the reversion, called, in the diplomatic language of

the tiineS; the P]ventual Investiture, within two montlis

after the ratification.

On the 2nd of August, 1718, soon after the signature of

the Quadruple Alliance, Charles promulgated a new law of

succession, for the inlieritance of the house of Austria,
under the name of the Pragmatic Sanction. According to the

family compact formed by Leopold, and confirmed by Joseph
and Charles, the succession was entailed on the daughters
of Joseph ill preference to the daughters of Charles, should
they both die without issue male. Charles, however, had
scarcely ascended the throne, though at that time without
children, than he reversed this compact, and settled the
right of succession, in default of his male issue, first on hia

own daughters, then on the daughters of Joseph, and after-

wards on the queen of Portugal and the other daughters of

Leopold. Since the promulgation of that decree, the em-
press had borne a son who died in his infancy, and three

daughters, Maria Theresa, Maria Anne, and Maria Amelia.
With a view to insure the succession of these daughters,

and to obviate the dangers which might arise from the
claims of the Josephine archduchesses, ho published the
Pragmatic Sanction, and compelled his nieces to renounce
their pretensions on their marriages with the electors of

Saxony and Bavaria. Aware, however, that the strongest

renunciations are disregarded, he obtained from the differ-

ent states of his extensive dominions the acknowledgment
of the Pragmatic Sanction, and made it the great object of
his reign, to which he sacrificed every other consideration,
to procure the guaranty of the European powers.
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Chap. LXXXV. — 1718.

Before we proceed iu the history of Charles VI., it is ne-

cessary to pause and review his political situation, in regard

to the internal state of his dominions, and his relations with
foreign powers.

At the conclusion of the Quadruple Alliance, Charles

seems to have attained the summit of his power and splen-

dour ; and if we estimate his power from his possessions

he would appear the greatest monarch in Christendom.

He was by election emperor of Germany, by hereditary

right sovereign of Hungary, Transylvania, Bohemia, Aus-
tria, Styria, Carinthia, and Carniola, the Tyrol, and the

Brisgau, and he had recently obtained Naples and Sicily,

the Milanese and the Netherlands. The population of tliese

extensive dominions did not amount to less than 24,000,000
of souls. But if we consider the effective strength of these

territories and their disjointed state, we shall hnd that

Charles was rather weakened than strengthened by his

new acquisitions.

The Netherlands, though the richest and most populous
district of Europe, were distant from his other dominions

;

part of the revenues was appropriated to the repairs of the
fortifi cations, and the maintenance of Dutch garrisons

; and
the remainder, which, by the constitution of the country,

he could not augment or alienate, was inadequate to their

defence in time of war. His authority also was extremely
limited and precarious, as the country was divided into

provinces forming separate and independent states, which
possessed different privileges, and could not be reduced to

a uniform system of government. Having recently ex-
perienced a tumultuary opposition to some innovations
which he was desirous of introducing into the forms of go-
Ternment and the collection of the revenue, he was obliged

to quell the refractory spirit of the natives by exemplary
punishment, and could only keep them in awe by a mili-

tary' force.

In addition to the ancient causes of enmity which sub
sisted between the houses of Austria and Bourbon, the pos-

session of the Netherlands furnished a new source of future
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contention by inflaming the natural jealousy arising from
tli« proximity and jarring interests of rival nations.

The Barrier Treaty contained the seeds of inevitable

dissension, and the tenure on which those countries were
held gave rise to continual bickerings with the Maritime
Powers, who, jealous of their commercial interests, had
bound him by the strongest engagements not to permit any
foreign trade from the Netherlands which might interfere

with theirs. Hence the acquisition of these territories was
the source of continual dissensions, and weakened instead

of cementing the union of the house of Austria with Eng-
land and Holland.

The kingdom of Naples and its appendage Sicily, which
Charles acquired in exchange for Sardinia, did not furnish

a military force sufficient for their own defence. Hence
they were likely to become the point of attack from France
and Spain

;
and the emperor could not furnish adequate

succours from his German territories without the assistance

of the Maritime Powers.
The duchies of Milan and Mantua were likewise isolated

from his other dominions by the interposition of the Gri-
Eons and the territory of Venice ;

and Mantua, the only

place capable of resisting a long siege, required a numerous
garrison and immense magazines. The revenue of the

country, though more adequate to the maintenance of the

civil establishment, was yet too scanty to furnish resources

for war
; and that duchy, separated from his other posses-

sions, was exposed to invasion from the arms of France
or Spain, unless it was protected by the king of Sardinia,

who held in his hands the key of Italy.

In these circumstances, Charles derived his only certain

and permanent sources of strength from his hereditary do-

minions
; but these were greatly inadequate to the grandeur

of his ideas and the extent of his projects.

In point of numbers, and when he^ed by such generals

as Eugene and Staremberg, the imperial army might have
been extremely formidable, had the finances been sufficient

for their maintenance. The amount of the peace establish^

ment exceeded 100,000 men ;
but all these troops were ne-

cessary to occupy his numerous fortresses, to secure the

tranquillity of his distant territories, to supply his contin-

gent of 1 8,000 men for the Low Countries, and to repress
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the discontents in Hungary. Their pay was extreme!}^

small, because, when stationary, they were supplied with
provisions and forage from the hereditary countries.

During tlie whole reign of Charles VI. the war esta-

blishment never exceeded 160,000 men ;
of these not more

than 70,000 could be brought into the field, who, being de-

prived of their customary supplies of provisions from the

hereditaiy countries, and unable to maintain themselves by
their scanty pay, could scarcely be kept on foot without

subsidies from foreign powers, except in n war with the

Turks, when they drew their subsistence from Hungary,
His revenues, which amounted to 30,000,000 of florins^,

were scanty in comparison with the extent of his dominions,

and in a state of almost irreparable disorder. The original

cause of this dilapidation was principally derived from
the burdensome wars in which Leopold and Joseph had
been engaged for the Spanish succes.sion. Although the

finances had been improved by the establishment of the

bank of Vienna, and the wise measures adopted under the

administration of count Gundaker Stareinberg for the

liquidation of the arrears
;
yet the good effects of that plan

had been thwarted by the expenses of the campaigns against

the Turks, the warlike preparations occasioned by the per-

petual contests with Spain, and the defective management
of the revenue under the auspices of count Altheim.

Another great cause of the disorder in the finances arose

from the practice of the emperor himself, who drew
annually from the governors, both of his hereditary and
foreign provinces, sums to a considerable amount for his

private purse. These sums being taken from the revenues
appropriated to the maintenance of the civil and military

establishments, injured the public service, and occasioned

the neglect of the most urgent affairs. The governors
were anxious to gain the favour of the emperor by making
large remittances, which supplied him with the means of

bribing foreign courts, gratifying his Spanish and Italian

adherents, and purchasing jewels, of which he was more
fond than any of his predecessors. ^
The imperial dignity gave splendour to the house of

Austria, ns well as the influence which was derived from
the power of conferring ecclesiastical dignities and honorary

* Not more than 3,000,000/. sterling.
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distinctions
;
but, as emperor of Germany, Charles pos-

sessed rather a nominal than a real sovereignty. He had
no permanent revenue, nor any settled military force

; and
his principal influence arose rather from his weight as

head of the house of Austria, than as chief of the empire
and president of the diet. In case of war in which the

empire took part, he was indeed assisted with men and
money by the contingents of the princes and states, ac-

cording to the resolutions of the diet
; but even when the

whole body was unanimous the contingents fell far short

of their nominal amount
;
the supplies of money voted

under the name of Roman months*, were scanty and ill

paid
;
and the army, which on paper was stated at 120,000

effective men, seldom exceeded 20,000 in the field, con-

sisting chiefly of raw and undisciplined troops, actuated

by the petty interests and discordant views of the states to

which they belonged, and rarely in a condition to act before

the middle of the campaign, f But whenever the states

were divided in opinion, and particularly in a war with
France, the emperor was feebly supported

;
and part of

Hie Germanic body either adopted a neutrality, or joined

in hostilities against their chief.

Charles was not gifted with the talents of his brother
Joseph, had not enjoyed the same advant^iges of education,

and was by nature so cold and phlegnj^atic, that it was said

he was serious even when he smiled
;
but he was by no

means deficient in abilities. His conception though slow
was clear ; his political knowledge was extensive, and he
expressed himself in various languages with great elegance
and facility. His intentions were honest and upright ; and
he was anxious to govern his subjects with wisdom
and justice. His religion was less tinctured with bigotry

* These subsidies were called Roman months^ because formerly the

states of the empire were obliged to furnish an army of 20,000 foot,

and 4000 horse, to accompany the emperor in his expedition to Rome;
and those who did not choose to provide soldiers paid a monthly equi-

valent in money. This mode of contribution was afterwards extended
to all other cases where men and money were required for the service

of the empire, and hence the term Homan months was applied to

subsidies in general.

f As these troops seldom made their appearance before the month
of August, by a pun on the imperial title of Aupistua i\\ej were termed
the Aitgust troops.

VOL. in. 1
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than that of his father Leopold, or even of his brother

Joseph. Though sincere in his belief of the Roman Ca-

tholic faith, and attached from principle to the see of

Rome, he yet preserved himself in great points uninfluenced,

always retained the clergy in due subjection, and never

Suffered them to intermeddle in matters of state. Strict

in his morals, he was ever remarkable for great propriety

of character and decorum of manners
;
and even in the

ardour of youth never deviated into any glaring excess.

But these solid qualities and upright intentions were coun-

teracted by a narrow jealousy, a love of adulation, and a

punctilious obstinacy, which induced him to maintain an

inflexible perseverance in measures once adopted
;
these

natural defects were aggravated by the ascendency which

an artful favourite, count Altheim, had acquired over his

mind.
It was a great misfortune to Charles, that of all the

ministers and attendants whom Leopold had placed about

his person on his departure for Spain, and at an age when the

deepest impressions are made, not one was worthy either

of his esteem or imitation. His governor, prince Lichten-

stein, who accompanied him in the character of grand

master of his household, and to whose guidance he was
peculiarly intrusted, was a nobleman of mean intellects,

pedantic knowledge,^and wholly devoted to the wild pur-

suits of alchemy *, hence, at a time of life when friendships

are easily formed, Charles contracted a partiality for count

Altheim, from whom he imbibed principles which unfor-

tunately regulated his future conduct, and influenced the

events of his reign.

Count Altheim, the nephew of prince Lichtenstein, first

attracted the notice of Charles by an open variance with

his uncle, and soon improved the favourable opinion of

the young monarch by the elegance of his address and the

insinuation of his manners. Under the semblance of a

frank and open behaviour, he concealed great cunning and
intrigue. To perpetuate his influence he prejudiced

Charles against the court and ministers of Vienna
;
he in-

sinuated that the sole aim of Joseph and his cabinet was,

to exclude him from the throne of Spain, to annex the

Milanese to the Austrian dominions, to secure to him only

the kingdom of the two Sicilies with the Low Countries,

and to render him entirely dependent.
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When Charles became head of the house of Austria, the

artful favourite availed himself of his master’s vanity to

suggest that his glory was interested in being his own
minister

;
that he was superior to his servants in abilities

as in dignity; that he ought to prove himself greater than

either his father or brother, by supporting alone the weight

of empire, and should principally consult those who were
indebted to him for their elevation, and had his honour

only at heart. By -•instilling such doctrines, and by ap-

pearing totally subservient to the will of the emperor,

Altheim acquired an undue influence over the counsels of

his phlegmatic and suspicious master. But though he

might have aspired to the situation of prime minister, he

was so conscious of his own incapacity to direct the helm
of government, that he never accepted an office of respon-

sibility, He refused to be a member of the secret con-

ference or cabinet council, and in the post of master of

the horse, became the real though not the ostensible minis-

ter, and contented himself with the substance, while he left

to others the shadow of authority. He gradually appro-

priated to himself the disposal of all places except in the

military line, new modelled the board of finances, and filled

the several departments of government with his creatures.

He availed himself of the predilection which Charles

always professed for Spain, and liis sanguine hopes of re-

covering that crown, and prevailed on him to institute a

council composed entirely of Spaniards or Italians, for the

purpose of governing the Low Countries, Naples, and the

Milanese ;
and this council became the private cabinet

which, during his life, swayed the helm of state. He also

availed himself of the discontents which had taken place

between counts Sinzendorf and Staremberg, two ministers

of the conference, and by sometimes supporting the one

and sometimes the other, he held the balance in his own
hands, and prevented them from uniting against his own
authority.

Having diminished the influence and credit of these

ministers, Eugene alone remained a barner to his ambition,

and an object of his jealousy. The rank and dignity, the high

consideration in which the prince was held by persons of

all stations, his power as president of the council of war,

and member of the secret conference, led the favourite to
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spare no cabals, and to employ intrigue upon intrigue, to

undermine his credit and obtain his dismission,

Under the pretence of general reformation in the de-

partments of government, Altheim insinuated to the em-
peror, that the power of Eugene was too great for a subject,

and even shackled the authority of the sovereign. He
therefore proposed as a remedy against what he called a

government within a government, to establish an inde-

pendent committee of war, and he hoped, that as the high

spirit of the prince would not brook this affront, his remon-

strances would offend the emperor, anji he Would either

resign or be dismissed. The conduct of Eugene justified

this supposition
;
for when informed of the intended alter-

ation in the council of war, he declared that if a single

servant was dismissed, he would instantly retire.

The efforts of Altheim were seconded by his brother-in-

law, count Nemsch, who submitted to the emperor daily

reports highly unfavourable to the prince. Before the

Scheme was matured, a valet of count Nemsch having

stolen the minutes of these informations, carried them to

Eugene, who instantly appealed to his sovereign. This

unexpected discovery disconcerted the whole project.

Charles could not refuse attending to the just remon-
strances of his general on the eve of a war with Spain

;

and the favourite himself had not courage to carry his plan

into execution. Nemsch was arrested, tried, deprived of

all his employments, and imprisoned for two years in the

citadel of Gratz
;
and one of his principal agents, the Abbe

Todesqui, was whipped by the common executioner and
banished.

But though Eugene thus triumphed over the cabala of

his enemies, he never acquired the full confidence and
friendship of Charles. The recollection of past services,

tjie disgrace which would be incurred by dismissing him,

find the dread of driving him into the service of France,

preserved him in his posts, but with more ostensible than

real power. During a war indeed, or when hostilities

seemed unavoidable, Eugene possessed considerable autho-

rity, and was permitted to regulate the military operations

with almost absolute sway ; but in peaceable periods his

couna<^ had little weight, and the emperor consulted his

ownpr^udices and suspicions, and followed the importunate
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representations of his other ministers, who envied the high
distinction enjoyed by the great supporter of the house of

Austria. Hence his audiences of his sovereign were always

cold and short, each mistrusting the other ; the emperor
from jealousy, Eugene from a recollection of the many
attempts which had been made to remove him. He gave
his advice plainly and frankly in the cabinet whenever it

was demanded; but never enforced his opinion, or conde-

scended to court the approbation of his sovereign, or the

concurrence of the ministers. In his own department alone

he preserved his authority without the smallest control

even from the emperor himself.

Not long after the failure of this intrigue, Eugene was
relieved from further attempts by the decease of count

Altheim, who died in 1722, to the great regret of the

emperor. Charles testified his friendship for the favourite,

by declaring himself guardian of his children, and, to use

the words of a contemporary writer, gave orders in what
manner they should be educated, and treated them more
like his own children than his subjects.’’

On the death of count Altheim, the principal ministers

of the cabinet 'were prince Eugene, count Gundaker
Staremberg, and count Sinzendorf, emphatically called

ministers of the secret conference, and the marquis de

Kealp, who was at the head of the council of Spain.

The marquis de Realp, a native of Catalonia, who had
attached himself to the interests of Charles, while strug-

gling for the crown of Spain, owed his promotion to the

influence of count Altheim, to whom he always continued

devoted. Though not a member of the conference, he had
at this period great personal credit wdth his master, as

well because he had been recommended by Altheim, as

because he was intrusted with the principal management
of the Spanish and Italian affairs. He was visionary and
indiscreet, wholly ignorant of the political system of

Europe, and, ill qualified for negotiation ; but was con-

sulted by the emperor in commercial regulations, parti-

cularly those relating to his foreign dominions.

Si^ce the death of Altheim the emperor had lived with

Realp in greater familiarity than with any of his other

ministers
; Charles admitted him in his hours of retirement,

which were passed in the society of Spaniards and Italians,
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who had attached themselves to hia fortunes in Spain, and
with whom he shook otF that solemnity of deportment
which he uniformly maintained in public.

Count Sinzendorf, chancellor, and secretary for the di-

rection of foreign affairs, had been principally recommended
by the marquis de Realp, as a counterpoise to the interests

of prince Eugene. Realp, well acquainted with the sus-

picious character of the emperor, described him as a man
not remarkable for eminent talents, and of an interested

and supple disposition, but of great experience in foreign

affairs. Yet Sinzendorf, though at first he acted a subor-

dinate part, afterwards gradually supplanted his patron,

and rose to the highest confidence by flattering the

chimerical schemes of the emperor, and by affecting an
entire deference to his will.

His character formed a singular contrast of opposite

qualities. He united the extremes of flattery and blunt-

ness, suppleness and obstinacy, phlegm and impetuosity,

humility and arrogance. He was highly elated with the

most trifling incident in his favour, and sunk into the

deepest despondency on the smallest reverse. From his

devotion to the luxuries of the table, he is justly termed by
the royal historian the Apicius of the imperial court

;

from his fondness of the pleasures and enjoyments of

society, and his attachment to play, he was unable to attend

to the multiplicity of business; and by his dilatory and
procrastinating spirit increased the natural tardiness of the

cabinet of Vienna. The magnificence of his establish-

ment, and love of parade, involved him in expenses which
far exceeded his income ; and he was not backward in ac-

cepting presents from foreign courts as the price of his

good offices. He did not, however, conceal from the em-
peror the amount of these gratifications, or the offers

which were made to him, and in some instanced was
authorised by his master to accept the presents, and to

employ part of the money in gaining foreign ministers, or

4];i promoting his favourite scliemes.

Count Gundaker Staremberg possessed high integrity

gind ail elevated mind, and was well acquainted with the

finaDcial department, of which he had the direction. He
despised the arts of flattery, by which Sinzendorf and
.Bedp conciliated their master; and, like Eugene, always
delivered his opinion with frankness and sincerity. He
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was, however, cold, formal, reserved, and contemptuous,
jealous of Eugene, but despising his other colleagues. He
therefore extorted the esteem, but did not possess the con-

fidence of the emperor ;
was disliked by the other ministers,

and had little credit out of his department.

These were the ministers who were intrusted with the os-

tensible direction of foreign affairs ; and their discordant

views and characters increased the difficulty of transacting

business with a court which had been long remarkable for

its dilatory and overbearing conduct. The change which
had taken place in the habits and disposition of the em-
peror contributed still further to augment this embarrass-

ment.

At the commencement of his reign Charles was sedulous

in the transaction of business, constantly attended the con-

ferences of state, toiled through the mass of diplomatic

papers, and even wrote numerous despatches to Jiis am-
bassadors with his own hand. But this assiduity gradually

subsided, he devoted great part of his time to music and to

the pleasures of the chace, and wasted the remainder in

ceremonies and parade, or in the company of his Spanish
and Italian favourites. He still, however, affected great

attention to business, and would suffer no measure to be
executed which he had not previously examined and
sanctioned. He also received the result of each conference,

which was drawn up by count Sinzendorf, secretary for

foreign affairs, and counter memorials were often presented

by the other ministers.

From this mode of conducting business, papers and do-

cuments continually accumulated, which the emperor bad
neither leisure nor inclination to examine

;
and the most

important negotiations were continually neglected. Even
the copy of the Quadruple Alliance remained three months
on his table before he could be induced to sign it.

Chap. LXXXYI.— 1718-1722.

The external relations of the house of Austria towards

foreign powers were essentially changed on the conclusion of

the Quadruple Alliance.
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A bloody war, which had continued for the space of

eighteen years, had totally changed the political situation

of the North. It originated in the contest for the

possession of Livonia, which had been alternately oc-

cupied by the Poles and Russians, and had been assigned

to the Swedes at the peace of Oliva. Augustus II.,

king of Poland, with the hopes of recovering Livonia,

formed a confederacy with Russia and Denmark, against

Charles XIL, who had recently succeeded to the crown of

Sweden in the fifteenth year of his age. But the views of

the confederates were baffled by the vigour and intrepidity

of the young monarch ; Charles compelled the king of

Denmark to desert the confederacy, and conclude the

peace of Travendahl ; he forced Augustus to abdicate the

throne of Poland, which he conferred on Stanislaus Let-

zinski ; defeated the czar in several encounters, and
threatened him with the same fate as Augustus. But after

having raised his military glory to the greatest height, he
lost by the single battle of Pultawa all the fruits of his

former successes, sacrificed his veteran troops amidst the

wilds of Russia, and wasted several years as a fugitive and
suppliant at the mercy of the Porte.

During his absence, Augustus regained the throne of

Poland ; and the confederacy was renewed and strength-

ened by the accession of the electors of Brandenburgh and
Hanover. The emperor, anxious to prevent the war from
spreading into the empire, joined with the other members
of the Grand Alliance to, secure a neutrality for the Swedish
provinces in Germany. This proposal, however, being

scornfully rejected by the king of Sweden, the confederates

burst upon his dominions, overran Pomerania, Bremen, and
Verden, involved his nephew, the duke of Holstein, in his

misfortunes, and Charles XIL only returned to experience

new defeats, and to witness the loss of his fairest provinces.

Though at length reconciled to his rival, Peter the

Great, he still breathed war and vengeance, led his army
into the heart of Norway, and fell a sacrifice to his daring

spirit, on the 11th of December, 1716, at the instant when
he was preparing to second the wild schemes of Alberoni,

and in concurrence with Russia, to turn his arms against

the emperor, and the powers confederated by the Quadruple

Alliance. His death was a fortunate event to Europe'*,
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for although he had exhausted his countiy, and occasioned

its dismemberment, yet being still adored by a -people

emulous of military glorj’’, and animated with a recollection

of their former deeds, his eccentric valour might have
again turned the tide of success.

Peter the Great had made considerable progress in civi-

lising his vast empire, and by creating a navy, disciplining

his army, and concentrating his force on the side of the
Ealtic, had converted Russia from an Asiatic into an
European power. He had consolidated his conquests from
Sweden, and began to take an active part in the political

transactions of Germany and the North. Although from
a dread of the Turks he had courted the alliance of

Austria, yet he was greatly displeased with the emperor for

supporting the nobles of Mecklenburgh against their

sovereign Charles Leopold, who had espoused Catherine,

his niece
;
and he was still further irritated by his inter-

ference in the affairs of Sweden to the exclusion of the

duke of Holstein, who was betrothed to his daughter, the

princess Anne. From these causes of disgust, Peter was
readily induced to concur in the schemes of Alberoni, and
to co-operate with his rival, Charles XII., in taking ven-
geance on the emperor.

Alarmed at the threatening aspect of Russia, the em-
peror, on the 5th of January, 1719, concluded a defensive

alliance with the king of England as elector of Hanover,
and the king of Poland as elector of Saxony. Fortunately,

however, the hostile designs of Russia were frustrated by
the events which occasioned the disgrace of Alberoni, and
by the death of Charles XIL ; but Peter still retained his

dislike, and even after the peace of Nystadt prepared vast

armaments by sea and land, to interf^ere in the affairs of

Mecklenburgh, and to place his intended son-in-law on the

throne of Sweden.
The Turks, fallen from their former grandeur, and hum-

bled by the peace of Passorovitz, were kept in continual

alarm by their dread of the Russians and the troubles of

Persia
;
and Sultan Achmet IIL, who had exchanged the

restless and baneful activity of his ancestors for the indo-

lence of the seraglio, was neither able nor willing to in-

fringe the treaty of Passarovitz, which he had recently

concluded.
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At this period the influence of the emperor seemed to

preponderate in Italy, and its heterogeneous states were
split and divided by different interests, and not likely to

unite in one compact league against the house of Austria.

Those parts of Italy which did not acknowledge the

sovereignty of the house of Austria, were the republics of

Venice and Genoa, the domiidons of the pope, the territo-

ries of the king of Sardinia, and the duchies of Modena,
Parma, and Tuscany.

During the contests between France and Spain, after the

death of Charles V., as well as during the war for the Spa-
nish succession, Genoa maintained for the most part a wise

neutrality, and purchased from the emperor the marquisatc

of Finale, which was guarantied by the Quadruple Al-
liance. But in 1*715, the Genoese having offending Charles

by arresting an imperial officer who wore his sword, con-

trary to the ordinances of the state, a corps of Austrian
troops marched to the gates of Genoa, and compelled the

republic to liberate the prisoner, to pay 300,000 dollars,

and to depute a senator to Vienna, for the purpose of ex-

pressing their regret and requesting forgiveness. From
their local situation the Genoese were attached to France,

and jealous of the king of Sardinia, who had pretensions to

the marquisate of Finale ; but, deriving experience from
their recent humiliation, were afraid and unwilling to

offend the emperor.

Although the peace of Passarovitz deprived Venice of

the Morea, which had long been an object of contention

with the Turks, yet it secured her trade, and ensured to

her the possession of the Dalmatian territory and the valua-

ble islands of Corfu, Cephalonin, Zante, and Cerigo. Since

that pacification the republic relinquished its ambitious de-

signs of making conquests in Greece, and preserved a state

of uninterrupted neutrality in regard to the affairs of

Europe. From her position on the Adriatic and the fron-

tiers of the Milanese, as well as from dread of the Turks,
Venice was closely united with the house of Austria, and
was treated with the respect due to an ancient ally by the

emperor, who looked forward to the assistance of her fleet,

in case of a rupture with the Turks.

The thunders of the Vatican, which had long awed the

princes of Europe, had lost their terrors; and the pope,
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hemmed in between the Milanese and the kingdom of

Naples, was of still less weight ns a temporal j)ower.

Next to the emperor, the king of Sardinia was the most
powerful prince in Italy, less from the extent than from the

situation of his dominions, wdiich formed a barrier on the

side of France,

Victor Amadeus possessed the ambition, courage, and
talents which had raised his predecessors from petty

princes of Savoy to a secondary sovereignty in Europe, and
had increased his dominions by a similar policy, in alter-

nately swaying the balance between the houses of Austria

and Bourbon in Italy, and selling his service to the highest

bidder. By the treaty of Utrecht he had obtained from
France the forts of Exiles and Fenestrelles, the valleys of

Oulx, Sezane, Bardonache, and Chateau Dauphin, and the

confirmation of the territories in the Milanese, promised by
Leopold as the price of his accession to the Quadruple Al-

liance, the greater part of which Charles had been reluct-

antly compelled to yield. These territories consisted of

part of the duchy of Montferrat, the provinces of Alexan-
dria and Valencia, with the district between the Po and the

Tanaro, of the Lumellina and the valley of Sessia. But
these acquisitions did not gratify his ambition ; he aspired

to the possession of the whole Milanese with the title of

king of Lombardy, and was disgusted with the emperor,

who refused to fulfil the promises made by Joseph in

seconding his views, and withheld the Langhes and the

Vigenvenasco, which had been promised by Leopold. He
was still more irritated at the compulsory exchange of

Sioily for the barren island of Sardinia.

Victor Amadeus at this period had recovered Lis country

from the calamities of war, had improved his finances, and
possessed a well-disciplined army, by whom he was adored.

Hence the house of Austria became deeply interested to

secure his assistance, or at least his neutrality ; but Charles

had conceived a peculiar jealousy of the king of Sardinia.

He was indignant that the reversion of the crown of Spain

was entailed, by the peace of Utrecht, on the descendants

of Victor Amadeus, in preference to his own line ;
and he

beheld with the strongest aversion the attempts of the

British cabinet to negotiate a marriage between the prince

of Piedmont and one of the daughters of Joseph, which
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might render the housn of Savoy a claimant of the Austrian
Buccession. He knew also that the assistance of Victor

Amadeus could not be gained without sacrificing a part of

Lombardy, and was not ignorant of his customary remark,
“ I must acquire the Milanese piece by piece, as I eat the

leaves of an artichoke.*’

From its insignificance and weakness, Parma would not

deserve notice among the powers of Europe, had it not

given a queen to Spain, and been distinguished by the dis-

putes for the Succession. The ducal throne was occupied

by Francis, the seventh prince of the house of Farnese,

who was without issue, and the presumptive heir was his

brother Anthony, who was likewise childless. They were
both of an inferior capacity, and wholly subservient to the

counsels of Spain.

Tuscany, which under the first princes of the house of

Medici had risen to such distinction and splendour, was
sunk into a state of decline under Cosmo III., whose ad-

vanced age and extreme bigotry weakened every nerve of

government. His only surviving son, John Gaston, was
without any prospect of issue, and in character both ‘indo-

lent and licentious. Princes of such talents were incapable

of supporting the claims of the princess Anna Maria Louisa,

daughter of Cosmo III., and wife of the elector Palatine,

or of making any effectual resistance to the eventual disposal

of Tuscany.

The small territory comprising the duchies of Modena,
Keggio, and IMirandola was principally remarkable for its

position between Tuscany, Parma, Mantua, and the eccle-

eiastical states, which rendered its acquisition of importance
during an Italian war. The sovereign, Rinaldo d’Este,

was a prince of an enterprising spirit, and during the war
of the Succession had continued indexible in his attachment

to the house of Austria, although his dominions were over-

run by the French. The battle of Turin having restored

the preponderance of the imperial arms in Italy, he reco-

vered his pOBsessions, and received, in reward for his fide-

Rty, the investiture Mirandola from the emperor Joseph.

Grttitude and inclination bound him to the interests of the

house of Austria, and he was a firm adherent to Charles VI.
The relative situation of England and the house of Aus-

tria always depended on the connection of England with
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France. During the ambitious projects of Louis XIV.,
England courted the house of Austria as the great counter-

poise to the house of Bourbon, and their interests were
still more closely united in the war of the Spanish Succes-

sion. Anne first tore asunder the bands of amity by de-

serting the principles of the Grand Alliance and concluding

a separate peace with France, which wrested the crown of

Spain from Charles VI., and guarantied it to a prince of

the house of Bourbon.
Although the breach occasioned by this desertion was in

some measure healed by the accession of George I., and
the mutual interests of the two powers, to withstand the

ambitious designs of Elizabeth Farnese, had renewed their

connection, yet the coolness which had arisen was never
wholly removed. Charles was offended with the recent

alliance of England and France, because it rendered his co-

operation of less value ; he was displeased with the onerous

terms of the Barrier Treaty, and his resentment was still

further excited by the petty discussions relative to the

German interests of the king of England as elector of

Hanover. Long accustomed to blind complaisance from
England, he expected that an elector of Hanover upon that

throne would be still more subservient to his views and de-

sires, and was both disappointed and chagrined when the

conduct of George 1. dissipated the illusion. England,
though willing to conciliate the head of the house of Aus-
tria, was more anxious not to lose the lucrative commerce
with Spain, and was too attentive to her own interests not

to enforce the strict execution of that part of the Quadruple
Alliance which related to the eventual investiture of the

duchies of Parma and Placentia in favour of Don Carlos,

and which the emperor was desirous to elude.

The republic of the United Provinces was in a state of

weakness and disunion ; the government was a confederacy

of discordant states without a stadtholder, loaded with
debts, and incapable of active exertion. After the death

of pensionary Heinsius, whose influence had long been
predominant, it was still more distracted by different

parties, equally jealous of France and of the house of

Austria. The States had been recently alienated by the

prevarications of the emperor in concluding their favourite

object, the Barrier Treaty, and were chiefly swayed by the

united influence of England and France.
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The duke of Orleans, who held the reins of government

in France, had already made one step towards a reconcilia-

tion with Spain, by affiancing Louis XV. with the infanta

Mary Anne, eldest daughter of Philip and Elizabeth Far-

tiese, and by the marriage of Elizabeth, his fourth daughter,

with the prince of Asturias. This marriage, however, did

not affect the union between France and England, or occa-

sion any essential change in the situation of France with

regard to the house of Austria ; for the infanta Mary Anne
being only four years of age, the consummation of her

marriage with Louis XV. was distant, and the eventual

succession to the crown of France still open.

Spain, though humbled by the loss of her fleet and the

defeat of her projects, retained a spirit of pride and bound-

less ambition. Philip V. seemed to have rcdinquislied his

personal enmity to the duke of Orleans by the coiiclusiuii

of the double marriages ; but being reduced to a state of

morbid melancholy, he was wholly governed by Elizabeth

Farnese, who directed her ambitious views to secure the

eventual succession to tbe ciwn of France for Jier descend-

ants by Philip. This, however, being a distant contin-

gency, she was still more anxious to procure the reversion

of Tuscany, Placentia, and Parma, the hopes of which had
alone induced her to accede to the Quadruple Alliance

;

well aware of the emperor’s repugnance to confirm the

reversion, she employed her utmost efforts to extort his

ac^tuiescence by obtaining the concurrence of England and
France.

Portugal was governed by John V., a prince of a violent

and haughty disposition, but wdio possessed more talents

than any of his predecessors of the line of Braganza. lie

was attached to the house of Austria os well from his

enmity to France, and his rivalry to Spain, as from liis

marriage with Mary Anne, sister of Charles VI.

Germany was at this period agitated by religious dis-

gensioDB, which divided the empire into two parlies, the

Catholics and the evangelical body, or Protestants. Fruit-

less attempts had been made to terminate these dissensions

by the treaties of Westphalia and Nimeguen
; and the

peace of Ryswick, which concluded the war between the

empire and France, furnished new motives of dissension,

ha by the influence and threats of France a clause was
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introduced in the fourth article, stipulating, that the Roman
Catliolic religion should be continued in the places restored

by France as it was then exercised. This clause, which
was contradictory to the treaty of Westphalia, was agreed

to by the emperor and the Catholic states, but rejected by
the rrutcstants

;
and the treaty was ratified by the emperor

Lr?opuld without any rr'ferencc to their remonstrances and
claims. Violent dispute's accordingly arose in the diet

;

and, after much altercation, the Protestants seem to have
acquiesced, with the hopes that the treaty itself would be

invalidated by the war which was on the point of breaking

out for the Spanish succession. These disputes, though
Kuspended hy the w’nr, were renewed after the peace of

lladun, in which the obnoxious clause was not formally

repealed. Tiie Protestants were persecuted by the elector

Palatini^, and deprived of many of their clmrches; and
reprisals were made on the Catholics by the king of Prussia

ami the elector of Hanover.
In addition to these religious disputes, the diet was agi-

tated by the rival claims of the electors of Bavaria, Pala-

tine, and Hanover.

The troubles of Mccklenburgh contributed also to divide

the states of the empire, and embarrass the emperor. Vio-
lent disputes arising between Charles Leopold the reigning

.sovereign, and the states of the duchy, respecting the im-

position of provincial taxes, tlie excise, and the right of

garrison in the town of Rostock, they appealed to the

emperor, and were warmly supported by the elector of

Hanover. Letters of protection were accordingly granted

to Rostock, and an imperial decree of sequestration was
issued against the duke, the execution of which was in-

trusted to the elector of Hanover and the duke of Bruns-
wick. The duke, however, assisted by Peter the Great,

whose niece he had espoused, collected a considerable force,

and prepared to resist the execution. At the same time

the king of Prussia, who hod claims on the eventual suc-

cession, complained that the decree had not been intrusted

to liim as director of the circle of Saxony, and the czar

declared that he would never suffer a prince who had mar-
ried into his family to be oppressed.

These dilferent claims and declamations greatly embar-

rassed the emperor, and induced him to lay the affair before
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the diet. The duke, however, derived less advantage from
the czar than he expected from so powerful an ally, as the

Russian troops only served to increase his enemies without

enabling him to resist them. He therefore disbanded his

forces, and retired toDantzic ; the army of execution over-

ran the duchy, established an imperial administration,

sequestered the ducal revenues, and restored the privileges

and possessions of the nobles. But this settlement was of

temporary duration, the troubles were soon renewed
;
and

the affairs of Mecklenburgh continued to embarrass the diet

and the emperor during a considerable part of his reign.

The authority of the emperor, which was thus thwarted

by the contests of opposite parties, was still further con-

trolled by the ascendency which the elector of Hanover
had acquired on his accession to the throne of Great Britain,

and by the increasing strength of the house of Branden-
burgh.

The house of Brandenburgh is descended from the petty

counts of HohenzoUern in Suabia, one of whom obtained,

in 120(), the burgraviate or presidency of Nuremberg.
Frederic II., or, according to some, the third biirgrave, is

distinguished in the history of Germany, during the thir-

teenth century, as having greatly contributed to the election

of his relation Rhodolph, of Hapsburgb, to the imperial

throne ;
having, partly by marriage, partly by purchase,

and partly by investiture, obtained an independent sove-

reignty in Franconia, he laid the foundation of the rising

greatness of his family. His lineal descendant, Frederic IV.,

possessed the principalities of Culmbach and Bareith, with

the margraviate of Anspach, and contributed to the aggran-
disement of his house, by purchasing from the emperor
Sigismond the mark or marquisate of Brandenburgh, with
the electoral dignity. He received the investiture of his

new dominions and dignity from the emperor in 1417, at

the city of Constance
;
an^ from that period, his family

was called the electoral house of Brandenburgh.
Under the successors of Frederic, the margraviates of

Anspach and Bareith were transferred to the younger
Imnches ; and the power of the reigning house did not rise

into consequence till the beginning of the seventeenth cen-

tmy. The principal events which contributed to its aggran-

dtsment were, the introduction of the reformation, by which
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the bishoprics of Brandenburgh and Havelburgh were se-

cularised and annexed to the electoral dominions
; the

acquisition of Prussia, which was originally a Polish fief;

and the succession to the counties of Cleves, La Marc, and
Ravenstein, as part of the inheritance of the house of

Juliers, in virtue of the marriage of Sigismond, elector of

Brandenburgh, with Anne, eldest sister of John William,

the la^t duke.

The power of the house of Brandenburgh was still farther

augmented and consolidated by Frederic William, who for

his distinguished civil and military talents was surnamed
the Great Elector. His son and successor Frederic assumed
the regal title

;
and though it did not add to his power, it

contributed to the aggrandisement of his family, by rescu-

ing it from that state of servitude in which the house of

Austria had hitherto kept the princes of Germany.
Frederic dying in 1713, was succeeded by his son Frederic

William, who, instead of continuing the splendour of his

father’s establishment, made economy the great basis of

his administration. The first object of the new king was,

to suppress the numerous charges of his father’s court,

to sell his jewels, horses, and furniture; and by reducing

the establishment almost to that of a private individual,

he laid the foundation of that treasure which he bequeathed

to his successor.

Frederic William next directed his attention to the im-

provement of his finances: he equalised the land tax,

raised the excise, augmented the tolls, improved agricul-

ture by suppressing the feudal tenures
;
and, by simplify-

ing and improving the mode of collection, nearly doubled

his annual revenues. He also established a more simple,

though despotic form of government, suppressed |he council

of state, reduced the ministers to mere clerks, and directed

every department with the same ease and order as a colonel

governs bis regiment, or a steward regulates liis accounts.

But the great political end of all his interior arrange-

ments wos^ to render himself formidable by the maintenance

of a large army. He had learned, from the example of his

ancestor George William, that a prince without troops was

liable to be oppressed both bydiis allies and enemies ;
from

that of the great elector, that an effective and well-disci-

plined army had raised the house of Brandenburgh to a Ugh
VOL. UI. K
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degree of eminence among the powers of Europe. He had
beheld with indignation his father receiving foreign subsi-

dies, and the Prussian troops acting under the direction of

the sovereigns by whom they were paid; and, in tlie cam-
paign which he served in Flanders, had been heard to

declare that, by a proper administration of the finances, a

king of Prussia could maintain 40,000 men from his own
resources alone. He proved the truth of liis assertion

;

for, in the very first year of his reign, he increased his

army from 28,000 to 50,000 men, notwithstanding he aug-

mented the pay of his soldiers. He published military

regulations for every oflScer, enforced subordination and

regularity by the severest penalties, annually inspected

every regiment, directed their evolutions in great reviews,

acted the part of a non-commissioned ofideer at the ordinary

parades, and, from his attention to the most trifling ma-
noeuvres, wa3 sarcastically called the serjeant king.

But his love of detail did not fetter his genius, or draw
him from weightier matters; for he formed a military

system till then unknown in Europe. He first established

that discipline which every other power has been striving

to imitate, and that mechanism in the infantry by which
the parts are firmly connected, and become one uniform

and simple whole. He established warehouses and maga-
zines of corn in all his provinces, which might supply his

troops with immediate subsistence in time of war, or serve

to ease his subjects in time of scarcity, and he furnished

the magazines with large trains of artillery, and all sorts of

military stores.

In the prosecution of his military arrangements, Frederic

William united all the companies or schools of cadets,

which the ^reat elector had founded for the children of the

poor nobility, in dififerent cities and towns, and formed
them into a corps of cadets in the capital. In this academy,
the cadets were instructed in all the arts and sciences with
which an ofiicer ought to be acquainted ; and, being trained

to military discipline, furnished never-failing supplies for

the officers of the army. He also founded at Potsdam an
hospital for 3000 orphans of soldiers.

By means of his effective and well-disciplined army,

Frederic William became the arbiter of Germany
; and his

alliance was warmly courted by the European powers*
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Hitherto, either from inclination or policy, he had generally
concurred with George I., whose daughter Sophia Dorothea
he had espoused. With him he had zealously joined in
supporting the Protestant interest in the empire, and,
naturally jealous of the house of Austria, had evaded every
connection which seemed likely to promote its aggrandise-
ment in Germany. But his capricious and unstable temper,
agitated by every gust of passion, and his aversion to the
reality, notwithstanding his love of the image of war, ren-
dered him incapable of adopting any coherent system of
policy.

Chap. LXXXYII. -1718-1727.

The eagerness of Charles to obtain possession of Sicily

had induced him to sign the Quadruple Alliance, and to

agree to terminate his disputes with Spain at the congress

of Cambray, under the mediation of England and France.

But he had no sooner acquired Sicily, than he testified his

repugnance to fulfil his engagements. The principal mo-
tive of his conduct w’as, an aversion to bestowr the succes-

sion to Tuscany, Parma, and Placentia on a prince of the

house of Bourbon, which he foresaw would endanger the

security of his dominions in Italy. In fact, lie had only

signed this article witli a resolution to evade it, and with

the hope that England would be equally interested to pre-

vent the execution. But when he found that George 1.

was unshaken in fidelity to his engagements, he gave way
to his indignation against England, and not only procras-

tinated the meeting and conclusion of the congress, but

entered into desperate projects to injure the commerce of

the Maritime Powers
;
and in direct contradiction to the

spirit, as well as the letter of the barrier treaty, established

the East India Company at Ostend, in 1722.

Philip was equally averse to fulfil the articles of the

Quadruple Alliance, and from his accession to that treaty

on the 25th of January, 1720, nearly three years were

passed in frivolous delays and ridiculous discussions on the

titles assumed by the two moiiarclis, before any progress

was made in the business to be deliberated at the congress
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of Cambray. Count Siuzendorf, the imperial plenipoten-

tiary, successfully employed those arts of chicanery of

which he was so consummate a master; but the preten-

fiions of Philip being warmly supported by Great Britain

and France, the emperor could not withhold the act of in-

vestiture longer than the beginning of 1724, and the con-

gress was at length formally opened in the beginning of

AfiriL

In addition to the embarrassments arising from these

contrary pretensions, and the captious dispositions of the

two sovereigns, the proceedings of the congress were now
delayed by the sudden abdication of Philip V., who, on the

loth of February, 1724, resigned bis crown to his son Don
Louis, made a solemn vow never to resume it, aud retired

to St. Ildefonso.

It is needless to inquire into the motives of this extraor-

dinsly resolution, whether from constitutional melancholy,

^rom religious scruples, cr from the hope of succeeding to

the crown of France on the death of Louis XV., who had
heen recently attacked with a dangerous disorder. Tliis

sudden change gave birth to new difficulties, and divided

the administration of Spain into two parties
;
for Philip, in

his retirement, swayed the reins of government, and the

orders, which were to convulse or pacify Europe, still is-

sued from Elizabeth Famese. The new king, though he
at first bowed before paternal authority, was not equally

eubmissive to the dictates of his step-mother; he was,

therefore, gradually wrought upon by his adherents, who
ur^d him to emancipate himself from the shackles in

which he was held by the court of St. Ildefonso, and to

assume the real, os he possessed the nominal power.

This motley species of divided government could not

long subsist
;
derangements and delays took place in every

part of the administration, and foreign afiairs were ne-

glected, even beyond the usual procrastination of the dila-

tory court of Madrid. The abdicated sovereign, instigated

bf his ambitious consort, was unwilling to relinquish his

iilog«eBtabliahed authority ; Louis was disgusted with acting

HiO part of a puppet on the throne
;
and these royal jea*

loiiito and diflcoiHlant views seemed likely to excite a con-

WnlaioB^ Which must have ended in the deposition of the

SOD, or the in^risonment of the father.
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Fortunately for Spain, this dreadful alternative was
avoided by the sudden death of Louis. He was seized with

the small-pox, and, iJeing unskilfully treated by his physi-

cians, was, on the 31 at of August, hurried to the grave, in

the eighteenth year of his age, and only the eighth month
of a nominal reign. The queen was eager again to seize

the reins of government, which seemed likely to be wrested

from her grasp ;
and Philip himself, after a few affected

scruples, was easily induced to resume the crown.

This event seemed to remove one of the principal ob-

stacles which had embarrassed the proceedings of the con-

gress, and the conferences were resumed with new spirit,

under the mediation of Great Britain and France. Philip

required the emperor to renounce the title of king of Spain

and the great mastership of the Golden Fleece, to settle

the disputes which still continued concerning the succession

to Parma and Tuscany, and to restore to their rightful

owners the states of Mantua, Mirandola, Montferrat, and
Sabionetta, which Joseph had of his own authority appro-

priated or conferred.

The emperor, on the contrary, expressed his resolution

to retain the title of king of Spain, though he demanded
that Philip should renounce that of archduke of Austria

;

he claimed the sole right to the grand mastership of the

Golden Fleece, as being founded by the ancient dukes of

Burgundy, of whom he himself was the lineal heir and de-

scendant ; he also insisted that the pretensions of the duke
of Parma, and of the other princes, had no relation to the

objects treated of in the articles of the Quadruple Alliance,

and should be referred to the Aulic council, or the diet of

Hatisbon.

In attempting to adjust these complicated objects of
dispute, the mediating powers dipleased both parties ; the

two monarchs privately made overtures to each other, and
the baron de Kipperda was secretly despatched from Ma-
drid to negotiate with the court of Vieiipa.

This extraordinary man was a native of Groningen;
and, having served as colonel in the Dutch army, during

the war of the Succession, was personally known to princu

Eugene. At the peace of Utrecht, he was deputed as envoy
from the States- general to Spain; and having, by his

talents and address, acquired the favour of Alberoni, em^
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braced the Catholic religion, and settled at Madrid, where
he was employed in affairs of a secret and delicate nature.

Venal and rapacious, he, at the same time, received bribes

from England and a pension from the court of Vienna,

and seems at an early period to have formed the project

of uniting Philip with the emperor, and to have lured the

queen of Spain with the hopes of an archduchess for one of

her sons. During the latter part of Alberoni’s administra-

tion, Ripperda excited his jealousy, and was disgraced
;
but

again rose into favour on his fall. Being strongly recom-

mended by the duchess of Parma, at the suggestion of the

imperial court he became the channel of communication

between the queen and her mother, and, in the private

audiences to which he was admitted, found means to dazzle

the visionary imagination of Philip with splendid schemes
for the improvement of the finances, the augmentation of

tlie army, and the amelioration of commerce ; he likewise

gained the implicit confidence of the queen, by his affected

solicitude for the establishment of her sons in Italy.

At length he availed himself of the disgust and resent-

ment entertained by Philip and his queen at the dilatory

proceeding of the congress of Soissons, and offered to pro-

ceed to Vienna, and open a negotiation with the emperor,

which, from his intimacy with the ministers, and his know-
ledge of the court, he promised to bring to a speedy and

successful termination. His offer was eagerly accepted

;

and, in 1724, he departed with great secrecy to Vicnnai

and took up his residence in the suburbs, under the ficti-

tious name of the baron Pfafi'enberg. For a considerable

time his arrival was known only to the emperor, the mar-
quis de Realp, and to count Sinzendorf, who was intrusted

with the negotiation. Their conferences were held by
night, and the mystery was not even suspected by the

foreign ministers till the middle of February.

In these private meetings the claims of the respective

Bovereigns were agisted with scarcely less obstinacy and
perseverance than at the congress of Soissons; and the

negotiation was protracted for several months. Charles,

anxious to separate the two branches of the house of Bour-

bon, and to secure the largesses of Spain, lured the queen
with the hopes of bestowing the eldest archduchess on Don
CarloBi and securing to the young prince a splendid esta-
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blishment in Italy, and the reversion of the Austrian suc-

cession. He does not, however, seem to have been sincere

in this proffer, and much time was passed in urgent de-

mands on one side, and quibbling evasions on the other.

At length the conclusion of this tedious negotiation was
accelerated by the dissolution of the temporary union

which had been effected between Spain and France, under

the administration of the duke of Orleans. During his life

the infanta was treated as the future queen; but his suc-

cessor, the duke of Bourbon, actuated by different inter-

ests, and anxious to secure an heir to the crown of France,

sent back the young princess to Spain, and married

Louis XV. to Maria Letzinsky, daughter of Stanislaus,

titular king of Poland. This insult roused the proud and
irritable court of Madrid almost to frenzy. In the first

paroxysm of resentment the queen tore off a bracelet,

ornamented with the portrait of the king of France, and

trampled it under foot ; and Philip exclaimed that Spain

could never shed sufficient blood to avenge the indignity

offered to his family. He declared his resolution to se-

parate France and Spain for ever, and offered to submit

the final settlement of his disputes with the emperor to the

sole mediation of England. This offer being declined by
George L, the Spanish monarch turned his resentment

against England, broke up the congress of Cambray, and
ordered Ripperda to conclude, on any terms, an immediate
accommodation with the court of Vienna.

But although the negotiation seemed now brought to a

successful issue, the emperor experienced the greatest dif-

ficulties from the repugnance of his family and ministers.

Eugene and Staremberg were violent in their opposition ;

the former contemptuously stigmatised the petty intrigues

of the emperor with some of his ministers unknown to the

others, and the latter petulantly observed that the marquis
de Realp would ruin his master with his visionary schemes,

and expressed astonishment that Sij^endorf, who was by
birth an Austrian, should wish to Aider Austria a pro-

vince of Spain, Count Windisgratz, president of the Aulic

council, inveighed against the partisans of the treaty as

traitors
; and the empress herself, disappointed in her fa-

vourite object of bestowing the band of her daughter,

Maria Theresa, on the duke of Loraine, gave way to her
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indication, and reproached count Sinzendorf witli sacrific-

ing her dearest hopes to an alliance with a foreign family.

Charles, on this occasion, laid aside his ungracious de-

portment and characteristic phlegm, and even condescended

to employ artifice in order to extort the approbation of his

own family and ministers. He paid unusual deference to

the cold and formal Staremberg, solicited Eugene in per-

son, and even bribed the countess of Bathiani to obtain his

acquiescence
;
he lured the ostentation of count Windis-

gratz by representing that the subsidies of Spain would
enable him to give law to the empire, and render the decrees

of the Aulic council irresistible. He reconciled the em-
press by the prospect of a brilliant establishment for their

daughters, whose posterity he urged, in addition to the

empire and the Austrian dominions, might wear the crowns
of France and Spain. Proud of the success of his petty

intrigues, Charles could not refrain from expressing a

childish exultation, and boasted that he had now over-

come the repugnance of all his ministers, and matured a

plan which was to revive in his person the ancient splen-

dour and power of the house of Austria; and to give

effect to his negotiations, he increased his army by taking

30,000 foreigners into pay.

The alliance, concluded at Vienna between the emperor
and Spain, consisted of three separate treaties. The first,

rigned on the 30th of April, 1725, confirmed the articles

of the Quadruple Alliance; the emperor renounced his

pretensions to the crown of Spain, and Philip acknowledged

his right to the Netherlands, the duchy of Milan, and the

kingdom of Naples and Sicily
;
Charles also obtained his

favourite object, the guaranty of the Pragmatic Sanction.

Both sovereigns agreed to retain the titles which they had
assumed ; and stipulated that the honours conferred on
their respective subjects, during the war, should be con-

firmed ; an article which highly gratified the Spanish and
Italian favourites of emperor, many of whom had been
created gr^dees of l^ain and knights of the Golden Fleece.

The second and third treaties were signed on the first of

May. The second was a treaty of commerce, which opened

the ports of Spain to the subjects of the emperor, sanc-

tioned the establishment of the Ostend Company, and gave

to the HaJiseatic towns the same privileges of trade as
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were enjoyed by the English and Dutch. The third was
a treaty of mutual defence, by which the emperor pro-

mised his good offices for the recovery of Gibraltar, and
the two sovereigns specified their respective contingents,

and agreed to support each other with their whole force if

necessary.

Ill addition to these treaties, secret articles were also

supposed to be arranged, though not formally executed,

relative to the marriage of the two archduchesses with

Don Carlos and Don Philip, the support of the Ostend
Company, the recovery of Gibraltar by force, and the re-

storation of the pretender to the throne of Great Britain,

should George L refuse to accede to the treaties of Vienna.

The first treaty alone was soon communicated to the

public, the others were gradually made known ; but the

secret articles were never formally divulged, and were
solemnly denied by the emperor and his minsters; although

the conduct of the two courts, and the subsequent avowal
of the king of Spain, fully established the proofs of their

existence.*

The emperor, deluded with visionary hopes of governing
the counsels of Spain, and commanding the wealth of the

Indies, trusted that the other powers of Europe would be
awed by this alliance. His allusion was increased by the

ready accession of the empress Catherine, who, anxious to

place her son-in-law, the duke of Holstein, on the throne

of Sweden, received large remittances from Spain, and
made vast preparations by sea and land to co-operate with
the allies of Vienna against England. Charles also ex-

pected that France, torn by factions, loaded with debt, and
under the weak administration of the duke of Bourbon, could

not engage in hostilities, when awed on one side by Spain,

and on the other’ by the whole German empire, which he
hoped to unite in his cause. He flattered himself that

England, for the sake of her commerce, would deprecate a

war with Spain, relinquish Gibraltar ^d Minorca, and
acquiesce in the establishment of the ^tend Company

;

and he entertained no dread from the opposition of the

United Provinces, who were in too feeble and disordered a

state to act without the impulse of France and England.
• For a proof of these facts, the reader is referred to the Memoirs of

Sir Robert Walpole, ch.xxvii., and of Lord Walpole, p. 139.
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The demand of Gibraltar, made b/ the king of Spain, was

the signal of hostile preparations
;
and England, against

whom the force of the confederacy was principally directed,

made exertions equal to the magnitude of the danger.

George, having obtained the aid of his parliament, and

the co-operation of France, hastened to Hanover, where he

baffled the schemes of the emperor in Germany and the

north ; he detached Sweden and Denmark, gained the king

of Prussia, and other princes of the German empire, and on

the 30th of September, 1725, concluded a defensive alliance

between England, France, and Prussia, which was called the

treaty of Hanover, and to which the United Provinces,

Sweden, and Denmark, afterwards acceded.

But Charles was not daunted by this powerful con-

federacy; his hopes were excited by the liberal remittances

at first made by Philip, while his pride was inflamed by

the reception of his minister, count Konigsegg, whose arri-

val at Madrid was hailed with acclamations of unbounded

joy, and who swayed without control the counsels of Spain.

He therefore treated the preparations of the allies with

the utmost contempt ; he boasted that he would crush the

Protestant interest in Germany, and raise a new house of

Burgundy from the younger branch of the house of Bour-

bon, which should again humble the pride of the elder

line. He styled the government of the United Provinces

a company of pedlars and merchants, and declared that

unless George would restore Gibraltar and Minorca to

Spain, he would sow such dissensions between him and his

parliament as should end in his expulsion from the throne.

The conduct of the emperor was conformable to these

declarations ;
he treated the British agent at Vienna with

scorn and neglect, gave continual audiences to the duke of

Wharton, who was deputed by the pretender ; he caballed

with the opposition in England, and ordered his minister

count Palm to present a memorial to the king, reflecting on
the speech from the throne, and denying the existence of

the secret articles with which he was charged, and to pub-
lish it as an appeal to the nation at large, against the con-

duct of the king.

While the emperor thus insulted the king and the nation

he made the most active exertions to form a confederacy

against the allies of Hanover. He had concluded with the
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king of Portugal a commercial treaty, by which he obtained

the freedom of trade to the Brazils in preference to all other

nations. He entered into a defensive alliance with Ca-
therine empress of Russia, in virtue of which, both the

contracting parties agreed to furnish 30,000 men in case of

an attack, and he secured her accession to the treaty of

Vienna, and her guaranty of the pragmatic sanction. He
gained the electors of Mentz, Treves, Cologne, and Pala-

tine, extorted tlie neutrality of Saxony, and prevailed on

the duke of Wolfeinbuttel to consent to the introduction of

an Austrian garrison into Brunswick, which would open to

his arms the electorate of Hanover.

But the circumstance which most distressed the allies

of Hanover and strengthened the party of the emperor,

was the defection of the king of Prussia. The petty dis-

putes relative to recruiting parties, and the claims to some
inconsiderable districts on the frontiers of Hanover, had
long agitated the irritable mind of Frederic William

;
and

the superiority which George assumed over him aggra-

vated his disgust. To these motives were added his appre-

hensions of being exposed to an attack from the Russians

for his adherence to the Hanover alliance, Charles availed

himself of this change in his disposition, and lured him with
the promise of supporting his pretensions to the remainder

of the succession of the house of Juliers on the death of the

elector Palatine, or of investing him with an equivalent,

should that inheritance fall to the collateral branch of

Sultzbach, Count Seckendoff, who had served in Flan-

ders with Frederic William, was privately despatched to

Berlin, and by humouring the temper, and flattering the

prejudices of the capricious sovereign, secured his con-

currence, and concluded, on the 12th of October, 1726, the

treaty of Wosterhausen. The king of Prussia guarantied
the Pragmatic Sanction ; the emperor agreed to secure the

succession of Juliers, Berg, and Ravenstein, or an equiva-
lent, to the house of Brandenburgh uand both parties

promised a reciprocal succour of 10,000 or 12,000 men in

case of an attack.

Encouraged by this success, the allies of Vienna pre-

pared to execute their projects. In February, 1727, Spain

commenced hostilities by the siege of Gibraltar; the czarina

assembled her forces by sea and land, and Charles collectei]
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a formidable army in the Netherlands, for the invasion of

Holland. A combination of unfavourable circumstances,

however, prevented the emperor from fulfilling his designs.

In vain he attempted to reconcile the discordant interests

of the German states, and to draw the empire into the

quarrel ; he was only able to obtain the renewal of the

defensive association from the circles of Austria, Fran-

conia, Suabia, and the Rhine, but they refused to take part

in the great disputes which were then pending between

the allies of Hanover and Vienna.

In England all parties were indignant at the insults of

the emperor : th^ parliament supported the king in all his

engagements ; a British squadron in the Baltic awed the

empress of Russia
;
another in the Mediterranean threatened

the coasts of Spain, and a third blocked up the galleons in

the ports of the Indies. A subsidiary army of Danes,

Swedes, and Hessians, to the number of 42,000 men, was
taken into British pay, and France collected a numerous
force on the frontiers of Spain and Germany, The death

of the czarina frustrated the expectations of the emperor
in the North ; the irresolute spirit of the king of Prussia at

the same time began to waver; and many of the German
states, awed by the formidable aspect of the Hanover allies,

deserted the cause of the houseof Austria. The detention

of the galleons in America prevented the court of Madrid
from remitting such vast supplies as the unbounded pro-

mises of Ripperda had led him to expect ;
his own revenues

were in too scanty and in too^isordered a state to maintain

a force sufficient to resist his enemies, and his hereditary

dominions were threatened with an immediate attack.

Even in his own court, and among his own ministers, he
found the strongest opposition to his favourite measures.

Notwithstanding all his endeavours, he could not succeed
in reconciling his consort and ministers to the union with
Spain ;

count Windisgratz was the only ardent supporter

of itj while Eugene and Staremberg did not affect to

Oonceal their disapprobation, declared that they only signed

it in obedience to the emperor, and, from a jealousy of

count Sinzendorf, endeavoured to retard its execution.

Hie empress also, when the first illusion was dissipated,

turned again with affection to the prince of Loraine, and
saw with displeasure the estrangement between the houses
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of Austria and Brunswick. Even Sinzendorf, though he
durst not openly disavow the work of his own hands, was
alarmed at the difficulties in which his master was involved,

and was anxious to relieve him from his embarrassments,

by secretly thwarting that alUance which he had been so

anxious to conclude.

At this juncture an important change took place in the

court of Spain. Ripperda, after concluding his negotia-

tions at Vienna, and prodigally distributing the Spanish

largesses to the emperor and his ministers, departed on
the 9th of November, 1725, and passing through Italy,

embarked at Genoa and landed at Barcelona. At this

place, with that presumption and violence which marked
his character, he boasted of his transactions at Vienna

;

and declared that Spain and the emperor united would give

law to Europe. “The emperor," he said, “had 150,000
troops under arms, and in six months could bring as many
more into the field ; France shall be pillaged, the king of

Prussia crushed in one campaign, and George L driven

from his German and British territories."^

On his arrival at Madrid, he was instantly appointed

minister and secretary of state, and vested with uncon-
trolled authority. But his talents and character soon

appeared unequal to his elevated situation. His caprice

and vanity disgusted all parties, and being unable to fulfil

his promise of supplying the court of Vienna with the

expected subsidies, he alienated the imperial ambassador,

count Konigsegg, by his indiscretion and arrogance, and
even paid assiduous court to the English and Dutch mi-
nisters. Having thus lost the favour of the queen, who
was governed by Konigsegg, he was disgracefully dismissed

within four months after the elevation, and his departments
were filled by Grinaldo, the marquis de Faz, and Don
Joseph Patinho, who engaged to fulfil the treaty of Vienna,
and to supply the promised subsidies.

Aware of the general indignation, and apprehensive of

being imprisoned, Ripperda took refuge in the house of the

British ambassador, Mr. Stanhope, to whom he disclosed

the secret engagements between the king of Spain and the

emperor; and to ingratiate himself with the king of

England, developed their plans and magnified the danger to

* Memoirs of Sir Robert Walpole, ehap. xxxv.
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which Europe was exposed by the union of Spain and
Austria. He was, however, forcibly taken from the house

of the British ambassador, and transferred to the castle of

Segovia.*

Although the dismission of Ripperda was principally

owing to the intrigues of the imperial cabinet, yet the

protection which he received from the British ambassador

filled the court of Vienna with alarm and consternation

;

and the disclosure of the secret articles compelled the

emperor to have recourse to the meanest subterfuges.

The character and abilities of Ripperda were now as much
decried as they had been before exalted, and the emperor

and his ministers affected surprise at being accused of

placing their confidence in so indiscreet and contemptible a

man.
The disclosure of the engagement for the proposed

marriages involved the imperial court in the greatest

embarrassment. Hitherto the report was only founded on

conjecture; but from this time it seemed to be confirmed

:

a general dissatisfaction prevailed, and the danger of

uniting the Spanish and Austrian dominions in one family

was re-echoed from one quarter of Europe to the other.

Charles was therefore obliged to tranquillise the king of

Prussia, the elector of Bavaria, and the other princes of

the empire, who were alarmed at the prospect of a Spanish

successor on the imperial throne, hy a public denial of his

supposed engagements, and yet he was to continue to lure

the queen of Spain with the prospect of the marriages, by
which alone he could secure her support. |
The scandalous venality of the imperial court was also

publicly exposed. In the account of the money which he
had distributed at Vienna, Ripperda had stated 400,000
florins as given to the imperial mimsters. Philip, justly

* Fur the rise, fall, and subsequent adventures uf Ilipperda, see

the Memoirs of Sir Robert Walpole, ch. xav., and Kings of Spain,

ch. xxxvii.

f From a candid review of the numerous documents relative to

these engagements, it appears probable that Charles had no other

intention than to lure the queen of Spain, and render her the du])e of

his schemes ; he therefore never gave a written promise, though lie did

not scruple, through the medium of his ministers, counts Sinzendorf

miH Konigsegg, to make the most solemn assurances of his intention

to gratify her wishes.— Mr. Robiosorfs Despatches.
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surprised at the magnitude of the sum, appealed, for the

truth of the statement, to the court of Vienna, who
acknowledged tlie receipt, but avoided an explanation of

the particulars, because the emperor had shared in the gra-

tification.

These transactions greatly affected the credit of the

court of Vienna ; and no event in the reign of Charles

involved him in more embarrassment and disgrace. In the

subsequent negotiations he was compelled to have recourse

to prevarication and duplicity, and to affirm on one side

what he as positively denied on the other. Thus humbled
and disappointed, Charles sacrificed Spain to his own safety;

and his plenipotentiary signed at Paris, on the 31st of May,
1727, the preliminaries of peace with England, France, and
the United Provinces. A general armistice was concluded

for seven years
;
the charter of the Ostend Company was

suspended for the same term
;
and the disputes subsisting

between the allies of Vienna and Hanover were to be
settled by a general congress. The king of Spain, thus

deserted by Austria, acceded to the preliminaries on the

30th of June, and peace again appeared on the eve of being

restored to Europe.
In the midst of these events, a material change had

taken place in the administration of France. The duke of

Bourbon had flattered himself with the hopes of governing

the young king by the influence of the queen ; but he was
disappointed. Fleury, the king’s preceptor, had silently

and gradually gained the full confidence of the sovereign ;

and a struggle for power ensued, which terminated in the

dismission of the duke, and the elevation of Fleury to the

helm of state. * Although this event occasioned no imme-
diate change in favour of the emperor, yet it ultimately led

to the re-establishment of the connection between France
and Spain, and the re-union of the house of Austria with
England.

* For the account of this change of administration, see Memoirs of

Lord Walpole, ch. xii.
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As the emperor and the king of Spain had finally arranged

their disputes by the treaties of Vienna, and signed the

preliminaries with England, France, and the United Pro-

vinces, on the basis of the Quadruple Alliance, it was
expected that Spain would instantly raise the siege of

Gibraltar, that the emperor would grant the investiture of

Parma and Tuscany to Don "-Carlos, and suppress the

Ostend Company. But these hopes were disappointed, by
the death of the king of England, who suddenly expired on

his journey to Hanover on the 22nd of June, 1727.

This event revived the visionary hopes of the emperor ;

he expected that George 11. .would be embarrassed with

the attempts of the Jacobites, who would be supported

by cardinal Fleury ;
or at all events that Townshend and

sir Kobert Walpole, to whom he attributed the alienation

of England, would be driven from the helm, and succeeded

by a new administration more favourable to the house of

Austria. The counsels of Spain were actuated by the

same motives
\
Philip delayed, under various pretences, to

raise the siege of Gibraltar, and both sovereigns resumed
their warlike preparations with increasing vigour. But
the accession of the new sovereign was undisturbed;

cardinal Fleury refused to support the Jacobites, and, by
means of his friend Mr. Walpole*, the British ambassador
at Paris strongly recommended to the king of England the

continuance of the ministry, and expressed the resolution

of his master to cultivate the union between the two
crowns. This disappointment did not produce any material

change in the disposition of Spain and the emperor
; and

the allies of Hanover were reduced to the same state of

uncertainty, with respect to peace or War, as before the

signature of the preliminaries.

Irritated by this equivocal and hostile conduct, France
and England determined to anticipate the intended aggres-

sions of the emperor, on the side of Hanover and Holland,

by attacking him in Germany. As a prelude to this

aggression, George II. by a subsidiary treaty, signed

* Memoirs of Lord Walpole, ch, xv.
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on the 25th of November, 1727, detached the duke
of Brunswick Wolfembuttel, and secured the possession of

Brunswick, which frustrated the plan of the emperor to

invade the Hanoverian dominions.* Charles was thus

reduced to a state of inaction, and Spain, unable to cope

with France and England, ratified the preliminaries by an
act signed at the Pardo, a royal palace near Madrid, on
the 5th of March, 1728, and a congress was opened at

Soissons on the 14th of June. At this place the ministers

of the empire, Spain, and the Hanover allies assembled,

and the negotiations were Conducted under the management
of cardinal Fleury, who occasionally repaired thither from
Paris.

During the continuance of the congress the emperor
threw fresh difficulties on the suppression of the Ostend
Company, and on the investiture of the ducliies, that he
might attain his favourite object, the formal guaranty of

the Pragmatic Sanction, from the European powers.
Cardinal Fleury opposed this guaranty, and succeeded in

preventing the other plenipotentiaries from accepting it as

the basis of the definitive treaty
; and this opposition in-

creased the obstinacy of the emperor.

In thfese circumstances the conduct of the Austrian
cabinet was involved in contradictions and inconsistencies.

When the emperor flattered himself with hopes of the

arrival of the galleons, and the receipt of Spanish subsidies,

he was anxious not to offend the queen of Spain, and
affected to abide by his engagements. But when France
and Great Britain threatened hostilities, and particularly

when his hopes of Spanish gold were less sanguine, his

demeanour became as meek as it was before haughty and
imperious. During the delays which were derived from
this fluctuating state of mind, the mistrust and diffidence,

which had been gradually increasing between the courts of
Madrid and Vienna, were revived

;
and the queen of Spain,

as a proof of the emperor’s sincerity to secure the succession
of Parma and Tuscany for Don Carlos, insisted that the
article of the Quadruple Alliance, relative to the neutral
garrisons, should be changed, and Spanish troops substi-

tuted in their stead. This proposition, to which the court
of Madrid obstinately adhered, became the principal object

* Memoirs of Sir Robert Walpole, ch. xxxiii.
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of the negotiation, which the emperor, by every species of

artifice and chicanery, endeavoured to evade, or to make
the guaranty of the Pragmatic Sanction the price of his

assent.

Ending the queen of Spain obstinate in her resolution,

the emperor redoubled his efforts to divide the allies of

Hanover, by secret and insidious propositions made to

each ;
and count Sinzendorf even suggested the plan of a

provisional treaty, on the basis of tbe preliminaries, to

settle the objects in dispute without the intervention of

Spain, This plan being digested, was signed by Sinzendorf
and transmitted to Ma<h'id by the allies of Hanover for the

accession of Spain, but rejected by the queen, who was de-

termined not to recede from the demand of Spanish
garrisons.

In this interval the provisional treaty being despatched

to the emperor, who was making a progress through his

dominions, Eugene, Staremberg, and even Realp, jn^oed in

opposing it. Charles, on his return, lured by new over-

tures from Spain, disavowed it, recalled Sinzendorf from
the congress, and a general opinion prevailed at Vienna
that the plenipotentiary would be disgraced. The emperor,

however, received him with marks of the greatest cordiality,

apologised for his apparent disapprobation, and Sinzendorf

even joined in decrying the treaty which he had himself

concluded.'
^

But the emperor still avoided any positive engagement,
either with Spain or the allies, although he did not desist

from his private overtures. The suspicions of the queen
of Spain being artfully fomented by Franco and England,
die at length demanded a specific declaration of his intention

in jregard to the marriage of an archduchess with Don
Carlos. Irritated by his equivocal answer, she prevailed

dn the king to conclude a separate treaty with England
and France, which was signed at Seville on the 9th of

Kovember, 1729, and acceded to on the 21st by the

United Provinces.
^

; Tins terminated the frail connection between the house
Anstria and Spain, from which the emperor had reaped

nothing but chimeiieal hopes and continual disappoint-

and in consequence of which, notwithstanding the

largesses of Bipperda and the subsidies of Spain, he in-
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curred an additional debt of not less than sixteen millions of

forms.

By the alliance of Seville, the contracting powers con-

firmed the treaty of Utrecht
;
guarantied each other’s posses-

sions in all quarters of the globe *, settled their respective

contingents for mutual defence in case of an attack, for

securing the succession ofParma and Tuscany to Don Carlos,

and defending him in his possession against any power who
might attempt to disturb him ; they also agreed to support

the introduction of 6000 Spanish instead of neutral troops,

into the fortresses of Leghorn, Porto Ferraio, Parma, and
Placentia, within six months from the signature of the

treaty.

This compulsory clause, which in the public treaty only

alluded to the emperor, without mentioning his name,
formed the subject of a secret article, wherein the con-

tracting parties bound themselves to make war in case

of opposition, and not to lay down their arms till the whole
was executed. The king of Spain also revoked the privi-

leges of trade granted to the subjects of the emperor by
the treaties of Vienna, restored the exclusive rights enjoyed

by the English and Dutch, in consequence of the fifth

article of the treaty of Munster, and relinquished his claims

on Gibraltar and Minorca.

Charles was highly indignant at the conclusion of this

treaty; not only because he was made the duke of
Spain, and disappointed in the gukranty of the Pragmatic
Sanction

;
but l^cause he considered the engagements of

the allies of Seville, for the abolition of the Ostend Com-
pany, and the compulsory admission of Spanish troops into

Italy, as violating his rights of sovereignty in the Low
Countries, and infringing his imperial authority. His
pride was still more wOunded by the contemptuous silence

with which his person and rights Were passed over, and
the peremptory manner in which he was required to give

a prompt and speedy accession without negotiation. He
upbraided the allies with omittiDg even his very name \

and his ministers, with their usual captiousness
;
asked how

their imperial master could give an answer when no pro^

posal was made, or how his concurrence could be required,

without specifying with what he was tg cpnour ? Count
Sinzendoif stigmatised the manner in which the treaty wae
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concluded as an unlieard-of affront, of which no instance

could be adduced even among barbarians.’’^ The emperor

accordingly gave no other answer than that he w^ould

abide by his engagements, and would send instructions to

his plenipotentiaries at the congress at Soissons
;
he at the

same time issued instant orders for his troops to hold them-

selves in readiness to march.

In a paroxysm of despair Charles declared his resolution

rather to risk a general war, and stand singly against the

united powers of Europe, than agree to such humiliating

conditions. If driven to extremities he could, he said,

effect a reconciliation with Spain, by giving his daughter in

marriage to Don Carlos ; and the queen would purchase

that object on any condition. It would be far more
honourable to make concessions by an act of his own, than

to have them extorted by compulsion. He would break off

all connection with England and Holland, and leave them
to regret their own folly, in having contributed to the

preponderance of the house of Bourbon in Europe.

He threatened to evacuate the Low Countries, to inundate

Italy with troops, and to bring into the field an army
of 165,000 men -, he demanded the contingent of Russia,

drew from the king of Prussia a promise of 10,000 men,
and appealed to the diet of the empire against the infrac-

tion of his prerogative, and the infringement of their pri-

vileges, by alienating the feodality of Tuscany and Parma
without the concuiTence of the empire and its head. He
employed his usual artifices to divide the allies, and, not-

withstanding his recent disappointment, still flattered him-
self with the hopes that the British nation would not sup-

port the king in a German quarrel.

But he found both his threats and allurements ineffectual

;

the British nation, pleased with the renewal of their lucra-

tive commerce with Spain, warmly supported the treaty of

Seville; the allies were active in forming a plan of hostile

operations, and meditated a descent on Sicily, which was ill

provided for defence. Charles was coldly supported by the

states of the empire, and deserted by the king of Sardinia,

who entered into engagements with the allies of Seville

;

* From an interestlog despatch of lord Waldegrave to lord Towns-

hflOda dated January 1. 1730, in which he relates the effects produced

by^Muniuiioation of the treaty on the imperial court and ministers.
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the king of Prussia shrunk from the contest, and Russia,

in the beginning of a'new reign, was unwilling to engage

in a war. Thus abandoned by his allies, his finances ex^

hausted, his countries impoverished, and his army in-

efficient and dispirited, Charles was unable to support the

contest alone. He therefore yielded to the necessity of his

affairs
;
but availing himself of the rising misintelligcnce

among the allies of Seville, succeeded in detaching the Ma-
ritime Powers from France.

Fortunately for the house of Austria, England had al-

ready testified a disposition to renew the ancient confidence

by the mission of earl Waldegrave to Vienna. From the

accession of George L, except during the temporary

missions of lords Stanhope, Cadogan, and Cobham, no

regular minister had resided at Vienna ; and the British

affairs were principally conducted by St. Saphorin, a native

of Switzerland, who, though a man of abilities and integrity,

was of a caustic and presumptuous temper, and had contri-

buted, by his exaggerated discourses, to aggravate the dis-

contents subsisting between the courts of London and

Vienna.
The mild and insinuating manners of lord Waldegrave

were well calculated to heal the breach ; he found the

emperor and his ministry highly prejudiced against the

British administration, and jealous of the king’s ascen-

dency in the German empire ; and although he was treated

by Charles with extreme coldness, yet he conciliated the

reserve of prince Eugene, the blunt and honest frankness

of Staremberg, and the caprice of Sinzendorf. He was no
less successful with the Spanish favourites, particularly

the marquis de Realp, and thus laid the foundation of the

new union with England, which was completed by Mr,
Robinson.*
The allies of Seville were at this period divided in their

views and interests, and the bonds of amity which had con-

nected England and France were relaxed.

The house of Brunswick, firmly established on the throne

of Great Britain, no longer felt the necessity of cultivating

a strict union with France to check the hopes of the dis-

affected and prevent internal commotions. In France the

* For an account of lord Waldegrave, see Memoirs of Sir Robert
Walpole, ch. xxxviii.
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birth of a dauphin, in 1729, having annihilated the hopes

of Philip V., cardinal Fleury had effected a reconcili-

ation with Spain; and, though from his pacific prin-

ciples, he was inclined to maintain the system of Europe
according to the Quadruple Alliance, he now directed his

views to alienate Spain from England, and to reunite the

two branches of the house of Bourbon, Hence a spirit of

delay and irresolution was infused into the counsels of the

allies ; Spain, from disappointment and revenge, urged the

necessity of an immediate breach with the emperor, and

was eager to dismember Parma and Tuscany from the em-
pire, and France was desirous of carrying the war into

Flanders, to which England and Holland were averse.

Fleury availed himself of these discordant views, thwarted

eveiy scheme of hostility, and insinuated to the queen of

Spain, that the difficulties and delays in carrying the treaty

of Seville into execution by force arose from the English

and Dutch.

The emperor was not unacquainted with this growing
disunion among the allies

;
and his ministers, with the con-

nivance, though without the avowal of their master, made
secret overtures to England. In a tone of unusual humility,

they adverted to the former friendship between the two
powers, and trusted that England would not concur in the

ruin of an ancient ally, to raise the house of Bourbon to a

pre-eminence in Europe. They insinuated that the em-
peror would sacrifice the Ostend Company, and permit the

introduction of Spanish garrisons, provided England would
guaranty the Pragmatic Sanction, which was necessary for

the preservation of the balance of Europe.
At this crisis Spain, impatient of delay, declared herself

free from all engagements contrai^ted by the treaty of
Seville ; and England, apprehensive of losing the commer-
eUl advantages recently obtained, accepted the overtures of

the emperor, and open^ a negotiation to renew her anqient

eonnection with the house of Austria. Although the im-

l^lal ministers were unanimous^ for this reconciliation,

. ^ Levd Wald^rsve hu recorded an anecdote of prince Eugene’s
avenipn to this war, in a letter to lord Townshend, Vienna,

March Id. 17d0. The prince, aftet having won a game of piquet of

nmi wai tiding that what 1 had lost would help to pay for the

foils that were brought home to him the same morning, and that in
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the conclusion was delayed by the pride and obstinacy of

the emperor, who from his jealousy of the house of Han-
over, was averse to allow the claims of George II. in

Germany. But his reluctant consent was at length ob-

tained by postponing the German affairs to a future discus-

sion
;
and a treaty was concluded on the 16th of March,

1731, between the king of England and the emperor, which

is denominated the treaty of Vienna. By this treaty the

emperor engaged not to oppose the introduction of 6000

Spaniards into the fortresses of Tuscany and Parma, and

to abolish the Ostend Company. In return, England

guarantied the Pragmatic Sanction, on the condition that

the archduchess, who succeeded to the Austrian dominions,

should not be married to a prince of the house of Bourbon,

or to prince so powerful as to endanger the balance of Eu-
rope.

Anthony Farnese dying on the 20th of January, 1731,

in the midst of the negotiation, the emperor had taken

instant possession of Parma, under the pretence of securing

that duchy to his heir, should the duchess, who declared

herself pregnant, be delivered of a posthumous son. But
on the conclusion of the treaty, he declared, th&t he had
only adopted this measure to secure the peace of Italy, and

would give immediate possession to Don Carlos, should the

duchess be delivered of a daughter, or prove not pregnant.

Spain having revoked her declaration against the peace

of Seville, acceded to the new treaty on the 6th of June,

and on the 22nd of July, the emperor concluded another

treaty at Vienna with Great Britain, Spain, and the United
Provinces, which terminated the disputes concerning the

Spanish succession. And thus, at the close of these nego-

tiations, Charles derived no other advantage from his com-
plicated intrigues and mighty preparations, than the single

guaranty of the Pragmatic Sanction, and a reconciliation

the summer I should have my share of the divenion he proposed by
them, * Si cette dchiie guerre ne nous empeche pas he added, ‘ Je n'ai

jamais eu ai peu de plaiair de ma vie dans les apparences d*une guerre,

c'est funique dans les arrangemens de laquelle je ne puis prendre

plaUir., 11 n’y a point d’object, il n'y a pas asses de sujet pour faire

tuer une poulet.' This he spoke aloud, a^d repeated his words. There
were ten or a dozen men and women standing round the table, and our
game was going on; so that there was no laying bold of any thing. he
had said to carry the discourse fiirther.’*
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with the Maritime Powers; both of which he might have
acquired at an easier rate, and with greater advantages, had
he yielded to the urgent instances of Great Britain to ac-

cede to the treaty of Seville.

Chap. LXXXIX. — 1731-1733.

Having obtained the guaranty of the Pragmatic Sanction

from Spain, Prussia, Russia, England, and Holland, the

emperor directed all his efforts to procure the accession of

the other European powers, particularly the states of the

German empire. In* pursuing this object he experienced

extreme difficulty, from the religious disputes between the

Catholic and Protestant bodies, and from the discordant

views of the German princes.

The religious disputes, which arose from the obnoxious
clause in the treaty of Ryswick, still continued undiminished.

At length the emperor, though inclined to favour the Ca-
tholics, was induced to yield to the just remonstrances of

the Protestants, and in consequence of a convention between
the Catholics and Protestants, issued an edict, dated No-
vember 14. 1720, enjoining the Elector Palatine, who had
persecuted the Calvinists, to redress their grievances, and
to restore them to the same situation in which they stood
on the conclusion of the peace of Baden. By this conven-
tion it was also proposed to reinstate the Protestants in the
privileges secured to them by the peace of Westphalia.

The Catholics, however, not only evaded the performance
of the convention, but insisted that it established the clause
in the treaty of Ryswick

;
because the edict only enjoined

the restoration of the privileges possessed by the Protes-
tants at the peace of Baden ; and had no retrospect to the
rights of which they had been deprived between the treaties

of Ryswick and Baden.

This disunion was augmented by disputes concerning an
article in the treaty of Westphalia, stipulating, that in ease
of ft division between the two religions, the point should be
amicably decided, and not carried by a majority of voices.

The emperor having always favoured the cause of the
Catholics, was secure of the majority of that body in sup-*
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port of the Pragmatic Sanction ; but he experienced great

difficulty in his attempts to gain the concurrence of the

Protestants ; because he hud offended them by not obtaining

the repeal of the obnoxious clause in the treaty of Ryswick ;

and because he had been opposed by the elector of Ilanover,

who possessed the chief influence in the Protestant body.

By his recent alliance with the king of England, Charles

had gained the support of Hanover ; and he had found
means to conciliate the king of Prussia, by yielding to his

representations in the affairs of Mecklenburgh, and by af-

fecting to promote his views on the inheritance of Juliers

and Berg.

Since the establishment of an imperial commission in

Mecklenburgh, the troubles of that country had again broke
out with increasing violence. The duke braved the mul-
tiplied decrees of the Aulic Council, regained possession of

part of the duchy, and renewed his exactions on his subjects.

He was accordingly deposed by a provisional rescript
; the

administration was given to his brother Christian Louis,

and the king of Prussia, as conservator of the circle of

Lower Saxony, was joined in the commission. The oppo-
sition of the princes of the empire, supported by France,
Sweden, and England, compelled the emperor to revoke
his provisional rescript

; but he still continued the govern-
ment in Christian Louis, by investing him with the office

of imperial commissary. The duke was soon afterwards
driven from his dominions by the Hanoverian forces

; and
the king of Prussia availed himself of these contests to in-

troduce his troops into the duchy. The emperor also re-
newed his promises of favouring the claims of Frederic
William on the succession of Juliers, which, in consequence
of the advanced age of Philip William, Elector Palatine,
seemed likely to become vacant. Having thus succeeded
in conciliating the elector of Hanover and the king of
Prussia, he, on the llth of January, 1732, obtained the
guaranty of the Pragmatic Sanction by the suffrages of the
whole Germanic body, except the electors of Bavaria, Pa-
latine, and Saxony. In consequence of their claims to the
Austrian inheritance, the electors of Saxony and Bavaria
were induced to protest against this act, and the Elector
Palatine, from a suspicion that the emperor had guarantied
the succession of Berg and Juliers to the king of Prussia,
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This opposition was fomented by France, who encouraged

the elector of Bavaria to submit his pretensions to the states

of the empire, and promoted a league between the electors

of Saxony and Bavaria, which was concluded on the 4th of

July, 1733, in support of their respective rights and pre-

rogatives.

This opposition to the guaranty of the Pragmatic Sanc-

tion, joined to the disputes relative to Parma and Placentia,

portended the renewal of hostilities between the houses of

Austria and Bourbon. Charles, alarmed at the intrigues

of France in the empire, and apprehensive of her growing
influence at the court of Dresden, strained every nerve to

procure the guaranty from the protesting electors, and to

form alliances, as if on the eve of a general war, and was
warmly supported in his views by the king of England.

Augustus II., persisting in his refusal of the guaranty,

the emperor warmly opposed his views of rendering

the crown of Poland hereditary in his family; and with

this intention renewed the ancient alliance of the house

of Austria with Poland, which furnished a pretext for

his interference in the aflTairs of the republic. As Au-
gustus was rapidly declining in health, Charles was no less

interested to exclude any competitor, who might be sup-

ported by France in the expected vacancy. He therefore

entered into negotiations with Russia and Prussia, and a

formal treaty was drawn up, by which the succession of

Berg and Dusseldorf was to be guarantied to the king of

Prussia, and the duchy of Courland to be secured to a

Prussian prince. With n view to the establishment of an
hereditary monarchy in Poland, as well as to e^lude
Bttoislaus, or any prince dependent on France, the con-

tracting powers agreed to concur in placing Emanuel,
piinoe of Portugal, on the throne, and to support his elec-

tion with troops and money. But the death of Augustus
prevented the signature and execution of this engagement.
At this period Poland was in a state of confusion and

anarqiij. In c<msequence of the numerous employments
wUcli Augustus had filled with his Saxon adherents, he
had become extremely unpopular ; the diet had even an^

nidled^he election of his natural son Maurice count of Saxe
io suooeed to Courland, on the death of Ferdinand the

reSgeing dal^e without issue ; declared that duchy a fief of
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the republic ; and proposed, on the death of Ferdinand, to

incorporate it with the possessions of the crown. The op-

posite party had also thwarted the attempts of the king to

fill the vacant offices of Great General and Great Chancel-

lor, and even prevented the meeting of a diet.

Augustus having at length succeeded in conciliating

many of his opponents, summoned a diet in January
; and

with a view to complete his design of rendering the crown
hereditary in his family, hastened from Dresden in the

midst of a severe winter, and in an infirm state of health.

In answer to the advice of his physicians, and the remon-
strances of his friends, he replied, “ I am aware of my
danger, but I owe more to my subjects than to myself.”

Soon after his arrival at Warsaw, the fatigues of the jour-
ney, and a gangrene in his foot, hurried him to the grave
on the first of February, 1733, in the sixty-fourth year of
his age. This event hastened the bursting of that storm
which the lowering aspect of affairs seemed to portend, and,

from the disposition and connections of the other powers of

Europe, placed the house of Austria in a new and danger-
ous situation.

Denmark was governed by Christian VI., a prince de-
voted to the arts and sciences, and distinguished by his

aversion to war, and his taste for splendour afi'd magnificence

:

and Sweden continued, under the reign of Frederic, a prey
to factions, and of too little weight in the balance of Europe
to render her accession or opposition an object of much
importance.

Kussia had changed her line of sovereigns
; but her in-

ternal state and external relations continued the same.
In consequence of her vicinity and contests with the
Turks, her interests were inseparably united with those
of the house of Austria

; and in every instance since the
death of Catherine I., Charles found Bussia his most
stable ally. Peter II., who was nearly related to the
empress of Germany*, had focceeded to the throne,
and his short reign was principally distinguished by the
fall of Mentchikof and the favour of the Dolgoruckis. On
the demise of Peter, in 1730, the crown was transferred to

Anne, youngest daughter of Ivan, and niece of Peter the

* Elizabeth ChrUtina, princess of Brunswick Blankenburgh, wife of
Charles VI,, was sister of Charlotte Christina, mother of Peter II,
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Great She was raised to the throne by the council of

state, in preference to her eldest sister Catherine, duchess

of Mecklenburgh, on the condition of consenting to the

limitation of the royal prerogative, which she broke, by the

assistance of the guards, and resumed the unlimited au-

thority of her predecessors.

In the alliance which Charles had concluded with

Catherine in 1726, he obtained the guaranty of the Prag-

matic Sanction, on condition that he should assist in

procuring the restitution of Sleswick to the duke of Hol-

stein. Peter II., being less inclined to favour the

claims of the duke of Holstein, the article relative to

the restitution of Sleswick was annulled, and a new one

substituted, by which the emperor, the czar, and Spain

agi'eed to pay an annual pension of 300,000 florins to the

duke of Holstein, until he received an equivalent for his

pretensions. Anne was jealous of the duke, and careless of

his interests ;
and therefore only promised in general to

fulfil the engagements of her predecessors, in regard to the

Pragmatic Sanction, and the emperor was satisfied with

this declaration, without proposing a new treaty.

On the side of Europe the Turks were disposed to

maintain the same state of peace and tranquillity, and were
wholly occupied with the progress of Kouli Khan, who
had taken Bassora, and invested Babylon.

Louis XV. was at this period devoted to his pleasures,

and wholly governed by cardinal Fleury, under whose
wise administration France had recovered from her de-

pendent and exhausted condition. The nation, pleased

with the renewal of the connection with Spain, began to

resume their ancient schemes of conquest
;
and the ardent

spirit of the nobles looked forward to a new war, to retrieve

the honour of the country, which they considered as sullied

by the subordinate part it had acted since the death of

Louis XIV. France was the head of the league in oppo-

sition to the guaranty of the Pragmatic Sanction, and
agitated every court of Europe with her intrigues.

Philip still continued in the same state of hypochondriac

melancholy, from which he could only be roused by the

bustle and occupations of war. He had renounced all

hopes of succeeding to the crown of France, and directed

his wlmle views to gratify his queen, who was eager for
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the renewal of a contest with the house of Austria, that

she might gain a settlement for another of her sons in

Italy. France and Spain were engaged in warlike prepa-

rations both by sea and land, and seemed only to wait for

a pretext to commence hostilities.

Spain and Portugal had apparently renounced their

ancient enmity, by the double marriages of Joseph prince

of Brazil, and Mary Anne, Infanta of Spain, and Mary
Barbara, princess of Portugal, with Ferdinand prince of

Asturias, on the 19th of January, 1729. But this con-

nection did not remove the spirit of national antipathy

;

and the proud and captious tempers of John and Philip

were ill calculated to promote their union. John, who
was brother-in-law of Charles, still retained his partiality

for the house of Austria, and fostered an equal aversion to

the house of Bourbon.

During the disputes concerning the succession of Tus-
cany and Parma, the king of Sardinia 'was courted by the

houses of Bourbon and Austria. Lured by the offer of

part of the Milanese, Victor Amadeus concluded, in June,

1730, a treaty with the emperor; but he had scarcely

signed it before he was induced to enter into an alliance

with Spain on more advantageous conditions. Soon after

this event, this ambitious monarch astonished Europe by a
voluntary abdication of his dignity, The motives which
occasioned this unexpected resolution have never been as-

certained
;

it was attributed to the embarrassments arising

from his contradictory engagements, to the decline of his

health, and to a fit of devotion, or to a desire of recognising
his marriage with the countess of St. Sebastian, who
had long been his mistress, and whom he had recently es-

poused,

He performed the ceremony of his abdication on the 3rd
of September, 1730, at his favourite palace of Rivoli, and
after an eloquent and affecting discourse, in which he re-

presented the decline of his age, the infirm state of his

health, and his desire to pass the remainder of his days in

retirement and devotion, he expressed his satisfaction in

being able to resign the crown to a son, who, from his age
and capacity, was equal to the cares of government. On
the ensuing day he repaired to Chambery, where he passed

several months with apparent satisfaction, in company Yrith
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tlMxmntess of St. Sebastian, who was created marchioness

of Sphdngy, and whom he avowed as his wife. The ab-

dicate monarch, however, soon regretted the loss of power

;

his discontent was fomented hy his wife, and his intellects

being affected by a stroke of apoplexy, he was instigated to

attmpt the resumption of the crown.

The mode in which he endeavoured to re-ascend the

throne seemed rather the project of a madman, than the

act of a sovereign grown grey in the affairs of state.

Under pretence of change of air, he returned to Mont-
callier, a royal palace near Turin, and was received by his

son with great marks of respect and deference. Soon after

his arrival, he sent for the marquis del Borgo, the prime

minister, and ordered him in a high tone of authority to

bring the paper, by which he meant the act of abdication.

After the departure of the marquis, he became greatly

agitated. Starting up at midnight, he exclaimed, ‘^My
resolution is token!” and mounting his horse, accompanied

by a single attendant, rode to the gate of the citadel of

Turin, and demanded admittance, which being refused by
the governor, he returned to Montcallier in a state of fury

andjdespair. Meanwhile, a privy council being held before

the king, the ministers unanimously urged the necessity of

securing the person of the abdicated monarch, and extorted

from CWles Emanuel his reluctant consent for the arrest

of his father.

Victor Amadeus had retired to rest, and, exhausted with

his efforts, fell into so profound a sleep, that he did not

awake when the doors of his apartment were forced open.

After much ineffectual resistance, he was separated from
his wife, and conducted to Bivoli, under a military escort.

During his conveyance he descended from the carriage,

under various pretences, and ineffectually endeavoured to

oxcite the compassion of the soldiers, by reminding them
ofthe dangers ^ey had mutually shaied, and the victories

which they had gained under his command. He was
doeplj affected with the view of apartments which had
h6en the scene of his former grandeur, and where he had
Signed his abdication, which he never recollected without

the most indignant emotions. Notwithstanding his wife

was pennitted to reside with him, the natural violence oi

his teiDper^ irritated by confinement, overpowered his
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reason, and, at his own request, he was again removed

to Montcallier, where he died on the 20th of October,

1732.

Charles Emanuel was in the thirty-first year of his age

when he succeeded to the crown, His education had been

much neglected, and he had been assiduously removed

from all share in the administration of affairs ;
but he soon

proved that he possessed the talents, though not the spirit

of his father. Finding an excellent minister in the mar-

quis d’Ormea, the Richelieu of Savoy, he pursued with

equal address and judgment the system of aggrandisement

which had been adopted by his predecessors, and held the

balance of power in Italy, by taking advantage of the de-
putes between the houses of Austria and Bourbon, and
adding his weight to the side from which he hoped to reap

the greatest advantage. During the short time in which
he had held the reins of government, he had considerably

improved the revenue
;
his army was in a high state of

order and discipline
;
and, trained in the military school of

his illustrious father, he was ambitious to signalise his

arms, and emulate the glory of his predecessors.

The United Provinces, sunk into the lowbst state of

weakness and imbecility, were the prey of contending

factions. The views of the States were principally directed

to the preservation of their commercial advantages; and
although guaranties of the Pragmatic Sanction, were indif-

ferent to the safety of any part of the Austrian dominions

except the Low Countries. They were alienated from the

emperor by the disputes relative to the Barrier Treaty, aa

well as by the haughty conduct of the Austrian ministers

;

and suspiciously regarded the connection between the

emperor and England as likely to involve them in a war
with France.

Since the accession of the house of'Brunswidt England
haf^ increased in weal^ and commerce, and enjoyed agreater

degree of tranquillity at home and a longer duration of

peace abroad, than during any period since the reign of

queen Elizabeth. This prosperous state of a&irs was de-

rived from the establishment of septennial parliaments,

which enable the crown to pursue a permanent system of

policy, and from the judicious measures and pacific princi*!*

pies of the British administration,
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George II, was in the fiftieth year of his age, and

was a prince of high integrity, honour, and veracity.

He possessed good sense, and a sound judgment ;
but was

of a warm and irritable temper, not easily appeased, and

impatient of remonstrance, lie was no lees rigidly

attached to etiquette and punctilious forms than Charles

himself, and was of a warlike disposition, and fond of

military parade. In regard to the general interests of

Europe, his views were enlarged and correct: but from
an attachment to his German dominions, he often suffered

the prejudices of an elector to bias his judgment and did

not sufficiently appreciate the great commercial and naval

pcinciples of the English government. On his accession

to the crown, he found England in amity with France, and
at variance with the house of Austria; and, from princi-

ples of prudence and policy, acquiesced in a system which
secured the tranquillity of his British dominions. He was
however, aware that the house of Austria was the natural

ally of England, and hastened the conclusion of the treaty

of Vienna, as soon as the emperor had promised to gratify

him in his electoral claims. From that moment he steadily

adhered to the emperor, and beheld with indignation the

efforts of France to humiliate the house of Austria.

Although impatient of control, and jealous of being
governed, yet he was greatly influenced by queen Caroline,

whose mild, prudent, and conciliating manners were more
congenial to the character of the English nation. She
maintained a correspondence with the empress, to whom
she was distantly related, and constantly expressed her

own wishes, and the desire of the king, to cement the
union between the two nations. Her views, however,
being principally directed to maintain the prosperity and
peace of England, she was swayed by the advice of sir

l^bert Walpole, whose dismission she had prevented, on
the accession of her husband, and whom she continued to

support with all her induence.

Sir Robert Walpole, who was now considered as prime
minister, had risen from a private station, by his abilities

as a parliamentary orator, and knowledge of finance. He
commenced his political career at an early period, and
diatinguished himself during the whole reign of queen
Anae, as well in a public as in a private station, by his
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strenuous support of the cause of the house of Austria, in

the war of the Succession, and by his aversion to the

house of Bourbon. He signalised himself by his opposi-

tion to the peace of Utrecht, as well as by his zeal for the

Hanover succession, and soon after the accession of George

I. was placed at the head of the treasury. On the schism

of the Whig ministry in 1717, he resigned his post,

and continued in opposition until, on the failure of the

South Sea scheme, the inclinations of the king and the

voice of the nation recalled him to his former station.

From this time the interior administration of the kingdom
was intrusted to his care ; and the foreign affairs were
principally managed by his brother-in-law, lordTownshend,
who Avas secretary of state ;

but in cpnsequence of a dis-

agreement, lord Townshend having resigned in 1730, Wal-
pole became the chief minister, and had the principal share

in directing the counsels of P^ngland, both in domestic and
foreign transactions.

From his early youth he had imbibed the principles of

the Revolution, and continued invariable in his aversion to

the Stuarts, and in his zeal for the Hanover line. To sup-

port that succession, and to promote the commerce of his

country, were the great objects of his policy ; and to at-

tain those objects, he adopted a system of pacific and pre-

ventive measures, from which he never swerved. With
this view he had promoted the alliance with France, in

order to prevent her interference in the cause of the

Pretender
;
but when the emperor, in league with Spain,

threatened to support the dethroned family, and, in oppo-
sition to the commercial interests of England, established

the Company of Ostend, he did not hesitate to break off

the connection which had long subsisted between the
Maritime Powers and the house of Austria. On the rup-
ture between Spain and -the emperor, and the change in the
political situation of Europe, he was one of the earliest

*advocatea for renewing the union with the house of Austria,
and for securing the indivisibility of that succession, as a
counterpoise to the house of Bourbon. To his counsels,

therefore, was principally owing the treaty of Vienna; and
though he fully appreciated the danger of admitting a prince
of the house of Bourbon into Italy, yet he was bound to

support the Quadruple Alliance, thoughmade in opposition to
VOL. Ill, M
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his sentiments, as well for the honour of his country as from
the fear of losing the commerce with Spain.

The foreign affairs were ostensibly directed by the duke
of Newcastle, secretary of state for the southern, and lord

Harrington for the northern department. The duke of

Newcastle was little more than a cipher in the adminis-

tration, and he derived his principal consequence from his

ascendency among the Whigs, and his attachment to sir

Hobert Walpole, to whom he owed his official situation.

Lord Harrington, on the contrary, was personally at-

tached to the king, had imbibed his notions of war and
glory, and deemed it for the honour and interest of England
to support the house of Austria, even at the hazard of a

rupture with France. As he usually accompanied the

king to Hanover, he had great influence in the conduct of

foreign transactions, particularly in the negotiations with

the court of Vienna, which belonged to his department, and
both at home and abroad he warmly exerted himself to

rouse the spirit of the British cabinet.

Walpole was also thwarted by a strong and violent party

in the ‘kingdom, who reprobated his pacific measures, as a
temporising system, and a dereliction of the national

honour, calculated to aggrandise the house of Bourbon,
the natural enemy, and to depress the house of Austria,

the natural ally of England. These clamours were sup-

ported by men of the highest character for wit and
eloquence, some of whom maintained an intimate union
with the imperial ambassador in England, and corresponded

with the emperor or his ministers abroad,

Chap. XC.— 1733, 1734.

Several competitors started up for the vacant throne of

Poland, but were soon reduced to two
;
Stanislaus Letzinski,

and Augustus, elector of Saxony, son of the deceased

monarch,
Stanislaus Letzinski, son of the great treasurer of Poland,

was bom 1677, and had been placed on the throne by
Oharlss XTT. on the forced abdication of Augustus 11.

;

but being deprived of his dignity soon after the battle of
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Pultawa, he retired into Swedish Pomerania, exerted him-
self in favour of his benefactor, and headed the Swedish
troops in that province. The progress of the Russians

having alarmed Frederic L, king of Prussia, he formed

the plan of a league between Charles XII. and Augustus,

which was to be cemented by the abdication of Stanislaus.

The exiled monarch himself consented ; but having failed

in obtaining by letters the acquiescence of Charles, quitted

the army, and proceeded towards Bender, with the hopes

of softening his inflexible spirit Being arrested on the

confines of Moldavia, he was conducted to Bender, and
received a message from Charles, enjoining him never to

make peace with Augustus. Stanislaus was soon afterwards

restored to liberty, and repaired to Deux Ponts, which
Charles assigned to him as the place of his residence,

with the whole revenue of the duchy.

On the death of Charles XII., the duchy was trans-

ferred to another branch, and Stanislaus, compelled to seek a
new asylum, took up his abode at Weissemburgh in Alsace,

where he resided in humble circumstances, but with the
title of king, till the marriage of his daughter with Louis
XV, On that event he was gratified with a considerable
pension, maintained a brilliant court, and received all the
honours due to a sovereign. When the death of Augustus
again vacated the throne of Poland, Stanislaus became
a candidate for the crown, and was supported by a strong*

party in the kingdom, and by all the influence of France.
The death of the Polish monarch changed the sentiments

of the emperor. His son and successor Augustus testifying
a readiness to guaranty the Pragmatic Sanction, Charles
warmly espoused his pretensions to the throne, arid gained
the concurrence of Russia, who wfts equally interested in
excluding Stanislaus Letzinski, the dependent of France.
Charles therefore declared his intention to promote a new
and free election, according to the constitution of Poland,
which he hod guarantied, and to support such a candidate
as might be unexceptionable both to the republic apd the
neighbouring powers. In this declaration, which was a
virtual exclusion of Stanislaus, he mentioned the concur*
rence of the czarina and the king of Prui^is; in conse-
quence of their mutual engagements for the s^port of the
constitution and liberty of Poland, He at the*same time

M 2
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despatched additional troops into Silesia, and displayed

his resolution of co-oixirating vvitli Russia and Prussia in

the exclusion of Stanislaus by force.

In consequence of these movements, and the language

held by the imperial ministers in every court of Europe,

the king of France announced his intention, as guarantee

of the treaty of Oliva, to oppose the intervention of foreign

powers in the choice of a king ; while his agents in Poland

exerted the influence, and lavished the treasure, of France

to secure the election of Stanislaus. The emperor, how-
ever, was not intimidated by these threats. Relying on

the support of Russia, Prussia, and the Maritime Powers,

he issued a counter-memorial, in which he inveighed

against the conduct of France, as endeavouring to limit

the choice of the Poles to a single person, and stigmatised

the French declaration as couched in unbecoming terms,

and dispersed throughout Europe with indecent affectation.

In this interval, the diet having assembled under the

auspices of the primate, who was gained by France, en-

tered into a confederacy to elect none but a native of

Poland; and the majority testified a decided resolution in

favour of Stanislaus. In opposition to this powerful party,

the emperor concerted with the czarina and the king of

Prussia a plan for the march of their respective armies

into Poland. Being, however, deterred by the lukewarm-
ness of England, the defection of the United Provinces,

and the wavering conduct of the king of Prussia, he sud-

denly changed his intentions, recalled the greater part of

his troops from Silesia, and declared that he would not

influence the diet of election by an armed force. But in

consequence of the earnest representations of Russia, and
his desire to assist th^ elector of Saxony, he soon after-

wards ordered 6000 men to reinforce the camp in Silesia

;

and although the king of Prussia declared his intention to

remain neutral, the imperial ambassador accompanied the
Russian minister at Warsaw, when he notified to the

^rand marshal of the diet the resolution of his mistress

to exclude Stanislaus by force.

These threats, and the approach of a Russian army,
roused instead of intimidating the Poles

; the diet of

election assembled in the plain of Wola, and chose Stan-
islaus king on the 12th of l^ptember. The new sovereign,
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accompanied by a single adherent, after escaping a series

of imminent dangers in his passage through Germany,

had arrived on the 9th at Warsaw, made his appearance in

the field of election, and was received with loud acclama-

tions.

According to the custom of Polish elections, a party,

headed by prince Viesnovitzki, seceded from the diet, and
crossing the Vistula, joined the Russian army, which was
in full march to the gates of Warsaw. Under the protec-

tion of these troops the seceders, with other parties,

formed a new diet of election at Kamien’*^, in the vicinity

of Prague ; and on the 5th of October chose the elector

of Saxony, who assumed the title of Augustus III.

Meanwhile Stanislaus had retired from Warsaw, and taken

refuge in Dantzic, where he sustained a siege against the

Russian and Saxon troops. The remaining part of Poland
submitting with little opposition to the Russian arms,

Augustus was crowned on the 25tli of December, at Cra-

cow, and took quiet possession of the throne.

Thus the emperor succeeded in placing Augustus on the

throne, and securing his guaranty of the Pragmatic Sanc-
tion. Although he did not send a single soldier into

Poland, and left the whole management of the election to

the czarina; yet the declarations of his ministers, his

treaty with the elector of Saxony, and decided opposition

to Stanislaus, involved him in a war with France, Spain,

and Sardinia, in which, notwithstanding the solemn gua-
ranty of the Pragmatic Sanction by the principal powers of

Europe, he was left with no other ally than Russia, and
the feeble support of the German empire,

Charles had flattered himself, that the timid and cautious

Fleury would not venture to attack the house of Austria
in defiance of numerous guaranties and formidable alliances

;

and, at all events, deemed himself secure of a cordial sup-

port from the Maritime Powers, Russia, Denmark, Prussia,

and the king of Sardinia. But he was disappointed in his

expectations. Walpole would not involve England in a

war on the eve of a general election, and in the midst of

the discontents arising from the excise
;

and Holland,

gained by France, refused to arm in defence of the house

* Prague is the suburb of Warsaw^, and Kamien is a village distin-

guished by the election of Henry of Valois.
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of Austria for the sake of a Polish election. The king
of Prussia, induced by personal aversion to Augustus
III., by the dread of seeing his dominions in Westphalia
overrun by the French, and suspecting the insincerity of

the emperor, in his promise to guaranty the inheritance of

Juliers, seceded from the alliance, and continued neutral.

Russia was sufficiently occupied with keeping the Poles in

subjection, and guarding against the inroads of the Turks
;

while Denmark was unable to send a sufficient force in

support of her ally.

Notwithstanding these disappointments, Charles still

relied on the co-operation of the king of Sardinia for the

safety of his dominions in Italy. But France had now'

matured her great scheme of humbling the house of

Austria ; and having secured the concurrence of Spain,

and entered into a negotiation with the king of Sardinia,

issued a declaration of war, and prepared to attack the

Austrian dominions in Germany and Italy.

The emperor, jealous of the king of Sardinia, was un-
willing to purchase his alliance by yielding to demands
which he considered as exorbitant. He therefore re-

sisted the urgent representations of the British cabinet,

and, under pretence of consulting the Aulic council and
the senate of Milan, gave evasive and unsatisfactory

answers. Meanwhile the courts of France and Spain lured

Charles Emanuel, who was indignant at these delays, with
more specific and advantageous conditions than he had
even demanded from the emperor. They engaged to

assist him in conquering the Milanese, which he was to

possess with the title of King of Lombardy, and to intrust

him with the command of the combined armies in Italy.

With such impenetrable secrecy was this intrigue con-
ducted, that the court of Vienna viewed with satisfaction

the military preparations of Charles Emanuel, and count
Daun, governor of Milan, supplied him with grain and
implements of war. Even while the king of Sardinia ar-

ranged the plan of operations with France and Spain, he
deceived the imperial minister at Turin; and when the

French army under marshal Villars crossed the Alps, the
governor of Milan oifered to assist him with a corps of

trolls in impeding their march. Nor was the imperial

court undeceived till Charles Emanuel, having joined his
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army to the French and Spaniards, assumed the command,
and burst into the Milanese. From the suddenness of his

attack, and the weakness of the imperial force, he overran

Austrian Lombardy in less than three months, seized the

magazines and artillery, and Mantua was the only place in

that part of Italy which remained to the emperor at the

close of the campaign.

The emperor was taken unawares in Italy by this un-

expected defection of the king of Sardinia, and the want
of an efficient force ; but on the side of Germany he had
time to prepare for resistance, and to oppose the arms
and intrigues of the house of Bourbon. France had suc-

ceeded in isolating the house of Austria from the other

powers of Europe, for the purpose of attacking the distant

parts of her extensive dominions at one and the same
moment

; and now exerted all her efforts either to divide

the German empire, or to obtain its neutrality. At the

same instant in which the French troops passed the Alps
to join the Sardinians, another army occupied Loraine,

and took possession of the fort of Eehl. But to calm the

apprehensions of the empire, and to palliate these acts of

hostility, the French minister declared to the diet, that his

master would molest no prince who did not enter into

hostile engagements against France ; and that the seizure

of Kehl was no less directed to secure the empire against

the oppressions of their chiefs, than to attack the house of

Austria, with whom alone the king of France was at

enmity.

The approach of winter preventing the march of the
enemy into Germany, the emperor availed himself of this

respite to form the lines of Etlingen, which covered Phi-
lipsburg and defended the passage of the Rhine. He also

made the strongest representations to the diet against the
aggression of France. He easily gained the majority of
the Catholics, and secured the Protestant party, by pro-
mising to obtain the repeal of the obnoxious clause in the
treaty of Ryswick. The diet accordingly voted a con-
siderable supply of money, and an army of 120,000 men,
notwithstanding the remonstrances of the electors of Co-
logne, Bavaria, and Palatine, who declared their intention
of adopting an exact neutrality.

Charles was deeply affected with the disastrous state of
ai 4
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hig affairs in Italy, and directed his first and principal

efforts to preserve the important fortress of Mantua, He
therefore sent into Lombardy the greater part of the levies

drawn from his hereditary dominions, and gave the su-

preme command to count Mcrci, tlie most enterprising of

his generals, with positive orders to undertake offensive

operations. In February, 1734, Merei, at the head of

6000 men, hastened to Mantua, and having reconnoitred

the position of the allies, returned to Roveredo, to press

the march of the troops who were assembled in the Tyrol

and the bishopric of Trent. At this critical juncture he

was seized with an inflammation in his eyes, which was
followed by a stroke of apoplexy, and was reduced to a

state of almost total blindness. His intended operations

were thus retarded till the beginning of May, when, being

convalescent, he put himself at the head of 60,000 men,

and drew towards the Oglio and the Po. The Sardinian

troops were posted on both sides of the Oglio, and the

French on the southern bank of the Po, from Guastalla

beyond Revere. Merei reached the northern bank of the

Po, and by a bold and skilful manoeuvre, effecting a pas-

sage near St. Benedetto, surprised the French troops, drove

them, with the loss of their magazines and baggage, to

Parma, and occupied the cities of Guastalla, Novellaro,

Mirandola, and Reggio. But in the midst of this success

being seized with a return of his complaint, he retired for

a short time to Padua, to obtain relief from the physicians

of that place.

During his absence the Austriai\ generals attempted to

drive the French from the strong post of Colorno, and to cut

off their communication with the Sardinian forces. After

a bloody engagement they succeeded, but were again

driven back by the king of Sardinia with considerable

loss. The ill success of this enterprise, undertaken with-

out orders, roused the indignation of the commander in

chief, and he had no sooner rejoined the army, than he

retired in disgust to St. Martino, where he passed several

days. Being at length appeased, he repaired to the camp,

resolved to signalise his return by an important enter-

prise ;
and, from the situation of the allied army, enter-

tained sanguine hopes of success. The king of Sardinia

was at Turin on a visit to his queen, who was indisposed,
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and had left orders to undertake no offensive operations

until his return
;
Villars had also recently quitted tlie

army, in consequence of his advanced age, and the com-

mand of the French troops had devolved on marshal de

Coigny, who was embarrassed with the cabals of Broglio

and Maillebois. Eager to avail himself of the embarrass-

ments of the enemy, Merei advanced as far as St. Pros-

pero, halted a few days ; and on the 28th of June, crossing

the Parma, south of the city, encamped between that

river and the Braganza.

During liis approach the allied forces were not inactive,

marshal Coigny, aware of his intentions, had already

selected a strong position, which he occupied on the even-

ing of the 28th, His troops were posted along the cause-

way leading to Placentia ; the left wing was flanked by the

city of Parma, the right covered by the village of Crocetta

and by morasses which extended to the Tarro. He en-

larged the fosses on each side to the depth of twenty-seven

feet, strengthened his position by additional entrenchments

and abbatis, and occupied with detachments the casines

scattered on the south of the causeway. This position was
skilfully chosen ; for the nature of the ground, and the

depth of the trenches, rendered the numerous cavalry of

the imperialists totally useless.

On the 29th in the morning, Merei crossed the Braganza,

and leaving Parma to the east, directed his march in two
columns to Crocetta. After making a short harangue to

his soldiers, he gave the command of the left column to

the prince of Wirteraberg, and at the head of the right,

rode within musket-slift of the causeway. Without wait-

ing for the left column, he ordered two regiments of

infantry to begin the attack ; they intrepidly advanced to

the foss, and began to fill it with fascines, but were mowed
down by the well-directed fire of the enemy, with the loss

of their grenadiers, and most of the officers and men
were wounded. Those who survived giving way, Merei
ordered other regiments to advance, and these troops being
supported by the left column, filled up the ditch with
fascines, and even the dead bodies of their companions,
and were on the point of carrying the entrenchment. At
this moment Merei was mortally wounded by a musket-
shot, and the soldiers, astounded at the loss of their
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general, and the incessant fire of the eneray,'Nvere thrown into

the utmost confusion. Being encouraged by the arrival of

the prince of Wirtemberg, who assumed the command,
they gained the summit of the causeway, and rushed for-

ward to the second foss, which they filled with the dead

bodies of the French and Sardinians. During this carnage

the prince of Wirtemberg had two horses killed under him,

and was obliged to quit the action by a severe contusion.

The troops, though left a second time without a chief,

fought with incredible fury, and forced the allies from six

successive entrenchments. Here the French made a des-

perate stand at a farm-house, and, though driven from it

with great slaughter, recovered possession, and mowed
down whole companies of the imperialists with grape and
musket shot. This dreadful conflict had now lasted ten

hours without intermission, when the enemy retired in

good order towards the walls of Parma. The imperialists

remained masters of the intrenchments
;
yet, being without

a Commander, without provisions, discouraged by their

loss, and apprehensive of another attack, fell back towards

St. Prospero, and on the following day retreated to Reg-
gio. Thus ended this memorable engagement, in which
not less than 10,000 men fell on the field of battle, accom-
panied with this unparalleled circumstance, that not a

prisoner or standard was taken on either side. The allies

lost many of their bravest generals and officers, and the

imperialists their commander in chief, and seven generals,

with more than 340 officers killed and wounded.*
Although Merci risked this attack in opposition to the

remonstrances of all the generals, Ad although the manner
in which it was made exposed him to the censure of ex-

* The account of this engagement is principally taken from Consul
Skinner's Report, written fiom Reggio, July 1., Orford Papers, and
Muratori Annall d' Italia.

List of Gerinan officers of the first rank killed and wounded : —
killfMl, the marechal count de Merci, the prince of Culmbach, the
prince de Lichtenstein, the colonel d’HarTBcb, count Formentini,
colonel Nicolo Palfi, serjeant general de Wins, Wounded* prince of

Wirtemberg, prince Leopold of Hesse Darmstadt, the marquis Gabriel
d'Este, general Palfi, count de Costelbarco, (who is imagined to have
died on being removed) the marquis d'Est di Santa Christina, the
deputy mare^l Diesbach, the serjeant general Walsech. — Consul
Skuiaer’i Account
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treme rashness*, yet, had he survived, the allies would
probably have been driven from Parma, and the affairs of

the emperor retrieved. The imperialists, however, re-

treated unmolested behind the Secchia, to preserve their

communication with Mantua and Mirandola ; but a garri-

son of 1200 men in Guastalla, being left without pro-

visions, artillery, or ammunition, surrendered themselves

prisoners of war to the king of Sardinia, who rejoined his

army the morning after the engagement.

The French posted themselves on the opposite side of

the Secchia, and the king of Sardinia took up his head
quarters at St. Benedetto; and thus the allies, having

occupied Modena, with Carpi, Ribiera, and Reggio, com-
manded the whole duchy, and confined the imperialists in

the district between Mantua and Mirandola. While the

imperialists were waiting the arrival of count Konigsegg,
their new commander, the loss nt the battle of Parma, the

divisions which began io take place between the French
and Sardinians, and the cabals among the French generals,

reduced the allies to a state of inactivity and supineness.

In July the imperialists received considerable reinforce-

ments, and Konigsegg, who had assumed the command,
advanced to Quingentolo. Here he was separated from
the enemy only by the Secchia until the 14th of Sep-
tember, when he commenced his military operations by a
brilliant enterprise. While a detachment kept in check a
French corps at Questello, 10,000 men fording the Secchia
in the night with rapidity and silence, surprised the head
quarters of marshal Broglio, who had only time to escape
in his shirt. By thi^ enterprise they spread on alarm
through the French army, routed several corps assembled
in haste, took 2000 prisoners ; and their success would

* “ Pray God pardon the marechal de Merci, who is slain I All the
officers that are come to this place from the field, both well and wounded,
with one voice cry out upon his conduct

;
protesting, that they were

led to slaughter to po end or purpose ; insomuch that they affirm, the
whole army would have been sacrificed had it not been for the bravery
of the grenadiers, who, by their death, saved the rest from destruction.
In fiieti 110 one can commend the disposition of the order of battle made
by him. Perhaps it was never heard of, that when there was a strong
intrenchment to be forced, the cannon should be left behind. But he
has paid for his miscarriages, though with the loss of the bravest men
that his imperial majesty had in his army,”— Consul Skinner's Account.
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have been still more complete had not the soldiers fallen

to pillage, and given the French time to recover from their

surprise, and the king of Sardinia to fly to their assistance.

In consequence of this action the allied army fell back
to Guastalla, and took post between the Crostolo and the

Po, near the intrenchments at the head of one of their

bridges. They were followed by the imperialists, who,
eager to improve their success, attacked them on the 19th

of September. The action was maintained for eight hours

with the greatest obstinacy, and the imperialists W'cre

at length repulsed through the exertions of the king of

Sardinia, who rode from rank to rank encouraging the

soldiers, and led them repeatedly to the charge. The loss

on both sides was considerable, and nearly equal; but the

allies remained masters of the Held, and in possession of

four standards and some artillery; the French lost three

generals, and the imperialists the prince of Wirtemberg,
general Colmenero, and the prince of Saxe Gotha, besides

many inferior oflficers. The imperialists, though repulsed,

retreated in good order, without being pursued, and occu-

pied a strong position on the north of the Oglio and the

Po. The remainder of the campaign was distinguished by
no event, except the relief of Mirandola, which was in-

vested by Maillebois, and from which he was driven

with the loss of all his artillery. The imperialists kept

the field until the beginning of January, and the allied

troops, encamped in the midst of morasses, suffered greatly

by epidemic disorders, till the king of Sardinia drew them
into winter quarters. The Germans, availing themselves

of their absence, passed the Oglio, and obtained possession

ofBozzolo, Castel Maggiore, Sabionetta, and other places

which lie between the Oglio and the Po.

Thus terminated the campaign in Lombardy, in which
the emperor reaped little advantage from his great exer-

tions, except the preservation of Mantua, and the pos-

session of Mirandola
;
and count Konigsegg returned to

Vienna, to form a plan for the next campaign, in which he
expected to be overwhelmed by a still greater force.

During these events Don Carlos declared himself of

age, and assumed the government of Parma and Placentia.

A Spanish army commanded by the duke Montemar, under
the orders of Don Carlos, assembled in Tuscany, and
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passing through tlie territorios of the church advanced to

the northern frontier of the kingdom of Naples
;
while a

Spanish squadron, having on board a considerable military

force, appeared before Civita Veechia. Part of the ships

remained on that station, and the rest sailed to the bay of

Baise, and took possession of the islands of Ischia and Pro-

cida, on the 20th of February, 1734.

At this period the imperial army was scattered in

different fortresses, and only two bodies remained in the

field
;
one corps of 6000 men was intrenched at St. Angelo

della Canina on the northern frontier, and the other sta-

tioned in Apulia. The viceroy Don John Julio Visconti

quitting the capital, retired to Rome, and a fatal disagree-

ment took place between the German and Italian generals,

who commanded the body at St. Angelo. General Caraffa

proposed to withdraw the different garrisons, to unite the

troops in one body, and to risk the fate of Naples on an
engagement, rather than suffer the enemy to advance to

the capital, and cut off the army in detail. The Austrian

general Traun*, on the contrary, persisted in occupying

the fortress, and pursuing a defensive plan f until the arrival

of a reinforcement of 20,000 men, which he expected from
Germany.

This plan being unfortunately adopted, occasioned the

rapid subjugation of Naples and Sicily. The Spanish
army having forced the lines of St. Angelo, left a detach-

ment to blockade Capua and Gaeta, whither the imperial

troops had retired, and marched towards Naples. On the

approach of the Infant to Averso, he received the keys of

the capital
; and on the 10th of April 3000 Spanish troops

entered Naples without opposition. In less than a month
the few forts which defended the city and the port of Baise

surrendered, and the garrisons, to the number of 2000 men,
became prisoners of war. On the 10th of May, Don Carlos
made his triumphal entry amidst the acclamations of the

* As the names of Daun and Traun are not dissimilar, this general
has been confounded with Wyrich, count of Daiin, the father of the

celebrated fteld marshal. This general was Juliers John William,
count of Arunsperg and Traun; he was born in 1670, and died in

1739.

t According to Muratori, the emperor ordered the generals to risk

an engagement
; while a letter from the council of war enforced de-

fensive operations; tom. xii. P. i., p. 271.
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natives, and on the 27th the duke de Montemar secured

his conquests bv defeating a corps of 9000 men, the last

remnant of the imperial force, who took post under the

walls of Bitonto. In this conflict 2500 were killed, and
the remainder having taken refuge in Bitonto and Bari,

were compelled to yield themselves prisoners of war.

Gaeta surrendered on the 6th of August
;
and Capua was

defended by Traun till the 24th of November.
In the midst of these events Don Carlos was crowned

by the title of Charles III., and experienced a ready

submission from the natives, who, disgusted with the

government of a German viceroy, hailed the accession of a

prince likely to fix his residence among them. Montemar,
created duke of Bitonto in reward for his services, landed

on the 29th of August, at the head of a considerable force

in the neighbourhood of Palermo
;
and in the course of the

ensuing summer, subjugated the whole island of Sicily,

except Messina and Syracuse.

On the side of Germany the emperor made great lev’^s,

and obtained large supplies from his hereditary country

Expecting England to declare in his favour, ana relyii

on the spirit displayed by the empire, he entertainea

guine hopes of bringing an army into the field, undci

command of Eugene, sufldcient to oppose the progresfi .

the French at the opening of the campaign. But tb'^se

hopes were disappointed; the supplies voted by tne diet

were greatly deficient
;
and of the nominal army of 120,000

men, only 12,000 made their appearance, when the duke of

Bevern took the command.
On the 9th of April, 1734, the French army under mar-

shal Berwick opened the campaign, and after forcing

'rraerbach to capitulate, passed the Rhine in three columns,
and directed their march to turn the lines of Ellingen.

The duke of Wirtemberg finding the lines untenable,

retired precipitately to Heilbron, and resigned the com-
mand of the army to prince Eugene, who had recently

arrived from Vienna.

That great general had taken his departure from the

capital, with little hopes of retrieving the affairs of his

master. He had in vain remonstrated against interference

in the Polish election) from a conviction that the emperor
would be deserted, or feebly supported by his allies, and
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exposed singly to all the efforts of the house of Bourbon.

Eugene had the mortification to witness the evacuation of

the lines of Etlingen, the hasty retreat of the German
troops, and the siege and capture of Philipsburgh, which,

though bravely defended by baron Wotgenau with only

4000 men, surrendered on the 18th of July to the mar-
quis d’Asfield, as marshal Berwick had been killed by a

cannon ball during the siege. The arrival of Eugene in-

fused a momentary spirit into the imperial army
; but

notwithstanding his great military skill, the inferiority of

his force compelled him to remain on the defensive. On
his arrival at the head-quarters the army did not amount
to 25,000, and during the whole campaign never exceeded
G0,000, although many princes served in person, and
even the king of Prussia himself, with the hereditary

prince, afterwards Frederic II., led his contingent un-
.'ler the standard of Eugene. This army, however, ill

resembled those veteran forces whom Eugene had so often

led to victory
;

it consisted of a motley multitude of raw
peasants, unused to discipline ; foreigners, animated by no
spirit but the hope of pay and plunder ; and the German
contingents, actuated by the discordant principles and views
of the’"' leaders. Concord, unanimity, and subordination

I niahed from such an assemblage, and the different

ma :3 were less attentive to the success of their

ifiufc than to their contests for rank and precedence,

nation of Eugene was embittered by the captious

0^ the duke of Bevern, who accused him of inac-

tivity an’ peevishness. The prince, he insinuated to the
.•r'^ro as only the shadow of what he was; his me-

r. / beg fail
; he was broken both in body and mind ;

i liffiut .ce of his own powers, was governed by men
ot inferior capacities, and had reduced the imperial army
to a state of dishonourable inactivity. In consequence of
these suggestions the emperor despatched a spy to watch
the conduct of Eugene ; but the prince, though deeply
affected with these unjust suspicions, would not hazard the
fate of the house of Austria, by exposing the weakness of
his army in a rash attack against an enemy far superior in
number and resources. His great name still awed his an-
tagonists

; with a weak and divided army he curbed the
exertions of the French, and the capture of Philipsburgh
terminated the offensive operations of the year.
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During this arduous campaign Eugene acted with a mag-
nanimity worthy of his great mind ;

he repressed the

feelings of indignation at the aspersions of his conduct

and military skill, and seemed alive only to the dangers

which menaced his imperial master. Convinced, from

past and present experience, that without the assistance of

the Maritime Powers, the emperor could no longer resist

the formidable combination against him, he exerted his

personal influence over George IL to rouse England
from her supine indifference. He wrote a series of letters

to general Diemar, his confidential agent at London, which
were laid before the king, and which displayed th^ situa-

tion, and support the cause of the house of Austria, with

equal spirit and strength of argument. In the last of these

letters, in which he reiterates all his former arguments, he
urged that the imperial forces were insufficient alone to

resist France and her allies ; that the emperor, at the time

he Wd it in his power to secure the attachment of the

house of Bourbon, on his own terms, had sacrificed his ad-

vantages to public liberty, and to his inclination for a

union with the two maritime powers
;
that he had cheer-

fully complied with every demand of the king as elector,

and for his sake had deprived himself and his subjects

of all the advantages to be derived from the commerce of

the Indies. He enforced, also, the impolicy of inc cas-

ing the power of the house of Bourbon ; described the

formidable state of the French and Spanish marine *, and
endeavoured to alarm England, by expressing his con-

viction that should any disaster happen to the English
fleet, the kingdom would not be secure for a single day
from a debarkation of French troops on its coasts:— for

how, said he, could the king believe that the attachment of

the house of Bourbon to the family of the pretender
was extinct, when his eldest son was about to serve in the
Spanish armies in Naples and Sicily ?

The spirited remonstrances of Eugene, however, were
ineffectual; the king acknowledged the strength of his

arguments, and was warmly disposed to succour the em-
peror ; but the sentiments of sir Robert Walpole having
gained the ascendency, the British cabinet would not plunge
the nation in a war, and the emperor was left to his fate.
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Chap. XCI. — 1733-1739.

The whole conduct of the emperor relative to the Polish

election, and the subsequent contest with the house of

Bourbon, displays such a series of rashness and timidity,

caution and violence, as were wholly incompatible w4th his

character and principles.

This fluctuation was principally derived from the pro-

ceedings of the Maritime Powers, and particularly from

the conduct of England. On the death of Augustus II.

the British cabinet warmly approved the measures adopted

by the emperor, in concert with the czarina and the king

of Prussia, for the exclusion of Stanislaus, and the election

of a prince agreeable to the neighbouring powers. With a

view also to procure the guaranty of the Pragmatic Santtion

from the new elector of Saxony, they encouraged the em-
peror to support his pretensions to the crown of Poland,

and did not even disapprove the violent manifesto against

the court of France.

But when the Dutch were lulled by the French into a

state of inactivity, and when the court of Versailles de-

manded a specific answer from the king eff England, whether
he intended to take part with the emperor, the British

ministry, apprehensive of a war, instantly clianged their

language, and despatched courier after courier to Vienna,
to prcv,ent the emperor from employing force in the Polish
election. The emperor complied with these instances,

recalled his troops from Silesia, and affected to leave the
whole conduct of the election to the czarina. He had
nevertheless taken too, decisive a part to recede ; and
although he did not march a single soldier into Poland, his

ambassador at Warsaw concurred with the Bussinn minister
in his declarations against Stanislaus. Aware at the same
time that bis conduct would not soften the resentment of
France, he was buoyed up with the hope of receiving as-

sistance from England ; and in a memorial to the British
cabinet, urged that hostilities might be prevented, or at

least repelled, if the Maritime Powers would declare in his
favour. But England being deaf to these representations,

VOL. in. N
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France was encouraged to declare war against the house
of Austria.

From the defenceless state of the Netherlands, the im-
perial troops being withdrawn from the barrier towns to

Luxemburg!!, the States-general were alarmed, and on the

24th of November, 1733, concluded a neutrality with

France, by which they agreed not to interfere in the con-

test relative to the Polish election. This treaty, by which
the Dutch first abrogated their guaranty of the Pragmatic
Sanction, furnished the pacific members of the British

cabinet with an excuse for declining to assist the emperor.

On the 12th of November, count Kinsky, the imperial

ambassador in London, delivered a memorial, claiming the

succours stipulated by the treaty of Vienna. The king, in

answer, declared, that as the rupture related solely to

Polish affairs, in which he had only used his good offices,

he must be satisfied that the demand was founded on posi-

tive engagements before he involved his people in a war.

He must therefore carefully examine the question, consult

his allies, particularly the States-general, and take proper

measures to provide for his own security, as well as to

execute his engagements,

As this reply did not amount to a positive refusal, the

emperor still enUrtained the most sanguine hopes of

assistance from the Maritime Powers
;
and his hopes were

flattered by the secret assurances of the king, through the

medium of the correspondence between queen Caroline and
the empress, and by the inclination of the greater part

of the cabinet. In order to alarm sir Robert Walpole,
and the pacific part of the British cabinet, the emperor
affected to open a private negotiation with Spain ; aud
count Kinsky, after requiring from the king a peremp-
tory answer to the demand of succours, insinuated, that if

the emperor did not receive immediate assistance, he had
no other alternative to prevent the total destruction of

himself and his family than to give his second daughter
in marriage to Don Carlos.

Charles anxiously waited for the result of this expedient,

and for the opening of parliament, when he expected a

declaration of war against Fi ance and Spain. It is diffi-

cult to express his astonishment, disappointment, and
despair, wdien a letter from lord Harrington announced the
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impossibility of assisting the emperor that campaign
; and

declaring, that in the disastrous situation of his affairs,

the king could not in justice object to the marriage of his

second daughter with Don Carlos. When Mr. Robinson

communicated this answer, the imperial ministers received

it with marks of the highest astonishment and indigna-

tion, and treated the alternative of the marriage, said to

be proposed by count Kinsky, as a pretext invented to

excuse the desertion and injustice of England ; the emperor
himself positively disavowed his ambassador, and in a

sensible and spirited memorial, justified his conduct in the

affairs of Poland, and bitterly inveighed against the British

cabinet for the breach of the most solemn engagements.

Soon after the delivery of his memorial, England and
the States tendered their good offices for an accommoda-
tion, and endeavoured to persuade the emperor to acquiesce

in the neutrality of the Netherlands. In this instance

Charles consulted his magnanimity rather than his strength,

disdainfully rejected the proposed neutrality, and even
threatened to remove* the war into Flanders, by attacking

France on the side of Luxemburgh. He still, however,

deceived himself with respect to the intentions of the Mari-

time Powers, as England displayed some appearance of

spirit, by a trifling augmentation of the marine force, and

by the mission of Mr. Walpole to the Hague to counteract

the influence of France.

Finding at length that the whole summer was wasted

in equivocal negotiations, and that his repeated and peremp-
tory demands of succour were only answered by offers of

mediation, he was irritated at the conduct of England
; and

his indignation was still farther excited by suspicions that

a plan of pacification was arranging between the Maritime
Powers and France. He attributed this conduct wholly to

the influence of sir Robert Walpole and his brother, who
principally managed the negotiations at the Hague

;
and

relying on the divided state of the cabinet and the secret

inclinations of the king, he attempted torenew the chimerical

project which he had adopted in 1726, of appealing to the

nation against the minister.

“ I have been confirmed,” he wrote to count Kinsky,
“ in the opinion which I before Piitertaincd of the senti-

ments of the English court. 1 liad good reasons to
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mistrust tlie conduct of the Walpoles soon after the con-

clusion of the treaty with England on the 16lh of March,

1731 ;
but the strong and repeated assurances which I

received, that it was intended to fulfil the guaranties,

removed my doubts. From that time I hud never

failed in a due attention to the king and the royal

family, and in doing every thing which could be agree-

able to the present administration. On the death of

the king of Poland, my first care was, to communicate to

the king of England the principles on which I acted. I

took no step without making a previous and confidential

overture to him, and I followed, in every instance, his

advice. *

England has never failed to give me promises both

before and since the commencement of the war
;
hut instead

of fulfilling those promises, she has even favoured my ene-

mies. This behaviour, however, has not induced me to

address myself to the king of England otherwise than in

the most amicable terms ; and to represent to him, in the

most affecting manner, the imminent danger which threatens

to overwhelm not only the house of Austria, but all Europe,
and more particularly his royal family, as well as the honour
and prosperity of the English nation. But these repre-

sentations have not hitherto had any effect. This fatal

inactivity has now continued for eleven months
;
and

although the evil might have been easily prevented, yet the

whole is left exposed to the most dangerous extremities.

These very extremities, of which England is the occasion,

are made a pretext to palliate and excuse the want of

assistance ; and this want of assistance is urged as an in-

ducement to compel me to accept an unjust and dishonour-
able peace. *

You have done right in counteracting, there, where
it was necessary, the insinuations of the Walpoles against

me, and in developing to all the real state of the ques-
tion, and by whose means affaird have been brought
into their present dangerous situation. The king will

have no difficulty in judging whether I or the house
of Bourbon are most inclined to court his friendship.

Let him know that I never will consent to the plan of
pacification now in agitation; that I had rather suffer

the worst extremities than accede to such disadvantageous
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proposals
;
and that, even if I should not be able to prevent

them, I will justify my honour and my dignity, by pub-
lishing a circumstantial account of all the transactions,

together with all the documents, which I have now in

possession.

“If these representations fail, and if the Walpoles
continue their unjustifiable conduct, means must be taken

to publish and circulate throughout England our answer
to the proposal of good offices, which was not made till

after the expiration ofnine months. You will concert with

count Uhlfeld * the best method to effect that purpose, and
contrive that the answer shall appear to have been first

published in Holland without our concurrence. But should

the court of London proceed so far as to make such pro-

positions of peace as are supposed to be in agitation, you
will not delay a moment to circulate throughout England
a pro mcmoria, containing a recapitulation of all negotia-

tions which have taken place since 1718, together with the

authentic documents, detailing my just complaints, and
reclaiming in the most solemn manner the execution of the

'guaranties.” t

Failing in this attempt to alarm the minister, and compel
him to act offensively against France, the emperor redoubled

his cabals with the opposition, and endeavoured to remove
sir Robert Walpole by means of a meddling emissary whom
he despatched to England. This agent was Strickland,

an English Roman Catholic, and an adherent of the pre-

tender, by whose interest he had been promoted to the

abbey of St. Pierre de Prou in Normandy, During the

quarrel between the emperor and George I. in 1726,

he maintained a correspondence with the opposition, and
through their interests with the emperor was appointed

bishop of Namur. He was afterwards a spy to the English
minister, and by order of George IL, lord Harrington
strongly solicited the court of Vienna to obtain for him
a cardinal’s hat, that he might reside at Rome for the pur-

pose of watching the pretender. With this strong recom-
mendation he repaired to Vienna, and improved the good
opinion already entertained of him by the emperor from the

* Hie imperial minister in Htilland.

f A copy of this letter from the emperor to Kinsky is preserved in

the Wulpole Papers.
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reforms which he had introduced into his diocese. Having
attracted the notice of the empress, he gained her confidence

by his plausible manners, and was admitted to a private

audience of the emperor. He conciliated the suspicious

character of Charles by strictures on his ministers, and by
presenting plans for reforming the government. He boasted

of his influence in England, availed himself of lord Har-
rington’s recommendation, and represented himself as able

either to force sir Robert Walpole into the war, or to obtain

his removal by means of the king and queen, and of the

party attached to the house of Austria.

The emperor, fond of new schemes, embraced this pro-

posal, supplied the bishop of Namur with credential letters

to the king and queen, and furnished him with numerous
documents justifying the measures of his own cabinet, and
criminating the conduct of sir Robert Walpole, lie was
despatched to England without the knowledge of any of the

imperial ministers, except Sinzendorf and Bartenstein,

under pretence of thanking the king for having procured
the emperor's promise to nominate him a cardinal. On his

arrival in London, under a feigned name, he had a long and
secret conference with Lord Ilurrington, was graciously re-

ceived by the king and queen ; and reports began to cir-

culate that he had been successful in his endeavours to obtain

the dismission of the Walpoles. But these attempts served

only to strengthen the influence of the prime minister, and
10 frustrate the schemes of the emperor. At his represent-

ations the meddling emissary was civilly dismissed
; and the

queen, in a letter to the empress, contradicted the erroneous

reports of Kinsky and the bishop of Namur, and declared

that England could not enter into hostilities. The em-
peror, at length undeceived, defeated in all his attempts,

and disappointed in all his hopes, reluctantly agreed to

accept the good offices and admit the mediation of the

Maritime Powers.

In consequence of his consent, the Maritime Powers pro-

posed an armistice, and produced a project of pacification,

which had been secretly concerted with France. The prin-

cipal articles were the abdication of Stanislaus, who was,

however, to retain the title of king, with the disposal of his

estates in Poland ; in return for the restitution of the con-

quered states, the guaranty of the Pragmatic Sanction by
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France and the kin;T of Sardinia, and the immediate posses-

sion of Parma and Placentia, with the reversion of Tuscany,

Leghorn excepted, which was to he made a republic, the

emperor was to acknowledge Don Carlos king of the two

Sicilies, and cede to the king of Sardinia the provinces of

Tortona, Novarra, and the Vigenevasco.

To this project the emperor proposed many alterations

which were inadmissible ; but, in the spring of 1735, ac-

cepted the plan as a basis for an accommodation, on condition

that Leghorn should not be separated from Tuscany, and

that the allies should declare their approbation in two
months. lie was induced to give this assent, though re-

luctantly, from the hopes of being able to delay, if not

frustrate, the project
;
and his hopes were encouraged by a

series of events which seemed to announce the approach of

a general war. A great coldness had taken place between

England and France, relative to the pacification. During
the negotiation, FIeury affected to demnnd no compensation

for France ; but the plan, being divulged, excited general

indignation among the French ;
and it was considered as

highly dislionourablc to tlieir monarch to desert bis father-

in-law, in support of whom the war had been undertaken,

merely to obtain the transfer of some dominions in Italy for

Don Carlos and tlie king of Sardinia. The cardinal there-

fore availed himself of the premature disclosure of the plan,

in the speech made by George II. at the opening of the

new parliament, and, after much complaint, prevarication,

and delay, refused to fulfil his promise. *

The queen of Spain was equally averse to a project which
wrested from her family Parma, Placentia, and Tuscany,

at the moment when the expulsion of the emperor from

Italy seemed inevitable, and bad made several overtures

to the court of Vienna to renew the engagements for the

marriage of an archduchess with the Infant. The king of

Sardinia was scarcely less alarmed than the emperor with

the progress of the combined army in Lombardy ; he Avas

aware that the expulsion oi’ the house of Austria would

destroy the balance of Italy, and leave him solely in the

power of the house of Bourbon. As early as June, 1734,

he had made overtures to the king of England, in which he

* Memoirs of Sir Robert "Walpole, ch. xliv, and Mcmoiis of Lord
Walpole, ch. xvii. xviii.
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disclosed his secret treaty with France, inveighed against

the conduct and plans of cardinal Fleury and the court of

Spain, displayed his own danger, and requested the king’s

mediation to negotiate a separate peace with the emperor.

He afterwards even exhorted the emperor to deliver him
from the servitude in which he had involved himself by his

union with the house of Bourbon, and offered to join his

troops with the imperialists, if the Maritime Powers would
enter into the war, and a sufficient force could be brought

into Italy to secure him from the resentment of France and
Spain. In consequence of this disunion among the allies,

the empei’or carried on secret negotiations with the respect-

ive courts, occasionally with the connivance of the British

cabinet, but sometimes withimt their knowledge ; and with

a view to alarm the MaritimeTowers, his ministers declared,

in different courts of Europe, that their master had the

means of concluding a separate accommodation.

The affairs of the North wore a favourable aspect. Sta-

nislaus, besieged in Dantzic, where he had taken refuge,

made a desperate defence for several months against the

combined armies and the Russian fleet which blockaded the

l^arbour. Perceiving resistance to be ineffectual, he made
his escape, and, after a series of romantic adventures, arrived

at Marienwerder in Prussia. Dantzic instantly submitted,

and all Poland acknowledged Augustus. Hence the king

of Poland was enabled to reinforce his Saxon contingent in

Germany ; the czarina despatched a corps of 16,000 troops

to the Rhine, and was preparing to march a still greater

force ;
the king of Denmark had recently concluded a sub-

sidiary treaty with England, and seemed inclined to take an
active part against the house of Bourbon.

In the midst of these transactions, a violent dispute

between Spain and Portugal seemed to announce an imme-
diate rupture. The servants of Don Cabral de Belmonte,

the Portuguese minister at Madrid, were imprisoned for

rescuing a malefactor from the officers of justice. The am-
bassador having complained of this insult as an infraction

of the law of nations, was warmly supported by the court

of Lisbon, who retaliated by sending nineteen domestics of

the Spanish ambassador to prison. As neither of the vio-

lent and punctilious moiiarchs would give the satisfaction

reciprocally demanded, the two ministers retired from their
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respective embassies ; both nations prepared for hostilities
;

the king of Portugal demanded assistance from England
and from the emperor in virtue of subsisting treaties, and
exhorted them to conclude an offensive alliance. He publicly

said, the time is now arrived to reduce Philip to reason

;

Spain is without troops, a small number of Portuguese will

overrun the country ;
and Philip will be compelled to recall

his armies from Italy for the defence of his own kingdom.
By this diversion the force of the allies will be weakened,
the imperial troops may again acquire the ascendency, and
the attempts of the house of Bourbon to humiliate the house
of Austria be frustrated. These sentiments were too con-

genial to the opinion of Charles not to be received with
avidity

;
he made unbounded promises of assistance, and

privately encouraged •the king of Portugal to agree to no
accommodation with Spain, “because,” he said, “ the British

ministry dare not leave Portugal destitute of help, and in

that case must, however unwillingly, come forward to the

assistance of the house of Austria.”

England seemed to awaken from her pacific lethargy;

and sir Robert Walpole himself was foremost in recom-
mending and enforcing the necessity of the most active ex-

ertions, On the 7th of February, 1735, he carried two
motions through the House of Commons “ for taking

30.000 seamen and 26,000 soldiers into pay, in addition to

12.000 men in Ireland, and 6000 Danes, according to the

subsidiary treaty with Denmark.” A squadron of twenty-
five ships of the line was preparing to sail for the protection

of Portugal ; Mr. Walpole exerted all his influence at the

Hague to rouse the Dutch to similar exertions ; the States-

general recommended an augmentation of troops, and the

British ministers, in every court of Europe, inveighed

against the perfidy of France.

Impressed with new liopes of drawing the Maritime
Powers into the war, the emperor, on the 23rd of May,
delivered a memorial to the 13ritish and Dutch ministers

at Vienna, written in a high tone of confidence. This

memorial recapitulated and justified the several pieces

delivered by the emperor since the publication of the

project for an accommodation, and expatiated on his readi-

ness to concur in the armistice, and on his inclination for

peace. It inferred, from the delays and warlike prepar-
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ations of the allies, tlie extent and danger of their ambi-
tious designs, and urged the necessity of preventing or

opposing them, for which the situation of Portugal seemed
to present a favouriihle opportunity. He still, however,
disclaimed any intention to recede from his pacific declar-

ations, and offered to conclude an armistice, and open a

negotiation for a general peace, provided it could be
settled without delay, or prejudice to his affairs or pre-

tensions. The plan of pacification was to be adopted us

the basis of the peace, except the separation of Leghorn
from Tuscany. The conferences were to be held at tlie

Hague, under the mediation of the Maritime Powers
;
and

the discussions confined to those matters alone which
immediately concerned the contracting parties. An ar-

mistice was to be concluded for two fnontlis, during which
all the dominions of the neutral princes were to be evacu-

ated, and no military contributions to be levied on the

states of the empire. Charles also required from the

Maritime Powers a secret declaration, to be signed at the

same time as the preliminaries, that they would indemnify
him for all infractions of the armistice, and should the

negotiation prove unsuccessful, would fulfil the guaranty
stipulated by the treaty of 1731.

The emperor was aware that these terms were inad-

missible ; because his enemies would never consent to

relinquish their conquests, without being secure of a
general peace; but from the recent events, and the ap-

pearance of vigour displayed by the Miiritiine Powers, he
hoped to draw them into his views, and looked forward to

the renewal of a grand alliance against the house of
Bourbon.

Although these hopes were dissipated, yet the spirited

appeal of the emperor brought his affairs to a crisis. The
leading members of the United States resisted all the
attempts of Mr, Walpole to rouse them to exertion, and,
while their own country was not attacked, finally declared,

that not only the loss of the emperor’s dominions in Italy,

but even the invasion of his hereditary countries, would
not induce the republic to enter into a war. In consequence
of this resolution, lord Harrington, who accompanied the
king to Hanover, delivered to count Kinsky a verbal
answer to the emperor's memorial. After displaying the
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ineffectual attempts to induce the Dutch to arm, he said,

‘*his majesty thinks himself bound in honour, justice, and
affection, to represent the true state of the case, and is

with regret compelled to undeceive the emperor in his

hopes of engaging England separately, at least for the

present. Our engagements in the treaty of Vienna being

reciprocal with those of the Dutch, are considered in

England as an obligation to be fulfilled by both. Thf3

apprehension also of driving Holland into the arms of

France, the great and unequal burden required for the

support of such a war, the small probability of success,

and above all the danger of irretrievably diverting the

most valuable branches of our trade into other channels,

render it a matter of the most extreme difficulty, if not

impossible, to extort the consent of the English nation.

In these circumstances, as the emperor cannot prosecute

the war beyond this campaign, the king can only serve

him by negotiation ; and if his imperial majesty can

extricate himself from his present difficulties by a separate

agreement with any of his enemies, as his ministers have

frequently insinuated, and will open himself in confidence,

the king will readily give his assistance, and thinks he can

answer for the concurrence of the States.” Mr. Kobinson

was at the same time instructed to make a similar commu-
nication to the ministers at Vienna.

The surprise and indignation of the imperial court was

still greater at this communication than at the first refusal

of the Maritime Powers to fulfil their engagements in the

beginning of 1734. Mr. Robinson could only draw from

them sullen and violent declarations of astonishment and

affliction, on seeing their master abandoned by the only

power on whom he principally relied for assistance. They
disavowed the assertions of the imperial ambassadors, that

the emperor had the means of extricating himself from

his distress, and protested that, deserted as he was by his

friends, he had no other alternative but to submit to the

mercy of his enemie,s, He must give up the Low Coun-

tries, and all his foreign possessions, and concentrate his

force within his hereditary dominions, where he would be

great enough for himself, though not useful to others.

Count Sinzendorf passionately exclaimed, “ What a severe

sentence have you passed on the emperor ;
no malefactor
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was ever carried with so hard a doom to the gibbet
;
I

would burn Amsterdam, and give up Flanders. There
neither is nor can be any separate negotiation.”

In the midst of this suspense the armies had taken the

field. In Germany, Eugene had reluctantly resumed the

command of the imperial forces. At the commencement
of the year he had declared to the emperor that he could

not undertake to carry on the war without the assistance

of the Maritime Powers. “ To find myself,” he said, “ in

the same condition as last year will be only exposing

myself to the censure of the world, which judges by ap-

pearances, as if I were less capable in my old age to

support the reputation of my former successes.” But his

scruples were overruled by his attachment to his master,

and with a force of no more than 30,000 men he kept in

check the French army, which amounted to 100,000.

In Italy, the impeiial army experienced a series of dis-

asters
j

the conquest of Sicily was completed by the

captures of Messina and Syracuse, and on the 3rd of July
Don Carlos was crowned king of the Two Sicilies. In
Lombardy, count Konigsegg, unable to resist the French
and Sardinian army, who were joined by a considerable

number of Spanish troops under the duke de Montemar,
retreated beyond the Adige, into the passes of the Tyrol
and the bishopric of Trent

;
Mirandola surrendered to the

Spanish general, and Mantua, the only remnant of the

imperial possessions in Italy, was menaced with a block-

ade.

The distress of the emperor, at the disastrous state of

his affairs and the desertion of his allies, was aggravated by
the divisions in his court between the Austrian and Spanish
ministers, who mutually accused each other as the cause of

his misfortunes. In consequence of the absence of prince

Eugene and count Konigsegg, the Spanish party had gained
great ascendency, and, being apprehensive lest the loss of

the Italian dominions might occasion the abolition of their

places and salaries, they strongly recommended the emperor
to moke a separate accommodation with Spain, by giving

the eldest archduchess to Don Carlos, or even both his

daughters to the Spanish princes.

The repeated remonstrances of Maria Theresa, his eldest

daughter, who had now attained her eighteenth year, and
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was passionately attached to the duke of Xoraine, to whom
she was betrothed, increased the emperor’s embarrassment.

To use the words of the English minister, “ She is a princess

of the highest spirit ; her father’s losses are her own. She
reasons already

;
she enters into affairs

; she admires his

virtues, but condemns his ^mismanagement
;
and is of a

temper so formed for rule and ambition as to look upon him
as little more than her administrator. Notwithstanding

this lofty humour by day, she sighs and pines all night for

her duke of Loraine. If she sleeps, it is only to dream of

him
;

if she w’^akes, it is but to talk of him to the lady in

waiting
;

so that there is no more probability of her for-

getting the very individual government, and the very indi-

vidual husband which she thinks herself born to, than of

her forgiving the authors of her losing either.”

The empress also incessantly re-choed the remonstrances

of her daughter, and the complaints of the German ministers,

and exhorted the emperor to follow other counsels, and
adopt other measures. Charles was distracted with the dis-

astrous state of his affairs, harassed by the remonstrances

of his family, and distrusting all his ministers, was reduced

to the most abject state of despondency, During the dead
of the night, and while alone with the empress, he gave a

loose to his affliction
;

his life was endangered, and even

his understanding affected by the contending passions.

Under these impressions of alarm and despondency,

Charles adopted the desperate resolution, which he had
before rejected with abhorrence, of effecting a separate and

secret accommodation with France. While he had enter-

tained the smallest hopes of assistance from the Maritime
Powers, he had, by means of the pretender, the papal

nuntio at Brussels, and even of the pope himself, made
illusory overtures to cardinal Fleury. But finding that he

should be compelled, even by acceding to the mediation of

the Maritime Powers, to yield a considerable portion of his

Italian dominions, he deemed it more honourable and more
advantageous to close with the offers of France without

their intervention. A secret negotiation was opened through

the means of count Niewied, and La Beaume, a confldential

agent of cardinal Fleury, was despatched to Vienna. The
emperor hastened the conclusion of the treaty by alarming

the cardinal with pretended negotiations with Spain and
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the king of Sardinia
;
and while he amused the Maritime

Powers, who were attempting to divide the allies, and pro-

jecting schemes of accommodation, the preliminaries with

France werej suddenly signed at Vienna on the 3rd of

October, 1735.

By these preliminaries the emperor consented to the

immediate cession of the duchy of Bar to France, and the

reversion of Loraine when the duke should be put into

possession of Tuscany. The other articles were conform-

able to the original plan of pacification by the Maritime
Powers, except in regard to some of the cessions offered to

the king of Sardinia. The signature of the preliminaries

had been preceded by a virtual though not a formal armis-

tice in Germany, and no material event had taken place,

except a skirmish at Claussen between a corps of impe-
rialists, under count Seckendorf, and a detachment of the

French army on the Moselle, which was the last action of

the war in Germany.
In Italy, the siege of Mantua had been retarded by the

jealousy of the king of Sardinia, and the intrigues of car-

dinal Fleury, both of whom were averse to suffer that

important fortress to fall into the hands of Spain. In con-
sequence of these sentiments, the king of Sardinia discon-

tinued his offensive operations, though he did not accede
to the armistice till the 22nd of February

; but the court of

Spain irritated at the secession of France, and disappointed

in their hopes of obtaining Parma and Tuscany, and ac-

quiring Mantua, refused to ratify the suspension of arms

;

and the duke de Montemar, deserted by the French and
Sardinians, could not maintain his conquests in Lombardy

;

Konigsegg recrossed the Po, drove the Spaniards from the
walls of Mantua, and pursuing his success, compelled them
to retreat into Tuscany. At length Montemar, threatened
by the imperial army, and alarmed for the safety of Naples
and Sicily, consented to a provisional suspension of arms,

which was afterwards ratified by the court of Madrid.
Thus terminated the events of the war

;
but it was long

before the definitive treaty was finally arranged. Delays
arose from the avidity of the king of Sardinia to increase

his dominions on the side of the Milanese, and from the

captious and irritable temper of the queen of Spain, who
was unwilling to relinquish the possession of Parma aud
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Tuscany. France also was eager to obtain the immediate
cession of Loraine in addition to Bar

; while the emperor
retained his unwillingness to admit a prince of the house
of Bourbon into Italy, and to cede the districts in the Mila-

nese required by the king of Sardinia. His ministers were
no less intractable

;
and Vienna exhibited a motley scene of

cabal, intrigue, impatience, and procrastination.

Another difficulty arose from the duke of Loraine, who
was unwilling to renounce his family inheritance, and re-

quired an adequate compensation if Loraine was ceded to

France before the death of the grand duke of Tuscany.
Mr. Robinson, in one of his despatches, gives a pathetic

and interesting account of his extreme distress and agitation

on this occasion. ^'In an audience wliich I demanded of

him, to announce the marriage of the prince of Wales with
the princess of Saxe Gotha, he interrupted mein the midst
of his compliments to pour out his joy at the marriage, and
his respect and veneration for the king, which he first ex-

pressed aloud
;
but lest any of his attendants in the next

room might overhear, he retreated with me to the window
of an adjoining apartment and said, with the greatest emo-
tion, ‘ Good God, where are you? where are the Maritime
Powers ? As for my part,’ he continued, ‘ I rely upon the

king singly, and not upon treaties ; not upon formal pro-

mises, but upon what his majesty has told me over and
over by word of mouth. * If his words expressed the highest

agony and distress, his gestures and actions expressed no
less : he threw himself in a reclining posture, and in an in-

consolable manner, upon the arms and end of an adjoining

table and chair.” “Such also,” adds Mr. Robinson, “is
the extreme agitation of his mind, that his health is affected

by it
; he owns he has no friend to look up to, and that next

to God and the emperor, all his fortune depends on the
king of England.”

These complicated disputes would have still further pro-

longed the final arrangement of the definitive treaty, had
not the pacific spirit of sir Robert Walpole and cardinal

Fleury interposed
;
and had not the emperor, eager to join

Russia in a war against the Turks, with the hopes of indem-
nifying himself on the side of Bosnia for the loss of Naples
and Sicily, found it necessary to secure the peace of Italy,

Charles therefore prevailed on his son-in-law to consent
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to the immediate cession of Loraine, in consequence of re-

ceiving from France an annual pension of 450,000 livres,

until he obtained possession of Tuscany, and agreed to satisfy

the king of Sardinia. But the definitive treaty was not

signed with Franco until the 8th of November, 1738; the

king of Sardinia acceded on the 3rd of February, 1739, and

the kings of Spain and Naples on the 21st of April.

By this treaty Stanislaus renounced the crown of Poland,

retaining only the title, and obtained the duchies of Loraine

and Bar, which, after his death, were to be united to France.

Tuscany was to be secured to the duke of Loraine, who had

been permitted to take possession of that duchy on the death

of the great duke, July 29. 1737. Don Carlos was ac-

knowledged king of Naples and Sicily
;
the king of Sar-

dinia obtained the provinces of Novarra and Tortona, the

lordships of St. Fidele, Torre de Forti, Gravedo, and Campo
Maggiore, and the territory of the Langhes. In return the

emperor acquired Parma and Placentia, and received from

France and Sardinia the guaranty of the Pragmatic Sanc-

tion.

Chap. XCIL— 1736, 1737-

Charles had long designed his eldest daughter for Francis

Stephen duke of Loraine and Bar, grandson of his sister

Leonora, and son of the benevolent Leopold, duke of Lo-
raine, by Elizabeth Charlotte, daughter of Philip duke of

Orleans. He was born in 1708, and was educated under
the auspices and at the court of Charles VI. The
emperor had protracted the declaration of the match to

lure the queen of Spain with the hopes of an union between
their two families, and from an apprehension, lest France
should avail herself of that pretext to seize the duchy of

Loraine. But no longer influenced by these motives, the

nuptials were solemnised at Vienna on the 12th of Feb-
ruary, 1736, soon after the conclusion of the pteliminaries.

Charles, however, omitted no precaution to secure the suc-

cession to his dominions in the male line of his family. By
the contract of marriage Maria Theresa ratified the Prag-
matic Sanction, and engaged to form no pretensions to the

inheritance of the house of Austria should her father have
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male issue ;
and the duke solemnly promised never to assert

personally any right of succession to the Austrian dominions.

By this marriage the two branches of the ancient house of

AlsacOj which are said to have derived their respective

origins from duke Eticho, in the seventh century, and to

have formed the lines of Hapsburgh and Loraine, were re-

united in the same stock.

The joy of this auspicious event was soon overcast by the

death of prince Eugene. That great man preserved his

abilities and spirits, even in a very advanced age ;
and after

having personally braved the most imminent perils in many
battles and sieges, in which he was often the first to mount
the breach, he died tranquilly at Vienna in the night of the

20th of April, 1736, in the 73rd year of his age.

Every honour was paid to the memory of Eugene which
the gratitude of the sovereign could dictate. The body
was embalmed, and the heart sent to Turin to be deposited

in the royal tomb with the ashes of his illustrious ancestors.

The corpse lay in grand state for three days, with the coat

of mail, helmet, and gauntlets hung over its head, and was
interred in the metropolitan church of St. Stephen. Charles

himself, with his whole court, assisted incognito at the cere-

mony
;
the pall was supported by sixteen general ofiicers, and

the funeral was solemnised with the same honours as were
paid to the remains of the imperial family.

The loss of Eugene was highly unfortunate at this

period, not only on account of the approaching war with

Turkey, but in consequence of an essential change which
had taken place in the conduct and sentiments of the

emperor. Prince Eugene was the only person who would
venture or was able to take the lead, in matters of state,

and it wns observed by a person capable of appreciating

his talents and influence, that “ during the two last years

of bis life, even the remainder of w'hat he had been kept

things in some order, as his very yes or no, during his

sounder age, had kept them in the best.” *

• In addition to the former ministers, the conference had
been increased by the admission of count Harrach, who
had filled the post of ambassador at Madrid, and viceroy

of Naples, and count Konigsegg, commander in chief of

* Mr. Robinson to Mr. Walpole, June 27. 1736.— Walpole Papers.

VOL. lU. O
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the army in Italy, who was vice-president of tlie council
of war, and appointed president soon after the death of
Eugene, But the emperor was more than ever distrustful

of his principal ministers, and placed his chief confidence
in Bartenstein, referendary of the conference,

John Christopher Bartenstein was son of a professor at

Strasburgh, and came to Vienna in 1714. Being an
agent or solicitor in one of the tribunals, he gained the
good will of count Staremberg by the successful manage-
ment of a lawsuit, and made himself so useful in drawing
memorials, that in 1730 he was introduced into the

chancery, or office for foreign affairs, and became refe-

rendary, or secretary to the conference. The complicated

negotiations at the period of his introduction, and the
absence of the chancellor, count Sinzendorf, at the congress

of Soissons, gave him an opportunity of displaying his

talents and knowledge of foreign affairs
; and the customary

mode in which the emperor transacted business with his^

ministers, by writing, brought him into notice as the
channel of communication.

Charles, though haughty and reserved with his principal

ministers, was familiar and condescending with those of
a lower station, who had frequent access to his person j

and Bartenstein possessed penetration, talents, and temper,
which enabled him gradually to acquire the full con-

fidence of his sovereign. He was lavish in flattering the

personal vanity of the emperor, and cherished his notions

of romantic glory and pre-eminent dignity. He possessed,

in a high degree, all the arts of cavil and cliicanery
; and

the quality which most endeared him to the emperor
was his dexterity in starting subtleties and difficulties

without end. He furnished Charles with materials to

refute and perplex his own ministers, and was the agent
of a secret correspondence which his master maintained
with his foreign ambassadors.

By these means Bartenstein rapidly increased his in-

fluence, and at this period principally swayed the counsels

of the emperor. Though only in a subordinate situation,

he received communications from the foreign courts, in the

same manner as the members of the conference, and was
even able to humble or disgrace those ministers who
refused to submit to his control. He contrived to remove
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the bishop of Bamberg from his post of vice-chancellor of

the empire, for saying in a conference, “that his business

was not to speak but to write;” and would have obtained

the dismission of count Konigsegg from the council of

war, for advising the emperor “ to trust his military

affairs rather to his generals than to his clerks,” had not

Konigsegg been supported by prince Eugene, and after-

wards humbled himself to the favourite. He even behaved
with extreme haughtiness to the duke of Loraine

;
and

when his highness objected to the cession of Loraine
without an equivalent, replied, “ Monseigneitr, point de

cession, point (T archiduchesse'" * lie was of a sanguine,

jealous, and implacable temper, which he concealed under
an exterior of composure and politeness

; and as he rose

by his pen, was vain of his writings, and fond of argumen-
tation and invective. He^ possessed uncommon volubility

of tongue, and frequently overwhelmed with a deluge of

words those ministers to whom lie was unwilling to give a

specific answer, and whom he dismissed without allowing

them the smallest respite to introduce their business. | It

is but justice, however, to the character of Bartenstein to

add, that he was incorruptible, and both sincerely and enthu-
siastically attached to the glory and interests of the house
of Austria. Bartenstein was at first favourably inclined

towards the Maritime Powers, and promoted with all his in-

fluence the treaty of 1731 ; but, being disgusted with
their refusal to fulfil their engagements, and moved by the

complaints of the emperor, had earnestly supported the
alliance with France.

In these circumstances great confusion pervaded the

* Mr. Robinson to lord Harrington, Dec. 31. 1738.

f Mr. Keith gives a singular instance of Bartensteln's behaviour in

bis account of his first interview. —
“ I told your grace in my former letter that I was going to Barten-

Btein’s. 1 went accordingly
; and, after the first compliments were over,

I began to talk about the orders I had received, in relation to the pro-
ject

;
but instead of answering, he entered into a dissertation upon

treaties, negotiations, preliminaries, &c., and, without stopping, talked
on for near an hour, without my being able to get in one word, though
I endeavoured several times to interrupt him

;
so I left him as wise as

I went. This may seem very odd ; but, I do assure your grace, it is

literally true
;
and, from that behaviour of his, I begin to have a very

bad opinion of the success of my commission, for 1 am very far mis-

taken if he does not in a great measure direct the counsels of this court.
**
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councils of the imperial cabinet
;
the emperor, affecting to

be his own minister, treated the members of the conference

with reserve, and blamed them separately to each other

;

they became timid and diffident, their zeal slackened from

the consciousness of not giving satisfaction
;
and, in this

weak, divided, and inefficient state of the cabinet, the

emperor was involved in the war which took place

between the Russians and the Turks, at a time when the

army was diminished, and the finances exhausted. This

war was occasioned by the avidity of Russia, which was
excited by the apparent decline of the Ottoman power.

In the commencement of the century, Peter the Great

had attempted to form a settlement on the sea of Azof,

and to open a communication with the Euxine ; and seemed
on the eve of realising his favourite project by the acqui-

sition of Azof, and the construction of Taganroc. But his

plan was frustrated by the unsuccessful campaign of 1711

against the Turks
;
and, at the peace of Pruth, he w^as

compelled to cede those fortresses, and to relinquish the

commerce of the Euxine. From that period the attention

of Russia was diverted from this object by the construction

of St. Petersburgh, the establishments on the side of the

Baltic, and interference in the affairs of Europe.
Anne, on her accession, was anxious to revive the

project of Peter the Great, but was prevented by the war
relative to the Polish election. She had no sooner esta-

blished Augustus on the throne, than she seized a pretext,

from the incursions of the Tartar hordes, to turn her arms
against the Turks, then engaged in hostilities with Persia,

with a view to recover the possessions ceded by Peter the

Great, and even to conquer the Crimea. The campaign,
which opened in March, 1736, was highly successful on the

side of the Russians. Marshal Munich, at the heaff of the

principal army, forced the lines of Precop, penetrated into

the Crimea, as far as Batcheserai, the residence of the

Khan, and overran the whole country ; a second body
under general Lacy took Azof, after a siege of twelve

days.

The Turks, alarmed at these successes, made overtures

of peace, under the mediation of the emperor, and a

congress was assembled ai Nimerova in Poland, where the

plenipotentiaries assembled in June, 1737. But the
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emperor, instead of being a mediator, became a party in

the quarrel. The czarina had demanded the succour of

20,000 infantry and 10,000 cavalry, stipulated by the

treaty of 1726, with which he could not comply while

embarrassed with the European war. But he had no

sooner signed the preliminaries with France, than he

submitted to a council of his principal ministers and

generals the question, whether it would be most expedient

to declare war against the Turks, or only to despatch the

succours stipulated by treaty to the assistance of Russia?

The answer was in favour of the latter, and the council

represented the danger of involving himself in a new war
before the definitive peace was signed with France, Spain,

and Sardinia, and before the army and finances were re-

covered.
' But the emperor had already embraced the rash resolu-

tion to enter immediately into the war
;
and even before

he affected to consult his ministers and generals, had given

to the czarina a promise to attack the Turks with his

whole force in the ensuing spring
j
although the exhausted

condition of his finances, and the reduced state of his army
might have afforded him a plausible pretext for declining

to engage again in hostilities. He was induced to adopt

this resolution as well from gratitude for the assistance

which Russia had afforded him in the late contest with

France, as from the hopes of compensating for his losses in

Italy by new acquisitions on the side of Turkey
;
and he

was encouraged by the declaration of his confessor, that it

was the duty of a Catholic prince to extirpate the enemies
of the church of Christ.

He accordingly drew his forces towards the frontiers of

Turkey, and subsidised 8000 Saxons to be employed in

the same quarter. The duke of Loraine was at first

destined for the command
;
but, declining so arduous a

post, it was conferred on general Seckendorf, and the duke
served as a volunteer.

Seckendorf at this period enjoyed a high reputation

for military skill, and had been designated to the emperor

by prince Eugene, as the fittest person to succeed him in

the command of the army, if his religion, which was

Lutheran, was not an insurmountable obstacle. He was

also warmly recommended by the prince of Saxe Hil-
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burghausen, who was in high favour with the emperor.

But neither the dying eulogium of Eugene, nor the powerful

recommendation of prince Hilburghauscn, nor even the

inclination of the sovereign himself, would have availed

against the opposition of Bartenstein, whom he had offended

by refusing to disclose a secret note which he had received

from the emperor, concerning the succession of Juliers

and Berg, during his mission to Berlin; nor was Bartenstein

appeased until Seckendorf had made the disclosure. The
favourite being conciliated, the emperor summoned the

general into his presence and offered him the command.
Seckendorf, aware of the number and power of his enemies,

declined the honour, but was overcome by the kind solici-

tations of the emperor, who embraced him, and promised
his support.

Being despatched into Hungary to inspect the military

force, Seckendorf found the army and fortifications in a

deplorable state. He drew a lamentable picture of the

situation and misery of the troops, and made the most
bitter complaints against the negligence and peculation of

the generals and contractors, both to the emperor and the

council of war. “ I cannot,” he declared, ‘‘ consistently

with my duty to God and the emperor, conceal th'e

miserable condition of the barracks and hospitals. The
troops, crowded together without suflScient bedding to

cover them, are a prey to innumerable disorders
; and are

exposed to the rain and other inclemencies of the weather,

from the dilapidated state of the casernes, the roofs of

which are in perpetual danger of being overthrown by the
wind.

‘‘ All the frontier fortresses,” he added, “ particularly

Gradiska, Bioc, Ratscha, Szabatch, and even Belgrade, are
incapable of the smallest resistance, as well from the
dilapidated state of the fortifications, as from a total want
of artillery, ammunition, and other requisites. The naval
armament also is in a state of irreparable disorder. The
evil is enhanced by absurd impositions and prohibitions of

trade, which render provisions and fuel so dear, that the
scanty pay of the soldier is unequal to his support.”

He bad even the courage to remonstrate with Bartenstein

;

Some companies,” he said, “ of my regiment in Belgrade,

are thrust into holes, where a man would not put even his
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favourite hounds, and I cannot see the situation of these

miserable and half-starved wretches without tears.” With
a prophetic spirit, he concluded, “ these melancholy cir-

cumstances portend, in case of war, the loss of these fine

kingdoms with the same rapidity as the states of Italy. A
remedy, however, is not impossible ; but no time must be
lost, and a different system pursued; for it is impossible

that the council of war at Vienna can issue proper decrees

and resolutions on subjects which they neither see nor
understand.” He also boldly declared to the emperor,

that many of his generals were so incapable of fulfilling

the duties of their station, ns to endanger the loss of his

crown and sceptre; and that the different governors,

instead of inspecting their provinces, were employed in

hunting and diversions. The emperor was pleased with
the freedom of these remonstrances, and promoted the im-
provements suggested by Seckendorf ; and although his

representations excited opposition in the council of war, as

well as among the generals and governors of provinces,

and many obstacles were thrown in his way, yet, as the

emperor did not withhold his support, Seckendorf greatly

improved the state of the army ; the casernes and hospitals

were put into a better condition, the price of provisions

was considerably reduced, the troops disciplined, and the

fortifications repaired under the superintendence of general

Schmettau.

The plan of operations was judiciously formed by
Seckendorf. He proposed that the Russians, after taking

Bender, should direct their march along the Danube towards
the Pruth ; while the imperialists should commence their

operations with the siege of Widdin, concentrate their

forces on the banks of the Danube, and advance through
Turkish Wallachia, either to form a junction wuth the

Russians, or to inclose the Turks between the two armies.

The prince of Hilburghausen w^as also to be despatched

with a large body of forces to drive the Turks from Bosnia,

and advance through Servia to join the main army on the

Danube.
Before his departure from Vienna, Seckendorf, aware

that n party in the cabinet wished to commence hostilities

by the siege of Nissa, a fortress at the extremity of Servia,

obtained from the emperor the most positive promise that
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no change should be made in the plan of operations. He
was nominated field marshal, and at the same time received

assurances from the council of war and the treasury, that

the army amounted to 126,000 men, provided with every

requisite, and that a monthly remittance of 600,000 florins

should be made for the pay of the troops. But on his

arrival on the frontiers he found the troops greatly deficient

in numbers, composed of recruits, many of whom from
infirmities were incapable of service, and destitute of pro-

visions, horses, carriages, arms, and the necessary im-

plements of war. He was also disappointed in the promised

remittances, and for the month of May received only

100,000 florins. These deficiencies were owing partly to

the intrigues of his enemies, partly to the exigencies of the

state, and principally to the false notion prevailing in the

cabinet, that the Turks were too much occupied with the

Russians to bring a formidable army into the field on the

side of Belgrade.

By the most arduous exertions, Seckendorf could only

collect a force of 26,000 infantry, 15,000 cavalry, and 4000
irregulars, which assembled in the vicinity of Belgrade at

the latter end of July, Two other bodies were destined to

co-operate with the main army, one in Bosnia, under prince

Hilburghausen, and the other in Wallachia, under marshal

Wallis, but the whole force did not exceed 70,000 men

;

and the greater part of these were raw troops in a state of

sickness, misery, and dejection, as the veterans had mostly

fallen a sacrifice to unhealthy quarters and bad provisions,

more fatal than the sword of the enemy. With this small

and inefficient force, Seckendorf had to encounter a much
more numerous and formidable army than he had reason

to expect. It abounded with veterans inured to service

in the Persian wars, and had been brought into a state of

discipline and subordination by the celebrated renegado

count Bonneval, who principally directed the operations of

the campaign. *

In consequence of various obstacles, the campaign was

* To remedy the weakness of the infantry, and to strike terror into

the Turks, who dread the effects of artillery, general Schmettau pro-,

posed to provide each battalion with two field-pieces ; but this judi-

cious advice was arrogantly rejected, on the absurd principle that the

infidels would be beaten, as hitherto, without artillery.
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not opened till the latter end of June, when Seckendorf

prepared to march, and invest Widdin. In the midst of his

preparations he was thunderstruck with an order from the

emperor, delivered by the duke of Loraine himself, com-
manding him to quit the banks ofthe Danube, and to march
against Nissa. This injudicious change frustrated the whole
plan of operations ;

the troops, instead of continuing on the

banks of the Danube, on which their magazines had been
formed, were compelled to march to the distance of fifty

leagues from that river, across a morassy and mountainous
country, without carriages to convey their provisions, and
without the means of supplying their wants in so inhos-

pitable a district.

After a march of twenty-eight days, in an intemperate

season, during which numbers perished from fatigue and
hunger, the army arrived, in an exhausted and dispirited

state, before the walls of Nissa
; but fortunately meeting

with no resistance, obtained possession of the place on the

2Sth of July. Kevenhuller was instantly despatched with

a strong corps to invest Widdin on the south, while

marshal Wallis occupied the opposite bank of the Danube

;

but Seckendorf himself remained in the neighbourhood of

Nissa, waiting for orders from Vienna
; sending different

detachments to reduce the petty fortresses, and seize the

passes of the surrounding mountains.

During this period the disunion among the generals, and
the discontents of the army, rose to the highest pitch

;

Seckendorf being of a rough, overbearing, and parsimo-

nious temper, was illcalculated to conciliate his army, and
baffle the cabals to which he was exposed as a Protestant

and a stranger. He also placed his principal confidence

in two generals, who were both foreigners, the prince of
Saxe Hilburghausen, and general Schmettau. The prince

was a brave, but young and inexperienced officer, who
aspired to become another Eugene. From his talents and

agreeable manners, he was in high favour with the emperor,

had conciliated the good will of Bartenstein, and had

exerted his influence with both in favour of Seckendorf.

Although he had recently abjured the Protestant religion,

yet his former tenets, his youth, and the favour of the

commander-in-chief, rendered him an object of jealousy to

the other officers
;
and count Esterhasy, bannat of Croatia,
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would neither act under him nor with him, and refused

to render him the smallest assistance. General Schmettau
was distinguished for his steadiness and kill in the de-

partment of the artillery
;

yet, being a foreigner and a

Protestant, he was likewise involved in the odium which
was excited against the commander-in-chief.

From the unpopularity of this triumvirate, an opposition

was formed, which was headed by Philippi and Kcven-
huUer, the two next in command, and supported by the

duke of Loraine, who, though only a volunteer, interfered

ill all military operations. The irksome situation of the

commander-in-chief was aggravated by the clamours of the

troops, who, being shut up in an unwholesome situation,

and deprived of their customary supplies, attributed their

misery to his incapacity and avarice, and accused him of

carrying on an infamous commerce, by monopolising the
provisions of the country.

While Seckendorf was thus perplexed w'ith the cabals

of his officers and the clamours of his army, unable to

pursue his success for want of provisions, and waiting for

specific orders from Vienna, the prince of Hilburghausen
was compelled to raise the siege of Banjaluka, and was driven
back towards the Save. The emperor, therefore, alarmed
for his hereditary countries, ordered Seckendorf to suspend
his operations against Widdin, and march through Servia,

to effect a junction with prince Hilburghausen atZwornick
on the confines of Bosnia. In pursuance of these orders

Seckendorf wholly relinquished his plan for the campaign,
and after despatching a strong reinforcement to Keven-
huller, with an army reduced to 20,000 men, directed his

march through the heart of Servia. He made himself
master of Uzitza, after a short though vigorous siege

; but
on approaching Zwomick, was prevented by the inundation
of the Drina from besieging the place. Being thus frus-

trated in his attempts to penetrate into Bosnia, he retreated

rapidly towards the Save, and, on the 16th of October,
encamped at Szabatch, on the southern bank of that river.

During these operations marshal W allis had advanced to

Wadovil, on the bank of the Danube, opposite Widdin, to

prevent the Turks from throwing succours into the town on
that side. Kevenhuller, at the same time, directed his

march along the Timoc, and passed the defiles without op-
position, But his progress was considerably delayed by
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want of provisions and other obstacles
;
and, when he drew

near Widdin, he found the town in a better state of defence,

and occupied by a more considerable force than he ex-

pected. lie therefore remained inactive on the banks of the

Timoc, till the retreat of Seckendorf compelled him to

abandon his views on Widdin, and direct his efforts to

cover Transylvania ; as the Turks, who had hitherto ap-

peared only in detachments, had assembled a considerable

force in the neighbourhood of Widdin. After a severe

action near the conflux of the Timoc and Danube, Keven-
huller, though harassed by the Turks, made good his retreat

towards Orsova
;
his troops effected the passage of the

Danube near Cladova; and, being joined by the corps of

marshal Wallis, retired to take up their winter quarters in

the bannat of Temeswar.
Thus terminated this unfortunate campaign on the side

of the imperialists; while the efforts of the Russians, though

more successful, were insufficient to balance the discom-

fiture of their allies. The campaign was principally dis-

tinguished by the capture of Otchakof, which was pur-

chased with the loss of 11,000 regulars and 5000 Cossacs.

Tlie change of the plan of operations prevented Munich
from advancing on the Danube ; the campaign was closed

in the beginning of September without any material advan-

tage, and the Turks were left, unmolested, to continue

their successful operations in Servia and Wallachia.

The failure of the plan being wholly attributed to

marshal Seckendorf, he received orders of recall on the

14th of October, at Szabatch, and the command of the army
was given to general Philippi. After having rejected the

advice of several of his friends to seek his safety by flight,

Seckendorf pursued his journey to the capital, and was se-

lected as a victim to quiet the clamours of the people, and

to gratify the vengeance of his numerous enemies. Among
the most powerful of these were the Jesuits, who had pub-

licly arraigned his appointment, and in their sermons de-

clared that a heretic general, at the head of a Catholic

army, would draw down the indignation of heaven, and

avert the benediction of Providence from the imperial

arms. Repeated complaints were likewise transmitted

from the army, and he was stigmatised with incapacity,

negligence, and treachery. In consequence of these
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clamours and prejudices, he was arrested on his arrival at

Vienna, confined to his house under a guard of fourteen

men, and articles of impeachment exhibited against him.

Those persons In whom he had principally confided were

involved in his disgrace, particularly generals Schmettau

and Diemar; and Doxat, the commandant of Nissa, was
beheaded for surrendering that town to the Turks, though

unprovided with proper means of defence.

The articles exhibited against Seckendorf formed a series

of malicious imputations, in which every part of his con-

duct was arraigned; and even the scarcity of provisions, the

deficiency of the troops, the changes in the plan of the

campaign, and the consequences of contradictory orders,

were imputed to him. But he defended himself with great

spirit and ability, and refuted the principal charges, though,

from delicacy to the emperor, he was not permitted to

reveal the secret orders which he had received, in his own
justification. Although the emperor was favourably in-

clined towards Seckendorf, yet the clamours of the people,

the exhortations of the Jesuits, and the cabals of bis

enemies, prevented his release. In consequence of a tumult
which took place in the ensuing summer, on a gleam of

success to the imperial arms, the populace threatened his

life, and he was transferred to the castle of Glatz, and
lingered in confinement during the reign of Charles VI.
On reviewing the incidents of this unfortunate cam-

paign, little blame seems to attach to Seckendorf
; but the

discomfiture of the imperialists was owing to the deficiency

and unprovided state of the army, to divisions among the

generals, and, above all, to the contradictory orders which
emanated from the council of war and the private cabinet

of the emperor.

Charles, from his natural presumption, entertained a
high opinion of his own abilities, and imagined that his

campaigns in Spain, and his desultory conversations with
prince Eugene, had qualified hini to direct the operations

of the field. He was flattered in this opinion by Barten-

stein and Webber; and he even consulted one of his inferior

servants, who had been formerly a common halberdier and
door-keeper. With these agents the emperor digested

military plans, which were issued by Webber as resolutions

of the council of war. Hence arose those endless orders
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and counter- orders, which perplexed the commander-in-
chief, and contributed, more than any other cause, to the

disgrace of the imperial arms.*

CuAF. XCm.— 1738 .

In consequence of the clamours against Seckendorf and the

Protestant generals, and the popular outcry, as if the assist-

ance of heaven had been averted by the employment of

heretics, not only the favourites of the emperor, but even
the empress was accused of concurring in a design to render

the court of Vienna dependent on the Protestant powers of

Europe. Bartenstein diverted the storm from himself by
sacrificing Seckendorf, whose appointment he had pro-

moted, and by advising his son-in-law Knore, a favourite

servant of the empress, who was implicated in this accusa-

tion, to abjure his religion. The emperor yielded to the

general clamour, and endeavoured to pacify the people, by
changing his former plan, entering into Catholic alliances

and appointing Catholic generals.

He accordingly nominated the duke of Loraine general-

issimo of the forces, and under him marshal Konigsegg ; but
with that narrow jealousy which characterised all the pro-

* “ The most secret orders,” observes Mr. Robinson, “ for military

dispositions, had for some years past been issued out of the imperial

cabinet through the hands of Bartenstein, Webber, and, as is said, of

one Carl Dier, formerly a common halberdier and door-keeper, and
now a kind of private purse-keeper to the emperor. And even what
could not, for form’s sake, escape passing through the channel of the

president, used, after having been intimated verbally by him to Webber,
to be executed and despatched by the latter, without ever bringing the

minutes to the former ; the custom being for the referendary to write

at the bottom of every dispatch * Commission,' or ‘ Instruction, par
ordre du president et du vice-presidentj' instead of their signing actually!

either of them, their names. Count Konigsegg, who, though president

at war, could not hinder, or was indolent enough not to oppose in that

quality these underhand practices, would, however, as mmistcr of the

conference, be often blaming most of the measures so taken, in a

manner to exculpate himself of consequences, which has given room to

believe that the very command of the army was given him only to

ruin him. His friends told him as much when he accepted it.'!—
Mr. Robin^n to lord Harrington, Vienna, Dec. 31. N. S. 1738,
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ceedings of the imperial cabinet, neither was intrusted with

full powers
; the duke was to do nothing without the advice

of a majority in a council of war, and, if the voices were
equal, he was to incline to the opinion of count Konigsegg.

The character and talents of count Konigsegg were ill

calculated to supply the want of experience, steadiness, and

military skill in the duke of Loraine. He was a nobleman

of the most amiable manners, winning address, and of an

excellent capacity, both for the cabinet and the field, but

greatly deficient in activity ; and though he affected a

stoical indifference, was apt, on the least reverse, to sink

into despondency. One of his admirers justly observed,

“ that he wanted only an additional grain of salt in his

composition to be one of the greatest men of his agei”

The Turks opened the campaign long before the impe-

rialists. In the beginning of March, the bashaw of Widdin
took the field at the head of 20,000 men, and directed his

operations to the siege of Orsova, a fortress of great im-

portance, on an island of the Danube. By the surrender

of Uzitza the Turks had secured the possession of great

part of Servia, and by the capture of Old Orsova were able

to approach the southern bank of the Danube, from whence
they opened their batteries against the fortress. But
finding their efforts ineffectual, a body of 2000 men took

Meadia in the bannat of Temeswar, which commanded the

passes on the north of the Danube, and thus formed attacks

on both hanks against Orsova. From the strength and
nature of the works, however, and the spirit of the garrison,

the besiegers made little progress, and the place continued

to hold out, though the imperialists did not commence
hostilities before the middle of June.

The plan of the campaign was formed by the emperor
and his junto, and as they attributed the ill success of

the preceding year to the dispersion of the forces, the army
was ordered to act in one body, and the generals were for-

bidden to undertake any separate operation. The prin-

cipal objects were, to relieve Orsova and besiege Widdin,
and sanguine hopes were entertained that the son-in-law

of the emperor, and so distinguished a general as count

Konigsegg at the head of an army, said to be more efficient

than any hitherto sent against the Turks, would drive the

infidels from the provinces on the Danube.
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The first incidents of the campaign seemed to give a
foundation to these hopes ; the two bodies of the army
which were assembled at Temeswar, under count Neuperg,
and at Belgrade under marshal 'VVallis, united at Lagus,
and being there headed by the duke of Loraine, directed

their march towards Meadia. They easily passed the de-

files of Shitina and Terrasowa, and on the 3rd of July en-

camped between Donaschy and Cornia. The following

morning the imperialists were attacked with great fury by
the Turks, who, having seized a height which commanded
the left wing, penetrated almost to the centre of the camp,
and even to the tent of the duke. They were, however,
repulsed, and being seized with a panic, not only abandoned
their camp at Meadia, but even relinquished their attacks

against Orsova, and recrossed the Danube.
This gleam of success was hailed at Vienna as the har-

binger of certain victory; the duke of Loraine was ex-

tolled as another Eugene* ; the populace, irritated by the

recollection of former defeats, tumultuously rose, and
threatened the life of Seckendorf ; while the Catholic priests

triumphantly announced that the favour of heaven had
returned to the imperial arms, which were no longer di-

rected by a heretic commander.
This transient advantage, however, was soon overba-

lanced
;
the imperial troops, after recovering Meadia, had

scarcely reached the neighbourhood of Orsova, before they

were surprised by the grand vizier, and driven back with

as much rapidity as they had advanced. While passing

the defile of Meadia they were attacked by a considerable

body of Turks
j
but the enemy being repulsed by the

bravery and skill of prince Charles of Loraine, with the

loss of 3000 men, the imperial army secured their retreat,

and reached Lagus on the 24th of July. The grand
vizier resumed the siege of Orsova, into which Konigsegg
had thrown some reinforcements and provisions, and the

* “ The important and singular success of our great duke,” writes

Mr. Robinson to lord Harrington, July 16. 1738, “ gives a high
opinion of him in the minds of the people

; and a letter dated from
the field of battle, says, ‘his royal highness, perceiving that the enemy
had pierced the line, exposed himself greatly, and gave his orders with

a coolness and wisdom which would have done honour to an old

soldier.’
”
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misfortunes of the imperial army were aggravated by sick-

ness, and even by the plague, which spread through the

whole bannat of Temeswar, and threatened farther ravages.

In this moment of distress the duke returned to Vienna,
either from chagrin or ill health, and the supreme command
of the army devolved on marshal Konigsegg. He con-

tinued the retreat, passed the Danube at Viplanka on the

18th of August, and hearing of the capture of Orsova,

which had surrendered to the grand vizier, retired within

the lines at Belgrade. This precipitate retreat disheart-

ened the troops
; a general panic pervaded the army ; and

even the distant appearance of a Turk spread dismay
through the ranks. Equal consternation prevailed at

Vienna, and the duke of Loraine, having recovered f^om
his illness, was sent to Belgrade to treat with the grand
vizier, who had made overtures for peace. He reached
that place on the 11th of September; but as the Turks
pursued their advantage, took Semendria and Viplanka,
and seized the heights which commanded the lines, the im-
perial infantry retired within the walls of Belgrade, the

cavalry passed the Save, and the duke himself proceeded as

far as Essec, at which place he received orders of recall

from the court of Vienna, alarmed for his personal safety.

The troops, confined within the lines and walls of Bel-
grade, were swept away by a pestilential distemper. These
accumulated disasters being principally imputed to count
Konigsegg, he was recalled in disgrace, and Kevenhuller
appointed to the command, with the hopes of retrieving the
misfortunes of the campaign. The Turks having retired

from the heights round Belgrade, the new general put his

army in motion on the northern side of the Danube, but
could only drive the enemy from Viplanka, and on 'the 8th
of November retired into winter quarters.

On their side the Russians made no efiectual progress.

General Lacy stormed Perekop, overran the Crimea, and
defeated a corps of 20,000 Tartars ; but being unable to

take Gaffa, was compelled by the approach of winter to re-

tire into the Ukraine. Munich passed the Dnieper and
the Bog, and defeated the enemy in three encounters

; but
being stopped by an army of 60,000 Turks, strongly in-

trenched on the banks of the Dniester, and disappointed in

all his attempts to besiege Bender, he also marched back to

the Ukraine.
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The disastrous events of this campaign excited no less

intrigue and clamour at Vienna, than the misfortunes of

the preceding year. Count Konigsegg was deprived of his

command, removed from the presidency of the council of

war, and appointed grand master to the empress. The
duke of Loraine was involved in his disgrace ; he had irri-

tated the emperor by intercepting an order for the recall

of Konigsegg on his first return to Vienna, by the spirit

with which he had defended his conduct, and by imputing

the disasters of the campaign to the weakness of the ai*my,

and to the want of carriages and the necessary implements

of war. He had irretrievably offended Bartenstein by his

continual reproaches on the cession of Loraine, and being a

foreigner, was exposed to the ill-will and jealousy of the

nobles, and to the prejudices of the people. His most
trifling defects were exaggerated into vices

;
he was charged

with sacrificing the duties of his station to hunting and tri-

fling diversions, and accused of returning to Vienna to avoid

the dangers of the field. In consequence of this unpopu-
larity, and the displeasure of the emperor, he was sent,

with his consort, into a kind of exile, under the pretence of

taking possession of his new dominions in Tuscany. During
his absence the discontents of the people arose to the most
alarming height, and reports were publicly circulated that

the emperor would give his second daughter to the elector

of Bavaria, and change the order of succession in his

favour.

At this period there was not a single minister whose
weight was equal to the very shadow of prince Eugene,
except, perhaps, count Staremberg, and he was suspected

of being inclined to the elector of Bavaria, because his es-

tates were contiguous to the Bavarian dominions. The
precipitate measures, adopted by the emperor without the

communication of his principal counsellors, and the unpo-
pularity of his subordinate agents, rendered him equally

odious to the nobility and the people. Even the supple and
submissive count Sinzendorf, though no friend to count

Konigsegg, complained of the manner and circumstances of

his disgrace,, and observed, that in so important a trans-

action the emperor ought to have consulted his principal

ministers.

In the midst of the general dissatisfaction, and the con-

% VOL, m, p
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test between the Loraine and Bavarian interests, the

emperor was violently agitated, and in the agony of hia

mind he exclaimed, “ Is the fortune of my empire departed

with Eugene!” The retreat to Belgrade haunted him day
and night; and he manifested his discontent to every
officer who had returned from the array, by his execrations

of “that unfortunate, that fatal retreat 1” He was deeply

affected with the absence of his eldest daughter
;
he dreaded

lest, in case of his own sudden death, her return from
Tuscany might be prevented by the elector of Bavaria,

and that France might be enabled to realise her favourite

scheme of breaking the indivisiblity of his succession.

Chap. XCIV.— 1739.

With a view to remedy the negligence and inactivity of

the last campaign, the emperor gave the command of the

army to marshal Wallis, whom he considered as a general

of more spirit and decision than those whom he had
formerly employed. Wallis had conciliated the good-will of

the emperor by his invectives against the pusillanimity and
want of enterprise, which had marked the former campaign

;

by the boldness of his remonstrances to the duke of Loraine,

and by his contumelious expressions against count Konig-
segg, no less than by the proofs he had displayed of his

military skill and enterprise. But the choice of Wallis

was ill-calculated to retrieve the desperate state of the
Austrian affairs. Though vigilant and exact, even to

minuteness, in maintaining discipline, he was of a morose,
jealous and overbearing temper, equally presumptuous and
desponding, and is well designated by the royal historian

as “a man hating all, and detested by all.”*

The main army having assembled in the neighbourhood
of Peterwaradin in May, 1739, marshal Wallis assumed the
Gommand ; but found the magazines extremely deficient,

and the troops, from the losses of the former campaigns,

reduced to about 30,000 effective men, even when joined

by the Bavarians and other auxiliaries. A corps of

10,000 men was also formed at Temcswar, under count

* CHuvres Posthumes du Hoi de Frusse, tom. L p. 35.
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Neuperg, who was second in command, with a view to co-

operate with the main army on the north of the Danube.
It was proposed to commence hostilitiesby the siege ofOrsova

;

and Wallis received positive orders from the emperor to en-

gage the enemy with his whole force on the first opportunity..

On the 11th of June the army encamped near Semlin,

and being joined by the auxiliaries, and the fiotilla of the

Danube being ready to act, they crossed the Save on the

27th, notwithstanding a violent inundation, and encamped
at Mirowa, near the lines of Belgrade. On the 20th of

July they reached Vinza, a small village on the bank of

the Danube, and were informed that part of the Turkish
army was arrived at Crotzka. With a view to surprise

this body, and to prevent the Turks from obstructing his

attempts on Orsova, Wallis put his whole army in motion ;

and, at the close of the evening, marched along the high

road towards Crotzka. He himself accompanied the ad-

vanced guard which consisted of two regiments of hussars,

one regiment of cuirassiers, and another of dragoons, and
eighteen companies of grenadiers ; the main body followed

under prince Hilburghausen, and count Neuperg was to

cross the Danube, and be ready to co-operate in case of

necessity.

On approaching Crotzka the road gently ascends to a

defile half a league in length, bounded by steep and woody
acclivities

;
and beyond, scarcely broad enough to admit

more than a single carriage, leads to a height planted with

vines, where the ground becomes more open. From hence

it descends to Crotzka, between two hills, and across a deep

torrent which falls into the Danube. At the break of day,

the cavalry of the vanguard had scarcely reached the end
of the defile before they were attacked by the Turkish
infantry, who were posted in the vineyards and wood-
The hussars imme^ately took to flight ; but Wallis

putting himself at the head of the cuirassiers, hastened

through the narrow road, formed them on the open ground,

and bravely withstood the attacks of the enemy, till the

other regiment had cleared the defile, and the grenadiers

had driven the Turks from the vineyards.

Meanwhile the grand vizier, who with his whole force

had marched from Semendria, and occupied the heights

above Crotzka, during the night, crossed the rivulet, and
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took post on the two hills between the defile and that

village. The regiment of Savoy, struck with a panic at

the appearance of such a numerous host, fled back into the

defile
; and being followed by a party of Turks, threw the

cavalry of the main body, which had nearly reached the place

of action, into disorder. Notwithstanding this confusion, the

troops continued to advance ; the prince of Hilburghausen
formed the first battalions, which had cleared the defile,

into a square, and charged the enemy ; the left wing,

passing along a narrow path, extended itself on the heights

towards the Danube, and the cavalry was posted on the

light, where the ground was favourable for action. In
this position the imperial troops withstood the repeated as-

saults of the Turks, who attacked them with incredible

fury, and with far superior numbers, from five in the

morning till after sunset, when Wallis ordered a retreat,

under cover of the approaching darkness. Had the Turks
pursued their advantage, the imperial amy might have
been cut off, particularly as Wallis, from a spirit of

jealousy, would not admit count Neuperg to take any port

in the action, or to send more than two regiments, which,

however, checked the enemy at the entrance of the defile.

In this desperate conflict both parties sustained consider-

able loss
;
and, on the side of the imperialists, four generals

were killed, five wounded, and four hundred officers with
seven thousand men fell on the field of battle.

In this action the Turks seem to have displayed new
skill in the art of war ;

instead of tumultuary and uncon-
nected attacks, they fought in the greatest order, and in

regular bodies, and, when broken, rallied with speed and
alacrity. During the engagement the imperial flotilla,

under admiral Fallavicini, had fallen down the Danube,
and co-operated with the army

; but, on the retreat of the
troops, was compelled to warp up the stream, under the

fire of the Turkish batteries, and arrived at Belgrade on
the 24th in a dilapidated condition.

The imperial army regained their camp at Vinza ; where
they took so strong a position, and placed their artillery

with such skill, that they repulsed, on the ensuing day, a

considerable body of Turks headed by the grand vizier.

Wallis, however, concentrated all his force, and, with a

despondency equal to his former presumption, retreated in
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silence during the night, and occupied the lines of Bel-

grade. On the following day he was alarmed by the ap-

pearance of the Turkish irregulars, and, deeming himself

unequal to the defence of this strong position, recrossed the

Danube during the night. The Turks instantly opened

their batteries against Belgrade; the soldiers exclaim-

ing, “ Let us take advantage of the panic and blindness

with which God has inflicted the infidels for violating the

peace of Passarovitz the grand vizier was impelled, by
the ardour of his troops, to commence the siege in form,

and on the 29th of July, summoned the garrison to sur-

render. But the infatuation of marshal Wallis seems to

have increased in proportion to the valour and promptitude

of the enemy. Although he repulsed a considerable body

of Turks which had assembled at Panezewa, he did not con-

tinue in the vicinity of Belgrade, to harass the besieging

army, or succour the garrison, but exhausted his troops by
useless and circuitous marches, repassed the Danube, and

stationed his army at Salankemen, on the frontiers of Hun-
gary. The Turks availed themselves of his retreat, occu-

pied the northern bank of the Danube, and carried on their

approaches against the redoubt of Borzia, which com-

manded the fortress on that side.

The irresolution of Wallis, being aggravated by the

effects of an ague, he remained in total inaction
;
and made

no attempt to prevent the operations of the enemy on the

Save, who prepared to cross the river, that they might

attack Belgrade on the third side. In this situation of

affairs, he sent repeated accounts to Vienna, that the army
was daily diminishing by desertion and sickness, that the

southern provinces were ravaged by the plague, that the

force of the enemy was rapidly increasing, and that his

own troops were discouraged, and could no longer be de-

pended on. In the midst of this despondency, he was still

farther alarmed by a report from general Suckof, com-

mandant of Belgrade, that a breach was made in one of

the bastions, and an assault hourly expected, which the

garrison, diminished and enervated by sickness, would be

unable to resist. Without waiting for the return of an

officer whom he despatched to examine the state of the

fortifications, Wallis sent colonel Gross to the camp of the

grand vizier to purchase a peace by the cession of Bel-*
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grade, dismantled, and renewed his representations to the

emperor. The danger, he urged, was becoming more and

more imminent
;
Belgrade was untenable, and, should that

fortress fall, he could not, with a diminished and dispirited

army, withstand a superior force of the enemy, nor prevent

them from carrying their excursions even to the capital.

At the same time he sent a resolution, subscribed by the

other generals, stating the necessity of retreating to Peter-

waradin. He also requested that the defence of Belgrade,

or at least of Peterwaradin, might be committed to general

Schmettau, who had been unemployed since the disgrace of

Seckendorf.

The defeat of Crotzka, the flight of the imperial army,

^nd the progress of the Turks spread consternation among
the people and at the court of Vienna, which was aggra-

vated by the desponding accounts, transmitted by Wallis,

concerning the state of the army and the danger of Bel-

grade. The general terror was increased by the intrigues

of Sweden, whose agents were employed in negotiating an

offensive alliance with the Porte, by the tumultuous

attempts of the malecontents in Poland to recall Stanislaus,

and by the movements of prince llagotski’s partisans in

Hungary. In the height of their consternation, the people

saw, in their affrighted imaginations, the Turks almost at

the gates of Vienna, and looked with anxious expectation

to marshal Munich, as Leopold had done to Sobieski,

to deliver the house of Austria from impending de-

struction.

Instead of acting with spirit and unanimity, the ministers

gave way to mutual reproaches, and each was more anxious
to exculpate himself from the blame of having advised the

war, than to provide a remedy for the distress of the

moment. Bartenstein, to whose all-powerful influence the

origin and direction of the war were imputed, and who had
recommended and removed generals at his pleasure, shrunk
from responsibility, declai'ed that he had even given a

written opinion against the war; and endeavoured to

procure, from the elector of Mentz, the reversion of the

post of referendary to the empire, as a security against the

resentment of the successor to the Austrian dominions.

Many of the nobles were disaffected to the house of

Lcraine, and turned to the elector of Bavaria, a native
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of Germany, connected by blood with the house of

Austria, whose principles and manners were more congenial

to their own. The people, loaded with taxes, and dissatisfied

with the ill-success of the war, deprecated the continuance

of hostilities, and an universal clamour was raised for a

speedy peace.

In the midst of the general consternation, the em-
peror alone seemed to maintain any degree of firmness.

He had been induced by the representations of Wallis, and
the urgent remonstrances of his court, to intrust him with
full powers to ofl?‘er the cession of Belgrade in case of

extreme necessity. But, convinced that the despondency

of the general had aggravated the distress of his affairs,

and irritated at his want of resolution, he transferred the

full powers for concluding peace to count Neuperg, and
ordered Wallis to direct his attention only to military

transactions. At the same time he sent general Schmettau
to inspect the situation of the army, and to prevent the

intended retreat to Peterwaradin, and the cession of Bel-

grade.

On delivering his last orders, Charles, graciously pres-

sing the general’s hand, said, “ Use the utmost diligence to

arrive before the retreat of the army, projected by marshal

Wallis ; assume the defence of Belgrade, and save it, if not

too late, from falling into the hands of the enemy.”

Schmettau fulfilled the wishes of his sovereign, and
reached the imperial camp at the moment the troops were

preparing to retreat. He undeceived Wallis with regard

to the situation of Belgrade, the fortifications of which were
without a breach, and defended by a garrison of 13,000

eflTective men ;
and by the most urgent remonstrances pre-

vailed on him to advance with the whole army, and employ
his utmost exertions for the relief of the place.

' Schmettau then hastened to Belgrade, and in the latter

end of August, being assisted by a detachment, drove the

‘Turks from the redoubt of Borzia
; by his exertions he

animated th^ garrison, and soon compelled the besiegers to

abandon above a hundred paces of their works. En-

couraged by his example, marshal Wallis resumed his

spirit; he visited Belgrade, bitterly reproached Suckof for

his falsehood and pusillanimity, prepared to bring bis

whole force into the fortress, and hoped to recover the
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lustre oF the imperial arms by a victory similar to that

gained by prince Eugene on the same ground. The whole
army were actuated by one spirit, and eager to repair the

disgrace of their flight by new exertions, when the news
arrived of the signature of the preliminaries between count

Keuperg and the grand vizier, which stipulated the cession

of Belgrade, and the immediate delivery of one of the gates

to the Turks.

Count Neuperg had no sooner received full powers from
the emperor than he hastened to fulfil his commission.

He went through Belgrade, without even examining the

state of the fortifications ; left orders that no letters should

be forwarded to him, and even desired the Turkish officers

to prevent the passage of any courier. He also impru-
dently ventured into the Turkish camp, without requiring

hostages, with the expectation of meeting the marquis de

Villeneuve, the French ambassador at the Porte, by whose
mediation the terras were to be adjusted.

But he had soon reason to repent his imprudence, for

the indignities to which he was exposed were almost un-
exampled. Villeneuve, either not being arrived, or having
purposely concealed himself, Neuperg was instantly ar-

rested, and put under a guard of twenty-four janissaries.

When the grand vizier, in company with the bashaws of

Romelia and Bosnia, demanded the conditions he was
ordered to propose, he exhibited his full powers, aud
offered the cession of Wallachia, provided Orsova was dis-

mantled. On this proposal the bashaw of Bosnia spit in

his face, and exclaimed, Infidel dog! thou provest thy-
self a spy, with all thy full powers. Since thou hast

brought no letter from the vizier Wallis, and hast con-
cealed his offer to cede Belgrade, thou shalt be sent to

Constantinople to receive the punishment thou deservest.’^

After enduring these indignities, Neuperg was closely

confined, and w^as not allowed to hold any communication
with colonel Gross, until the 26th of August, when Yil-

leneuve made his appearance, and obtained permission to

lodge him in his tent.

Neuperg was reproached by the French ambassador for

his precipitancy in entering the camp without obtaining

hostages, and was now first informed that Wallis had
already offered the cession of Belgrade, without which the
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grand vizier would not even commence a negotiation for

peace. Neuperg, however, persisted in refusing to make
this disgraceful cession, until he was overcome by the

persuasion of Villeneuve, who affected to be alarmed with

apprehensions of a mutiny in the Turkish camp. The
troops, he urged, were in the act of rising, and threatened

to massacre the grand vizier and the bashaws, for holding

a traitorous correspondence with infidels, to deprive the

Porte of so important a conquest. The imperial plenipo-

tentiary reluctantly yielded to these representations, and

signed the preliminaries on the 1st of September, under
the mediation and guaranty of France.

The principal conditions were, the restoration of Bel-

grade and Szabatchj after the demolition of the new forti-

fications, with the cession of Servia, and nil the districts

yielded by the Turks at the peace of Passarovitz. The
Porte was also to retain the fortress of Orsova, which had

been erected by the imperialists, and the emperor agreed

to demolish the fortifications of Meadia. As a security for

the execution of these preliminaries, one of the gates of

Belgrade was to be immediately delivered to a corps of

janissaries.

Neuperg instantly despatched colonel Gross, and an-

nounced the signature of the preliminaries by a laconic

note, addressed to ihe commandant of Belgrade. “ Peace
was signed this morning between the emperor our master

and the Porte
;

let hostilities cease, therefore, on the re-

ceipt of this. In half an hour I shall follow, and announce

the particulars myself.” On his arrival, however, Gross only

expressed his surprise and indignation to general Schmet-
tau that hostilities had not ceased ;

and, as if ashamed of

the conditions which he had subscribed, did not make
them public until the following morning. General Schmet-
tau acted with becoming spirit ; he urged Neuperg to

suspend the cession of Belgrade, under pretence that he
had exceeded his full powers

; and used all his influence

with Wallis not to deliver the gate to the Turks, until the

preliminaries had been ratified by the emperox. Wallis,

however, could not venture to evade his positive orders to

obey the plenipotentiary in what regarded the conclusion

of peace ; and, when he suggested to the count the pro-

posal of Schmettau, Neuperg indignantly replied, “ If you
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choose rather to yield to the advice of the general than to

obey the orders of the emperor, and retard only twenty-

four hours the execution of the article relative to Bel-

grade, I will instantly despatch a courier to Vienna, and
charge you with all the misfortunes which may result

; I

hod great difficulty in diverting the grand vizier from the

demand of Sirmia, Sclavonia, and the bannat of I'emes-

war ; and when I have expedited a courier, I will return

into the Turkish camp, and protest against the inexecutioii

of the treaty.”

The gate was accordingly delivered on the 4th of Sep-

tember to the bashaw of Romelia, at the head of 800 janis-

saries ; and the imperialists had the mortification to see

the Turkish officers ride into the town with the standards

taken at the battle of Crotzka. All the aiTangcments
being made for the demolition of the new fortifications,

the main body of the imperial army retired towards Feter-

waradin, and the Turks towards Nissa.

Count Neuperg had now the mortification to find that

the Turks had been more anxious to conclude the peace

than the emperor; and that notliing but the precipitate

retreat and panic of the imperialists had encouraged the

grand vizier to prosecute hostilities without tendering

offers of accommodation, which he had been enjoined to

do by the Porte. His chagrin was increased by the re-

ception of two letters from the emperor, dated the 21 stand
22nd of August, which arrived at Belgrade on the 27th,

and were not forwarded by marshal Wallis, who literally

ipbeyed the orders, that no messenger should be suffered to

pass to the Turkish army. These letters stated that the

emperor had only yielded to the surrender of Belgrade on
the supposition that the fortress was in imminent danger ;

but learning the falsity of the report, he had no doubt that

his troops would still he able to drive the enemy from their

conquests, os they would be seconded by the Russians,

who had abeady defeated the Turks in several encounters,

and had advanced into Moldavia. He therefcu'e enjoined

Neuperg to declare that Wallis bad exceeded his powers,

in offering the cession of Belgrade, to represent to Ville-

neuve the real state of the fortress, and entreat him not to

'disclose the offers with which he had been intrusted.

i The account of this dishonourable peace was received
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by all ranks with grief and indignation
; a general mur-

mur arose among the troops, who exclaimed, “Belgrade
must not be yielded; we are ready to sacrifice our lives,

if the generals will lead us against the enemy.” The
populace of Vienna rose tumultuously ; assaulted the

liouses of several officers, and would have demolished those

of Bartenstein and Webber, had they not been prevented

by the military. The Jesuits were enraged by the loss of

tlieir estates in the ceded provinces, and the dissolution of

their splendid establishments in the town of Belgrade ; and
by their clamours and exhortations increased the agitation

of the public mind.

But no one was more affected with the conclusion of the

peace than the emperor himself, and he appeared under
more agitation of mind than he had ever displayed in the

midst of his greatest disasters. His chief embarrassment
consisted in the difficulty of extenuating his conduct to the

czarina. In an audience which he gave to her ambassador^

he appeared under the pressure of the deepest afidiction,

and in a letter to the czarina seems to hare wanted words
to express the agony of his mind.

“ While I am writing this letter to your imperial ma-
jesty,” he observed, “ my heart is filled with the most
excessive grief ; 1 was much less touched with the advan-

tages gained by the enemy, and the news of the siege of

Belgrade, than with the advice 1 have received concerning

the shameful preliminary articles concluded by count

Neiiperg.”

After reprobating the conduct of marshal Wallis and
count Neuperg, he adds, “ The history of past ages ex-

hibits no vestiges of such an event I was on the point of

preventing the fatal and too hasty execution of these pre-

liminaries, when 1 heard that they were already partly

executed, even before the design had been communicated
to me ; thus 1 see my hands tied by those who ought to

glory in obeying me. All who have approached me since

that fatal day, ore so many witnesses of the excess of my
grief ; and, although 1 have many times experienced ad-

versity, yet I never was so much afflicted with any thing

as with this event. Your majesty has a right to complain

of some people who ought to have obeyed my orders ; but

I had no part in what they have done. Though all the^
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forces of the Ottoman empire were turned against me, 1

was not disheartened
;
but still did all that lay in my power

for the good of the common cause. I shall not, however,

fail to perform in due time what avenging justice requires.

In this dismal series of misfortunes I have still one com-
fort left, which is, that the fault cannot be thrown upon
me. It lies entirely on such of my officers ns ratified the

disgraceful preliminaries, without my knowledge, against

my consent, and even contrary to my express orders. But,

nevertheless, I ought to conform to what has once been

ratified, though unjustly; we must keep faith inviolably

even with infidels, while they observe it on their part.

However, the happy success of your majesty’s orms before

Chotzim ought to procure you more advantageous con-

ditions than you could have obtained before
;
and I do

not doubt but the peace between your majesty and the

sublime Porte will be concluded at the some time with
mine. It is what I have most at heart at present, as also

to perpetuate the ties M’hich so fortunately attach me to

your majesty, notwithstanding all the machinations of

those who wish to see them dissolved. I am the first to

own that Wallis and Neuperg are highly guilty; but your
majesty will discover more and more the sincerity of my
sentiments for you, in wldeh I have not failed, nor ever
will fail in the least.”

This letter was soon followed by a circular rescript, ad-

dressed to the imperial ambassadors in the different courts

of Europe, which was dj-awn up by Bartenstcin, and filled

with acrimonious reproaches against the conduct of marshal
Wallis and count Neuperg. It bitterly and indiscrimi-

nately censured all the operations of ^Vallis, particularly

dwelt on his false statements concerning the situation of

Belgrade, and condemned him for the precipitate execution

of the article relating to the delivery of the pate. The
censures against Neuperg were solely confined to his con-

duct in regard to the peace, and consisted of vague accu-

sations on the progress of the negotiations, and the con-

clusion of the preliminaries. It exculpated the emperor
from any part in the transaction, and not only charged

count Neuperg with exceeding his powers, but accused

him of acting in direct contradiction to the most positive
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instructions, and particularly of not including Russia in

the treaty.

This rescript drew from marshal Wallis and count

Neuperg a justification of their conduct. After attempting

to vindicate his military operations, Wallis declared that

he had strictly conformed to his instructions, and that his

ill success in negotiating a peace was derived from the

want of instructions, which he had in vain demanded. In

regard to the conclusion and premature execution of the

preliminaries, he threw the whole responsibility on count

Neuperg, to whom he had transferred his full powers by
order of the emperor. Neuperg, on his part, justified the

concessions he had made on the plea of urgent necessity

;

and asserted that no other measures could have prevented

the immediate invasion of Hungary, and the total loss of

the imperial army.

The imperial rescript contained such a jumble of jarring

facts, and such an apparent confusion in the dates, that

even the populace discovered its fallacy, and exclaimed

that it could impose on none but children. It was deemed
impossible that any negotiator, in so jealous and severe a

court as that of Vienna, would venture to exceed his full

powers, still less to act in direct contradiction to positive

instructions ; hence suspicions were even formed that the

emperor, or his ministers, had given orders which they

now denied, and sacrificed the negotiator to exculpate

themselves from the disgrace of submitting to such dis-

lionourable terms.

If any thing could aggravate the folly and inconsistency

of the imperial court, it was their conduct at the con-

clusio# of this unfortunate negotiation. While they were
thus criminating their plenipotentiary in the eyes of all

Europe, and even while Bartenstein was publicly declaring

that the man who exceeded his powers ought to be hanged,

but that he who acted contrary to them ought to be im-

paled, Neuperg was sent back to the Turkish camp to

settle the definitive peace, and to supply his omission in

not including Russia in the treaty.

In terminating the negotiation, Neuperg proved that ha

had before acted from imperious necessity, and that he did

not deserve^ the aspersions cast on his character ;
for he

refused with great dignity and firmness to sign any treaty
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between the emperor and the Porte, unless an accomnio-

dation was at the same time concluded with Russia. This

spirit baffled the intrigues of Villeneuvc, and orercamc

the obstinacy of the Turks, who began to be alarmed at

the victory of Chotzim, gained by marshal Munich, and

the rapid progress of the Russian arms. The two treaties

were accordingly signed on the 18th of September, before

the departure of the grand vizier, and the stipulations for

Russia were referred to the future approbation of the

court of St. Petersburg. The honour of the emperor was
also in some measure retrieved, by a declaration annexed

to the treaty, stating, that he did not derogate from tlie

alliance with Russia ; and reserved to liimself the right of

assisting Russia with 30,000 troops, should the war be

continued between her and the Porte.

The articles of the peace at Belgrade were nearly similar

to the tenor of the preliminaries. The emperor ceded

Servia, with the fortresses of Belgrade and Szabatcli ; he

also yielded Austrian Wallacliia, with the fortress of New
Orsova, with a small district on the north bank of the

Danub^ and retained the bannat of Temeswar, on con-

dition of demolishing the fortifications of Meadia.
By the stipulations arranged for Russia, Azof was to be

demolished, and its territory to remain a desert, and to

serve as a barrier between the two empires; the city of

Taganroc was not to be re-established, and the czarina

was to relinquish her pretensions to the navigation of the

Black Sea, and restore her recent acquisitions to the

Porte. Ajine, however, disapproved these conditions,

and thought that the success of her arms entitled her to

more advantageous terms; but as she was left ^hout
an ally, as the Swedes were making preparations to co-

operate with the Porte, as insurrections were brooding in

Poland, and as she was alarmed with a dangerous con-

spiracy among her own nobles, she prudently ratified the

treaty with some modifications, which increased the limits

of her empire on the side of the Ukraine.
The peace of Belgrade was scarcely signed before Wallis

was arrested and confined at Zigieth, and Neuperg sent to

the castle of Halitz, where they remained during the life

cf Charles VI. ^
\ It k difficult at this distance of time to develop the
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whole mystery of this extraordinary transaction
; but suf-'

hcient evidence is not wanting to trace the principal causes

which occasioned the conclusion of this precipitate peace.

At the close of 1736, attempts were made to negotiate an
accommodation between Russia and the Porte, under the

mediation of the emperor, and a congress was opened at

Memerow in Poland
; but the emperor having taken part

against the Turks, the congress was dissolved, and the

Porte requested the mediation of France, which, after

some difficulties and delays, was also accepted by the allied

powers. Conferences were accordingly opened at Con-
stantinople, between the Turkish ministers, and Villeneuve
the French ambassador, a man of cultivated talents and
consummate address, versed in all the arts of negotiation,

and well calculated to carry into execution the refined

views of the French cabinet. He was instructed, while

he acted the ostensible part of an impartial mediator, to

divide the emperor from the czarina, to prevent any dis-

memberment of the Turkish dominions, and aboVe all to

counteract the aggrandisement of the house of Austria.

Villeneuve secretly encouraged the Turks to reject the

exorbitant demands at first made by the allied powers,

which were no less on the side of the emperor, than the

entire cession of Bosnia, Moldavia, and Wallachia
; and,

on the side of Russia, to retain possession of Azof, Otcha-

kof, and the Kuban, Avith the free navigation of the Black
Sen.

The negotiations were renewed at the close of each

campaign ; but though the allies lessened their pretensions,

the Turks rose in their demands, in proportion to their

succeises ; and Villeneuve being trusted by the emperor,

to the exclusion even of his own ministers, was enabled to

obstruct the negotiation, until he had sown jealousy be-

tween the two powers, and effectually fulfilled the views

of France. His efforts were unfortunately promoted hy
the distracted state of the imperial court, and the divisions

between Wallis and Neuperg, who were more anxious to

ruin each other, than to promote the interests of their

master.

After the defeat of Krotzka, and the retreat of the

imperial army, the emperor disclosed to Villeneuve, in

confidence, the disastrous situation of his affairs, and his
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reiMliiMpi lo eondiide a separate peace, eTen with the ces*

akNi^ Bdmde, in a state of demolitioA. The duke rf

Laciliie aad Mai^ Theresa, also alarmed at the declining

ataia eif the emperor's healtl^ and dreading lest, on his de-

cease, the house of ^urbon should excite a contest for

the Austrian succession, uigently exhorted Neuperg to

yield to any terms which might terminate the embarrass-

ments of a Turkish war. These circumstances favoured

the efforts of Villeneuve ; he availed himself of the con-

fidence of the emperor ;
and when Neuperg was confined

in the Turkish camp, he alarmed his fears, concealed the

rapid successes of the Russians, magnified the strength of

the Turks, and did not cease his artifices and intrigues

until he had extorted the cession of Belgrade. This being

the only point in dispute, the other articles were arranged

without much difficulty ; and Villeneuve boasted that, in

making the peace of Belgrade, he had rendered a more
effectual service to France than if he had gained a complete

victory.

The efforts of this refined negotiator were equally pro-

moted by the secret manccuvres of Barteustein, who while

he affected to admire and animate the spirit of the emperor,

exaggerated the bad state of his affairs, and incessantly

urged the necessity of an immediate peace. Gcncr^
Suckof, who was intrusted with the command of Belgrade,

was his creature, and under his direction
;
and, though lie

could not ostensibly oppose the mission of Schmettau, to

defend that fortress to the last extremity, yet he endea-

voured to prevent his appointment. With this view, not-

withstanding the positive orders of the emperor, Schmettau

was not furnished with written instructions, but w as re-

ferred to marshal Wallis, to whom he carried despatehes.

On arriving at the camp, Schmettau was apprised by
Wallis that these despatches contained no instructions \

but a private letter from Bartensteiu, in which he said,

As his imperial majesty had given a promise, under his

own hand, to general Suckof, to promote him to the rank

of general of artillery, and the government of Servia, if

be preserved Belgrade, the defence of that place could not

be intrusted to any other general; and, therefore, the in-

tention of the emperor was, that Schmettau should be

employed in the army, or at Feterwarodin, to defend that
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fortress should it be besieged.” But aUhough Wallis could

not' venture to supersede Sackof, 7et he found means to

elude the orders of this scribe,” as he called him, “ who
abused the name of the emperor to favour his creatures,”

by appointing Schmettau commander-in-chief of Belgrade,

in virtue of his power as governor of the province. It is

not easy to trace the motives which influenced the conduct

of this upstart favourite
;
whether to secure the favour of

the successor to the Austrian monarchy, whether from
dislike to the Maritime Powers, who had abandoned his

master in the hour of danger, or, whether from the disas-

trous state of the emperor’s aflnirs, he dreaded the con-

tinuance of so unfortunate and ruinous a contest.

But although the signature and execution of the pre-

liminaries were sliamei'ully precipitated, and a short delay

might even have procured honourable and advantageous
terms, yet a peace at all events was absolutely necessary

for the salvation of the house of Austria. Nor can it be
deemed a matter of surprise, that even a sovereign of so

proud and unbending a spirit as Charles VI. should ratify

50 dishonourable a peace, when his situation is thus de-

scribed by an eye-witness and competent judge.

Everything in this court is running into the last con-

fusion and ruin
;
where there arc as visible signs of folly

and madness as ever were inflicted upon a people whom
heaven is determined to dc&troy, no less by domestic di-

visions, than by the more public calamities of repeated

defeats, defencelcssncss, poverty, and plague.”

In a word, the deplorable state in wliieh Charles left, on
his deatli, liis army and flnances, is the best apology for

the peace of Belgrade.

Chap. XCV.—1739, 1740.

Although the emperor had concluded a definitive peace

with the Porte, yet tlie vague terms of the treaty gave

rise to new cavils and long discussions concerning the de-

marcation of the limits, which were artfully protracted by
the intrigues of France, who thus maintained her ascend-

ency ovei*the contracting powers.
VOL. HI, Q
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France, at this period, had attained an enormous pre-

ponderancy among the powers of Europe, not only from a

dread of her strength and resources, but from the character

and system of the prime minister.

Cardinal Fleury was in the B4th year of his nge ;
he was

of a circumspect and cautious temper, nml possessed the

art of winning mankind by an unaffected air of candour
and simplicity. His great prudence and sagacity enabled

him to distinguish the precise hounds to which he could

push his intrigues, and to conceal his designs under the

semblance of moderation
; his progress was, therefore,

more dangerous, as it was silent and unobserved. From
temper and principle* he was anxious to maintain his

country in peace; but, as his great aim w^as to remove
every obstruction to the ascendency of France, he directed

all his efforts to divide, though he avoided provoking, the

other powers of Europe.
In pursuit of his plan, he had imperceptibly brought

the emperor to an entire dependence on France, and had
more reduced the house of Austria by his intrigues, than
his predecessors by the sword. Although France had
guaranteed the Pragmatic Sanction, yet he looked forward
to the prospect of dividing the Austrian dominions between
the two archduchesses, and thus hoped to diminish the

weight of a power which had hitherto been the rival, and
might again become the enemy, of the bouse of Bourbon.
With this view he filled all the courts of Europe with his

intrigues, and endeavoured to isolate the house of Austria,

by uniting her enemies, and paralysing the efforts of her

friends.

France wholly governed the councils of the Porte
;
and,

by means of reciprocal treaties and guaranties, secured a

pretext for interference in the future disputes of the Turks
with the Christian powers.

She had effected an essential change in the adminis-

tration of Sweden, by removing the ministers who were
favourable to England, and maintained the king in total

subjection, by swaying the parties which agitated that

diatitu^ted government. By her influence, also, the Swedes
were induced to arm on the side of Finland, and to make
an oflbnsive alliance with the Porte.

Notwithstanding the subsidiary treaty, which Denmark
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had concluded with England, France endeavoured to alienate

the court of Copenhagen from the house of Austria
; and

tlie fluctuating conduct of the Danish cabinet seemed to

favour her views. With their consent, she despatched a

squadron into the Baltic, under a frivolous pretence

;

which, parading through the Sound, intimidated the ene-

mies and encouraged the friends of France.

Russia, alarmed on one side with the preparations of the

Swedes, and on the other kept in suspense hy the pro-

tracted negotiation with the Turks, was inclined to tem-

porise ;
and, unwilling to provoke the resentment of France,

unless a grand combination of the European states could

be formed capable of resisting the alarming power of the

house of Bourbon.
Although Augustus III. owed his crown to the united

efforts of the emperor and Russia, yet, as king of Poland,

he was unable to suppress the domestic cabals excited by
the intrigues of France, or to turn the united forces of hia

kingdom in favour of the house of Austria.

Germany was divided in interests, and distracted by
parties. France had gained many of the Catholic princes,

and in particular the elector of Bavaria, with the hopes of

sharing in the Austrian succession. She also artfully

availed herself of the resentment entertained by the king
of Prussia against the emperor for his prevarication in

regard to the succession of Berg and Juliers. By these

intrigues she detached Frederic William from the house of
Austria ; find, by fomenting his prejudices against the

house of Hanover, succeeded in weakening and dividing

the efforts of the Protestant body.

The king of Sardinia was in entire subjection to the

dictates of the French cabinet.

John V. king of Portugal, began to lose that spirit and
vigour of intellect which had distinguished the former

part of his reign ; his faculties were impaired by a stroke

of apoplexy, and in his character and conduct he blended
the extremes of devotion and licentiousness. Scrupulously

adhering to the ceremonies of the church, the bigoted

monarch paid as much attention to the arrangement of a

procession, and to the election of an abbot, as to the most

important concerns of government. Hence the whole

power fell into the hands of confessors and friars j
immense
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sums were expended in religious esttiblishments instead of

being employed in the maintenance of an army and
navy, and Portugal daily declined in power and consider-

ation.

The king of Spain was involved in a war with England,

on account of the depredations in America ;
and, alarmed

for the safety of his colonial possessions, importunately

required the interference of France, and looked forward

for the active assistance which he was openly encouraged

to expect.

The United Provinces still exhibited the same weak and

divided government; alarmed at the increasing preponder-

ance of France, yet without vigour to resist her encroach-

ments ; dreading the interference of England in favour of

the prince of Orange, who had espoused tlic daughter of

Greorge 11. ;
and though without any other ally, to whom

they could look for support, considering the war with S])aiii

as wholly foreign to their interests. They were irritated

against the emperor for the haughty conduct ol his minis-

ters, and involved in interminable disputes concerning the

commercial regulations of the Barrier Treaty.

England, the only power capable of consolidating a

grand combination against France, was engaged in the

prosecution of the Spanish war, wliich had been excited

by the clamours of the merebant.s, and the madness of the

people, wild with dreams of conquest and plunder. But
the illusion had been dissipated by the ill success of their

armaments, and by the hostile preparations of France.

The nation was distracted contending j)arties
;
the cabi-

net divided
;
and the minister, becoming more and more

unpopular, was compelled to pursue a temporising policy,

ill adapted to the circumstances of the times. Numerous
.schemes of alliance and co-operation against France were
formed; but they were counteracted by tlie discordant

views of the cabinet, and the inveterate antipathy of

George II. to the house of Brundenburgh, whose concur-
rence was indispensably necessary for the estahlishneiit of

a permanent confederacy against the house of Bourbon.
In this situation of Europe, the emperor, debilitated by

bis recent disasters, was bound by France with the most
galling fetters. Her numerous partisans w'cre continually

representing to him the weakness of liis exhausted country,

and the duger of provoking the resentment of so for-
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miJable .a power. His court was beset by her spies
; every

motion was watched, and Fleury made urgent complaints

whenever the duke of Loraine, who indignantly bore this

state of dependence, had an interview with the British

minister. This liumiliating subjection chagrined the most
upright and independent ministers of the conference

; and
counts Staremberg and Harrach, in particular, lamented

the influence of France in the counsels of their sovereign.

The emperor himself felt and appreciated his danger;

he regretted the precipitation with which he had concluded

the preliminaries at Vienna with La Beaurae, and still

more his acceptance of the mediation and guaranty of

France in the treaty of Belgrade. He saw that his mi-

nisters had been deceived by the artifices of Villeneuve,

and that the peace had been dictated at Paris. He was
sensible that the French, by their manoeuvres with the

Porte, were delaying the execution of the treaty, and was
aware of their schemes for the division or dismemberment
of his succession. He considered a war between France
and England as inevitable, and foresaw the destruction of

the house of Austria, should England be crushed by the

united efforts of the house of Bourbon.

In this dangerous crisis, overtures were made by England,

who was alarmed at the hostile preparations of the French
by land and sea

;
and at the march of their troops towards

the coast of the British channel. The English ministry

endeavoured to rouse the imperial cabinet, with the pros-

pect of an approaching war on the Continent, which might
be opened by the invasion of Germany, or an attack on
the Netherlands, and requested the emperor to assume a

posture of defence, and provide for the security of the

Barrier Towns. The emperor, who was not unwilling to

act according to the extent of his power and resources,

and was anxious to consolidate the whole force of the

German empire against the aggressions of France, de-

spatched count Ostein to Hanover to adjust the terms of a

reconciliation with England and Holland
; but the good

effects of this mission were counteracted by the secret

manoeuvres of Bartenstein, whose aversion to the Maritime

Powers induced him to tlirow obstacles in the way of ai^

accommodation. At the suggestion .of the referendary,

who drew up the instructions, count Ostein was ordered to
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iilveigh against the former desertion of the Maritime

Powers, and to express the diffidence of the emperor to

enter into new engagements, for the fulfilment of which he

had, from past experience, no sufficient security. Ini prac-

ticable proposals, relative to German disputes, were also

introduced, and Bartenstein artfully availed himself of the

former contentions relative to the conditions of the Barrier

Treaty, which were again revived. To the continuance of

commercial restrictions imposed by the 26 tli article, the

imperial cabinet attributed the most fatal consequences,

and Bartenstein drew up a memorial, exhibiting the griev-

ances which the people of the Netherlands suflTered from

the state of their trade in Great Britain and Holland.
“ The Netherlands,” he said, “are at present reduced to

a most deplorable situation ; the commerce to the Indies

interdicted
;
debts enormously increased during the course

of a long war; the revenues absorbed by the maintenance

of the military establisliment
;
the deficiency in the revenue,

already amounting to an enormous sum, is annually increas-

ing
;
and the only source to obviate these evils almost

wholly exhausted,” “ The manufacturers,” he added, “ are

daily declining, and, without a speedy remedy, will be
annihilated. The best workmen emigrate for want of em-
ployment, and the richest merchants threaten to quit the

-country. Hence arises an alarming decrease in the duties

on consumption, os well as those of export and import, and
-even in the ordinary contributions ; and the balance of

trade having been long unequal, the inference is natural,

that it will be totally overthrown if the same principle is

pursued, of lowering the duties on the side of tJie Low
Countries, and raising those on the side of England.”

Hence the imperial ministers contended, that tlie Mari-
time Powers had eluded their engagements contracted by
the Barrier Treaty and the treaty of Vienna, by which the

alteration of the tariff was to be settled before the expira-

tion of a new treaty of commerce within two ^eors, and
they urged the justice and necessity of a reciprocity of

duties.

These statements were combated on the part of England,

by institiog that the duties settled by the tariff being ap«

propriated for the liquidation of the debt incurred for the

Conquest of the Low Countries from France, could not be
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changed till the debt was discharged
;
and that the emperor,

having accepted the Netherlands on the terms settled by
the Barrier Treaty, had no right to expect an alteration of

the system established by that treaty.

These discordant principles became a never-failing source

of disagreement, and furnished Bartenstein with endless

pretexts to inveigh against the narrow policy of the Mari-
time Powers. In consequence of this dissatisfaction on
the side of Austria, and the perseverance of the Maritime
Powers to retain the privileges to which they were entitled

by the treaty of Bander, no compromise could be made ;

and tlie conferences which had been opened at Antwerp in

1737, for adjusting the new treaty of commerce, produced
no efiect.

Chap. XCVI. — 1740.

The alarming designs of France, the danger to which the

Maritime Powers were exposed, the representations of the

duke of Lorainc, and the instances of the ministers, at

length outweighed the influence of Bartenstein ; and the

emperor became more zealous than ever to renew his con-

nection with England, and to unite the German empire
against the incroachment of the house of Bourbon. The
obstacles which hitherto prevented the union of the Pro-
testant body, arising from the disputes between the houses of

Hanover and Brandenburgh, seemed now to be removed by
the death of Frederic William, king of Prussia, in April,

1740 ; and hopes were entertained that his successor would
be induced to pursue a diflerent line of conduct.

Charles Fr^eric, who, under the name of Frederic II.,

was destined to give a new lustre to the crown of Prussia,

and to become the formidable rival of the house of Austria,

was Son of Frederic William, by Sophia Dorothea, daughter

of George I., king of England, and was born at Berlin, on
the 24th of January, 1712. Although Frederic William
disliked magnificence, literature, and mreign manners, and
Was desirous of giving his son an education more calculated

for a sergeant than a prince
;
yet Berlin abounded with

fugees and other natives of France, drawn to the capital by
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Frederic I., who emulated the court of Louis XIV. To
some of these foreigners, distinguished for elegance of man-
ners and acquaintance with polite literature, the early

education of the young prince was entrusted ; and from

them he imbibed that fondness for the French language

and French manners which influenced his future life.

His governor, lieutenant-general count Finkenstein, was
a man of high probity and distinguished courage, but stiff

in his address, and cold in his manners
;
and his sub-

governor, Kalkstein, was principally distinguished for his

rigid economy, and perfect knowledge of military details

;

qualifications, Avliich, in the opinion of Frederic William,

superseded every other accomplishment. As neither of

these persons was calculated to gain tlie confidence of a

young prince, endowed with quick intellects, and a lively

genius, he conceived an attachment to liis preceptor du
Han, a French refugee, who had served under Frederic

William at the siege of Stralsund. Du Han was of a

captious and sarcastic temper, and a free-thinker in matters

of religion ; but possessed a general knowledge of polite

literature, and encouraged bis royal pupil in that preposses-

BLon for French authors which he had already imbibed, and
which wns strengthened by the prevailing taste of the

times, by the low state of German literature, and by the

prohibition of his fatlier, that his son should not be instructed

in the learned languages.

Frederic William, who had employed his whole reign in

the formation of that great military establishment which
afterwards rendered Prussia the arbitress of Germany, was
most anxious to give to bis son the education of a soldier:

at an early age the young prince was appointed chief of a
corps of cadets, and daily practised with liis pigmy troops,

the military evolutions which his father perfornied with his

tall regiment
;
and he made so considerable a progress in

these manocuvTes, that in his twelfth year he surprised the

king of Great Britain, during a visit to Berlin, by exer-

cising three hundred cadets with a dexterity above his age.

Notwithstanding his progress, the king was dissatisfied

with his attachment to music, and to what lie called out-

landish literature, dismissed his preceptors when lie had
nttaiiKMi the age of fifteen, and assumed the principal direc-

tion of his employment. He made him his companion in
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most of his journeys, and pave him incessant lectures on
finance, agriculture, and military discipline. But, as the

young prince did not listen to such dry details with sufficient

attention, the king bitterly reproached him with his passion

for music and letters, and treated him with excessive rigour.

For petty breaches of military order, Frederic William fre-

quently put his son under arrest, and confined him to bread

and water
;
he also threw his music into the fire, and broke

his flute. This opposition to his favourite pursuits only

increased the inclination of the young prince for the arts

and polite literature
;
he passed whole nights in reading by

stealth, and held concerts in forests and caverns, during his

hunting excursions, with musicians privately supplied by
his mother.

At length, exasperated by this tyrannical treatment,

Frederic formed the design of escaping into England, to

seek the protoction of his uncle George 11. He made this

attempt at a village near Frankfort
; but, being discovered,

Was arrested and confined atWesel. Interrogated by his

father, who demanded his reasons fur deserting, he replied,

“Because, sir^ you have not hitherto treated me as your
son, but as your slave.”— “You are a cowardly deserter,”

exclaimed the king, “ without courage, and without
honour !

”— “I have no less courage,” answered the prince,
“ and honour than yourself

;
and I have only done what

you have frequently said you Avould do, if you w^ere in my
place.” The king, inflamed with this reproach, drew his

sword, but general Mosel holdiug his arm, and throwing
himself between them, exclaimed, “Kill me, sire

;
but spare

your son !
” This seasonable exclamation recalled the king

to reason
; and Mosel conveyed the prince into another

apartment, and from thence to the prison which was des-

tined for his reception.

Frederic was afterwards transferred to Berlin, and from
thence to the palace of Mittelwalde, where he was interro-

gated by a committee of four persons, presided by general

Grurabkow, minister of state. Having presented to the

prince the interrogatories and answers of Katt, his favourite

page, who was tried for assisting his escape, they ques-

tioned him on some points of which the king required in-

formation. Frederic replied with firmness, and showed
that his spirit was greater than his misfortunes. On being
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told that it was the king’s pleasure he should be transferred

to Custrin, “Be it so/* he said, “1 consent; but if I am
to recover mj liberty by entreaties, I fear that I shall re-

main there a considerable time.” At Custrin he was con-

fined six months in a cell, without furniture, without a bed,

and without a single attendant; received an allowance of

only sixpence a day, and \vas deprived of all books, except

a bible and a psalter. He was here repeatedly interrogated;

and as the crime alleged against him was high treason, he

had every reason to expect that his obdurate father would

imitate the example of Peter the Great towards his son,

the unfortunate Alexey. In this state of suspense he one

morning observed the window of his cell enlarging, and a

communication formed with a scaffold, covered with black

clotb, erected in the court of the citadel, on a level with

the cell in which he was confined. Being convinced that

these preparations were making for his own execution, he

prepared for his fate ; and was only undeceived when the

commandant of the citadel announced the condemnation of

Katt. Four grenadiers entered the cell, and forcibly con-

veyed the prince to the window, holding Lis head towards
the scaffold, on which the unfortunate victim now made his

appeai-ance. The sentence being read, Frederic earnestly

exhorted the executioner to defer the stroke, that he might
write to his father, and obtain the pardon of his friend, by
renouncing his right of succession to the crown. But Ids

tears, his entreaties, and his cries being ineffectual, he ex-

claimed in an agony of grief, “ Would to God that I were
in your place!”—“ Oh! sir,” replied the unfortunate vic-

tim, had 1 a thousand lives I would sacrifice them all for

you.” He then knelt down; one of his attendants advanc-
ing to cover his face, “ It is needless,” he said ; and lifting

up his eyes to heaven, “ My God,” he added, “ to thy
hands I commit my soul I

” Before the executioner could

perform his office, the prince fainted ;
and when he re-

covered saw the headless trunk of his affectionate servant,

which was exposed the whole day.

Bat this victim did not appease the fury of Frederic

WilUajDi and he still persisted in the resolution of immo-
tatiiig hb son to military justice. He bitterly reproached

the CMft martial because only one of the twenty-four

judges appmnted to try the prince had condemned him to
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death. To his ministers, wlio had the courage to repre-

sent that the heir-apparent could not be capitally convicted,

he exclaimed, “ I consider my son as a soldier who dis-

obeys orders, or as a deserter who quits his post To
the emperor, who wrote to him with his own hand, that he

had no authority to try his son, and still less to put him to

death, because the prince, as a member of the empire,

could only be heard and judged at a full diet, he replied,

“ I am a king, and in that capacity will bring my son to

judgment, by sending him into Prussia, where I acknowledge

no power except God alone.*’

The delays, however, which these remonstrances occa-

sioned gave time to his paternal sentiments to regain their

influence. Great Britain, Sweden, and the States-general

joined their intercession to that of the emperor. The
queen, continually repulsed, never intermitted her solicit-

ations, and at length prevailed. The king relented, and
released liis son from prison, after obliging him to take a

solemn oath, not to entertain any resentment against the

ministers ; never to undertake any journey without per-

mission
;
to live in fear of God ; to fulfil the duties of his

religion
;
and not to marry any princess whom he did not

approve. But though he released the prince from con-

finement, he would not permit him to return to court. He
compelled him to continue at Custrin, not to wear his uni-

form, and not to speak French ; he was obliged to attend

the boards of police and finance, to audit the accounts, and
to copy memorials. So minute were these orders, and so

exactly fulfilled, that when the president of the board
transmitted to Frederic William three memorials, two of

which were copied by the prince, and the third only signed,

the king wrote on the margin, ^Hhe signature of Fritz is

not sufficient, he ought to have transcribed the whole
himself.”*

The king 8 resentment at length subsided; he recalled

the prince to court, hut did not relax his rigorous treat-

ment, and compelled him to marry Elizabeth Christina,

daughter of the duke of Brunswick. Although Frederic

entertained an invincible aversion to his consort, with whom
he never cohabited, yet this event procured him a separate

establishment, and enabled him to fix his residence at the

* Poelnitz, torn. ii. p. 225-254.
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castle of Rheitnsberg. He here devoted himself to his

favourite studies, and passed his time in convivial inter-

course with a chosen society^ of men of letters, either

natives of France, or devoted to French literature. He
was indefatigable in the perusal of works on ancient and

modern history, particularly translations of the classics

;

and blended his literary occupations with concerts and

theatrical representations. He also maintained an inter-

course with the philosopher Wolff, who had been driven

from Halle for his metaphysical tenets, and held constant

correspondence with the French literati, particularly Rol-

lin, Henault, Maupertuis, and Voltaire. Ilis active mind
was animated by the most ardent love of fame ; but being

excluded from affairs of state, he endeavoured to distin-

guish himself in the republic of letters, and composed a

commentary on the prince of Macliiavcl, with a view to

refute the political principles of that work. This piece,

called the Anti-Machiavcl, he submitted to the correiiion

of Voltaire, and was preparing it for the press, when the

death of his father opened a new field to his exertions.

On the accession of Frederic II., the dominions of the

house of Brandenhurgh consisted of provinces detached

from each other
;
and many parts, particularly tlie Marck

of Brandenhurgh, so barren and .sandy, that Fi ederic Wil-
liam had been called in derision, “ the arch sahhmnivr
of the German empire.” The whole population did not

exceed 2,400,000 souls, and the revenues, though improved

by the financial system of Frederic William, amounted to

no more than 6,700,000 crowns. The country maintained

but little commerce, and was almost without resource, but
the late king had left a treasure of 9,000,000 crowns, and
an array of 76,000 men, the best disciplined troops in

Europe, with artillery, magazines, and all the appointments

of war in the highest state of order.

Frederic was now in the twenty-eighth year of his

age ; and his real character was little appreciated by his

oontemporaries, and scarcely known even by those who
had constant access to his person. He had displayed no

predilection for military affairs ; had seen no service, ex-

* Of tbii select coterie, tlic priucipal were Kaiserlln, nclive

of Courlsnd, Suhm, Jandum, Biclfield, Maupertuis, Algerutti, and

Chasot
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cept piirt of the inaetive campaign of 1737 ; and the only

trait of his intrepidity, which was recollected even by liis

wannest panegyrists, was, that in reconnoitring the lines

of Philipshurgii, he exhibited no concern in the midst of

a continual discharge of cannon, the shot of which frac-

tured some branches of trees over his head. His father

was so little acquainted with his personal character, as to

express apprehension lost the military establishment should

be dissolved after his death ;
and the literary society at

Eheimsberg deemed him as volatile and dissipated as them-

selves. They anticipated a delicious life, passed in indo-

lence and ease, hailed the halcyon days of peace and
luxury, and hoped that he would rival his grandfather

Frederic I., in the magnificence of his court and the ele-

gance of his refinements.*

But the real character of the new monarch soon de-

veloped itself in a petty transaction with the bishop and
chapter of Liege, in which he displayed that prompt and
decisive spirit of enterprise which afterwards marked his

conduct. During an excursion to Strasburgh and Cleves

(whither he repaired to have an interview with Voltaire),

the inhabitants of Herstal, a small barony in the vicinity

of Liege, which descended to the house of Brandenburgh
as part of the inheritance of the house of Orange, refused

to take the oath of allegiance. Frederic sent a corps of

troops against the bishop and chapter of Liege, w^hom he
suspected of instigating the inhabitants, and exacted from
them indemnification of 60,000 rix-dollars.

Berlin now became the centre of intrigue and negotia-

* The voluptuous retirement of Frederic in the palace of Rhelms-
berg seemed rather to resemble that of liinaldo in the palace of

Alcina, than the retreat of the future hero. Baron BielAeld thus

describes his mode of life; “The days glide away in tranquillity,

seasoned with all the pleasures which can flatter a reasonable mind.

Fare for a king, wine for the gods, music for angels, delightful walks

in the gardens and woods, parties on the water, the cuhivation of

letters and the flne arts, spirited and pleasant conversation,".— Letter 8.

“ The inscription over the gate, ‘ Frederico tranquillitatem petenti,’

seemed to indicate his sentiments," observes baron Poelnitz; “ his be-

haviour and his actions render it probable that his reign will be one of

those mild and peaceable reigns which procure kings the love of their

people, wherein consists their true glory."— Lettres de Foelnitz,

tvini. i. p. 27.
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tion, and the alliance of the new king was courted bj the

different powers of Europe. P'rederic listened to the over-

tures of the different powers without giving any decisive

answers ; but infusing new vigour into cVcry department of

government, improved the economical system of bis father,

maintained the discipline of the army, raised fifteen new
battalions, and waited in silence till a scene of action should

present itself worthy of employing those talents for the

cabinet and the field, with which nature had endowed him,

and which education and reflection had matured.

Meanwhile the emperor was employed in supplying the

losses of bis army, and repairing the disorders in his

finances
;
and seemed to be animated with equal zeal and

sincerity in his approaches towards the Maritime Powers,
and in adopting apian of reconciliation and mutual defence.

Charles, though subject to occasional attacks of the

gout, had always enjoyed a sound and vigorous constitu-

tion, but at this period his health had been greatly injured

by the violent agitation of liis mind under his recent dis-

tresses.* In the beginning of October he complained of

some symptoms of a flying gout ;
but notwithstanding the

remonstrances of his physicians, he refused to relinquish

the pleasures of the chase, and repaired with a hunting
party to Halpthurn. The weather was extremely cold and
changeable during the wiiole time, with a succession of

frost, snow, and rain ; and although he was seized with a
cholic soon after his arrival, he eagerly pursued his fa-

vourite diversion, until his disorder became serious in con-

sequence of unremitted fatigue and the inclemency of the

* It appears, from many parts of Mr. Robinson's Despatches at this

period, that the decline of the emperor's health was occasioned by the

agitation of his mind
;
and this fact is confirmed In a letter from Mr.

Porter, who was then employed at Vienna in settling the disputes

relative to the tariff of the Iajw Countries, and became afterwards

^ambassador at Constantinople : The haughty behaviour of France,

^ined with the natural haired the emperor bore that nation, and the

internal combats be underwent, by a servile compllanee he had reduced

bimaelf to, preyed on his mind, and was the proiimate cause of that

in habit of body, which at last put a period to his life. And if Mr.
Leibaetter, bis most confidential physician, may be depended upon, it

was not eo much the loss of Belgrade, as the manner in which it was
given up, and the usage of the French, that bore heavily on thp em-
peror, and threw him into a profound melancholy,"— Mr. Porter to

Mr. Walpole, Vienna, March 29. 1741.
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season. On the lOth at night his complaint was increased

by an indigestion, occasioned by a dish of mushrooms
stewed in oil, of which he ate voraciously. After passing

the whole night in repeated vomitings and the most ex-

cruciating pain, he returned to Vienna in a state of such

extreme sickness and debility, that he fainted several times

during the journey, and was conveyed on the 11th to the

palace of La Favourite, in the suburbs of Vienna, scarcely

alive.

Ly proper remedies and rest he was greatly relieved, and

supposed to be out of danger; but on the 12th, his disorder

returned with redoubled violence, accompanied with a high

fever and symptoms of the gout, and his life was again

despaired of. Charles bore his painful complaints with

extreme patience, and seemed unconscious of his approach-

ing dissolution. When his disorder was declared mortal

he would not believe his danger, and sportively rallied his

physicians on the falsity of their prognostics
;
but when

they persevered in their declarations, his fortitude did not

forsake him, and as they were disputing in his presence

concerning the nature of his illness, he exclaimed, “ Cease

your disputes at present, but open my body after my death,

and you will then be able to ascertain the cause.”

He then prepared for his dissolution, submitted to all the

ceremonies of the church, and arranged the proceedings

relative to his succeBsion, with the greatest composure..

He summoned his ministers into his presence, gave them
proper instructions, and thanked count Staremberg, in par-

ticular, for bis long and faithful services. He passed the

last hours of his life in bidding adieu to his family, and ex-

horting each of them, according to their respective stations;

he sent his blessing and advice to his eldest daughter, who,
on account of her pregnancy, was not permitted to ap-

proach her dying father. He took a tender leave of his

consort, with whom he had always lived in uninterrupted

harmony, and who had passed six successive nights without

rest
;
he addressed a word of comfort even to his favourite

dwarf, and said to prince Charles of Loraine, who was
weeping at his bedside, “ Do not lament, though you are

about to lose a faithful friend.”

A short time before his dissolution he had an interview

of two hours alone with the duke of Loraine, and expired
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on the 20th of October, at two o'clock in the morning, in

the fifty-sixth year of his ape, and the thirtieth of his

reign ; and in him was extinct the male line of the house

of Austria, which had continued in an uninterrupted suc-

cession for above four hundred years.

Charles was fond of active exercises and sports of ad-

dress; he excelled in shooting at the mark and riding in

the manege ; he was devoted to music, was a performer,

and even composed an opera, wliieli was ri'iiresented with

great splendour in tlic theatre of the palace. TIjo parts

were performed by the principal nobility, C'liarles himself

took his place in the orchestra, and his two daughters

danced iu the ballet. He was a considerable patron of the

arts and sciences ;
bis band was distingiiislied for the ex-

cellence of the musicians ; he revived the academy of

painting, sculpture, and architecture; improved the schools,

built the public library, and endowed it with a large collec-

tion of hooks, particularly with that of |)rince Kugeiie,

which he purchased. He also laid the foundation of the

noble cabinet of medals, and drew men of letters to his

court from different parts of Europe; among these we dis-

tinguish Metastasio, whom lie api)ointed imperial laureate,

and domesticated at Vienna.

He spared no pains to facilitate the internal communica-
tions of his vast dominions, by the construction of numerous
high roads, and repaired, at a considerable expense, the

military way formed by Trajan through AVallaehia. He
was anxious to promote the eoinineixe and manufactures of

his country
;
and though he failed in liis great schemes,

from the impracticability of liis jdans and tlie jealousy of

the Maritime Powers, yet the energy ot his efforts deserves

eulogium. He meliorated the courts of justice, and re-

duced the government of Hungary to a better form. His
natural disposition was compassionate, and from his cle-

mency lie was called the Titus of the age.

He married Elizabeth Christina, a daughter of Louis
Rhodolph, duke of Brunswick, by whom lie had a son, Leo-
pold, who died in liis infancy, and three daughters, two of

whom survived him, Maria Theresa, liis successor, and Maria
Amelia, who afterwards married prince Charles of Loraine.

As there was no prospect of any more issue, the em-
peror had been repeatedly solicited, as well by the empress
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herself, and his most faithful counsellors, as by the British

cabinet, to obtain the title of king of the Romans for his

son-in-law, Francis, duke of Loraine. And although he

fully appreciated the fatal consequences which would attend

his death without issue male, or without providing a suc-

cessor in the empire
;
yet he rejected this salutary advice,

and considering the death of the empress as a more pro-

bable event, entertained hopes of male issue by a future

marriage. In consequence of this ill-judged policy, lie

endangered the loss of the imperial crown, and exposed

his successor to the greatest difRcultiCw^.

Cn, XCVIL— REION OF MARIA THERESA.—1740.

Maria Theresa had not completed her twenty-fourth

year, when, in virtue of the Pragmatic Sanction, she suc-

ceeded to all the dominions of the house of Austria. Her
person was formed to wear a crown, and her mind to give

lustre to her exalted dignity ; she possessed a commanding
figure, great beauty, animation, and sweetness of counten-

ance, a pleasing tone of voice, fascinating manners
;
and

united feminine grace with a strength of understanding

and an intrepidity above her sex. During her father’s ill-

ness, the young princess w^as exposed to great danger, in

consequence of her advanced pregnancy
; but sufficiently

recovered her spirits the day after his death, to give

audience to the ministers of state, and to assume the

government.

No princess ever ascended a throne under circumstances
of greater peril, or in a situation which demanded more
energy, fortitude, and judgment. The treasury contained
only 100,000 florins, which were claimed by the empress
dowager ; the army, exclusive of the troops in Italy and
the Low Countries, did not amount to 30,000 effective

men
;
a great scarcity of provisions excited alarming symp-

toms of discontent in the capital ; the vintage was cut off

by the frost, and the peasants in the neighbourhood of
Vienna, inflamed by agents from the town, assembled in
large bodies to destroy the game ; while rumours were

VOL. lU. R
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industriously circulated that the government was dissolved,

and the elector of Bavaria was hourly expected to take

possession of the Austrian territories. Great apprehen-

sions were also entertained lest the distant provinces should

break out into commotion ; lest the restless spirits of Hun-
gary, supported by the Turks, should attempt to revive

their elective monarchy.

Notwithstanding the solemn guaranty of the Pragmatic

Sanction, different claimants on the Austrian succession

Were expected to arise, besides the elector of Bavaria,

whose ministers publicly protested against the accession of

Maria Theresa. His brother, the elector of Cologne, only

acknowledged her by the title of archduchess ; the elector

Palatine had even sent a letter by the common post, super-

scribed, To the archduchess Maria Theresa ;
” and the

king of Spain gave her no other title than great duchess of

Tuscany.

In this arduous crisis the young queen was wholly with-

out experience or knowledge of business ; and the minis-

ters, either timorous, desponding, and irresolute, or worn
out with age, sunk uuder the magnitude of the impending
danger. To use the words of an eye-witness, “ The Turks
seemed to them already in Hungary ; the Hungarians
themselves in arms

; the Saxons in Bohemia ; the Bava-
rians at the gates of Vienna, and France the soul of the

whole. 1 not only saw them in despair ; but that very
despair was not capable of rendering them truly desperate.”*

The first claimant on the Austrian succession was 3Iax-

imilian Emanuel, elector of Bavaria ; he asserted that the

will of Ferdinand I. devised the kingdom of Bohemia and
the Austrian dominions to his daughters and their de-

scendants, in failure of the male line. The late emperor,
M his pretensions bad been foreseen, liad endeavoured
to obtain his guaranty of the Pragmatic Sanction ; and
witdi a view to refute bis claims, had transmitted a memo-
rial, proving that the clause in the will of Ferdinand
dev^ed the inheritance to his daughters, only in failure of

legitimate heirs, and consequently did not set aside the

fimale descendants of the male line. In corroboration of

thia prpot^ on the accession of Maria Theresa, the will of

FewMnd was submitted to the inspection of the principal

a Mr* Bobiiison to lord Harrington, Oct. 22. 1740.
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officers of State, as well as to the foreign ambassadors
;
and

troops despatched to the frontiers of Bohemia to prevent

any hostile aggression on the side of Bavaria. But neither

these warlike preparations, nor the exposure of the will,

induced the elector to desist from his claims ;
and Maria

Theresa waited with anxiety for the replies of those

foreign powers to whom she had notified hei accession.

The most favourable assurances were immediately trans-

mitted from many of the foreign powers. The king of

Prussia, in a letter to the duke of Loraine, manifested his

perfect friendship, and testified his readiness to serve the

house of Austria on this occasion. Augustus, king of

Poland and elector of Saxony also expressed the warmest
affection, and tendered his assistance in favour of the

Pragmatic Sanction. The death of Anne made no change
in the sentiments of the court of Russia

;
the strongest

assurances of support were given by Bircn, who was ap-

pointed regent during the minority of Ivan, and after his

disgrace, were confirmed by the regent Anne, mother of

the young monarch. The States-general passed a resolu-

tion to fulfil their engagements, both in regard to the

Barrier and the Pragmatic Sanction ; and the king of

England declared his intention to cultivate the friendship

of the queen of Hungary, to perform his engagements, and
to co-operate with her for the general good of Europe.
France, to whose acknowledgment the court of Vienna
looked with anxious expectation, sent no public answer to

the notification of the queen’s accession. Amelot, secretary

of state for foreign affairs, gave only verbal assurances of

his master’s readiness to fulfil his engagements
;
and both

he and cardinal Fleury, in private letters to the prince of

Lichtenstein, ambassador to the court of France, expressed
concern for the death of the emperor. They excused the

delays of the French court by stating that they were search-

ing the archives for the style of address to the queen of

Hungary, and when the prince of Lichtenstein transmitted

a memorial in reply to the Bavarian claims, polite answers

were returned, but without the smallest allusion to that

document. This equivocal conduct evinced the intentions

of the French court to withhold their acknowledgment of

the queen’s title till a pretext should offer for supporting

the claims of the elector of Bavaria, and proved theii' rcso-
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lution to oppose the elevation of the duke of Loraine to

the imperial throne.

But the queen, deluded hy the promises of the cardinal,

coldly received the exhortations of the British cabinet to

beware of the designs of her ancient rival, and declined

the proposal of the Maritime Powers to form a grand con-

federacy against the house of Bourbon. Hence the mea-
sures of the Austrian cabinet were fluctuating and con-

tradictory, and no decisive line of conduct was adopted at

this critical juncture.

Chat. XCYIIL— 1740, 1741.

In the midst of this suspense and alarm, a new and un-

expected claimant started up, and, instead of stating pre-

tensions on paper, or answering memorials, made a direct

appeal to the sword. This claimant was Frederic, king of

Prussia, who acted with such consummate secrecy that his

design was not divulged, and scarcely even suspected, when
his troops entered the Austrian dominions.

Many circumstances induced this young and aspiring

monarch to adopt so decisive a measure. He was anxious

to distinguish the commencement of his reign
; and to re-

move the obloquy which had been cast on the Prussian

name in consequence of the pacific conduct of his father,

who, with BO powerful a force, remained in what was
deemed a state of pusillanimous inaction. He was also dis-

gusted with the court of Vienna, for their constant prevari-

cation in regard to Berg and Juliers; and his disgust was
still farther increased by the conduct of the young queen,

who, on liberating Seckendorf, extorted from him the orders

of Charles VI. relating to his proffered guaranty of that

succession. He was sensible of his own force, and the

weakness of the house of Austria, and was eager to avail

himself of the favourable situation of the European powers.

Having formed the design of invading Silesia, as the

province most contiguous to his own dominions, and least

prepared for defence, he revived some antiquated claims

of his &mily on parts of that duchy, and carried it into

execution with equal address and celerity. Ho entered
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into no alliance with any foreign power
;
amused the court

of Vienna with vague professions of friendship
; assembled

a large corps of troops in the neighbourhood of Berlin
; and

concealed his views from the marquis of Botta, who was
sent from Vienna to penetrate his designs, till December,

when his army was in full march towards the frontiers of

Silesia.

Being no longer able to conceal his intentions, he de-

spatched count Gotter, his grand master, to Vienna, to

state his claims and demands ; and, after making a similar

explanation to Botta, quitted Berlin at the conclusion of a

masked ball, reached Crossen on the 21st of December,
and on the 23d entered Silesia, at the head of twenty
battalions and thirty-six squadrons. He at the same time

dispersed memorials, in which he detailed his claims, and
declared his intention to occupy the Silesian duchies for

the house of Austria, to prevent them from being seized

by any other power.

The court of Vienna was no less alarmed at this aggres-

sion, than indignant at the affected expressions of friend-

ship with which it was accompanied, when Gotter arrived

at Vienna to execute his commission. He was a man of a

boisterous and overbearing temper, and ill calculated to

conciliate so high spirited and sensitive a princess as Maria
Theresa. He delivered his message in a private audience-

to the duke of Loraine :
“ I am come,” he said, ‘‘ with

safety for the house of Austria in one hand, and the impe-
rial crown for your royal highness in the other. The
troops and money of my master are at the service of the

queen, and cannot fail of being acceptable at a time when
she is in want of both, and can only depend on so con-
siderable a prince as the king of Prussia, and his allies the
Maritime Powers and Russia. As the king my master,

from the situation of his dominions, will be exposed to

great danger from this alliance, it is hoped that, as an
indemnification, the queen of Hungary will not offer him
less than the whole duchy of Silesia.” This extraordinary

demand was accompanied with threatening declarations

:

“ Nobody,” he added, “is more firm in his resolutions than
the king of Prussia ; he must and will enter Silesia ;

once

entered he must and will proceed ; and, if not secured by
the immediate cession of that province, his troops and
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monej will be offered to the electors of Saxonj and Ba-

varia.”

The duke of Lorain e replied with great calmness and

temper, but with no less spirit and dignity. He declared,

that the queen, however inclined, had not the power to

alienate the smallest portion of that succession which was
so strongly and indivisibly entailed, and was not reduced

to so low a condition as to treat with an enemy in the

heart of her dominions. He expatiated on the wide scene

of confusion which was opening by the impatience of the

king of Prussia, which might be equally destructive to

himself and to others. Gotter replying, “
J have no further

business here, and will instantly return tlie duke de-

manded, ‘‘Are your troops actually in Silesia?” Being
answered in the affirmative, he continued, “ Go then,

return to your master, and tell him, that while he hos a

man in Silesia, we will rather perish than enter into any
discussion. But if he is either not entered, and will

abstain from entering, or, if entered, will return, we will

treat with him at Berlin
;
Botta has already instructions ;

others shall be forwarded this day, and the king of Prussia

may be gratified, without presuming to extort what is not

in our power to grant
;
for my part, not for the imperial

crown, nor even the whole world, will I sacrifice one right

or one inch of the queen’s lawful possessions.”

This firm language, and the refusal of the queen to

receive Gotter, disconcerted the Prussian ministers. They
seemed alarmed and ashamed of their master's conduct,

and acknowledged that he would abate his demands, and
be satisfied with the mortgage of a few towns in Silesia,

and their dependencies. These propositions, however,

were indignantly rejected, and the queen persisted in her

refusal to treat with the king of Prussia while his troops

remained in her dominions.

A second negotiation equally failed of success. Gotter,

who returned with the refusal of the queen of Hungary to

listen to any overture while the Prussian troops continued

in her dominions, was again despatched to Vienna with

new proposals from his master. To prevent a public

breach of the Pragmatic Sanction, Frederic offered to

accept port of Silesia as a mortgage, for which he would

pay an equivalent in money, under the condition that the
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mortgage should never be redeemed. But the instructions

of Gotter being defective, he could not venture to accept

any specific proposal, and the queen persisted in requiring

the prior evacuation of Silesia.

While this negotiation agitated the court of Vienna, the

king of Prussia made a rapid progress in Silesia, and was
joyfully received by the natives, two-thirds of whom were
Protestants. On the first of January, 1741, he entered

Breslau, the capital, compelled general Brown, who was
at the head of only 3000 men, to retreat into Moravia,

and before the end of that month, had made himself master
of the whole province except Glogau and Brieg, which he
blockaded, and Neiss, the only fortress capable of main-

taining a siege. He appropriated the revenues of the

country ; and, after making the necessary regulations,

left the command to marshal Schwerin, and returned

to Berlin to collect an army for the security of his own
dominions.

In this whole transaction Frederic affected to occupy
Silesia as a friend to the house of Austria, for in a letter

to the duke of Loraine, he said, “ My heart has no share

in the mischief which my hand is doing to your court,”

and he renewed his proposals for an accommodation. These
pacific declarations, which were so contrary to his actions,

inflamed the indignation of Maria Theresa. She deter-

mined to oppose force by force, and appealed to the

guaranties of the Pragmatic Sanction. Her hopes of

speedy assistance against the unjust aggression of Prussia
were, however, disappointed; promises indeed poured in

from every quarter, but not a single man was despatched,

or a single florin remitted. Russia, under the weak govern-
ment of the regent Anne, declined sending the stipulated

succours
;

the king of Poland began to waver
;

France
pursued her equivocal system of policy, and, while she

gave assurances of her pacific intentions to the court of

Vienna, negotiated with the king of Prussia and the elector

of Bavaria. The Dutch, menaced by Prussia, and in

dread of France, recurred to their usual indecision ;
and

England, distracted with intestine feuds, and anxious to

prevent, or at least to retard, a continental war, acted

with a circumspection more congenial to its own situation

than to the present distress of the house of Austria. In
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reply to the urgent demands of the queen of Hungary, for

the succour of 12,000 men, the king acknowledged the

casus foederis, and testified Ins resolution to abide by his

engagements
;

but urged the necessity of an immediate
accommodation with the king of Prussia. He tendered, in

conjunction with the States, his good offices to effect that

object : and promised, should his endeavours fail of success,

to send his contingent to the assistance of the queen of

Hungary.
Thus left to herself, Maria Theresa disdained to make

the smallest concession ; she collected a considerable force

in Moravia, and gave the command to marshal Neuperg,
whom she had recently liberated from prison, and the most
sanguine expectations were entertained that he would drive

the Prussians from Silesia. But in consequence of the

want of magazines, the bad state of the roads, and severity

of the weather, the general could not pass the mountains
of Moravia and Upper Silesia before the latter end of

March. Meanwhile Frederic had rejoined his army, taken
Glogau by assault, pressed the preparations for the siege of

Neiss, and repaired to Jagerndorf to visit the quarters of

his troops in Upper Silesia, when he was alarmed by the

incursions of the Austrian hussars, and even narrowly
escaped being token prisoner.

Marshal Neuperg collected his forces in Moravia, passed

the mountains, and entered Silesia at Hermanstadt, near

the junction of the Oder and the Ostrave, with the hopes
of surprising the Prussians, who were dispersed in their

cantonments, and of cutting them off in detail. With a

view to seize the heavy artillery deposited at Ohlau, he
left his tents at Neiss ; and continuing his march, made
himself master of Grotkau, despatched general Lentulus to

stop the passage of the Prussians over the Neiss at Sorge,

where they had constructed a bridge ; and during the

evening of the 9th of April, cantoned his troops at Molwitz

and two other villages in the vicinity of Brieg. He here

reposed in perfect security, encouraged by the . constern-

ation which seemed to prevail among the enemy, and by
the numerous deserters who repaired to. his camp. His
natural confidence was increased by the consciousness that

his troops were equal to the whole force of the Prussians,

and that his cavalry, far superior in numbers and dis-
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cipline, would act with effect in the plains of Lower
Silesia, and drive before them soldiers who had only figured
on the grand parades of Potzdam and Berlin. He trusted,

likewise, to his numerous liussars, who he hoped would
discover the smallest motion of the enemy, should they bo
disposed to quit their cantonments, when the ground was
covered with snow. In this situation, Neuperg was sur-

prised by the sudden approach of the Prussian army, which
advanced at ten o’clock on the following morning.
The king leaving Jagerndorf when the Austrians en-

tered Silesia, speedily assembled his troops, and on the 4th
of April, hastened towards Steinau, intending to pass the

Neiss at Sorge. Being prevented by the detachment of

Lentulus, he made a forced march, and crossed at Miche-
lau, to the south of Molwitz, with a view to occupy Grot-
kau. Finding that place in possession of the Austrians,

and compelled to risk an engagement for the preservation

of his artillery at Ohlau, he advanced on the 8th of April,

and took up his quarters at Pogrel and the adjacent villages,

in the vicinity of Molwitz.

On the succee'ding day a thick fall of snow concealing

his movements from the enemy, prevented him from ad-

vancing
;

but on the 10th the weather clearing up, he
assembled his troops, consisting of twenty-seven battalions,

twenty-nine squadrons, and three of hussars, and marched
in five columns towards the enemy, Arriving near Mol-
witz, he formed his army in order of battle, although no
enemy appeared. The right wing extended towards the

village of Hellendorf, and the left to the rivulet of Lauch-
witz

;
but his dispositions being unskilfully made, the cavalry

of the right did not reach their destined position, and the

infantry being crowded he drew three battalions from the

first line, with which he flanked his right wing.

Neuperg, surprised by the approach of the enemy, could

not avail himself of their want of skill, and was compelled

to form his troops in haste, exposed to the continual dis-

charge of the Prussian artillery. Meanwhile the Austrian

cavalry of the left wing, under general Roemer, galled by
this incessant fire, threatened to retreat unless they were
led to the charge ;

Roemer instantly attacked the right ring

of the Prussians, dispersed their cavalry, and cutting his

way through the infantry, penetrated to the baggage and
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the park of artillery, where his men began to pillage. In
consequence of this successful charge, and the confusion it

occasioned in the Prussian army, victory appeared to incline

to the side of the Austrians ; even the king, at the entrea-

ties of marshal Schweren, retired from the field, and
Neuperg seized this decisive moment to put his infantry in

motion. But all his efforts were ineffectual
;

his troops,

panic-struck by -the regular and rapid fire of the Prussian

infantry, refused to advance
;
and Roemer, having again

formed the cavalry, was repulsed by the prince of Anhalt,

who, with the three battalions drawn from the first line,

had repaired the disorder on the right. Three times

Roemer charged the enemy, and was three times driven

back ; returning a fourth time he was killed, and his troops

gave way.
Animated with this advantage, Schweren advanced with

the Prussian infantry, and from this moment all was rout

and confusion in the Austrian army; Neuperg, who had
received several contusions, in vain attempted to revive the

courage of his troops
;

they precipitately fled from the

field of battle, and did not again rally till they had passed

the town of Neiss. The loss on the side of the Prussians

did not exceed 2500 men, while on that of the Austrians
more than 5000 were killed, and 2000 taken prisoners,

with several pieces of cannon and four standards.

This memorable combat, which decided the fate of

Silesia, was rendered still more remarkable by the extraor-

dinary flight and narrow escape of the king of Prussia,

who was nearly taken prisoner at the moment when his

army was victorious. Retiring from the field of battle,

accompanied by Maupertuis, a French valet-de-chambre,

and a few hussars, he rode towards Oppelen, where he
thought himself secure of an asylum

;
but that town had

been occupied by a party of Austrian hussars. On arriving

at the gate, at midnight, the valet-de-chambre demanding
admittance, the hussars instantly sallied out, attacked the

party, and exchanged several shots, on which the king ex-

claimed, FareweU, friends, I am better mounted than you
all,” and rode away. Maupertuis and the greater part of

the company fell into the hands of the hussars, while the

monarch, returning towards Neiss, received the news that

his troops had gained a complete victory, and rejoined his
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army the same morning, after having rode backwards and
forwards not less than twelve German miles.

The consequences of this battle were as fatal to the house
of Austria as they were advantageous to Frederic. The
Austrians were humbled by the loss of tiiis first engage-

ment with troops whom they had despised, while it stamped
a new character on the Prussian infantry for steadiness

and discipline, and proved them superior even to veteran

troops. The king learned also to appreciate the advantage

of improving his cavalry, and to correct the errors which
he had committed from want of experience, and from his

acquaintance only with the mere theory of war. His camp
at Molwitz soon became the centre of the most important

negotiations
;
his alliance was courted from all quarters,

and he seemed to hold in his hand the balance of Europe.
He still afiected, however, great moderation in the midst of

his success, and offered to the queen of Hungary his friend-

ship on the same terms as before his victory,

Chap. XCIX. — 1741.

The court of Vienna was filled with consternation at the

defeat of Molwitz in proportion to their sanguine hopes of

success. In consequence of the deficiency of money and
men, the greatest difficulties had been overcome to bring

into the field the army intrusted to count Neuperg
;
that

army was now so much reduced as to be no longer capable

of acting offensively, and no obstacle could be opposed to

the progress of the Prussians.

Hitherto the firmness of Maria Theresa, in refusing the

offers of Prussiii, had been justified by the favourable

aspect of her affairs. During the negotiation she had made
urgent and repeated applications for immediate assistance

to the powers who had guaranteed the Pragmatic Sanction,

particularly to England. But the British minister, embar-
rassed with a violent opposition, and aware of the designs

of France to dismember the Austrian succession, delayed

taking a decisive part, with the hope of inducing the queen,

of Hungary to effect an accommodation with the king of
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Russia. Hence the cabinet of England pursued a dilatory

and indecisive conduct
;
no reply was made to the demands

of the queen of Hungary, dated the 29th of December, until

the end of February, and no instructions reached Mr.
Robinson till the beginning of April.

At that time the Austrian ministers were again inspired

with full confidence ; they were delivered from all appre-

hensions on the side of Turkey by an amicable adjustment

of the limits ; they flattered themselves that France would
not contravene the Pragmatic Sanction ; they entertained

the most sanguine expectation of immediate assistance from

Russia, Saxony, the circles of the empire, and the Mari-

time Powers ; and justly hoped that their own efforts alone,

and the force under count Neuperg, would wrest Silesia

from the king of Prussia. They were therefore equally

disappointed and irritated when, instead of effectual jissist-

once, the British cabinet suspended all succours until the

queen, should deliver a specific answer whether she chose

peace or war with Prussia; if war, the king of England
promised to fulfil his engagements and employ his contin-

gent of 12,000 men, as soon as a plan of operations was
concerted

;
if peace, he tendered his good offices to procure

an accommodation. At the same time Mr. Robinson was
instructed to represent the dangerous situation of Europe,

the uncertainty of the concurrence of Russia, the difficulties

on the side of Saxony, and the divided sentiments of the

Dutch. He Was ordered to expatiate on the dangerous

designs of France, who was luring the king of Prussia,

preparing to place the elector of Bavaria on the imperial

throne, consolidating a powerful combination against the

house of Austria, and forming magazines and assembling

troops on the side of the Rhine. From this aspect of

affairs he was to urge the necessity of gaining the king of

Prussia, even by an immediate sacrifice of l^wer Silesia

and the town of Breslau.

These proposals were received with indignation and re-

jected with disdain ; the queen of Hungary would not sub-

mit to the humiliation of yielding one of her richest and

most valuable provinces, at a moment when she expected

her txtmps to drive the Prussians from Silesia. The whole

cabinet, deceived by the insidious assurances of cardinal

Fleury, refused to credit the designs imputed to France

;
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and the duke of Loralne and all the ministers claimed im-
mediate succour, as the only means of serving the house of

Austria should France commence hostilities. The queen
of Hungary, therefore, indignantly refused to make the

smallest cession to Prussia, and declared that even if de-

serted by her allies, she would trust the fortunes of her
house to the fidelity of her subjects and the valour of her
army. The defeat at Molwitz changed the sentiments of

the duke of Loraine and the ministers of the conference,

and gave weight to the urgent representations of England ;

but the queen persisted in her refusal to make the smallest

cession, although France now began to act with less re-

serve, and had nearly brought her designs to maturity.

From the death of the emperor France had watched the

favourable moment to reduce the house of Austria, but
with her usual address cajoled the cabinet of Vienna with
vague assurances of friendship, and with hopes of concur-

ring to place Francis on the imperial throne. After the

battle of Molwitz, she declared her resolution not to con-

travene the guarantee of the Pragmatic Sanction, unless

compelled to take part in the war against the queen of

Hungary. Even in the midst of hostile preparations, and
while French agents canvassed for the elevation of the

elector of Bavaria to the imperial throne, the court of

Vienna did not credit the hostile designs imputed to

France ; nor was the illusion wholly dissipated till marshal

Belleisle, who had been appointed ambassador to the diet

at Frankfort, repaired to the camp at Molwitz, to gain the

king of Prussia, and to propose a plan for the dismember-
ment of the Austrian territories.

Besides the elector of Bavaria and the king of Prussia,

many other pretenders to the Austrian succession were en-

couraged by France. Philip V., king of Spain, avowed
himself the direct lineal representative of Charles V,
Charles Emanuel, king of Sardinia, in virtue of his de-

scent from Catherine, second daughter of Philip U., now
revived an obsolete claim on the Milanese. Even Augustas,

notwithstanding his treaty with the queen of Hungary,
prepared to assert the right of his wife, Maria, eldest

daughter of Joseph, in virtue of the family compact, by
which the succession was entailed on the daughters of

Joseph, in preference to those of Charles.
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Accordin^o the plan matured by France, Bohemia and
Upper AuSpTwere assigned to the elector of Bavaria

;

Moravia and Jj^per Silesia to AugusUis ; Lower Silesia

and the country of Glatz to the king of Prussia
; Austrian

Iximbardy to Spain ;
and some compensation was to be

allotted to the king of Sardinia.

While marshal Belleisle remained in the Prussian camp,

Frederic, unwilling to contribute to the preponderance of

France in Germany, and to aggrandise the electors of Ba-
varia and Saxony, made repeated overtures to the king of

England, and urged that, however reluctant, he must join

with France, should the queen persist in refusing all offers

of accommodation. But the impending danger had no
effect on the lofty and unbending spirit of Maria Theresa.

She considered the offers of the king of Prussia as insidious,

and made only with a view to delay the assistance of tlie

Maritime Powers; and when her consent to accept just

and reasonable terms was at length extorted, she refused to

specify any condition. As the king of Prussia maintained

the same reserve, George II. commanded lord Hyndford to

propose the cession of the three duchies of Glogau, Schwei-

bus, and Grunberg ; hut Frederic, after thanking the king
for making at least one step towards an accommodation, by
a direct offer, answered, “ At the beginning of the war I
might have been contented with this proposal

;
but after

the expense I have incurred, and the success of my arms,

the offer of one duchy is too small, for I consider Sehwei-
bus and Grunberg as part of the duchy of Glogau. Shall

I again give them battle, and drive them out of Silesia ?

You will then see that 1 shall receive other proposals, and
the queen of Hungary will tender better conditions, not
less than all Lower Silesia, with the town of Breslau. At
present I must have four duchies which lie contiguous to

my territories.” When lord Hyndford urged that his

nuyesty then had it in his power to conclude an honourable
peace, and to show his magnanimity by restoring the tran-

quillity of Germany, Frederic impatiently interrupted him :

^Do not, my lord, talk to me of magnanimity; a prince

ought first to consult his own interests. 1 am not averse

to peace ; but I expect to have four duchies, and will have
thc^” He then dismissed the British minister, without

giving any answer to his repeated requests that he would
name the four duchies to which he alluded.
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When this account was transmitted to court of
Vienna, and lord Hyndford suggested that tkSlRur duchies

alluded to were Glogau, Wohlau, Lignitz, ani Scweidnitz,

the queen of Hungary not only rejected these demands as

extravagant, but even disapproved the conduct of the king
of England in offering the duchy of Glogau without her
consent, and expressed the highest satisfaction that the

proposal had been rejected. She also persisted for a Con-

siderable time in refusing all cessions in Silesia, and only

offered to purchase the friendship of the king of Prussia by
a sum of money and some sacrifices on the side of Flanders

and the Rhine.

It is needless to enter minutely into every event of this

negotiation, which was carried on by the mediation of
England, but was frustrated by the incompatible characters

of Slaria Theresa and Frederic, both equally inflexible

;

one determined to yield nothing on the side of Silesia, and
the other resolved to accept no other equivalent.

While Mr. Robinson was endeavouring to rouse the court

of Vienna to a sense of their danger, and to draw from th&

ministers of the conference the ultimatum of the queen, &
courier from George II., who was then at Hanover, brought

information that Frederic had signed, on the 5th of June,

a treaty with France. The British minister was ordered

to urge this transaction ns a new and pressing motive to

detach the king of Prussia before the exchange of the rati-

fications, and repair to the Prussian camp with the pro-

posals of the queen of Hungary. Maria Theresa listened

to the communication with profound silence ; and in reply

to his representations, broke out into exclamations and
sudden starts of passion, which showed the despair and
agony of her mind. Adverting to his mission to the king

of Prussia, she said “ Not only for political reasons, but

from conscience and honour, I will not consent to part

with much in Silesia. I am even afraid you will not be

authorised to offer Glogau, though perhaps I might be in-

duced to part with that province, if I could be secure of

peace on all sides. But no sooner is one enemy satisfied

than another starts up another, and then another, must be

contented, and all at my expense. I am convinced of your

good will, but I pity you. Your mission to Silesia will bo

as fruitless as that of count Gotter was here ;
remember
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my words.” "NVlien Mr. Robinson represented that it was

in her nu^OBty’s power to render his mission successful,

and iiyged that her own fate, the fate of the duke, of her

whole &mily, and of all Europe, depended upon lier yield-

ing to the hard necessity of the times, she exclaimed,
“ What would I not give, except in Silesia ! Let him take

ell we have in Guelderland ; and if he is not to be gained

by that sacridee, others may. Let the princes of the em-
mre, let the king, your master, only speak to the elector of

Mvaria; he may be more flexible, and means may be
found to gain him. Oh, the king, your master ; let him
only march, let him march only !

” No other answer could

be drawn from tliis high-spirited woman ;
and her resolu-

tion was strengthened by the arrival of another courier,

announcing the signature of a treaty at Hanover, on the

24tli of June, which secured to her a subsidy of 300,000^,

granted by the British Parliament. The queen, as well as

the duke of Loioine and the whole cabinet, received this

news with marks of joy equal to their former despondency,

and were lavish in their professions of friendship and grati-

. tude. But their long-expected answer to the earnest de-

mand of the ultimatum eviuced little disposition to purchase

the alliance of Prussia. They indulged themselves in a
bitter invective against his conduct, and only declared

that the queen was not averse to purchase a peace by a
sacriflee on the side of the Low Countries, and by the pay-

of 2,000,000 florins. After many contemptuous ex-

jjtmions against Frederic, they concluded with conjuring

his Britannic majesty, both as king and elector, to assist

the queen of Hungary, and to order the instant march of

the stipulated succours, as the common danger would be
by delay. As if secure of the immediate co-ope-

xatmn of England, count Ostein, the Austrian ambassador,
delivered a note to the king, requiring his majesty to put

liie auxUiary troops in motion, to pay the subsidy at the

siMMtest ter^p to forward the association of the circles,

dad lo ascertain the assistance stipulated by the courts of

Ibwid and Saxony.

4 the queen of Hungary was so far from enter^ain-

ia§ Ibd mmUest indimitiofi to gain the king of Prussia by
MstdOi^ihdt ahe even fOTmed the chimerical scheme to

divMd^lrii doQunion^ to secure the elector of Saxony, by
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the gift of Crossen and the fiefs of Lusatia, which the king
had forfeited in consequence of his felony to the crown of

Bohemia ; and to detach the elector of Bavaria, by yielding

to him either iTuscany, the Milanese, or the Low Countries,

in exchange for the district of Bavaria, between Upper
Austria and the river Inn. She even attempted to obtain

the acquiescence of England in this wild project, by threat-

ening to throw herself in the power of France, and yield

Luxemburgh and part of Flanders, rather than gratify the

presumptuous demands of the king of Prussia.

But as neither her remonstrances nor threats could

prevail on England to declare war, without the concurrence
of Holland, and as the danger from the grand confederacy

become more and more imminent, her consent to offer nn
accommodation with Prussia was at length extorted, by
the urgent representations of the duke of Loraine and
of her principal ministers. After much hesitation, and
many changes and delays in arranging the terms*, she

committed the proposals to Mr. Robinson, who was to

repair in person to the Prussian camp in Silesia, and to

offer Austrian Guelderland and Limburgh; and, at the

last extremity, the duchy of Glogau. But, in arranging

these proposals, she displayed the strongest aversion to an
accommodation ;

and occasionally exclaimed to Mr. Robin-
son, who expressed his apprehensions that some of the con-

ditions would be rejected by the king, “ 1 wish he may
reject them !

” When he took liis leave, she recommended
her interests to his care ; and said, ** Save Limburgh, if

possible, were it only for the quiet of my conscience : God
knows how 1 shall answer for the cession, having sworn to

the states of Brabant never to alienate any part of their

country,”

In consequence of these obstacles and delays, Mr.
Robinson did not depart for Silesia till the 30th of July.

He reached Breslau on the 3rd of August
; and, on the 5th

had an audience of the king, in his tent at the camp of

* The project of eettion,** writei Mr. Robinson in n letter to lord

Harriogton, ** was drawn up, and the instructiona for the popoud of

terms to the king of Prussia. The queen, after inueh struggle) fhreed

to spprove them, changed them with her own' hand, adiM that she
liked one thing too much, or another too little ; what with despair,

what with reluotanoe, what with iTreeolutio&, spoiled the whole paper,
and sent it bock to the chancellor so mangled, then sent for it agf^"

TOL. m, S
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Strelilen, accompanied by lord Hyndford nod count Podc-
wilz, the PruBsinn minister.

After some desultory and unconnected conversation, in

which Frederic stigmatised the answer of the court of

Vienna us extremely impertinent, JSIr. Robinson opened

his commission with the offer of Austrian Gueldcrland,

and a dorid description of its value and importance. The
king, without answering, turned to count Poilewiiz, and

asked, What have we yet left in Gueldcrland ? ” and
when the minister replied, almost nothing,” he exclaimed
“ Still beggarly offers! What! notliing but a paltry town
for all my just pretensions in Silesia ? lie here gave way
to liis indignation

;
and Mr. Robinson, after some hesita-

tion, added the offer of Limburgh as the ultimatum of the

queen of Hungary, exaggemting its advantages still higher

than those of Gueldcrland. But he was interrupted in his

encomiums by the king, who ironically asked, “ How can

the queen of Hungary dare to think of violating so solemn
an engagement as that of the barrier treaty, which renders

every inch of the Low Countries inalienable? I have no
desire to aggrandise myself in parts which arc useless to

me, much less to expend money in new fortifications. But
why more fortifications ? Am I not fortifying Glogau and
Brieg, which are sufficient for one who intends to live well

with his neighbours? Neither the French nor the Dutch
liave offended me, nor will I offend them by such unlawful
acquisitions. Besides, who will guaranty tliem ? ” Mr.
Kobinson answering, that the queen would obtain the

guaranty of England, Russia, Saxony, and even of the

States- general. “Guaranties!” contemptuously rejoined

the king, “ who observes guaranties in these times ? Has
not France guaranteed the Pragmatic Sanction ? has not
England guaranteed it? why do you not all fly to her
succour ?

”

The conversation continued for some time in the same
tone of contempt and irony on the side of the king : he
ridiculed the conduct of those powers who affected to es-

pouse the cause of the house of Austria, and dwelt with
great energy on the advantages of his situation. “lam
at the hea^” he said, “of an invincible army, already

master of a country which 1 will have, which I must have,

and which is the only object of my views. My ana'stors,"
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he continued, " would rise out of their tombs to reproach

me, should I abandon the rights they have transmitted tome.

With what reputation can I live, should I lightly quit an

enterprise, the first act of my reign, begun with refiection,

prosecuted with firmness, and which ought to be maintained

to the last extremity ? I will sooner be crushed with my
whole nrmy, than renounce my just rights in Silesia.

Have I occasion fur peace? Let those who want peace

give me what I want; or let them fight me again, and be

again beaten

!

This burst of real or aficcted indignation was accom-

panied with theatrical gestures ;
and turning, as if to finish

the conversation, he said to IMr. Robinson, “ I will accept

no equivalent in the Low Countries ;
and since you have

nothing to offer on the side of Silesia, all proposals are in-

effectual. I will not only have the four duchies ; but, as

the court of Vienna has rejected that demand, I revoke it,

and require all Lower Silesia, with the town of Breslau.’'

After frequently and peremptorily repeating his last words,

he added, “ If the queen docs not satisfy me in six weeks,

I will have four duchies more.”

His indignation seemed to be still farther inflamed by
the offer of Glogau, which was now made by lord ITynd-

ford
;
reiterating his demand of all Lower Silesia, he said

to Mr. Robinson, “Return with this answer to Vienna;
they who want pence will give me what I want.” Ml*.

Robinson, not rebuffed by bis peremptory treatment, ven-
tured to propose n negotiation with his minister

; but
Frederic disdainfully added, “ I am sick of ultimatums, I
will hear no more of them ; my part is taken. I again
repeat my demand of all Lower Silesia

;
this is my final

answer, and I will give no other.” He then interrupted all

farther representations ;
and, taking off his hat, precipi-

tately retired, with looks of high indignation, behind the

interior curtain of his tent,*

Thus terminated this extraordinary conference ; and
Mr. Robinson returned to Presburgh without the smallest

hope of bending the indexible spirit of the king.

* The account of tin's interesting conference, which exhibits the

character and manners of Frederic in so striking a point of view, ia

taken from Mr. Robinson 's Despatch to lord Harrington, dated Brei-
lau, August 9. 1741; and (Euvres Posthumes, tom. i. p. 180.
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On his return to Presburgli, Mr. Robinson found the court

of Vienna alarmed with the first explosion of the long

threatened storm. The elector of Bavaria had commenced
hostilities, hj taking possession of Possau, and had issued a

manifesto, asserting his claims to the whole Austrian

inheritance ; a French army, under Broglio, was preparing

to cross the Rhine
;
while another was assembling on the

Maes, under marshal Maillebois. The king of Prussia,

availing himself of his success at Molwitz, had continued

his operations during the progress of the negotiation ; after

a short siege he had taken Brieg, removed his head
quarters to Strehlen, recruited his army among the natives

of Silesia, by whom he was regarded as a deliverer, and
had recently seized Breslau, which the Catholic party had
attempted to deliver to marshal Neuperg.

Under this pressure of distress, such was the spirit or

infatuation of the queen of Hungary, that she still listened

to the delusive professions of France, attempted to gain

the elector of Bavaria, by offering to withdraw her hus-

band’s pretensions to the imperial crown, and obstinately

refused to comply with the demands of the king of Prussia.

After many demurs and quibbling distinctions, concerning

the meaning of the term Lower Silesia, the queen affected

to offer a division of the country. A map was accordingly

marked with a line of demarcation, and presented to Mr,
Bobinson, who was desired to repair again to the Prussian

camp, and tender this new offer to the king. The British

minister in vain represented that this cession was not only

far inferior to the demands of Frederic, but even less than

the four duchies originally required ; and, when he urged
that the resolution of the Pru^ian monarch was taken, it

was replied, ** The resolution of the queen is likewise

taken ; and, if the house of Austria must perish, it is

indifferent whether it perishes by an elector of Bavaria or

bj an Sector of Brandenburgh.”*

* ^ Tba queaiii'* writei Mr. Robinfon to lord Harrington, '^had

fiot, in bar own hand, in the margin of the brouillon of count Sineen-

dorfi letter to mo, that if the convention was not signed in the termi
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With this inadequate offer, and without the smallest

hope of success, ISJr. Robinson again repaired to Silesia
;

but on his arrival at Breslau, Frederic refused to see him,

and ordered his minister, count Podewilz, to declare his

surprise and indignation that, after so formal and serious a

demand of all Lower Silesia, he had presumed to return,

with BO injurious, so dishonourable, and so insidious a pro-

ject, without any new credentials from his own court.

“ Tlie offer,” it was added, “ of the court of Vienna is the

highest insult, and every otlier article of the project cap-

tious, as it tends to involve the king in a war with France,

and to draw a thorn out of the side of the court of Vienna,
and thrust it deeper into the side of the king of Prussia.

The king, therefore, will neither see Lfr. Robinson himself,

nor allow count Podewilz to treat with one whom he had
so much reason to be dissatisfied with, especially as the
king of Pmgland has another minister at his court in whom
he places the fullest confidence.” This singular message
was concluded with a declaration, “ That, as Mr. Robinson
valued the friendship subsisting, and to subsist, between
the two sovereigns, the continuation of that friendship de-

pended on the haste with which he returned ; otherwise,

his Prussian majesty would not only be obliged to complain
but would impute such an obstinacy to a desire in the king
uf England, of compelling him to treat with a person
against whom he entei'tained such a dislike.” *

This contemptuous rejection of Mr. Robinson’s interven-
tion, was followed by a letter from Frederic to lord

Hyndford, announcing that he had now completed hia^

hostile engagements with France and Bavaria, which anni-
hilated all hopes of an immediate accommodation with the
queen of Hungary.

as dL'livered to me, she would not be obliged to stand by it : and had
cnjoineil count Sinzendorf to tell me, that she hoped to know infiftcea
days, d 911010 ten tenir."

* It appears, from the Works uf the king of Prussia, that he enter-

tained a personal dislike to Mr. Robinson, for his unshaken teal irv

favour of the house of Austria; at the same time, tlie court of Saxony
complained of his supposed partiality to the king of Prussia; and the*

court of Vienna, of his opposition to their interests and politics. In
adverting to this singularity of hia situation, Mr. Robinson observes^
“ [ am the unfortunate victim of all three, if not approved by the

king my master.”—Mr. Robinson to lord Harrington, Breslau, Sep-
tember 2. 1741.
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“I have received the new project sent by tlie indefati-

gable Robinson. It is no less chimerical tlinn the former.

You will tell the court of Vienna that the elector of

Bavaria shall be emperor, and tlint my enj^agenients with

the king of France and the elector are so solemn, so indis-

soluble, and so inviolable, that I will never quit those

faithful allies to enter into friendship with a sovereign who
cannot, and who will never be reconciled to me. It is no

longer time to defend the queen of Hungary, and she must
learn to support all the rigour of her destiny. Are these

people mad, my lord, to suppose I should be so treacherous

as to turn my arms in her favour against my friends
;
anil

can you avoid seeing the grossness of tlie bait they hold

out to me
;
I entreat you not to trouble me again with

similar propositions, and to believe me so far a man of

honour as not to violate my engagements.”

Ill reviewing the progress of this negotiation on the suc-

cessful termination of which even the fate of the house of

Austria seemed to depend, we cannot repress our nstonisli-

ment at the singular infatuation of the court of Vienna
;

but our surprise will diminish, when we advert to the

personal character and principles of the queen of Hungary,
the situation of her consort the duke of Loraine, and the

views and interests of her ministers and courL

Maria Theresa had been educated as heiress to the indi-

visible succession of the house of Austria
;
and had imbibed,

from her earliest infancy, high notions of the pre-eminent

dignity and power of her illustrious family. Hence slie

determined to assert her rights w'itli indexible spirit, and
not to relinquish a tittle of lier just pretensions, on the

principle, that her inheritance was a solemn trust, >vhich

she could not alienate ; and she considered herself ns

irrevocably bound by tbe oath she liad taken to support

the Pragmatic Sanction. The birth of the archduke Joseph
aUo, which happened on the 13th of March, in the midst of

the negotiation, still farther strengthened her resolutions,

and increased her scruples not to alienate any part of his

future inheritance.

Although the duke of Loraine had been appointed co-

regent, transacted the business of state with the ministers

of the conference, and gave audience to foreign ambassa-

dors; yet he had little permanent influence in the direction
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of affairs, as well because the spirit of the government was
supposed to reside in the coiifierence, as because the queen
was not disposed to admit any participation of real autho-

rity. He was, indeed, more distinguished for the comeli-

ness of his person, and the suavity of his manners, than for

strength of understanding, or brilliancy of talents ; he was
fully sensible of his want of influence, and did not scruple

to acknowledge that his sentiments had no weight when
contrary to those of the queen. At this period, likewise,

he was still less inclined and less able to take an active

part in the counsels of the state, in consequence of his sen-

timents in regard to the king of Prussia, and the peculiar

delicacy of his situation. He was well aware that his ele-

vation to the imperial throne depended principally on the

concurrence of Prussia*, and had therefore been early

inclined to conciliate the friendship of the king, and credited

the sincerity of his professions; but he was afterwards

alienated by the contemptuous behaviour and opprobrious

language of Frederic, who even charged the duke with
suborning an assassin to murder him. In the heat of his

resentment he treated with scorn the versatility of the

Prussian monarch ; and exclaimed to Mr. Robinson, who
was urging the weight of his alliance, “If you have him
to-day, he will be at the service of France to-morrow

;
and,

if France has him to-day, we may have him to-morrow.**

Fjven in the most alarming crisis of the queen’s affairs,

thougli convinced that the safety of the house of Austria

depended on an accommodation with the king of Prussia,

he could not venture to urge his opinion, in consequence of

the unpopularity which he had incurred from the ill success

of his military operation in Hungary, and the charges

which were circulated, that he was willing to sacrifice the

territories of the house of Austria to purchase the electoral

vote of Prussia.

The ministers of the conference were merely the osten-

sible agents of government, and count Staremberg, wbom
Charles VI. had recommended with his dying voice to his

daughter, had fallen into dotage, acted solely from visionary

• In an interview with Borckc, the Prussian roinUter, during tlie

illness of Charles VI. he said, ** There is nobody but his Prussian

majesty and the king of England that 1 can rely upon. "—Mr. Robin-

son’s Despatches.
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notions of divine inspiration, and changed his ntiind as

often as he conceived himself differently inspired.

In this situation Maria Theresa was attracted by the

insinuating manners and decisive language of Burtenstein,

who, full of expedients, and fertile in resources, was alone

capable of initiating her in the affairs of state and the

forms of business. His presumptuous confidence^ volu-

bility of tongue, and the facility of his pen, combined to

dazzle an inexperienced princess ; while his assiduity,

affected deference to her opinion, and enthusiasm for the

house of Austria, won her esteem and confidence. He
followed the example of count Altheim towards her father,

by endeavouring to inspire her with the same jealousy of

her own power, and high opinion of her own abilities

;

he persuaded her that she ought to be her own minister,

while he overwhelmed her with papers and memorials
which she had not time to consider, and scarcely to read

;

lie also supplied her with arguments against her ministers,

induced her to maintain a secret correspondence with her
foreign ambassadors, of which he was the agent ; and as

the duke of Loraine was a mere cipher, he directed the

affairs of government with the same absolute sway as

during the lifetime of her father.

No person had greater influence in encouraging the

queen to persevere iii rejecting all offers of accommodation
with Prussia than Bartenstein, who was irritated against

Frederic, for requiring his exclusion from the conferences

with Gotter. His implacable spirit being thus roused, he
did not restrain his invectives :

‘‘ The friendship of the

king of Prussa,” he observed, ** is worse than his enmity

;

nothing but mischief can be expected from him, and the

only means of security will be to disarm him. To attempt

to rectify the king of Prussia without ruining him, would
be as much lost trouble as to wash a blackamoor white.”*

These sentiments coincided too nearly with those of the

queen, to he counteracted by the earnest representations of

the Maritime Powers.

The singular infatuation of the queen in giving credit to

the professions of the French, even at the very moment
when marshal Bellcisle was carrying his hostile designs

into execution, was wholly owing to the baneful influence

* Mr. Robinson to lord Harrington, April 4. 1741.
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of Bartenstein, who boldly answered for their sincerity,

and asserted that they would engage in no war during the

life of cardinal Fleury. In vain the old ministers of the

conference expatiated on the inveterate antipathy of the

house of Bourbon ; in vain the duke of Loraine made the

strongest remonstrances, and in vain the king of England
repeatedly developed the dangerous designs of the court of

Versailles. The queen of Hungary, influenced by her

superior antipathy to the king of Prussia, hoped in the

last extremity to disarm France by cessions in the Low
Countries, and by inducing her husband to forego the im-
perial crown

;
or if those offers failed of success, that she

should be supported by the Maritime Powers and Russia

;

in these hopes she was encouraged by the spirit and senti-

ments of the British nation.

In England the unprovoked aggression of the king of

Prussia had excited general indignation
;
and the wrongs

of a young, beautiful, and unoffending princess roused the

feelings of the people, and kindled a national enthusiasm.

The minister, urged hy the importunities of the king, the

sentiments of the cabinet, and tlie public voice, yielded to

the torrent. On the 8th of April, the king concluded an
animated speech from the throne, by requesting the con-

currence of his parliament in supporting the queen of

Hungary, and maintaining the liberties and balance of

power in Europe, and this speech was answered by a warm
address, and a grant of £300,000 to the queen of Hungary.

In transmitting the account of these resolutions, count

Ostein, the Austrian ambassador, declared that this subsidy

was extorted by the general voice of the king, parliament,

and people, and urged the queen not to agree with Prussia,

because the English would spend the last penny of their

treasure, and shed the last drop of their blood in her sup-

port. Hence the queen deemed herself secure of being

assisted by the whole force of England ; hence she enter-

tained the most sanguine expectations that the example of

that nation would be followed by the United Provinces,

Russia, and other powers of Europe.
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During the progress of the unfortunate negotiation ^vith

Prussia, all things concurred to strengthen the firmness of

the queen, and to lull her into a fatal security with regard

to.the designs of France. Louis XV., naturally indolent

and voluptuous, was more than ever addicted to the pur-

suit of his amours, and to the pleasures of the cliase.

Cardinal Fleury, who still held the reins of government,

was on the brink of the grave, and seemed averse to plunge

his country in a war which would frustrate the great ob-

ject of his long administration, the recovery of the finances,

and disturb the last moments of his declining life. But
his benevolent efforts were counteracted by the party of

the marshal and count de Belleisle, who panted for military

glory, and were equally skilful in the cabinet and the field.

Supported by the French nobility, and aided by the feminine

cabal who directed the' pleasures of the monarch, they

finally roused the spirit of the king, and overcame the

feeble opposition of the cardinal
;
their plans were mighty

and gigantic, tending to no less than to confine the house

of Austria within the boundaries of Hungary. But even

in the midst of the warlike preparations, and while mar-
shal Belleisle was rapidly passing from one extremity of

Germany to the other to mature his schemes, the cardinal

had sufficient infiuence to circumscribe his efforts
;
and

with real or affected sincerity, gave repeated assurances to

the court of Vienna of his pacific inclinations. Even
when the French army had octually passed the Rhine,

Fleury declared that this aggression was not directed

against the house of Austria, but intended only to awe
those princes of the empire who were hostile to France ;

and so great was the infatuation of the queen of Hungary,
that she relied on the sincerity of these professions. But
the illusion was dissipated in a moment.
The king of Prussia had scarcely rejected her last offers,

before the elector of Bavaria was joined by the French
army under marshal Belleisle, and pursuing his success

took possession of Lintz, where he was inaugurated arch-

duke of Austria. After despatching a body of troops to
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Polten, within ei^lit Icagtn^a of Vienna, and summoning
the capital to surrender, he suddenly turned into Bohemia,
and marched to invest Prague, which contained numerous
magazines, and was weakly garrisoned. The other French
army under Maillebois passed the Maes, and forced the

king of England, who was assembling troops for the as-

sistance of the queen of Hungary, to concdude the neu-
trality of Hanover; by which lie engaged, as elector, not

to resist the operations of the allies, nor to o})pose the

elevation of the Bavarian prince to the throne of the

empire. Kussia, involved in a war with Sweden, by
the intrigues of France, was incapable of sending any
succour to Maria Theresa; the electors of Saxony, Co-
logne, and Palatine joined the grand confederacy; Spain
was preparing to make a diversion in Italy, and Iiad already

secured the neutrality of Tuscany, Genoa, the duke of

Modena, and the pope
;
and the king of Sardinia was in-

clined to assist the house of Bourbon.
In Silesia, the king of Prussia, master of the capital

and the greater part of the duchy, was on the point of

cutting off the communication between the army of marshal
Neuperg and Neiss, with a view to lay siege to that fortress,

the possession of which would secure the whole province,

and enable him to co-operate with the armies of France
and Bavaria.

On surveying this deplorable state of affairs, the cause

of Maria Theresa appeared wholly desperate : attacked by
a formidable league, Vienna menaced with an instant siege,

abandoned by all her allies, without treasure, without an
efficient army, without able ministers, she seemed to have
no other alternative than to receive the law from her most
inveterate enemies. But this great princess now displayed

a courage truly heroic, and, assisted by the subsidies of

Great Britain, and animated by the zeal of her Hungarian
subjects, rose superior to the storm.

Soon after her accession she had conciliated the Hun-
garians, by reviving, with the exception of the thirty-first

article, the celebrated decree of Andrew II.*, which had

* Voltaire has asserted, and most modern authors have done little

irore than copy Voltaire, that Maria Theresa swore to observe the

vhole decree of Andrew II., even the thirty-tirst article, which de-

c'ares, “ Should I, or any of my successors, at any time infringe your
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been abolished by Leopold ; and at her coronation had re-

ceived from her grateful subjects the warmest demonstra-
tions of loyalty and affection, Mr. Robinson, who was an
eye-witness of this ceremony, has well described the im-
pression made on the surrounding multitude. “ The
coronation on the 25th was leste, magnificent, and well

ordered. The queen was all charm ; she rode gallantly up
the royal mount*, and defied the four corners of the

world with the drawn sabre, in a manner to show she had
no occasion for that weapon to conquer all who saw her.

The antiquated crown received new graces from her head,

and the old tattered robe of St. Stephen became her as

well as her own rich habit, if diamonds, pearls, and all

sorts of precious stones can be called clothes.’*

Illam qiiicquid agit quoquo vestigia vertit,

Compoiiit furtint, subsuquiturque decor.*’

f

An air of delicacy, occasioned by her recent confine-

ment, increased the personal attractions of this beautiful

princess
;
but when she sat down to dine in public, she

appeared still more engaging without her crown
;
the heat

of the weather, and the fatigues of the ceremony, diffused

an animated glow over her countenance
;
while her beauti-

ful hair flowed in ringlets over her shoulders and bosom.

These attractions, and the firmness of her mind, kindled

the zeal and enthusiasm of that brave and high-spirited

people, and to them she turned as to her principal recourse.

privileges, It is permitted you and your descendants, by virtue of this

promise, to defend yourselves, without being treated as rebels.” But
tliis article was expressly excepted in the oath taken by Maria Theresa.

See Voltaire, Siecle de Louis XV., and Sacy, Histoire de Hungrie,

tom. 1 1. p. 448. and 507. who has cleared up this disputed point in the

most satisfactory manner. Sacy adds, on consulting the acts of the

diet, it does not appear that the states made the least attempt to obtain

from their new sovereign the ratification of the whole oath of Andrew II,

The Hungarians had alreafiy suffered too much for the right of de-

claring war against their monarchs. Instructed by past misfortunes,

they were by no means desirous to obtain the confirmation of an illu-

flive privilege, which sanctioned rebellion, and placed under the

Nsfeguard of the laws those seditious citizens whom the laws ought to

punish.
* Nw Presburgh is a barrow or tumulus, called the Royal Mount,*

which the new sovereign ascends on horseback, and waves a drawn
sword towards the four cardinal points.

f Mr. Robinson to lord Harrington, June 28. 1741.
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The grey-headed politicians of the court of Vienna in vain
urged, that the Hungarians, who, when Charles VI. pro-
posed the Pragmatic Sanction, had declared they were
accustomed to be governed by men, and would not consent

to a female succession, wmuld seize this opportunity of

withdrawing from the Austrian domination. But Maria
Theresa formed a different judgment, and her opinion

was justified by the event. She felt that a people ardent
for liberty, and distinguished by elevation of soul and
energy of character, indignantly reject the mandates of a

powerful despot, but would shed their blood in support of

a defenceless queen, who, under the pressure of misfortune,

appealed to them for succour.

Having summoned the states of the diet to the castle,

she entered the hall, in which the members of the re-

spective orders were promiscuously assembled, clad in

deep mourning, and habited in the Hungarian dress, with
the crown of St. Stephen on her head, and the scimitar

at her side, both objects of high veneration to the natives,

who are devoted to the memory of their ancient sovereigns.

She traversed the apartment with a slow and majestic step,

and ascended the tribune, from whence the sovereign is

accustomed to harangue the states. After an awful silence

of a few minutes, the chancellor detailed the distressed

situation of their sovereign, and requested immediate as-

sistance.

Maria Theresa then came forward, and addressed the

deputies in Latin*, a language in common use among the

Hungarians, and in which, as if emulous of the spirit

of ancient Rome, they preserved the deliberations of the

diet and the records of the kingdom. ‘*The disastrous

situation of our aifairs,’* she said, has moved us to lay

before our dear and faithful states of Hungary the recent

invasion of Austria, the danger now impending over this

kingdom, and a proposal for the consideration of a remedy.

The very existence of the kingdom of Hungary, of our

own person, of our children, and our crown, are now at

stake. Forsaken by all, we place our sole resource in the

fidelity, arms, and long-tried valour of the Hungarians

;

* The Latin is so common in Hungary, that during my travels I

frequently heard the servants and postilions converse and dispute with

great fluency in that language.
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exhorting you, the states and orders, to delil)eratc without

delay in this extreme danger, on the most effectual mea-
sures for the security of our person, of our cliildrcn, and
of our crown, and to caiTy them into immediate execution.

In i-egard to ourself, the faithful states and orders of Hun-
gary shall experience our hearty co-operation in all things,

which may promote the pristine happiness of this ancient

kingdom, and the honour of the people.”*

The youth, beauty, and extreme distress of Maria
Theresa, who was then pregnant, made an instantaneous

impression on the whole assembly. All the deputies drew
their sabres half out of the scabbard, and then throwing

them back as far as the hilt, exclaimed, “ \Vc will conse-

crate our lives and arms ; we will die for our queen, Maria
Theresa!” Affected with this effusion of zeal and loyalty,

the queen, who had hitherto preserved a calm and dignified

deportment, burst into tears of joy and gratitude
;
the

members of the states, roused almost to frenzy by this

proof of her sensibility, testified, by their gestures and
acclamations, the most heartfelt admiration, and, repairing

to the diet, voted a liberal supply of men and money.
A similar and not less affecting scene took place, when

the deputies assembled before the throne, to receive the

oath of the duke of Loraine, who had been appointed co-

regent of the kingdom, by the consent of the diet. At the

conclusion of the ceremony, Francis waving his hand ex-

* I have principally drawn this account fratn the archives of Hun-
gary, to which I had access by the kindness of count Kollcr, and from
his communications. He was keeper of the archives, and present at

the diet. M^ith his permission 1 copied the speech, which is here

subjoined. — ‘‘ Allocutio Regime Hungarue Marine Theresiie, Anno
1741. Afflictus rerum nostrarum status nos movit, ut fidclibiis per-

ebari regni Hungaria; statibus de hostili provincis nostra? heredilaris,

Austrue Invasione, et imminente regno huic periculo, adeoque de con-

aideruido remedio propo&itinnem scripto fociamus. Agitur de reg;no

HtingariK, de persona nostra, prolibus nostril, et coroiii, ab omni us

dereboti, unkd ad inclylorum statuum fidelitatem, arma, et Hunga-
furum priscam virtuiem confugimus, impens^ horlantea, vclint status

et ordioes in hoc maiimo periculo de securilate persons nostr», pro-

liinii, ooroae, et regni quanto ocius cont^ulere, et ea in eflectum etiam

dedooM. Q,uaiitum ea parte nostra est, qusctinque pro pristinA

vegni bqfiM felicitate, et gentii decore forent, in iis omnibus benig-

ustatoni at alaiDaiituun nostrem regiam fidelcs status et ordincs regni

axpcitofl fmit'*
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claimed, “ My blood and life for the queen and kingdom!”
niid at the same moment the queen exhibited tlie infant

arclidnke to the view of the assembly. A cry of joy and
exultation instantly burst forth, and the deputies repeated

their exclamations, “We will die for the queen and her

family
;
we will die for Maria Theresa!”

The vigorous resolutions of the diet, animated by the

presence of their sovereign, were supported by the nation at

large
;
and numerous tribes, pouring from the banks of the

Save, the Teiss, the Drave, and the Danube, flocked to the

royal standard. These troops, under the names of Croats,

Fandours, Sclav onians, Warasdinians, and Tolpaches, ex-

hibited a new and astonishing spectacle to the eyes of

Europe; by their dress and arms, by the ferocity of their

manners, and their singular mode of combat, they struck

terror into the disciplined armies of Germany and France.

In addition to the Hungarian bands, troops were collected

from all quarters, and every nerve was strained to make a
grand and vigorous effort. Under the direction of general

Kevenhiiller, Vienna was put in a state of defence ; and
the burghers and students vied with the garrison in their

resolution to make a desperate resistance.

In this favourable situation of the queen's affairs, divi«

sions began to aiise among her enemies. The haughty
deportment of marshal Belleisle, who treated the German
princes as vassals of his master, and Germany as a province

of France, alienated the allies ; the electors of Bavaria and
Saxony, eager to share the spoils of the house of Austria,

were jealous of each other's pretensions, and the elector of

Bavaria, either counteracted by France and Saxony, or

desirous of obtaining immediate possession of Bohemia,
had turned his forces from the siege of Vienna, and has-

tened to the attack of Prague. The king of Prussia also

was alarmed with the rapid progress of the elector of Ba-
varia, who, if he obtained the crown of Bohemia, might
(diiim Silesia ; he was displeased with the imperious conduct

of France, and suspicious that the cabinet of Versailles was
attempting to prevent his farther acquisitions. This jea-

lousy liastened ai^ accommodation with the queen of Hun-
gary

; he not only listened with complacency to the propo-

sals conveyed through lord Hyndford, but even made
overtures himself to marshal Neuperg ; and the house of
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Avstria was saved by the very hand from which it lind

received the first wound.*
« On the return of Mr. Robinson from his second journey

into Silesia, the queen of Hungary wns sensible of her

danger, and convinced of the necessity of gaining the king

of l^Bsia. And as Bartenstein, who had alone encouraged

her obstinacy, was irritated by the perfidy of France, and

urged that there was no safety to the house of Austria but

in an immediate accommodation with Prussia, full powers

were despatched to lord Hyndford, to offer the cession of

Lower Silesia, and the town of Breslau.

After some delays and negotiations, Frederic finally

delivered his ultimatum, in that brief and decisive style

which marked his character. All Lower Silesia ; the

river Neiss for the boundary. The town of Neiss, as well

as Glatz. Beyond the Oder the ancient limits to continue

between the duchies of Bri^ and Oppelcn. Breslau for us.

The affairs of religion in »tatu quo. No dependence on
Bohemia; a cession for ever. In return, we will proceed

no farther. We will besiege Neiss for form. The com-
mandant shall surrender and depart We will pass quietly

into winter quarters, and the Austrian army may go where
they wilL Let the whole be concluded in twelve days.”

Tliia negotiation was protracted by his refijsol to enter

into formal engagement^ and the unwillingness of the

court of Vienna to yield the same territory for a bare

neutrality, with which they might have purchased his

alliance. In the mean time, the progress of the French
mud Bavarian anna, the conclusion of the neutrality of

Hanover, and the manccuvTes of the king of Prussia, who
hod compelled marshal Neuperg to retire from Neiss,

hastened the decision of Haria 'rhereso, and full powers
were sent to Neuperg to cede all Lower Silesia, with the

towns of Breslau and Neiss, and to secure the best condi-

tions in return. As both parties were equally desirous of

* la tbs oooount wbieli the king of Pnima girn of thU trant-

aitieii» bo afloett to oonaider all the evrertum aa eoming from the eourt

of VlpBM; whoosii ho wu estiomelr impaiient to eon^ude ao aocom*
aaslatiMlf and ovoa made propoaala to gooeral Lootuliu, bj means of

OaliM Obka ; tboogb at the same lime, GoHi declared, that if the

am«liolloa did asd auoeeed, and was dirulged, bis master would die-mw liii fiUfaiiL««Lionl H^ndford'e Dosfwtehes
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a rcspiti', the arranf^ements were soon made. Frederic,

accoitipanirfl by culoncl Gultz, met marshal Neuperg, ge-

neral Lunliihis, and lord Hyndford, at Ober-Schnellendorf,

on the nth of October, and a convention was drawn up and
signed by lord Hyndford, to which the king only gave his

verbal assent. It contained the cession of Lower Silesia,

with the towns of Breslau and Neiss, and the limits speci-

fied in the king’s ultimatum. It was also settled, that this

convention was to be kept an inviolable secret, and if di-

vulged by the court of Vienna, should be considered as

null. To preserve appearances, it was agreed, that skir-

mishes should not be immediately discontinued, and that

the siege nnd surrender of Neiss should proceed in the

usual forms. Part of the Prussian army were to take up
winter quarters in Upper Silesia, but were not to exact
contributions, or make forced enrolments. The king pro-

mised never to demand from the queen of Hungary the

cession of any other territory than Lower Silesia, and the

town of Neiss; not to act offensively either against the

queen, the king of England, as elector of Hanover, or any
of her allies, after the surrender of Neiss ; and not to mo-
lest marshal Neuperg in his march into Moravia. It was
likewise agreed to endeavour to conclude a deAnitive treaty

before the end of the year.

The king of Prussia affected great anxiety to conceal

this transaction from his allic.s, and even exacted a written

declaration from lord Hyndford, that the negotiation had
proved fruitless. But although the conduct of Frederic

evinced his intention to amuse the court of Vienna, and to

renew' hostilities whenever it suited his interests, yet this

eouvcntiuii was highly advantageous to the queen of Hun-
gary, as it gave her a respite from an active and enterpris-

ing enemy, and enabled her to concentrate all her efforts

against the French, Bavarians, and Saxons.

• CuAP. CIL— 1741, 1742.

At this period all Silesia was occupied by the king of

Prussia ; Upper Austria, and the greats part of Bohemia,
were in the possesaiou of the French, Bavurlansi and

VOL. HI. T
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SftZCNIs. But the armistice with Prussia was scarcely con-

duded before the queen of Huii|^ry as^mbled a ronsidur-

able army to succour Prague, whicii was menacerl by the

allied forces. With this view the ilukc of Ixtraine drew
together the new Hungarian levies at Zimim, and was

joined by marshal Neuperg, wdth the remains of the Sile-

sian army; by count Kcvenhuller, with two regiments

from the garrison of Vienna; and soon afterwards by a

corps under prince Lobcowitz, who had been stationed at

Pil^n, to observe the enemy. Being, by these accessions,

at the bead of 60,000 men, be hastened to Prague ; but on

the 26th of October, arrived within three leagues of the

capital only to have the mortilicalion of hearing, that the

enemy had surprised it the preceding night, and that

genei^ Ogilvy, the commandant, wdth a garrison of only

3000 men, had surrendered the citadeL On the same day,

the elector of Bavaria made hi.s triumphant entry into the

town; was crowned king of Buliciuia on the 19lh of De-
cember ;

and, after appointing a council fur the adjiiinistm-

tiun of affairs, look liis departure fur Frankfort, where the

diet of the empire was assembled*

France was now enabled to secure one of her great

objects, to wrest the ini|ieriul dignity from the house of

Austria. Maria Theresa had fluttered herself with the

ho|>es of placing that crown on the head of her husband;
and with a view to secure for liim the vole of Bohemia,
which, according to the constitutions of the empire, could

not be vested in a female, conferred on him the co-regency

of that kingdom. Tlie legality of this transfer, however,
bad been contested by the majority of the electoral college ;

but as the elector of Bavaria was acknowledged king of
Boliemia, the vote ivas 6UH[>ended for that election, by
unanimous consent

In consequence of the neutrality of Hanover, by which
George IL was precluded from the exercise of his suffrage

in favour of the house of Austria, of the defection of

Augustus, and of the hostiUty of Prussia, the choice of the

ooU^e fell unanimously on the elector of Bavaria, who
was csrowned at Frankfoii on the 12th of February, 1742,

the title of Charles VII.

Bui while Charles thus acquired an empty dignilv, be

waa despoiled of his hereditary dominions. The duLe of
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lAiraine, being foiled in his attempt to relieve Prague, had
retired ^liind the marshes of Budweiss, a position occupied

by the celebrated Ziska, during the Hussite wars where
ho covered the march of the Austrian detachments, which
were preparing to penetrate into Bavaria. The plan of the

subsequent operations was judiciously arranged, and ably

executed, by Kevenhuller, the most fortunate and enter-

prising of all the Austrian generals. The main army,

divided into two bodies, under the duke of Loraine and
prince Lobcowitz, remained in Bohemia, to keep the enemy
in check ; while Kevenhuller, at the head of 30,000 men,
advanced rapidly into Upper Austria, and blockaded Linz,

whither a corps of 10,000 French, under general Segur,

had been driven by the impetuous assaults of the irregulars

under Mentzcl, the celebrated partisan. Meanwhile general

Berenclau seized the important post of Scharding on the

Inn, the key of Bavaria, and routed a corps of Bavarians,

detached to succour Linz. Segur, thus deprived of all

hopes of relief, was compelled to surrender ; and Keven-
huller, pursuing his success, obtained possession of Fassaui

and became master of all the passes leading into Bavaria.

These advantages were the prelude to still greater suc-

cesses. Kevenhuller, pursuing his plan to cut off the

resources of the enemy in Bavaria and Saxony, advanced
into Bavaria, and let loose on that country the numerous
irregulars which swarmed round his army. He was also

assisted by a diversion from the Tyrol. The brave natives,

in the most arduous crisis of the queen’s affairs, had taken
upon themselves the defence of their own country*, and
now, bursting from their mountaing, ravaged the southern

parts of Bavaria, and penetrated to the neighbourhood of

Munich : while Kevenhuller entered the capital,.,, without
opposition, on the very day in which the unfortunate
elector was chosen emperor.

In the midst of these events the king of Prussia abruptly

broke the convention of Ober-Schnellendorf. He was
alarmed at the progress of the Austrians in Bavaria, and
apprehensive lest the queen of Hungary should again turn
her arms to recover Silesia. He had previously entered

into a treaty with the elector of Bavaria, and had purchased
of him, as king of Bohemia, the oountry of Gktz for

400,000 crowns. With a view to secure this new acquisio

T s
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tion, and consoliJatr^ his conquest of Sih'sin, hr suddrnly

recommenced hostilities, enti*rc‘d ^lonivin early in 1742. hr

dcspatclied marshal Schwerin to seize (llniulz, uml laid

siege to Glatz, n hich sum lulered afler a de^pernte resist-

ance.

Frederic proved himself cm this, ns on nil occasions, the

most active and enterprising eneinr of the house of Ausiria.

Repairing to Dresden, he einleavoured t(* remse the sluggish

spirit of Augustus, and passed through rragne in his

return to Moravia to concert a jdan of operations with

marshal liroglio. Having rejcnncil his army soon after the

surrender of Glatz, he endeavoured to drive the Austrians

from their advniilageons position in tlie southern parts of

Bohemia, whicli would have delivered the French troops in

the neiglibourhood, and theckc <1 the progress of Krvfii-

liuller in Bavaria: he advanced to Iglaii on the frontiers

of Bohemia, occupied the lianks of the J'aya, from Ziiaiin

to Goedingen, made irruptions into Fj»per Austria, and
Lis hussars spread terror even to the gales t»f ^’ienl 1 a.

Meanwhile the Austrians were not inactive
; a rorj>s of

10,000 men was drawn from Bavaria to cover the capital,

and the military force of Hungary assembling on the fron-

tiers of Moravia, threatened llie Prussian magazines in

Upper Silesia, while ]>rinre Charles of Loraine, wlio was
appointed commander-in-chief, prejmred to advance at the

Lead of tlie main army. These inovements compelled

Frederic to detach a cousidernhh? force for the preservation

of his magazines, to evacuate Moravia, and retire to the

neiglibourliood of Chrudiin in Bolieinia. He was at this

juncture quitted by the Saxons; and deriving no ll^sist-

ance from the Fnmeh, although they liad taken Egra and
advanced to Piseek, he was left to support singly the whole
burden of the war.

From the rupture of the armistice to the present junc-

ture, Frederic liad not ceased pro)K)sing terms of aceom-
modation to the court of Vienna, through the intervention

of lord Hyndford; but as he increast^ his detnaiuls on
overy tiifling advantage, and even required the cession of

Konigegnitz and Pardubitz in Bohemia, as well as the

-ooantjrof Glatz, the queen of Hungary indignantly rejected

all bia overtures, and both parties determined to risk the

eveot of • battle, la these circumstances prince Charles of
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Lorninc .'iilvanctJ from Moravin, whither he had marched
to relieve Bruiin, passed the frontiers of Bohemia, and ar-

rived in the neighbourhood of the Prussian quarters on the

15th of The two armies encountered early on the moril-

ing of I lie I7th. The Austrians, by a forced march, gained

the village of Czaslau on the I6th, and the following morning

advanced in four columns to attack the Prussians, posted

near Chotusitz, who were scarcely formed before the can-

nonade began. The numbers were nearly equal, and the

action was warmly contested on both sides
;
the Austrians

displayed numerous proofs of exalted courage ; the infantry

retrieved the disgrace which they had incurred at the battle

of Alolwilz, and ihe cavalry did not belie their former ex-

ertions, but lost the decisive moment by their eagerness for

plunder. At length the steadiness and discipline of the

I’lTissiaii infantry, the improved manoeuvres of the cavalry,

and, above all, the activity of Frederic, decided the fortune

of the day. The Prussians remained masters of the field

uf battle, with eighteen cannons, two pair of colours, and
1200 prisoners

;
but the Austrians retreated in good order,

and carried away fourteen standards, two pair of colours,

and 1000 prisoners. The loss on both sides was consider-

able : the king of Prussia computes that of the Austrians

in killed, w'ouncled, prisoners, and deserters, at 7000 men ;

his own was nut inferior, and was more sensibly felt, as his

cavalry was almo.st ruined.

Although the victory w as on the side of the Prussians,

yet the iiiiiuediatc consequences of this battle Avere highly

fuvouruhlc to the queen of Hungary, as it rendered both
parties sincere in their desires for peace. The king Avas

disap[)ointed of the expected advantages; and the queen of

Hungary saw the necessity of detaching an enemy who
crippled all her efiforts; particularly os a corps of 10,000
men Avas advancing to reinforce the French army in Bo-
hemia. Frederic lowered his demands, and made over-

tures of accommodation, in a manner aaIucIi evinced hia

extreme anxiety fur peace ; and lord llyndford, in conse-

quence of his full powers from the queen of Hungary,
signed the preliminaries at Breslau, with Podewilz, the

Prussian minister, on the lltli of June, w'hich Avere after-

wards ratified by both sovereigns. Tiio queen of Hungary
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ceded to the king of Prussia in full sovereignty nil Upper
and Lower Silesia, with the ronnty of Glalz, exeept the

towns of Troppau and Jngerndorf, and the high monntuins

beyond the Oppau, These preliminaries were fornii d into

a definitive treaty, which wns signed at Berlin on tin* 2Hlh

of July, under the guaranty of the king of Englniid.

Augustus, as elector of Saxony, was also incliuled in the

treaty, and agreed to withdraw his troops from the Krcnrh

army, and to acknowledge the Pragmatic Sanction, which

he afterwards fulfilled.

The Austrian arms began now to be successful in all

quarters. Just before the signature of the preliminaries

prince Lobcowitz, w’ho w^as stationed at Budweiss with

10,000 men, made an attack on Fmuenberg ;
Broglio and

Belleisle advanced from Piscck to relieve the town, and

a combat took place at Sahay, in which the Austrians were
repulsed with the loss of 500 men. This trifling affair was
magnified into a decisive victory; and, according to the

words of the royal historian, “ the battle of Pharsalia did

not occasion more sensation at Rome, than did this little

combat at Paris.*’ Marshal Broglio, elated with this ad-

vantage, and relying on the immediate junction of the king

of Prussia, remained at Frauenberg in jicrfect security.

But his expectations were disappointed ; Frederic had
already commenced his secret negotiations, and prince

Charles was enabled to turn his forces against the French.

Being joined by prince Lobcowitz, they attacked Broglio,

and compelled Urn to quit Frauenberg with such precipita-

tion, that his baggage fell into the hands of the light

.troops, and the French retreated towards Branau, harassed

by the Croats and other irregulars. The garrison of Piseck,

refusing to surrender to a detachment under Nadasti, a

body of Croats swam across the river with their sabres in

their mouths, and climbing on each other's shoulders scaled

the walls, and made the garrison prisoners of war.

The Austrians, pursuing their success against the

IVench, drove Broglio from Branau, and followed him to

the waUa of Prague, where he found Belleisle, returned

fWim an unsuccessful journey to prevent the peace of Bres-

lau, and to animate the court of Dresden. After several

oonaottatiimB, the two generals called in their posts, and
secured their army partly within the walls, and partly
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within a peninsula of the Molclan, the front of wliiuh was
fortifu d hy a stron;? lino of entrenchments.

IVinre Charles occupied the White Mountain on the side

of the IJttle Town, and general Festetitz, with lH,f)Or) fresh

men from Silesin, was stationed opposite the New Town,
and completed the blockade. Soon afterwards the duke of

Loraine joined the army, whieh now amounted to 70,000
men, and the arrival of the heavy artillery enabled the

Austrians to commence the siege. Thus, except the Saxons,

w'ho were on the point of quitting the allies, and a small

corps of Bavarians, the forces, which at the commencement
of hostilities liad threatened the extinction of the house of

Austria, were shut up within the walls of Prague
;
while a

body of 10,000 French, under the duke d’Harcourt, who
had attempted to advance to the relief of their countrymen,
were kept in check on the banks of the Danube, by the

superior skill and activity of Kevcnhuller.

Besides the success of the armies and the zeal of the

people, the cause of Maria Theresa was favoured by an
established prejudice prevailing in the empire^ England,
Holland, and even in Russia and Denmark, that the liber-

ties of Europe depended on the destiny of the house of

Austria, as the only power capable of counterbalancing the

house of Bourbon. Moi'ia Theresa, with great address,

availed herself of this impression, and negotiated in

every court of Europe which was not devoted to her ene-

mies. The first and principal impulse in her favour among
foreign nations was given by Great Britain, whose zeal

seems to have been increased by a change in the admini-
stration. Sir Robert Walpole, whom the court of A^icnna

had always considered either as an enemy, or at best as a

lukewarm partisan, was driven from the helm, and the
management of affairs principally intrusted to lord Car-
teret, who had proved himself a stanch friend to the house
of Austria. The new minister hastened to convey the

strongest assurances of his intention to support the queen
of Hungary with the whole power of the. British empire ;

nor where his promises belied by the event. Loi^e sup-

plies of men and money were almost unanimously voted by
parliament, the subsidies to the queen of Hungary, Den-
mark, and Hesse Cossel were continued, England di^

played a resolution to enter with vigour into the conti-^
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neiital war; and 16,000 men were embarked to furni an
army in Flanders, in conjunction with the subsidiary troops

of Hanover and Hesse, and a large corps of Austrians.

The dilatory spirit of llie Dutch was roused by these pre-

parations
; the States resisted tlie repeated solicitations of

the French ambassador to adopt a neutrality, augmented
their army and navy, and granted a subsidy of 840,000
florins to the queen of Hungary.
A change had also taken place in the government of

Russia, which afterwards proved highly favourable to the

interests of the house of Austria. Elizabeth, on the 6lh of

December 1741, had overturned the weak and capricious

government of the regent Anne, imprisoned the infant

emperor, and occupied the throne of her father, Peter the

Great; but although she was assisted in this revolution by
the intrigues of the marquis de la Chetardie, the French
minister, the event was not less disadvantageous to the

enemies of Austria. The king of Prussia lost an able ad-

herent by the arrest and banishment of marshal Munich

;

and the Russians, roused by the accession of this popular

princess, redoubled their efforts against the Swedes, who
had ex(XM'ienced a toUil defeat at VViliiamstadt, with the

capture of 10,000 men.
In Italy i\ change equally favourable and unexpected bad

taken place in tlie affairs of the queen of Hungary. In con-

sequence of the danger wdiich threatened her hereditary

dominions, Maria Theresa had been compelled to abandon
the defence of Italy, where she could not oppose the great

force assembling against her; but the subsidies of England
and the zeal of her Hungarian subjects, had no sooner en-

abled her to stem the torrent on the side of Austria, than

she turned her attention to the situation of Italy. She had
contrived to retain 16,000 men, and prepared large maga-
zines in Tuscany and the Milanese

; but she placed her
principal reliance on the friendly disposition of the king of

Sardinia, who was alienated by the grasping ambition of

the queen of Spain, and perceived that he was to 8up|>ort

the burden of the war, to secure the Milanese with the

title of king of Lombardy for Don Philip, without reaping

for himself any equivalent advantage. To detach so

important an ally from the grand confederacy, the queen

of Hungary, by the instances of England, was induced to
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promise some cessions in the IMilanese, and to transfer to

the kini^ of Sardiiii.i her claims on the marquisate of

Finale, while he enpagcil to prevent the introduction of
foreign troops into Lombardy. But so ambiguous were
the terms of this engagement, and so reluctant was the

queen to comply with the demands of the king of Sardinia,

that a secret article was added to the convention, by which,

on the previous notice of a month, he reserved the power
of receding from the alliance.

In consequence of this temporary agreement, the king of

Sardinia espoused the party of Maria Theresa, at the very
moment when the duke de Montemar, at the head of the

Spanish and Nea[H)litan forces, had secured the neutrality of

the pope and the concurrence of the duke of Modena, and
was hastening to invade the Milanese

;
while a French army

was preparing to inarch through Savoy into Italy. By this

fortunate event the French were prevented from passing

the Alps during the whole campaign by a part of the Sar-

dinian forces, while the king himself, at the head of the

remainder, and assisted by the Austrians, overran the

duchy of Modena, and checked the progress of the Spa-
niards. These operations were effectually supported by on
English fleet in the Mediterranean ; and a squadron under
the command of commodore Martin, by threats of an im-
iiiedisUe bombai'dment, compelled the king of Naples to

withdraw his troops from the Spanish army, and to engage
for the maintenance of a strict neutrality.

This event weakened the Spanish forces in Italy, and
prevented them from pursuing their advantages. But as

the king of Sardinia drew part of his troops from the com-
bined army to resist the Spaniards, who had entered Savoy
under Don Philip, and to defend the passes of the Alps, the

remainder of the campaign on the side of Modena was not

distinguished by any remarkable event, and the two armies

began to take up winter-quarters as early as October;
the Spaniards occupying the Bolognese and Romagna, and
the Austrians and Sardinians the duchies of Modena and
Parma.
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The joy and exultation of the court of Vienna at tlicse

successes were equalled only by the consternation and de-

spair of cardinal Fleury. The aged minister* worn out

with infirmities, seemed to sink even below his natural timi-

dity j he was deeply affected by the internal distresses of

the nation, the great scarcity of provisions, the increasing

derangement of the finances, and the clamours of the

people, who were irritated at the total defeat of those wild

schemes of glory with which the war had been com-
menced, and trembled at the dangers gathering on their

own frontiers.

He saw the king devoted to his pleasures, and governed
by a violent and dissolute faction ; be saw the troops under
the duke d'Harcourt mouldering away on the marshy banks
of the Danube; and that army which, in the preceding

year, had given law to Germany, cooped up within the

walla of F^gue, a prey to disease and famine, and with

little hopes of escaping from destruction, except by sur-

rendering themselves prisoners of war. He saw his coun-

ty deserted by Prussia and Saxony, and left without a

single ally in Germany, except the new emperor, who was
stripped of his territories, and draining the exhausted cof-

fers of France for his subsistence. He saw the hostile

spirit of England pervading every part of Europe, and the

house of Austria rising with fresh vigour from its late de-

pression, and forming the centre of a grand confederacy

against the house of Bourbon.
Under these impressioDB he endeavoured to evade the

Storm by submission, and to purchase the deliverance of
the armies in Germany by an immediate peace. He ac-

cordingly made propolis, in a letter to count Eonigs^g,
who commanded the army under the duke and prince

Chides of Loraine, in which he exculpated himself, and
threw the blame of the war on BeUeisle« The only answer
to this weak and humiliating offer was, the circulation of
the letter, by order of the queen of Hungary ; and a se-

condf in which the cardinal remons^t^ against this

braiA of oonAdence, was likewise given to the public.*

* noli two letters are given in the Annals of Europe fiir 1742,

p.
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Notwithstanding this insult, the conferences were after-

wards renewed. Marshal Belleisle, who at first despised

the efforts of the Austrians, and deemed himself secure of

an honourable retreat, was alarmed at the distress of the

army, and appeared sincere and anxious for an accommo-
dation. He offered to evacuate Prague, and to quit the

territories of the queen of Hungary, on the condition of

retaining the arms, artillery, and baggage. On the other

hand, these offers were favourably received by the duke of

Loraine, who was desirous to secure the title of king of

tlie Romans by a peace with France. In these sentiments

lie was confirmed by prince Charles and count Konigsegg,
from their apprehensions of the difficulties which would
result from a protracted siege against a considerable array,

resolved to hold out to the last extremity, and inspired

with the hopes of speedy relief.

But all overtures were disdainfully rejected by Maria
Theresa. In answer to the further solicitations of car-

dinal Fleury, she said, in the presence of the whole court,

“ I will grant no capitulation to the French army
; I will

receive no proposition, no project from the cardinal : let

him address himself to my allies.” Adverting to the offers

of Belleisle, she exclaimed, “ I am astonished that he
should moke any advances ; he who, by money and pro-

mises, excited almost all the princes of Germany to crush

me. I have acted,” she added, with too much condescen-

sion to the court of France ; compelled by the necessity of

the times, I debased my royal dignity, by writing to the

cardinal in terms which would have softened the most ob-

durate rocks ;
he insolently rejected my entreaties ; and the

only answer I obtained was, that his most Christian ma-
jesty had contracted engagements which he could not violate.

I can prove, by documents in my possession, that the

French endeavoured to excite sedition even in tlie heart of

my dominions \
that they attempted to overturn the fun-

damental laws of the empire, and to set fire to the four

comers of Germany ; and I will transmit these proofs to

posterity, as a warning to the empire.^

The queen of Hungary was encouraged to reject all

overtures from France, by the example of the British

cabinet, as well as by the counseb of her own ministers.

Lord Carteret warmly promoted the views of George IL
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to engage in the continental war, nnd to disnicmbcT the

territories of France. He wns seconded by the zcnl of

lord Stair, commander-in-chief of the forces in the I>ow

Countries, who, inspired with an equal antipathy against

France, suggested schemes of aggrandisement to the court

of Vienna, and proposed that the liouse of Austria should

retain Bavaria, and indemnify the emperor by conquests

from the enemy. The ministers of the conference warmly
entered into these views, which w^re congenial to the cha-

racter and temper of the sovereign ; and Barlenstciii. the

soul of the cabinet, from disappointment and indignation,

was no less violent than count Staremberg, “whose Aus-
trian inveteracy against France was petrified through the

course of fourscore years,” Hence Maria Tlieresa nut only

ex|>cctGd to recover Loraine, and the dominions whicli had

been wrested from her father in Italy, but also to recover

Alsace, and to retain Bavaria.

As a prelude to tliese successes, she looked forward lo

the capture of the French armies in Bavaria ond nt Prague,

who seemed abandoned to their fate^ by the despoiulenry

and weakness of cardinal Fleur}'. Like her enemies, at the

commencement of the war, she indulged herself in dreams
of conquest and dismemberment, and parcelled out the

territories of the emi>eror, and of the house of Bourbon, to

herself and her allies, as France liod divided the inherit-

ance of the house of Austria. She was, however, di.sip-

puinted in these sanguine expectations; the party in France
which had supported the war gained tlje ascendency, and
strained every nerve to retrieve their affairs, and lo extri-

cate the armies from their perilous situation. Secure of the

neutrality of the Dutch, and aware that England, without

their concurrence, would not venture to commence offen-

sive operations on the Continent, the French cabinet formed

the bold project of raarcliing the army of Maillebois, which
was station^ in Westphalia, towards Prague, a distance of

600 miles, through a country full of defiles, and overrun

the trnops of the enemy. This plan was executed with

equal promptitude and resolution. A corps being collected

in Flanders, to watch the motions of the English, Muille-

boie advanced by rapid marches towards Bavaria, and ar-

rived, on the I4tli of September, at Amberg, in the Upper
Palatinate, Here he was joined by marshal Seckendorf,
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at the h<»ad of the Bavarians ; and the duke of Harcourt's
army, under the command of count Saxe, wlio, deceiving

Kevcnhullcr by his masterly mancEuvres, had extricated

the troops from their dangerous position, and formed a

junction with the main army at this critical moment. With
this force, amounting to not less than 60,000 men, Maille-

bois directed his efforts to the side of Prague; after de-

taching Scckendorf to take possession of Bavaria, ho
continued his march to Kgra, and received the pleasing

intelligence that Broglio, with 12,000 men from Prague,
had advanced to the neighbourhood of Lciitmeritz, to etfect

a junction.

During this period the trenches had been opened before

Prague, and the siege pushed with great vigilance, but
with little skill or effect. The French were reduced to

great extremities from the scarcity of provisions; and for

several weeks the soldiers subsisted almost on bread and
water, and even horseflesh was considered as a delicacy for

the ofticers and the sick. In this distress they made conti-

nual sallies, and though they retarded the operations of the

Austrians, and on the 12tli of August, in one instance

gained a decided advantage, yet they were still shut up
within the precincts of the town.

On the approach of Maillebois new overtures were made
by the duke of Loruine; and his proposals were even
transmitted to the French cabinet. But the queen of

Hungary issued orders to forbid all conferences, “ that

count Konigsegg might be no longer amused by the ful-

some speeches and insidious confidences of Belleisle.'’

Jealous of the authority which her husband seemed dis-

posed to assume, she declared, “ she would not suffer a

council at the army aud a council at Vienna
;
she disclaimed,

disallowed, and disavowed all such pernicious and unsanc-

tioned proceedings, let the blame fall where it would;” she

even ordered the duke of Loraine to reject any proposal

from France, which did not comprehend cessions in Bava-
ria, and to elude any condition, however conformable to

his own offers, as her whole view and determined resolu-

tion were, to destroy the French in Germany.
In obedience to this mandate, the Austrians continued

their operations ;
but on the approach of Maillebois, prince

Charles, leaving a corps of irregulars in the vicinity of the
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town, advanced to check the progress of the French array.

DrogUo had seized this opportunity to quit Prague, and
hastened to Leutmeritz with his corps of 12,000 men ; but
prince Charles, being joined by Kevenhuller, occupied the

passes of Satz and Caden, and thus obstructed the advance
of the army of Maillebois to Prague.

The troops of Maillebois, reduced and debilitated by the

fatigues of their long march, were incapable of forcing the

defiles; and being deprived of provisions from Saxony,
were compelled to quit an exhausted country, and fall

back into the Upper Palatinate. From hence the French
general endeavoured to alarm the enemy for Upper Aus-
tria, and turned towards the Danube, which he passed on
the 12th of December

;
but prince Charles, having anti-

cipated his design by occupying Passau, which covered
that country, Maillebois relinquished all hopes of relieving

Prague, and took up his winter quarters between the Iser,

the Inn, and the Danube. Broglio, unable to effect a junc-

tion with Maillebois, collected provisions and necessaries,

and led his troops back to Prague ; from whence, escaping

in disguise, he reached the French array, and on the 18th
of December assumed the command, in place of Maillebois,

who was recalled.

The Austrians being left masters of Bohemia, prince Lob-
cowitz, with 18,000 men, resumed the blockade of Prague.
'The situation of the French was soon rendered desperate

by the severity of the season, and the want of provisions

and fuel. The blockade continued several weeks, and the
court of Vienna hourly expected the unconditional sur-

render of this remnant of the French forces, when they
were surprised with the intelligence that Belleisle had
effected a retreat.

From the severity of the weather, and the exhausted
state of the adjacent country, which had been wasted by
order of prince Charles, to the extent of two leagues round
the city, prince Lobcowitz had taken up his quarters be-

yond the Moldau, at the distance of twenty miles. He
left only a detachment of hussars to observe the French,

whom he considered as incapable of forcing a march of

a hundred miles through a country covered with snow,

broken by almost impassable mountains, abounding in de-

files, and infested by his irregulars ; and he was encou-
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raged in this opinion by the state of the enemy, who were
debilitated by sickness, and totally unprovided with cloth-

ing. Belleisle availed himself of these circumstances, de-

ceived the inhabitants of the town, and forming 11,000
foot and 3000 horse into a single column, with 30 pieces of

cannon, and provisions for twelve days, departed on the
night of the 16th of December, leaving the sick and
wounded with a guard in the citadel

He passed through an open country, thirty miles in ex-
tent, without receiving any check, except from the desul-

tory attacks of the hussars and light troops, avoided the

defiles which were occupied by the enemy, crossed frozen

morasses, penetrated through almost impassable woods, and
reached Egra on the twelfth day, without losing more than
an hundred men from the assaults of the enemy. But no
European army ever experienced more dreadful sufferings;

the soldiers, without any other subsistence than frozen

bread, compelled to sleep on snow and ice, without a cover-

ing, and perpetually harassed by flying parties, perished in

great numbers, The roads,” says the historian of Bo-
hemia, “ were dreadful to behold : they were overspread
with corpses

; heaps of one and two hundred men each,

with their oflicers, were found stiffened with the frost, or

dead with fatigue.” Twelve hundred men sunk under
these distresses

;
many whose members were frozen were

obliged to undergo amputation at Egra, and the remainder
were thinned by the ravages of a dreadful fever. During
the whole retreat Belleisle himself, although severely

ofliicted with the rheumatism, and unable either to walk or

ride, was carried in his coach or sedan to all parts where
his presence was necessary ; he reconnoitred and pointed

out the roads, and superintended all the detail of the march.
But notwithstanding the losses of his army, he had the

satisfaction of preserving the flower of the French forces,

of saving every cannon which bore the arms of his master,

and of not leaving the smallest trophy to grace the triumph
of the enemy,
The remainder of the French troops, amounting to only

6000 men, and those mostly invalids, seemed an easy prey;

and prince Lobcowitz, who was irritated at the escape of

Belleisle, insisted on their unconditional surrender. But
their gallant commander, Chevert, rejected such an humili-
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ating condition, and replied to the officer who bore tlie

Bummons, “ Tell the prince, that if he will not grant mo
the honours of war, I will set fire to the four corners of

Prague, and bury myself under its ruins.” From a desire

to preserve the capital of Bohemia, this condition was ac-

cepted, and Cheverfc marched out with the honours of war,

and joined the army at Egra.*

This extraordinary and unexpected retreat was unjustly

attributed to collusion ; but the empress queen was unable

to conceal from her confidants the emotions of her anger

and disappointment, and was less gratified by the recovery

of the town than chagrined nt the escape of her enemies.

f

She did not, however, display her disappointment in public,

but celebrated the surrender of Prague by a magnificent

and gallant entertainment. Among other festivities, it was

distinguished by a chariot race in imitation of the Greeks,

in which, to exhibit the triumph of her sex, ladies alone

were permitted to contend; and Alaria Theresa herself,*

with her sister, entered the lists.

Thus, at the termination of the campaign, all Bohemia
was regained, except Egra ; and on the 12th of May, 1743,

Maria Theresa was soon afterwards crowned at Prague, to

the recovery of which, says her great rival, her firmness

had more contributed than the force of her arms.

The only reverse which the Austrians experienced in

the midst of their successes was the temporary loss of

Bavaria, which on the retreat of Kevenhuller, was occu-

pied by marshal Seckendorf ;
and the emperor made his

entry into Munich on the 2d of October.

On the 2d of January Belleisle, leaving a garrison at

Egra, quitted that town, and reconducted his army to Spire,

where it was to cross the Rhine. He thus closed this

fiinguhir expedition, in wdiich he entered Germany as a

le^slator and a conqueror, at the head of 40,000 men, and
returned to France, humiliated and a fugitive, w^ith only

8000.

* Memoiresde Richelieu, tom. 6. p. 251. ;
Pelzel, p. 8B5.

f Mr. Robinson’s Despatches, 1742, In all liU letters at tills

period, he mentions the inveterate animosity of the queen against

the Fieiiob, tad the extreme agony of her mind on their escape from

Pnifue.
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Chap. CIV.— 1743.

The commencement of 1743 was distinguished by the

death of cardinal Fleury, who died at Issy on the 30th of

January, in the ninetieth year of his age. He had go-

verned France during a period of seventeen yeaijfc with

the most upright disinterestedness and unblemisRd in-

tegrity; but he was better calculated to superintend the

regulations of peace than to direct the operations of war

;

and by his attention to the recovery of the finances, had
exposed himself to the censure of sufiering the marine to

fall into decay, and of repressing the military ardour of

the nation.

Louis XV. seemed like an heir emancipated from a long

minority, and formed the resolution of directing, himselfi

the helm of government. He therefore appointed no prime

minister ;
and, in imitation of Louis XIV., transacted

business with the chiefs of each department. But this

transitory ardour soon subsided ; his devotion to pleasure

again gained the ascendency ; and the conduct of affairs

being left to the heads of the different offices, the kingdom
was governed by the principal ministers of state, who
were independent of each other, and acted with little con-

cert or harmony.
The counsels of France were distracted at home, and

her influence rapidly declining abroad, while the cause of

Maria Theresa was triumphant in every port of Europe.

The zeal of the king and parliament of England hod not

abated; the subsidy of 300,000?. was continued to the

queen of Hungary ; another of 200,000?. voted for the

king of Sardinia ; and the army in Flanders, under the

command of the earl of Stair, prepared to crosa the Rhine,

and to act in Germany as auxiliaries. The States-genei^al

displayed their hostile disposition to France by furnishing

a contingent of 6000 men, and by preparing still farther

succours ;
the Swedes, worsted in every engagement, were

unable to continue hostilities, and Russia had concluded a

defensive alliance with England ; Maria Theresa was there-

fore enabled to turn her whole force against the house of

Bourbon,
VOL. III. V
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The first efforts of the campaign were directed on the

side of Bavaria. Prince Charles took the field early in

Mfikj ;
and, assisted by the counsels of the enterprising

Eevenhuller, disconcerted the enemy by the rapidity and
decision of his movements. He drove the advanced posts

of the French back on the Iser; and, suddenly turning

towards Branau, routed, after a desperate attack, a corps

of Bavarians strongly intrenched at Erblach, took their

standards, baggage, and artillery, and made 6000 men, with

the commander-in-chief, Minuzzi, and many other officers,

prisoners. He then resumed his operations against the

French, and compelled Broglio, though reinforced by a

detachment of 12,000 men from the army of Noaillcs, to

fall back to the Rhine. During these operations prince

Lobcowitz blockaded Egra, drove count Saxe with great

loss from the Upper Palatinate, and then advanced towards

the Danube to co-operate with prince Charles. At the

same time baron de Stenitz made an irruption from the

Tyrol, and ravaged the southern parts of Bavaria.

The unfortunate emperor, alarmed by the rapid progress

of the Austrians, quitted Munich with precipitation, and
being hopeless oi' assistance from the French, ordered

Seckendorf, who with a small body of troops, still held out

in Bavaria, to conclude a treaty of neutrality, by which he
renounced his pretensions to the Austrian succession, and
yielded his dominions to the queen of Hungary, till the

conclusion of a general peace. The Bavarian troops were
accordingly withdrawn into Franconia

;
and the emperor,

stripped of all his territories, retired to Ofburgh, an im-
perial city, and afterwards to Frankfort.

The king of England, being relieved from his appre-

hensions for Hanover by the march of Maillebois into

Germany, prepared to take an active port against the

IVench as an auxiliary to the queen of Hungary. The
British and Austrian troops in the Netherlands, under the

earl of Stair, directed their march towards the Alain
; and,

being join^ in their way by several corps of Hessians

and Hanoverians, passed the Rhine on the 14th of May,
and lurrived on the 23rd in the neighbourhood of Frank-

IbFt, Meanwhile, a French army assembled on the Rhine

undet NoalUes, and occupied the banks of the Neckar to

retiird tiie march of the allies into Germany, and prevent
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their junction with prince Charles of Loraine. With a
view, therefore, to gain the Upper Main, lord Stair pushed
forwards to Aschafienburgb, where he established his

licad-quarters
;

but his progress was arrested by the

vigilance of the French general, who occupied the defiles

above Aschaffenburgh, and the posts on the Upper Main

;

and secured the command of the Lower Main by throwing

bridges over the river at Selingenstadt. The allied army
thus confined to the vicinity of Aschaffenburgh, and unable

to draw subsistence either from the Upper or Lower Main,

began to experience great scarcity of provisions. At this

juncture, George IL, accompanied by the duke of Cum-
berland and lord Carteret, arrived at the head-quarters to

witness the deplorable situation of his troops, who were
reduced to the alternative of surrendering themselves pri-

soners of war, or of cutting their way through an enemy
superior in numbers, and masters of nil the defiles.

The arrival of the king infused a new spirit into the
army ;

and it was resolved to force their way to Hanau,
the principal depository of their magazines, where a corps

of 12,000 Hanqverians and Hessians had just arrived. The
army decamped at midnight on the 27th, and Aschaffen-

burgh was instantly occupied by the French. At the some
time a large body of the enemy crossed the river nt Selin-

genstadt, and drew up in order of battle, their right against

Welmisheim and the bauk of the Main, and their left,

covered by a wood, behind the Beck or rivulet of Dettingen,.

which, flowing in a deep ravine, was passable on\y by a
single bridge. The allies were thus cooped up in a narrow
plain, closed with hills, woods, and morasses on the right,

and on the left by the Main, the steep bank of which oir

the opposite side was planted with numerous batteries.-

Notwithstanding these obstacles, they continued their march,
exposed to the incessant fire of the French artillery, and
advancing almost to Dettingen, formed on a narrow front

as well as the nature of the ground would permit. Though
full of ardour, and encouraged by the presence of the king»

they could scarcely'have surmounted the ob^acles of nature
and art, had they not been extricated by the inadvertence
of the enemy.
The duke de Grammont, nephew of Noailles, who com-

manded that part of the French army which was stationed

u 12
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near the defile of Dettingen, being encouraged by the dis-

order into which the allies were thrown by the fire of the

batteries, and eager to signalise himself, quitted his im-
pregnable position, crossed the rivulet, and advanced into

the plain. This blind impetuosity frustrated all the wise

dispositions of the commaiider-in-chief
; he thus rendered

useless the French batteries beyond the Main, while his

own troops were exposed to a heavy fire, and compelled to

engage on equal ground with superior numbers. Lord
Stair availed himself of this fortunate circumstance, and
was seconded by the presence of the king, and the skill of

count Neuperg the Austrian commander. The confederate

forces after a general shout, which was the omen of victory,

advanced with undaunted resolution, and by their irresistible

impetuosity, compelled the enemy to give way. Many of

the French regiments, particularly the household troops,

displayed uncommon valour, but were repulsed with great

slaughter ; and Noailles, who hastened with a reinforce-

ment, was compelled to recross the Main with the loss of

dOOO men killed, wounded, and taken prisoners.

Though the king took no part in the dispositions of this

battle, he displayed great personal bravery, and several

times led his cavalry and infantry to the charge. The
duke of Cumberland was wounded in the leg, and gave a
signal proof of his humanity. After the engagement,
when the surgeon was preparing to extract the ball, he
observed a French musqueteer brought near his tent,

dreadfully wounded, “ Begin,” he said, “ by relieving that

French officer, he is more wounded than I am
;
he may

want assistance, and I shall not.” This victory, though
purchased by the allies with a considerable loss, only se-

cured their retreat. The king dined on the field, and the
army, leaving their sick and wounded to the care of the
French, decamped and marched to Hanau.
The battle of Dettingen may rather he considered as an

unexpected and fortunate escape, than as an. important
and decisive engagement; it was however triumphantly
celebrated by the allies, and the exploits of the king com-'
pared with those of Marlborough and Eugene. At Vienna
it occasioned a delirium of joy ; the queen, in returning
from an excursion by water, was hailed by multitudes of

people, who, pouring from Vienna, crowded the banks of
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the Danube for the space of nine miles. She entered the

capital in a species of triumph, and celebrated the victory

by a Te Deum in the cathedral. In making an eulogium
of George II., she expressed, with a mixture of humility

and pride, a modest sense of her own unworthiness to de-

serve these favours from heaven, otherwise than as an
instrument in the hands of Providence to raise the house
of Austria in her person, in propoi-tion to its recent de-

pression.

Her sanguine expectations were at this time buoyed up
by the favourable state of her own and the allied army,

the depression of the emperor, and the despondency of

the French. The capture of Egra on the 7th of Septem-
ber, secured the possession of all her hereditary countries.;

and prince Charles of Loraine, after forcing the emperor
to agree to a neutrality, had reached the Rhine in the

neighbourhood of Manheim, at the head of an army flushed

with success, and equal in numbers, discipline, and appoint-

ment, to any which had been hitherto assembled by the

house of Austria.

The great scheme of dismembering France was now
brought to maturity

;
and prince Charles, accompanied by

Kevenhuller, hastened to Hanau to concert with the king
of England a plan of operations. The combined army,

now amounting, by the junction of the Dutch, to 50,000
men, was to cross the Rhine at Mentz, and to occupy
Alsace, while prince Charles was to pass that river from
the Austrian Brisgau, and overrun Loraine, Franohe Comt^,
and Burgundy. The king of England accordingly crossed

the Rhine at Mentz, on the 22nd of August, and took up
his head-quarters nt Worms ; while prince Charles pre-

pared to penetrate into France in the vicinity of Brisac.

But this plan was impeded by the opposite views of the

confederate powers, by the disputes which agitated the

allied army, by the secret negotiations for peace, and by
the discordant counsels of England.

The camp of the allies soon became a scene of discord

and confusion; the impetuous temper of lord Stair was

irritated by the rejection of his proposal to cross the Main,

and pursue the enemy after the late battle; while the

Austrian generals, considering their allies as mere auxili-

aries, expected to direct all operations according to the
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views and interests of their sovereign ; the Dutch were
dilatory and averse to action, and the British troops, jea-

lous of the king’s partiality to his German subjects, gave
way to national antipathy, and broke out into bitter invec-

tives against the Hanoverians. An army thus composed
was not capable of acting with spirit and unanimity

; and
its operations were still more embarrassed by the compli-

cated negotiations which had been opened for peace.

The emperor, deprived of his dominions, and disap-

pointed of the subsidies of France, was reduced to extreme
necessity, and made overtures for a reconciliation to

George IL, through the medium of prince William of

Hesse. Preliminaries were accordingly settled, by which
he renounced his claims on the Austrian dominions, broke
off his connection with France, and agreed to other con-

ditions advantageous to the house of Austria. In return

he was to be acknowledged head of the empire, to receive

a provisional subsidy for the maintenance of his dignity,

and to be restored to his dominions. George 11. even agreed
to advance 300,000 crowns within forty days, and use his

influence to gain the concurrence of the queen of Hungary.
This accommodation was prevented by the aversion of
Maria Theresa, who aspired to depose the emperor, and
retain Bavaria, and by the opposition of the council of

regency in England, who were actuated by a jealousy of

lord Carteret, But the last, and perhaps the most power-
ful, cause of the inactivity of the allied army, was de-

rived from the desire of George IL to extort from the

queen of Hungary the cessions promised to the king of

Sardinia in the preceding year, which she evaded by every
possible pretence.

In Italy, hostile operations had commenced early in the

3rear. The queen of Spain, irritated with the ill success of

the preceding campaign, had recalled Montemar, and
given the command to the count de Gages, who had dis-

tinguished himself by his enterprising spirit . In the be-

ginning of 1743, while the troops were in cantonments,

this imperious woman ordered the new general to attack

the enemy within three days, or to resign the command.
Gnges ol^y^ this peremptory mandate with equal spirit

And address ; he secretly drew his troOps together, and bn
tile Mi of February, with his officers, slipi^ from a ball
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with which he amused the people of Bologna, and marched
at the head of his army to surprise the Austrians in their

quarters. Though the strictest precaution had been taken

to conceal his design, marshal Traun was fortunately ap-

prised of the intended attack, and had assembled his troops

at Campo Santo. A desperate engagement took place,

which began at four o’clock in the afternoon, and continued

by moonlight till after seven. The Spaniards were su-

perior in number, and in the beginning of the action ob-

tained some advantage over the Austrian cavalry, but were

at length compelled to retreat with considerable loss.

Having taken several colours, standards, kettle-drums, and

cannon, they claimed the victory, which was celebrated by
a Te Deum at Madrid. The advantage, however, was de-

cidedly in favour of the confederates, and Traun receiving

a reinforcement from Germany, Gages quitted Bologna in

March, and retired to Bimini with his army, reduced almost

to 12,000 men.
The remainder of the campaign was not equal to this

successful commencement. Elated with her successes in

Germany, and the hopeless situation of the French troops

in Bohemia, the queen of Hungary undervalued the ad-

vantages derived from the assistance of the king of Sardinia,

and did not consider that his defection might still occasion

the certain loss of her dominions in Italy. She, therefore,

had thrown obstacles in the way of the promised cessions

;

and, in answer to the repeated exhortations of George II.,

peevishly exclaimed, It is the system of England to lead

me from one sacrifice to another. I must expose my troops

to certain destruction for no other end than to strip my-
self of my own accord. Should the cessions to the king

of Sardinia be extorted from me, what remains in Italy will

not be worth defending, and the only alternative left is

that of being stripped either by England or France.” The
king of Sardinia, also, with the characteristic avidity of

the house of Savoy, grasped at more than he had at first

demanded; while the violent and captious spirit of the

marquis d’Ormea contributed still farther to alienate the

court of Vienna, The queen of Hungary, therefore, per-

sisted in her refusal of the promis^ cessions, and the

whole summer passed in fruitless negotiation. At length

the king of Sardinia, irritated by these repeated delays,
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threatened that without an immediate compliance with his

demands, he would unite his arms with those of France,

Spain, and the emperor, against the house of Austria.

This threat, aided by the representations of England, ex-

torted the reluctant consent of Maria Theresa
;
and on

the 2nd of September, 1743, her plenipotentiary, baron

Wasner, signed an offensive and defensive alliance with

the British and Sardinian ministers at Worms.
The queen of Hungary ceded the city and part of the

duchy of Placentia, the Vigevanesco, part of the duchy of

Pavia, and the county of Angiera ;
sh'e likewise yielded her

pretensions to the marquisate of Finale, which had been

mortgaged to the Genoese ;
and also engaged to maintain

30,0^ men in Italy, to be commanded by the king of Sar-

dinia. The king was to employ 45,000 men under the

condition of receiving an annual subsidy of 200,000^, from

Great Britain, and the sum of 300,000/. for the liquidation^

of the mortgage on Finale ; and, in addition to these sums,

Great Britain agreed to send a strong squadron into the

Mediterranean, to act in concert with the allied forces in

Italy,

In the midst of these negotiations the allied armies in

Italy continued inactive. But on the conclusion of the

treaty of Worms, prince Lobcowitz, having succeeded mar-
shal Traun in the command, drove the Spaniards from
Rimini, and compelled them to retire beyond the Foglia.

In consequence, however, of the lateness of the season, both

armies took up winter quarters, the Spaniards at Pesaro,

Fano, and Senegallia, and the Austrians at Rimini, Forli,

and Cesano.

On the side of the Alps a combined army of French and
Spaniards, under Don Philip, re-entered Savoy, and having

overrun the whole duchy, attempted on the 7th and 8th of

October, to penetrate into Piedmont, by forcing the lines

near Chateau Dauphin, which secured the pass of the Alps,

Being, however, repulsed with great loss by the king of

Sardinia, in person, they were compelled by the approach

of winter to retire into Provence and Dauphihfi.

During the negotiations for the treaty of Worms, the

confederate army in Germany remained inactive, while

prince Charles in vain attempted to pass the Rhine near

New Brisac. From tliia period no effectual movement was
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made, and nothing passed except desultory irruptions of

the Austrian irregulars into Alsace and Loraine. In
October the combined army retired into winter quarters ;

the English, Austrians, and Hanoverians in British pay
returned into Flanders ;

the Dutch marched into Brabant

and Guelderland; and the Hessians and other Hanover-

ians to their respective countries ;
while prince Charles,

leaving part of his army in the Brisgau, dispersed the rest

in Bavaria, Bohemia, and Upper Austria. Toward the

close of this campaign, the entire recovery of Bohemia was
completed by the surrender of the French garrison at Egra,

which had held out with unexampled perseverance, and in

the midst of distress greater than their countrymen had
suffered at Prague, till the 7th of September.

At the close of the campaign prince Charles of Loraine

returned to Vienna, and espoused the archduchess Mary
Anne, sister of the queen of Hungary, to whom he had

been long attached
;
and, as a reward for his great services,

was appointed, in conjunction with his consort, to the go-

vernment of the Austrian Netherlands. She was a princess

of a meek and amiable temper; but this happy union was

of short duration, as she died in child-bed at the conclusion

of the ensuing year.

Chap. CY. — 1744.

The winter was passed by the belligerent powers in vast

preparations for the ensuing campaign. Hitherto England
and France had engaged simply as auxiliaries, without any
formal declaration of war ; the one in support of the queen

of Hungary, and the other in favour of the emperor and

Spain. But this year the two rival nations became princi-

pals, and brought forward their whole strength by land and

sea in this arduous contest.

At this period the efforts of England were debilitated,

and her councils distracted by feuds in the cabinet and the

violence of contending parties.

Encouraged by these domestic broils, cardinal Tenciti,

minister of state, who was elevated to the purple by Jacobite
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interest, projected an invasion of England in favour of the

dethroned family. Eighteen ships of the line, having on
board 4000 land forces, suddenly appeared off the isle of

Wight, and the son of the pretender, with marshal Saxe,

who commanded the expedition, came in sight of the

English coast. Fortunately a sudden storm dispersed the

armament, and the squadron was driven back in a shattered

fdaie to the ports of France. This attempt, though unsuc-
cessful, produced an instantaneous effect

;
terror and in-

dignation spread through all ranks, the divisions in the

cabinet were suspended, the public* clamour ceased, the

war against France became popular
; the parliament voted

larger supplies than had ever before been granted, and the

cause of the house of Austria was promoted with redoubled

enthusiasm.

Nor was France more backward in her hostile prepara-
tions; war was formally declared against Great Britain

and Austria, and, besides the arrangements for the inva-

sion of England, 100,000 men were assembled on the side

of Flanders. The king himself repaired to Lisle, to take

the command of this force, and in the space of two months
captured Courtray, Menin, Ypres, Fort la Knoque, and
Fumes.

This rapid progress was no less owing to the deficiency
of the allied army, and to the incapacity and divisions of
the generals, than to the military skill of marshal Saxe,
and the enthusiasm of the soldiers, who were inspired by
the presence of Louis XV. Part of the British troops
having been drawn into England against the projected in-

vasion, and the other confederates being deficient in their

respective contingents, the army, which ought to have
amounted to 80,000, did not exceed 50,000 men. Marshal
Wade, the commander of the British troops, was a man of
a fretful and indolent disposition, and these defects were
heightened by his advanced age. He was thwarted by the
duke of Aremberg, general of the Austrian forces, who was
more anxious to cover his own estates in the vicinity of

HamauU, than to act for the advantage of the common
oimse. Prince Maurice of Nassau, who commanded the

Dutch, and was shackled by private instructions, was an
equal check on his operations, from a fear of irritating the
FVench, whom the States were still desirous of conciliating.
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These discordant views and characters produced endless

divisions, and reduced the allies almost to a state of inac-

tion ; while marshal Saxe was at the head of an army
almost double in numbers, provided with a train of artil-

lery superior to any ever before brought into the field, and
animated by the presence of the sovereign. Being un-

shackled by instructions, or thwarted by jealousies, he was
enabled to give full scope to his great military talents, and
to display that vigour and decision which marked all his

operations *, he bore down all before him, and no obstacle

seemed likely to prevent the entire conquest of the Low
Countries, when the Austrians burst like a torrent into

Alsace.

The defence of Alsace had been intrusted to the marshal
de Coigny, who posted his principal force on the Queich,
while the remnant of the Bavarian troops under Seckendorf
entrenched themselves on the side of Philipsburgh

; and
the banka of the Rhine, from Mentz to Fort Louis, were
secured by every precaution. Prince Charles, however,
deceived the French conimander by detaching general

Berenclau towards Gernesheim, as if he intended to effect

a passage on that side, while Nadasti and Trenk crossed

the Rhine in boats, at the head of 9CXX) hussars and pan-

dours, and surprised three Bavarian regiments posted above
Philipsburgh. Under the protection of this corps bridges

were constructed near the village of Schreck, and prince

Charles crossed the Rhine with his whole army without

loss, while Berenclau effected a passage at Weissenau, near
Mentz. The Austrian commander successively made him-
self master of the lines of Spire, Gernesheim, and Lauter-
burgh, secured the important post of Weissemburgh, and
thus established himself in the heart of Alsace, with an
army of 60,000 men.
Meanwhile Coigny retreated to Landau, where he was

joined by Seckendorf. With a view to recover the import-

ant lines on the Lauter, he attacked Weissemburgh, which
was occupied by Nadasti with 10,000 men, and, after a

conflict of six hours, succeeded in forcing the entrench-

ments
; but perceiving himself too weak to pursue his suc-

cess, he retreated on the approach of prince Charles, threw

reinforcements into Fort Louis and Strasburgh, and fell

back behind the Motter. The Austrians re-occupied Weis-*
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semburgh, blockaded Fort Louis, and prince Charles pre-

pared to enter Loraine ; while his irregulars spread terror

to the gates of Luneville, and compelled Stanislaus to retire

with all his court. In consequence of this rapid success,

the king of France, renouncing his projects in the Low
Countries, left marshal Saxe to maintain his conquests, de-

spatched 30,000 men under Noailles to reinforce marshal

Coigny, and was hastening to take the command of the

army in Alsace, when he was seized at Mentz with an
illness which threatened his life. This event, however, did

not suspend the march of the troops ;
Noailles passed the

Vosges and joined Coigny at Molsheim
;
10,000 men under

the duke d’Harcourt advanced to Pfalzburgh, and a third

corps under Belleisle was assembling in the three bishoprics.

Prince Charles was preparing to make head against the

accumulated forces which were gathering around him,

when lie was recalled to arrest the progress of the king of

Prussia, who had again resumed hostilities.

Maria Theresa had roused the indignation of many
princes of the empire ; she had contemptuously rejected all

overtures of pacification, and refused to acknowledge the

emperor and the diet of Frankfort ; she did not adject to

conceal her resolution to appropriate Bavaria, and had even
compelled the natives to take the oath of allegiance. She
meditated gigantic projects of conquests in France and
Italy, and, elated with the success of her arms, gave suspi-

cions that she had formed the plan of recovering Silesia

and dismembering the Prussian dominions in conjunction

with England and Saxony.
Frederic was too jealous of the house of Austria, and too

well acquainted with the character of Maria Theresa, to

remain indifferent to these surmises, and he became the

soul of a new confederacy, which again involved the empire

in war, and endangered the hereditary possessions of the

house of Austria. With his usual secresy he formed the

project of a convention, which was signed on the 13th of

May, 1744, at Frankfort on the Main, with the emperor,

France, the elector Palatine, and the king of Sweden as

landgrave of Hesse. He beheld with alarm the rapid pro-

gress of prince Charles In Alsace, and seized this critical

opportunity, when the Austrian dominions were drained of

troOps, to re-commence hostilities. He affected great dis-
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interestedness
;
and in a manifesto, which he published on

the 9th of August, when the plan of aggression was ma-
tured, required nothing for himself, and declared that he
took arms only to restore to the German empire its liberty,

to the emperor his dignity, and to Europe repose.

This declaration was scarcely published before he en-

tered Bohemia at the head of a considerable army, advanced
to Prague, after a short resistance forced that capital to

surrender on the 16th of September, and took the garrison
of 15,000 men prisoners of war. On the capture of Prague
he reduced Tabor, Budweiss, and Frauenberg, and made
himself master of all Bohemia to the east of the Moldau.
At the same time a corps of Bavarians and Hessians under
Seckendorf, making an irruption into Bavaria, reinstated
the emperor in the possession of his capital and the greater
part of his electorate.

Although the alarm of these irruptions spread to Vienna,
the queen of Hungary was not daunted with this reverse.

She recalled the army from Alsace, and, to animate the
zeal of her Hungarian subjects, repaired on the invitation

of the diet to Presburgh, and roused the spirit of the nation
in her defence. Count Palfy, the venerable palatine of
Hungary, set up the great red standard of the kingdom, as

a signal for a general insurrection*; 44,000 men instantly

took the held, and another body of 30,000 held themselves
in readiness as an army of reserve. This amazing unani-
mity,*’ to use the words of a contemporary historian, “ of a
people so divided amongst themselves as the Hungarians,
especially in point of religion, could only be effected by the
address of Maria Theresa, who seemed to possess one part

of the character of Elizabeth of England, that of making
every man about her a hero,"

The wildest enthusiasm in favour of this captivating

princess spread from th^ aged palatine to the meanest
vassal of the kingdom ; the numerous hordes of Hungary
hocked to the royal standard, and being joined by 6000
Saxons, and an Austrian corps under Berenclau, hastened

to the defence of Bohemia.

At this xiritical juncture prince Charles having reached

the frontiers of Loraine, was exposed to imminent danger,

and the re-passage of the Rhine seemed almost impractica-

* A general levy is called in Hungary an army of insurrection,
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ble in the face of a superior force. Fortunately, however,

the sudden illness of Louis XV. suspended the operations

of the French
;
and the Austrian commander was enabled

to concentrate his forces and recross the Rhine in the

vicinity of Spire, in the presence of the army commanded
by Noailles, with no other cheek than a trifling attack of

his rear guard, This important passage, effected without

loss or delay, enabled him to push on rapidly towards Bo-
hemia, and he directed his march through Suabia to Dona-
werth, where he arrived on the 9th of September. Leaving
the command to marshal Traun, he repaired to Vienna to

concert future operations, and rejoined the army on the

frontiers of Bohemia.

Although the king of Prussia had secured Prague,

Tabor, Budweiss, and Frauenberg, and held the greater

part of Bohemia, his troops were reduced to extreme want
of provisions, and his communications were totally inter-

rupted by hordes of irregulars. In this situation he was
surprised by the arrival of the Austrian forces on the banks
of the Wotawa ; who, having been joined by the Saxons,

threatened to cut off his retreat to Prague. Being thus

exposed to a superior force, he was driven from post to

post, and compelled to evacuate Bohemia with a consider-

able loss of men, who were killed and captured in various

skirmishes, or who perished from the hardships of the

march and the severity of the season.

Soon after the retreat of the Austrians and the recovery

of Louis XV., the campaign on the Rhine was closed by
the siege of Friburgh, the bulwark of Anterior Austria,

which was invested by marshal Coigny on the 30th of

October. The attacks were directed by the celebrated

count Lowendahl, n Swedish oflicer, who had recently

entered into the service of France; but the town was
defended by general Damnitz with such spirit, that it held

out till the 28tli of November, and was not taken without
the loss of 18,000 men on the side of the besiegers. In
the Netherlands marshal Saxe, though weakened by the

reinforcements sent to the army of Alsace, maintained his

conquests with the remainder of his troops, and baffled the

ineffleient efforts of the allies.

In Italy the discordant views and mutual jealousies of

Maria Theresa and the king of Sardinia prevented the good
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effects which might have been derived from their recent

union. The king was anxious to secure his own dominions

on the side of France, and to conquer the marquisate of

Finale
;
while Maria Theresa was desirous to direct her

principal force against Naples, and recover possession of

the two Sicilies. Hence, instead of co-operating for one

great object, their forces were divided; and, after on
arduous and active campaign, the Austrians were nearlj in

the same situation as at the commencement of the year.

Prince Lobcowitz being reinforced, compelled the Spa-^
niards to retreat successively from Pesara and Senegaliia,

attacked them at Loretto and Eeconati, and drove them
beyond the Fronto, tjje boundary of the kingdom of

Naples.

Alarmed by the advance of the Austrians, the king of

Naples broke his neutrality, quitted his capital at the head
of 15,000 men, and hastened to join the Spaniards. But
prince Lobcowitz pursuing his advantage, sent a detach-

ment into the province of Abruzzo, and dispersed manifestos

to excite a rebellion in favour of the house of Austria.

Unable, however, to advance through so mountainous a

country, the Austrian commander turned towards Rome,
with the hopes of penetrating into Naples on that side;

and, in the commencement of June, reached the neighbour-

hood of Albano. His views were anticipated by the king

of Naples, who dividing the Spanish and Neapolitan troops

into three columns, which were led by himself, the duke of

Modena, and the count de Gages, passed through Anagm,
Valmonte, and Monte Tortino, and re-united his forces at

Yeletri, in the Campagna di Roma. In this situation, the

two hostile armies, separated only by a deep valley, harassed

each other with continual skirmishes. At length prince

Lobcowitz, in imitation of prince Eugene at Cremona,
formed the project of surprising the head-quarters of the

king of Naples. In the night of August 10th, a corps of

Austrians, led by count Brown, penetrated into the town of

Veletri, killed all who resisted, and would have surprised

the king and the duke of Modena in their beds, had they

not been alarmed by the French ambassador, and escaped

to the camp. The Austrian troops giving way to pillage,

were vigorously attacked by a corps of Spaniards and Nea-

politans, despatched from the camp, and driven from the
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town witH great slaughter, and the capture of the second

in command, the marquis de Novati, In this contest, how-
ever, the Spanish army lost no less than 3000 men. This

daring exploit was the last odensive attempt of the Aus-
trian forces. Prince Lobcowitz perceiving his troops rapidly

decrease by the effects of the climate, and the unwholesome
air of the Pontine marshes, began his retreat in the begin-

ning of November, and, though followed by an army
superior in number, returned without loss to Rimini,

.Fesaro, Cesano, and Immola ; while the combined Spaniards

and Neapolitans took up their quarters between Viterbo

and Civita Vecchia.

In consequence of the expedition against Naples, the

king of Sardinia was left with SdJboO men, many of them
new levies, and 6000 Austrians, to oppose the combined
army of French and Spaniards, who advanced on the side

of Jfice. After occupying that place, the united army
forced the intrenched camp of the Sardinians, though de-

fended by the king himself, made themselves masters of

Montalbano and Yillafranca, and prepared to penetrate

into Piedmont along the sea coast. The Genoese, irritated

by the transfer of Finale, were inclined to facilitate their

operations; but were intimidated by the presence of an
English squadron which threatened to bombard their

capital.

The prince of Conti, who commanded under the infant

Don Philip, did not, however, relinquish the invasion of

Piedmont, but formed the spirited project of leading his

army over the passes of the Alps, although almost every
rock was a fortress, and the obstacles of nature were as-

sisted by all the resources of art. He led his army, with a
large train of artillery, and numerous squadrons oi cavalry,

over precipices and along beds of torrents, carried the fort

of Chateau Dauphin, forced the celebrated Barricades *

,

which were deemed impregnable, descended the valley of

the Stura, took Demont after a slight resistance, and Laid

Biege to Coni.

The king of Sardinia having in vain attempted to stop

* This pass forms the entrance of the valley of Stura, and is a

ohaam acari&ely twenty feet broad, between two steep precipices. It

WM defended by a triple entrenchment with a covert way, and by the
rapid torrent of the Stura.
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tlic progress of this torrent which burst the barriers of his

country, indignantly retired to Saluzzo, to cover his capital.

Being reinforced by 6000 Austrians, he attempted to relieve

Coni, but was repulsed after a severe engagement, though

ho succeeded in throwing succours into the town. This

victory, however, did not produce any permanent advan-

tage to the confederate forces
;
Coni continuing to hold out,

the approach of winter, and the losses they had sustained,

amounting to 10,000 men, compelled them to raise the

siege and repass the Alps, which they did not effect without

extreme difficulty.

Chap. CVL—1745.

The regret of Maria Theresa at the ill success of her arms

in Italy and Flanders, the capture of Friburgh, and the

prospect of still greater losses in those distant parts did not

equal her exultation at the discomfiture of the king of

Prussia. She considered the recovery of Silesia as certain,

and regarded all other objects as secondary concerns. She

even carried her views still farther, and from the spirit of

retaliation formed the project of dismembering his heredi-

tary dominions. In pursuit of this favourite scheme, she

overlooked her own weakness, and expected her allies to

become passive instruments in promoting her views.

At this juncture an event happened which seemed to

insure success to her projects, and opened new scenes of

grandeur to her aspiring mind. Charles VII,, who was
naturally of an infirm constitution, was worn out with grief

at the depression of his own fortunes and the sufferings of

his exhausted country. Though restored to a temporary
possession of his capital, he was in hourly apprehension of

being again driven from the seat of his ancestors and re-

duced to a precarious dependence on France. In this state

of alarm and anxiety he was addicted with a severe attack

of the gout, when one of his domestics oflSciously related the

defeat of a French and Bavarian corps at Neunec, which
was aggravated bv their dastardly behaviour. This sudden

communication of a disastrous event affecting the sensitive

VOL, HI. X
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mind of the unfortunate monarch, the disorder remounted
to his stomach, and proved fatal.

Charles VII. expired at Munich on the 20th of January,

1745
,
leaving a memorable example to his posterity not to

aspire to a dangerous pre-eminence without power, without

resources, and without those transcendent abilities which

so arduous a situation required. He was a prince of an

amiable and liberal disposition, but his amiable qualities

often degenerated into weakness, and his liberality into

profusion. In his last moments he testihed his regret for

having ruined himself and his country to become an impe-

rial pageant in the hands of France ; he exhorted his son to

reject a fatal dignity, and to regain his electoral territories

by a speedy accommodation with the house of Austria.

The death of the emperor opened a new scene of in-

trigue and contention in every court of Europe. France,

in particular, renewed her efforts either to wrest the impe-

rial crown a second time from the house of Austria, or to

secure an honourable peace by consenting to the election

of the duke of Loraine. With this view her agents tam-

pered with the princes of Germany ; nt the court of Munich
they exhorted Maximilian Joseph, the new elector) to

revive the pretensions of his family on the Austrian suc-

cession, and to become a candidate for the throne of the

empire. They were no less eager to secure Augustus, and
tendered every bait which could lure the ambition or avi-

dity of that vain and profuse monarch, by offering enormous
subsidies, an increase of territory on the side of Bohemia,
and'^ven the imperial crown.

France likewise endeavoured to secure at least the

neutrality, if not the concurrence of Russia. She alarmed
the fears of the suspicious Elizabeth, by accusing the court

of Vienna of being implicated in a conspiracy, formed by
some discontez^d nobles and ladies of the court, to restore

Ivan, the relative of Maria Theresa. The unguarded con-

duct of the marquis de Botta gave colour to this accusation.

During the regency of Ann, Botta had been Austiian

minister at the court of St. Fetersburgh, and had in vain

attempt^ to engage Russia in support of the queen of

Hungary. Being sent to Berlin, he maintained a corre-

spondence with the family ofLapookin and the discontented

nobles, and perhaps too warmly censured the conduct of
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Elizabeth. Several of this party being arrested and tor-

tured, confessed that they had formed a conspiracy for

dethroning the empress, and had been encouraged by Botta

to expect the protection of the queen of Hungary and of

the king of Prussia. In consequence of this confession,

several of the suspected conspirators were tried and con-

demned for high treason, and Lapookin, his wife, son, and

sister were knooted, their tongues cut out, and sent to

Siberia. The French cabinet availed themselves of this

circumstance to embroil the courts of Vienna and St.

Petersburgh, and again despatched the marquis de Chetnrdie

with the hope that he would effectually exert his influence

over the mind of Elizabeth. But the queen of Hungary
defeated their views by imprisoning Botta, and disavowing

his conduct, and by gaining the chancellor Beatuchefl

Through his influence the intrigues of la Chetardie were
disclosed to the empress, and he was ordered to quit St.

Petersburgh in two hours, and conveyed to the frontiers

almost like a criminal. Hence the plans of France were
disconcerted, and the cause of the house of Austria become
triumphant at St. Petersburgh.

Although the king of Prussia had hitherto outwardly
affected to co-operate with the French, that he might secure

the possession of Silesia, he was secretly displeased with
their conduct, and unwilling to concur in placing a new
sovereign on the imperial throne, who could only be a

phantom of dignity, and dependent on the will and bounty
of France. He therefore made overtures to George II., to

renew his accommodation with the house of Austria, while
he pressed his military preparations for the ensuing cam-
paign with his accustomed energy.

The British ministers were interested to oppose the
intrigues of France, and to secure the imperial crown to

the duke of Loraine
; but they were irri^ed by the un-

justifiable breach of the treaty of Bre^u, which had
arrested the successful progress of the Austrian arms in

France. On the first intelligence of the Prussian invasion,

they had assisted the queen of Hungary with an additional

supply of 120,000^., and were disposed to co-operate in the

recovery of Silesia, though not to second her impolitic and
impracticable plans for the dismemberment of the Prussian

territories. The nation, however, was in a state of ferment
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and disorder; the outcry against the Hanoverians had
arisen to an alarming height; just fears were entertained

of an invasion from France, in favour of the pretender

;

the cabinet was distracted by internal feuds ; and lord

Carteret, the only minister who possessed the confidence of

the king, and was capable of conducting the war with

energy, had been compelled to resign. The Pelham admi-

nistration had succeeded
;
the helm of government was

oagerly grasped by the duke of Newcastle, a nobleman of

high honour, and not deficient in talents, but of a jealous

and querulous disposition, personally disagreeable to the

sovereign ;
opposed in the cabinet by several of the other

ministers, and even occasionally by his*brother Mr. Pelham,

who all re-echoed the clamours of the nation for peace.

In this state, the efforts of England were ill concerted

and ill directed; and though the cause of the house of

Austria was still popular, the people began to be oppressed

with the burdens of a continental war. The parliament,

however, voted liberal supplies for the continuance of

hostilities; 6000 Hessian troops were again taken into

British pay
;
and, to allay the outcry against the Hano-

verians, they were transferred to the service of the queen
of Hungarv, who was gratified with an additional subsidy

of 200,000?.

The views of England being principally directed to the

humiliation of France, vigorous preparations were made to

open the campaign in the Netherlands
; a fieet was sta-

tioned in the Mediterranean to co-operate with the allies

in Italy, and the British cabinet endeavoured to concen-

trate the whole force of the house of Austria on the same
object. For this purpose, attempts were made to rouse

the dilatory spirit of the Austrian court, and to overcome
the obstinacy of the queen of Hungary. Before the death

of Charles the queen had offered to effect a recon-

ciliation with that prince ; but her demands were too

imperious and exorbitant; she wished to appropriate

great part of Bavaria, and to give the emperor an indem-

nity in Italy or the Low Countries, or by an equivalent to

be conquered from France. Even on the death of the

emperor, when the new elector refused to assume the

title of archduke, and to accept the imperial crown, the

puuetitions iq^irit of the Austrian court retarded an ac-
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commodation until the 22nd of April, when, at the earnest

exhortations of the British cabinet, the queen agreed to a

treaty which was signed at Fuessen. The elector re-

nounced his pretensions to the Austrian succession, and
engaged to guaranty the Pragmatic Sanction, to dismiss^

the auxiliary troops, and to give his vote for the duke
of Loraine ;

while Maria Theresa acknowledged the validity

of the late emperor’s election, and relinquished her claims

on the Bavarian dominions.

The same causes concurred to embarrass the negotia-

tions with Augustus. With a view to counteract the

union of Frankfort, a quadruple alliance had been con-

cluded at Warsaw on the 8th of January, between the

queen of Hungary, the king of Poland, and the Maritime

Powers, by which Augustus engaged to support the

Pragmatic Sanction, and to furnish 30,000 troops for the

relief of Bohemia, on the consideration of receiving a

subsidy of 150,OOOZ. from the Maritime Powers. This

treaty had not been formally ratified, when the death of

the emperor intervened, and Augustus took advantage of

that event to sell his alliance at a higher price. To
counteract the tempting proposals of France, it became
necessary to secure his amity by offers equally liberal.

Appreciating the importance of his alliance, he demanded
some duchies in Silesia, which would secure him a free

passage between his Saxon and Polish dominions ;
but

Maria Theresa disdainfully rejected this proposal, and was-

no less unwilling to yield a portion of Silesia, which she

could only recover by conquest, than she was to accede to

its first cession. These and other disputes, arising from
the capricious character of Augustus, and the unbending
temper of Maria Theresa, protracted the negotiation during^

several months, until the progress of the Prussian arms,

and the unceasing remonstrances of Engird, accelerated

the conclusion of the treaty, which was signed at Leipzic

on the 18th of May.
The treaty of Warsaw was considered as the basis of

this alliance ;
but separate and secret articles were arranged

between the queen of Hungary and the king of Poland,

relative to the partition of the conquests which they

expected to make from the king of Prussia. The duchy

of Silesia and the county of Glatz were to be restored to
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the queen of Hun^rj^ except the circles of Zullichnu and
SchweibuBj which were to be assigned to the king of

Poland, with the duchies of Magdeburgh and Crossen,

and the Prussian part of Lusatia.

During these negotiations, the court of Vienna was
diatracti^ by opposite views and discordant interests

j
their

great object was the recovery of Silesia
; and the queen,

though anxious to raise her husband to the imperial dignity,

even declared that without Silesia the crown of the empire?

would be of no value. The duke of I^raine had long

been ambitious to acquire a regal title. Humbled by tlic

superior dignity of his consort, and affected with the re-

served and haughty deportment of the ministers, who
considered him ns a stranger, without efbeient |>owcr or

real consequence^ he had eudenvouriHl to obtain the title

of king of Bohemia ; and as Itlaria Theresa w*os not of ii

disposition to submit to a divided authority, he Icmkcnl

forward to the acquisition of the imperial crown, ns the

great object of his future hopes and importance. Yet,

awed by the commanding spirit of his consort, he concealed

his anxiety, and affected a resolution rather to relinquish

that high dignity, than to purclmse it by the smallest

diminution of the Austrian succession. The uiinislers

were jealous lest this elevation should increase his in-

fluence, but could not venture openly to oppose the wishes

of the queen. They were therefore lukewarm in his

cause, repeatedly declared that the crown of the empire

ought not to be put in competition with the recovery of

Silesia, or the cession of a single province ; and even
insinuated that it might be restor^ to the Austrian family

in the person of the Archduke Joseph, ivho, though a

minor, might, like Frederic IL, be raised to the ira|ierial

dignity. In consequence of these discordant views the

negotiations were conducted with more than usual dilato-

riiieas; but all the ministers were unanimous in rejecting

overtures for an accommodation with the king of Prussia.

Hie campaign was first opened in Flanders. While

tlie allies were wasting time in negotiations, the French

took the field ; marshal Saxe assembling his forces between

Dunkirk and Val^ciennes, invested Toumay on the 25th

of Aprilf with an army of 60,000 men, and was joined by

tka wig and the dauphin in the beginning of May. The
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allies, comniaiuled by the duke of Cumberland, under
the direction of marshal Konigsegg, consisted of British,

German, and Dutch troops, with not more than 8000
Austrians, and scarcely amounted to 50,000 men. Tlie

duke of Cumberland, however, collecting his forces, has-

tened to the relief of Toumay, and at the beginning of

Vay encamped between Bougines and Moubray, within

mu^ct-shot of the enemy's advanced posts, with an in-

tention of compelling them to engage or raise the siege.

The French army occupied an eminence, with the

village of Antoin on their right, and Fontenoy in their

centre, strongly fortified, while their left extended to the

wood of Barry, beyond Vezon, which was defended by
formidable redoubts. Along their front was a small plain,

descending gradually from their camp, and the ground was
embarrassed by detiles, coppiecs, and hedges, and where
it was level, intersected by lines of different heights.

Marshal Saxe liad also fortified his position with nume-
rous entreuchments, which were defended by two hundred
and sixty pieces of artillery.

Against this force, so greatly superior in numbers and
position, the allies directed their attack. On the evening
of the 10th, they dislodged the French advanced posts

from the defiles in front of their camp, and early on the

11th the action begon. The Dutch on the left were to

advance on the side of Antoin, and Hank the village of

Fontenoy, while the British and Hanoverians, who formed
the centre and right, were to attack the lelY and centre

of the French, on the side of Fontenoy and Vezon.
General Ingoldsby, with a detachment of English, was
ordered to storm the redoubt in front of the village of

Vezon, and the prince of Waldeck to attack that of Fon-
tCJlOY.

This disposition was arranged with consummate skill,

and would probably have decided the fortune of the day

;

but Ingoldsby, either from negligence or misapprehension,
did not attack the redoubt, and Uie prince of Waldeck was
repulsed. The British and Hanoverian infantry, however,

advanced with undaunted resolution, notwithstanding the

tremendous ffre of artillery, and formed in a line between
Fontenoy and the wood of Barry, whUe the Dutch occupied

the space between Fontenoy and Antoin. The British
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and Hanoverians Bore down all before them, and com-

pelled the enemy to retire three hundred paces behind

Fontenoy; but at this critical moment the Dutch were

panic struck, and fled with precipitation. The English,

Hanoverian^ and Austrians, now exposed on every side

to a tremendous fire, began to give way
;
when the duke of

Cumberland rushing into the thickest of the action, ani-

mated them by his words and gestures
j

called them
countrymen, reminded them of Blenheim and llamilies,

and exclaimed, “It is my highest honour to be at your

head; I scorn to expose you to a danger to which I would

not expose myself.” He was seconded by Sir John
Ligonier, “who,” to use the expression of an eye witness*,

“fought like a grenadier, and commanded like a general-,”

and marshal Konigsegg displayed equal intrepidity, though

bruised at the commencement of the action by a fall from

his horse. Encouraged by the presence and example of

their generals, the troops rallied, directed their eflforts

with redoubled ardour against the centre of the French,

and by the fury of their charge seemed to dissipate whole

battalions. Victory had almost declared in their favour ;

Konigsegg even congratulated the duke of Cumberland on

the success of the day ;
marshal Saxe gave orders for a

retreat
;
and the French king and dauphin, enveloped in

a cloud of fugitives, were in danger of being swept away
in the rout, or taken prisoners.

At this moment, the victory was wrested from the allies

by a trifling circumstance, which, at any otlier juncture,

would scarcely have deserved notice. At the suggestion

of the due of Richelieu, four pieces of artillery were
pointed against the troops, who continued to advance in a

firm and compact body, and the rapid and well-directed

fire of this small battery, at a distance scarcely exceeding

forty paces, had a stupendous effect. The allies, unsup-

ported by their cavalry, thinned in their ranks, and fatigued

with slaughter, were thrown into disorder, and the French
cavalry and gens d'armes, with the Irish brigade, who had

been kept as a reserve, attacked them in front and fiank.

The contest was short but bloody ;
the confusion in the

* Captain Yorke, aide-de-camp to the duke of Cumberland, third

aon of the eail ofHardwicke, and afterwards well known as Sir Joseph

Yorke and lord Dover.
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allied army soon became general, and the commander-in-
chief deemed it prudent to order a retreat, which was
conducted with great skill and deliberation, and without

the loss of a single standard. The French remained on
the field, while the allies retired to Lessines near Aeth,

leaving their wounded at Bruffoel, where they were after-

wards made prisoners.

Few engagements have been attended with more dread-

ful carnage than that of Fontenoy ; both parties suffered

equal loss, and shared equal honour ; but the result of the

battle was most fatal to the allies. Toumay surrendered

on the 22Qd of May, and the citadel on the 21st of June;
and this strong and important fortress w^as dismantled by
the conquerors. The remainder of the campaign was
merely defensive on the side of the allies; the duke of

Cumberland, with part of the British troops, was recalled

to England, to resist the invasion of the pretender
;
and

before he quitted the Continent, witnessed the capture of

Ghent, Oudenard, Bruges, Dendermond, Ostend, Neuport,

and Aeth, which all shared the fate of Tournay.

The affairs of Italy were equally disastrous ; the queen

of Hungary being incapable of reinforcing her army, the

king of Sardinia could not cope with the superior numbers
of the French and Spaniards, who were now joined by the

Genoese. Indignant at the transfer of Finale, the govern-

ment of Genoa had concluded the treaty of Aranjuez, as a

counterpoise to the treaty of Worms, and engaged to bring

10,000 men into the field, with a train of artillery. In

return the house of Bourbon guaranteed all the possessions

of the republic, and agreed to furnish a monthly subsidy of

12,000/., and all the contracting parties engaged to co-

operate in procuring a settlement in Italy for the infant

Bon Philip. The Spanish, Neapolitan, and Modenese
forces under the duke of Modena and general Gages, and

the confederate troops under Don Philip and Maillebois,

united near Acqui, and being joined by the Genoese,

amounted to 70,000 men. They then poured into Italy,

on one side overran the greater part of the Tortonese and

the Milanese, and on the other, forcing the passage of the

Tanaro, which was defended by the king of Sardinia, drove

him under the walls of liis capitnl. At the same time,

Don Philip entering Milan in triumph on tiie 16th of
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December, received the oaths of the inhabitants. Thus,

in a single campaign, Tortona, Placentia, Parma, Pavia,

Cazale, and Aste were wrested from the Austrians and
Sardinians, and the citadels of Alexandria and Milan
closely blockaded.

These losses on the side of Flanders and Italy were not

compensated by the recovery of Silesia, to secure which
the queen of Hungary had abandoned her distant dominions.

Frederic at the beginning of 1745 was in a critical situa-

tion ; his discomfiture in the preceding campaign had
lowered his military reputation, though it had not depressed

his courage. The death of the emperor had dissolved the

union of Frankfort
;
the French, expelled from Germany,

had turned their whole attention to the Netherlands
;
and

the king of Prussia exposed alone to the united arms of

Austria and Saxony, considered “ the victory of Fontenoy
as of no more advantage to him than a victory on the

banks of the Scamander or the capture of Pekin.” His
treasure began to diminish ;

he had with difficulty recruited

and re-organised his army, and his apparent solicitude for

peace had increased the intractable spirit of the court of

Vienna, who considered his proposals rather as a symptbm
of weakness than of sincerity. His great mind, however,
rose superior to the difficulties of his situation ; and hia

prudence and valour contributed equEilly to rescue him
from his embarrassments.

The month of April was passed in skirmishes between
the advanced posts of both armies on the frontiers of Silesia

and the county of Glatz ; and, aware of the intention of

the Austrians to penetrate by Landshut, the king assem-
bled his principal force in the neighbourhood of Schweid-
nitz, and prepared to withdraw his troops from Upper
Silesia. In May a considerable action took place between
the forces under the margrave Charles, who were on their

march from Upper Silesia, and a body of Austrian irregu-

lars, which terminated to the advantage of the Prussians.

Frederic, however, was not dazzled by this partial success

;

according to his own maxim, that “ in war artifice often

succeeds better than force,” he assumed the appearance of
dejection and alarm, in order to increase the presumption
of the Austrians. Deceived by this artifice, prince Charles
hastened to open the campaign. At the latter end of May
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ho assembled his forces in the neighbourhood of Konigs-
gratz and Jaromitz, and being joined by the Saxons at

Trotenau, on the frontiers of Lower Silesia, he purposed to

penetrate by the passes at Friedberg and Landshut, and
cut off the communication of the king with Lower Silesia

and his hereditary dominions.

At the approach of the Austrians, FredeHc ordered his

corps at Landshut to fall back, suffered them to cross the

mountains unmolested, and seemed only anxious to secure

his retreat to Breslau ; but passing by Schweidnitz, he col-

lected his army between that town and Jauernick, and
drew up his main body behind the wood of Nonnen and in

the neighbouring ravines. Prince Charles, from the higher

ground, perceiving only a few scattered corps, was deluded

by these appearances, and still more misled by the reports

of spies, whom Frederic himself condescended to deceive ;

he therefore hastened to gain the centre of Silesia, advanced
on the 2nd of June to Hohenfriedberg, and despatched the

Saxon auxiliaries to seize Strigau, which was occupied by
a Prussian detachment. Arriving late in the evening, they
encamped above Strigau, fatigued with their march

;
and

at break of day were suddenly attacked by the Prussian
advanced guard, and driven from the heights, which were
immediately occupied with artillery. The Saxons rallied

on the neighbouring hills, but were dispersed by the cavalry,

and totally defeated, before the Prussian army had formed.

Prince Charles, who was encamped in the plain below
Hohenfriedberg, attributed the firing to the assault of

Strigau, and not believing that the whole Prussian army
was advancing against him, was surprised by an attack on
both his wings almost at the same instant. In the qiidst of

the confusion, both wings were compelled to fall back ; and,

at this critical moment, a corps of Prussian cavalry, which
had been "kept in reserve, passing through their own in-

fantry, fell with irresistible fury on his centre, and decided

the fate of the day. Notwithstanding this masterly surprise,

the Austrians behaved with great gallantry and resolution,

and from the avowal of Frederic himself, conducted their

retreat to the mountains with consummate skill. The battle

continued seven hours with great fury
;
the loss on the

side of the Prussians did not exceed 2000 men, while that

of the Austrians and Saxons was not less than 4000 killed,
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7000 prisoners, with 200 oflSicers, 4 generals, 76 colours,

4 standards, B pair of kettle-drums, and 66 pieces of artil-

lery.

Prince Charles, followed by the Prussian army, continued

his retreat into Bohemia, and took a strong position at the

confluence of the Adler and the Elbe, while the Saxons
encamped on the other side of the Elbe. The king of

Prussia advanced, and posted himself between Euseck and
Divitz on the Adler. In this position the two armies

remained during three months
;
prince Charles waiting for

reinforcements, and Frederic too prudent to attack an
almost impregnable camp. The king, however, was not

elated by his recent victory, but renewed his proposals for

peace through the mediation of the king of England, on
the same terms as he had before offered. These overtures

were warmly supported by George II., who appreciated the

necessity of detaching the king of Prussia, and made the

strongest remonstrances to the court of Vienna. But Maria
Theresa was not daunted by the recent defeat, and still

looked forward to the recovery of Silesia.

The cabinet of England, convinced that nothing but
absolute necessity would estort the consent of the queen of

Hungary, resolved to alarm her with threats of discontinu-
ing the subsidies, unless she sent the stipulated number of
troops into Italy and Flanders. With this view Sir Tho-
mas Robinson demanded an audience, which he opened by
stating the amount of the annual subsidy advanced in sup-
port of the house of Austria. “England,” he said, “has
this year furnished 1,078,753?., not to mention the three-
fourths expected by the electors of Cologne and Bavaria.
The nation is not in a condition, in a war like the present,

to maintain the necessary superiority in the most essential

parts, and, by endeavouring to provide for so many services,

will fail in all ; the force of the enemy must therefore be
diminished ; and as France cannot be detached from
Prussia, Prussia must be detached from France. This
return the English nation expect for all their exertions in

favour of the house of Austria. The question is not whether
the king of Prussia shall be reduced, but whether the prose-

cution of the war against France and Prussia will not
reduce the allies to accept any terms proposed by those
powers. What is to be done, must be done immediately,
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and at once, while France is hesitating concerning the sub-
sidies demanded by the king of Prussia, which, if once
granted, will fix him irrevocably. The king of Prussia,”

ho continued, “ cannot be driven from Bohemia this cam-
paign

; but by his voluntary retreat, your majesty may
despatch effectual succours into Flanders to check the rapid

progress of the French, which not only threatens the Ne-
therlands, but menaces the very existence of the Maritime
Powers, in whose fall the house of Austria will be in-

volved.” After again exhorting her to consent to an im-
mediate accommodation with the king of Prussia, he con-

cluded :
‘‘ This is the only inducement of the Maritime

Powers to continue the war ; and by this alone the election

of the great duke can be secured, the weight and influence

of the whole empire obtained, and France reduced to

honourable and solid terms of peace.”

The queen listened to this harangue with more than
ordinary patience and complacency; she interrupted him
but seldom, and said, “Nothing can equal my gratitude to

the king and the English nation, and I will show it by
every means in my power. I will consult my ministers

to-moiTow morning, and my chancellor shall acquaint you
with my answer ; but whatever may be determined in my
council with respect to the Prussian accommodation, 1 can-

not spare a man out of the king of Prussia’s neighbourhood.
Perhaps a regiment or two of horse, and as many of in-

fantry, may be sent into Italy ; but the rest, in time of

peace as well as in time of war, will be necessary for the

immediate defence of my person and family,”

The remainder of the conversation, which consisted of

abrupt questions, replies, and rejoinders, is too interesting

to be abridged or altered, and is therefore given in the

words of the minister

:

“I said, amongst 70,000 men, who were affirmed to be
employed against Prussia, enough might be found for all

purposes
;
and arguing with such diffidence of the king of

Prussia was proving too much. Treaties enough had been
made with Louis XIY., were it only out of present necessi-

ties, and in hopes of recovering.” She answered, “ I cannot

spare a man.” My reply was, if her troops were so neces-

sary for her personal defence, those of England would be
found too soon more necessary at their own home. She
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asked, “ What harm will there be if the Dutch accept the

French neutrality ?” I replied, no other than that every

Englishman must in such a case put up his sword. She
demanded, “ Why are there less hopes of detaching France

than Prussia?” I said, because the king of Prussia would

more easily make a peace to preserve what he had, than

France to give up, as she must, what she had acquired,

and was in so fair a way of acquiring, in the Low Coun-

tries. She expressed her eagerness for another blow with

the king of Prussia
;
and upon my showing the just diffi-

dence of the Saxons, she affirmed, ‘‘that prince Charles

was able alone to give another battle.” “ That battle,

madam,” I answered, “ if won, would not conquer Silesia
;

if lost, your majesty is ruined at home.” “ Were I,” she

exclaimed, “ to agree with him to-morrow, I would give

him battle this evening! But why so pressing now ? Why
this interruption of operations by no means to be despaired

of ? Give me only to October, and then you may do what
you will,” That October, I said, will .be the end of the

campaign in all parts, and will be that very fatal moment
when we have reason to fear we shall be obliged to accept

the conditions France and Prussia together shall think

proper to impose upon us. “ That might be true,” she

answered, “were the same time to be employed as you
propose in marching from Bohemia to the Rhine, and from
the Rhine to the Low Countries. But as for my troops, I

know none of my generals who would not refuse to com-
mand such marching, or rather inactive armies

;
and as for

the great duke and prince Charles, they shall not. The
great duke is not so ambitious as you imagine of an empty
honour, much less to enjoy it under the tutelage of the

king of Prussia ; but I shall wiite to know his sentiments
fully. The imperial dignity! is it compatible with the fatal

deprivation of Silesia ? Good God ! give me only till the

month of October
; 1 shall then, at least, have better condi-

tions.”

The British minister then delicately touched on the dis-

continuance of the subsidies. He urged, that unless an
accommodation was effected with the king of Prussia, no
further assistance could be expected from the parliament

or the States-general ; and requested the queen to give an
immediate and specific answer. “For tUs reason,” she
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replied, ''! have given you so expeditious an audience,

and have summoned my council to meet so early
;
though,

let whatever be decided there, I see what will be executed

elsewhere, with or without me.”*
The tenor of the answer may be collected from this

audience ;
and it is unnecessary to repeat the equivoca-

tions by which the Austrian ministers endeavoured to

soften a direct refusal. At length the British cabinet, per-

ceiving the inflexible spirit of Maria Theresa, secretly

concluded a convention with the king of Prussia, at

Hanover, by which George 11. guaranteed the possession

of Silesia, on the terms of the treaty of Breslau, and
promised his instances to procure the accession of the

States-general and of the other European powers, and to

obtain from the elector of Saxony the renunciation of hia

claims on Silesia. It was also stipulated that a mutual

guaranty of each other’s dominions should pass between

the queen of Hungary and the king of Prussia ; and

Frederic agreed to support the election of the duke of

Loraine. The king of England engaged to use his en-

deavours to gain the approbation of the court of Vienna,

and to procure an immediate suspension of arms.

The communication of this convention was received at

Vienna with marks of high displeasure, and the resent-

ment of the queen was still further inflamed by the pre-

varicating and insulting conduct of the king of Prussia,

After exacting a solemn promise of secrecy from the

British ministers, he instantly spread the intelligence that

peace was concluded throughout his army; proposed to

prince Charles a suspension of arms, till he could receive

orders from Vienna ; and used every artifice to throw the

odium of continuing hostilities on the queen of Hungary.

Hence the mutual aversion of the contending parties was

increased : the queen and her ally, the elector of Saxony,

indignantly rejected the convention, and prince Charles

was peremptorily ordered to risk another battle, although

the greater part of the Saxons had been already withdrawn

ta defend their own country from a Prussian invasion.

Prince Charles, being joined by the long-expected rein-

forcements, drew near the Prussians, who were encamped

at Jaromitz, near the confluence of the Metau, the Aupe,

• Sir Thomas liobinson to the earl of Harriogton, August 3. 1*745.
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and the Elbe, Aware of the strength of their position, he

did not venture to attack the enemy; but, surrounding

them with his irregulars, cut off their communications, in-

tercepted their convoys, and harassed them witli continual

alarms. At the same time a corps of Hungarians, having

surprised the fortress of Cosel in Upper Silesia, extended

their incursions to Schweidnitz and Breslau, where the

Prussian magazines were deposited. Frederic, thus strait-

ened on every side, after sending a detachment to retake

Cosel, retreated to Staudentz, and was followed by prince

Charles, who advanced to Koenigshoff, and watched the

favourable moment for an attack.

The Prussian army being reduced to 18,000 men by the

absence of numerous detachments, and greatly distressed

for want of provisions, Frederic was preparing to quit

Bohemia, and return by Trotenau into Silesia. But his

design was anticipated by prince Charles, who, covering

his movements by his irregulars, gained the right of the

Prussian camp, and opened a tremendous cannonade before

the break of day. Frederic, at this moment concerting

with his generals the order of his march, was taken by
surprise

; and though he had sent out a detachment to

reconnoitre the preceding evening, was ignorant of the

approach of the Austrians till they were discovered by the

grand guards of his camp. In these circumstances, prince

Charles seemed secure of victory; his army was nearly

double in number to the Prussians, and his irregulars were
calculated to augment, by their impetuous and desultory

attacks, the confusion of a surprise, or to harass a retreat-

ing enemy. But he was opposed by a rival far superior in

skill and activity, and by troops remarkable for their stead-
iness and valour; while his own were shamefully deficient

in discipline, and exhibited proofs of cowardice, which had
not hitherto tarnished the Austrian arms.
The king, sensible of the danger which would attend a

retreat by roads embarrassed and intricate, and in the face

of so superior a force, instantly determined to risk the fate

of a battle. The Prussians, though exposed half an hour
to the fire of twenty-eight pieces of artillery, formed with
aetomshing precision, and wheeling a quarter circle to the
righi* presented a front parallel to the enemy, while the

cavaliy of the right attacked the Austrian squadrons.
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which were disadvantageously posted, and threw them into

disorder. The Austrian cavalry, panic-struck with this

impetuous charge, could not be rallied either by menaces,

exhortations, or the example of the generals ; and prince

Lobcowitz, after killing three officers for cowardice, was
jostled by his own men into a ditch, where he lay with

three contusions. The irregulars also were guilty of the

greatest disobedience and disorder ; instead of augmenting
the first surprise of the Prussians by a furious attack in

fiank and rear, they did not arrive in time ; and the only

corps of hussars Avho reached the camp of the enemy were
employed, during the heat of the action, in pillaging the

baggage.

The Prussian infantry now advanced, and after three

successive repulses carried the batteries ; the Austrians

were driven from height to height, and a retreat, begun
without orders, was covered by general Daun with a few

regiments of infantry, and two of horse. The right wing
of the Austrians remained quiet spectators of the whole

scene, neither attacking nor being attacked by the king

of Prussia, who hod not brought his left into action, and
drew a considerable part of his forces from that wing to

support his right and centre.

In this confusion it appears rather a matter of wonder
that the defeat ^of the Austrians was not attended with

greater carnage, for not more than 40Q0 were killed and
2000 taken prisoners, with twenty-two pieces of artillery,

ten colours, and two standards. They were pursued only to

the village of Sohr, from which the battle takes its name,

and threw themselves into the forest of Silva. On the side

of the Prussians, the king himself owns that 1000 were
killed and 2000 wounded ; but his loss was undoubtedly
greater, as his troops were exposed to a long and warm
cannonade in forming, and experienced a spirit^ resist-

ance from a part of the Austrian army. Flr^ric, indeed,

candidly acknowledges that he committed many errors, and
attributes the victory no less to the steadiness of his own
troops, than US the confusion and want of diacipliiie among
the enemy. He seems to have been deeply impressed with

the danger to which he was exposed, and is reported to

have exclaimed, " Since the Austrians have not been abto

to beat me this time, they never will beat me.” Prinbe

VOL. m. T
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Charles also did not calculate on the wonderful resources

of his great rival
;
and, too confident of success, had made

his dispositions to harass the retreat of the enemy, not to

resist an attack. This victory was attended with no other

disadvantage to the Austrians, than the disgrace of being

defeated by a far inferior force ; and it was soon followed

by the retreat of the king of Prussia from Bohemia, the

frontiers of which country were too much exhausted to

support his army.

During the campaigns in Flanders, Italy, and Silesia,

the disasters of the house of Austria were only compen-
sated by the election of Francis to the imperial crown. An
Austrian army, under the command of Francis himself,

kept the French in check on the banks of the Rhine, while

the diet assembled at Frankfort, and continued its sitting

without interruption. All the electoral votes, except

Brandenburgh and Palatine, were obtained ; even the vote

of Bohemia was acknowledged as vested in Maria Theresa,

with only the opposition of the two protesting electors

;

and as no other candidate made his appearance, the duke
of Loraine was elected in the usual forms on the 13th of

September, and on his coronation on the 4th of October,

assumed the title of Francis L
Maria Theresa was present on this occasion ; and from

a balcony testified her triumph by first crying, Long live

the emperor Francis LI’* which was re-echoed by the
acclamations of the spectators. Thus she had the satis-

faction of placing the imperial crown on the head of her
illustrious consort, and securing its restoration to her fa-

mily, by whom it had been worn for an uninterrupted
period of above 300 years. From Frankfort the empress-
queen visited the army at Heidelberg, amounting to 60,000
men ; was received by the emperor himself at the head of
the troops

;
passed between the lines, saluting each rank

with her usual affability and dignity ; dined in public under
a tent

;
and, on her departure, distributed a gratuity to

aach soldier.

Although the finances of the queen had long been in a
state of extreme dilapidation, and although she was reluct-

antly compelled to appropriate the church plate in her
dominions, she was unwilling to close the campaign with
dishonour : she persevered in rejecting all overtures from
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the king of Fnissia, and meditated projects of retaliation

and vengeance. Instead of sending her troops into winter
quarters, she formed the bold design of uniting her forces

with those of Saxony, to march to Berlin, and dismember
the territories of that formidable rival, who had first broken
the indivisibility of the Austrian succession, She was in-

stigated by the declaration of the empress of Russia, that

if Frederic invaded the electorate of Saxony, a corps of

Russians should make an instant irruption into Prussia.

But this bold project was disconcerted by the foresight

and activity of the Prussian monarch
;
for at the very mo-

ment when she deemed herself most secure of success, she
received the intelligence that Frederic had surprised and
defeated a division of the Saxon troops at Hennendorf, and
driven prince Charles from Silesia into Bohemia, with the

loss of 5000 men
;
that another army, under the command

of the prince of Anhalt, having, on the 15th of December,
totally routed the Saxons at Kesselsdorf, the king had
entered Dresden in triumph, and overran the whole elec-

torate. On this alarming information, the empress-queen,
whom her own disasters could not affect, and whom no ene-
mies could intimidate, was softened by the misfortunes of her
ally

;
and, though she had publicly declared she would part

with her last garment to recover Silesia, she sacrifted her
own interests and desire of vengeance to the necessities of

Augustus. She accepted the mediation of Great Britain;

and signed, on the 25th of December, the peace of Dresden,
which confirmed to Prussia the possession of Silesia and
Glatz; in return Frederic evacuated Saxony, acknow-
ledged the suffrage of Bohemia, and the validity of the
imperial election.

Chap. CVn.— 1746, 1747.

The rapid progress of the Prussian arms in Saxony
was ultimately a fortunate circumstance for^the house of

Austria ; as it overcame the obstinacy of Maria Theresa,

and reduced her to the necessity of concluding peace with
an enemy, against whom she had in vain sacrificed her
best troops, and who clogged all her operations for the
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security of her distant dominions. This accommodation was
the more fortunate at this period, as England, embarrassed
with a rebellion at home, was compelled to withdraw great

part of her forces from the Netherlands to resist the
pretender, who, after defeating the royal troops, had
penetrated into the heart of the kingdom, and threatened
ihe capital itself. It was not' till the 16th of April, 1746,
that the battle of Culloden, gained by the duke of Cum-
berland, suppressed the rebellion

; but a considerable time
elapsed before the country was sufficiently tranquil to allow

the government to turn their attention to foreign affairs,

and renew their efforts in the Low Countries.

This interval was seized by the French with their usual
alacrity. Before the Austrians could assemble a sufficient

force in Flanders, marshal Saxe opened the campaign
with the important capture of Brussels

;
on the 4th ' of

May Louis XV. made his triumphal entry
; Mechlin,

Louvain, Antwerp, Mons, Charieroy, and Namur, were
•Successively besieged and taken

; and, before the end of

September, all the Austrian Netherlands, except Luxem-
burgh and Limburgh, fell into the hands of the French.
Prince Charles, at the head ofan army, which did not amount
to less than 70,000 men, seemed a mere spectator of these

repeated losses. Severely afflicted by the death of his wife, he
was unable to pay his usual attention to the affairs of the held

;

the troops were panic-struck at the superior ascendency of

the Frentih artillery, under the skilful direction of marshal
Saxe ; and a general apathy pervaded the confederate

army, until the arrival of sir John Ligonier, whose energy
gave animation to the military operations, and restored the

confidence of the troops.

Soon afterwards the allies engaged in the only general

action which took place during the whole campaign. After
the capture of Namur, they posted themselves between
Maestricht and Liege, with a view to cover Holland, and
harass the French, should they take winter-quarters in

Brabant, la this position they were suddenly attacked

on the 11th of October *, and after a desperate resistance,

<^toj>elled to retreat across the Maes. The loss of this

a^dp, which was called the battle of Raucoux, from a

vitiate occupied by the confederates, was principally owing
to the superior skill of marshal Saxe, and to the want
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artillery among the confederates ; but the retreat was ably
covered by sir John Ligonier at the head of the British horse f

the army passing the Maes, took up winter-quarters in the

duchies of Luxemburgh and Limburgh, and the French
occupied the territories which they had recently conquered.

The campaign in Italy was of a far different nature. The
empress-queen having sent a reinforcement of 30,000 troops,

the Austrians and Sardinians became greatly superior to the

enemy : Asti, Milan, Guastalla, and Parma, were retaken

;

and the victory of Placentia, gained on the i7th of June by
prince Lichtenstein over the the united forces of France and
Spain, commanded by Don Philip, secured their ascendency^

In the midst of these successes, the death of Philip v ..

intervened ; and the turbulent spirit of Elizabeth Farnese*

being no longer predominant in the cabinet of Madrid, the

counsels of Spain became more moderate under the auspices

of the new monarch,

Ferdinand VI,, son of Philip, by his first wife Anna.
Maria of Savoy, was a prince of a meek and unaspiring

temper, and wholly governed by his consort Barbara, princess*

of Portugal, who was friendly to England, and partial to her
relation the queen of Hungary ; a favourable change in the
politics and conduct of Spain was therefore instantly per-

ceived ; the command of the army was taken from the active

and enterprising count Gages, and the troops wer£ ordered
to evacuate Italy. The French and Spaniards retreated to

Nice, and crossed the Var into Provence, leaving gar-
risons in Vintimiglia and Antibes. Genoa, thus abandoned
to her fate, was unable to resist the forces of Austria,
and Sardinia ; the king occupied Finale and the Eiviera di

Ponente, the imperialists took Novi, Voltaggi, and Gavi,

.

and seized the pass of the Bochetta, whilst the English fleet

blockaded the port by sea. The Genoese, shut up on every
side, capitulated almost at the discretion of the conquerors,
and agreed to deliver up the city to the queen of Hungary,
with the garrison as prisoners of war, and all the artillery

and warlike stores of the republic. In addition to these

rigorous terms, the doge and six senators were to repair to

Vienna, to implore forgiveness; and four senators were
to be delivered as hostages for the fulfilment of the

articles. In consequence of this capitulation, the marquis de^
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Botta took possession of the town in the name of the em-

press-queen, on the 5th of September, 1746, with a body of

15,000 men ;
while the remainder of the combined army

dncamped in the Genoese territory.

The success of the campaign began to occasion jealousies

between the allied powers, and gave rise to violent disputes

concerning their future operations. The Austrian com-

manders, in conformity with the treaty of Worms, were

desirous to invade Naples, which would have fallen an easy

prey, while the greater part of the native troops were

employed against the French and Spanish army in France,

and the English fleet cut off all succour by sea, But this

attempt was opposed by the king of Sardinia, who was

jealous of the preponderance of the Austrians in Italy,

and by the English, who were desirous of making a diver-

sion in the south of France. After much delay the allies

resolved to invade Provence; but it was not until the

30th of November that count Brown passed the Var, and,

with the assistance of the English fleet, laid siege to Antibes.

At this juncture an insurrection at G^noa first turned the

tide of success.

From the moment of the capitulation, Botta had loaded

Genoa with every species of indignity and oppression.

Besides putting his troops into free quarters, and other

vexations, in less than three months he exacted contributions

to the Aount of 24,000,000 fiorins, and compelled the

government to deliver up the jewels which had been lodged

as the pledge for a loan advanced to the house of Austria.

He also exiled many of the nobles, and suffered his troops to

commit the most brutal excesses among the people and
peasantry. At length the natives were roused to the height

of fury and despair, and a petty insult occasioned a general

insurrection. The king of Sardinia having refused to

furnish artillery for the siege of Antibes, the Austrians had
recourse to the ordnance surrendered at Genoa. A crowd

being assembled on the removal of a mortar, the carriage

broke down, and a German officer struck a native who
refused to assist in drawing it to the harbour

;
n tumult arose,

the Genoese wounded the officer, and a shower of stones

compelled the Austrians to retire. During the night the

insurgents increased, supplied themselves with weapons by
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forcing the armourers* shops and magazines, barricadoed the

streets, and being directed by French officers and senators

in disguise, and joined by the peasantry, drove the Austrians

from Genoa and its territory, with the loss of 8000 men, and
all the artillery and baggage. Having secured the passes, the

city re-assumed the appearance of independence and tran-

quillity.

This unfortunate event increased the misintelligence

between the Austrians and Sardinians. Charles Emanuel
bad disapproved the exclusive occupation of Genoa by the

Austrians
; and the empress-queen was alarmed, lest after

the capture of Savona he should march against Genoa, and
seize the prize which had been lost by the impolitic and
brutal conduct of Botta. These bickerings retarded the

commencement of operations, until the inhabitants had time

to place themselves in a respectable posture of defence, and
were strengthened by reinforcements from France.

Notwithstanding this disastrous event, the affairs of Italy

wore a more favourable aspect than since the beginning of

the war ; and Maria Theresa looked forward with hopes,

either of reconquering Naples and Sicily, or of compensating

for the cessions which she had made to the king of Sardinia,

by dismembering the Genoese territories.

All the belligerent states, however, impressed with the

calamities and suffering under the burdens of war, were
sincerely desirous of peace, except the empress-queen, who,
irritated at the loss of Silesia, and dissatisfied w^ the ces-

sions required for the king of Sardina, hoped, by the prose-

cution of hostilities, to obtain some compensation by conquests
from the house of Bourbon. England and France, on whom
the continuance of the war and the fate of Europe depended,
were equally anxious for peace, and endeavoured to obtain

more advantageous conditions, by a strenuous exertion of

their natural strength and resources. France pushed her
conquests in the Low Countries, the only part where the

Maritime Powers were vulnerable ; England endeavoured
to ruin the French marine, and, by seizing some of the

colonial possessions, to secure an equivalent mr the restora-

tion of the Netherlands. The views of the two nations were
respectively successful : France overcame all the force

brought forward by the allies in defence of the Netherlands

;
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while England, by repeated victories, destroyed the French
mai'ine in detail, and captured the Isle of Cape Breton, with
the important fortress of Louisbourg, which commanded the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, and was the key of Canada.

Negotiations had been opened between Spain and En-
gland, and between France and the United States. Since
the accession of Ferdinand, the court of Madrid had an-
nounced sincere dispositions for peace, if it could be obtained
without the dishonour of abandoning their allies, and on the
oondition of securing an establishment for Don Philip in

Italy. A negotiation was accordingly drst commenced at

Lisbon, under the mediation of Portugal, by means of Mr.
Keene and count Rosenberg, the British and Austrian pleni-

potentiaries. A second was soon afterwards opened at

the Hague, through the medium of Macanas, the earl of

Sandwich, and count Harrack, the Spanish, British, and
Austrian ministers ; but both were frustrated by the artifices

of the queen-dowager Elizabeth Farnese, and by the refusal

of Maria Theresa to renounce her claims on Naples and
Sicily. Still, however, the Spanish court continued favour-

ably disposed towards England, and evinced a disposition to

conclude hostilities on honourable terms.

The Dutch, exposed to imminent danger by the loss of the
Low Countries, and threatened with an immediate invasion,

proffered their interposition to effect an accommodation with
the house of Austria

;
but this proposition, though accepted

by France; lieing peremptorily rejected by Maria Theresa,
the States, at the commencement of 1746, made private

overtures to settle a plan for a general peace. France con-

sented, and proposed to yield the Netherlands, in return for

the restitution of Cape Breton, as the basis of the prelimi-

naries. Great Britain soon became a party in this transac-

tion ; and conferences were opened at Breda in the beginning
of October, between the French, English, and Dutch plenipo-

tentiaries. The negotiations, however, were soon suspended
the refusal of the French to admit the Austrian and

&];dinian ministers, and finally broken off by the discordant

vionrsuf the belligerent powers, particularly by the empress-

queen, who hoped that France would be humbled by the

enormous preparations making for the ensuing campaign.

On:tbe 22dof May, 1746, she had concluded a treaty of
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defensive alliance with Russia, for the reciprocal succour of

30,000 men in case of an attach
;
and a convention had

been settled at the Hague between the allies, which, if effec-

tually executed, would have arrested the progress, or repelled

the attacks of France. The States-general, and Great
Britain were to furnish each 40,000 men

;
the empress-

queen engaged to supply 60,000 in the Netherlands, besides

garrisons, and 10,000 in Luxemburgh ; also 60,000 in

Italy, who, in conjunction with 30,000 Piedmontese, were
to attack France on that side, while 15,000 kept in check the

king of Naples. To give vigour to these preparations, En-
gland agreed to maintain a poweiful squadron in the Medi-
terranean, and, in conjunction with the States-general, to

anticipate the payment of the subsidies to the empress-queen,

and furnish an additional sum of one hundred thousand
pounds.

This extensive plan was soon proved impracticable
; the

Dutch, though urged by the duke of Cumberland and the

earl of Sandwich, refused to publish a formal declaration of

war against France ; and, deluded with the hopes of affect-

ing an accommodation, were tardy in their preparations.

The king of Sardinia was almost equally remiss
; and the

empress-queen herself was unable to complete her contin-

gent, even with the addition of raw recruits and irregular

troops. In consequence of these delays and of this deficiency,

the campaign of 1747 was unfavourable to the allies. Count
Brown continued to press the siege of Antibes and to devas-

tate Provence ; and although by the loss of G^noa his com-
munication with the English fleet was in danger of being
intercepted, and marshal Belleisle was advancing at the head
of a considerable force, yet the generals of the combined
armies unanimously resolved in a council ofwar to maintain
their position. But at this juncture a courier arrived with
orders from Vienna, and, on the 3d of February, count

Brown instantly repassed the Var, contrary to the opinion

of the Austrian and Sardinian generals.

The motives of this retreat, which was warmly censured
by the allies, were derived from want of provisions and the

weakness of the army, which, in consequence of the rein-

forcements detached to Botta, scarcely exceeded 25,000 men

;

but more particularly from the desire of Maria Theresa to
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retake Genoa, and to punish, as she said, the perfidy, perjury,

and rebellion of the natives, more atrocious than even the

massacre of the Sicilian vespers.

An unfortunate misunderstanding with the king of Sar-

dinia for some time obstructed the operations against

Genoa. At length a compromise was effected, and 6000

Sardinians joined the Austrians ; but this succour came too

late, and neither of the allied powers would furnish the

heavy artillery necessary for a siege, lest it should fall into

the hands of the FrencL The besiegers, if they may be so

termed, hoped rather to reduce the town by famine than by

regular approaches ;
for they continued a distant blockade

without raising a single battery, until they were alarmed by
the approach of the French and Spanish forces under marshal

Belleisle. As the speedy recapture of Genoa had been con*

fidently and repeatedly announced, both the Austrians and

Sardinians were unwilling to incur the disgrace of first

raising the siege ;
and a kind of punctilious etiquette was

observed between the king of Sardinia and count Schulen-

burgh
;
the Austrian general refused to retire without posi-

tive orders from the king, and the king declined giving those

orders, because he did not consider the Austrian forces ns

under his command. This frivolous contest, however, was
soon terminated by the advance of Belleisle

; the king with-

drew his troops to defend the passes of Piedmont ,* the

Austrians, having gained the point of honour, followed his

example ; and thus, instead of an invasion of France, Italy

itself was menaced by a French army.

During these transactions Belleisle had crossed the Var in

June, and made himself master of Nice, Montalbano, Villa-

franco, and Vintimiglia, and thus compelled the allies to

raise the siege of Genoa. He then, with his characteristic

temerity, proposed to threaten Turin by an irruption on the

side of Dauphin^ ; and, notwithstanding the opposition of the

Spanish general, and even of the French court, despatched

his brother, the chevalier de Belleisle, with 15,000 men to

force a passage through the valley of Susa, which was
defended by almost impregnable posts, and by numerous

bodies of Austrians and Sardinians. The detachment reached

the Assietta, on the road to Exilles, a formidable intrench-

ment occupying the summit of a steep acclivity, strengthened

m
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with palisades, furnished with a numerous artillery, and

defended by eighteen Sardinian and three Austrian battalions.

These obstacles did not restrain the ardour of the French

;

animated by the recollection of the assault of Chateau

Dauphin, they advanced to the attack ;
being twice repulsed

with a dreadful carnage, Belleisle placed himeelf at their

head, and rushing forwards, planted the French standard on

the works. In attempting to pull down the palisades, he

received several wounds, which disabled his arms
;
he then

seized the palisades with his teeth, and in this frantic effort

received his death in the midst of 4000 killed and 2000

wounded. The loss of the commander decided the fortune*

of this rash enterprise ; the remainder of the troops retired

to Brian 9on ; and marshal Belleisle himself fell back to

Nice.

The dilatoriness, weakness, and disunion of the allies were

never more conspicuous than duiing the campaign in the

Netherlands ;
and their conduct formed a striking contest

with the vigour and decision of the French. The command
of the army was intrusted to the duke of Cumberland, who

i

had recently distinguished himself in the suppression of the

rebellion : but the greatest military talents could not have

supplied the enormous deficiency of force ; for Great Britain

alone furnished her stipulated numbers, and the contingents

of the empress-queen, and of the Dutch, were scarcely two-

thirds of their quota. Although the duke of Cumberland
put his army in motion before the French, he could not

undertake any effectual operation, for want of magazines,

and even of the necessary subsistence, occasioned by the

negligence of the Austrian and Dutch commissaries. He
thus harassed his troops without advantage ; while marshal

Saxe remained quietly in cantonments between Bruges,

Antwerp, and Brussels, plentifully supplied with every

necessary, and preparing to carry the war into the heart

of the United Provinces on the advance of the season.

In the mean time the French cabinet amused the Dutch
with affected demonstrations of friendship, and hoped, by
menaces and intrigues, to force the States-general into a

neutrality. With this view their minister at the Hague
presented a memorial, which, though filled with high pro-

fessions of regard and proffers of accommodation, concluded
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with Bonouneing the intention of the French king to cany
hia arms into the territory of the republic, not as an enemy
to France, but as an ally to the house of Austria, promising

to consider the countries and fortresses which the French
army should occupy, as a deposit to be restored when the

States should cease to furnish succours to his enemies* To
enforce these menaces, the very day in which the memorial

was presented, Lowendahl, with 20,000 men, entered the

Dutch territory, and in less than a month reduced Sluice,

Sas van Ghent, and Hulst, and made 5000 prisoners.

This irruption, though successful, effected the very measure
which the French most deprecated, the restoration of the

stadtholdership. On his first entrance into the territory of

the republic^ Lowendahl declared to two Dutch officers, that

the invasion was made by the connivance of the government,

and they must not be surprised if the French met with little

resistance. This assertion seemed to be confirmed by the

speedy surrender of the fortresses
;
and the partisans of the

house of Orange availed themselves of the consternation,

occasioned by the approach of the French, to circulate the

afi^avits of these two officers. The people, who in all

popular governments nalurolly suspect treachery in misfor-

tune, was roused almost to phrenzy, and exclaimed, that they

were reduced to a worse situation, even than when invaded

by Louis XIV, ; and as they were betrayed by their

own rulers, it became a duty to their country to change

the form of government, and to restore the ancient con-

stitution, under which the States had so long prospered.

The insurrection began at the town of Vere, in Zealand

;

the burghers assembled tumultuously, and required the ma-
gistrates to raise William Henry Friso, prince of Orange, to

^e stadtholdership. This demand was instantly complied

with ; the other towns of Zealand followed the example, and
the prince was the same day appointed by the States, Stad-

tholder, Captain-general, and Admiral of the province.

This great and sudden change was effected with little dis^

order ; the remaining provinces concurred in the appointment;

andf on the 15th of May, he was solemnly installed by the

States in the office of Captain-general and Admiral of the

Union.

But this revolution, though contrary to the views and
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interests of France, was too late to produce any material

effect on the events of the campaign. The prince of Orange,

who now assumed the command of the Dutch forces, was of

a sanguine disposition, pompous manners, and punctilious

temper ;
unskilled in military affairs, and yet unwilling to

act in subservience to his brother-in-law the duke of Cum-
berland. His presence and interference, therefore, contri-

buted rather to thwart than to promote the operations of the

allies.

In order to cover Maestricht, which was threatened by the

French, the allies took post on the Maes ; and, after several

movements on both sides, were attacked in the vicinity of

Maestricht, by marshal Saxe with the whole French army on

the 2nd of July. He directed his principal efforts to cut off

the allies from Maestricht, and the whole of the action fell

on the British, Hanoverians, and Hessians, who formed the

left wing, and were posted near the village of Val or Lauf*

feld, from which the battle received its name. This post was

so obstinately contested, that the viUage was four times

taken and retaken
;

till at length the superior skill of marshal

Sax^, and the persevering valour of his troops, gained the

day, and the allies were compelled to retire beyond Maes-

tricht. In the retreat, the British infantry were m imminent

danger of being cut off, but were saved by the exertions of

the cavalry under sir John Ligonier, who was made prisoner;

and thus sacrificed his own liberty to the safety of the army.

In this action both the commanders narrowly escaped being

taken: the duke of Cumberland was once enveloped in a

squadron of French horse ;
and marshal Saxe, in directing

the attack, was impelled by his ardour into the very ranks of

the enemy. The French army suffered most severely in this

conflict; for the allies lost no more than 5000 men, and

marshal Saxe acknowledged to sir John Ligonier, that on his

part 8000 foot and 1(^ horse, with 1000 officers, were

killed and wounded. This defeat was erroneously imputed

by the English nation to the pusillanimity of the Dutch, and

even to the treachery of the Austrians ; but it was owing

to the want of concert among the allied forces, and to the

skillful di^ositions of marshal Saxe.

The success of the French, however, did not enaUe him

to invest Maestricht, the garrison of which was considerably
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reinforced. But after amusing the allied army for some
time, count Lowendahl was detached with 30,000 men to

besiege Bergen-op-Zoom, an enterprise which was deemed
so impracticable that it only exposed the commanders to

public censure, and excited little alarm in the United
Provences. This fortress was the master-piece of Cohorn,

and had already bid defiance to the attacks of the French

;

it was connected with an intrenched camp, and its com-
munication with the sea could not be intercepted

;
the works

were defended by a numerous garrison ; the lines occupied

by the prince of Saxe Hilburghausen, with twenty battalions

and fourteen squadrons ;
and a powerful reinforcement was

hourly expected, The trenches were opened on the 15th of

July, and after the usual advances, which were attended

with considerable loss, slight breaches were effected in the

rampart in the beginning of September. The governor,

who was eighty years of age, presuming too much on the

strength of the place, neglected the necessary precautions,

and Bergen-op-^om was taken by surprise early in the

morning of the 15th ; the assailants penetrated even to the

middle of the town, with scarcely any opposition, and the

governor himself was almost surprised in his bed. tThe

garrison, however, assembled in one of the squares, made a

gallant defence; and when overpowered by numbers re-

treated through the opposite gate.

This extraordinary event was imputed to treachery
;
but

it appears to have proceeded solely from the negligence of

the sentinels, and from the great age of the governor, who
was incapable of going the rounds, and inspecting the ne-

cessary arrangements. The capture of Bergen-op-Zoom was
the lost important event of this unfortunate campaign, and
both armies soon afterwards retired into winter quarters.*

* When I was at Bergen-op-Zoom in 1771, I learned tvo anecdotes

from colonel Douglas, concerning two natives of Scotland, then officers

in the Highland regiments, which are worthy of being commemorated.
Francis Maclaine defended the water-fort with about sixty men ; he

resolutely held out, though his party was soon reduced to twenty- five, he
revised to surrender prisoner of war, and Lowendahl allowed him to

capitulate. The fire of this small party was so brisk, that the French
imannedthey were'more numerous than they really were.

,

Hector Maclaine occupied a work with only five men. Being sum-
moned to surrender, he answered, " We shall certainly be overpowered
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The ill-success of the allies was in some de^ee compen-
sated by the victory of admiral Hawke, who fell in with a
French squadron off Cape Finisterre, which was convo3dng

the West India fleet, and took six ships of the line. This
victory crippled the French marine, and contributed to ac-

celerate the conclusion of peace.

Chap. CVni.— 1748.

Dunma this campaign proposals for a general pacification

were renewed by France. After the battle of Lauffeld,

marshal Saxe made overtures to his prisoner, sir John
Ligonier, with a frankness and cordiality which seemed to

prove the sincerity of his court ; the basis of his plan was, a

mutual restitution of all conquests, and an establishment for

Don Philip. These overtures were communicated to the

British cabinet, and by them submitted to the allies ; but as

the empress-queen refused to give any specific explanation

of her intentions, and as the prince of Orange, who was eager

to signalise his new command, vehemently protested against

entering into any negotiation, the overtures were peremptorily

rejected ; and at the close of the year preparations were made
to prosecute the ensuing campaign with increasing vigour.

But from the discordant views and relative situations of

the different powers, so many difficulties occurred in forming

a specific plan, as plainly indicated the approaching dissolu-

tion of the confederacy. During the preceding year constant

altercations had taken place between the courts of Vienna
and London ; and the British cabinet had incessantly remon-
strated against the deficiency of the Austrian contingents.

They represented, that both in Italy and the Netherlands the

Austrian armies amounted to scarcely more than half the

stipulated numbers ; they enumerated, with minute precision,

the enormous subsidies paid by the Maritime Powers to the

by numbers, but we hope to destroy, in the attempt, n far greater number
of the French ;

and I am determined to die rather than surrender myself

and iny men prisoners oF war 1” The French general, astonished at this

spirit, allowed him to capitulate, and he and his five men marched out

with a drum beating, and the honours of war. He was afterwards a

colonel in the East India Company's serrice.
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empress^queen, and dwelt on the constant failure of her
promises. They therefore proposed, that in future only half

the subsidies should be paid at the commencement of the year,

and the remaining half reserved until the Austrian contingents

were ascertained to be complete and effective, by the inspec-

tion of British officers
;
they even declared their intention

to make a deduction proportionate to the deficiency in the

beginning of the campaign. Count Bathiani, the Austrian

commander in the Netherlands, refused to accede to these

propositions j and when they were submitted to the court of

Vienna, the empress-queen did not refrain from expressing

her high indignation at so degrading a proposal. She declared

that she hod always supplied her stipulated contingent, and
remonstrated against the unfairness of excluding the irregular

troops, and estimating the numbers in the middle of the

campaign, when the army must have experienced a con-

siderable diminution from action, sickness, and desertion.

She urged also the imprudence of draining her hereditary

dominions of her best troops, while she was menaced by
such neighbours as Prussia and Turkey

;
disgusted likewise

with repeated details of the annual subsidies, she indignantly

asked, Has one farthing of the antecedent subsidies ever

been diverted ; and have I not, in every campaign, exerted
my whole force^to the utmost ?” She justly observed, “All
the stipulations of the future convention shall be punctually
fulfilled, as far as circumstances will allow ; but as the
^i^eatest

,

^penses necessary for opening a campaign are

immired in. the winter, so those preparations must be more
less effective in proportion to the subsidies advanced

during that seasan.”

It was not, therefore, without the greatest difficulty, that
a convention was concluded at the Hague in the beginning
cif. JanuB^, between Austria, and the Maritime Powers,
fkad Sardinia. The empress-queen agreed to f^umish 60,000
men in the Low CJountries ; Great Britain and Holland 6000
each ; in Italy, the empress-queen was to maintain 60,000,
and the^ long cf Sardinia 30,000. Maria Theresa reluct-

agreed to the proposal of making part of the
t^fSAsidies depend oh the completion of the stipulated con-

Md one-fourth of the 400,000t was to be deducted
if Sie armies were not ascertained to be complete before the
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end of April
;
the payments to the king of Sardinia were to

be made on the same terms. In addition to the vast force

proposed for the defence of Holland and the security of the

Low Countries, 30,000 Russian auxiliaries were taken into

the pay of the Maritime Powers, by a treaty signed the

30th of November, and had commenced their march towards

the Netherlands before the end of the year.

Notwithstanding the signature of the convention, no

specific plan of operations for the campaign in Italy was
arranged, and the regulation of the afiairs in that country

was attended with insuperable difficulties, in consequence of

the disputes which arose relative to the treaty of Worms,
and, in addition to the former disagreements, new disputes

arose relative to the command. In conformity with the

letter of the treaty of Worms, the Austrians insisted that

the king of Sardinia should command the army, but not the

detachments ;
the king, on his part, refused to sign the

convention, unless he was intrusted with the same authority

as the duke of Cumberland in the Low Countries. A
modification of this article was at length effected by the

intervention of the British cabinet, and the king was invested

with the command of detachments from the main army
This accommodation, however, did not contribute to the ad-

justment of a plan for the ensuing campaign. Charles

Emanuel wished to retain the principal part of his force for

the defence of his own dominions, the empress-queen was
anxious to recover Naples and Sicily, and England urged

the necessity of commencing operations with the siege of

Gknoa. Both the Austrians and Sardinians acknowledged

the expediency of this measure, but argued that it could not

be undertaken without additional subsidies ; and the king of

England could only be induced to make a verbal promise of

reimbursement at the conclusion of the campaign. It would
be tedious to dwell on these unfortunate disagreements, which
evinced such mutual distrust, and sufficiently displayed the

necessity of a speedy accommodation, had the affairs in the

Low Countries been less unfortunate.

Maria Theresa, not dejected by these divisions, meditated

some brilliant enterprise in Italy, which she sanguinely

hoped would be crowned with success. She anticipated the

arrival of the Russians in the Low Countries; fiattered

VOL. HI. z
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herself that the Dutch would make a desperate resistance

;

and that the army under the duke of Cumberland would be
enabled to commence ofiensive operations. But, in the

midst of these sanguine expectations, she was confounded

with the signature of the preliminaries.

The conferences at Breda had been transferred, by mutual

agreement, to Aix-la-Chapelle, and in the mean time all the

plenipotentiaries of the belligerent powers, except those of

Spain and Genoa, assembled at the Hague
; count Eaunitz,

afterwards so long distinguished as the prime minister at

Vienna, was the Austrian plenipotentiary ; and the empress-

queen could not have selected a more firm and able supporter

of her rights. The plenipotentiaries for the other powers
were, for Great Britain, the earl of Sandwich, who here

opened his diplomatic career with an ability and judgment
above his years ; for France, the count de St. Severin, who,

by his candour and afiability, was peculiarly calculated for

this delicate office ; and for the Dutch, no less than five, at

the head of whom was count Bentinck, a man of high

integrity, and devoted to the party of the stadtholder and the

interests of England. The ambassador from the court oi.

Madrid was don Masones de Lima, a punctilious and formal

Spaniard ; and the count de Chavannes, a shrewd and supple

Italian, from the king of Sardinia. For the sake of form,

plenipotentiaries were also received from the republic of

Geno&, and the duke of Modena. The negotiation effectually

centred in the British and French plenipotentiaries
;
and as

both parties were equally desirous of peace, it was concluded

almost as soon as it commenced : for the first formal

overtures were made by St. Severin to the earl of Sandwich
on the 27th of March, and on the 30th of April the pre-

liminaries were signed between England, France, and
Holland.

The sudden conclusion of this negotiation was no less

owing to the deplorable state of the United Provinces than

to the frankness and sincerity of France. When the duke

of Cumberland joined the array in the commencement of

March, he was astonished at the mismanagement and un-

exampled Bupineness of the Dutch : Instead of 50,000

xn^who^ according to the promise of the prince of Orange,

were to assemble in the vicinity of Breda, not 10,000 could
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be collected, and those in want of arms, clothing, accoutre-

ments, and every other necessary. He was even obliged to

detach nineteen battalions for the defence of Breda, by which
means he could not gather a sufficient force on the side of

the Maes, to join the Austrians, for the protection of Maes-
tricht. The finances also were so much dilapidated, that the

Dutch government was unable to advance the 100,000?.

which they had engaged to pay for the march of the Russian

troops, and had ineffectually endeavoured to raise a loan of

300,000?. in England. In this situation the capture of

Maestricht was inevitable, and the French, masters of that

fortress, might have penetrated into the heart of the United
Provinces, without experiencing any effectual opposition

from a weak and distracted government, and from a people
discontented, exhausted, and spiritless.

In the secret conferences between the English and French
plenipotentiaries, the principal difficulties were, the restitu-

tion of Finale, which had been guaranteed to the king of

Sardinia, and the cession of a territory in Italy for the

establishment of Don Philip. But the impending loss of

the United Provinces, and the apprehensions lest France
should raise her demands on the surrender of Maestricht,

which was invested, extorted the consent of England
; the

mutual restitution of all conquests was made the basis of the

preliminaries, and Parma and Placentia were assigned to

Don Philip. These conditions were submitted to the

Austrian and Sardinian plenipotentiaries. Count Kaunitz,

however, not only refused his consent to any farther dis-

memberment of the Austrian territories, but insisted on the
complete execution of the treaty of Worms, and threatened

that his mistress would resume the cessions made to the
king of Sardinia, if she was compelled to give an establish-

ment to Don Philip. Count Chavennes, with equal obsti-

nacy, objected to the restitution of Unale, and demanded
an equivalent for Placentia, which was yielded to his master
by the treaty of Worms. In consequence of their refusal,

and of the absence of the Spanish and Genoes^ ministers,

the English, French, and Dutch plenipotentiaries separately

signed the preliminaries ; an immediate suspension of arms
was stipulated for the Low Countries

;
and the French were
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permitted, for the sake of form, to take possession of Maes-

tricht.

Maria Theresa was not unacquainted with the progress

of the negotiation, as the necessity of an immediate peace

to save the United Provinces was repeatedly urged to her

minister Count Kaunitz, and information transmitted by
him to Vienna, that her concurrence was required by the

three contracting powers. But the first formal notification

of the intended conditions was made to the empress in

person by sir Thomas Robinson, on the 1st of May. She
received, with the highest marks of indignation, a proposal

so contrary to her interests, her principles, and even to the

repeated professions of the British cabinet, that they would

require no farther dismemberment of her territories. She
scarcely allowed the minister time to execute his commission,

before she burst out in the most bitter reproaches :
‘‘ You,

sir,” she exclaimed, who had such a share in the sacrifice

of Silesia
;
you who contributed more than any person in

procuring the additional cessions mode to the king of

Sardinia ; do you still think to persuade me ? No ; I am
neither a child nor a fool I Your accounts about the Dutch
are exaggerated ; a countenance may be still held, and
there is still force to support that countenance. If you
will have an instant peace, make it ; I can accede, can

negotiate for myself. And why am 1 always to be excluded,

from transacting my own business ? My enemies will give

me better conditions than my friends ;
at least they will not

refuse a peace, which they want as much as I do, for any
dispute remaining between me and the king of Sardinia,

about a little territory, more or less, or for the interpretation

of a treaty. And who tells you Spain so much as desires

Parma and Placentia? She would rather have Savoy;
place me where I was in Italy before the war, and I will

establish the Infant : but your king of Sardinu must have

all without one thought or care for me! The trea^ of

Worms was not made for me, hut for him singly ! Good
God I how have I been used by that court 1 There is your
KING OF Prussia ! Indeed, indeed, all these circumstances,

at on(% rip up too many old and make new wounds.”

She listened to the asseverations of the British minister,

concerning the distressed state of the Dutch, and his attempts
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to explain the treaty of Worms, with sullen indignation

;

and then ironically demanded, ‘‘Am I to hear of Limburgh
too for the Palatine, or of refunding the capitals of the

Genoese, which have been confiscated in these countries ?

"

Sir Thomas Robinson, in reply, read a passage in a letter

from the duke of Newcastle to this effect :
“ An establishment

for Don Philip, which in the opinion of the king of England,
cannot be more moderate, or liable to less inconvenience,

than by yielding the duchies of Parma and Placentia, to

revert to the present possessors, should Don Philip succeed

to the kingdoms of Naples and Sicily, in consequence of the

accession of Don Carlos to the crown of Spain, on the death
of the present king without issue male.’’ This intimation

roused her lofty spirit still farther, and she concluded the

audience with exclaiming, “What, return to the present
possessors I” and, accompanying her words with a significant

gesture, added, “ No, no ! I will rather lose my head 1”

No persuasion could bend the empress-queen until the

preliminaries were signed
;
when, finding herself unable to

resist the will of the contracting powers, she reluctantly

yielded, and, after many fruitless protests, and violent

remonstrances, her plenipotentiary acceded to the prelimina-

ries on the 18th of May.
But the discussions relative to the Barrier Treaty

furnished great obstacles. Eaunitz declared that the sig-

nature of the preliminaries between the Maritime Powers
and France, without the participation of the empress-queen,

had abrogated that as well as all preceding treaties. Nu-
merous disputes also took place between him and the Dutch
plenipotentiaries. The Dutch insisted that the Barrier

towns should be delivered to them and the empress- queen,
conjointly as sovereigns ; a proposition which was peremp-
torily rejected, as an infringement of her prerogative: on
the contrary, while she acknowledged the right of garrison,

she insisted that even those towns, which, from the destruc-

tion of the fortifications were rendered incapable of defence,

should not be restored to the Dutch. From the perseverance

of both parties the mediation of England was for a consider-

able time ineffectual. This dispute nearly occasioned the

rupture of the negotiation; and both the Austrian and
Dutch plenipotentiaries had positive instructions no^ tn
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yield. At length the influence of England prevailed;

count Bentinck was persuaded to disobey his instructions,

and Kaunitz consented to a convention which revived that

part of the Barrier relating to the Dutch garrisons, but
preserved the sovereign rights of his imperial mistress.

Besides the disputes with the house of Austria, the con-

clusion of peace was retarded by difficulties in which the

other contracting powers were equally involved. But at

length the definitive treaty was signed at Aix-la^Chapelle,

on the 18th of October, by the plenipotentiaries of France,

England, and Holland, and was acceded to by Spain on
the 20th of November, by the empress-queen on the 23rd,

and by the king of Sardinia on the 7th of December. By
this treaty the election of the emperor was acknowledged

;

and the house of Austria obtained the guaranty of the

Pragmatic Sanction. Maria Theresa recovered the Low
Countries, but was obliged to restore her conquests in Italy

to confirm the cession of Silesia and Glatz to the king of

Prussia, and to yield the duchies of Parma, Placentia, and
Ouastalla to Don Philip. She likewise ratified the ces-

eions made by the treaty of Worms to the king of Sardinia,

of the Vigevenosco, part of the Parmesan, and of the county
of Anghiera.

Thus terminated a bloody and extensive war, which at the

^commencement threatened the very existence of the house of

Austria ; but the magnanimity of Maria Theresa, the zeal of
her subjects, and the support of Great Britain, triumphed
^ov6^ her numerous enemies, and secured an honourable peace.

IShe retained possession of all her vast inheritance, except

Silesia, Parma, Flaoentia, and Gnastalla
;
she recovered the

Hinperiol dignity, which had been nearly wrested from the

house of Austria, and obtained the guaranty of the Pragmatic
Sanction from the principal powers Europe. She was,

however, so dissatisfied, that her chagrin broke out on many
^occasions, and on none more than when Mr. Keith requested

oa audience, to ofiBsr his cmigratulationB on the return of peace.

Her minister was ordered to observe, that compliments of con^
' doleQise were more proper than compliments of congratulation,

and inaumated that the British minister would oblige his

mlMren. by sparing a conversation, which would be highly

tdiaagreeable to her, and no less unpleasing to him.
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Mapia Theresa employed the interval between the peace of

Aix-la-Chapelle and the commencement of the seven years’

war, in healing the wounds inflicted on her countries during

the preceding hostilities. She had felt from fatal experience

the danger which had threatened her vast empire, from the

weak and unprovided state in which her father had left his

dominions
; she had learned, from the example of her formida-

ble rival the king of Prussia, the advantages resulting from
an efficient and disciplined army, and well-furnished treasury;

she was convinced, from the superficial manner in which
the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle had glossed over various pre-

tensions and disputes among the belligerent powers, that the

peace could be considered as little more than a suspension of

arms
;
and that another bloody war would take place, before

the equilibrium of Europe could be settled on a more per-

manent basis. She conceived great apprehensions from the

alarming rise of the house of Brandenburgh, and from the

civil and military talents of Frederic 11., and was sensible

that the only efifectual method to maintain the respect

due to her political consequence, was, by holding herself in

constant readiness for hostilities. Impressed with these

sentiments, she turned her principal attention to the regula-

tion of her finances, and the improvement of her army ; the

successful manner in which she carried these objects into

execution is recorded by the Boyal Historian, and his testi-

mony cannot be suspected of partiality in favour of a princess,

whom he styles his ^‘ambitious, vindictive, and implacable
enemy,”

Maria Theresa prepared in the secrecy of the cabinet

those great projects which she afterwards carried into exe-

cution. She introduced an order and economy into the

finances, unknown to her ancestors; and her revenues far

exceeded those possessed by her father, even when he was
master of Naples, Farma, SHesia, and Servia. Having
learned the necessity of introducing into her army a better

discipline, she annually formed camps in the provinces, which
she visited herself, that she might animate the troops by her

presence and bounty. She established a military academy at

I 4
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Vienna, and collected the most skilful professors of all the

sciences and exercises which tend to elucidate or improve

the art of war, these institutions the army acquired,

under the auspices of Maria Theresa, such a degree of per-

fection as it had never attained under any of her predecessors;

and a woman accomplished designs worthy of a great man,”

A new system was introduced into the administration of

the finances ; the number of useless collectors was diminished,

the mode of anticipating the revenues by assignments abo-

lished
;
the ordinary and extraordinary taxes rendered per-

manent for a term of years ; and many exemptions annulled.

Hence the revenues of the house of Austria, which, in the

time of the late emperor did not exceed 30,000,000 florins,

were increased to 36,000,000, notwithstanding the loss of

Naples and of Silesia, which duchy alone produced six millions,

and a regular fund was established for the maintenance of a

standing army of 108,000 men in the hereditary countries,

exclusive of the forces in Italy'and the Netherlands. The
troops were also partly distributed in Austria and Bohemia,

Instead of being solely stationed in Hungary, whence they

could not immediately be drawn in cases of urgent necessity.

The death of count Sinzendorf, the chancellor, which hap-

pened in 1742, was a great loss to the court of Vienna.

Though indolent and voluptuous, he was easy of access;

though impetuous in his manners, he was open to conviction

;

he derived considerable credit from his long and tried services

for more than thirty years, and he was eager to counteract

the malign influence of Bartenstein,

He was succeeded by count Uhlfeld, who had fllled the

office of ambassador at the Hague and at Constantinople

;

and whose unexpected promotion to this high station was a

singular proof of the jealousy of the empress, and the cun-

ning of Bartenstein. The public voice, and the wishes of

the court, pointed out count Harrach; but Bartenstein found

means to influence the decision of his sovereign, by insinu*

ating that the credit and talents of count Harrach would give

him greater ascendency in the council of state than became

a subject ; while count Uhlfeld, with inferior talents, was a

man of a more pliant disposition, and would not presume to

urge his opinion in opposition to the will of the sovereign.

Uhlfeld was indeed a minister suited to the temper and
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genius of the referendary. He was honest and well-intent

tioned ; but slow in his comprehension, confused in hia ideas,

and indolent both from habit and want of capacity
; he was

fond of mystery, and of a captious, cavilling, and suspicious

temper. To these mental disqualifications was added a dif-

ficulty of hearing, which embarrassed those who negotiated

with him. By his taste for magnificence and parade, he had
become involved in his circumstances, and was therefore

rendered dependent
;
hence he was wholly governed by Bar-

tenstein, to whom he owed his elevation, and was as sub-

missive to him as he was overbearing to others.

The deaths of Staremberg, Harrach, and Kinsky had in-

creased the overgrown power of the referendary ; and the

ministers of the conference, Colloredo, Kevenhuller, and
marshal Bathiani, bowed before the idol, or were unable to

resist his superior credit.

The empress, though jealous of being governed, and pe-

remptory in her resolutions, was extremely diffident of her

abilities, from a due consciousness of her own inexperience

;

hence she assiduously examined memorials and counter-me-

morials, and spared no endeavours to form a just and decisive

opinion on every subject of importance. From the same
motive, she not only deliberated with the emperor and her

own cabinet counsellors, but listened with great patience to

the long and contradictory expositions of foreign ministers

;

and repeatedly consulted some of her own subjects who were
not in office, and in whose abilities and honesty she confided.

Among these the most conspicuous was baron Wasner,
who had long been imperial minister in England, and re-

turned to Vienna after the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle. He
was a man of strong sense and great capacity, of a frank and
open disposition, and well versed in foreign affairs. He was
held in high estimation by the empress, and often consulted

by her, either in person, or by means of Koch, her cabinet

secretary. His known favour excited the jealousy of Bar-
tenstein

;
and the presumptuous referendary never conde-

scended to discourse with him on business, even when sent

by the emperor himself, "Wasner strongly inculcated the

necessity of an union with the Maritime Powers, whom he

represented as the best and only friends of the house of

Austria
5 and exposed the fully of imagining that France
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would assist in the recovery of Silesia, the bait constantly

held out by Barteustein.

From such a motley assemblage of discordant counsellors,

'

and impelled by such contradictory motives in the conduct

of foreign aifairs, Maria Theresa fluctuated in continual

uncertainty. She was teased by the remonstrances of the

foreign ambassadors, who were frequently referred by Bar-

tenstein to count Uhlfeld, and by count Uhlfeld to Barten-

stein, and bad even condescended to request the British

minister to conciliate the friendship of Bartenstein, that

things,’’ as she said, might go on more smoothly.” But a

princess of her high spirit and jealous temper could not long

submit to such humiliation for a mere subaltern in office.

She was disgusted with the presumption and petulance of the

referendary ; and as she became more acquainted with

business, and acquired in the school of adversity a greater

confidence in her own powers, she perceived the weakness

and incapacity of her cabinet, and deeply felt the necessity

of intrusting the administration of affairs to a person of tried

Integrity and talents, and qualified by his rank for so impor-

tant a station. She accordingly fixed her choice on count

Kaunitz, who was then ambassador at Paris.

The elevation of Kaunitz to the office of chancellor and
the Buprwe direction of foreign affairs forms a remarkable
epoch in the reign of Maria Theresa

; because to the coun-

sels of that minister must be principally attributed the alliance

with France, and the change of the political system hitherto

pursued by cabinet of Vienna.

Anthoiw WenceslauB, first count and afterwards prince of

Kaunitz Rielberg, who directed the counsels of Austria for

t period of almost forty years, was son of Maximilian Ulric

count of Kaunitz, governor of Moravia, and ambassador at

Borne, by MaryE^esdna daughter and heiress of Ferdinand
Maximilian, last count of Rietberg. Being eminently noticed

for his diplomatic talents, he was sent envoy to the court of

Turin ; and the first despatch which be wrote to UUfleld
was drawn in so masterly a manyer, that the count, in pre-

senting it to Maria Theresa, said, ‘‘Behold your first minister,”

In 174^ he was removed from Turin to Brussels, in the

character of plenipotentiary, and intrusted with the direction

of aflfairs in the I^w Countries, under the archduchess Mari-
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anne and prince Charles of Loraine, In 1748, ho was
appointed ambassador and plenipotentiary to the congress of

Aix’la-Chapelle, and highly distinguished himself for his

skill in negotiation, and for the firmness with which he sup-

ported the interests of the house of Austria*

Soon after the conclusion of the definitive treaty, he re-

paired to Vienna, and obtained both the confidence of the

emperor and empress, by whom he was secretly consulted

in every affair of importance, and was frequently employed

in qualifying and altering the captious memorials of Barten-

stein. But although he swayed the counsels of the court of

Vienna, he acted in so discreet a manner as not to excite

umbrage even in the auspicious mind of the referendary, and
still less among the ministers of the conference. In Sep-

tember 1751, he was deputed ambassador to Paris, where
his conduct contributed still farther to increase the predilec-

tion of his sovereign. At length, the empress unable to

restrain her disgust at the overweening petulance and inso-

lence of the referendary, recalled Kaunit^ in 1753, to assume
the principal administration of affairs, and expected his

arrival with the same impatience as Henry VIlI. looked

for the return of Cranmer when he was tired of Wolsey."^

On his arrival, Bartenstein, aAer some ineffectual endea-

vours first to intimidate, and afterwards to conciliate him,

was removed, and promoted to the vice-chaDcellorship of

Bohemia, with the title of privy counsellor ; at the same
time count Uhlfeld was created grand master of the court,

with a pension, and the pajrment of his debts. The other

ministers of the conference remained in place ; Eaunitz was
installed in the chancellorship with general approbation, and
his first measure was to intmoce a new arrangement into

the office for foreign affairs.

Eaunitz was in the forty-third year of his age when he
was called to the supreme direction of affaire. He possessed

* Despatch of sir Charles Hanbury WillUina to the duke of New-
castle, Dresden July 15. 1753. Sir Charles, who waa minU^ at Dres-

den, waa privately despatched by the duke of Newcastle, to gam an
insight into the situation and principlei of tb« oourt of Vienna,<iiMl to

remonstrate against the infractions of the Barrier Treaty. He remained
at Vienna during the arrangements for the elevation of Kaunits, and the

diamisBion of B^enstein ;
and from his interesting account the partiou*

Urs of this chapter are principally drawn.
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great abilities, a perspicuous method of transacting business,

and explaining the most complicated affairs, an accurate

knowledge of the state of Europe, and an indefatigable zeal

for the service of his imperial mistress. To these qualities

were added incorruptible integrity, skill in negotiation,

impenetrable secrecy, profound dissimulation which he
carried even to duplicity, and a semblance of candour and
openness by which he acquired the confidence of those with
whom he treated, even while deceiving or opposing them,

Kaunitz was called to the helm of state at a time when
the relative situation of the house of Austria had been
essentially changed by the rise of the house of Brandenburgh,
and when the court of Vienna was involved in endless dis-

putes with England,

To prevent the renewal of war, in case of the death of the

emperor Francis, and to establish the preponderance of the

house of Austria in the empire, the British cabinet were
desirous of raising the archduke Joseph to the dignity of

king of the Romans. This project, however wise in theory,

was, in the present state of Europe and the empire, equally

chimerical and impracticable. The only votes on which
they could depend were those of Bohemia, Hanover, and
Mentz ; even the electors of Saxony and Bavaria, who were
most friendly to the house of Austria, could not be secured

without considerable subsidies, nor those of Palatine and
Cologne, without the concurrence of France and Prussia,

who were decidedly hostile to the measure. Yet so eager

were the English ministry to gain this point, that they even
gave subsidies to Bavaria and Saxony in time of peace,

though contrary to the established usages of the country,

and to the sense of the nation. But these subsidies were
insufficient to obtain a majority of votes ; and the empress

was called upon not only to contribute their share, but to

gratify the electors in their numerous pretensions on the

house of Austria, and the extraordinary privileges which

tb^ required from the head of the empire.

This negotiation spread into os many different branches

as there were different electors; new demands were con-

tinually started, and new cessions required, till at length the

court of Vienna declared their inability to make any addi-

tional sacrifice. Even the ministers most devoted to the

Maritime Powers comnlained of the eagerness with which
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this object was urged, as it gave, they said, ill-intentioned

persons an opportunity of insinuating that England, by sup-
porting these repeated demands, took a pleasure in stripping
the house of Austria

; and the emperor himself frequently
hinted to the British minister, that such a precipitancy ill

accorded with the slow and cautious mode of proceeding in
the cabinet of Vienna. These gentle remonstrances only
augmented the eagerness of the English ministry : they made
remonstrances on remonstrances : expressed their surprise

that the court of Vienna should be insensible to their own
interest, and even urged that the union between the house
of Austria and the Maritime Powers depended on a speedy
concurrence. Such indiscreet and peremptory demands had
a fatal effect on the sensitive mind of Maria Theresa, whose
greatest foible was a jealous regard of her own honour; she
was unwilling to be indebted to foreign power for the esta-

blishment of the imperial dignity in her family
; she declared

that in every instance her compliance had only encouraged
new demands, and that even the crown of the empire might
be purchased at too dear a price.

Another cause of dissatisfaction between the courts of

Vienna and London, was derived from the language held in

the memorials and papers of the British cabinet, who
assumed a high tone of superiority, expatiated on their great

and important services which had saved the house of Aus-
tria from ruin, and imperiously demanded a return of grati-

tude. Their zealous friend baron Wasner frequently re-

presented the fatal effects of such unconciliating language

;

Kaunitz exhorted them to respect the sex, and consider the
temper of the empress-queen, and not irritate her by un-
generous reproaches. The emperor remonstrated against

some harsh expressions used to the imperial minister at

London ; even the empress herself complained to Mr. Keith
of the arrogant and peremptory style of the English papers,

which, though it had no effect on her, gave a pretext to ill-

intentioned persons ; and requested that milder terms might
be employed. This complaint was too justly founded ; Mr.
Keith often declined delivering the haughty messages and
declarations which he was ordered to communicate to the

empress in person, and more than once incurred the censure

of the king and ministers for his delicacy and good sense.

The Austrian cabinet retorted with equal spirit and rancour^
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and the cominunications between the two courts degenerated

into a paper war.

in addition to the original disputes relative to the affairs

of the Netherlands, new difhculties had arisen. As we have

alreadj- observed, no specidc arrangements had been made
for a new treaty of commerce during the reign of Charles ;

and soon after the accession of Maria Theresa, the confe-

rences at Antwerp were broken up without effect. The
war, in which England and Holland lavished their blood

and treasure in support of the house of Austria, suspended

the feuds which had been excited in the discussions relative

to the Barrier Treaty ; but the precipitate conclusion of the

preliminaries again renewed the altercations, and rendered

the empress-queen still less disposed to gratify the Maritime
Powers. With the intention of bringing the point to an

issue, the Austrian plenipotentiary would not agree to the

specification of the Barrier Treaty among those renewed by
the definitive peace; and the empress-queen established a

new tariff in the Netherlands, which placed the trade of her

subjects on an equality with that of England and Holland.

She justified this alteration by declaring, that they had
forfeited the privileges which they derived from the twenty-

sixth article of the Barrier, by not concluding a treaty of

commerce within the two years specified by the treaty of

Vienna. On the contrary the Maritime Powers urged that

the twenty-sixth article of the Barrier was not a mere pro-

visional and temporary stipulation, but absolute and perma-
nent, though subject to be altered by common consent

; and
therefore still remained in full force till the three contracting

parties should concur in forming a treaty of commerce.
In addition to this source of contention, the dilapidated

state of the barrier towns gave rise to new disputes. The
court of Vienna declined paying the arrears due to the United
States before the war, and withheld the annual subsidies, on
the ground that many of those towns being demolished or

incapable of defence, the subsidies ought to be appropriated

to the repairs of the fortifications, and the establishment of a

regular military force.

All attempts to adjust these differences were ineffectual

;

and the negotiation was protracted, or rather languished, till

KaunitE was placed at the head of affairs. During his re-

sidence at Brussels he had paid particular attention to the
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resources and riches of the Netherlands, and had formed a

plan for raising the revenues and extending the commerce.

He had therefore exerted all his influence to procure their

emancipation from the shackles of the Barrier. It was dis-

graceful, he urged, for so powerful a sovereign to suffer her

frontier towns to be garrisonef by foreign troops, as if her

own forces were insufficient to guard her territory ; and he

represented the annual subsidy as a memorial of dependence

and subjection ;
he also proposed to employ the whole revenue

for the maintenance of a large body of troops, by which the

Barrier would be more effectually defended than by Dutch
garrisons. By his suggestions Maria Theresa was induced

to remonstrate against the Barrier Treaty at the peace of Aix-
la-Chapelle, and afterwards refused to pay the annual subsidy.

At his proposal the three powers delivered their respective

claims ; a project was formed, and the difference relative to

the subsidies and arrears seemed nearly brought to a con-

clusion
;
but the commercial disputes produced ' insuperable

ffifficulties. The Maritime Powers contended that the Nether-

lands, conquered with their blood and treasure, were delivered

to the house of Austria as a deposit, on the condition of

defending those territories against the French ; that accord-

ing to the principles of the Grand Alliance, the sovereign had
no right to extend their commercial privileges. Those
countries, it was urged, formed the only cement of the con-

nection between the house of Austria and the Maritime

Powers; and, by the breach of the Barrier Treaty, that

cement would be dissolved.

This mode of argument, which treated the sovereigns of

the house of Austria as mere guardians of the Netherlands,

was galling to the pride and spirit of the court of Vienna

;

Maria Theresa was shocked with the haughty style in which
these arguments were urged ; and her constant reply to the

representations of the British ministers evinced her un-

alterable resolution not to submit to their dictates: ‘‘Am 1

not sovereign,” she exclaimed, “ in the Low Conntries
;
and

is it not my duty to protect my subjects, who have been too

long oppressed by the Barrier Treaty, and deprived of the

advantages which all other nations enjoy?”*

* Sir Charles Hanbury Williams to the duke of Newrastlei July 15;

** Thene expressions," he obserres, “ she repeated so loudly as to be heard

by those in the next room."
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Such, at this juncture, was the frail tenure of the long-esta-

blished connection between the house of Austria and England

;

and a no less essential change had token place in her relative

fiituation, from the increasing power and resources of the

king of Prussia. The rapid aggrandisement of the house of

Brandenburgb, which Leopold, Joseph, and Charles had pro-

moted as a counterpoise to the house of Bourbon, seemed
likely to destroy the equilibrium of the German empire, and
threatened the loss of that preponderance in Europe, which
had been hitherto possessed by the house of Austria. The
attention of Kaunitz was naturally directed to this new phe-

nomenon in the political world; the humiliation of the

Prussian power, so ably exerted by a great and enterprising

monarch, seemed the primary object of all his plans, and he
formed the bold, and seemingly extravagant design, of effecting

this object by an alliance with France. His views were
promoted by the change which had been ^gradually wrought
in the mind of his imperial mistress.

At an early period of her reign, Bartenstein had succeeded
in instilling into her mind suspicions of the Maritime Powers,
and had artfully availed himself of the disagreeable dis-

cussions which had accompanied the various negotiations for

the cession of Silesia. The loss of that valuable province
bad sunk deep into her mind : like Mary of England, in her
regret for the capture of Calais, she might have exclaimed
that Silesia was written in her heart

;
and she could not see

a native without bursting into tears. The cessions extorted

from her in Italy furnished new fuel for discontent
; and her

dis^st was stiU further aggravated by the remonstrances
against the infractions of the Barrier Treaty, and the dis-

putes towards the close of the war ;
while the signature of the

preliminaries, without her participation, contributed to

render the breach irreparable.

In the course of the negotiations for the peace of Aix-Ia-
Cbopelle, the empress-queen had attempted to conciliate

France, and Eaunitz had even secretly offered the cession

of part of the Low Countries, provided Louis would assist in

recovering Silesia. The empress-queen, not disconcerted at
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the rejection of this proposal, renewed her overtures to

Blondel, charg6 d affaires at Vienna, and afterwards to the
marquis d'Hautefort, the French ambassador; and at the

same time Eaunitz was despatched to Faria with instructions

to promote this great object.

During his embassy he laboured with continual assiduity

and address to soften the inveterate enmity of the French
court, and to loosen the connection between France and
Prussia. He insinuated to the ministers that the aggrandise*

ment of Fj^ussia was their work, and that they had hitherto

received no other return than ingratitude from a sovereign

who was governed solely by his own interest. To strengthen

these impressions, which gradually began to take effect, he
paid assiduous court to the marchioness of Pompadour, with
whom he had opened a correspondence during the ne-
gotiation for the peace of Aix-k-Chapelle, and employed
fevery species of flattery to induce her to second his views.

At his suggestion the pious and high-born Maria Theresa
did not scruple to write in the most confidential terms of

friendship and equality to the mistress of Louis ; and when
Eaunitz apologised for requiring so great a sacrifice, she

replied, ‘‘Have I not flattered Farinelli?”* The low-bom
favourite, enraptured with the attentions and familiarity of

the greatest sovereign in Europe, employed all her influence

to promote the wished-for alliance. The projects and in-

trigues of Eaunitz' seemed even on the point of being crowned
with success, when they were frustrated by the insinuationa

of the king of Prussia, who retained many adherents at the

court of Versailles, and by the timidity of the favourite, who
hesitated at taking upon herself the responsibility of recom-
mending an alliance with the inveterate enemy of France, in

opposition to the opinion of the cabinet, and to the deep-

rooted prejudices of the nation.

In the midst of these intrigues Eaunitz was recalled to

Vienna, and placed at the head of affairs. But though

* De^atch of Mr. Stanley to Mr, Pitt, Foru, 90. 1761.

Forinalli, the celebrated singer, had been called to Madrid during the

reign of Philip V., and was at this time in high favour with Bai%enp
queen of Ferdinand VI. For an account of Forinelli, and his influence

with the court of Madrid, lee Memoirs of the Kmga of Spain, chap.
.

zHx.
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defeated in his attempts to vanquish the prejudices of the

court of yersailleB, he did not for a moment lose sight of

his great object; and count Staremberg, his successor at

Faris^ was instructed to pursue the same line of conduct^

and to watch for a favourable opportunity of securing the

concurrence of France. At the same time, either to lull

the suspicions of the Maritime Powers, or from the dread of

breaking off a long-established for an uncertain alliance,

Kaunitz affected a great enthusiasm for the ancient connec-

tions of the house of Austria. Before his departure for

Paris he had been the secret channel of communication

between the British minister and the empress, and had

P
rovided for the continuance of the correspondence through

LOch, the cabinet secretary ; he also now called himself the

champion of the ancient system, and declared that his

mistress could neither expect friendship nor service from

the court of Versailles.

At this time he seems even to have fluctuated between

the fear of losing England, and the dread of being disap-

pointed in his attempts to conciliate France. At one period

he exerted all his efforts to draw Grreat Britain into his

vieil^ by expatiating on the ambitious, restless, and turbu-

lent spirit of the king of Prussia ; he also endeavoured to

inflame the emnity between the courts of London and
Berlin, which had been aggravated by disputes relative to

the possession of East Friesland, and by the refusal of the

king of Prussia to discharge a loan advanced by the English

merchants on some districts in Silesia. But the British

cabinet refusing to break the engagements contracted by
the treaties of Breslau and Dresden, Kaunitz suffered the

causes of misunderstanding between the bouse of Austria

and England to operate in their full force, and resumed his

intrigues at VersaiUes with redoubled ardour. The disputes

which had now risen between England and France presented

to this artful minister a favourable opportunity of forwarding

his views.

By the twelfth article of the peace of Utrecht, France

hod ceded to England Nova Scotia or Acadia, according to

its ancient limits. This vague expression had occasioned

disputes between the two countries, which were renewed by
an article of the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, specifying ‘‘that
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all things should be placed on the same footing as before the

war,” England therefore claimed that territory according

to the limits assigned in the commissions of the French
officers, and by the preceding treaties, which comprised the

whole tract lying between the River St Lawrence, Pentagoet

or Penobscot, and the Atlantic Ocean j
while the French,

on the authority of some ancient maps and historians,

restricted the limits of Acadia to the south-eastern part of

the peninsula comprehended between the capes of St Mary
and Causo. During these discussions, the establishment of

an English company trading to the Ohio, occasioned new
contentions ; and the French endeavoured to confine the

colonists towards the west, by building a line of forts

between their settlements on the Mississippi and the province

of Canada. Disputes also arose relative to the islands of

St. Lucia, Dominica, St. Vincent, and Tobago. As neither

court was willing to relinquish their respective claims, the

contest was likely to be decided by the sword ; and a new
continental war seemed inevitable.

In this state of affairs England required the house of

Austria to fulfil the existing treaties, and repay the assistance

so liberally furnished in the last war ; and urgttl the

empress-queen to specify the force she would bring forwards

in defence of the Netherlands and of Hanover, if attacked

by France and Prussia. But Kaunitz amused the British

cabinet with vague assurances and impracticable plans, was
explicit in no other instance than in enforcing the necessity

of dismembering the Prussian dominions
;
and when the^

commencement of hostilities with France compelled the

British cabinet to require a specific declaration from the

court of Vienna, he still continued to temporise, and on the

16th of April, 1755, delivered a memorial, which he affected

to call the ultimatum of his court, and a plan of mutual
operations against France.

In this paper the empress declared, that she could not

expose her hereditary dominions and the capital to the

attacks of her implacable enemy the king of Prussia, by
withdrawing her troops from Bohemia, and could only agree

to complete the contingent of 2i5,000 men in the Netherlands.

She therefore proposed to leave the principal defence of

those countries to the Maritime Powers, expected the king
A A 2
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of England to enter into a treaty with Russia for 60,000

men, and to renew the subsidiary treaties with Saxony,

Bavaria, the landgrave of Hesse, and other princes ; she

required the United Provinces to supply their contingent of

6000 men, and England 10,000. These forces, united with

the Hessians and Austrians, would, it was asserted, form an

army of 70,000 men capable of resisting France ;
and the

imperial troops, assisted by the Russians, would then be

able to withstand all the attacks of Prussia.

In answer to this extraordinary proposal, which threw

the whole burden of the war upon the Maritime Powers,

the British cabinet declared that the king was taking 8000
Hessians into pay for the defence of the Netherlands, was
inclined to join with the empress-queen in renewing the

subsidiary treaties with Saxony and Bavaria, and would
incur the whole expense of obtaining from Russia a corps

of 50,000 or 60,000 men to be employed for the common
cause. In return, the court of Vienna was required to

despatch an immediate reinforcement of 25,000 or 30,000

men to the Netherlands, exclusive of the garrison of

Luxemburgh, as the only means of obtaining the co-opera-

tion of the United Provinces, and to assemble a second

army for the protection of Hanover, if attacked by Prussia.

In the midst of this discussion the king of England
repaired to Hanover to hasten the negotiation. In the course

of the journey the earl of Holdernesse, secretary of state,

visited the Netherlands and the United Provinces, He
learned from the governor prince Charles of Loraine, that

the imperial forces consisted only of 20,000 troops, of

which above 7000 would be requisite for the garrison of

Jjuxemburgh ; that, excepting the Barrier Towns, no
£^rtress was tenable ; and that, being unable to defend the

vrhole country, he would only engage to cover those parts

of the Dutch frontier which were most exposed. The
situation of Holland was still more unfavourable. The
Dutch, irritated with the contests relative to the Barrier

Treaty, and alarmed at the defenceless state of the Nether-

lands, had even withdrawn their troops from the Barrier

Towns, and were desirous to save their country by negotiating

a neutrality.

In consequence of this intelligence, the British minister
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again represented the danger which would result from
leaving the Netherlands and Holland exposed to the aggres-

sions of France ; but all their remonstrances, and even
reproaches, being ineffectual, they recapitulated the conse-

quences of the conduct adopted by the court of Vienna, and
declared, should the empress decline fulfilling the conditions

required, the king cannot take any measures in concert

with the house of Austria, and the whole system of Europe
must be dissolved.” *

The answer of the court of Vienna was a summary of the

grievances of which they had long complained, and exhibits

the style of altercation adopted by both parties in this

memorable controveray.f

* The earl of Holdernesse to Mr. Keith, Hanover, May SI. 1755.

f
" The empress>queen has never had the satisfaction of seeing her

allies do justice to her principles; she at least flattered herself with that

satisfaction on the present occasion, when their real interests ought to

have induced them rather to animate than to diminish her zeal in sup-

port of her cause. If the troops of the empress were in the pay of Great
Britain, the disposal of them could not be settled in a more decisive

manner than in requiring her imperial majesty to remove them from
the centre of her dominions; and send them, with little appearance of

advantage, and the prospect of certain danger, to the protection of the

Netherlands, the United Provinces, England, and the electorate of Ha-
nover. To persuade the empress to take this step we are reproached
with the numerous efforts made by the English in favour of the bouse
of Austria, while to those efforts they owe their present greatness, riches,

and liberty ; and had they always persevered in the same sentiments,

they would not now be menaced with the loss of what they have ac-

quired at the expense of so much blood and treasure. All Europe will

doubtless agree with the court of Vienna
;

for if the house of Austria
has derived useful succours from her alliance with the Maritime Powers,
she has frequently purchased those advantages with the blood and ruin
of her subjects; while her allies have opened to tliemselves new sources
of aggrandisement and riches. With regret, therefore, we find ourselves
under the necessity of opposing these truths to unjust and unceasing re-

proaches ; and could any consideration diminish our gratitude towards
the Maritime Powers, it would doubtless be their endeavours to repre-
sent those succours as purely gratuitous, which have been, and will always
be, the consequences of their alliances, and of measures dictated by their

own interests. Had they always known and consulted their true in-

terests, England would not now blame us for the insecurity of the Ne-
therlands, which is only a necessary effect of her conduct and system.
In time of peace England judges rightly in conKidering their defence as

an object which ought only to interest the Maritime Powers. How
often have they not by singular arguments attempted to weaken our

AA 3
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After briefly stating the origin and progress of the

negotiations, and the plans of mutual defence which had

been proposed respectively, it was added ;
“ having no direct

interest, either in the olject, motives, or consequences of

the war, her imperial majesty engages to share the danger,

although well aware that she must defend herself against

France and Prussia, aud perhaps against the Turks. Can
it then be imagined, that in incurring all these perils for

the cause of her allies, she will imprudently neglect the

means of her own defence, and expose the centre of her own
dominions ? In leaving her troops, which are now stationed

in the Netherlands, for the defence of England and Holland,

and in resolving to attack the king of Prussia, should he

invade the electorate of Hanover, she exposes herself to the

peril of opposing the most dangerous enemy of the allies,

and undertakes for the common cause, not only all which is

in her power to execute, but even beyond what her allies

had a right to expect.

“It has been thought necessary to detail all the conse-

quences which will result from the loss of the Netherlands,

most preBfiing remonstrances on the dangers which threatened those pro-

vinces ? They have even not scrupled to advise the empress to disband

the troops, should the expense of maintaining them prevent her from
paying the subsidy stipulated by the Barrier Treaty, In conformity to

this dangerous system the allies of the empress have considered the

Netherlands as provinces of their own
;

England and Holland have

divided the commerce
;
and Holland alone has drawn annually a million

of florins
;
while the bouse of Austria has seen her subjects exhausted,

their property pass into the hands of foreigners, their manufactures de-

caying, and the whole substance of the state dried up, She has often

attempted to convince the allies, that their interests were involved in the

preservation of the Netherlands; but the treaty itself (which she has

faithfully observed during forty years, to the ruin of her subjects), the

voice of equity, and the ^ety of the common cause, have all yielded to

the opinion, that it was the business of the Maritime Powers to defend

the Netherlands. Holland has more than once been on the point of

aeknowledging the force of our arguments, but the same impression was

never made on England. Hence the odious negotiation of the Barrier is

not concluded
;
yet England reproaches us for her own indecision. Till

thia moment it has been urged that the defence of the Netherlands was

the duty of the Maritime Powers ; and now the empress is addressed

to save them. It is pretended that we have too few troops in those

countries ;
and yet only six months ago, England exerted every effort to

reduce oi to the necessity of diminishing them one half.”
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as if we had not long ago endeavoured to induce the

Maritime Powers to comprehend the extent of those

consequences. The only answer which now can be made
to these representations is, although we shall feel the

misfortune of losing a part of our dominions, yet we can

prefer a lesser to a greater evil. But with a view of

composing these pernicious dissensions, the empress, more
affected with the dangerous situation of her allies, than

offended at their conduct, is desirous of making her last

effort, and frankly explainihg her expectations and inten-

tions. She has therefore ordered her ultimatum to be
delivered.”

In this ultimatum the empress agreed to maintain a corps

of 25,000 men, exclusive of the garrisons of Namur and
Luxemburgh, which amounted to about 12,000 more, on the

sole condition that England should likewise bring into the

field 20,000 men
;
that the United Provinces should furnish

their contingent, as stipulated by the Barrier Treaty, or at

least 8000. The king was also required to specify the

succours which in virtue of existing treaties he proposed to

send to the empress-queen, both in quality of king and
elector ; to conclude as soon as possible the subsidiary

treaties ;
to employ, for the defence of the empress against

the king of Prussia, the Russian troops in the pay of Great

Britain
; and, finally, to adopt all the necessary measures to

secure the king of Sardinia, so as to remove all causes of

apprehension for Italy. On these conditions alone the im-

perial troops should instantly march to the Netherlands, as

soon as certain intelligence was received that the 20,000
men in the pay of Great Britain were in motion, and positive

assurances given for the due performance of the other con-

ditions,*

Before this paper reached Hanover the breach was still

further widened by a peremptory memorial which the British

envoy was commanded to deliver to the court of Vienna,

requiring an explicit and categorical answer to the following

questions
;
Should the French, or any ally of France, attack

the electorate of Hanover, is the empress determined to

send assistance ? What number of troops will she send

;

* Mr. Keith to the earl of Holdemessei Vienna, June 19. 1755.

A A 4
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and in what time will they he in motion to join the British

and Hanoverian forces ? It was urged, obligation of treaties,

gratitude for former assistance, and self-interest combine to

show the necessity of assisting the king. The proportion

of that assistance, and the expedition used in rendering it

effectual, will display the real intentions of the court of

Vienna, which the king is induced to believe will be conso-

nant to equity and justice,”

Kaunitz coldly answered, “ Our only reply is to refer the

king to the ultimatum alre^y delivered to Mr. Keith. My
mistress has no doubt those declarations will appear as satis-

factory and ample as can be expected in the present situation

of affairs ; nor can she give any answer to the present nor

to any future question, till the king shall have explained

his intentions upon the points contained in that ulti-

matum.” In consequence of this answer, George XL, with

becoming dignity, declared that he would not enter into a

paper war with the house of Austria
; and aware that he

could expect no effectual assistance from the empress-queen,

turned to the king of Prussia.

Frederic had long been disgusted with the haughty and
contemptuous tone of superiority assumed by the court of

Versailles *
;
he was not unacquainted with the intrigues ot

the imperial minister
\ he was alarmed at the evasive con-

duct of France, when pressed to renew the alliance which
expired in May, 1756, and was apprehensive of being ex-

!

)0sed singly to the arms of Russia and Austria. He there-

bre readily entered into engagements with the king of

England, and on the 16th of January, 1756, a convention of

neutrality was concluded, to prevent the contests in America
from disturbing the peace of Germany, and for that purpose

only to resist the entrance of foreign troops into the empire.

By the two secret articles the Austrian Netherlands were
excepted from the operations of this treaty ; and England
agreed to indemnify the Prussian merchants for the capture

of vessels during the preceding war.

The empress and her minister beheld the conclusion of

* CEuTtes PoathumeR, tom. iii. p.43. 65. The 6rflt overture was

made by Frederic liimBcir, by means of the duhe of Brunswick, in a

letter ftm the duke to the earl of Holdernesse, dated August 2. Sir

Keene's Papers.
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this convention, not only without regret, hut with extreme
satisfaction. They had already matured their plan for the
alliance with France

;
the marchioness of Pompadour had

gradually replaced most of the ministers adverse to the

house of Austria with her own creatures, and had succeeded

in exciting the resentment of Louis against the king of

Prussia, who had indulged himself in sarcastic reflections on
his bigoted and licentious conduct. By these and other

means the Austrian party gained an ascendency in the French
cabinet, and the negotiation between England and Prussia
hastened the accomplishment of their views.

As early as the 22d of September, 1755, the mistress,

with her favourite the abb4 de Bernis, and count Staremberg
the imperial minister, met at Babiole to adjust the flrst out-

lines of the intended alliance ; which were afterwards

privately discussed between the imperial minister and Ber-
nis, at an apartment in the palace of the Luxemburgh belong-

ing to the historian Duclos.**^ The plan being matured, the

mistress obtained from the king the express nomination of a «

committee of her creatures, among whom was Bernis, though
not a counsellor of state, to receive from the imperial

ambassador the plan of an alliance between the houses of

Austria and Bourbon.

The terms proposed by Staremberg evinced the sincerity

of the empress-queen, and were calculated to eradicate all

seeds of disunion. Mons was to be annexed to France ; the

fortress of Luxemburgh to be raised
;
Brabant and Hainault

to be ceded to the infant Don Philip, in exchange for Parma,
Placentia, and Guastalla ; Poland to be declared on heredi-

tary monarchy in the descendants of Augustus; Prussian
Pomerania to be given to Sweden

; and such arrangements
to be made with Russia, Spain, and the Italian Powers, as

would ensure the success of the alliance. The committee
were unwilling to charge themselves with the sanction of

this new and gigantic plan, so adverse to the ancient system,

and so likely to alienate the Porte and the German princes.

Accordingly, Bernis proposed a treaty of union between the

courts of Vienna and Versailles ; a guaranty of their respec-

tive possessions in Europe, and of the Prussian dominions,

* Duclos, Memoirea Secrets, tom. ii. p. 416, 417.* to whom theM
oneodotea were communicated by the cardinal De Bernis himself.
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and, to avoid the ungrateful appearance of acting against

England, the empress was permitted to observe a neutrality.

Maria Theresa at first objected to the guaranty of the Prus-

sian dominions, but at length consented
;
and the treaty was

on the point of being concluded, when the signature of the

convention of Ldndon completed the separation of France

from Prussia. The Austrian minister availed himself of

this event, made new overtures with a view to avoid the

guaranty of the Prussian dominions, and finally succeeded

in his object.

Hitherto the negotiations with France had been conducted

by Kaunitz, under the auspices of Maria Theresa, with

count d’Aubeterre the French ambassador at Vienna, and

by Staremberg with the creatures of the marchioness de

Pompadour at Paris, without the knowledge of the emperor

Francis, or the participation of the ministers. But when
the treaty was matured, it became necessary to lay the plan

before the council of state. The empress being unwilling

to shock the prejudices of her consort, or to stem the

opposition of her own ministers, affected ignorance of the

whole transaction. With her connivance in a meeting of

the council of state, Kaunitz proposed the plan of an

alliance with France. He had scarcely announced the

memorial, when the other ministers murmured disappro*

hation
;
and Francis rising up, with great emotion, vehe-

mently struck the table with his hand, exclaiming, such

an unnatural alliance is impracticable, and shall never take

place,” and instantly quitted the apartment. Kaunitz ap-

peared to hesitate, till, encouraged by his mistress, he
detailed all the advantages which the house of Austria

would derive from an alliance with France. The empress

listened with affected attention, and gave her approbation in

so decisive a tone as to silence the other counsellors. She
concluded by undertaking to persuade the emperor, and
affected to express her doubts of the concurrence of France.

Kaunitz answered for that power ; the ac(j[uiescence of the

emperor was soon extorted, and the management of the

whole negotiation assigned to the minister, who had pro-

posed, and so ably supported, the policy of the measure.

This whole transaction had been conducted with so much
secrecy, that only vague suspicions were entertained of those
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negotiations which had passed in September and October

;

and the Prussian treaty was alleged by the court of Vienna,

as the sole and operating cause which had compelled the

house of Austria to quit her ancient allies, and to renounce

that system which she had invariably followed for the last

century. The empress-queen and her minister therefore

received the communication of the treaty of London with as

much affected surprise and indignation, as if no previous

overture had been made to the court of Versailles.

In delivering on the 7th of April, a copy of the treaty with

Prussia to the Austrian minister, Mr. Keith justified it as

perfectly inoffensive, calculated to maintain the peace of the

empire, and to relieve the empress- queen from her appre-

hensions of the king of Prussia
;
and he concluded with

demanding an explanation on the subject of the supposed

negotiation with the court of Versailles, A month elapsed

before any answer was returned ;
when Kaunitz delivered

a paper criminating the conduct of England, and justifying

the empress
;
he also peremptorily refused to give any ex-

planation relative to the negotiation with France.

In an audience of the empress, the British minister expe-

rienced greater affability and condescension ;
but she ex-

pressed the utmost abhorrence of a connection with the king

of Prussia; and notwithstanding her previous negotiation

with France, threw the blame of first deserting the ancient

alliance on the king of England. In reply to the observation

of Mr. Keith, that the answer delivered by count Kaunitz

contained an absolute renunciation of the ancient and true

system of Europe, she said,
“ I have not abandoned the old

system, but Great Britain has abandoned me and that system,

by concluding the Prussian treaty, the first intelligence of

which struck me like a fit of apoplexy. I and the king of

Prussia are incompatible ;
' and no consideration on earth

shall ever induce me to enter into any engagement of which
he is a party.’* Mr. Keith, after apologising for the treaty,

and employing many arguments to reconcile the empress-

queen, adverted to the supposed negotiation with the F^nch
court. She refused to explain her conduct; but asked.

Why should you be surprised, if, following your example

in concluding a treaty with Prussia, I should enter into an

engagement with France ?
”
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Affecting to disbelieve that the empress would connect

herself with the inveterate enemy of her person and family,

the British minister declared that nothing could convince

him of the existence of such an alliance, till he saw with his

own eyes the signature of Maria Theresa at the bottom of

a treaty with that crown. “ I am,” she replied, “ far from

being French in my disposition, and do not deny that the

court of Versailles has been my bitterest enemy ; but I can-

not conceal, that the cessions which Great Britain extorted

from me at the peace of Dresden, and of Aix-la-Chapelle,

have totally disabled me. I have little to fear from France

;

I am unable to act vith vigour, and have no other resource

than to form such arrangements as will secure what remains.”

The British minister exclaiming, “will you, the empress

and archduchess, so far humble yourself as to throw your-

self into the arms of France ?
” “ Not into the arms,” she

hastily rejoined, “but on the side of France. I have,” she

continued, “ hitherto signed nothing with France, though I

know not what may happen ; but whatever happens, I pro-

mise, on my word of honour, not to sign any thing contrary

to the interest of your royal master, for whom I have a most

sincere friendship and regard.”

The empress listened with great affability to all the re-

monstrances and arguments of the British minister, but con-

tinued unshaken in her resolution: and concluded; “I no
longer have it in my power to take an active share in distant

transactions
;
I am therefore little concerned for the remote

parts of my dominions, and my principal object is to secure

my hereditary possessions. I have truly but two enemies

whom I really diread, the king of Prussia and the Turks

;

and while I and the empress of Russia continue on the same
good terms as now subsisc between us, we shall, I trust,

be able to convince Europe, that we are in a condition to

defend ourselves against those adversaries, however formid-

able.”

The empress gave this audience on the 13th of May, and

the treaty with France had been already signed on the 1st.

In ijuitation of the convention of London, the two sovereigns

agreed, by an act of neutrality, to prevent the contest in

i^erica from disturbing their mutual harmony
;

and a

treaty of alliance, purely defensive, renewed all former en-
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gagements since the treaty of Westphalia. The empress-

queen promised to defend the French dominions in Europei
if attacked, except during the present war with England ;

while the king of France was to aid the house of Austria

without any exception. The two powers also stipulated to

assist each other with a mutual succour of 24,000 men in

case of invasion, the present war excepted.

The origin and progress of this negotiation have been

thus traced from authentic documents with considerable

minuteness ; because it is an event which effectually changed

the system of Europe, and materially affected the interests of

the house of Austria. These documents also prove, that the

treaty of Versailles was not the necessar^^ consequence of the

alliance between Great Britain and Prussia, signed January

16. 1756, and that the plan of an union with France had
been gradually and circumspectly matured during a long

course of intrigue and negotiation.

The courts of Vienna and London accused each other of

haughtiness, obstinacy, ingratitude, a renunciation of the

ancient system, and a desertion of that alliance which had
subsisted for more than a hundred years

;
yet each demanded

from the other what perhaps was equally impracticable and
impolitic. The court of Vienna, if sincere, expected England

to co-operate in dismembering the Prussian dominions, and

required the Maritime Powers to charge themselves with

almost the whole defence of the Netherlands. On the other

hand, the court of London expected the empress to protect

the electorate of Hanover, and to detach a considerable

force for the defence of the Netherlands, which England was
most interested to preserve. With such discordant expec-

tations, and the jealousies which had so long subsisted, it was
no wonder that & separation ensued. The British ministry

did not consider, that the relative situation of the house of

Austria had been totally changed by the treaties of Dresden

and Aix-la-Chapelle ; that the empress would, during the

first campaign, be compelled to concentrate her forces for

the defence of her hereditary countries
; and that till the

Russian troops had actually liken the field, she must become
totally useless to her allies.

On her part, Maria Theresa saw Francepreparing to invade

the Netherlands; Frederic capable of penetrating into
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Bohemia at the head of 100,000 men, the German empire

divided into parties, and principally governed by the Protes-

tants, excited and supported by the court of Berlin ; the Pro-

testant states poweifully armed, and the Catholics Avithout

troops or money. She saw Spain disposed to neutrality;

the king of Sardinia jealous and disgusted; Sweden and

Denmark devoted to France ; the Turks at variance with

Bussia, and secretly excited by French and Prussian emis-

saries ; Holland irritated and desponding
;
England incapable

of protecting the Netherlands, and alarmed for the electorate

of Hanover. In these circumstances many evident ad-

vantages concurred to recommend the alliance with the

court of Versailles. By this new connection the house of

Austria would be delivered from the distant wars in Italy,

Flanders, and on the Rhine, which had always been carried

on at an enormous waste of blood and treasure. The in-

fluence of France in the Divan removed all apprehensions of

an attack on the side of Turkey ; the Catholic princes and

states of the empire, no longer excited by the intrigues and

money of France, would join the standard of their liege lord

the emperor
; Sweden and Denmark would be swayed by

the influence of the court of Versailles. The empress-queen

hoped also to detach Russia from England, and to obtain the

concurrence of Spain. Thus secure on the side of France,

Flanders, Italy, and Hungary, she would be enabled to

employ her whole force against her most formidable enemy
the king of Prussia, the great and primary object of all her

appehensions.

But notwithstanding all these advantages, the breach with

the Maritime Powers made a deep impression on the court

and capital. She was accused of ingratitude to England,

without whose assistance she must have been overwhelmed

;

some of her ministers displayed their discontent in a sullen

acquiescence
;
prince Colloredo, and even the confessor of

the emperor, openly disapproved an union with the inveterate

enemy of the Austrian name. She had not without extreme

difficulty extorted the reluctant consent of her husband ; but

her favourite daughter, the eldest archduchess, assailed her

with repeated remonstrances. The archduke Joseph also,

encouraged by his governor Bathiani, asked her, if she

deemod herself safe in trusting to France, who had so often
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deceived her? Though frequently repulsed, he returned

with spirit to the charge ;
and importunately urged her not

to separate from England, from whom she and her family had

derived such effectu^ assistance.*

Chap. CXI— 1756.

Maria Theresa, proud of her new connection, looked forward

with confidence to the speedy accomplishment of her views

against the king of Prussia ; and the favourable state of the

fVench affairs gave foundation to her hopes.

In America the expeditions of the English, undertaken

the preceding year against the French settlements, had been
attended with an unfortunate issue. The flames of war had
spread into Europe, and vast preparations were made on the

coasts of Normandy and Brittany for the invasion of

England. The British ministry applied to the States-general

for the contingent of 6000 men, according to treaty
; but the

Dutch, overawed by France, refused to comply with this

demand, and acceded to a neutrality. At the same time an

expedition sailed from Toulon against Minorca, and the duke
of Richelieu, with a considerable force, laid siege to Fort St
Philip

; admiral Byng, who was despatched with a squadron
to the Mediterranean, failed in relieving the fortress, and the

garrison capitulated on the 29th of July.

At this period England was in a state of unusual weakness
and alarm. Since the death of Mr. Pelham the cabinet had
been agitated by cabals, embarrassed by continual changes,

and was without a single minister capable of diroeting a con-

tinental war with vigour and effect. The public mind was
depressed by the inefficiency of the administration, and the

failure of the military enterprises in America; The con-

tinuance of Hanoverian and Hessian troops, who had been
called into the country on the appearance of in invasion,

excited great discontents; the nation groaned under the

pressure of an alarming scarcity ; and, in the midst of these

calamities, the loss of Minorca roused the people almost to

frenzy. *

* Keith to Hdlderneue, May 15. and Sept. SO. 175S.
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Buoyed up xvith hopes from the depressed situation of

England, and the succesees of her new ally, Maria Theresa

exerted all her efforts to consolidate a general combination

against the king of Prussia, equal to that which had threat*

ened the existence of the house of Austria on the death of

the late emperor. She secured the co-operation of Augustus,

king of Poland, and elector of Saxony, as well by the inter-

vention of his consort Maria Josepha, whom the ties of blood

and religion attached to the house of Austria, as by the

agency of his prime minister count Bruhl, who was offended

by the sarcasms of Frederic. But she turned her principal

attention to gain the assistance of the empress of Russia, and

fully succeeded in this important object, although she had to

combat the long-established influence of England.

On the first prospect of a continental war, George, alarmed

for the safety of his electorate, had formed the plan of a triple

alliance between England, Austria, and Russia. With this

view he despatched sir Charles Hanbury Williams to Peters-

burgh, with the proposal of a subsidiary treaty with Elizabeth

for an auxiliary force of 55,000 men, should his German
dominions be invaded. To this overture the empress readily

acceded, in consequence of her inveterate aversion to the

king of Prussia, against whom the Russian troops were
•pecifically destined to act, and the convention was signed on
the 30th of September. But even before the signature, the

politics of England had changed ; the empress-queen having
entered iiitp negotiation^with France, George made over-

tures to the king of Prussia, and concluded the treaty of

London. He once again endeavoured to prevail on Elizabeth

to unite with his new ally, in defence of Hanover ; but Maria
Theresa, conscious that without the assistance of Russia she

could not fulfil .ker views against Prussia, used her utmost
endeavours to thwart his plans. She fomented the antipathy

of Elizabeth against Frederic ; contrary to her usual parsi-

mony, she bril^d the venal ministers, and induced Elizabeth

to break the subsidiaiy treaty wMch she had recently

signed with England, and to promise a succour of 60,000
troops.

Emving succeeded in forming this alliance, the empress-

queen m^e vast preparations, and formed two considerable

armies in the neighbourhood of Konigsgratz and Prague,
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while the Russians began to assemble on the frontiers of Li-

vonia. The king of Prussia, alarmed at these hostile ap-

pearances, and suspecting the secret combination between the

courts of Vienna, Petersburgh, and Dresden, demanded from

the empress-queen an explicit declaration of her sentiments.

In answer to this demand, she briefly replied, In the present

crisis I deem it necessary to take measures for the security

of myself and my allies, which tend to the prejudice of no

one.” The king, not satisfied with so vague an answer,

reiterated his demand, declaring his knowledge of the offensive

projects formed by the courts of Petersburgh and Dresden,

and requiring an immediate and categorical answer, “ not
' delivered in an oracular style, ambiguous and inconclusive,”

concerning the armaments in Bohemia, and a positive assu-

rance that she w'ould not attack him either during that or the

following year.

Maria Theresa no less haughtily replied, “ The arrange-

ment with Russia was purely defensive
;
she had concluded

no offensive alliance ; and although the critical situation of

Europe compelled her to arm, she had no intention to violate

the treaty of Dresden, but would not bind herself by any
promise from acting as circumstances required,” This reply

was scarcely delivered before she was roused with the

intelligence that the king of Prussia had penetrated with

a formidable force into Saxony, taken possession of Dresden,

and blockaded the Saxon troops, who had occupied the

impregnable post of Pima,
On the first intelligence of the Prussian irruption,

marshal Brown, with the army at Prague, hastened to the

relief of the Saxons; but his views were an^pated by
Frederic, who, leaving 40,000 to continue the blockade of

Pima, penetrated into Bohemia with 24,000;men. On the

first of October, the two armies met at Lowositz, near the

banks of the Elbe, not far from the frontiers of Saxony, and
a battle ensued, in which the Austrians, though superior in

number, were compelled to retire behind the E^r, leaving

the Prussians masters of the field. The loss amounted to

only 3000 on each side, and four pieces of artillery were
taken from the Austrians ;

but marshal Brown wal disap-

pointed in the object of his march, the relief of the Saxons.

During these transactions the Saxon troops supported the

VOL. HL B B
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severities of the season^ and the extremes of famine and

wretchedness, with exemplary courage ; but were foiled in

all their endeavours to extricate themselves by the superior

vigilance and skill of the enemy. A final attempt made by
marshal Brown at the head of 8000 men, to force the

Prussian posts, was equally ineffectual ; and Augustus had

the mortification to witness the surrender, and ratify the

capitulation, of his troops : 17,000 men were made prisoners

of war, and eighty pieces of cannon delivered to the king of

Prussia. The officers were liberated on their parole, and

the standards restored ; but Frederic compelled the troops

to enter into his service, appropriated the revenues of Saxony,

and treated it as a conquered province. Augustus retired

with his family to Warsaw ; and thus this unfortunate ally

of Maria Theresa a second time experienced the fatal effects

of his devotion to the house of Austria.

On the other side of Bohemia, the army of Piccolomini

was kept in check by marshal Schwerin, who advancing by
Glatz into Bohemia, destroyed all the subsistence, and
foraged under the very cannon of the Austrian camp. After

the surrender of the Saxons, the Prussian army took up
winter quarters on the frontiers of Saxony and Bohemia

;

and marshal Schwerin retired into Silesia.

During the winter the king of Prussia published a justi-

fication of his conduct ; in which he introduced, as proofs of

the combination forming against him, the copy of a treaty

of partition signed the 18th of May, 1745, between the

courts of Vienna and Dresden ; the secret articles of the

treaty of Fetersburgh, 22nd May, 1746, and various des-

^tches written by count Bruhl and the Saxon envoys.

These papers* were said to have been found in the archives

of Dresden, which he had forcibly seized, but doubts were
entertained of their authenticity, and the court of Vienna
published a refutation of the charge.

Deeply affected by the humiliation of her ally, and irritated

by the conduct of Frederic, the empress-queen passed the

winter in making the most vigorous preparations for the

enauing campaign, in consolidating a grand combination

against Prussia, and in separating Engird, his only ally,

* These papers are given by Hertzberg in hii curious Receuil de
Deductions Manifestes, &c,
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from the other European powers. In all the catholic courts

she artfully represented the alliance of Great Britain and
Prussia as the league of heretics against the true faith, and
held up the cause of the house of Austria as the cause of

religion and justice.

At the court of Versailles, supported by the marchioness

of Pompadour, and assisted by the tears of the dauphin ess,

daughter of Augustus, she gained a complete ascendency in

the cabinet, and converted France from a mere auxiliary

into a principal in the war. Her views were greatly pro-

moted by the attempt of Damiens to assassinate the king of

France on the 5th of January, 1757. This atrocious act,

though only the deed of a bigoted fanatic, was attributed to

the machinations of the king of Prussia and the intrigues

of the Jesuits
\
and even the partisans of the dauphin, who

were anti-Austrian in principle, were implicated in the

accusation. The mistress, by her intrigues and influence,

overbore all opposition; and France entered into new
engagements to support all the views of the empress-queen.

By a secret agreement, concluded towards the commence-
ment of 1757, the king engaged to pay an annual subsidy

of 12,000,000 imperial florins to the empress-queen, to

maintain at her disposal 10,000 troops of Bavaria and

Wirtemberg, and to send into the field an army of 1Q5,000

men ; he likewise promised never to desist from hostilities

until the empress should be put in possession of Silesia,

Glatz, and Crossen.*

Maria Theresa was no less successful among the principal

states of the empire ; the invasion of Saxony and Bohemia
was represented as a breach of the public peace, and the

aggressor as punishable with the forfeiture of all fiefs,

dignities, and titles. Soon after the invasion, the emperor
issued a decree, demanding the aid of an army of execution

;

the proposal of several states, and particularly of the elec-

toral house of Brunswick, to proffer the mediatio^ of the

This convention was never acknowledged by the two courts, nor

referred to in the new treaty of Versailles, signed Dec. SO. 175B. The
terms are mentioned in Koch, tom. ii. p. 90. ; and the conduct of France

suflfieiently proves the existence of such an engagement It is also con-

iirmed in a despatch from lord Bristol, amhass^or at Madrid, to Mr.

Filt, dated July 27. 1759.
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•empire, was rejected by a large majority, and an army voted
with the accustomed formalities. The zeal of the Austrian

party was still further excited by the declarations of France
and Sweden, who announced to the diet, that in consequence
of an application from several distinguished states of the

empire, they had resolved to exercise their right, as guaran-

tees of the treaty of Westphalia, to resist infractions of the

public peace. Russia had now heartily acceded to the treaty

of Versailles; and Sweden entered warmly into the views of

the house of Austria.

' Maria Theresa was also successful in neutralising those

powers which she could not win over to espouse her cause.

Though she failed in obtaining the co-operation of the king

of Spain, she counteracted the efforts of England, and induced
him to persevere in maintaining a neutrality

; by threatening

instant invasion, she deterred the States from joining with
their ancient ally.

Of ill the northern powers, Frederic V., king of Denmark,
was alone inclined to co-operate with England. He had
espoused Louisa, daughter of George II., and the ties of

blood had been strengthened by a similarity of commercial
interests. But Frederic, like his father, had embarrassed
his finances by the splendour of his establishment and his

devotion to the fine arts ; he had therefore accepted a subsidy
from France, and his connection with England was still

further weakened by the death of his first wife and his

marriage with Julia Maria, princess of Brunswick, a relation

of the empress-queen.

G^rge embarrassed with the feuds in the cabinet and
the discontents of the people, trembled for the safety of

England, and was incapable of forming any plan of active

operations to counteract the attempts of the French in

Germany. The king of Prussia proposed to establish Wesel,
the strongest fortress in the duchy of Cleves, as a place of

arms, to concentrate the forces behind the Lippe, in the

vicinity of that town, in order to cover Westphalia, and
Patent the electorate of Hanover. But the king, unable to

induce the administration to take a principal share in a
continental war, rejected this plan as too extensive, adopted

a defensive system on the Weser, and formed an army of

observation, consisting only of the Hanoverian and auxiliary

troops, under the command of the duke of Cumberland. In
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consequence of this refusal the king of Prussia razed the

fortifications of Wesel, despatched only 6000 men to join

the duke of Cumberland, and abandoned the defence of his

Westphalian territories.

Chap. CXIL — 1757.

At the commencement of 1757, the grand confederacy

against the king of Prussia was consolidated by the efforts

and intrigues of the court of Vienna. The French had

drawn together 80,000 men on the Ehine, under the command
of marshal d’£tr£es ;

the army of execution was assembling

in the empire ; the Swedes were preparing to penetrate into

Pomerania, and 60,000 Russians were stationed on the

frontiers of Livonia, waiting the season of action to burst

into the kingdom of Prussia. With this favourable aspect

of affairs, the empress prepared for the campaign by augment-

ing her forces in Hungary and Bohemia to 150,000 men;
the main army, stationed in the vicinity of Prague, was
commanded by prince Charles, who was assisted by the-

skill of marshal Brown, and the other corps intrusted to

count Daun.
Frederic possessed too much foresight and vigilance to

remain inactive while his enemies were collecting their

forces ; he therefore resolved to carry the war into the heart

of the Austrian territories, and by a decisive stroke to shake

the basis of the confederacy. He covered this plan with

consummate address ;
he affected great trepidation and

uncertainty, and to deceive the Austrians into a belief that

he only intended to maintain himself in Saxony, put Dresden
in a state of defence, broke down the bridges, and marked
out various camps in the vicinity. In the midst of this

apparent alarm three Prussian columns burst into Bohemia,

in April, and rapidly advanced towards Prague. The prince

of Severn from Lusatia, at the head of the first, drove

Konigsegg with 20,000 men from a strong post at Reichen-

berg, while marshal Schwerin, leading the second from

Silesia, on the side of Landshut, harassed his retreat, and

cut off his rear guard of 1500 men. The king himself, joined
B fi 3
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by prince Maurice of Anhalt Dessau, from Brix, advanced

with the third by Aussig, compelled marshal Brown to

retreat from Budin, and seized considerable magazines,

which facilitated the subsistence of his troops. The Austrians,

pressed on all sides, retreated with precipitation under the

walls of Prague, on the southern side of the Moldan, while

the Prussians advancing towards the capital formed two

bodies *, one under Schwerin remaining at Jung Bunzlau,

and the other, headed by the king, occupying the heights

between the Moldau and the Weisseberg.

Expecting to be joined by marshal Daun, who was hasten-

ing from Moravia, the Austrians remained on the defensive ;

but prince Charles took so strong a position as seemed to

defy all apprehensions of an attack. His left was covered

by the Ziskaberg, a steep hill overhanging the Moldau, a

deep and craggy ravine ran along his front, and the ground

on his left was a morass intersected with hedges, drains, and

dikes
;
his force exceeded 70,000 men, and his position was

strengthened by works which ran along the brow of the

precipice, defended by a powerful train of artillery.

These obstacles, however, were insufficient to arrest the

daring spirit of Frederic, who resolved to attack the Austrians

before the arrival of Daun. Leaving a corps under prince

Maurice above Prague, he crossed the Moldau near Rostock

and Podabe on the dth of May, with 16,000 men, and on
the following morning at break of day was joined by the

corps under marshal Schwerin. The troops had no sooner

formed than they moved in silence and order along the

ravine towards the right of the Austrians, while prince

Charles, drawing the cavalry from his left and part of the

second line, prepared to charge the enemy as they emerged
from the matches and defiles. The king, however, continued

tp advance his cavalry, notwithstanding the embarrassments of

the ground, pushed through the village "of Bichowitz, and
forming on a plain beyond, repulsed that of the Austrians after

fseveral successive charges ; and the infantry, emulous of this

6;faidple, hastened to join the enemy, but were broken and

mowed down by the continual fire of the Austrian artillery.

^ t;his moment the king, almost frantic with the prospect

of a defeat, rode up to ScWerin, whose regiment had given

way, and upbraided him for the dastardly behaviour of bis

Boldlers. Stung with these reproaches, the veteran seized
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the standard, and wrapping the colours round his body,

exclaimed, “Let the brave follow me!” He led his troops

to the charge under a tremendous fire of grape shot, and in-

stantly fell pierced with several balls.* But his death opened

the way to victory ; the Austrian line disordered by these

repeated charges, penetrated in different points, and taken

in flank by the victorious cavalry, was broken and compelled

to give way. In the heat of the action marshal Brown,

having received a severe wound, was conveyed to Prague,

and his absence increased the confusion of the troops.

Meanwhile a part of the Prussian right wing, impelled by
their ardour, passed the ravine, climbed up the precipices,

and piercing the Austrian centre, joined their victorious

companions on the left. Prince Charles, with those who
had not engaged, thus attacked on all sides, retreated with

equal skill and bravery, and disputed every height ; but at

length took refuge within the walls of Prague.

Thus victory declared on the side of the Prussians, but

was purchased by the loss of their best troops, not less than

18,000, even by the avowal of the king, being killed, with

many of his bravest officers, and Schwerin, the father of the

Prussian discipline, and the guide of Frederic in the career

of victory. Of the Austrians 8000 were killed and wounded,

9000 made prisoners, and 28,000 shut up within the walls of

Prague. The defeat would have been still more complete

had prince Maurice been able to pass the Moldau, and

intercept the fugitives ; but the river having risen, he had
not a sufficient number of pontoons to form a bridge, and a

column of 16,000 Austrians made good their retreat along

the Moldau to join the army of marshal Daun.

Prague was instantly blockaded by the victorious army,

and not less than 100,000 souls were confined within the

walls, almost without the means of subsistence. They were
soon reduced to the greatest extremities ; but the spirit of

the troops and of the inhabitants was animated by an address

* Schwerin wbb deeply lamented by hia master, ond Frederic hu
immortalised the oircumslanoes of bis death, by erecting a statue to bii

memory in one of the principal squares of Berlin. Schwerin is there re-

presented as he fell, the colours clasped in his hand, and in the act of

expiring. The monument commemorates at once the frailty of the sofe-

reign the merits of the generaL”— ^raxolTf Mmoirt, vol. I p. 102.

XB 4
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from Maria Theresa, brought by a captain of grenadiers,

who escaped the vigilance of the besieging army.

am concerned,” said the empress, ^‘that so many
generals, with so considerable a force, must remain be-

sieged in Prague; but I augur favourably for the event.

I cannot too strongly impress on your minds, that the troops

will incur everlasting disgrace should they not effect what
the French, in the last war, performed with far inferior

numbers. The honour of the whole nation, as well as of

the imperial arms, is interested in their present behaviour ;

the security of Bohemia, of my other hereditary dominions,

and of the German empire itself, depends on a gallant

defence, and the preservation of Prague. The army under

the command of marshal Daun is daily strengthening, and

will soon be in a condition to raise the siege
;
the French are

approaching with all diligence; the Swedes are marching to

my assistance; and in a short space of time, affairs will, under

the divine Providence, wear a better aspect.”

This address, from a sovereign whom they adored, excited

general ardour ;
the garrison, though reduced to feed on horse-

flesh, held out with uncommon perseverance ;
and the inha-

bitants supported without a murmur all the horrors of a

bombardment, which destroyed one quarter of the town.

Several desperate sallies were made ; but the garrison was
threatened with famine ; and the loss of Prague would have

been followed by the most fatal consequences. The recent

defeat had spre^ consternation throughout Germany; the

elector of Bavaria and the other Catholic princes had already

sent agents to treat with the king of Prussia; and almost

every member of the empire was preparing to desert the cause

of Maria Theresa. The flower of her armies were shut up in

Prague; the remainder defeated, dispirited, and dispersed;

the capital of Bohemia reduced to the last extremity
;
the

whole kingdom ready to submit to the law of the conqueror

;

her hereditary dominions exposed
;
Vienna itself threatened

with a siege,, and the imperial family about to take refuge in

Hungary.
In this disastrous moment the house of Austria was pre-

served from impending destruction by the skill and caution

of a general, who now, for the first time, appeared at the head

of an army. This general was Leopold count Daun, a native
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of Bohemia, son of WyTich Philip Lorenzo count Daon,
and prince of Tianp, who had distinguished himself in the

campaigns of Italy during the reigns of Joseph and Charles,

and had held the high offices of viceroy of Naples, governor

of Milan, and stadtholder ad interim of the Netherlands.

Leopold was bom in 1705, embraced the military profession

at an early period, and learned the art of war under Secken-

dorf and Kevenhuller. He distinguished himself at the

battles of Crotzka, Dettingen, and Hohenfriedberg ; and from
his knowledge of tactics, wms chosen to introduce the new
system of discipline into the army. Although favoured by
Eugene and Kevenhuller, he had risen slowly and silently by
merit, and without intrigue, from a subaltern rank to that of

field marshal
;
and after the death of prince Piccolomini, was

intrusted with the army, which, under his auspices, was to

restore the honour and credit of the Austrian arms. Sagacity

and penetration, personal bravery tempered with phlegm,

animation in the hour of battle, with extreme caution both

before and after the engagement, recommended him at this

critical juncture, like another Fabius, to check the fire and
enterprise of the modern Hannibal
On the first intelligence of the entrance of the Frussians

into Bohemia, Daun had marched through Moravia towards

Prague, to effect a junction with prince Charles. On arriving

at Boehmischgrod, within a few miles of Prague, he was
apprised of the recent defeat, and halted a few days to collect

the fugitives, till his corps swelled so considerably, that

Frederic detached against him the prince of Bevern with

20,000 men. Daun, though superior to the enemy, was too

prudent to hazard the fate of the house of Austria on the issue

of a single battle, with dispirited and almost desponding troops,

against an army fiushed with recent victory. On the ap-

proach of the prince of Bevern, he therefore retreated to

Kolin, Kuttemberg, and Haber, in order to afford a refuge

to the shattered remains of the defeated army, and to receive

the recruits which were pouring in from Moravia and Aus-
tria.

While he was thus baffling the enemy, he, like the great

general who saved Rome by delay, had to support the mur-
murs of his officers, and the reproaches of those impatient

spirits who are always eager to engage, and cannot dis-
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tinguish prudence from pusillanimity. Among others the

duke ofWirtemberg exclaimed, ‘‘Ifyou continue this conduct,

1 would advise you to march to Vienna ; but I will retire to

my own dominions, and countermand the troops I have

ottered to join you.” Yet neither invectives nor murmurs
could induce Daun to change his wise measures, until his

army was increased, and the soldiers began to recover from

their despondency. Finding himself at length at the head of

60,000 men, he made a rapid movement in front, forced the

prince of Bevern to retire, and was advancing to attack the

king in his posts before Prague, while prince Charles was to

make a sortie with his whole force.

Frederic, conscious of his danger, had already anticipated

the design of Daun *, leaving the greater part of his army to

continue the blockade, he marched with 12,000 men on the

13th of June in the morning, and joined the prince of

Bevern on the 14th, at the moment of his retreat before

the Austrians. On the approach of the Prussians, Daun oc-

cupied the heights stretching from the village of Chotzemitz

towards Kolin ; he placed his infantry on the flanks, which

were supported by steep eminences, filled the villages in his

front with detachments of infantry and irregulars, stationed

the cavalry in the centre where they could act with effect,

and made a skilful disposition of his formidable train of ar-

tillery.

In this situation Daun was attacked by the king of Prussia,

who, directing all his efforts against the Austrian right, had

almost succeeded in turning their flank, notwithstanding their

superiority of number, the tremendous fire of the artillery,

the skill of the general, and the bravery of the troops.

Victory seemed to incline to the enemy, and Daun had even

ordered a retreat ; but the fortune of the day was changed by
the impatience of two Prussian generals, who, disobeying

positive orders, broke their line on the right to dislodge a

party of Groats, and were repulsed with considerable loss.

The Saxon cavalry instantly rushed into the interval, crying

mst at every stroke, “ Remember Strigau I” and cut to pieces

or dicmerfsed all whom they encounter^. Daun availed him-

self of this fortunate manosuvre with equal skill and promp-

titude ; he was seen flying from rank to rank, animating the

soldiers by his voice and gestures ; he had two horses lulled
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under him, was twice slightly wounded, and showed himself
the worthy antagonist of* the great Frederic. In vain the

king of Prussia exerted all his skill and courage in this des-

perate conilict
;
his cavalry charged six times, and were six

times repulsed ; Frederic again rallied them, and finding them
dispirited, exclaimed, “Would you live for ever!” They
were a seventh time led to the charge, and were again diiven

back. Perceiving the battle lost, the king ordered two
regiments of cuirassiers to disengage the infantry

; but dis-

couraged by the dreadful carnage of their companions, they

refused to advance. He then sullenly withdrew from the

field with a squadron of gardes du corps, and thirty hussars

;

and was repeatedly heard to cry out, “My hussars, my brav6

hussars, will all be lost 1” The troops also, for the first time

defeated, gave way to despondency, and in their retreat ex-

claimed, “ This is our Pultawa I” Daun purchased the victory

with the loss of 9000 men ;
but on the side of the Prussians

not less than 14,000 were killed, wounded, and taken pri-

soners
;
and 43 pieces of artillery, with 22 standards, fell into

the hands of the Austrians.

Maria Theresa, who was anxiously waiting the event of an
engagement, which, if unfortunate, would have rendered her

situation more deplorable than that to which she had been re-

duced at the commencement of the former war, received the

account with a joy proportionate to her apprehensions.

Sumptuous feasts were given, medals struck, and presents

distributed
;
the officers were rewarded a month’s pay, and

the subalterns and common soldiers were gratified with dona-

tions. Anxious to display her gratitude to the general who
had first defeated her formidable antagonist, she conveyed, in

person, the news of this important victory to the countess

bauD, and instituted the military order of merit, or' the

order of Maria Theresa, with which she decorated the com-

mander and officers who had most signalised themselves,

and dated its commencement from the aera of that glorious

victory.

To give repose to the troops, and to replace the magazines

which had been destroyed by the Prussians, Daun remained

several days on the field of battle
; and as he advanced to

Prague, found that the Prussians had raised the siege on

the 20th of June, and were retreating with precipitation
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towards Sazonj and Lusatia. He joined prince Charles,

who aBsnmed the sole command, but continued to direct the

operations, in consequence of the death of marshal Brown,

Leaviiig a ^corps under Nadasti to watch the king, who had

fiUleQ back on Leutmeritz, the Austrian commanders directed

their wh(d|^i^rce against the body retreating into Lusatia,

under pnntMr Augustus William, brother of the king of

Prussia. They turned his left flank, seized, after a desperate

conflict, the post of Gabel, cut him off from his magazines at

Zittau, and compelled him to take a circuitous route over the

mountains to Bautzen, with the loss of his provisions and

baggage. At this juncture the king himself hastened from

Leutmeritz, and pushed forward to Zittau to give battle to

prince Charles ; but finding him too strongly posted, and

being alarmed by his numerous enemies, who were preparing

to attack him on all sides, he left the command of the army
to the prince of Bevern, for the protection of Silesia, and

marched with a body of troops against the French and impe-

rial army in Saxony.

The total defeat of the Prussians at the battle of Kolin,

and the retreat of Frederic from Bohemia, inspired the

empress-queen with presumptuous hopes equal to her former

apprehensions. The language of the court of Vienna was, to

crush the king of Prussia and divide his territories
; the

house of Austria was to recover Silesia and Glatz
;
M^de-

burgh and Halberstadt were to be assigned to the king of

Poland; Cleves, la Marc, and Ravensberg to the elector

Palatine, and Prussian Pomerania to the Swedes. Nor did

these seem empty vaunts, as the arms of the confederates

were equally successful on all sides.

Early in the spring the French had assembled two armies

on the Rhine; one under Marshal d’Etr^es, destined to

act against the duke of Cumberland, and the other under

the prince de Soubise to join the army of execution, and
penetrate into Saxony. Tliey rapidly overran the Prussian

territories on the left bank of the Rhine; d'Etr^es then

cros^ the Weser, spread his detachments over the southern

part of the electorate of Hanover and the whole land-

graviate of Hesse Cassel, defeated the duke of Cumberland

at Hastenbech, and drove him to Stade in the vicinity of the

£11^. In this situation the English commander signed the
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humiliating convention of Closter- Severn, under the media-

tion of the king of Denmark, on the 26th of July. The
auxiliary troops were to retire to their respective countries,

while a part of the Hanoverian force was to be quartered in

Stade and the neighbourhood, and the remainder to cross

the Elbe. In consequence of this reverse of circumstances,

the.princes of the empire, who had'joined with England and

Prussia, began to waver. The duke of Brunswick seceded

from the alliance, and concluded a convention with France,

by which he yielded the possession of Brunswick and Wol-
fenbuttel during the war ; he also recalled his troops, and
ordered his son the hereditary prince to quit the army of

the duke of Cumberland. The landgrave of Hesse Cassel

was preparing to follow his example, and even made pro-

posals to join the confederacy with his whole force. The
French were thus enabled to direct their principal force

against the king of Prussia, and marshal Bichelieu turned

towards Magdeburgh, and threatened that capital with a

siege, while his troops plundered the adjacent country.

Meanwhile the prince of Soubise penetrated to Erfurth,

and receiving considerable reinforcements from Bichelieu,

had, on the 20^th of September, joined the army of the empire

under the prince of Saxe Hilburghausen at Eisenach, and

was at the head of 80,000 men.

During these transactions in Grermany the Swedes burst

into Prussian Pomerania; the Bussians, under marshal

Apraxin, amouhting to 100,000 men, in July commenced
offensive operations, and a corps of 30,000 men under general

Fermor, having bombarded and taken Memel, rejoined the

grand army, which spread into Prussia, and committed the

most dreadful devastations. To this force marshal Lehwald
opposed only 22,000 men. In obedience to the orders of

the king he risked a battle at Jagersdorf on the 30th of

August ; but after a conflict, in ^hich he obtained some

advantage, retired to Vehlau.

While the French, Bussians, and Swedes, with the array

of the empire, were thus threatening the Prussian dominions,

prince Charles was equally successful. The prince of

Bevern had occupied Gorlitz, in order to cover Silesia, and

the Austrians encamped at Aussig. In this situation a

Prussian post on the Holtzberg was carried by Nadasti, on
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the 7th of September, and Winterfield fell in the conflict.

His loss was severely felt by the Prussians : Frederic had

relied on bis activity and skill for the defence of Silesia

;

and from the moment of his death the prince of Bevern

was unable to make any effectual opposition to the superior

forces of prince Charles. To complete this series of suc-

cesses, general Haddick burst from Silesia, with 6000 horse,

penetrated through the Marc of Brandenburgh, and faid

Berlin itself under contribution
;
and while the king has-

tened to the defence of his capital, the allied army burst

into Saxony, and the prince of Saxe Hilburghausen, at the

head of a considerable force, passing the Saale at Weissen-

fels, drove marshal Keith, who had been left to cover Saxony,

into Leipsig.

But in this momentous crisis the extraordinary talents of

Frederic unfolded themselves with peculiar energy
;
and he

discovered resources which surprised his enemies. On the

retreat of Haddick from Berlin, he rapidly returned into

Saxony, delivered marshal Keith, drove the enemy across

the Saale, and hastened to meet the army of Soubise, which,

besides the troops under the Prince of Saxe Hilburghausen,

had been strengthened with considerable reinforcements

from Richelieu. The confederates having advanced to

Micheln, the king occupied Schortau with the resolution of

bringing on a battle, os the enemy had taken a defective

position
;
but Soubise moving in the night to more advanta-

geous ground, Frederic relinquished his intended attack,

and retired to the height above Rosbach, where his front

stretched along a declivity overhanging the Schortau, and

his flanks were covered by the villages of Bedra and

Rosbach.

Despising the diminutive force of the Prussians, which

scarcely exceeded a third of their numbers, the confederates

deemed themselves secure of victory, gave signs of the most

extravagant exultation, Snd were only anxious to prevent

the escape of so easy a prey. They quitted their camp on

the 5th of November, and at eleven in the morning moved
in battle array, against the left flank of the Prussians.

Freddie availed himself of the nature of the ground to

effect one of the most singular manoeuvres which occurs in

military history. The height on which he encamped was
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narrow, steep, and long ; it terminated abruptly above the

castle of Rosbach, and on that side rose in a ridge more
elevated than the other ; the infantry formed two lines at

the extremity of this height, and the cavalry a single line in

the reai^. The king had taken up his quarters in the castle

of Rosbach, and at ten in the morning ascended through an
aperture made in the roof to examine the motions of the

enemy. After an hour’s observation, he ordered his repast,

and ^ned quietly, and with a good appetite; at one he
again ascended, and in half an hour perceived the heads of

the enemy’s columns opposite to his left dank, and directing

their march slowly towards his rear. He descended, ordered

the tents to be struck, commanded Seidlitz to advance with
the cavalry under cover of the ridge towards Reichenswerben,
and the infantry to follow in divisions.

The generals of the combined army mistook the tranquillity

of the Prussians for the effect of despair ; seeing the tents

struck with an appearance of precipitation, they concluded
that they were retiring, and hastened forward with the

cavalry to intercept the retreat. On approaching Reichen-
swerben a tremendous cannonade was opened, and Seidlitz,

descending from the heights with the cavalry, burst with
irresistible fury upon the heads of their columns. The
heavy cavalry and the celebrated gens d’armes were totally

dispersed by rapid and successive charges, and driven in

disorder on their infantry. At this moment the Prussian
infantry advanced in order of battle and completed the
overthrow by a tremendous fire of cannon and musketry.
The discomfiture of the combined army was the consequence
of these manoeuvres, and in less than half an hour, the
confederates were driven from the field. The loss on the
side of the king, who had scarcely brought half his troops
into action, was not more than 300 men ; while on the side

of the allies, 4000 were killed and wounded, 7000, with
eleven generals, taken prisoners, and 63 cannons, and 22
standards, fell into the hands of the conquerors. The ap-

proach of night prevented the king from pursuing his

advantage, and the allied troops fled rather than retreated

towards Erfurth, harassed by the Prussian detachments, who
made numerous prisoners.

The king was prevented from pursuing his success by
the rapid progress of the Austrians in Silesia, where the
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prince of Beyern, mth only 25,000 men was opposed to a

force of 90,000. He had been compelled by want of

provisions to draw towards the centre of Silesia, and being

followed by prince Charles, took shelter under the walls of

Breslau on the south side of the Oder. The Austrian

commander encamped behind the Lohe, opposite to the

Prussians, and detached Nadasti to besiege Schweidnitz ;

that fortress was invested on the 27th of October
;
on the

10th of November the third parallel was completed
;
and

two of the redoubts being carried by assault, the governor,

with the garrison of 6000 men, surrendered prisoners of

war-on the following day.

Nadasti having rejoined the army, prince Charles, who
was aware of the advance of the king, hastened to attack

the prince of Severn ;
and, after a desperate engagement, in

which the loss was equally severe to both parties, the

Prussians retreated through Breslau during the night,

leaving 6000 men in the town. On the ensuing evening
the prince of Severn was taken prisoner, while reconnoi-

tring*, and general Kyauo, to whom the command devolved,

led the remains of this gallant, but discomfited army,

towards Glogau. This conflict cost the Austrians not less

than 8000 men, and the Prussians lost 5000 killed and
wounded, and 3600 prisoners, with 60 cannon and five

standards. Two days after Breslau surrendered without
resistance, and the Austrians thus recovered the greater part

of Silesia, l^ew regulations were issued foi: the government
of the province ; many of the principal inhabitants took the
oath of alle^ance, and preparations were made to distribute

the troops into winter quarters.

During these events the king of Prussia made s, rapid

pFo^esB through Lusatia, collected the remains of the prince
of Bevern’s army, and advanced towaJ^ds Breslau, with

* To the prince of Bevern Maria Theresa displayed great humanity,
which was the more commendable, as Frederic sulli^ his great qualities

by « disdainful and rigid behaviour to those officers, who, by the fortune

of war, were thrown into his power. The prince of Bevern was gratlAed
with pennission to write to the king of Prussia ; but as he received no
answer, be required leave to pay his own ransom, that he might wait on
his sovereign in person. Maria Theresa, with a magnanimity peculiar to

herself (bolined accepting a ransom, and restored him to his liberty with-
out euotii^ any condition."
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a resolution to try tlie fortune of another battle, notwith-

standing the diminution of his force, and the severity of

the weather. In this situation Daun urged prince Charles

to remain on the defensive, till the king was obliged to quit

Silesia by the want of provisions, and the lateness of the

season. But as the Prussian army did not now exceed

30,000 men, so inconsiderable a force was despised by the

Austrians, who tauntingly called them the grand guard of

Potsdam. The advice of Daun was therefore rejected, as

timid and disgraceful ; and prince Charles, confident of his

superiority, wantonly exposed himself to an attack. On
the approach of the Prussians, he quitted his camp at

Breslau, and advancing to meet them, took up a position

near Lissa; his left, stretching behind the villages of

Striegwitz and Sagschutz, occupied the space between the

rivulet of Schweidnitz, which ran at the rear of his camp,

and a commanding height above Leuthen ; while his centre

and right extended down a gradual descent to the wood of

Nipem.
On the 4th of December the king made himself master of

Newmarkt, which was occupied by a corps of Austrian

irregulars for the guard of their bakery ; and early on the

morning of the 5th made arrangements for a battle. The
advanced guard having routed a corps of Saxons posted at

Borne, Frederic put his troops in motion, and at the head of

his hussars rode to a chain of woody heights, running paral-

lel to the front of the Austrians, from whence he iteconnoitred

their position. Being well acquainted with the ground, on
which he had frequently manoeuvred his troops, he resolved

to direct his principal attack against the left of the Austrians,

which cc^manded the rest of their lines. In an instant the

Prussian^ order was reversed, and their columns, which
hitherto had seemed to direct their march against the right

of the Austrians, suddenly verged towards the left.*

Prince Chqrles imagining that the attack was directed

against his rig'^t wing, had reinforced that part with addi-

tional troops, and even with the corps de reserve. Daun
himself, though more cautious, mistook this evolution for a

* The king seems to have derived the idea of this fine mansuvre from
that of Epaminondas, at the battle of Leuotra, and he had rendered it

fiimiliar to his troops by frequent practice.

VOL. m. CO
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retreat, and said to prince Charles, ‘^The PrussianB are

retiring, let them go.” But the king ocoupTing with the

hussars, the heights stretching before the camp of prince

Charles, was enabled to observe the movements of the enemy,

while he concealed his own, and his army had already gain^
the left flank of the Austrians before they were undeceived.

Prince Charles now in vain attempted to reinforce his left

;

and Nadisti, who commanded that wing, after charging the

Prussian cavalry with great spirit, gave way, and left

infantry exposed, and the Prussians carried the villages of

Sagschutz and Striegwitz. The Austrian generals endea-

Youred to form a line parallel to the Prussians, but were

prevented by the artillery, which was placed on the heights

commanding their position. They repeatedly rallied the

troops, and disputed the ground with great obstinacy;

although the new regiments, led up to replace those who
were repulsed, were broken by the impetuous and uninter-

rupted attack of the PrussianB. They then made a desperate

stand in the village of Leuthen, where they concentrated

their efforts ; and as the place was strengthened with en-

trenchments, and the houses occupied by the fugitives, the

post was contested with great obstinacy. The AustriaDs at

length gave way, but rallied behind the ditches, with which

the ground was intersected, when a part of the Prussian

cavalry bursting on their right, threw them into irrecoverable

confusion ; whole battalions were killed or made prisoners,

and the remainder fled with precipitation over the bridges

of the Schweidnitz.

Seven thousand were killed and wounded, 20,000, with

three generals, made prisoners; 134 pieces of cannon, and

59 colours, with the whole baggage and military chest, fell

into the hands of the enemy. On the side of the Prus-

sians the whole loss did not exceed 5000 men in killed and

wounded. Breslau capitulated on the 10th, and 17,635 soldiers,

686ofl0icer8, and 13 generals, surrendered themselves prison-

ers of war. Lignitz soon afterwards fell into the hands of

the enemy, and Schweidnitz, the only fortress which was

held by the Austrians, was blockaded by the victorious

troops. Thus by one imprudent action Maria Theresa lost

50,000 men, and what was of still greater consequence, the

troops lost their confidence in their own bravery and num-
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bers, which had been the cause of their late successes^ and
which it required all the prudence of Daun to restore.

The campaign was also finally unsuccessful on the part of
the allies. The Russian fi^ces, soon after their victory at

Jagersdorf, suddenly quitted all tlieir conquests, except

Memel, and retired beyond tiie frontiers. The Frussiansy

delivered from this enemy, directed their efforts against the

Swedes, and not only drove them from Ftussian Pomerania,

but forced them to take refuge under the cannon of Stud*

Bund.

In the north of Gremany also, the confederates suffered a
sad reverse. On die victory of Boabach, Richelieu hastily

quitted Magdeburgh, and fell back into the electorate of

Hanover. Soon after the convention of Closter Severn, the

duke of Cumberland having retired to England, the command
of the British auxiliaries was consigned to prince Ferdinand
of Brunswick, who had been educated in the school of
Frederic ; and the troops, animated by the victory of Rosbachi

and the spirit and talents of the new general, panted for aft

opportunity to retrieve the honour which they had lost by
the late reverses. The enormous exactions, and cruel devaa-^

tations of Richelieu in the electorate of Hanover, and his

attempt to discinn the Hanoverians and Hessians, furnished

a pretext to break the convention, which had never been
ratified by the kings of England and France. Prince Fer^
dinand disregarded the commands of his brother the duke of

Brunswick to dismiss his troops, and by an affected com-
pulsion afforded his nephew, the hereditary prince, an oppor-

tunity of indulging his military ardour, and re-entering the

British service. The landgrave of Hesse Cassel also broke
off his negotiations with France, and returned to his engage-
ments with England and Prussia. The troops were accord-

ingly again collected at Stade, and being reinforced by a
body of Prussians, took the field with redoubled ardour, and
drove tile French from the duchy of Lauenburgh and part of
the dominions of Brunswick ; but the lateness of the season

prevented them from prosecuting their euccess, and both

armies retired into'^ winter quarters, the French into the

electorate, and the auxiliaries into the duchy of LunenburglL
Thus terminated this bloody and singular campaign

memorable perhaps beyond any preceding period iiv
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records of time, for the number of great and important

actions, the stupendous exertions of military skill, the variety

of events, and wonderful revolutions of fortune. The
Austrians, at first baffled and overborne by the skill and

energy of Frederic, seemed sunk beyond ^ hopes of re-

covery, and at the moment of their lowest depression, rose

to a height of success surpassing their most sanguine ex-

pectations. Forty thousand Hanoverians and auxiliaries

were reduced to a state of inaction, and only not prisoners

of war ;
the French masters of all the country between the

Weser and the Elbe
;
the king of Prussia totally defeated,

his army hemmed in by a force six times their number

;

Silesia, the purchase of so much blood and treasure, wrested

from him ; lus country invaded on every side, and his capital

laid under contribution. But at the very moment of his

seemingly inevitable downfall, the transcendant genius of

Frederic effected a stupendous change in his fortune ; the

power of the French was humbled by a single effort
; the

Hanoverians, inspired by his success, resumed their arms

;

the Russians, though victorious, retreated as if vanquished
;

the Swedes were driven from iH their conquests, and their

country invaded
^
the Austrian army almost annihilated, and

17,000 men, the scanty and discomfited remains of 100,000,

pursued by the victorious enemy into the heart of the

hereditary dominions.

The army of Maria Theresa was to be new modelled,

^disciplined, and exercised, and again supplied with baggage,

arms,' and military stores. The enormous expense was

severely felt by the empress-queen, who had drained her

treasures for the preceding campaign, and had recently

remitted considerable sums to St. Fetersburgh, to obtain

the co-operation of the empress Elizabeth. She was no
longer assisted by the zeal and riches of England

;
the cause

df the king of Prussia was more popular than that of the

house of Austria at the commencement of the former war,

and the British subsidies had been lavished with still greater

profusion on her rival. An offensive and defensive treaty

wa^ concluded between the courts of London and Berlin,

And to the king of Prussia was assigned an annual subsidy

of 650,0002. ahnost double the sum which Marla Theresa

received at the time of her greatest distress.
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In consequence of the ill success of the French at the

commencement of the campaign, Maria There^ did ndt

derive the expected assistance from her new ally, and turned

her views to the Russians, who had opened the year with

considerable advantages. In January general Fermor took

possession of Ednigsberg, and before the end of the month
overran all Prussia and was preparing to penetrate through

the electorate of Brandenburgh, and join the Austrians in

Silesia or Saxony. But although the court of Vienna had

made the most vigorous preparations to repair the losses of

the preceding campaign, their funds were insufficient to

replace the necessary stores and equipments; their troops

were thinned by a dreadful sickness, derived from their

fatigues and sufferings ; and an efficient force was not

brought into the field before the beginning of April.

On the other hand, the king of PruBBia, assisted by the

money of England, and his own wonderful resources, had

already commenced the campaign. After taking Schweid-

nitz, which had been blockaded the whole winter, on the

16th of April, he suddenly directed his march into Moravia,

and invested Olmutz. The siege of this place, which was

defended by a garrison of 8000 men, was a fortunate event

for the house of Austria. From its marshy situation and

extent it could not be easily invested
; and its distance from

the Prussian magazines rendered the passage of convoys

through a mountainous country extremely precarious and

difficult. The operations of the siege were also unskilfully

conducted ; for by opening the first parallel at too great a

distance, the Prussian batteries consumed their ammunition

with littie effect ; and notwithstanding a continual fire for

several days, the artillery of the place remained in full

activity.

Prince Charles having resigned in consequence of the ill

success of the preceding campaign, Daun, to whom the sole

management of the war was intrusted, skilfully availed him"

self of the errors of his great antagonist : he had time to

assemble 50,000 men ;
but as they were principally recruits,

he judiciously avoided an action, by encamping at Leu-,
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tomischel, fiflty miles from Olmutz, from whence he encou-

raged the garrison by frequent succours, while his numerous
light troops kept the Prussians in continual alarm. Having
inured his soldiers to the sight of the enemy, he covered
his operations by a cloud of irregulai^s, and breaking

np his camp, advanced to Ivanovitz, Alarming the
king with various movements, as if inclined to risk a
batde for the deliverance of Olmutz, he sent generals

Loudon and Zi^owitz to intercept a convoy of 8000
waggons by Troppau, from Silesia, without which the

operations of the siege could not be continued The two
generals ably seconding thejudicious plan of the commander,
attacked, dispersed end destroyed the convoy, though pro-

tected by 12,000 men, and only 250 waggons reached their

place of destinalion. In consequence of this loss the king
raised the siege, and rapidly marching through Bohemia,
succeeded in otateying his heavy artillery, with the sick cmd
wounded to Ghtz, wild proceeded himself to Landshut
Daun pursued the Fkwamans ; but instead of following the

king into ^ expected to encounter great

obst^es tile 'ftnineraiu fortresses and the disposition

of the people, he turned his views towards Saxony, which
was covert by pmoe HenryWith only 20,000 men ; the

re-eosqnest of whi<^ country would deprive Frederic of
his principal resources, and open the defenceless part of his

her^tary dominions. His hopes of success were justified

by the posture of afiUrs ; the army of the empire, under the

prince of Deux-Ponts, had already forced prince Henry to

Mire towirds Dresden ; and the Sustians had penetrated into

the Mare'of Brandenbuigb, and laid siege to Gastrin. Dkun
therefore, leafinggeneral Haneh with 20,000men as a eoips

of obmrvation on tile fiontiersof Silesia, moved throngh
liOBitia ; and despatching London toward Fran^rt on the
Oto wrote to general Fermor, urging him to avdid a battle

with BO artful an enemy, till the grand blow was struck in
tihxeiiy.* He then nu^ preparations to eroas the 2IbC at

PilltitBi’iiad fdl on the tear of prince Henry, whd was en«
casqM it Gamigt iiear Dl«sden. The recovery of Sajumy
MUM nowiertain ; but at thismitieal moment, the rapid

* tlih w» intercepted ; and, after the battJb tif Zord^i^, leni

IMk ^ thi SlW
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advance of the king frustrated the judicious measures of the

Austrian commander.
After his masterly retreat from Olmutz, Frederic, leaving

the margrave Charles to cover Silesia, marched with 20,000

men against the Russiems who were besieging Custrin, and

were only opposed by count Dohna with an inconsiderable

force. Having in twenty days traversed two hundred and

seventy miles, he joined Dohna on the 12th of August, in

the vicinity of Custrin, at the time when the town was
almost reduced to ashes. Crossing the Older eight miles

below, he advanced towards the Russians, compelled Fermor
to raise the siege, attacked him on the 25th near the village

of Zomdor^ and, after a desperate engagement, gained a

decisive victory, which obliged the Russians toretreat towards

the frontiers of Poland, with the bss of 19,000 men.

Leaving Dohna with a small ooips to watch the motions

of the enemy, Frederic returned wkfa the salae rapidity, was
joined at Grossenhayn by a corps frhm Silesmunder marshal

Keith, and, on the 12th, encamped near Reichenberg, where

he opened a communicatioii ivith prinee Jd^nry. Having
extricated his brother, his great relieve Neiss^

which was besieged by gmmral sUrsch, either by forcing

marshal Daun to an engagemenl^ or‘ by adkenring before him
into Silesia. With this view he brpkeep hia camp, and took

the position of Sohoenfleld, opposite to that of Daun, who
occupied the strong post of Stolpen. The Austrian com-

mander, however, carefully avoided an ^gagement ; and
when IVederic turned his flank, removed to the neighbour-

hood of Liebau, and again blocked up the road to wesia

;

his right rested on the Stromberg, his centre stretched along

a chain of Qommanding heights, and his left reached the wood
which commences new Jaoemig $ at the same time his re-

serve, under the prince of Durlach, oocujned Bei^enbechi
which lay at a distahoe behind his right wing.

In consequence of this movement, Frederio despatched a

corps to occupy Weistenberg, and uicampedoD the heights

within three imes^of the Austrians. Btobentre 'stret^ed

from Hochkirchen as for as Rsdewitx, from whence the left,

forming an anglei extended to KUMti near Weissenbe^i
the ri^t, forming a similar angle on dm opposite aid^

accused a ridge ol commanding l^gl^ surmounted by tlw
0 0 4
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village of Hochkirclieii, and separated hj a narrow vdley
from the woods which covered the left of the Austrian camp.
This valley was watered by a rivulet, and the passage

obstructed by numerous fish-ponds, the dams of which were
commanded by the Prussian batteries. Hochkirchen, the

most elevated ground, was defended by six battalions, and a

battery of fifteen pieces of cannon ; and at the foot of the

height a battalion was posted in a mill and some cottages to

guard the passage of the rivulet, which ran along the front,

and separated the two armies. But, as the Austrian irre-

gulars under Loudon occupied the woody heights which
fianked the right of the camp, and as the troops posted on
the Stromberg threatened the Prussian detachment at Weis-
senberg, the position appeared so untenable with an inferior

force, that marshal Keith remarked to the king, ‘‘The
Austrians deserve to be hanged if they suffer us to remain
quiet in this post.”— True,” replied Frederic, presumptuous
from his late successes, but I hope they fear us more than
the halter.”

This overweening confidence seems to have rendered him
negligent even of common precautions ; and he was further

deceived by the artifices ofDaun, who, by forming barricades,

and strengthening his front with numerous redoubts, seemed
as if anxiously employed to maintain himselfon the defensive*

But the Austrian commander meditated a surprise ; and on
the night of the 13th of October, carried his project into

execution. Leaving his fires lighted, and employing troops

of labourers to fell trees as if forming abbatis, he ranged hia

in three divisions, which were conducted by lumself,

byl^udoD, and by the duke of Aremberg. Loudon, with
irregulars reinforced by four battalions, and the whole

cavalry of the left wing, was to emerge from the woods, and
fall on the rear and fli^ of the Prussians at Hochkirchen

;

Daun himself led the infantry of the left, on the side of the

mills ; the duke of Aremberg was to augment the confusion

by an attack on the Prussian left, while the prince of Baden
Purlach was to force the detachment at Weissenberg.

Every thing seemed to concur in favouring the enterprise.

Even at the moment when the columns were forming, the

lung had been induced by the representations of Seidlitz and
^etfaen, md the reports of deserters, to order some brigades
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and squadrons under arms, but towards break of day suffered

them to return to their tents. In the midst of this security,

the village clock of Hochkirchen struck five, the signal for

the attack. The bodies led by Daun and Loudon instantly

pushed forward ; favoured by darkness and the negligence of

the outposts, they burst upon the enemy’s camp, seized their

batteries, and the first alarm which the Prussians received,

was from the fiames of the village, and the fire from their own
artillery : in the midst of the confusion the Austrians rushed

into the tents, put to the sword all who were asleep or unable

to escape, and, before break of day, were formed in the

midst of the Prussian lines.

An army less inured to discipline than that of Frederic,

would have been totally discomfited ; but on the cry of alarm

the Boldkrs ran to arms, and were speedily formed in the

best order that the circumstances of the surprise and the ob-

scurity of the morning would permit. The king put himself

at the head of three brigades, and wheeling round Hoch-
kirchen, attempted to take his adversaries in fiank ; but was
compelled to yield to Superior numbers, and surrounded by
the Austrians, was only rescued by the bravery of his hussars.

His usual firmness, however, did not forsake him ; he was
every where present, and inspired his troops with an ardour

similar to his own. He was ably seconded by marshal Keith

and prince Maurice, who placing themselves at the head of

some battalions, attempted to force their way through Hoch-
kirchen, and regain their battery ; but all their efforts failed

of success ;
the marshal fell, pierced with a musket ball, and

prince Maurice was dangerously wounded. Hochkirchen,

however, became the scene of a desperate confiict; the

Prussians, after obtaining possession of the place, were again

driven out, and that important post was reoccupied by the

Austrians. The king prepared to make a find effort by
means of his left wing, but was prevented by the duke of

Aremberg, who, with the Austrian right, imd fallen on that

part of his line, and made himself master of the redoubts.

The important post of Hochkirchen being irretrievably lost,

Frederic recalled the detachment at Weisaenberg, which had

already repulsed the prince of Durlach, and descended into

the pldn with the infant^ and the remains of bis baggage^

covered by his cavalry. He was repeatedly charged by the
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loitCinMi im than 8000; that of the FraBsifuaii

tl)OO^.Wi&4h^g]«a^ part of dieir tents and baggage, lOi

CWUi^ and t^t7 standards. Most of the Prussian generals

vive sroiiiidod; eVen the king himself received a slight oon-

iutea.; hia horse was killed under him^ and two pages fell

atlas side. Bfis brother-in4aw, prince Francis of Brunswick,

was killed in the action; but wlmt most affected the monarch
was the loss of his friend, marshal Keith, whose body being

accidentally discovered by Daun in the church of Hochkirhen
was buried with milita^ honours. Notwithstanding this

brilliant victory,Dann did not abate his characteristie caution;

aware of the steadiness of the Prussian infantry, the inex-

haustible resources of the king, and the rapidity of his

movements, he did not attempt to pursue his advantage, and
t^e same evening resumed his former position.

This victory filled the court of Vienna with the most
livdy joy, and honours and emoluments were lavished on the

commander-ih-chief. The empress-queen expressed her
grateful acknowledgments by a letter written with her own
hand *1 a statue was erected to his honour ; and the Austrian
States made him a donation of 300,000 florins, to repurchase

the lordship of Ladendmrf, a family domain which had been
tH)td by his Mher? the empress of Russia also testified her

hegard, by tht^rese|atvo^ a gold-hilted sword.

The defeat of i^ufsians at Hochkirchen was not,

however, fifilowod liy ahy^^nsideraUe advantage. Frederic,

Ihoeigh foiled, teas etfil tomidable ; he drew prince Henry
ftom Baxony with 7000 men, and gaining a march on Doun^
hastened by Gm'litz and Lauban towards Silesia. Daun
Unable to intercept his progress, sent a detachment to harass

hiB march, and tmcned tow^s Saxony, which was evacuated

h|f dm Prussian troops; except the garrisons^ Letpsig was
by the army of the empire ; Toigan by Haddiok

;

ml Daun himself invested Dr^en. Bat his views were

bf the promptitude' and address bf the Pruesiantb

iGleDeral Wedel having driven the Swedes from the <1^0 of

BaainieBlmsgb, hastened into Saxony, and relieved Torgan^
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at the smoie time ooont l)ohxia, who wai eqoallj aacoearfid

againat the Roaaiana, onitug with Wedel, between Torgaw
and Dresden, relieved Leipsig ;wl the .king himself, having
forced general Hat^h to raiae the Siege of Neiss, left

Fonquet to observe the Austriansi and rqti^ng through
Lu^a, on the 13th of' November^ liad ^^ reached
Baiitaen. Dann the^ore evacuated SaxQb;^, and took up
his winter quarters in Bohemia, while the army of the

empire fell baok into Franconia ; the Russians retired into

Pdand and Prussia; and the Swedes to Strsdsundf* .

* During this campaign Daun had been ably seconded by tAcy and
Loudon, two foreigners of different characters and talents, who^ as well

at this as at subsequent periods, highly distinguished themseWes in the

sernoe of the house of Austria.

Count Lacy was of Irish extraction, and son of marshal Lacy, wbo^^in

conjunction with Munich, commanded with sech distinguiah^ success

the Russian armies against the Turks in the reign of the empress Anna:

He was born in 1718 ; and, after a polished education, leamed the art of
war in the great school of marshal Munich. At the aooeasioh of

Theresa he entered the Austrian service, and by bis behaviour, talcnti,

and courage, acquired the esteem of his commanders, and roae rapiifly to

the rank of coloneL His aoquaintaiice with the thnotry of war and ekill

in tactics, together with his activity and vigilanee,\stconmiended him to

the notice of Dsun ; and he unproved the good opinion of hia general,

by his oourtier-Uke behaviour and fascinating manners. From the rank
of colonel, which he held at the eommencement of the soptennial war, ha
soon rose to that of m^ior-general, and owed his elevation to the prnteo*

tion and friendship of Daun, who consulted bku ou every occasion^ and
employed him in the execution of the most im#ostaiM<OQf‘ meap
sures. Though he was animated with a spirft |il and fire-

quently urged the comncumder-in-chief to npil 'ntiidgdw an^ dedeion,
yet he possessed equal coolness and praeha^ of liiiAdt^ ardour never
eaoeeded the bounds of prudence, por bupyied hhk itjiio attempta wfaidi

might tneur the eansures of bis .-afnguiyijp

us^ in discupUning the^ troopii and supermtoidinff the. manoMma of
which Daun waa inventor; ha was a strict friend to order, and mtre^
duced an exjtraordinary degree of economy in every brandi of the mile-

taiy departipent,

Gideon Ernest ImiidhV^ cuppoaed to he descended ftom a nidile teiily
of the county of Ayr, in 3cotiaii4 which in thaleurtaenth Mtury settled

in livonifi waahomat Tii>ptpen« in liTjOs ao<L a^ semn aa.be was capable

ofheariqg anus, eoterecl mto the Russian service. He wm present at the

siege of Dentaie r end, in 1734, served in the army jent by the emprem
Amm towardi the Low Countries, jhut gn the ligature^ prelimi*

naries^ the troops, who had advanced ee far as the Rhinc^ were marched
to dW^MuM of ike Dnieper, against the Turhiand Tartars, who hid
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Mama Thebbsa fiaw the new year open with the most

sanguine hopes of success. Her armies, no longer incomplete,

sickly, and dejected, were in high health and spirits ; Daun

made an irruption into the southern provinces of Russia, During the

campaigns fr^ 1736 to 1739, Loudon served under marshal Munich,

and raised himself from the rank of cadet to that of lirst Lieutenant

After the peace he quitted Russia, with an intention of entering into the

Austrian army; but in his way through Berlin, was persuaded by some

officers, with whom he had served in the Turkish campaigns, to request

an audience of the king, and to solicit the rank of captain. On being

presented, Frederic contemptuously turned away, and said to his suite,

**That man's physiognomy does not please me;" but the king had reason

to repent this refusal, and the candour to avow his regret.

Repulsed at Berlin, Loudon obtained letters of recommendation from

the imperial ambassador, and went, in 1742, to Vienna. While he was

in the ante-chamber, a person accosting him, inquired bis name and busi-

ness : Loudon having mentioned his name, and explained his business,

the stranger eomplacently offered his assistance, and passed directly into

the cabinet In a few moments he was summoned, and observed in his

unknown protector the husband of Maria Theresa, Under such frvour-

abLe auspices his request was granted ; and he obtained a company in the

Bclavonian free corps of Fandours, raised by Trenck, who had known
lioudon in Russia, and was well pleased to retain under him so gallant

an officer. In 1744, when prince Charles of Loraine forced his celebra-

ted passage over the Rhine, Loudon led his company in the foremost

boat and first landed on French ground. In a subsequent skirmish, a

musket-ball penetrated his right breast, the only wound which he ever

received ; he fell, was token prisoner, and conveyed to a neighbouring

village. A few days afterwards the Austrian army advanced, the Fan-
dours drove out the enemy, Loudon was restored to liberty, and had the

satisfhotion of saving from pillage the house of the peasant where he had
been placed, and by whom be had been benevolently treated. At the

peace, Trenck’a regiment being disbonded, Loudon with difficulty ob-

tained the rank of major in a frontier corps, and was quartered in Croatia

till the septennial war, when his enterprising spirit induced him to repair

to Vienna, and solicit employment *. but not having obtained leave of

abeenoe, he was on the point of being reprimanded, and sent back to

Croatia, when he fortunately obtained tbe patronan of prince Kaunitx,

through whose recommendation he was despatched into Bohemia, at tbe

bead of 600 Croats. He joined tiie army under marshal Brown, soon

after the battle of Lowosits, and in tbe retreat escaped alone, out ot 100

grenadiers, who were cut to pieces by the Prussian hussars. During

2ie remainder of the campaign, he acquired, by his unwearied activity
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had gradually inured the troops to discipline, and by his

judicious operations had taught them that the enemy was

not invincible ; the troops placed the most implicit confidence

in their commander, and panted for the opening of the

campaign to add new laurels to those gained at Hocbkirchen.

The cause of the house of Austria was supported by her

allies with increasing zeal and vigour. The empress

Elizabeth redoubled her preparations ; Sweden made as

great exertions as the weG^ness of the government would

permit
;
the Catholic states of Germany vied in pouring forth

their men and treasures, and even the army of the empire

was reinforced and completed at an early period of the year

beyond its usual numbers.

France above all devoted herself to the support of her

ancient rival, now become her closest ally. The influence

and prudence, the love of the troops, and the conddenoe of the oommander-

in-chief.

In February 1757, a design being planned to seise the small fortress

of Hirschfeldt, Loudon, who was despatched with 300 Croats to make a

fklse attack, forced his way into the place : but the main body being

repulsed, he retreated in order, with two pieces of cannon, the first which

had for some time been taken from the Pnissians. This action was the

forerunner of his great reputation, and raised him to the renk of colonel.

During the blockade of Prague, Loudon was foremost in various sallies,

and continuing to distinguish himself at the head of the Croats, was

intrusted with the command of 4000 li^ht horse, and appointed major-

general ; the patent which conferred this rank, &lling into the hmdis of

some Prussian hussars, Frederic despatched a trumpet with it, and ex-

pressed his satisfaction in being instrumental in the promotion of so gal-

lant an officer. In April 1758, Loudon received the military order of

Maria Theresa, and was the moat active officer in the army. He greatly

assisted in cutting off the Prussian convoy, which occasioned the delivery

of Olmutz ; be planned the surprise of Hocbkirchen ; and Daun, in his

letter, announcing this victory to the empress queen, candidly attributed

the success to the steadiness of the infiintry and the manauvres of the

Croats under Loudon ; for this service he was promoted to a still higher

rank, and, in 1759, he was intrusted with the command of a separate

army, to act in coiyunction with the Russians,

Unlike Lacy, Loudon was of a shy, reserved, and unassuming charac-

ter. Plain and unpolished in his appearance, cold and awkward in his

address, he was seldom animated, except in the field of battle. Long
accustomed to lead irregular troops, he was often enterprising, even to

rashness, and was more ^culated for measures which required a rapid

and vigorous execution, than for directing the complicated operations of

a campaign.
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of Anstria Was paramount in the court and cabinet ; cardinal

Bernis, who had presumed to express his desire to terminate

the war, was disidsSed in disfrace ; StaiuTiUe, cn his return

from Tienna, was created di^e of Choiseul, and appointed

secretaiy of atate for foreign affairs, and had effected, in

concert with the mistress, a new treaty of alliance, wtilch

was signed with the empress-queen on the 30th of December,

In this sebond treaty of VersaiUes, the king of iVance

engaged to use all his efforts in procuring the restitution of

Silesia and Olatz to the house of Austria ^ agreed to furnish

the succours; either in menor moneys according to the option

6f the empress^ueen, to pay the subsidy to Sweden, which

had hitherto been discharged conjointly with Austria, and

to maintain during the whole war 100,000 troops in Ger-

many against the king of Prussia. He also guarantied to

the house of Austria all the conquests from the Prussian

^rritories on the lower Rhine, and promised to concur in

raising the archduke Joseph to the dignity of king of the

Somaiis, and to assist in concluding a marriage between one

nf^e archdukes and the priiuiesa of Modena. In return

Muria Theresa confirmed the cession of Ostend and Nieuport

duriiig the War, and renounced- her right to 'the eventual

succession of the duchies ofParma and Placentia, as stipulated

by the peaice of Aix-la-Chapelle.

Coui^eDt in the assistance of their allies, and elated by
their recent success, the court of Vienna even ventured to

issue’ a concluamn of the Aulic Council, threatening the

elector of Hanover, the landgrave of Hesse Cassel, prince

Ferdinand (j£ Brunswidc, and the other adherents of the

king of Prussia, with the bon of the empire, if they did not

abafidon his alliance, dismiss their armies, and supply their

contingents of men and money according to the decree of

diet,

: Early in the year, Frederic and his allies were successful

in various expeditions against the Austrian, French, and

Bnssian magazines
;
and prince Ferdinand being reinforced

by E body of English troops, attacked the French at Bergen,

near Frankfort, but was repulsed with considerable loss.

These enterprises, however, only retarded the operations of

the Anstrians and French, The latter, under Contadei^

passed the Rhine at Cologne in the beginning of May,
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united with a corps under BrogUo at Giesseni overran

Hesse, occupied Cassel and Minden, where thej seized con-

sid^ble magazines ; while another corps, formed on the

mde of the Wesel, burst into the bishopric of Munster, and
on the 25th of Jdj took the capital with a garrison of 4000
men.

In consequence of his resolution not to act on the offensive

until the approach of the Russians, Daun did. not take the

field till the beginning of Ma^. Encamping between Schatz

and Jaromite in Bohemia, he continued seven weeks watching

the motions of the king of Prussia, whose principal force

was concentrated near Lanitehut; but on the advance of the

Russians towards the Oder, he moved into Lusatia, and
encamped at Mark Lissa, and the king retired to Schmues-
seifen in the vicinity of Lauenburgh. No obstacle now
seemed capable of retarding the long-expected junction of

the Austrians and Russians. The Prussian forces wen
scattered in Saxony, Silesia, and on the Oder, and on eveiy
point overawed by superior armies : Do Ville with 2(WO
Austrians, threatened to penetrate into Silesia by the

of Landshut, whidi were guarded by only 10,000 PriuaiaiiS

under Fouquet
;
Daun, at the head of 70,000 men, hovering

on the frontiers of Lusatia and Lower Silesia, was opposed

by the king with only 40,000; on the side of Saxony, prince

Henry was reduced io the defensive against the army of the

empire, while Dohna, with less than 20,000, covered the

Marc of Brandenburgh against 70,000 Russians under Solti-

kof.

In June, the Russians drove back the eorps of Dohna,
totally defeated them at ZuUichsu under Wedel^ who had
assumed the command, and directed their march to Frank-
fort on the Oder. This success was the signal for the

co-operation of the Austrians: Loudon was detached from
the main army with 30,000 men, and leaving ^ Haddick with

12,000 at Guben to cover his march and maintaiii a oont-

munication with Dauo, hastened with the remainder, who
were principally cavalry, and joined the RnssianB at Frank-*

fort

To oppose this formidable force, Frederic collected

forces in the vicinity of the Oder. Leaving garrisons in

Dresden, Leipsig, Torgau, and Wittemberg, to employ the
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army of the empire, he drew the remainder of the troops to

Sagan, and reinforced theiu with a detachment from Silesia.

Having transferred the command in Lusatia to prince

Henry, he defeated the corps of Haddick at Guhen, with the

loss of 2000 men, and 500 provision waggons
; on the 4th of

August, he was joined by Wedel, at Mulrose, crossed the

Oder on the 11th, between Lebus and Custrin, and, at the

head of 40,000 men, advanced to give battle to the combined

Austrians and Russians, amounting to 80,000. This ex-

traordinary march, and Us unparalleled exertions to bring

on an engagement, on the issue of which his fate seemed to

depend, arrested the attention of all Europe, and the com-

bined army prepared for the conflict with a degree of pre-

caution wUch their great superiority in numbers seemed to

render unnecessary. They occupied the heights on the left

bank of the Oder; their front was covered by a marshy
plain, intersected by rivulets and drains, and their rear and

flanks by a line of formidable intrenchments, strengthened

with redoubts, and stretching from a height near the village

of Cunersdorf, beyond the Judenberg, or; Jew’s burying-

ground. The Russians were posted in the intrenchments;

and the Austrian cavalry under Loudon, with the Cossacs,

occupied the low ground between the front and the Oder,

but on the approach of the Prussians, marched to the left,

and formed in a small hollow crossing the camp at the foot

of the Judenberg.

Early on the 12th the king attacked this formidable

E
osition. Masking his movements by means of the woods,

e suddenly enveloped the rightilank, and from the surround-

ing eminences concentrated the Are of his artillery on the

redoubts and intrenchments. This fire soon rendered the.

intrenchments untenable, and the Prussians advancing, stormed
the redoubts without much ^difficulty, took the Russians in

flank, drove them with a^^eadful slaughter beyond the

village of Cunersdorf, and made themselves masters of 180

pieces of artillery. Still, however, the Austrian and Russian

troops on the left continued Arm, and forming in several

Unes^ were protected by their artillery placed on the Judsn-

b^.
In these circumstances, Seidlitz, and most of the other

Prussian generals, exhorted the king to be satisfied with his
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advantage, which must compel the combined forces to retire

during the night ; they urged him to spare his troops, ez«

hauBt^ with the fatigues of an action which had almd^
lasted seven hours, and burning with thirst from their maiich

over a sandy soil, in an intense heat. Frederic paused for

a moment, but was soon impelled by his natural ardour to

pursue his success against an enemy almost defeated, and once

more put his fortune to the stake. Animated by the example

of their sovereign, the troops ergain advanced ; the cavalry, in

particular, attempted to bresk through the intrenohments

near the Judenberg, but were repulsed with considerable

loss, and Seidlitz himself wounded. The Bussiana, how-
ever, panic-struck with the impetuosity of the charge,

abandoned their battery on the Judenberg, and the Prussian

infantry instantly moved forward to seize the he^ht, which
would have decided the fortune of the day. At this critical

moment Loudon, with his Austrians, rushed to the battery,

and turned the cannon, loaded with grape shot, on the Prus-
sians, who were advanced within a hundred and fifty paces.

This unexpected discharge mowed down whole ranks
; the

Prussians repeated their desperate attack, but in vain ; ex-

hausted by the incessant fatigue of the action, and thrown
into confusion by the destructive fire of the artillery, they

began to give way. Loudon instantly bur^ upon them at

the head of his cavalry, threw them into irreparable disorder,

and in a few minutes these troops, already victorious^ were
dispersed and defeated.

Frederic, with a few pieces of cannon and a single regi-

ment, exposed his person to protect the retreat of his troops

;

two horses were killed under him ; his clothes were pierced

with musket-balls ; he received a slight contusion, and was
4anly rescued by the exertions of the hussars. Favoured by
the approach of night, he succe^ed in saving the remnant
of his army, and again took post on the same ground * which

* A Pnisaiaa officer, who was present in the action, thus deiortbes the
eituation of Um king early the ensuing morning I lew the king
Che next mondng stretched upon a little stmwi repooifg Unong the roins
of a ffirm^koufc, in the village of Oetehcr, which had bean destroyed by
the CoBsacB. He slept with as much soundness and tfanquillity as if ho
had been secure from all dangers ; his hat partly odverea his ffioe; bio
drawn sword lay by his side ; and two adjutants were Bering at his Ihit

mgle senliBel nmoted guard^
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he hid ooQSipied before the engagement, with Rcarcely more
than 1000 men. During the action general WunBch, with

a detachmot of Prussians, had crossed the Oder, and made
himself master of Frankfort, with a view to intercept the

retreat of the combined forces
; but on the defeat of the king,

he abandoned his conquest.

In describing this battle, Frederic feelingly observes,

“ Qu'on voie k qnoi tiennent les victoires !
” He himself

was so confident of success, that in the middle of the action he
wrote a billet to the queen : ‘‘We have driven the Russians

from their intrenchments ;
in two hours expect to hear of a

glorious victory !
’’ But at the conclusion of the engagement

he sent another despatch:—^‘Remove from Berlin with the

royal family; let the archives be carried to Potsdam, and
the capital make conditions with the enemy.” He lost in

this desperate conflict 20,000 of his bravest troops with all

his artillery, and most of his generals were wounded
; but

the allied army had little reason to exult in their success, for

not less than 24,000 men were killed and wounded, and
Soltikof declared, that on such another victory, he must go

alone with his truncheon in his hand, to carry the news to

fit. Petersburgh. As this loss fell almost entirely on the

Russians, and as the Austrians gained the chief honour of

the victory, without suffering from the heat of the action, the

Russians were inflamed almost to madness, threatened to put

Loudon to death, and he e^aped the effects of this sudden

frenzy, by not making his appearance till their fury had
subsided.

This misunderstanding saved the hero of the house of

Brandenburgh, who, after his prodigious exertions to raise the

army which had just experienced so terrible a defeat, was
now almost a fugitive. Li vain Loudon pressed Soltikof to

pursue the enemy, and offered to bring the king prisoner

within three days ; the Russian general could not be roused

to exertion, and suffered the decisive moment to escape. The
representations of Daun were attended with no better success

:

and Soltikof replied, have gained ^o battles, with the

loM of 27,000 men
;
I now expect two victories from you,

as it is not just that the troops of my sovereign should act

alone.”

While the king had turned his efforts against the Russians
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the army of the empire overran Saxony, took possession of

Torgau, Wittemberg, and Leipsig, and invested Dresden*

A temporary reconciliation also was effected between the

Austrians and Russians ; and Daun, in a conference with
Soltikof at Guben, settled a plan for future operations ; the

.

Russians were to remain in the Marc of Brandenburgh, on
the left bank of the Oder, and to be supplied with forage and
provisions ; and on the capture of Dresden, which was on
the point of surrendering, the two armies were to co-operate

in the recovery of Silesia. But it was now too late ; the

inactivity of the Russians after the battle of Cunersdorf had
given the king time to recover from his dreadful discomfiture

;

and he rose like the hydra with new strength from his defeat

He collected his scattered forces; recalled general Eleist,

with 5000 men, from Pomerania ; and suppUed the loss of
his artillery from his fortresses. In a few days he was again

at the head of 28,000 men, covered his capitai and Branden-
burgh, and even sent a de^chment under general Wunsch to

restore his affairs in Saxony.

Daun had scarcely opened a communication with Soltikof,

when prince Henry marched to Gk)erlitz in his rear, comr
pelled the detachment under De Ville to retire, and sendi^
parties into Bohemia, destroyed the Austrian magazines at

Boehmisch-friedland and Gabel. In consequence of this

masterly manoeuvre, Daun retired to Bautzen, to draw his

supplies from Dre^en, which had recently surrendered*

The Russians being thus disappointed in their intended

junction with the Austrians, attempted to penetrate into

Lower Silesia; but were anticipated by the king, w^
rapidly marching through Sagan, took post at Nenstadtel,

and covered that country. Meanwhile Daun approached
Goerlitz, with a view to attack prince Henry

; but was baf-

fled by that able general, who during the night mode a
retrograde march to Rothemberg, as if returning to Silesia^

then changing his route, cut off an Austrian detachment at

Hoyerswerda, and directing his march by Esterwalda crossed

the Elbe, at Torgau, on the 25th of September.
The^ movements deranged the plan of operations con-

certed between Daun and Soltikof; the Russians had already;

begun to experience great want of provisions, and the court

of yienna, unable, from the destruction of their magazine^
PD 2
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to pnMde for die wants of their own array, offered an equi-

vd^nt in money; hnt Soltikof laconically replied, ‘‘My
aoldiers cannot eat gold.” .After some ineffectual attempts

to penetrate in Silesia, they continued their march towards

Poland, and Loudon retired with his corps to Olmatz. From
these disimpointments Daun relinquished his designs oh
Siltoia and Brandenburgh, and turned all his views to tha

of Saxony.

The army of the empire, assisted by an Austrian force

under general Guasco, had invested Dresden on the 9th of

August ; they had, however, neither made approaches nor

Greeted battmes^ and notwithstanding a close blockade,

^neral ^hmettan the Prussian commandant, held out with

l^reat p^eeyerance. General Wunsch was rapidly advane-

to the relief of the place, and had arrived within two
Gkrnian miles, when Schmettau capitulated, after a blockade

of twenty-seven days. ' The garrison were -sBowed to depart

with the honours of war, and to retain the military chest,

^niaining 5,000,000 crowns, with the baggage, artillery,

ammunition,'- pontoons and waggons; but the Austrians

aedored considerablemagaidnes of provisions, which enabled

thdm to mamtain them^lves in Saxony Wunsch, disap-

nointed is his endeavour to relieve Dresden, retired towards
Toigua, where he defeated the army of the empire, though
four rimes superior in number, and made himself master of

Wlttemberg and Leipzig. In consequence bf this success,

^neral Film was despatched by the king with a more con*

JideraMe oorpd, and their united forces again advanced to-

wards Dresden.
^ This reverse of circumstances drew Haddiok from Lusatia:

ho passed the Elbe at Dresden, and, joining the army of the

'empire, attacked the Prussians, but was repulsed with con-

eid^ble loss ; and prince Henry arriving with his whole
mrmy at Torgau, the Prussian forces jdined at Stroehlen, on
rim 4th of October, and threatened Dr^en. In consequence
dfriiese movements, Daun marched into Saxony, passed the

Elbe at Jlresden, compelled prince Henry to fim back, and
todtpost at Belgern. With a view to turn the positioh of

rim Frasahms, he detached the duke of Aremberg with a
<wnnideribie force to Domitsdi, but this corps being defeated

with rim loss ef 1500 men, and general HuIm arriving with
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the arnij of the king, he fell back to DreBden,. and QncBmped
at Flauen. JVederic, who hed been detained bjiUnefla at
Glc^aUj having joined his amj) with the hopes of forcing the
Anstriaqs to abandon Dresden, intercepted their oonvoji^

made, irrpptiom^ into Bohemia, and even detached generd.
Fink, witlk a considerable corps, to occupy Maiten in their

rear, and general Dielke with 3D00 men lo take post on the
Elbe.

,
By these bold movements the imperial army was pr^

vented from entering into cantonment, straitened for forage^

and Bohemia opened to the incursions of the .enemy. In this

situation Daun formed the bold plan of surprising tbe Frus*^

si^ corps at Maxen, and conducted this delicate enterprise
with equal judgment, celerity, and secrecy* i^nk had no
sooner taken post in the rear of the Austrians, than general
Sincere was sent with a few regiments to watch his motions^
and during the following days, detachments to the number
of 40,000 men were drawn out to attack him in front, flanks

and rear. Daun himself proceeded to Dippoldiswalda, finKU

whence the main body of the Fruasians 1^ retired to

heights of Maxen; he reconnoitred their ppaitiom and
arranged the different points of attadu After ordering tlm
corps at Dippoldiswalda to march towards Beinhardsgidmin%
he returned to Flauen to observe the motions of the king^

and make the necessary dispositions, idiould Frederic diseovar

the enterprise, and attack his camp, weakened by h^ ite

number. Observing, however, no sjmpton of alam or pre-

paration, he departed in the middle of ^e night, and rejoined

the troops at break of day, as they were preparing for their

march. His presence was highly necessary, as many of hia

efilcers were alarmed by the difficulties of thOj^iground, and
by a Croat, acanupanied with sleet, which rmideced the steep

ascents almost impracticable for the oonveymme of eaniMii^

or the march of cavalry. Haying ordered tto roads to be re-

eonnoitredj Daun persisted in his enterprise, ^drove in the
advanced post of the enemy at Beinhardsgrimma with little

opposition, penetrated throu^ a thick wood,, and occupied

the height^ CQinmaDdiii|; the Frusaian camp, with formidable

batteries ;
at tbe same time a bodyjff light Irooph passing by

Rohrsdoif, came in tbeir rear, and the corps ^ Vekaa: was
attacked by the troops of the emyre* .

!I^e success of ihe&a manoeuvres teing ftcHitated by the
D D 3
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imskilful dispositions of the Prussian commander, the well-

directed fire of the artillery, and the impetuous attack of

the Austrian grenadiers, overbore all resistance. The Prus-

sians quitted the heights, and retired towards Bloschwitz,

with the resolution to cut their way through the enemy; the

approach of night suspended the engagement ; but the Aus-
trian general deprived them of all hopes of escape by occu-

pying the surrounding defiles ; and in the morning they sur-

rendered themselves prisoners of war, on the condition of

preserving their baggage. Thus the Austrians took 549
officers, including 17 generals, 14,900 men, and 17 pieces of

cannon ; and what rendered this action more remarkable, few

of either side fell on the field of battle, notwithstanding

the impetuosity of the attack, and the resistance of the Prus-

sians.

So masterly were the dispositions, so secret was the enter-

prise, and BO completely was the communication intercepted,

that the king was unapprised of the danger till it was too

late ; and Hulsen, who was detached to favour the retreat of

Fink, arrived only to be informed of his capitulation. The
corps also under general Dielke being greatly exposed on the

mirrender of Fink, attempted to recross the Elbe ; but as they

had removed their bridge in consequence of the frost, they

endeavoured to effect the passage in boats ; in this situation

they were attacked, and 1500 men with the commander
made prisoners. Daun, however, was not too much elated

by these advantages to neglect his usual precaution
; he pre-

sented himself before the Prussian camp thus weakened and
discouraged with the loss.of 20,000 men ; but perceiving the

king still formidable, he declined an engagement, and returned

to Plauen, where he was able to succour Dresden if attacked

and to maintain his communication witd Bohemia.

On the other hand, the French, after a series of successes,

experienced a fatal reverse at Minden, and prince Ferdinand

was enabled to send a reinforcement of 12,000 men to the

king, which joined him at Freyberg in the beginning of

December, and supplied the loss experienced at M^en.
Leaving this body behind the Mulda to protect his rear,

the king made a final attempt to draw Ike Austrians from

Dresden, by turning their ^nk, and gaining Dippoldiswaldo.

Bat Daun having reinforced that post, he disnumd the sue-
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cour furnished by prince Ferdinand, left his tents standing in

the camp at Wilsdruf, and cantoned his troops in the neigh-

bouring Tillages, watching the moment when Daun should

retire into winter quarters, to seize Dresden, The Auatriah

commander, however, maintaining his post with equal per-

severance, followed the example of the king, and both parties

vied in braving the rigour of the severest winter which had

been long felt in Germany.

The loss experienced by both armies during this dreadful

close of an arduous campaign may be easily conceived from

the description of a Prussian officer, who was an eye-witness

:

*‘The winter was uncommonly severe, and the snow for

several weeks covered the ground to the height of the knee.

The army was distributed in the small towns and villageSj

and the troops were so straitened that only a part could shelter

themselves under a roof: the houses were occupied by the

officers, and the men dwelt in temporary cabins, lying about

their fires day and night like a horde of Tartars. They
employed the whole day in cutting and conveying fuel from

a considerable distance ; and from the extreme scarcity of

provisions the soldiers were reduced to bread alone, of which

they made a kind of soup with water.

^‘In addition to these hardships they were still further

harassed in guarding the camp at Wils^f, which was per-

formed by the whole army in turn, and which, from the

number of siok, allowed them but a short interval for repose.

Here the centinels had no fires, and officers sheltered them-

selves in huts formed of planks ; the common soldiers, to

give motion to their frozen blood, ran up and down like

madmen, or, forgetting to dress their provisions, crowded
together in the tents, and lay one on the other to warm at

least a part of their bodies by the heat of their comrades. In

this situation either attack or defence was impossible ;
and

no regiment returned from this camp to their melancholy

winter quarters, without seeing the number of their sick

increase. They died in their cabins ‘like flies,’ and this

winter campaign cost the king more than two battles ;
nor

did the Austrians experience a better fate; for contagious

disorders broke out in their army, and in the space of only

sixteen days they lost 4000 men.”

D D 4
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AMeb mo^h diffictlty in fi^ttlmg the plan of the campaign,
it waa agreed, that while the French were opposed to the

Biitiflh and HflUoveriails, Soltikof and London, with a com*
binfed whnj of Anstrians axkl Busaians, should invade Sile-

sia; that the Swedes, under Ehrenswald, the troops of
ttlkeiiQLberg under their savereign, and another corps of

Buaidans under Tottleben, should burst into Brandenburgh

;

that the united fleets of Russia and Swed^ should besiege

Cdlberg ;
while Daun and the arn^y of the empire should

achieve the conquest of Saxony.

The troops of Maria Theresa had proved victorious

during the whole of the last campaign ; they had recovered

from the fatigues and sufferings of the winter ; the regiments

were complete, and the men animated by their recent success.

On the contrary, the king of Prussia labqured under the

greatest difficulties ; he had experienced the
.
most fatal

defeats, and his losses were not to be estimi^ted by the

number of killed and wounded, but by thb desbniction and
capture of whole armies. He had indeed recruited his

troops
;

yet, to use his own words, “ they were no longer

veterans, or soldiers fit for service, but only for show. What
could be done with an assemblage bf men, half Saxon
peasants, half deserters from the enemy; and led by officers

who were engaged from necessity, and employed for want of

others ? Even of these, the regiments of infantry had only

twelve instead of fifty-two, the regulated numl^r.'’ Yet
with all his efforts he could only muster in the field 75,000

men, to acst against a ibree of 250,000. Notwithstanding the

Englirii subsidy, he was distressed for funds to supply the

enormous expense of the war, and was under the necessity

df having recourse to the coinage of base money, and to other

diflhcuourable expedients.
'

In April, Daun occupied the catnp of Fima, and observed

die motions of the kiiig,wsiio, takins a strong positicm at Kat-

eeHWiWar,near MmsseBicahtoned the greater part of his forees

in the^l^dg^^ vi^es, to recover from the fatigues of

the winter. In this state the two armies remained tOl they

were called into action by the operations in Silesia.
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Loudon, having quitted Olmutz in April, ^tered Lower
Silesia^ near Eeichenbadi, blockaded Glatz, and, after e
series of masterly manceuvreB, succeeded in forcing an in-

trenched camp, occupied by Fouquet, with 9000 men, to

guard the defiles of Landshut, and made the commander and
the greater part of the corps prisoners. After remaining n
few days in the mountains to seenre^ the passed London
returned to Glatz

}
on the 26th, the upper fortresses being

taken by storm, the governor capitulated ; andy on the SOth,

Breslau itself was invested.

On the first news of the blockade of Glaitz, Frederic, with
the greater part of his foroes, crossed the Elbe at Zehren,
and took the route to Badeberg, in order to penetntte into

Silesia, and join the corps of Fouquet. Lacy retired on his

approach; but the king had no sooner rewdied Badeb4iw,
than he was confounded with the intelligence nf Fouquefs
defeat and capture ; he received the account wi^ extreme
agitation, and his usual magnanimily seemed for a moment
to forsake him. Striking his forehe^ he exchnmed, ^ Sindi

disasters happen to me done 1” He soon however recovered
his presence of mind, and redoubled his efibrts %o/readi
Silesia. Leaving a corps at Meissen, he marched to Bftot*

zen: but Daon having crossed the Mbe at tiie same lame Is
the Prussians, hasten^ to Goerlitz, and thus anticipated tfie

enemy, whose progress was harassed by the corps ufidet

Lacy. Frederic, perceiving tlu^ he could not r^h Silesia,

made a retrograde mqvmnent, turned against Lacy, drpVe
him across the Elbe, forced the army ef the exbpire to quit

the camp at Flauen, and invested Dresden, with the qf
obtouung an imme^ate surrender by the fear of a
ment. But all his efiforts were ineffectual

; thddgh he sei

fire to different parts of the town, and aetublfy maidiB a
breach in the wall. "

.

Daun remained a few days to arrabge with 'Lbad<^ the
plan of future operations in Silesia, and then timed tqvrftra

Lower Saxony. He approached Dresden on the
day of the investment, threw^ a rocoour ef 1^090 rnen intd

the town, and took post on n^hbonritig bc^hAs. As at

the si^e of OhnutK, his views were diiecfed*to deliver the

town by intercepting the convoys, and cutting off the com-
munications of the enemy : with 70,000 men he himself
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occupied the right bank of the Elbe ; Lacy, and the army of

the empire, at Gross Seidlitz and Dohna, threatened the

Prussians on that side, and the garrison of the town was
increased to 25,000 men. The views of the Austrian com-
mander were promoted by the capture of Glatz. On re-

eeiving intelligence of that event, Frederic broke up his

camp in the night, resumed his former resolution of pene-

trating into Silesia, and passing the Elbe at Zehren, on the

Ist of August, took the route of Upper Lusatia. Daun,
aware of his design, advanced with equal activity ; and, to

prevent the king from again deceiving him by a retrograde

movement, marched in a parallel direction, while Lacy hung
upon the rear of the Prussians. Such was the situation and
vicinity of the two armies, that, to use the expressions of the

king, A stranger might have mistaken them for one, that of

marshal Daun like the advanced guard, the Prussians, the

main body, and the corps of Lacy, the rear guard.” *

In the course of this march Daun learned that Loudon
had raised the siege of Breslau on the approach of prince

Henry, and that Soltikof with the Russians had advanced to

the right bank of the Oder. He therefore avoided an en-

gagement until he had effected a junction with Loudon and
&ltikof ; and on the 7th of August, after a march of eighty-

four miles in five days, encamped at Lowenburgh at the same
time that the Prussians reached Buntzlau. He then suc-

ceeded in gaining a position behind the Katzbach, by which
he cut off the king from his magazines at Breslau and
Schweidnitz, and prevented his junction with prince Henry;
here he united with Loudon and the corps under Lacy, and
their troops occupied the left bank of the Katzbach from the

Oder to Cossendau.

Soltikof displaying an unwillingness to cross the Oder,

Daun resolved to attack the king with his own troops,

which did not amount to less than 90,000 men, while the

Prussians were scarcely 30,000. Unable to withstand this

superior force, Frederic, like a skilful partisan, embarrassed

the Austrian commander by a continual change of position,

till, straitened for provisions, he was reduced to the neces-

sitj of attempting to force the passage of the Katzbach, in

order to open a way to his magazines at Schweidnitz, The
* (Euvrei Pofthiamei, tom. iv, p. 104,
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vigilance and number of the AustriaiiB, however^ defeated all

his efforts ; and at length a corps of 20,000 Russians under
Chernichef, having passed the Oder at Auras, his last re-

source was, to attempt a junction with prince Henry. He
therefore took post near Lignitz, with the intention to cross

the Eatzback, and push on to Paitdiwitz.

In this situation Daun hoped to repeat the surprise of

Hochkirchen, and overwhelm the Prussian monarch by the

great superiority of his force. His dispositions were skil-

f^ully arranged : Lacy was to turn the right flank of the

Prussians, and fall on their rear: Daun himself was to

attack their front ; and Loudon to cross the Eatzbach,
occupy the heights of Pfaffendorf above Lignitz, and cut off

their retreat.

Frederic penetrated their designs, and unwilling to hazard
a battle with so superior a force, hastened to effect his in-

tended retreat. He moved from his camp in the evening,

leaving some hussars to keep up the flres, and imitate the

cries of the patroles aid sentinels, and during the night re-

passed the Eatzbach at Lignitz. At the moment of his

departure his conjectures were confirmed by an adjutant of

O’Donners regiment, who had deserted, and informed him
that the Austrians were in motion for the attack. Having
reached the heights of Pfaffendorf, Frederic made prepara-

tions to receive the enemy \ he posted his right on that part

of the eminence which overhangs Lignitz and the Schwartz-
wasser, and placed batteries to enfilade the only two roods
through which Daun could pass; he then formed his left

across the other part of the eminence on the side of Bautzen,
on the ve^ ground which Loudon was to occupy, and esta-

blished a formidable battery on a commanding height.

On the 15th of August, before break of day, Loudon passed
the Eatzbach, and as he ascended the heights fell in with
parties of Prussian hussars which had been sent to discover

and harass his movements. Although aware that a change
had token place in the position of the enemy, he did not

expect to encounter the whole Prussian army,' and heading
himself one of the columns, continued to advance. At this

moment the hussars retired, and while he was preparing to

form and occupy the heights, he received a discharge from
the Prussian battery, which being only BOO paces distant.
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OocRfiioned 'grent havoc, amonff his troops, who were pressed

together .close The darkness augmented the

confusion ; but though taken unawares, Loudon formed his

uapi aa cftmc up, and did.^not nve way until he had
withstood i five successive charges : jduring the carnage he
rode from rank to rank, And repeatedly exclaimed, Is there

no bill for me!” At length hia troops being mowed down
by a destructive fire, cut to pieces by the Fruseian caValry,

and unable to discern the position and evolutions of the

enemy, be was compelled to relinquish his enterprise. In
this action Loudon lost, not less than 10,000 men, and
BOef9l0ers killed, wounded, and prisoners, with iZ standards,

and BS piec^ of artiUery ; hut he made a masterly retreat^

end under cover of a battery pn a height beyond the £atz-
baefa^ ddiberately veinoved th^ pontOems^ and ranged his

troopis on the c^j^site bank.

ikm and L^y having passed the night at the head of

their troops, advanced towards break of day, and were sur-

prised to find the Prussian camp totally deserted. The wind
being contraiy, Daun did not hear the cannonade on the side

of Jfoutzen, but A thick smoke seemed to announce that

Loudon was engaged ; and he perceived the right of the

PruflsiAnB under Ziethen drawn up on the height above Lig-
nitz. Surprised with these unexpected movements, he con-

tinued some time in suspense: at length determining to

attack Ziethen, he despaU^ed Lacy to cross the Sohwartz-

wasser, and turn the flank of the enemy, while he himself

advanced through Lignitz; but the instant the heads of the

Anstiian columns appear^, they received the fire of the

Prussian artillery, and a feu de joye announced the total

defeat of Loudon, His plans being thus deranged, Daun
re-crossed the Eatzbach, recalled liacy, and tiie Prussians

pursued their march to Farchwitz, which they reached the

same evening, though incumbered with €000 prisoners and
1100 sid^ and wounded.*

.f ABScoelr any battle bu beati mo^e antmeoutly deaeiibed than thb of
I^gni^ Most authors have supposed that the movements of the kliig,

wbii^ Ted to the engagement, were the efiect of design, whereas his

intei^ubti Wu to secure bis retreai to Parcliwitz, and his Junction with

prinob Hedry, niat his forces might not be cut off in detail
; and he only

detcrniined oU an engagement when he peneifed that it could not be
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Still, however, the situation of the king was eztremelj
critical

;
he had only one day’s bread in his camp, aim

Chemichef, with the ooips of 20,000 men posted at liasa^

intercepted the communioatioh wi^ Us ma^azineB at Bredau^
while general Beck was in full march to join the Rossians,

and was followed by Daun with the mohi army. But Cher-^

nichef, who had remained five days without intelligence from
ihe Austrians, was alarmed by a letter sent from king to

prince Henry, for the purpose of being intercepted, announc-
ing a glorious victory over the Austrians, and describing his

preparations for an immediate attack on the Russians. He
accordingly broke up his camp in great haste, and repassed

the Oder ; and the Brussians advancmg to thenei^benlrlmod
of Breslau, supplied their waists froih thefr ciwn*^miagirines.

While the king Was allowing his ann?4b repose at Neumv
after the extreme fatigue of the pm the

Russians retired towards Poland, M^ere ^owed to Vinzig

by prince Henry, who then returned and joined the king
near Breslau.

Daun thus disappointed in his principal object, attempted

to besiege Schweidnifz, and afterwards GrlogaiH but was
again baffled by the king, and obliged to retreat to the moun-
tains in order to preserve his commHinication with’ Bohemia
The campaign was drawing to a close, and was likely to

conclude in a manner far difierent from the sanguine hopes
which had been conceived at the commencement ' The

yoided. Qn thli subject 1 Bhill subjoin a letter from Sir AndrewMiohad
to the duke of Newcastle the day i^ker the battle

As 1 have been extremely indispos^ for several d^s, and unable
to ride on horseback, 1 was not in the action ; but the lips of Prussia,

when he marched his army from the field of ^ttle, sent ftv me tO rHe
along with him ; when I came up to him, end gave him joy of the vic-

tory, he was pleased to sayTe^ graoionsly, * You have shared the&tiguee
with me, 1 want you should likewise t|yoioe with me.’

He then entmd ipto a detail of the battle, oomme^ed highly the

behaviour of his troops ; and aft^ making some excellent refls^ons on
the imperfection of human foresight, he said, * You see bow I have

labouied to no purpoee to bring about the etaiit that hsa now happened

;

the vieti^ X have gained is entirelv owing to the bravery of my troopa,

Had 1 remained in the camp of i^gnitx, 1 should have been surrounded
on all sides; had 1 but amved one guaitpr of an hour sooner on the fiebl

of battle, the event would not have mppened, end e few dejri would havd

put an rod to the whole afiRstr.*
"
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forage of the mountains being wholly consumed, Daun could

duly detach small parties into the plain
;
and the bad state of

the roads retarded the passage of his convoys from Bohemia.
In this dilemma he succeeded in alluring the Russians with
the hopes of plundering Berlin, and concerted with them an
irruption into Brandenburgh, to draw the king from Silesia.

Twenty thousand Russians, with fifteen thousand Austrians

under Chernichef and Lacy, covered by the army of Soltikof,

penetrated into Brandenburgh, and, after a march of six

days, the vanguard of 3000 men appeared before the gates

of Berlin. They were vigorously repulsed by the Prussian

troops under general Hulsen and the prince of Wirtemberg,
who had hastened from Saxony and Pomerania

;
but unable

to defend an extensive town without fortifications, the Prus-
sians, on the approach of Lacy, retired to Potsdam and
Spandau, and the capital surrendered on the 9th of October.

The project of the Austrian commander had the desired

efiect; the king precipitately quitted Silesia to relieve his

capital, and as the combined troops retired on his approach,

he marched rapidly towards Saxony. Daun likewise leaving

Loudon in Silesia, turned towards Saxony, crossed the Elbe
at Tristowitz, and endeavoured to obstruct the passage of

the enemy. The duke of Wirtemberg was posted at Dessau

;

the prince of Deux Ponts, with a considerable part of the

army of the empire, at Wittemberg ; and Daun himself was
approaching Torgau. Frederic, however, with part of his

forces, crossed the Elbe near Dessau, and compelled the im-
perial troops to retire to Leipzig ; on reaching Kemberg he
was joined by Ziethen, who with the remainder had passed

at Wittemberg, and marched to prevent the junction of the

troops of the empire with the main army.

During these movements the Austrian commander ad-

vanced to Torgau, and concentrated the greater part of his

forces in the vicinity. As the winter was approaching, and
the campaign drawing to a close, by maintaining his position,

he might t^e up winter quarters in the Prussian territories

;

Khile the Russians, who were at Landsberg on the Wartha,
might again penetrate into the heart of Brandenburgh, and
the king would be pent up in the confined district between
Ae Pleis, the Saal, the Elster, and the Unstruth, without

magazines, and cut off from his resources. In this situation
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Daim judiciously avoided a battle, and chose a posidon,

which, defended by his powerful artillery, seemed almost imr
pregnable. His left was supported by Torgau, and covered

by fish-ponds and a small lake ; the centre occupied the hill

of Siptitz, and the right extended to an eminence which
rises beyond the marshes of Grosswig ;

the Bohr, a marshy

and almost impracticable rivulet, ran along the front ; and

the extensive wood of Domnitz enveloped the right. Lacy,

with the reserve of 20,000 men, covered the high road to

Dresden, and the fish-ponds before the right wing ; and the

camp was defended by four hundred pieces of artUlery.

Frederic having in vain attempted to draw the Austrianff

from their advantageous position, by marching to Schilda,

as if he meditated an enterprise against Dresden, again re-

solved to commit his desperate fortune to the hazard of a

battle, He divided his army into two bodies ; one of these

commanded by Ziethen, took the road from Eilenberg to

Torgau, with a view to establish a battery on the height of

Grosswig, and attack the village of Siptitz
;
while the king

himself, leading the other through the wood, was to fall

upon the Austrians at the same time in the rear, and sepa-

rate their army in the centre.

Daun, whose advantageous position was defended by a

powerful train of artillery, and whose army was one-third

superior to that of the enemy, did not expect an attack
; but

undeceived by the approach of the king, he ordered his

second line to face about, and the artillery to be conveyed

to the rear, which then became the front, He had scarcely

ranged his troops before the body headed by the king ad-

vanced. Without waiting for his cavalry, or without being

seconded by Ziethen, Frederic led on his grenadiers, and
was received with such a tremendous fire, as induced him
to exclaim to one of his adjutants, Did you ever hear so

dreadful a cannonade!” These troops being repulsed, he
rushed forward with a second line, and, after a still more
desperate resistance, was compelled to give way; he then

ordered a third line to advance, which being seconded by
the arrival of the cavalry, gained ground, and took several

regiments prisoners.

At this juncture Daun, though severely wounded in the

thigh, rallied his troops, and exposing himself like a commoni
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soldier, drove the Prussians, with a dreadful Oamage, back
into the wood. All efforts of the kihg, who on this

occasioa Seemed determined either to conquer or to die, were
ineffectnal} most of his generals were wounded; he himself

received a violent contusion, and reluctantly retiring &om
th4 ftehl, tsQUSidered the day as lost. At the same time Daun,
dompell^ to quit the ffeld by the anguish of his wound,
Was conveyed to Torgau, leaving the command to. general

Buccow, and ordering Lacy to watch the motions of Ziethen.

He despatched a courier to Vienna, to announce the total

defeat of the enemy, and retired to repose in the arms of

victory. But the night announced a fatal change. As the

enemy had retreated, the Austrians lulled into security,

neglected the usual precautions. Ziethen, harassed by the

irregulars, checked by the cavalry of Lacy, and embarrassed

by the difficultieB of the ground, did not arrive in time to

Second the first assault
;
at length, however, forcing his way

through all obstacles, he reached the point of attack, but

finding the battle lost, marched towards Grosswig to favour

the retreat of the king. At this time darkness had sus-

pended hostilities. Passing near the village of Siptitz, which
was in fiames, he was informed that the heights were weakly
guarded. On this intelligence two of his bravest battalions

advanced through the village, and after a short but desperate

donflictr gained the heights and seized the batteries; they

Were fallowed by the rest of the infantiy, with the cavalry

and artillery, and the whole body formed on the slope of the

eminence.

This surprise changed the defeat into a victory. At the

moment when the Austrians imagined the enemy were re-

tiring, a tremendous cannonade frata the heights of Siptitz,

spre^ consternation through their ranks. In the darkness

and eonftision the troops knew not whom to resist, or how
to form

; in vain Lacy attempted to dislodge the Prussians ;

they were jedned by the body under the king, and, after

bciii^ twice repulsed, he retreated to Torgau.

Both aitnies being mixed together in the field, prisoners

wnretakto on both sides, and the royal historian relates a
sipffiikr instance of the confusion wluch reigned after this

day. During the night numerous fires were

UniM in tile forest, to whidi the scattered sddiers oC both
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armies repaired as to an asylum ; they passed the night

together in perfect tranquillity, and agreed to deliver them-

selves to the victor on the ensuing morning. Even Frederic

himself, in traversing the field, fell in with a party of

Austrian carbiniers, who were dispersed by his escort
;
and

almost at the same moment, a battalion of Fandours was
made prisoners, with two pieces of cannon.

Lacy reached Torgau about ten in the evening, and Daun
instantly gave orders to retire. Though weakened by his

wound, he crossed the Elbe with part of the troops on three

bridges which had been thrown over the river the day before

the battle, and proceeded to Dresden ; while Lacy covered

his retreat, and ascending the left bank, joined his commander
at the break of day.

In this engagement the Austrians lost 20,000 men killed,

wounded, and prisoners ; and the Prussians 13,000 of their

bravest infantry. All Saxony, except Dresden and the

vicinity, again fell into the hands of the Prussians
; Frederic

was enabled to relieve Brandenburgh, Silesia, and Pomerania,

and to send a succour of 6000 men to prince Ferdinand.

Loudon, who had invested Cosel, raised the siege, and retired

to Glatz ; the Swedes were driven back to Strolsund, and the

Bussians a^ain took up their winter quarters in Poland.

The lossf however, of this battle reflected no disgrace on

the Austrian commander, but rather increased his reputation;

it was attributed to his absence from the field, and Frederic

himself acknowledged that he owed his victory to the wound
of his antagonist. Maria Theresa also, with her natural

magnanimity, received Daun with greater honours than in

the midst of his most brilliant successes ; and on his return

met him at the distance oftwo German miles from the capital.

This unfortunate termination of the campaign in Saxony
was not compensated by any material advantage on the side

of Westphalia. Notwithstanding the exhausted state of her

finances, and the loss of her most important colonial posses-

sions, fVance made prodigious exertions, and sent into the

field a force of 120,000 men. The main army, commanded
by Sroglio, advanced on the side of the Upper Rhine ; and
a body of 30,000 men was intrusted to St. Germain on the

'Lower Rhine. The commencement of their operations was
however retarded by disputes. between the generals; and

TOL, m. BE
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prince Ferdinand gained time to obtain reinforcements from
England, which augmented his army to 70,000 men. But
he was still so much inferior to the French that he was re-

duced to the defensive. In June, Broglio advanced into the

landgraviate of Hesse at the same time the corps on the

Lower Rhine penetrated through Westphalia, joined the

main army at Corbach, and Broglio assumed the sole com-
mand. On the approach of the French, prince Ferdinand
^removed to Calle, in order to cover Cassel

;
and when Broglio

detached the Chevalier de Muy with 35,000 men to cut off

his communication with the bishopric of Faderborn and
Westphalia, he quitted Calle, and, after a desperate engage-

ment, defeated the Chevalier de Muy at Warburgh, with the

loss of 5000 men. But on the very day of the battle, Broglio

entered Cassel, and prepared to overrun the electorate of

Hanover; he tpok Gottingen, pushed his detachments towards

Saxony to open a communication with the army of the

empire, and prevented the march of a reinforcement sent by
the king of Prussia. He was however baffled by the skill

and vigilance of prince Ferdinand, who maintained himself

on the frontiers of Hanover, and even made a diversion on
the side of the Lower Rhine. The hereditary prince, at the

head of 15,000 men, passed through Westphalia, drew forth

part of the garrisons of Munster and Lippstadt, crossed the

Rhine, took possession of Cleves and Ruremonde, and on the

10th of October laid siege to Wesel. In consequence of this

irruption, Broglio detached the marquis de Castries, with

20,000 men, who crossed the Rhine, drew 10,000 men from

Cologne and the garrisons of the Low Countries, advanced

to Rheinberg, and occupied the strong post of Closter Camp.
He was here attacked hj the hereditary prince, but, after a

desperate action, repulsed him with the loss of 1600 men,
and forced him to repass the Rhine, and raise the siege of

Wesel.

Meanwhile Broglio had occupied a strong post at Einbech,

and sedulously avoided an engagement. At the close of the

season he wintered in Hesse ; and prince Ferdinand, after

an ineffectual attempt to retake Gottingen, took up his head

quarters at Faderborn ; the hereditary prince distributed his

troops in the bishopric of Munster,

During these transactions George IL closed his long and

anspioioas reign on the 25th of October, by a sudden death.
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and was succeeded hj his grandson, George III., a prince in

the flower of youth, who, in habits, disposition, and political

principles, totally differed from the late monarch. Born and
educated in England, he gloried in the name of Britain, and
had not imbibed those foreign prejudices, which had often

involved his two predecessors in the chaos of German politics,

and had occasionally interfered with the interests of Great
Britain. Untrained in the military school, he was by habit

and principle devoted to peace; and his resolutions were
strengthened by the state of the public mind at the period

of his accession.

The severe sufferings of the British troops during the

preceding winter, and the enormous expense of the German
campaigns, began to abate the national enthusiasm, and
revived the aversion of the people to a continental war.
The nation regretted the separation from the house of

Austria, and inveighed against the continuance of hostilities,

as solely calculated for the aggrandisement of the house of

Brandenburgh, and for a prince, who, though nominally the

head of the Protestant interest in Germany, was the great

supporter of infidelity, both by his writings and conduct
The transcendent eloquence of Mr. Pitt, and the dangerous
situation of affairs, had confounded all opposition in parlia-

ment, which rather assembled to obey his dictates than to

debate on the propriety of his measures; the Leicester

House party, whom he had alienated, availed themselves of

the growing discontents, and in numerous pamphlets and
periodical publications retorted with effect on the minister

the arguments which he himself had used against German
measures and German influence.

One of the first objects of the young monarch was to anni-
hilate the distinctions of Whig and Tory, and to emancipate
himself from that aristocratic influence, which had gradually
increased during the reigns of his two predecessors, and held

the crown in ^ndage. He retained, however, former
administration, and in his first speech dedared his intention

to prosecute the war with vigour, and support his allies as

the sole means of obtaining a s^e and honourable peace.

But the pacific sentiments of the new sovereign, and the

Confidence which he reposed in the earl of Bute, whose
version to continental conneetions was well known, g;ave

new spirit and hopes to the party who were desirous of peaee-
112
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That nobleman, being appointed groom of the stole, was, in

virtue of his office, introduced into the privy council, and

though he held no responsible post, was considered as the

source of royal favour ;
while Mr. Pitt, who had disdained

to court a party, stood alone, with no other support than

what resulted from his successful career and transcendent

eloquence.

Maria Theresa beheld with pleasure this change in the

British cabinet, and this revolution in the public sentiment

;

she anticipated the dismission or retreat of Mr. Pitt, as the

period when England would again relapse into a lukewarm
support of her inveterate enemy. Her hopes were also

raised by the situation of the Spanish court. Charles lU.,

less pacific than his brother, and recollecting the degrading

neutrality which he had been compelled to sign when king

of Naples, was inclined to preserve the family connection

with fVance. He was also drawn towards the house of

Austria, by the conciliating conduct of Maria Theresa, in

not urging her pretensions to Parma, and acquiescing in the

order of succession, which he had established for Naples and

Sicily. * These amicable dispositions were strengthened by
the marriage of his niece, the infanta Isabella, princess of

Parma, with the archduke Joseph on the 7th of September,

1760; and the cabinets of Vienna, Madrid, and YersaiUes,

thus firmly united by the ties of blood and political interests,

were now concerting those arrangements, which terminated

in a family compact between Spain and France, and gave to

the house of Austria a new and powerful ally.

Chap. CXVI— 1761.

Dcfima the winter, Maria Theresa was employed in recruit-

ixig her armies, and in repairing the great loss she had sus-

tained at the battle of Torgau. In the midst of these pre-

parations overtures for peace, originating from France, were

made at the court of London, through the medium of prince

Gallitzia the Russian ambassador ; and Maria Theresa, af-

fecting the same inclinations, proposed a congress at Augs-

bnrgh.
,
She was not unacquainted with the negotiations

* Mexnoin of the Kiog of Spain, eb. lix.
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between France and Spain, and she was aware that the offers

of the court of VersaiUes were merely intended to gain time,

till Spain could be drawn into the quarrel. In proposing a

congress, she therefore displayed an apparent readiness for

peace, although she avoided engaging herself in any specific

negotiation. France soon proved the insincerity of her pro-

posals, by endeavouring to entangle the negotiation with the

long-pending contests between England and Spain, relative

to the restoration of ships captured during the war, the

cutting of logwood, and the privilege of fishing on the banks
of Newfoundland ; while the German disputes, in which the

house of Austria was solely concerned, were not even brought
into discussion.

In the midst of these negotiations the campaign was
opened; and Maria Theresa was again flattered with the

hopes of crushing the Prussian monarch. Her principal

efforts were directed against Silesia, where the sole command
was intrusted to Loudon, who was to be joined by the Rus-
sians under marshal Butterlin, the successor of Soltikof.

On the north of Prussia, a Russian and Swedish fleet, with
a body of land forces under count Romanzof, was to besiege

Colberg, and penetrate into Pomerania ; and marshal Daun,
with the main army, was to act on the side of Saxony, and
support, by detachments, the operations of Loudon and
Romanzof. At this juncture the French, after having baffled

an attempt made by prince Ferdinand in the depth of winter,

to break their chains of quarters, and drive them from Hesse
Cassel, were preparing to co-operate with the forces of the

house of Austria on the side of Saxony. The king of

Prussia, hemmed in on all sides by this powerful combina-
tion, marched in person to defend Silesia

;
prince Hairy was

opposed to marshal Daun, and prince Eugene of Wirtem-
berg, with a small force, took post in an intrenched camp to

cover Colberg against the attacks of the Russians.

This campaign exhibited a singular change in the opera-

tions of the field. The active and enterprising Frederic,

overpowered by the multitude of his enemies, and exhausted

even by his victories, seemed to have adopted the phlegm as

well as the caution of Daun, and acted wholly on the d^efen-

sive. Even Loudon, who had distinguished himself by a

degree of intrepidity approaching to rashness, did not pv^
scope to his natural spirit of enterprise. He was sbai&ed

E E 3
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by instructioxiB from the council of war ; he was thwarted

by the cabals 9f his numerous enemies, who were jealous of

his rapid and unexampled rise; and he was unwilling to

risk an action which would wither the laurels he had ac-

quired in the preceding campaigns
;
but above all he was

embarrassed by the capricious and dilatory conduct of the

Russians, derived from the uncertain state of the court and
cabinet of St. Petersburgh.

The empress of Russia, though gradually sinking into the

grave under a mortal disease, yet displayed a motley mixture
of that weakness, devotion, and voluptuousness, which had
been the grand characteristics of her life. Her favourite

was devoted to France, and some of her leading ministers

were devoted to England, or awed by the influence of her

successor the great duke Peter, who was smitten with an
enthusiastic admiration of the king of Prussia. The greater

part of the cabinet, swayed by their private interests, biassed

by national prejudices, or desirous of conciliating the heir

apparent, communicated the plans of the two powers to the

king of Prussia, and thwarted the operations of the field.

Marshal Butterlin was attached to this party, and was only

anxious neither to commit the honour of the Russian arms,

nor to assist in crushing the king of Prussia ;
hence, although

he durst not resist the specific orders of the empress, he
found continual excuses for delay, and either thwarted or

coldly supported every plan proposed by Loudon, It was
even a subject of public conversation among the Russian

oflicers, that they were not to attack the king of Prussia, but

only to defend themselves if attacked.

lK)udon passed the early part of the campaign in diflerent

manoeuvres to seize Neiss, or some fortress on the frontiers

of Silesia, as a support to his line of operations ;
but he was

constantly baffled by the skill and activity of the king. At
length he overcame the indolence of the Russian general

;

Butterlin crossing the Oder, on the l7th of August, near

Qloster-Leubus, effected a junction with the Austrians

between Jauer and Strigau, and the combined troops formed

a body amounting to not less than 130,000 men. As the

whffle army of the king did not exceed 50,000, he was unable

to make h^ against so superior a force ; he took a strong

lotion at Bunzelwitz, in the neighbourhood of Schweidnitz,

which contained his magazines, and fortified it with all the
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resources of art. Fram the nature of the ground, the situa*

tion of the hills, the course of the rivers, and the intervention

of marshes, it was almost impregnable, and was defended

with numerous intrenchments, a strong and intricate palli-

sade, 466 pieces of artillery, and even 182 mines. In vain

Loudon exerted his efforts to dislodge the Prussians; he
proposed to storm these intrenchments, but was thwarted by
the unconquerable repugnance of the Russian general. In
this inactive situation both armies remained till the 10th of

September, when the Austrians being unable to furnish the

Russians with subsistence, Butterlin left Chernichef with

20,000 men, and withdrew towards Poland. His retreat

was hastened by the destruction of his magazines at Eublin,

which was effected by a considerable detachment under
general Platen.

Loudon thus deserted, retired in chagrin towards the

mountains, and resumed his position at Kunzendorf. Deeply
affected with the conduct of the campaign, his anxiety and
disappointment brought on a severe cholic, to which he was
occasionally subject; he did not, however, remit his activity

and vigilance, and when want of provisions compelled the
king to withdraw towards Neiss, he seized that opportunity
of attacking Schweidnitz.

Schweidnitz, which from the extent of the works required

a garrison of 7000 men, was only defended by 3000, many
of whom were deserters, or peasants compelled to enter into

the service. It likewise contained 600 Austrian prisoners,

among whom was major Rocco, an Italian partisan, who
being imprudently indulged with great liberty by the governor
Zastrow, examined the fordhcations, and remarked the negli-

gence in the service of the garrison, which he found means
to communicate to Loudon. In consequence of this intel-

ligence, the Austrian general with twenty battalions moved
in the night of the let of October, at two in the morning
approached the fortress, and dividing his troops into four

bo^es, prepared to attack the gates of Strigau and Breslau,

the Water-fort, and the fort of Bqnkendorf. At this junc-

ture, the commandant, as if suspicious of some intended en«

terprise, ordered the • garrison under arms, but omitted to

send out patroles, or throw light balls in the vicinity. The
Austrians, therefore, advanced unperceived to the palisadea»

and after a few discharges of cannon gained the outwork&.
E 1 4
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In one place alone they^ experienced a dejsperate resistance

;

the regiment of Loudon being twice repulsed, count Wallis,

who led them to the assault, exclaimed, “ Comrades, we must
scale the fortress, or I will here perish ! such was my pro-

mise to our commander ; our regiment bears his name, and
we must conquer or die!” The soldiers, animated ly this

address, again leaped into the ditchi and by a desperate

effort mounted the rampart. The other attacks were
attended with more speedy success; the confusion of the

garrison was increased by the Austrian prisoners, who burst

open the doors of the casemates, and possessed themselves of

the bridges, and by break of day Schweidnitz, with all its

garrison and magazines, was in the hands of Loudon. This
important acquisition did not cost more than 600 men, many
of whom were killed by the accidental explosion of a powder
magazine. The capture of Schweidnitz deranged all the pro-

jects of the king
;
to cover Neiss, Brieg, and Breslau, he fell

back to Strehlen ; Loudon was enabled to take up winter

quarters in Silesia, and. the Russians, under Chernichef, in

the county of Glatz,

On the side of Pomerania the prince of Wirtemberg main-

tained himself with great resolution in his intrenched camp

;

but unable to resist superior numbers, he left Colberg to its

fate, which, after a most obstinate and gallant defence, fell

into the hands of Romanzof, on the 16th of December.
In Saxony marshal Daun contented himself with keeping

prince Henry in check, and favouring the operations in

Silesia ;
but on the capture of Schweidnitz he drew 24,000

men from the army of Loudon, and endeavoured to dislodge

prince Henry, without the risk of a battle. That able com-
mander, however, maintained his ground ; and Daun, hoping

that in the disastrous state of the Prussian affairs, the king

would be unable to make head another campaign, confined

bis views to the possession of Dresden and the neighbouring

part of Saxony, and at the close of the year drew his troops

into winter quarters, and returned to Vienna.

Thus, without a single, battle, the affairs of the empress-

queen were more prosperous than during any preceding

period of the war. The Austrians retained their position in

Saxony, and by the capture of Schweidnitz were enabled to

take up winter quarters in a part of Silesia ; by the posses-

sion of Colberg, the Russians obtained a port on the Baltic,
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where they oduld form magazines without conveying them
through Poland

;
and Prussian Pomerania and Brandenburgh

were open to their future incursions.

The sanguine hopes of Maria Theresa were equalled by
the despondency of her rival. Frederic repaired to Breslau

to hasten the completion of an intrenched camp which had
been begun during the campaign, secluded himself from
society to give vent to his griefy and seemed, in this last ex*

tremity, as if resolved to terminate his career of glory under
the walls of the capital of Silesia. The despondency of the

monarch pervaded his army ; and even the remnant of his

veteran troops, whom he had so often led to victory, declared

that if attacked, they would lay down their arms.

On the side of Westphalia alone, affairs wore a less favour-

able aspect. Prince Ferdinand, by skill and resources equal

to those of the great Frederic, baffled all the efforts of the

French, with a far inferior force, prevented their intended

co-operation with the imperialists, and at the close of the

campaign confined them to the same ground which they
occupied at the commencement of the year.

The cause of the house of Austria, however, seemed pros-

perous in every court of Europe. IVance had matured her
plans of policy; and Spain, having temporised till her
galleons from America were safely arrived in port, threw off

the mask, avowed the signature of the family compact, which
united all the branches of the house of Bourbon, and pre-

pared to co-operate with Austria and France.
The changes which took place in the British administration

furthered the views of France and Spain. On the resigna-
tion of the earl of Holdemesse, lord Bute had received the
seals as secretary for the northern department, and hiS influ-

ence soon became predominant in the cabinet. Anxious to
prevent the adoption of measures which might render the
war more extensive, he listened to the delusive professions of
the house of Bourbon, and endeavoured to avoid or protract

the declaration of the hostilities against Spain. In^vain Mr.
Pitt represented the progress of tiie projected union ; in vain

he urged the necessity of intercepting the Spanish galleons

:

his counsels were rejected, and this great but imperious

minister, disdaining to support measures which he could not
guide, indignantly retired from the helm- The duke of New-
castle, instead of retiring with Mr. Pitt, was induced by a
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hope of regainiDg his influence, to continue in office ; but he
was unable to acquire either the confidence or favour of the

sovereign.

The British cabinet thus forced into a war with Spain, and
irritated by the prevarication of France, did not intermit

their efforts either by sea or land
;
the impulse given by Mr.

Pitt to the wheels of government had not subsided ; war was
declared against Spain, and hostile preparations urged with

increasing vigour. But the new part of the ministry, as well

as the young monarch, were not disposed to continue the

enormous expense of a continental war. The term of the

subsidiary treaty with the king of Prussia having expired,

they delayed entering into new engagements, and urged him
to make overtures to the court of Vienna- A coldness had
accordingly arisen between the two powers ; and the English

ministry, embarrassed with hostilities against Spain, were
anxious either to hasten an accommodation, or to turn their

whole efforts towards the prosecution of a naval war.

Chap. CXYH.— 1762.

Such was the favourable aspect of the Austrian affairs at

the termination of the year : and all the sanguine hopes con-

ceived by the worm imagination of Maria Theresa seemed
on the point of being reahsed.

A more striking picture of the distress of the great anta-

gonist of the house of Austria cannot be drawn, than in his

own words: ‘‘Prince Ferdinand alone, of all the allies, had
terminated the campaign without loss; and the Prussians
were unfortunate in every quarter. Prince Henry had re-

tired from the mountains of Saxony, but the district in which
he, w^ confined scarcely furnished the daily subsistence of

bis troops ; the superiority of the enemy enabled them to

0CGtq)y the most advantageous posts ; and every thing was
to he Apprehended for the winter and the ensuing campaign.

The situation of the king was still more deplorable : the

capture of Schweidnits occasioned the loss of the mountains
and half of Silesia; he possessed only the fortresses of

Ologaui Breslau, Brieg, Neiss, and Cosel ; he was master
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indeed of the course of the Oder, and of the districts be-

yond ; but that territory, ravaged by the Russians at the

commehcement of the campaign, could furnish no subsist-

ence ; nor could he derive any supply from Poland, os 15,000

Russians, forming a cordon on the frontiers, intercepted aU
communication. The army was compelled to defend its

front against the Austrians, and its rear against the Russians.

The communication between Berlin and Breslau was precari-

ous, but, above all, the loss of Colberg rendered the situation

of affairs desperate ; there was no obstacle to prevent the

Russians from besieging Stettin, at the commencement of

the spring, or even from seizing Berlin and the whole
electorate of Brandenburgh. In Silesia the king had only

30,000 men
;
prince Henry had scarcely more, and the troops

who had served in Pomerania against the Russians were
totally ruined. The greater part of the provinces were
overrun by the enemy, or laid waste

;
and the king knew

not w^hence to draw recruits, where to find horses, accoutre-

ments and subsistence, or how to secure the passage of the

military stores to the army ”

In the midst of these auspicious appearances in favour of

the house of Austria, an event happened, which rescued the

Prussian monarchy from impending destruction. Elizabeth,

empress of Russia, died on the 5th of January, and was
succeeded on the throne by her nephew, Peter HI, With
the empress expired the national antipathy which had been

fostered against the king of Prussia : the new sovereign in

his early youth had visited the court of Berlin, and, struck

with the admirable discipline of the Prussian army, con-

ceived an enthusiastic admiration of Frederic, which was
raised almost to admiration by the splendid successes, the

unshaken fortitude, and the heroism of that extraordinary

man.
During the reign of his predecessor, Peter had not con-

cealed his partiality, and had even communicated the secrets

of the cabinet and the plans of operations to his favourite

hero. But he now avowed his attachment without reserve

;

he bitterly censured the ingratitude of Maria Theresa to-

wards England, inveighed against her ambition, and stigma-

tised Elizabeth for having exhausted the blood and treasure

of her empire to exalt a rival, and depress a friend. He
bad scarcely received the oath of allegiance from his sub-
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jects, before he ordered his troops to abstain from hostilities

against the king of Prussia, and to quit the Austrian army

;

he imparted this intelligence with a childish transport to the

British minister, and soon afterwards secretly despatched his

favourite Godovitz to conclude an alliance with the hero of

his idolatry. With a servility unbecoming the sovereign of

a great empire, he even sought an honorary rank in the

Prussian army, and seemed to pride himself more as a
lieutenant-general of Frederic, than as autocrat of all the

Eussias. The change of politics at St. Petersburgh occa-

sioned a similar revolution in the court of Stockholm ; an
armistice was concluded between Prussia and Sweden, and
Maria Theres.a was deprived of another ally. The exulta-

tion of the king of Prussia at this fortunate and long-ex.

pected event was equal to his former despondency
;
he broke

from his sullen retirement, showed himself again to his

troops, appeared in public with every mark of joy, and
again resumed his favourite amusements and ordinary course

of life.

Maria Theresa, on the contrary, suddenly fell from her

towering hopes of recovering Silesia, and subverting the

Prussian power. In consequence of the successes of the

last campaign, she had haughtily rejected the overtures of

England to mediate an accommodation
;
from a principle of

mistaken economy, she had disbanded 20,000 men, and this

unseasonable diminution of her forces, in conjunction with
the defection of Russia, was still farther augmented by a
leprous disorder, which spread contagion among her troops,

and rendered a considerable part of her army unfit for

service. The Austrians seem to have been confounded at

this sudden reverse of fortune ; and although marshal Daun
took the command of the Silesian army in May, he could not

prevent the king from dewing his troops from Pomerania
and Mecklenburgh to the neighbourhood of Breslau, and
making preparations for the recovery of Schweidnitz.

They were still farther disheartened by the, conclusion of

an offensive alliance between Russia and Prussia, and by the

march of the corps under Chemichef, who, having separated

from the Austrians, and taken the route to Poland, returned

and joined the Prussians. By this accession of strength, the

king became equal, if not superior, to Daun, and was en-

able to pursue offensive operations.
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Meanwhile Daun had exerted his principal efforts to

preserve Schweidnitz, and to render it capable of sustaining

a long siege. During the whole winter, peasants and
soldiers were employed in repairing and strengthening the

works, and a chain of intrenched posts was formed in the

mountains, which would enable the army to maintain a

communication with the town. The garrison of 12,000
chosen troops was commanded by Guasco, a distinguished

general in the Austrian service, who was assisted by Gri-

beauval, an able engineer, and the place was provided with
every requisite for maintaining a siege.

In May, Daun, with 60,000 men, had descended into the

plain, and encamped at the distance of six miles beyond
the Schweidnitz, with his right wing extending to the foot of

Zobtenberg, and his left towards the Schweidnitz Wasser;
while the king, who waited for the junction of the Eussians,

retained his troops in cantonments on the banks of the Lohe.
Before their arrival, however, he sent a considerable body
towards the frontiers of Upper Silesia

; and Daun was com-
pelled to weaken his army by a detachment ^to cover Mo-
ravia. On the 1st of July, CWnichef passed the Oder, and
the king put his army in motion. Daun, threatened by the

Prussian detachments which hovered on his flanks, and
alarmed for the safety of his magazines in Bohemia, retired

successively to Boegendorf and Ditmonsdorf
;
but although a

corps of Cossacs penetrated into Bohemia, and pushed their

incursions even to the gates of Prague, he still maintained

a communication with Schweidnitz, by means of his in-

trenched posts, and rendered the siege impracticable. At
this critical juncture, another revolution took place in

Bussio, which seemed likely to restore the ascendency of

the Austrian arms.

Peter UI., having disgusted ^s subjects by his attach-

ment to the Prussian monarch, and displeased the army,

nobility, and clergy, by his well-meant, but ill-timed inno-

vations, a secret conspiracy was formed against him, and
headed by his consort, whom he had alienated by his brutal

and capricious behaviour. He was frequently apprised of

these machinations ;
but refused to listen even to the sugges-

tions of the king of Prussia, and remained insensible of his

danger until the insurrection broke forth, which deprived

him of his crown and life.
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Catherine 1I.| whom this singular revolution placed

on the throne of Russia, was a daughter of Christian

Augustus of Anhalt Zerbst, a petty prince of Germany,
in the service of Prussia, and was bom in 1739, at Stettin,

where her father was governor. At the age of sixteen,

she was called into Russia, and espoused the great duke
Peter, who, from person, character, and manners, was

,
calculated rather to disgust than to please a princess of

great beauty, cultivated talents, and extreme sensibility.

His neglect and ill-usage alienated her affections
;
the dre^

of perpetual imprisonment induced her to head the dis-

contented party
; and by one of those sudden revolutions

which are natural to arbitrary governments, she succeeded

in wresting the crown from her husband, and placing her-

self on the Russian throne. On her accession she issued a

manifesto, declaring the king of Prussia the enemy of 'the

Russian name, ordered Chernichef to return to Poland, and
the troops in Pomerania to re-occupy Prussia, and resume
hostilities.

Chernichef related the account of this revolution to the

king, and privately communicated his orders to withdraw
from the army, Frederic, though confounded by an event,

which, to use his own words, “overturned the projects of

man,” made no opposition to his departure, but prevailed on
him to defer his meurch three days. The time was precious

:

the Austrian commander was ignorant of the revolution, and
Frederic availing himself of this interval, attacked the two
intrenched poets of Burkensdorf and Oehmsdorf, and, after a
slight contest, dislodged the Austrians, who amounted to

8000 men, although covered by lines equally strong from
nature and art. In consequence of this reverse, Daun re-

moved his comp to Wursten Waltersdorf, and Tannhausen ;

while the Russians, who
]|y

their presence had contributed

to his defeat, began their march towards Poland. Schweid-
nitz was instantly invested, the trenches opened on the 7th

of August, and the operations of the siege were covered by
the king on the side of Peterswalde, and by a corps under
Ihe {urince of Bevem, which had b^n drawn from Upp^r
SilesMh on the side of Reichenbach. After the d^arture of

the Bimsians, Daun, foiled in the attempt to cut off the corps

under (he prince of Severn, withdrew to Scharfenek, and
left Schweidnitz to its fate. The town held out till the 9th
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of October, when the explosion of the powder magazine,

which opened a breach in the rampart, compelled the go-

vernor to surrender, and the garrison were made prisoners

of WOT, after a resistance of sixty-four days. The king

himself paid a due eulogium to the gallant defender of the

place ; when Guasco, at the head of his officers, was pre-

sented, Frederic said, “ Sir, you have given a noble example
to those who ore intrusted with the defence of fortresses

;

your resistance has cost me 8000 men.”

Thus terminated the campaign in Silesia, by which the

Austrians irrecoverably lost that valuable province. The
king, leaving a body of troops under the prince of Bevem,
hastened into Saxony, to co-operate with prince Henry;
and Daun, having consigned to Loudon a. corps op-

posed to the prince of Bevem, directed his march towards
the same point; but before their arrival the fortune of

the war was already decided. At the opening of the

campaign, Serbelloni, the Austrian commander, covered the

frontiers of Bohemia and Saxony with a chain of posts,

which extended from Flauen and Dippoldiawalda, along the

heights from Freyberg to Waldheim. Prince Henry, how-
ever, though inferior in force, passed the Mulda, penetrated

this chain, and separated the Austrian troops from the army
of the empire

; he maintained his advantages in different

skirmishes, and harassed Bohemia by continual incursions.

Serbelloni being recalled, and the command intrusted to

Haddick, the new general formed a junction with the army
of the empire, and drove prince Henry beyond the Mulda

;

but the prince having received considerable succours from
Silesia, again attacked the army of the empire, who were
posted at Freyberg, forced their intrenchments, and defeated

them with the loss of 3000 killed and wounded, 4000 pri-

soners, twenty-eight pieces of artiljery, and several standards.

Prince Albert, of Saxony, who was detached from the army
of Daun, arrived too late ; Haddick was unable to resume
offensive operations, and the diseomdted remains of the im-
perial troops retired to Altenberg, on the frontiers of Bo-
hemia. I^ce Henry, pursuing his success, sent a corps

by Einsedel into Bohemia, whiiffi reduced Egra to asheSi

destroyed the Austrian magazines at Saatz, and penetrated

to the walls of Prague. Anolher corps spread over Saxonji

burst into the heart of the onpire. levied contributions on
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every side, alarmed the diet of Ratisbon, and forced Nurem-
berg, with many of the towns and states, to sign a neutrality,

Unable to check this torrent, Daun concluded an armistice

for the winter, which comprehended Saxony and Silesia, and
the two armies retired into quarters.

The allies of the house of Austria were not more for-

tunate. At the commencement of the year the French
forces in the landgraviate of Hesse and the southern part of

Hanover, assembled in June, and occupied the strong post

of Stolpen they were here attacked by prince Ferdinand,

and, after a desperate engagement, defeated with considera-

ble loss. The remainder of the campaign was almost a con-

tinued series of disasters ; the French were harassed and

baffled on all sides by prince Ferdinand, and at the close of

the year possessed no other place in Hesse, except Ziegen-

hayn, which the allies were preparing to invest, when the

signature of the preliminaries terminated hostilities.

. The co-operation of Spain produced no essential advantage

to the house of Austria
; and the invasion of Portugal was

attended with the ill success which so unjust a measure
deserved. Animated by the genius of the count de Oeyras,

afterwards distinguished by the title of Pombal, inspirited

by the vigorous succours of the English, and directed by
the military skill of count de la Lippe, the Portuguese made
an unexpected resistance, and comp^ed the combined forces

of the French and Spaniards again to evacuate the country.

In fact, Spain was dnwn into hostilities, only to become the

victim of her weakness andgduplicity ; the isle of Cuba a^d
the Manillas were taken ; her marine weakened by the cap-

ture of twelve ships of the line, and, besides the enormous
expense of the equipments for the war, she lost near four

millions sterling, in treasure and valuable merchandise, which
fell into the hands of the English cruisers.

France, unsuccessful both by sea and land, exhausted of

lier blood and treasure, and, in addition to her former losses,

deprived of the valuable colonies of Martinico, with its de-

pendencies, St. Lucia, Tobago, and Grenada, saw her com-
merce annihilated, and her ships pent up in her harbours,

and was disappointed in her hopes from the co-operation of

Spain. She therefore made overtures to England, with a

sincerity natural to her desperate situation, and found a

ready compliance from the British cabinet. England had
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nothing more to hope from a prolongation of thp war ; the

people were satiated with victories, which added neither to

their internal securitynor External aggrandisement ; the duke
of Newcastle, under whose direction the war had com-
menced, had retired from the helm, and his place at the head
of the treasury was filled by lord Bute, whose pacific senti-

ments were in unison with those of the sovereign and nation.

As the two parties equally desired a peace, the conditions

were adjusted without much difficulty ; and a treaty was
signed at Fontainebleau on the 5th of November, 1762, be-

tween England, France, Spain, and Portugal. The German
disputes, which in the reigns of the two former monarchs,

might have prolonged the war, became only a secondary consi-

deration, to the unbiassed wisdom of the sovereign who filled

the throne. The king of Prussia hastened the separation of

England by his ambitious projects, which returned with re-

turning success, and by his unqualified invectives against

the ill faith of the British cabinet, Finding that his sqle

voice opposed the conclusion of peace, and aware, from past

experience, that when he was delivered from the Eussians

and Swedes, his forces were equal, if not superior, to those

of Austria, England had withdrawn the subsidy
;
and having

bound France, hj the 13th article of the preliminaries, not

to furnish succours to the empress-queen, abandoned the

discussion of the affioirs of Germany to the courts of Berlin

and Vienna.

Many motives contributed to bend the lofty spirit of Maria
Theresa, and incline her to peace. She had been deserted

by the Swedes, on the accessidn of Peter in.
; and the ex-

pectations which she had formed from the recent revolution

in Russia were equally disappointed, The first steps taken
by the new empress indicated a hostile disposition towards
the ^ing of Prussia ; but these measures were occasioned

by her apprehensions rather than by her inclinations. At
commencement of a new reign, with so defective a title

to the crown, she was unwilling to engage in foreign hosti-

lities ; and she had found among the papers of the late

emperor unequivocal proofs that Frederic had disapproved

the capricious conduct of Peter, and repeatedly urged him
to treat her with mildness and humanity. In this disposi-

tim the ^haviour of Frederic towards the troops under

Gherniohef conciliated her favour \ she ordered the kingdom
VOL. m. F F
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of Prussia to be restored, discontinued all' acts of hostility

and, during the remainder of the campaign, preserved an

exact neut^ity.

In addition to these disappointments Maria Theresa saw

her hereditary countries exposed to the irruptions of the

Prussians, and Hungary threatened by the Turks, who had

been excited by the intrigues of the king of Prussia to me-
ditate hostilities. Motives no less cogent were suggested by

the dreadful devastations of the Prussians in Saxony, the

panic of the German states, the defection of all her allies,

the difficulty of finding resources and raising money, dis-

gusts among her ministers, the declining health of the em-
peror, and ffissensions in her family.

Urged by these motives Maria Theresa herself made
overtures to Frederic, which being favourably received, con-

ferences were opened at Hubertsburgh, a palace of the

elector of Saxony, and after a short discussion relative to the

restitution of the county of Glatz, and the succession to the

margraviates of Bareuth and Anspach, the peace was signed

on the 5th of February, 1763. The treaties of Breslau and

Berlin formed the basis of that of Hubertsburgh. Maria
Theresa renewed her renunciation of Silesi% and Glatz, and

both parties guaranteed each other’s possessions. All places

and prisoners taken during the war were to be restored ; and
Frederic by a secret article, promised to give his suffrage for

electing the archduke Joseph king of the Bomans. In this

arrangement the empire was also comprised, and the peace

of Westphalia, with the other constitutions of the Germanic
body, renewed. A treaty was signed the same day between

Augustus UI. and the king of Prussia, for the evacuation

of Saxony, and the restitution of the archives^ and part of

the Saxon artillery.

The pacification of Hubertsburgh, which terminated the

seven-years’ war, placed the affairs of Germany in the same

situation as before the commencement of hostilities; and

both parties, after an immense waste of blood and treasure,,

derived from it no other benefit than that of experiencing

each other’s strength, and a dread of renewing the calamities

of so destructive a contest. Maria Theresa, however, had

the mortification of seeing her friends suffer for their attach-

ment to her cause. Saxony was exhausted almost beyond

ref^veiy; her allies in the empire were drained by excemve
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contributions ; and France lost Louisiana, the province of

Canada, Cape Breton, with all the islands in the gulph and

river of St. Lawrence, Grenada, the Grenadines, St. Vin-

cent’s, Dominica, and Tobago. Spain yielded Florida, and

all her other possessions on the continent of America, to

the east or south-east of the Mississippi, and the British em'^.

pire was thus consolidated in that quarter of the globe^

Chap. CXVm.— 1762-1769.

The elevation of the archduke Joseph to the dignity of king^“

of the Romans, was the immediate consequence of the peace.

On the 27th of May, 1764, the election took place without
opposition, at Franckfort, and this successful event secured

to the family of Maria Theresa the imperial crown, and pre-

vented the evils of an interregnum, in which the sudden
death of the emperor Francis might otherwise have in-

volved the empire.

Francis was at Inspruck in the Tyrol, where he had assisted

at the mandage,between his second son, the archduke Leo-
pold, and Maria Louisa, infanta of Spain. He had been for

some time indisposed, and threatened with an apoplexy, and
he imagined that his disorder was increased by the heavy
atmosphere in the valleys of Tyrol : like the emperor Alb.eil;

I., he repeatedly expressed an earnest desire to return to

Vienna
;
and on viewing the mountains with which Inspruck

is surrounded, exclaimed, “ Oh I if I could once quit these
mountains of the Tyrol !

”

In the morning of the 18th of August, being pressed by
his sister Charlotte Marianne, abbess of Remiremont, to be
blooded, he answered, “I am engaged this evening to eup
with Joseph, and will not disappoint him

; but I promise you
1 will be blooded to-morrow.” At the opera in the after-

noon, he felt himself disordered
j went out, accompanied by

his son, and in retiring through his valet de chombre's room
to his own apartment, was struck with a fit of apoplexy.
As he tottered for a few moments, Joseph caught him in his

arms, but could not support him, and Francis falling on the
floor, expired without a groan, in the fifty-eighth year of
his age.

r F 2
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In his private deportment Francis was lively, polite, and

affable; but he seemed rather formed for the situation in

which he was bom, than for that high rank to which he was
elevated by his marriage with Maria Theresa. His honours

sat awkwardly upon him, and he was uneasy under his

dignities. Though appointed co-regent of the Austrian

dominions, and seated upon the first throne of Europe, he

possessed only the shadow of authority, and his opinion was

without weight in things of consequence. Naturally indo-

lent and \mambitiou5, he never attempted to make the

smallest struggle; but submitted without a murmur to be a

cipher, contented only to be consulted by foreign ambas-

sadors for the sake of form. He even affected to display his

own insignificance, and to consider himself as subordinate to

^s consort. Being once at the levee, when the empress-

queen was giving audience to her subjects, he retired from

the circle, and seated himself in a distant corner of the

apartment^ near two ladies of the court. On their attempt-

ing to rise, he said, ‘‘ Do not regard me, for I shall stay here

till the courti^ gone, and then amuse myself with contem-

plating the crowd;” the ladies replying, “As long as your

imperial majesty is present, the court will be here;” “ You
mistake,” he added with a smile, “the empress and my
children are the court ; 1 am here only a simple individual”

Had Francis possessed more influence, the system of Eu-

rope would probably not have been overturned ; for France

Vraiyajs odious to him as Prussia was to the empress-queen,

ana he seemed to have appreciated the necessity of pre-

serving the strictest friendship with Great Britain. He did

not, without great reluctance, consent to the alliance with

the house of Bourbon
;
and among his papers was found a

remark which confirms this observation: “The less con-

nection with France the better ; the god of the French is

convenience; they have been often tried, and have been

always found unfaithful.”

The royal historian has recorded, that Francis, not daring

to interfere in affairs of government, employed the sums

whieh he drew from TWany in commerce. He es-

tabliriied manufactories, or lent money on pledges, and
undertook to furnish the imperial troops with uniforms,

nrms, and hors^. Associated with count Botta, and a

merchant named Schimmelman, he farmed the revenues of
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Saxony; and in 1756, even supplied with forage the Prus-

sian army, which was then engaged in hostilities with the

empress his consort; during the seven-years' war, he fur-

nished the empress with large sums, but always took care

that they should be vested on good security ; he woe, in a

word, the court banker. Francis left two chests of money

;

one belonging to himself and the other which he adminis-

tered for the empress. His own was supposed to contain

about 1,000,000 florins in moneyr and 19,000,000 in paper,

which his son Joseph inherited; but his love of amassing

treasure did not render him hard-hearted ; on the contrary,

he was ‘‘open as day to melting charity,” and distributed

100,000^. in annual donations to distressed persons.

He was extremely fond of natural philosophy, and endea-

voured to make his skill subservient to his love of money.

With this view he attempted, by means of burning glasses,

to form several small diamonds into one large stone ; and
continually employed chemists in searching for the philoso-

pher’s stone. He patronised men of letters, and made col-

lections of medals, natural history, and natunjl philosophy;

and to his care the capital owes a cabinet as rich in those

articles as any European cabinet can display. Though his

abilities and acquirements were inferior, and his deportment

less dignifled, in one respect he was far greater than Maria
Theresa ; he was more inclined to toleration, and always

recommended, in matters of religion, persuasion and argu-

ment rather than violence and persecution.
'

Among numerous instances of benevolence, which r&ect
honour on his memory, two have been thought most worthy
of being handed down to posterity. A flro having burst

forth in a magazine of saltpetre at Vienna, Francis hastened
to the spot, and as he advanced to give his orders, one of

his suite represented to him that he too much exposed his

person: “Do not,” the emperor replied, “be aliurmed for

me, but for those poor creatures whoih it will be difficult to

save.” During the depth of winter a violent inundation

overflowed the suburbs, and the waters rising to an extraor-

dinary height, many could only save themselves by taking

refuge on the tops of the houses. For three days they re-

maii^ in that dreadful situation without nourisWent ; the

rapidity of the stream, and the floating masses of ice, rend-

ering the passage so dangerous, that the most intrepid boat-

FF 3
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men could not be persuaded by any recompence to expose
themselves. In this imminent peril f'rancis threw himself
into a boat, and exclaiming, “ I trust my example will not
be lost,*' rowed over to the opposite shore ; his example had
its due effect ; the boatmen no longer hesitated to encounter
the same danger as the emperor, and the people were saved.

If the study of history is useful, it is particularly so when it

records examples of courage springing from humanity, and
where the foremost in rank is the first to distinguish himself
in braving danger or in acts of benevolence.

Maria Theresa bore the afflicting stroke of her husband’s

sudden decease with the utmost resignation. Though doat-

ihgly fond of him, and herself a pattern of conjugal attach-

ment, she had supported his numerous infidelities without

the smallest murmur, and even without appearing to be ap-

prised of them.* In a letter to her daughter, she calls him
by the endearing names of consort, friend, her heart’s joy,

for two-and-forty years
;
she added, “ brought up together,

our sentiments have ever been the same, and all my misfor-

tunes have been softened by his support.” She derived a

melancholy pleasure from the recollection of his anfiable

qualities, and even soothed her grief by preparing with her

own hands the shroud which was to cover his body, but
charged the confidential women of her court, who saw her
employed in that dismal office, not to divulge it

; and the

secret was not known till her death. To the time of her

decease she constantly wore mourning ; her apartments were
hung with black

;
she frequently descended into the vault

which contained his remains, and continued several hours
praying by his sepulchre, and preparing for her own dis-

solution.

In consequence of his pre-election, Joseph succeeded to

the title of emperor ;
and Leopold, her second son, became

great duke of Tuscany, in virtue of the act of succession

promulgated by Francis in 1763.

The empress-queen was no sooner recovered from the

first agonies of her grief, than she turned her attention with

redoubled energy to the concerns of government and the

eetaUishment of beneficial regulations for promoting the

* Hr. WraiBll has recorded a striking proof of her ma^animity in

her Dondiiet to the princess of Auersberg, the mistress ot Franois.—
Memoirs, Tid. iL p. 353.
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welfare of her subjects. She founded or enlarged, in diHe-

rent parts of her extensive dominions, several academies for

the improvement of the arts and sciences ; instituted nu-

merous seminaries for the education of all ranks, and re-

formed the public schools. She particularly turned her

attention to the promotion of agriculture, which, in a medal
struck by her order, was intituled the “ art which nourishes

all other arts*,” and founded a society of agriculture at

Milan, with bounties for the peasants‘who obtained the best

crops. She confined the rights of the chase, often so perni-

cious to the husbandman, within narrow limits
; and issued a

decree enjoining all the nobles who kept wild game to main-
tain their fences in good repair, permitting the peasants to

destroy the wild boars which ravaged the fields. She also

abolished the scandalous power usurped by the landholders

of limiting the season for mowing the grass within the

forests and their precincts, and mitigated the feudal servi-

tude of the peasants in Bohemia.

Among her beneficial regulations must not be omitted the

introduction of inoculation, and the establishment of a small-

pox hospital. On the recovery of her children from a dis-

order so fatal to her own family, Maria Theresa gave an
entertainment, which displays the benevolence of her cha-

racter. Sixty-five children, who had been previously in-

oculated at the hospital, were regaled with a dinner in the

gallery of the palace at Schoenbrun, in the midst of a nu-

merous court ; and Maria Theresa herself, assisted by her

offspring, waited on this delightful group, and gave to each

of them a piece of money. The parents of the children

were treated in another apartment ; the whole party was
admitted to the performance of a German play

; and this

charming entertainment was concluded with a dance, which
was protracted till midnight.

Perhaps the greatest effort made by the empress-queen,

and which reflects the highest honour on her memory, was
the reformation of various abuses in the church, and the re-

gulations which she introduced into the monasteries. She

eorrected the evils attendant on mortmain, or pious legacies

bequeathed to the church, as an expiation for sin, by for-

bidding all ecclesiastics from being present at the making
of a will ; she diminished the number of monks and nuus,

* Arti artium nutrici.

F V 4
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hj ordering that no persons should be admitted to take the

TOWS who had not attained the age of twenty-five
; and she

abolished a burdensome impost of ten per cent., which every
new abbot had extorted from his vassals, under the pretence

of furnishing an equivalent tax on Collateral succession, to

which abbey lands had been declared subject. She took

away the pernicious right which the convents and churches

eiyoy^, of affording an asylum to all criminals without dis-

tinction ; she suppressed the inquisition, which, though
cui'bed by the civil power, still subsisted at Milan, and
abolished throughout all her dominions the no less odioua

than inhuman custom of forcing confession by torture. She
suppressed the society of Jesuits, although her own confes-

sor was a member of that order ; but did not imitate the

unjust and cruel measures adopted in Spain and Portugal,

and softened the rigour of their lot by every alleviation

which circumstances would permit.

Chap. CXIX.—1769-1777.

It is a melancholy task to turn from these salutary and
benevolent acts to series of ambiguous negotiations and

unjust encroachments, which again clanged the whole system

of Austrian policy, occasioned a temporary union with the

king of Prussia, and ended in the partition of Poland, a
transaction which disgraced the reign of Maria Theresa.

Notwithstanding her memorable declaration in 1756, that

no consideration on earth should induce her to enter into an

alliance of which the king of Prussia was a party, the em-
press-queen forgot that apprehension of his ambition which

had hitherto been her ruling principle, and not only relin-

quished all hopes of recovering Silesia, but contributed to

consolidate and extend the power and influence of her natu-

ral enemy. This change in the conduct of the court of

Vienna was principally owing to the predominance which

Bnesia began to assume in the scale of Europe, and particn**

larly to the despotic ascendency idiicdi Catherine had ac-

quired in Poland.

Poland, w^ch formed a barrier between Austria,, Prussia,

Turk^, and Bussia, had sunk fixtm the first to the most in-
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considerable power of the north; in copsequence of intestine

commotions and the diminution of the regal authority. The
neighbouring sovereigns fomented these internal discords, in

order to preserve their influence in the government, and
prevent the nation from recovering its former ascendency

;

and the constitution was calculated to promote their views.

It was a republican form, presided by an elective monarch,
who was chosen by the nobles or gentry, and extremely

limited in his authority. The great body of the people were
in a state of feudal vassalage, and the nobles * were the sole

proprietors of land in fee, or descendants of those proprietors,

consequently numerous, and in general needy. Among
these, the most powerful and opulent, like the feudal barons,

maintained large bodies of retainers, and were supported by
those of their own order, who hoped either for protection or

advantage. Hence factions were formed, and the higher

nobles, perpetually at variance either among themselves or

with the crown, were assisted and encouraged by foreign

states.f

From the death of John Sobieski the house of Austria had
maintained a considerable influence in Poland, and, in con#

* A noble, as designated hy the laws of Poland, was a person not

engaged in trade or commerce, either possessing land, or the descendant

of a family which formerly possessed land. Every noble was capable of

being a candidate for the throne.

f The supreme legislative authority resided in the three estates of the

realm, the king, senate, and equestrian order assembled in a national diet.

The senate consisted of the bishops, palatines, or governors of pro-

vinces, castellans or lieutenants of the palatines, and the sixteen ministers

of state
; all these were appointed by the king, but when nominated

could not be deprived of their charges, except by the consent of the diet.

The equestrian order, or lower house, was composed of nuntios chosen

by the nobles or gentry in the respective dietines, and no qualification

was required either in the electors or elected. This assembly exhibited

a disgraceful scene of faction, tumult, and bloodshed, and was incapable

of concluding any business of state ; because the most important ques-

tions could not be decided without unaniidffy of suffrages, as each nuntio,

by his liberum veto, or negative, had the power of suspending, or even

of dissolving the diet. To obviate the evils arkbg from this dreadful

privilege, the Poles bad recourse to diets of oonfederaey, which, though

DompoM of the same members, and conducted with the same forms,

were capable of deciding by plurality of voices. Still, however, the evU
was only remedied in part, as the diets of confederacy could not decide

on many aflairs of state, nor make regulations which might lead to

radical change in the constitution.
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currence with Russia, had raised Augustus, elector of

Saxony, td the throne. The late emperor had sacrificed

some of his fairest provinces to support the son of Augustus,

and Maria Theresa was equally desirous to promote the inte-

rest of the house of Saxony, which had displayed so warm
an attachment, and undergone such sufferings in her cause.

On the death, therefore, of the king of Poland, which hap-

pened on the 5th of October, 1763, she prepared to exert all

her influence in favour of his son Christian Frederic
;
but

that prince dying soon after his father, leaving a minor son,

who was ineligible to the vacant dignity, she encouraged his

brother, prince Xavier, to become a candidate.

On this vacancy Poland became a scene of faction and
disorder; several natives offered themselves as candidates,

among whom the most conspicuous were prince Czartorisky,

his nephew count Stanislaus Poniatowski, high standard-

bearer of Lithuania, count Bronisky, and prince Lubomirsky.

Of these count Branisky was supported by prince Rndzivil,

and by those independent magnates who deprecated the inter-

ference of foreign powers ; but all the other competitors

yielded to count Poniatowski, who was assisted by the in-

fluence of Russia.
,

This amiable and accomplished nobleman was son of count

Poniatowski, castellan of Cracow, by the princess Czartoriska,

and had captivated the affections of Catherine when grand
duchess. The vanity of the empress was flattered by the

prospect of conferring a crown upon her favourite ; and her

ambition was no less gratified in securing the election of a

king who seemed likely to become wholly dependent on his

benefactress. She lavished her treasure to bribe the venal

nobles, assembled an army on the frontiers, and, in order to

exclude all foreign candidates, restricted the Poles to the

choice of a piast or native.

The empress-queen saw with concern the attempts of

Russia to exclude the house of Saxony, and gain the prepon-

derance in Poland ; she published a spirited manifesto, de-

claring her resolution to maintain all the rights, prerogatives,

and possessions of the Poles, particularly their privilege of

appointing a sovereign by a free and voluntary election, and
being seconded by a declaration equally strong on the part

of France, prepared to assert the pretensions of the house of

Saxony by arms*
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To counteract the oppoBition of Maria Theresa, Catherine

gained the king of Prussia : the two sovereigns entered into

a treaty to secure the election of Stanislaus ;
and being

joined by the Porte, the three powers issued similar declara-

tions, exhorting, or rather commanding the Poles to elect

none but a piast for their king. Soon afterwards a corps of

Eussian troops entered Poland, defeated prince Radzivil and
his party, and^ in conjunction with a Prussian force on the

frontiers, awed the diet of election, and secured the nomina-

tion of count Poniatowski, who was chosen on the 7th of

September, and crowned by the title of Stanislaus Augustus.

Maria Theresa, ill seconded by France, and opposed by
Turkey, Prussia, and Russia, was too prudent to follow the

example of her father, at a time when her subjects were yet

bleeding with the wounds of the septennial war. She did

not, therefore, openly oppose the election of Stanislaus : but,

recalling her minister from Warsaw, strove, in concert with

France, to diminish the preponderance of Russia, by foment-

ing the intestine troubles and assisting the malecontents with

money. She thus prepared to avail herself of the first oppor-

tunity to interfere with effect in the affairs of Poland, and
this opportunity soon presented itself.

Stanislaus, though solely indebted to Catherine for his

elevation, beheld with regret the total dependence of his

country on the court of Petersburgh. He was anxious to

emancipate himself from the Russian yoke, to abolish the

liberum veto, and reform other glaring defects in the con-

stitution, which furnished a perpetual pretext for foreign

interference. But his character and abilities were not equal

to this great design ; without military talents he could not

direct or awe his turbulent subjects ; and he was too deeply

immersed in gallantry and pleasures, to undertake an enter-

prise which required the greatest exertions of body and
mind. Some salutary regulations introduced into the finances,

the army, the courts of justice, and the further reforms

which he meditated, gave umbrage to Russia, and roused

those turbulent spirits who were desirous to retain their

country in a state of anarchy. Catherine and Frederic

fomented these discontents, and revived the religious disputes,

by declaring themselves protectors of the dissidents, under

which denomination were comprised all Christian sects who
dissented from the Roman Cathie religion. The dissidents
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had been originally indulged with the free exercise of their

worship, admitted to seats in the diet, and had participated

in all the privileges of the Catholics ;
and these rights were

confirmed W the celebrated treaty of Oliva. In process of

time the Catholics, acquiring the ascendency, gradually

deprived the dissidents of their privileges, and, in 1733,

excluded them from the diet. S^n after the election of

Stanislaus, the dissidents appealed to England, Russia,

Prussia, and Denmark, as mediating powers in the treaty of

Oliva, and obtained their recommendation to the diet
;
but

these applications were unfavourably received, the exclusion

was confirmed, and with great difficulty they even obtained

the free exercise of their worship. The king himself, though

inclined to toleration, concurred with the Catholics, and thus

excited still farther the resentment of the empress of Russia.

Catherine remonstrated against the proceedings of the diet,

encouraged the dissidents to form confederacies, and even

strengthened them with a body of troops. Religious dis-*

putes were soon blended with political cabals ; the dissidents

were joined by bodies of discontented Catholics, and a con-

federacy of Catholics was formed under the appellation of

malecontents, and headed by prince Radzivil.

A national diet, assembled to consider the claims of the

dissidents, was awed into compliance by a Russian forces

the most violent of the Catholics were arrested and impri-

soned, and the diet dissolved,. after appointing a committee

to adjust the contested points. This committee was induced

by bribes and threats to arrange a body of articles, which

not only restored the privileges of the dissidents, but per-

petuated the elective monarchy, the liberum veto, and

the other abuses in the constitution ; and these articles were
sanctioned by an extraordinary diet held at the commence-
ment of 1768.

Such arbitrary proceedings roused the majority of the

nation; bodies of Catholics assembled on the frontiers of

Turkey and Hungary, seized the fortress of Bar in Fodolia,

and formed an union which was called the ConMeracy of

Bar- The royal troops were either defeated, or joined the

insurgents ; additional forces from Russia poured into Poland,

uid l£e country became a scene of tdoo^hed and devasta-

don ;
^vriiile the king, without a slmdow of authority, was a

mere puppet in the hands of the Russian party.
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In one of these conflicts a party of Buseians pursued the

Foies into the Turkish territory, and burnt the small town
of Balta. This accidental incursion was construed as a vio-

lation of territory; the Porte was instigated by France to

publish in October, 1768, a declaration of war against Eussia,

and by this diversion enabled the confederates to protract

hostilities.

The rapid success of the Bussians against the Turks, and
particularly the conquest of Moldavia, alarmed the court of

Vienna, and disposed the empress-queen to listen to the

overtures of the king of Prussia, who was himself jealous of

his new ally. That wily monarch had long coveted Polish

or Western Prussia, which formed a communication between

the disjointed parts of his dominions, but could not expect to

realise his views without the concurrence of Austria and
Bussia. He therefore projected the partition of Poland ; and
the distracted state of that country, and the relative situation

of the neighbouring powers, seemed to oATer a favourable

moment for the fulfllment of his plan. Aware that Bussia

was interested to oppose a dismemberment, he endeavoured

first to secure the concurrence of Austria, and, by their joint

influence, to extort the acquiescence of Catherine while she

was involved in a Turkish war.

As early as 1765 he had proposed an interview, which

had been eagerly accepted by Joseph, at that time on enthu-

siastic admirer of his great rival ; but he was disappointed

by the jealousy of the empress and her minister. The Aus-
trian cabinet, however, being now alarmed by the success of

the Bussians, the eniperor himself, with the consent of Maria
Theresa, ofiered to visit Frederic in Silesia. The interview

took place at Neiss, on the 25th of August, 1769, and seemed
likely to remove that enmity which had long divided the

two houses. Frederic addressed the emperor by declaring

he considered that 4 day the happiest of his life, as it became
the epoch of an union between two families too long hostile,

but whose real interests consisted rather in secontBng than

destroying each other. Joseph replied, “ Silesia no longer

exists for the house of Austria.” He then proposed to main-

tain a neutraUty .in Germany, in case of a war between

England and France ; and the king acceded to this proposal,

a convention was signed by the two monarchs themselveiB,

and by an additional article they engaged to observe a neut
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trality, in their respective dominions, should any unforeseen

troubles arise ; they likewise agreed to maintain a private

correspondence, and settle their respective disputes without

the intervention of ministers.

In the ensuing year the Turkish fleet being destroyed at

Tchesme, Bender taken by count Panin, and Wallachia

added to the Russian conquests, the court of Vienna was still

more alarmed with the progress of these new and dangerous

neighbours
;
magazines were formed in Hungary, reinforce-

ments of troops despatched towards the frontiers, and the

empress-queen did not affect to conceal her resolution of

taking part in the war.
' In these circumstances a second interview took place

;
the

emperor, accompanied by prince Kaunitz, repaired to a camp
formed at Neuatadt in Moravia, where he received the visit

of the Prussian monarch. Frederic and his generals were
habited in the uniform worn by the Austrian recruits, and,

on meeting the emperor, the king addressed him with the

delicate compliment, “ I have brought your imperial majesty

many recruits.’* The two sovereigns treated each other with

the utmost cordiality
;
and the business for which the meet-

ing had been arranged was transacted between Frederic and
the Austrian minister. Kaunitz pressed the king to join the

house of Austria, in opposing, by force of arms, the ambitious

projects of Russia; and urged that such an union was the

only barrier to resist that torrent from the north which
threatened to overwhelm all Europe. Frederic artfully

evaded this overture, but tendered his intervention to con-

ciliate the courts of Vienna and Petersburgh, and offered to

procure from the Porte the acceptance of the Austrian medi-

ation : at the same time he reiterated his former assurances

of amity, and, at the request of the emperor, promised to

communicate any overtures which might be made to him by
France.

These professions were confirmed by the arrival of a

messenger from Constantinople, with letters requesting the

mediation of Austria and Prussia, and declaring the resolu-

tion of the Porte to accept no proposals which were not

made by their intervention. This mediation was gladly

accepted by the emperor and his minister, and the rival

houses of Austria and Brandenburgh seemed cordially united

in their views and interests.
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At this interview Frederic held forth the partition of

Poland as a bait to the Austrian court, and represented the

policy of persuading or compelling Bussia to concur in the

dismemberment, instead of retaining Moldavia and Wallachia.

The map of Poland was laid before the two sovereigns^ the

limits of the respective portions were ac^usted, and the plan

of operations arranged.* The consequences of these inter-

views were soon manifest ; the Austrian and Prussian troops

had already entered Poland, under the pretence of preventing

the progress of the plague ; and Maria Theresa brought for-

ward vague claims on some Polish districts, of which she

affected to postpone the discussion till the return of peace,

and declared that she would protect the territories in ques*

tion from all insults, either on the part of the Russians or

the confederates.

Notwithstanding this union with the king of Prussia, and

the arrangements for the partition, a singular change sud-

denly took place in the conduct of the court of Vienna.

Maria Theresa, in a letter to Stanislaus, written with her

own hand, gave the strongest assurances that her friendship

for him and the republic was firm and unalterable ; that she

had never entertained a thought of seizing any poit of hia

dominions, and would suffer no dismemberment. At the

same time she concluded a treaty with the Porte, by which

she agreed to declare war against the Russians, if they did

not relinquish all their conquests, and desist from tl^eir en-

terprises in Poland. In return she was to receive an annual

subsidy of 10,000 purses, or 720,000 pounds, by four instal-

ments, the first of which was to be paid as soon as the Aus-
trian troops were put in motion ; and she flattered herself

with the hopes of regaining, from the gratitude of the Turks,

those provinces which had been ceded at the peace of Bel-

grade. The troops were accordingly put in motion; the

first instalment was paid
;

promises of assistance were

* I have little hesitation in asserting that the plan of this partition

originated with the king of Prussia; but so inPamous was this transactioOp

that each of the three powers endeavoured to fix the blame on the others.

We need however only read the king of Pmssia's own account, in “ La
Politique depuii 1763 k 1775," (Euvree Posthumes, tom. 5., to be con-

vinced that he was the prime mover of this partition, and that be ob-

tained his end by fomenting and availing himself of the jealousy between

the courts of Yieona and Petersburgh.
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lavished on the confederates; iminense preparations made
in Hungaiy

;
and the imperial minister at Berlin pressed

the king to remain neuter, should the Austrians attack the

Bussians in any other country except Poland.

Frederic had now matured the plan at which he had
laboured with .unceasing assiduity. He therefore rejected

the proposal of a neutrality, endeavoured to prevent the

jealousy of the two powers from breaking out into open hos-

tilities, and despatched his brother prince Henry to St.

Petersburgh, to negotiate a peace with the Turks, and to

effect an accommodation between Austria and Prussia, which
was to be cemented by the partition. Catherine, intoxicated

with her success, demanded as the price of a peace with the

Turks, the cession of the two Cabardias, Azof and its terri-

tory, the independence of the Crimea, the free navigation of

the Black Sea, an island in the Archipelago, and the seques-

tration of Moldavia and Wallachia, for twenty-five years.

In imparting these extravagant proposals to the court of

Vienna, Fr^eric artfully softened their resentment, and
endeavoured to protract negotiation ; but finding prince

Eaunitz dazzled with the expected advantages of the Turkish
alliance, he exerted all his endeavours to secure the concur-

rence of Russia. He succeeded in alarming Catherine with
the dread of an Austrian war, and at length persuaded her
to accept a portion of Poland, as an indemnification for res-

toring Moldavia and Wallachia.

In the midst of these negotiations, a corps of Austrian
troops entered Poland, and occupied the lordship of Zips, as

an ancient dependency of the kingdom of Hungary. This
usurpation furnished an additional argument to the king of

PiTissia, and facilitated his views. Catherine declared to

prince Henry, that if the court of Vienna presumed to dis-

member Poland, the neighbouring powers must follow the

example. Frederic took advantage of this hint, excited her

apprehensions, and at length extorted her consent to the pa|r-

ririon ;
the respective poisons were specified in a convention

signed at St. Petersburgh, in February, 1772, between the

empress and the king of Prussia.

Having thus succeeded at the court of Russia, Frederic

again applied to the cabinet of Vienna ; he expressed the

approbation of Catherine at the seizure of ^ps, urged them
to occupy the districts which they wished to appropriate,
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and insinuated that himself and Russia would follow the

ezample, Unwilling, however, to relinquish the advantages

which they expected to derive from their connection with
the Porte, they hesitated in adopting the proposal, and Kau-
nitz in particidar dreaded lest the dismemberment of Poland ‘

should occasion a breach of the alliance with France. But
by the same artifices which Frederic had employed in Russia,

he alternately alarmed and lured the court of Vienna, and
even made warlike preparations as if he designed to enforce

the partition. His schemes were attended with success.

Maria Theresa listened to the overtures of the^Prussian

monarch, and preferred a share in the plunder of Poland to

an uncertain and burdensome war. She felt or affected to

feel, indeed, great scruples of conscience, in participating the

disgrace of this infamous transaction; but she was not the
less exorbitant in her demands, and extended her claims

almost to the half of Poland. After a long discussion, tfaa

dread lest the secret should be divulged, and the jnstances

of Prussia, induced her to lower her pretensions, and the

final treaty of partition was signed at St. Petersburgh on the

5th of August.

During the negotiations for the partition treaty, Poland
had been torn by intestine feuds, and sunk into a dreadful

state of anarchy ; the confederates bad made a considerable

progress, and with the animosity natural to such contests,

both parties had committed the most daring acts of licentious-

ness and cruelty. The unfortunate monarch was solely main-
tained on his throne by a Russian army, and resided at

Warsaw as a kind of state prisoner, in the midst of a Russian
garrison ; in this situation he was seized in his capital by a
daring band of confederates, and was only rescued from assas-

sination by an escape almost miraculous. *

At length the time approached for the execution of the
treaty, which had been arranged with such consummate art

and profound secresy. The three powers throw of the mask,
by publishing a manifesto asserting their respective claims,

'

and with an insulting mockery, urged those very disorders

and miseries in which they had contrived to plunge the

unfortunate Poles, as motives for their glaring violation of
the rights of nations. On the publication of this manifesto,

they made a specification of their intended acquisitions, and
For an account of bii escape, see Wmzall's Memoirs, rol. il p. 56.

TOL. Un G Q
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the respective districts were instantly occupied hj their

troops.

Both parties were equally confounded by these proceed-

ings. The king and Uie royalists found themselves betrayed

by the empress of Russia, whom they had considered as their

protectress ; and the oozifederates had even flattered them-

selves that the Austrian troops were advancing to their

aaristanee. The nation now felt the fatal effects of faction

and discord
;
but the two parties were unable to form a

ooaHtion ; the king was a state pageant in the hands of the

BuflsianB'^ and the oonfederates, threatened on all sides, were

sobn Tout^ and dispersed.

The king and nation published refutations of the pretended

diums; issued counter dedarations and memorials; and

appeal^ to all the other states who had guaranteed the in-

tegrity of Pdand. But neither this app^, nor the senti-

ments of justice and humanity made the smallest impression

on the three courts, and th^ hastened to complete the parti-

tion, lest the rising spmt of the nation should be supported

by^ other states^ Europe. The empress-queen, who had

hitherto acted a secondary part, now came forward, and her

minister at the court of Wamw peren^orily required the

king to assemble a diet, in order to fasten a definitive

arrangement between the republic and the three powers,
" who would not expose then: pretensions to the hazard of

fatuse contingencies, end of those troubleB with which Poland

had been always agitatecL^ The same declaration was deli-

vered by the ’ministers of Russia and Prussia, and Stanislaus

isitiMBd circular letters for the convocation of the general

diet

The diet assembled on the 19th of 1773 ; but such

was the dii^sition of the natum, that in the lower house the

iwijortty of tiie nnntioa long opposed the dismemberment;

tad they were enconraged ^ the king, who exhibited the

flCBOst resolution to preserve the integrity tnd independence

of Itiaeonntry. The ambassadma of tim three courts now
hid feooorse to terror ; the king was menaced with dep^i-

lion, liis fomity with imprisonmeni and min, and tlm capital

itselfMWia tiireatened wi^ pillage v bribes and promises were

liviilied Miiig the members of the diet» ifoi every engine

68i|deMt ili ^blMam the fulfilmmit «fIkeir views.* At le^tb

abroad^ tod witlioat strength
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at home, indignantly yielded to their fate. Still, however,

the king continued firm, and threatened to abdicate rather

than dishonour himself by sanctioning the dismemberment of

his kingdom; he demanded an asylum in England, and
stretching forth his right hand to the British plenipotentiary,

exclaimed, I will suffer this hand to be cut off rather than

sign the act of Partition.’’ But Stanislaus, though buoyed
up by the enthusiasm of the moment, did not possess suffi-

cient energy to endure the extremity of his fortune : his

feeling mind was alarmed for the fate of his family ; and he
had not spirit to disdain a crown held only by the sufferance

of his oppressors. He yielded to the menaces of the Russian

ambassador, and gave his assent to that fatal instrument,

which finaUy blotted the name of his devoted country from
the nations of Europe.

The partitioning powers were too prudent to trust their

unjust acquisitions to the forbearance of an indignant nation

they extorted an act for the immediate dissolution of the diet,

and the appointment of a committee of delegates to aiyiist

their respective claims, and to accede to a new constitutioii

which they had prepared for that unhiq^py country;. The
delegates entered on their humiliating office ; and, bmore thR
month of September, concluded the treaty of partition in

conformity to the dictates of the three courts.

The Russian district formed the north'^eastem part of'

Poland, and consisted of PoUsh livonia, parts of the p^ti-
nates ofWitepsk, BolotdE,and Mindt, and the whole palatumte

ofMicislaw, containing a populalioii of 1,500,000 souls; and,

Frederic obtained the district caBM Boyid or WeiStem
Prussia, with a population of 860,000 souls.

The declaration published by Maria Theresa foiRided her
right to a large portion of Poland on obsolete olaimsu^of the

crowns of Hungary and Bohemia ; hut she advanced as a
favour, that although she ^ oonld prove her incontes^lde

right to Severia, PodoUa, Yolhynia, Fc^uliai» Bed Bns^
and Little Russia, and other ftmibBidamble dktriots, yet

would content hersdf with modereie equivalent, '(lb
equivalent was, alane territcxrymtlih aou^ obir
rnsing Bed Russia, and partaeC: the. tf

Cracow, Sandomir, Lublin, Beris, end Podq|ia»

containing a fertile and ecteo^e with a popolatkfpi

of 2,500^^ souls, and the vidnalb mik werb
0 Q s
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which brought to the republic an annual revenue of 90,000/.

This district was consolidated and annexed to the Austrian

territories, under the ancient appellation of the kingdoms of

GUUicia and Lodomeria.

The partitioning powers did, however, less injuiy to the

republic by dismeml^ring its fairest provinces, than by es-

tablishing a form of government, which gave still further

scope to the exorbitant liberty of the nobles. They excluded

all prospect of reform, by perpetuating the elective monarchy,

the liberum veto, and the other inherent defects of the con-

stitution ;
and still further circumscribed the authority ofthe

crown, by taking from the king the appointment of bishops,

castellans, palatines, and ministers of state, and the patronage

of the starosties, or royal fiefs, and by vesting the executive

power in a permanent council chosen by the diet and pre-

sided by the king.

The avidity of Austria and Prussia was not gratified by
these acquisitions, and the treaty of partition was scarcely

signed before the courts of Vienna and Berlin began to make
new encroachments. The two courts connived at each other's

encroachments, and, from the situation of affairs, seemed

likely to succeed in extending their acquisitions.

The good fortune which had hitherto attended the arms of

Catherine had deserted her in the campaign of 1773, and her

generals were defeated in their attempts to carry the war
beyond the Danube. At the same time the rebellion of

Fugatchef, who assumed the character of Peter 111., shook

her throne ; and the Turks, encouraged by this diversion,

obstinately refused to listen to overtures for peace. But in

&e ensuing year the Russian arms again became successful

;

Bomanzof passed the Danube, and hemmed in the Turkish

army in the mountains of Bulgaria, and the Grand Vizier

p»8 compelled, by a mutiny of his troops, to accede to the

UHHBOB dictated by the Russian general. By this treaty,

i^ned at Eagniari^i, the Rusrian head-quarters, Catherine

(Mured the independence of the Crimea, the free navigation

ef the Turkish ^eaa, and Aiitained the forts of Eertsefa,

Teirikale, Einburn, and the surrounding district, Azof, and

the cession of the Great and Little Cabardias. She restored

a}l her other conquer to the Turks ; but. in. the restitution

of Moldavia and Wallachia, exacted such stipulations relative

priyilefes and religion, as afforded her a pretext to
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interfere in the afFairs of those provinces. In conseqnenCe

of this glorious peace, she was enabled to crash the rebellion

of Fugatchef, and to turn her attention to the affairs of
Poland.

The court of Vienna was extremely mortified at this

sudden pacification. Even during the whole negotiation for

the partition ofPoland, the empress-queen had not intermitted

her intrigues with the Porte. She had beheld with jealouSy

the recent success of the Russians, and saw with great regret

and apprehension the conclusion of a peace, which rendered

the empress of Russia the protectress of Moldavia and
Wallachia, and which so greatly increased her territories and
ascendency in the east of Europe, and enabled her to turn

her attention to the affairs of Poland.

The fears of the empress-queen were not ill-founded,

Catherine authoritatively required both Austria and Prussia

to desist from their encroachments, and abide bv the treaty

of partition
; she even reproached the court of Vienna for

the exactions of their troops in Poland, and extorted from
the emperor an humiliating disavowal of their conduct.

These spirited remonstrances were attended wi)h effect.

Maria llLeresa first d^lared her readiness to oblige the

empress of Russia by restoring the territories of which she

had taken possession ; and the king of Prussia, was compelled

to follow her example. Still, however, the final conclusion

of this nefarious transaction was retarded by various ne-

gotiations ; representations, remonstrances, and threats suc-

ceeded each other, and it was not till 1777, that the three

powers, influenced by mutual j ealous^rand fear, densted from
their projects of aggrandisement, and nearly adopted the

limits which had'been assigned by the first treaty of partition.

Chap. CXX— 1777.

At the conclusion of the partition of Poland, the situation

of Maria Theresa was highly flourishing, and her great

iMMsessicms of strength and influence exciM jealousy among
the European powers. She possessed a well disciplined anny^

exceeding 200,000 men, w^h could be considerably aug-

mented
; the finances were restored to order, and notwith-

' G 0 s
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standing the numerous expenses of the military establishmen^t,

the treaeury was enriched by an annual saving of 2,000,000
crowns. From inclination and principle she was averse to

the horrors of war, and desirous of closing her days in peace

;

bat her aon the emperor, a prince of an aspiring and
ambitious temper, was eager to augment his dominions, and
panted for an occasion to signaUse his name. Some time

after the death of Francis, the council of the conference

which had for so long a period directed the administratiDn,

was abolished, and prince Kaunitz, as prime minister,

acquired unbounded influence in the conduct of foreign

affiurs. He adapted himself with consummate address to

the discordant characters and views of the mother and son

;

but he exerted his principal attention to preserye the alliance

with France, which during the events of the preceding years

had been repeatedly threatened with disfolntion.

On the death (rf Louis KVL, sanguine hopes were enter*

tained by the court of Vienna, that their ascendency at

Versailles would be secured by the influence of the young
queen*, and that Choiseul would be placed at the head of a
new administration formed imder their auspices. But in

these expectations they were grievously disappointed ; the

TOung king, though wmrmly attached to his queen, restrained

her interference in politick concerns, and placed his whole
confidence in the count de Maurepas, who h^ been strongly

recommended by the daufdiin his father, and whose prin-

ciples were advise to Austrian politics. The resolution of
the king was strengthened by a memorial presented to

him, by the ordtf of his decea^ father, on the day of his

ao^estion. This paper designated the house of Austria as

the natural memj of France displayed in strong colours

the evils which had been derived from the treaty of Ver-
sailles : and inculcated the necessity of establishing a new
system of policy.

the advice of Maurepas, the duke d’Aiguillon was
dismissed, and the conduct oi foreign affairs intrusted to the

de Vergennes, a man of a cool head, penetrating

refined address, who had highly distingnishU

hlsMdlf ih his embassies at Constantinople and Sto^olm,
a^ who^ fooiii gratitude and principle, was zealous in pro-

nMrtfog the Tkws of Maurej^. Vergennes pursued the

* udidueliesi Mtm Antoinette daughter of Maria Thereia,
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same sjBtem of policy with conauiliiiiate skill ; he maintEiined

a private and constant correspondence with Louis XYL, un-

known to the queen ; he secretly renewed the friendly inter-

course with the king of Prussia ; and at the very moment
when by lures and promises he governed in essential points

the court of Vienna, he inculcated in the mind of the king

the necessity of supporting the Prussian power, and
counteracting the further aggrandisement of the house of

Austria, as the means of perpetuating the influence of

France in Germany, and isolating England from the states

of the continent In a memoir privately submitted to the

king, he earnestly inculcated this grand principle of his

political system : “ What would have become,” he says, of

France, if the enormous efforts made during the septennial

war had been attended with the expected success? The
king of Prussia crushed, and his power annihilated, France
would have been reduced to the degrading alternative of

having no ally in the empire, or of submitting to the law
imposed by so precarious a friend ns the house of Austria;

It is to the dread inspired by the king of Prussia, that

France owes the alliance of the court of Vienna* By pre-

serving, therefore, the power which is the object of that

dread, we can alone hope to perpetuate that alliance.” He
adds, ‘‘I dare to assert, that we ought not to hesitate in pre-

ferring the preservation of the Prussian power in Germany,
to that of branches of the house of Bourbon in Italy.

Although the kingdom of Naples, in the bands of the em-
peror, would give him many advantages, those advantages
have no positive weight in the balance of Europe ; but it is

far different with regard to Prussia; h^ consoli^ted power,
particularly sinc^ the aoquisitioa of Polish Prussia, renders
her of considerable importance in the balance of the empire,

and, by a necessary consequence, in that of Europe."
Louis adopted this principle, and in most instances made

it the grand rule ofhis conduct. He maintained the alliance

with the house of Austria, from a regard to treaties, from
affection to the queen, and from a sense of the advantages
derived from that connection ; but he no less secretly and
sedulously cultivated a friendly intercourse with Prussia

and the secpndaiT powers. He jus^y appreciated the pa-^

ciflc sentiments of Maria Theresa, for whom he entertaibel

an almost filial affection, and he was equally convinced that
0 0 4
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prince Kaunitz was sincerelj disposed to maintain the al-

liance on terms of reciprocal advantage to both nations. He
entertained, however, an unfavourable opinion of his brother-

in-law, the emperor, and attributed to his sole interference

the alliance with Russia and Prussia, the partition of Poland,

and the seizure of the Bucovina, the possession of which
had been lately confirmed to her by Russia. His prejudice

against Joseph strikingly appears by a secret letter written

to Yergennes, on the invasion of Venetian Dalmatia by the

imperil troops, under the pretence of a dispute relative to

the limits : The measures,” he says, “ which the Austrian

cabinet have for some time pursued ore equivocal and fal-

lacious. The invasion of the Venetian territories by the

troops of the emperor, denotes his ambitious and despotic

temper, which he has not concealed from the baron de

Breteuil ; he has doubtless fascinated his mother, as she was
by no means pleased with his usurpations, and did not at

first conceal her dissatisfaction. It appears, also, by the

despatch of Thugut, that Kaunitz disapproved all that had

pas^, but his opinion was overruled. We have nothing at

present to do, but to watch carefully, and be on our guard

relative to everything that comes from the court of Vienna

;

civiliQr and reserve must be the rule of our conduct.”

lliese motives, and this refined policy, explain the whole

conduct of the French cabinet, and display their apparent

inconsistency in supporting the petty interests of the house

of Austria, while they opposed all her attempts for further

aggrandisement.

xhe court of Vienna exhibited strong marks of disap-

poijgtment ixiA uneasiness, on the nomination of the French

nildistryy without their knowledge or intervention; the

^peror displayed* the strongest aversion to the French

court and nation ; even prince Kaunitz did not refrain from

Oi^castic reflections on the characters and measures of the

HOW administration, and the whole cabinet testified a return-

^^a|:tUlity to England. During the transactions for the

limmpa of Poland, the court of Vienna had maintained a

* ^ winter of 1777 and 1778 at Viai^ and had freqi^tly

fiH boaaiW cf meeting the emperor, in prWate loeiedes, where he vliited

wilimul eeaemony. On them oocaniona he did not aSM to eonceal bii

‘^afi-Bonilion tentimonti, and leldom fiuled of uttering tome aefere

iwmim agMiiSl the. French.
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stately reserve towards that of Versailles ; but the partition

was no sooner completed, than their jealousy of Russia re-

vived in consequence of her increasing preponderance, and

perpetual encroachments on the side of Turkey. To resist

so formidable a power, they endeavoured to regain the confi-

dence of France, and in 1777, baron Thugut was despatched

to Paris to propose a defensive league against Russia, in

favour of the Turks. The French ministry, however,

anxious not to offend the empress of Russia, declined the

proposal, under the pretence that such an alliance would

alarm Europe, and that it would be sufficient to conclude the

league when the Ottoman empire was actually threatened

with an invasion.

In consequence of the ill-success of the minister, the

emperor himself, who was desirous to ascertain the real

sentiments of the French cabinet, and to exert his influence

over his sister, paid a visit to Versailles. He had long

meditated this journey, but had been prevented by the secret

opposition of the French ministry, and by the repugnance of

the king, whose prejudices against his brother-in-law, had

rather increased than diminished. Vergennes encouraged

these prejudices; he artfully expatiated on the ambitious

projects of the emperor, insinuated that the purpose of the

journey was to gain the support of France to his views of

aggrandisement, and endeavoured to fortify the mind of his

master against the influence of the queen. The anti-Aus-

trian party alsd were loud in their clamours ; they accused

the emperor, not only of an intention to wrest Servia and
Bosnia from the Turks, Friuli from the Venetians, and to

seize Bavaria, on the death of the elector, but to covet

Loraine and Alsace, the patrimony of his ancestors. The
prejudices of the king, therefore, were not effaced by
all the blandishments of the queen, and were still fur-

ther augmented by the incompatible characters of the two
sovereigns. -

^

In these circumstances, the visit of the emperor did not

tend to revive the harmony between the two houses. He
was indeed received with the most flattering marks of respect

and attention; but the king and ministers viewed their il-

lustrious guest with jealousy and alarm, and in all political

matters he experienced the utmost coolness and reserve.

The vanity of Joseph was mortified by his disappointment;
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he returned to Vienna still more disgusted with the French,

whom he affected to consider as a, trifling and frivolous

people ; and he accused the cabinet of Versailles of being

Jealous of his talents, fearful of his future ascendency in

Europe, and hostile to the interests of the house of Austria.

Chap. CXXL—1777-1779.

Joseph had scarcely returned from France, when the death

of the elector of Bavaria, without issue male, on the dOth of

December, 1777, opened a new prospect of aggrandisement

to the house of Austria, and again kindled the flames of war
in Grermany.

On this evenly Charles Theodore, elector Palatine, was
generally considered as rightful heir to all the Bavarian

territories winch were not iknale fiefs .or allodials. .

The elector of Saxony, in right of his mother, who was
sister of the deceased elector, claizned the allodial property,

which he valued at 47,000,000 florins.

The duke of Mecklenburgh Sriiiwerin contended for the

possession of tiie landgraviate of Leuchtenberg, in virtue of

an investiture granted to his ancestor Henry by the emperor
Maximilian, in 1602. ^

But these petty pretensions were lost in those of a more
powerful claimant. The bouse of Austria had long coveted

the poBsesrion of Qtvaris, and Jos^h had even espoused

CSon^unda, sister of the deceased elector, a princess who
pOBSMsed no personal attspaotu^ with a view to secure the

fl^Uod^Al prope^ ; her death wil^nt issue havii^ frustrated

ihese expectations, the court ofVienim brought foiwar^ other

IPitmiriong to almostone half of the saocession*

Maria Theresa, as queen of Bohemia, claimed those flefs

hi tile Upper Fsb^^ whiitii bad hem conferred by the

of Bohemiam the^Bavorian Uoejunce tim oonventioii

or Parian and as arebduchesa Austria, and representative

m Alberii^she ibundad her pratenrioni to Lower Bavaria in

rirtiie jiie inyestitim granted by Sigiynnndp She ^med
gbo (d Mindelhaim in Siiiiihia,in consequenee of

e neYOirim granted to the hooso of. Auitria by Matthias, in
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1614, and confirmed b7 aucoeeding emperors ; and she even
asserted a prior title to the allodialB, ij what was called a
light of regredienee, or in virtue of her descent from Anne,
great g:i^d-daughter of Albert and wife of Ferdinand 1^
and also from Mary Anne, daughter of William, fifth elector

of Bavaria, and wife of Ferdinand IL
Joseph, as emperor, claimed the landgraviate of Leuchten-

berg, the counties of Wolfstein, Haag, Schwaabeck, Halss,

and a few inconsiderable disfricts, as male fiefs reverting to

the empire.

In consequence of these pretensions, and the views which
they had long entertained of ^pronriating Bavaria, the
court of Vienna hod anxiously watched the health of the
elector

; and he was no sooner seized with the small-pox than
they put their troops in motion towards the frontiers*

Having secured the Bavarian ministers, the gates of Munich
were shut on the death of the elector, and for five days the

Austrian envoy alone was
.

permitted to forward an express;

the imperial troops instantly entered the electorate, and oodu**

pied those ports which were elaimed by the house of Austria;

The elector Palatine, however, issued letters patent, remon-
strating against the encroachment, prepared to take posseo-

sion of the inheritance, ahd repaired to Munich to receive the

homage of his subjects. But it soon appeared that he had
consented to previous arrengexaents y for, on the 3rd of

January, his minister signed a convention, acknowledging
the legitimacy of the Austrian pretensioni, which was ratified

on the* 15th by the elector himself. In fact, the court of

Vienna had purchased hia acquiescence by promising to pro-
vide for his natural son

; and as ha had no legitimate issuer

he sacrificed, without scruple^ the interests of ms^iresiiaiptiTe

heir, the duke of Deux Fonts, who was ttescemfed frdfii a
collateral branch of the RhodolphinO line, ^

On the 20th of January KauniU delivered a dicdar note
to the forei^ ministers, briefiy spedfrog tiie pretansiohs of
the emperor and Maria Therm; ana, fraa siliiati<m of

afhirs, the court of Vienna deemed themselveB secure of their

object. Their troops were in possession of ^e country, and
they expected the co-operation France ; Russia, embar-
ras^d by the disputes relative to Ihe Crimea, did not see^
willing

, or capable of opposing their daixns ;
England, in-

volved in the war with the American colonies, could not turn
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her attention to the affairs of the continent ; and the imperial

cabinet hoped that the king of Prussia, who was alone capa-

ble of interposing with effect, was too much broken with age
and infirmities to encounter the dangers and fatigues of the

field, or to engage the whole power of the house of Austria,

assisted bj France. They were strengthened in this opinion

by the ^parent inactivity of Frederic ; but that wily mo-
narch had secretly incited the duke of Deux Fonts to oppose

the dismemberment of his future inheritance*, and made
private overtures to France and Russia.

France, true to her system of policy, would not openly

oppose, but was anxious to obstruct, the aggrandisement of

the house of Austria ; and Frederic succeeded in convincing

the empress of Russia that she was interested to prevent any
change in the German empire. Thus encouraged, he per-

suaded the duke of Deux Fonts to appeal to Russia and
France, and to protest before the diet against the dismember-

ment of the Bavarian territories. The elector of Saxony
followed this example, and being thus furnished with a pre-

text for his interference, Frederic opened a negotiation with

the court of Vienna. A paper war ensued ; and on both

sides notes and memorials were issued, refuting and enforc-

ing the validity of the Austrian pretendons.

The king of Prussia urged that the whole of the Bavarian
succession was an inalienable and indivisible patrimony, as

wdl from the principles of the feudal system as from the

convention of Pavia, renewed by subsequent familv com-
pacts, in two of which the elector Palatine himself was a

p^y, and confirmed by the Golden Bull and the peace of

Westphalia. He reprobated with peculiar energy the private

arrangement with the elector Palatine, without the consent

of his presumptive heir, the duke ofDeux Fonts, as contrary

to the laws and constitutions of the empire, and as a prece-

dent that would expose the smaller states to be swallowed up
hy the larger. He also charged the enmror with a bre^
of ibis capitulation, in authcniaing so illegal a transaction,

wi in occupying with the Austrian troops some integral

* ^he duke of Deui Fonti bid erSo been ioduoed by the elector

pMloline to oooede to the Donrention with the houee of AustrU, from the

mrebendon of loiing Julien and Berg ; but wu diisuaded by count

Gocarti, the Pnudan imbaicador, at the very moment when he waf about

to ago. ' 1 received thii information from oount Goerti himaeIC
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parts of the duchy of Bavaria, without the consent of the

emmre.
Tile court of Vienna replied with all the ingenuity which

the discussion of these intricate questions prompted.

Arguments on both sides were continually repeated in

different forms in the course of the controversy, and were

urged with all the subtle^ and acuteness which marked the

fertile imaginations of Kaunitz and Hertzberg, and sup-

ported with all the chicane and cavil which German jurists

could invent, and with all the authorities which could be

drawn from the doubtful records of antiquity.*

During this discussion, which gradually increased in acri-

mony, and was at length carried before the diet of the em-

pire, active preparations were made for hostilities ; troops

were assembled in Saxony, Silesia, Bohemia, and Moravia

;

and the emperor and Frederic repaired to take the command
of their respective armies.

At this juncture the emperor, disappointed in his hopes

of assistance from France, opened a correspondence with the

king of Prussia, and the two sovereigns wrote to each other

as private individuals. In the first letter he proposed a pro-

ject of a convention, by which the king was to acknowledge

the validity of the agreement between the empress-queen

and the elector palatine, and to make no opposition to any

future arrangement relative to the exchange either of a part

or the whole of the Bavarian territories, provided the acqui-

sitions of the house of Austria did not border on the Prussian

dominions. In return, he promised not to .oppose the in-

corporation of the morgraviates of Anspach and Bareitb,

with the territories of the reigning house of Brandenburgh,

or any exchange which might suit the convenience of the

king of Prussia, provided likewise that his acquisitions did

not border on the Austrian territories.

These propositions were founded on the same principle of

spoliation which had characterised the partition of Poland

;

but circumstances were changed. The king of Prussia was

more interested to prevent the aggrandisement of the house

of Austria in the empire than to make any new acquisition.

He therefore rejected these propositions, Meeting great ab-

* The reader who is desirous to examine this controversy may eon-

ult the paper! on both lidei in Hertiberg’s Recueil des Deductioub

Trait^ &c.
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horrence of tiias parcelling out the states of the empire for

political convenience and mutual aggrandisement ; and the

discnssion which had already eiercised the ingenuity of the

ministen, waa again renewed by the two sovereigns. But
JoBq>h seemed more desirons to display his own t^ents and
power, than to offer reasonable terms of accommodation.

I^ud of the army, whkh was far more numerous, better dis-

ciplined, and more abundantly supplied with artillery than at

tlm be^ning of the war, and anxioos to cope with the

great fiedertc, his thirst for military glory burst forth in

terms of defiance, notwithstanding his affectation of humility

and love of peace.

After stating the claims of Austria, and reasserting the

validity of the agreement with the elector Palatine, he con-

cluded :
** I expect with tranquillity whatever your majesty

is pleased to answer or to do. I have already learnt so

many useful things from your mqjesty, that were I not a

dtben, and were not the wd&re of several millions of hu-

man beings coneemed, I would almost add that I should not

be averae to ksam abo from you the part of a general

Nsverthdess your mqlesty may be eonviimd that the main-

tenanoe of peace, pai^aLsrly with a person like you, whom
I truly reverence and love, is my ssnoere desire, and that

400,000 brave soldiers ought not to be employed in destroy-

ing each other, for no good reason and to no purpose.’’ The
answer of IVederic waa no less distinguished by his charac-

terirtic irony. ** Tour imperial nuqesty haa the goodness to

banter ; no, aire I yon need no master, so great are the ta-

lents which Heaven haa eonferred on your imperial majesty,

lliat you are eapabk of aetiiig any part You will recoUeot

ftat Lucnllus had never emnmanded an army when the

Skmiaii senate sent him into Pontui ; he had sca^y arrived

Jiefqre he defeated Mithiidates. I shall be the firat to ap-

jw imperial mqestya victories, provided they are

aid obtained at my expense.*
^ oorrespondenoe was continued with little effect from

to day, until the king, aosp^eting that the emperor was

(en|y deainms of gaining time, tram&rred the discussion to

Us adaisters; and count Cdbi^ was despatched to Berlin,

in April, on da part of tibe empresa-qiieeiif with full powers

lo eaadnna da negotiatiom £hit as tha^ proposals of the

Austrian plenipotentiary were exactly similar to thoae of the
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emperar, the negotiation was attended with no better

cess, and Cobenzl returned to Vienna. At length the im-
perial court brought the controTersy to a conclusion, bj
declaring, that if the king of Prussia refused to adopt the
propositions which had be!^ offered, as the basis of a {veli-

minary treaty, all amicable arrangement was impossible, and
all farther e^lanationa superfluous.

In March the respectire armies had assembled ; Joseph,

accompanied by marshal Lacy with 100,000 men, occupied

the celebrated posidon of Koaigsgrata, a^ye the confluence

of the Adler sM the Elbe, which was rendered almost im-
pr^nable by works and inundations ; and marshal Loudoiv
with an army of 50,000 men, defended the frontiers of

Saxony and I^uatia. The king of Prussia commenced hos-

tilities by inyading Bohemia on the 5th ofJuly ; he to<dc

possession of Naehod, penetrated to the banks of the Elbe,

between Eonigsgratz a^ Jaromitz, and encamped opposite

to the emperor. Another ariOT of Prtissians and Saxons
under prince Henry entered ]&heniia, near the town of

Zittau, forced the post of Grabel, and took 1500 men prv*

Boners. By this manoeuvre Loudmi was compelled to retreait

;

but taking a strong position at Mnneihengratz, behind the

Isw, he secured hu eommunicadons, and covered the flank

of the emperor. To draw him from this important post, a

Pmssian detachment under general Platen penetrated into

his rear, and spread such constemation to the gates of

Prague, that the archives were removed, and the garrison

evacuated the town ; Loudon, however, maintaining his post,

the Prussian detachment retreated, and the king was
in his attempts to disbdM the Austrians. AiW ravaging

the country and destroyii^ the forag^ Fredmc, in Septm-
ber, fell back towards Silesia, and prince Hem^ evacuating

Bohemia, retired into Saxony and Lusatia. Thus rids nn-

gular campaign, in which so numerous an army was brongkt

into the field, headed by a young sovereign panting for

tary glory, and eager to signalise himself against his grekt

and mnnidable rival, passed without a siege or a single action

of importance*

The principal cause of this inactivity was deriv^ friim

the repugnance of Maria Theresa to continue hostilities, and

her determined resolution to conclude peace on reaaooaUe

terns* When the account of the eUoter of Bavaria’s deiriii
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was first brought to Vienna, she received it with the deepest

emotion, and passed several days in deep anxiety ; she en-

treated the emperor and prince &unitz to weigh her pre-

tensions with calmness and deliberation, and to convinced

of her right to any part of the Bavarian territories before

they took possession. But though her pacific sentiments

were overborne by the impetuosity of Joseph, yet when she

was persuaded to send on army into the field, she persisted

in her determination to conclude peace on the first opportu-

nity. During the discussion with Prussia, she was frequently

in tears at the prospect of a war ; and when the correspon-

dence between the emperor and Frederic had closed, and

the Prussian army had actually entered Bohemia, shetiade
an extraordinary effort by opening a correspondence without

the knowledge of her son. She despatched baron Thugut,
under a feigned character, and enjoined him, among other

expressions, to testify her regret that Frederic and herself

were going to tear the grey hairs from each other's head.

Her letter to the king on this occasion announced the pa-

cific sentiments by which she was actuated ;
“ From the

recall of baron Biedesel, and the entrance of your troops

into Bohemia, I perceive, with extreme sensibility, the

breaking out of a new war. My age, and my earnest desire

for maintaining peace, are well known, and I cannot give a

more convincing proof than by the present proposal. My
maternal heart is justly alarmed for the safety of two sons

and my son-in-law, who are in the army. I have taken this

step without the knowledge of my son the emperor, and I

entreat, whatever may be the event, that you will not di-

vulge it. I am anxious to recommence and terminate the

negotiation, hitherto conducted by the emperor, ancM)roken

off to my extreme regret. This letter will be delivered to

you by baron Thugut, who is intrusted with full powers.

Ardently hoping that it may fulfil my wishes, conformably

to my dignity, 1 entreat you to join your efforts with mine

to re-establish between us harmony and good intelligence for

t^e benefit of mankind, and the interests of our respective

families." In a postcript, she added, Having just received

the intelligence of the approach of your army towards that

of the emperor, 1 am the more anxious to despatch tjiis

letter, lest some accident should change the present situation

of affairs. Ipuipose also to send a courier to the emperor,
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to preyent, if possible, any hasty measure on his part, and
sincerely hope I shall succeed,”

This letter inclosed a proposal for a suspension of arms,

and for restoring all the posaessiona occupied by her troops,

except an extent of territory which would yield an annual

‘revenue of 1,000,000 florins, and which shoidd not be con-*

tiguous to Batisbon, nor divide Bavaria into two parts as

the district she then held. She offered to unite her endea-

vours with those of the king of Prussia to negotiate a just

and equitable accommodation between the electors Palatine

and Saxony relative to the allodial possessions.

The king was conciliated by these moderate proposals;

his answer bore an honourable testimony to the motives of

the empress-queen, and equally evinced the sincerity of his

pacific professions.

Baron Thugut has delivered to me jout imperial ma-
jesty’s letter, and no one is or shall be acquainted with his

arrival. It was worthy of your majesty’s character to give

these proofs of magnanimity and moderation in a litigious

cause, after having so heroii^ly maintained the inheritance

of your ancestors. The tender attachment which you display

for your son the emperor and the princes of your blood, de-

serves the applause of every feeling mind, and augments, if

possible, the Ugh consideration wUch I entertain for your

sacred person, I have added some articles to the propositions

of baron Thugut, most of which have been allowed, and
others will, I hope, meet with little difficully. He will im-

mediately depart f^or Vienna, and will be able to return in

flve or six days, during which time 1 wiU act with such

caution, that your imperial majesty may have no cause of

apprehension for the safety of any part of your family, and
particularly of the emperor, whom* 1 love and esteem,

although our opinions differ in regard to the affairs of

Germany.”
The additional propositions were, that the house of Auijtria

should restore the whole of Bavaria to the elector Palatine,

except part of the district of Burghausen, and in return

should gratify the elector of Saxony with 1,000,000 crownsi,

and the investiture of the principality of Mindelheim and

the district of Rotenburgh, and guaranty the reversion of

the remainder of the Bavarian inheritance to the house of

Deux Fonts
; that the emperor should cede to the elector of

VOL. m. H H
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Saxony the rights which he pretended to exercise over cer-

tain fiefs in Saxony ;
should confer on the duke of Mecklen-

burgh a vacant fief of the empire, as an indemnification for

his claims ; and should not oppose the future incorporation

of the margraviates of Anspach and Bareith with the pos-

sessions of the crown of Prussia, nor prevent the exchange
of those districts for Lusatia, with the consent of the elector

of Saxony,
The empress-queen expressed extreme regret at her in-

ability to accede to all these demands ; hut, as a final attempt

to prevent a cruel and destructive war, proposed to restore

all her acquisitions in Bavaria, if the king would relinquish

his intention of incorporating the margraviates of Anspach
and Bareith as long as there existed a younger branch of his

family, in conformity with the ancient compact established

by the house of Brandenburgh, and confirmed by the em-
perors and empire. The king, however, rejected all proposals

relative to the renunciation of these cla^s, and resumed
with new vigour the operations of the field, which he had
hitherto suspended. The empress-queen appeared in the

deepest affliction at this second rupture of the negotiation,

and still more at the indexible spirit of her son, who thwarted

all her endeavours to terminate hostilities. To conquer his

obstinacy she sent his confidential servant, count Rosenburgh,
with a new plan of pacification; but Joseph peremptorily

refused to concur in the renewal of the negotiation, while
the armies were in the field. He did not conceal Us dis-

approbation of the concessions made by his mother, which
he stigmatised as disgraceful; and even declared, that should
the Prussian propositions be accepted, he would retire to

Alx-lu’Chapelle, and re-establish in that city the ancient

seat of the emperors". Nor was the mission of the arch-

duke Leopold to the army attended with better success ; and
his interference only contributed to disunite the two brothers,

who had hitherto lived in harmony.
The empress-queen was no less thwarted by prince Kaunitz.

He deemed her repeated attempts to renew the negotiation

neither well timed nor consistent with the dignity of the

house of Austria. Aware of the king of Prussia’s desire of

peace, he censured the extreme anxiety of his mistress for

the termination of hostilities with unusual freedom, and con-

tended, that a firm and vigorous conduct would procure more
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advantageous terms. Hence, in drawing up the counter

propositions to the Prussian offers, he introduced new con-

ditions, and threw in captious and obscure expressions, which
tended to embarrass the negotiation. The empress, impelled

.by the opposition of her son, and seduced by the persuasive

eloquence of her minister, acted against her own judgment
in suffering the continuance of the war

;
yet she never inter-

mitted her efforts, and when the campaign was closed renewed

her attempts with perseverance and address, and applied for

the mediation of France and Russia.

Her efforts were favoured by the disposition of the courts

of Versailles and Fetersburgh. France was bound by the

treaty of 1756 to assist the house of Austria, if attacked,

with a considerable body of forces, and had been repeatedly

summoned to comply with this engagement. The French
ministry were greatly embarrassed with this demand: in

furnishing the stipulated succours, they would have contri-

buted to the aggrandisement of the house of Austria, and

involved themselves in a continental war ; in continuing to

delay the fulfilment of the treaty, they were apprehensive of

disgusting the court of Vienna, and of occasioning the re-

newal of the alliance with the maritime powers. They
therefore eluded the demand under various pretences, ex-

horting the empress to effect an accommodation, and ten-

dered their mediation between the belligerent powers. While

Maria Theresa had entertained hopes of assistance, or of

effecting a separate accommodation, she had declined the

intervention of France ; but foiled in thdse expectations, she

again turned to the court of Versailles, and France eagerly

accepted the ofiice of pacifying Germany, and agreed to sup-

port the conditions which had been already offered.

The empress of Russia was equally willing and interested

to terminate the troubles of Germany. She had continued

to receive a subsidy of 500,000 crowns from Prussia, and

was bound in return to assist the king as soon as her contest

with the Forte was terminated. She had therefore no sooner

entered into negotiation with the Turks than she came for-

ward as an armed mediatrix, declaring, that unless the

empress-queen gave satisfaction to the princes of the empire,

by removing their just causes of complaint, for the occupation

of any part of the Bavarian territories, she would assist the

king of Prussia with the corps stipulated by treaty. She
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followed this declaration hy despatching 20,000 men under
prince Bepnin through Poland, towa^s the frontiers of

Grallida.

This unexpected declaration astonished Maria Theresa,

and disconcerted Eaunitz ; but Joseph received the challenge

with no less satisfaction than spirit. As the disputes with
the Turks were not finally settled, he hoped that the empress
of Russia would be unable to take an active part in the afiairs

of Germany ; he therefore extorted from his reluctant mother
Rn order for recruiting the army with 80,000 men, and en-

tertained the most sanguine hopes that he should again take

the field. Maria Theresa, however, acted with more pru-

dence and humanity : she sighed after the termination of the

public troubles ; and conscious that her people, loaded with
taxes, were incapable of supporting cdditional burdens,

deemed no concessions beneath her dignity, which could

secure the continuance of peace.

Before the Russian declaration had been delivered at

Yienna, she had implored the good of&ces of Catherine, and
request^ her to join her m^ation with that of France,

which she had already accepted. She exerted all her efforts,

therefore, to conciliate France and Russia, and strengthened

her interest at the court ofFeteraburgh by a strain of flattery

which almost equalled eastern adulation. Having paid her
acknowledgments for the readiness with which Catherine

had accepted the proffered mediation, she said, she em-
braced with zeal this opportunity of testifying her esteem,

her friendship, her confidence, and her deference.” She
attempted to explain and apologise for her conduct in taking

possession of the Bavarian territory, and expatiated on her
moderation in offering to restore her acquisitions, provided
Frederic would recede from his illegal pretensions on the

margraviates of Anspach and Bareith. After detailing her

endeavours to induce the king of Prussia to accept reason-

able terms of accommodation, she added, “ I confide in your
known equity, and leave to your imperifid majesty the choice

of adopting those means of reconciliation, wUoh, in conjunc-

tion with France, shall be proved to be the fnost equitable

and proper for the speedy re-establishment of peace, fully

persuaded that 1 cannot place in better hands my interests

andmj dijgnity,”*

- * MS. Letter firom the empress-queen to the emprees of RiubU,
which I procured at 5t. Petenburgh.
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These adulatoiy, and even liumble expressions from the

first sovereign in Europe, and from a court distinguished for

their arrogated pre-eminence^ flattered the vanity, and con*

ciliated the favour of Catherine. She did not support her
imperious and peremptory declaration, and gradually receded

' from the resolution which she had at first adopted, of enter-

ing into all the views of the Prussian monarch.

Meanwhile, Frederic, who had been buoyed up with the

hopes of being assisted by the whole force of Bussia, and by
the secret encouragement of France, increased his demand^
and even required the unequivocal c^sion of the whole of

Bavaria, and the payment of 40,000,00(1 crowns to the elector

of Saxony. But he was disappointed in his expectations;

France, though desirous to prevent the aggrandisement^ was
anxious to save the honour of the house of Austria ; and the

empress of Russia, softened by the address of Maria Theresa,

refused to support his new proposition. Encouraged by these

favourable appearances, the court of Vienna indignantly

jected his proposal, and declared that they would rat&er

sacrifice their whole army than submit to conditions more
humiliating than those which had been already ofiereA ThiB
dijBference of opinion seemed likely to occasion the continu-

mica of the war, and partial hostilities were renewed on the

frontiers of Bohemia and Silesia. But the king perceiving

that he was not countenanced by France and Russia, receded

from his demand, and submitted to the French ministry a

plan of pacification nearly similar to the last conditions

offered by the empress-queen. This plan being approved

by Maria Theresa, was ^gested by the mediating powers,

and preparations were made to open a congress at Teschen.

During this negotiation, Joseph had opposed every obstacle

in his power to &e arrangement of the preliminaries ; and
when ah armistice was nearly concluded, and the ministers

nominated for the congress, he in February sent a detach-

ment of 10,0(X) men to bombard Neustadt, with the ht^ of

provoking the Prussians to continue h^tilities. But his

views were frustrated by the pacific inclinations both of

Frederic and the empress-queen. Notwithstanding this in-

sult, the king consented to an armistme ; the congress was
opened <m the 10th of March at Teschen, a smaU town in

Austrian Silesia, by the plenipotentiaiira of the belligerent

and mediating jpowers, and those of Saxony, the
H H 3
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Palatine, and the duke of Deux Fonts. Baron Breteuil,

who was protected hj the queen of France, and attached to

the house of Austria, dictated, in conjunction with the Rus-
sian minister, the terms of peace. Still, however, Maria
Theresa was thwarted by the intrigues of Joseph ; nor did

he desist till the accommodation between the court of St. Pe-
'

tersburgh and the Turks alarmed him with the prospect of

an^ immediate attack from Russia. From that moment his

attempts to embarrass the conferences ceased
;
the solicita-

tions of Maria Theresa hastened the negotiation, and a peace

was concluded on t]|e 1 3th of May, the birth-day of the

benevolent princess who thus restored tranquillity to Ger-
many.

Maria Theresa was often heard to declare, that no event

in her whole reign ever inspired her with such heartfelt and
permanent satisfaction as the treaty of Teschen. Her joy

was adequate to the recollection of the difficulties she had
encountered, and the consciousness of the blessings which
she had conferred on her people, by delivering them from
the horrors of war. When the news was conveyed to Vienna,

that the king of Prussia had acceded to the conditions, she

exclaimed, “ 1 am confounded with joy. I am not partial to

Frederic, but I must do him the justice to confess that he
has acted nobly and honourably ; he promised me to make
peace upon reasonable terms, and he has kept his word. I
am inexpressibly happy to spare the effusion of so much
blood." She repaired immediately to the cathedral, and
rendered public thanks to God for the termination of hos-

tilities.

The principal management of the whole transaction rela-

tive to Bavaria had b^n intrusted to prince Eaunitz, and
both the emperor and empress hod expressed the highest

satisfaction with his zeal and ability. But although gratified

with the approbation of his sovereigns, he had been much
embarrassed by the discordance of opinion between the mo-
ther and son, which occasioned frequent and violent alterca-

tions. The peace was therefore no sooner concluded than

he requested permission to resign; but he was prevailed

upon by the importunities of his sovereigns to continue in

office, on condition that a vice-chancellor should he appointed

to assist him in the business of his department. His request

being gratified, he recommended count Philip Cobenzl, who
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hud acted as plenipotentiaiy at the congress of Teschen, and
who poBsessed the favour and confidence of the emperor.

Chap. CXXn.-.1779, 1780.

Although France had mediated the peace of Teschen, and
assisted in procuring honourable terms for the house of

Austria
;
yet her refusal of the succours stipulated by the

treaty of Versailles, and her secret oppWtion to the dismem-
berment of Bavaria, had greatly irritated the court ofVienna.
The imperious spirit of Joseph was roused to the highest

pitch of indignation ; he inveighed against the perfidy of the

French cabinet, and asserted that from an alliance of almost
thirty years, his family had reaped neither honour nor ad-

vantage. He drew a striking comparison between the
politi^ principles of England and those of France, and
seemed desirous to renew the connection with the maritime
powers. Maria Theresa was more calm and temperate in

her resentment, though scarcely less dissatisfied; her fondness
for her daughter induced her to overlook the duplicity of
her ally, and she dreaded to detach herself from the Bourbon
family, with five of whose branches her children had inter-

married. Kaunitz likewise could not avoid lamenting the

artifices of France, and at particular times detailed the evils

of the French alliance
;
yet he was not willing to overturn a

work which he had long considered as the pride of his life,

and as the criterion of that esteem which .he was to expect
from posterity. Influenced by these discordant and opposite

sentiments, the court of Vienna acted with uncertainty and
inconsistency ;

but though they were not inclined to break

with France, their resentment against her conduct during
the Bavarian war, and the renewal of her connection with

Prussia, induced them to court England and Eussia.

From the peace of Paris, England , had been incessantly

distracted by feuds and
-
party contests, which rose to an

unusual degree of acrimony, and occasioned continual changes

of administration. Lord Bute, though a nobleman of sound
sense, elegant learning, and high integrity, was ill calculktdd

to direct the helm of government in a country like England,
H H 4
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subject to the storms of faction. The plan which he carried

into execution of delivering the crown from the shackles of

the uistocracj, had alienated that powerful party, and de-

sert^ hj^^brnSrhom he had brought into of^ he resigned

Ihort period of six yean which followed his

nti^wikin, state hid by five

flUOMsive administrations, each of which did little more
4um araid the meaaimes pursued by their predeeessora. But
in nodiiBg was this fiuetuation of eouns^ and contiiraal

diinge ol measures, more fatal^ than in the conduct of

government towards the Ameriefm coknies-

Rom the first symptoms of the American troubles, France

had been guilty of extreme duplicity, as well as impolicy.

Daring an afieiked neutrality, ^e had secretly fomented the

commotions in the colonies, encouraged the malcontents by
promises of support, and findly entered into a formal treaty

to acknowledge their independence. Having gradually ma-^

tored their plans for depriving Oreat Britain of this source

of commercial wealth and navid power, the French ministry

threw off the mask, and sent an auxiliary force to support

the insurgents. On this occasion they had acted with such

extrwe caution, as to deceive the court of Vienna ; and

Eaunitz had frequently pledged himself for the sincerity and
good faith of France. But when the conduct of the French
mmistry belied their professions, and war had actually com-

menced, the Austrian cabinet affected to declare their

ahhmrence of the cause of rebellion ; they refused to receive

the agents of America in a diplomatic capacity, and even

prohibited all commerce between their subjects in the Low
Countries and the rebel colonies. Joseph said to Sir Robert

Kieitli, who expressed the king’s satisfaction at this proof of

friendship— ** In issuing this proclamation, and rendering it

as effectual as possible, her imperial majesty has followed

the impulse of that regard which she and all her family

always felt for his majesty; as to myself, 1 am extremely

odncenied for the difficulties which embfurass the king’s

government. The cause in which England is engaged, is

the cause of all sovereigns, who have a joint interest in the

maintenance of due subordination and obedience to law, in

all tiie sarrouiidjiig monarchies. 1 observe with pleasure the

vigoroas exertioDS of the national strength, which the king
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is employing to bring his rebellious subjects to submissioib
and I sincerely wish success to the measures ”

Maria Theresa also B:q«6B8ed herselfwkh equal wanii&4^
During the Bavarian

,oreased this real or a;liM4t#^iii(ian
'ririi peace Of ^escheii fo^ibr caepelMed, pris^^
'Kiixadt^ in the most aiaieOble tmms^ pMSetei^ the^int^^
tion of his sovereira to effeot an aecoihmodO^ien hetweesi

France and Gfreat Britain; and though this offisr jras ^
dined, he continued to. court the B^ish oahinet with rim

hope of obtaining their assinance in coxiciliating the fnend^
ship ofRussia. In thus end^vouring to conciliate Gathering
Mam Theresa had two objects in view; rim first to gain

her concurrence in securing for the archduke Maximilian
the coadjutorship of Munster and Cologne, and the other to

annihilate the ii^uence of the king of Fru8aia.f

* I am Bensibla," aha said, in an audienoe which she gave to the

Britiah minister, ** of every fresh proof of the lung’s kind attention to

my weUere and prosperity ;
I am happy to find that my amicable inten-

tions in issuing the prohibition against any mtercouiae between my sub^

jects and the rebel colonies, have made « due impmion on the king’s

mind. I have a high esteem for his mi^esty's principles of government,
a sincere veneration for his personal character, and a hearty desire to aee

the restoration of obedience and tranquillity in eve>7 quarter of bis

dominions. My friendship for the king, and my hereditary affection for

the royal family have never abated ; though a diffbrenoe in political

opinions (the source of which 1 cannot avoia attributing to the king of
I^ssia) has diminiohed the opportunities of an interchange of good
offices between the two crowns. 1 have endeavoured to settle the Ostend
affair in the manner most agreeable to the king. The business indeed is

of a trifling nature ; but his majesty will do me the justiee to believe

that he would have found me equally well disposed in mttteri of much
higher importance.*’

f The empress-queen had succeeded in proouTing estahUabments fior.

all her younger children, except the archduke Maximilian. Leopold
was ^reat duke of Tuscany y Ferdinand governor of Milan, and by hid

marriage with Muia Beatrix, daughter of the duke of Modena, had
secured the reversion of his fitther-in-faw’s dominions. Maximilian had
entered into holy orders, and was ean^date for the eoadjutorship of the

arohblihopriD of Cologne and the biaht^rio of Munster, which would
entitle him to succeed to those valuable sees with the electoral dignity.

But in the attainment of this object, Maria Theresa experienced great

opposition. The electorate of Cologne having hitherto been held by ^
member of the house of Bavaria; France, to whom the electors of Qo.
logne had geoerally been attached, was intepested to ^oppose the views of
the house of Austria, and vest that reveraion in a prince of a less power-
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As Russia possessed great weight in the Grermanic body,

and considerable influence in the chapter, her concurrence

was of the utmost importance ; but the empress-queen was
still more interested to deprive the king of Prussia of that

influence at St. Petersburgh which he had exerted with such

effect during the Bavarian contest. Such, hpwever, were
the situation and principles of the Russian court, that this

task was attended with extreme difficulty.

Catherine IL was distinguished for a masculine force of

mind, and an intrepidity above her sex, added to great per-

sonal attractions, affable manners, and mceful deportment.

She possessed in a no less degree the failings derived from
an ai^ent and sensitive imagination

; she wanted forbearance

in prosperity, and accuracy ofjudgment; she was impetuous
in her resolutions, and tenacious of her opinions. But vanity

was her predominant foible; puffed up by uninterrupted

prosperity, and by the applause lavished on her character

and actions from every quarter of Europe, her love of flattery

was almost insatiable; she considered herself equally pre-

eminent in talents and in power, expected to be addressed

in a strain of Oriental adulation, and to be approached with
all the deference due to a divinity.

From her recent successes against the Turks, the ardent

imagination of Catherine conceived the romantic project of

reviving the ancient name and power of the Greeks, and
establishing a new empire at Athens or Constantinople. In-

spired with this splendid vision, she gave to her second

grandson the name of Constantine, clothed him in a Greek
dress, procured Greek nurses to instruct him in the language
of the people over whom he was to reign, and struck a medal
representing on one side the head of the young prince, and
on the other a cross in the clouds, from which a flash of

lightning demolished the mosque of St. Sophia.

The person who had the greatest influence at St. Peters-

burgh, and who possessed the most extensive power over

the empress, was prince Potemkin. He first introduced him-

eelf to the notice of Catherine at the revolution, become

ful ftmily. Maria Theresa, however, had succeeded by means of her
daughter, in gaining the acquiesoence of Louis, notwithstanding the op-

pocUiton of Vergennes ; but the advancement of the young archduke was
no leM opposed by the king of Prussia, who ezert^ his powerful
fluenoe in the chapter to prevent the election.
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afterwards her favourite, and though supplanted, contrived

to retain his ascendency over her mind. Intimately ac«

quainted with the temper and disposition of his sovereign,

he made her weaknesses, her desires, and her passions sub-

servient to the accomplishment of his views. With an

imagination as romantic as that of his mistress, Potemkin

promoted and even suggested her most visionary projects;

and was the soul of all her schemes. He flattered her ruling

passions, fostered the jealousy she entertained of her son the

great duke, and found means to represent himself as the only

person who, by extensive connections and interest, was capa-

ble of discovering and thwarting any project to place that

prince on the throne wrested from his father. He counter-

acted the influence of count Panin, by representing him as

the adherent of the great duke, and, by his sarcasms and
ridicule, diminished the credit of prince Orlof, who, during

the early period of her reign, had principally swayed the

counsels of Russia.*

Count Panin, who had been governor of the great duke,

was raised to the post of prime minister, from the opinion

which the empress entertained of lus integrity, and from his

services in the revolution which placed her on the throne*

He possessed, however, no personal influence over his sove-

reign, but was enabled to thwart or change the measures of

government, by his acquaintance with the routine of office, and

by the method he adopted of retarding or altering the public

and private communications with foreign courts. He was
cold and formal in his manners, indolent in business, and

* He was equally rapacious and extravagant, and though he held the

chief command of the army, and was load^ with more honours, titles,

and emoluments than ever before fell to the lot of a subject, he at one

time aspired to become duke of Courland, at another hospodar of Mol-
davia and Wallaohia, and even turned hia views to the throne of Poland.

He possessed great acuteness of understanding, versatile talents, desul-

tory rather than extensive knowledge, and almost irresistible powers of

ridicule. He was the slave of caprice, levity, interest, and vanity, and

though naturally indolent and voluptuous, was roused by the impulse of

the moment to uncommon deeds of activity and exertion. He followed

no regular system of policy, but was wrought, upon by the suggestions

of fancy or interest, to adopt those of every country ; he was by turns a

partisan of England and of France, and during the Bavarian war, had
been gained by the king of Prussia, who lured his ambition by oaring
to assist him in acquiring the duchy of Courland, and to negotiate «
marriage between him and a German princess.
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dissipated in society ; but he was capable of almost impene-
trable dissimulation, indefatigable in intrigue, and swayed
most of the inferior agents of the court and cabinet. He
was inveterate in his ennoity to England and the house of

Austria, and devoted to the king of Prussia, and by his

means to the cabinet of Yersailles.

' Since the peace of Hubertsburgh, Frederic had peid

assiduous court to the empress of Russia, and by the most
unbounded flattery and affected deference, had conciliated

her estoem and fnendship. To consolidate his influence, his

brother prince Hen^ had twice visited St Petersburgh, and
hod effected a marriage between the great duke and the

princess of Wirtemberg. He likewise confirmed the great

ascendency which the lung had gained over the prime minis-

ter Panin, who became so subservient to his views, as to

consider the continuance of the Prussian influence necessary

to the maintenance ot his own.
For a considerable period of her reign, Catherine had

adhered to the long-established friendship between England
and Russia. She possessed too acute an understanding not

to perceive that the interests of the two countries were in-

separably connected ; but she had been alienated and morti-

fied by toe frank and unbending spirit of the British cabinet,

who would not condescend to gratify her insatiable desire of

flattery, dr concur in promoting her schemes of Oriental

grandeur. The court of Versailles, with their usual address,

had taken advantage of this alienation, had flattered her

ruling passions, and affected to enter into all her schemes.

She knew and despised the spirit of intrigue and duplicity

which distinguished the French cabinet ; but their adulation

was so grateful to her feelings, and the partisans of France

were so numerous in her court, that she was often led into

measures which were contrary to her judgment and her in-

terests. The king of Prussia, the bitter enemy of England,

promoted the designs of the French cabinet, and he

waanbly seconded by his creature count Panin. Their great

was, to draw the empress into a close connection,with

toohouse of Bourbon
; with that view they concerted, dirtctly

or indirect^ withVergennes, the measures to be pursued by

and Panin even sketched out the papers which were

sent from toe cabinet of Versailles, in a manner calculated

to please and allure his imperial mistress. By these artifices
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Catherine had not only been prevented fropa coming forwafS
to the assistance of England during the American War, but
had even been induced to publish the declaration which
occasioned the armed neutrality: a measure calculated to

introduce a new code of maritime law, hostile to our dearest

interests, and tending to deprive us of the advantages derived
from our naval superiority.

Such being the character of the Russian court, the views
of Maria Theresa could not be effected by a common emis-
sary, and Joseph himself undertobk- this important task.

Availing himself of the intention of Catherine to visit her
new acquisitions in Poland, he testified to prince Gfallitain,

the Russian minister at Vienna, his earnest desire to bO
personally acquainted with so renowned a princess, and
requested permission to pay his court to her during her
journey. This mark of attention from the first sovereign

in Europe flattered the vanity of Catherine. Sensible that

without the assistance of Austria she could not realise her
views on the side of Turkey, she blushed with joy when she

received the intdligence, sent a cordial and friendly answer,

fixing on Mohilef as the place of meeting, and at the par-

ticular request of Joseph, consented to wave all parade^

etiquette, and superfluous ceremony.

The emperor reached Mohilef on the 23d of May, and on
the 26th, the day of the empress’s arrival, was presented to

her by the imperial minister, count Cobenzl, under the title

of count Falkenstein. The meeting of the two Bovereigns

was most cordial and friendly: Catherine, ah^ady prepos-

sessed in his favour, was struck with his animated counte-

nance, easy manners, agreeable behaviour, and lively con-

versation; Joseph on his part took uncommon pains to

strengthen this favourable impression ; he conformed himself

entirely to her character and disposition, treated her with
freedom mingled with respect, displayed that apparent can-

dour which he knew how to assume, and, by the most driicate

and artful flattery, wrought up her admiration of his charac-

ter almost to enthusiasm. He likewise artfully affected to

applaud her romantic schemes, and without giving a positive

promise, succeeded in persuading her that he was inclined to

promote her plans of Oriental aggrandisement He at the

same time gained prince Potemkin, by humouring his caprice,

flattering his ambition, and luring him with a promise to
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promote his views of becoming hospodar of Moldavia, and

even to nasist his advancement to the throne of Poland.

Potemkin, who was jealous of Panin, eagerly received these

overtures, and promoted the designs of the emperor with all

his influence.

Catherine warmly pressed the emperor to prolong his stay,

and Joseph followed her to St Petersburgh, where he conti-

nued till the latter end of July. This favourable reception

confounded count Panin and the Prussian party. In vain

they had attempted to prevent his visit, and they now as

vainly endeavoured to alarm their mistress, by representing

him as a prince wholly actuated by ambition, and who, under

the mask of candour and simplicity, concealed the most dan-

gerous designs. Besides flattering and conciliating the em-
press and her powerful favourite, Joseph omitted no oppor-

tunity and neglected no means of securing the preponderance

he wished to gain in the cabinet of Russia. Aware that

France was attempting to counteract his efforts, he artfully

courted the friendship of the British cabinet, by promising to

exert his ascendency in favour of England, when he had

overthrown the Prussian party. The emperor found them
warmly inclined to concur in his views : fuUy sensible of the

inveterate enmity of Frederic, and of the disadvantages which

they had experienced from his intrigues, they eagerly seized

an opportunity which seemed likely to lower the influence of

so dangerous a rival, and to renew the connection with the

house of Austria. Fortunately the British minister at the

court of St. Petersburgh, Sir James Harris, afterwards earl

of Malmesbury, was well calculated to co-operate in so deli-

cate an undertaking.

Aided by these means, and by his own consummate ad-

dress, Joseph succeeded in annihilating the Prussian interest,

and in establishing his own on a permanent footing ; and thus,

by a singular combination in politics, the house of Austi^
the intimate ally of France, was supported by the British

ministry ; while the Prussian party was espoused with equal

warmth by the French minister, M. de Verac.

From the first interview at Mohilef the admiration which

Catherine had formerly expressed for Frederic II. rapidly

subsided. She talked of him as superannuated, rapacious,

wholly devoted to his own interests, and actuated by a perfi-

dious and crooked policy
;
while she launched forth into new
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praises qf the unaffected ease, openness, and amenity of

Joseph, and extolled him as one of the first characters of

the age.

Having fully succeeded in the grand object of his journey,

the emperor quitted St. Fetersburgh in the latter end of July,

and the manner in which he took leave of his imperial

hostess will evince the affected candour, address, and flattery

by which he captivated her esteem. “ I have shown myself

as I really am, and have used neither art nor fallacy to your

imperial majesty; you are, therefore, in a situation to judge

of my character and merits, and as I am well aware that

from the moment of my departure attempts will be made to

calumniate and blacken me, 1 entreat you, before you give

implicit credit to such representations, to consult your own
judgment, and establish your opinion in consequence. I am
no flatterer,” he added, “ but I wiU sincerely avow that your
imperial m^'esty has exceeded the high reputation you enjopr^

and shall always consider the few weeks I have passed in

your company as the most agreeable and profitable of my
life.” The empress, strongly affected with these expressions

of his esteem, which were heightened by his candid, yet dig-

nified manner of delivery, shed tears, and, when he stooped to

kiss her hand, embraced him with great emotion.*

The absence of Joseph did not obliterate the favourable

impression which he had made on the mind of the empress,

and which was strengthened by a regular and intimate corre-

spondence. To regain his lost ascendency, Frederic sent his

nephew, the prince of Prussia, to St. Fetersburgh
; but in

this critical attempt the foresight of the wily monarch seems

to have failed. The habits, character, person, and talents of

Frederic William were ill calculated to eclipse those of his

imperial rival ; he was unwieldy in person, awkward in de-

portment, embarrassed in conversation; he did not, like

Joseph, come incognito, but as prince of Prussia
;
and hia

establishment was formed by his uncle, with a singular mix-

ture of rigid parsimony and affected pomp, which rendered

his mission ridiculous. The empress received this visit with

extreme reluctance, and was as much prejudiced against the

prince os she had Wpre been prepossessed in favour of the

emperor. She detained him several days at Riga and on the

road, and, under various pretexts, delayed the interview till

* From private information.
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the 27th of August. The manners and |>erson of the prince

did hot remove her prejudices ; and she listened with pleasure

to the railleries of prince Potemkin and the prince de Ligne

on Frussiaa economy, as well as on the whimsical and motley

app^rance ofthe prince’s attendants.

Tha interview was conducted with great pomp and eti-

quette, but was little satisfactory to either party ; the prince

appeared to Catherine heavy and reserved, and her reception

st^ck him as cold, formal, and unpromising. She could not

cpnceal her di^uk whenever her princely visitor was pre-

sent, and though unusually adable to others, treated him even

in public ^h scarcely common civility or attention. The
hol^ty imitated the example their sovereign ;

the prince,

unlike the emperor, was neither followed nor conrted ; he

was every where coldly received ; and these repeated mortifi-

cations rendered him still more embarrassed, awkward, and

reserved. Notwithstanding his numerous and powerful

friends, he did not succeed in any object of his mission ; the

empress even hastened his departure by intimating to count

Panim that his stay was irksome and disagreeable ; and he

quitted St Fetersburgh displeased and disgusted, after

having confirmed instead of diminidiing the high opinion

which Catherine entertained of the eiiq>eror, and sunk still

lower the interest of his uncle.

All the attempts of Frederic to induce her to oppose the

devation of the archduke Maximilian to the coadjutorship of

Munster were ineflSsctual. She not only gave a peremptory

refusal to his instances, but expressed her resolution to assist

the empress-queen with all her influence, and wrote to all

her ministers in the empire to promote the election, which
was accordingly carried into effect This refusal publicly

proclaimed the final overthrow of the PrussiaU ascendency

;

end thus, in the last year of her reign, Maria Theresa had

the satisfaction of re-establishing the ancient and important

connection of the house of Austria with Bussia.

Chap. CXXin. —1780.
'

The peace of Teschen and the renewal of the connection

with Russia were the last great acts of the reign of hLiria

Theresa. She had for some time suffered from an induration
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of the lungs, which at length became mortal
; and after a

gradual decline, she was seized on the 19th of Noyember
with the illness which soon terminated her life.

During her grievous sufferings, which affected all who

^

beheld her, she never uttered a single complaint, and scarcely
* gave signs of impatience ; and although inclined from educa*'

tion and habit to a minute observance of the ceremonies of

the church, she did not discover the most trifling weakness

in her devotions. Fully submissive to the decrees of Provi-

dence, and only apprehensive lest her frame should be unequal

.

to support the pains of a mortal disease, and that the motives

of resignation which she had drawn from reason and religion

might lose their effect, should her understanding be impaired,

God grant,” she exclaimed, that these sufferings may
soon terminate, for otherwise 1 know not if I can much
longer endure them.” With the same spirit she said to her

son Maximilian— My firmness and constancy have not yet

abandoned me ; address your prayers to heaven, that 1 may
preserve my tranquillity to the last moment,” On recover-

ing from a violent attack, which took away her senses, she

was affected with the sight of the emperor, who had burst

into tears. “ I entreat you,” she said, " to spare me ; my
own sufferings do not appal me ; but the consciousness of your
addiction will take away all my firmness.”

Having received the sacraments, she summoned her

family into her presence, and thus addressed them :
— “ My^

dear children, I have just received the sacraments, and am''

satisfied that I have no hope of recovery
; you cannot forget

the anxious solicitude with which the late emperor your father

and myself have superintended your education;” then turn-

ing to the emperor, “m^ son,” she added, “as after my death

all my possessions in this world belong to you, 1 cannot dis-

pose of them ; my children alone still are, and will always be

mine ; I deliver them to you, be to them a father. 1 shall

die contented if you promise to take that office upon you

then, turning to the others, she said— “consider the emperor

as your sovereign; obey him, respect him, follow his advice,

confide in him, love him sincerely, and you will be secure of

his friendship and affection.” She gave to each of them her

blessing ;
and, observing that they were all deeply affected,

she calmly added— “retire into another apartment, and

recover your spirits.”

VOL. in. II
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' Each time that she was relieved from fits of sufibcation

and fainting, and even on the evening which preceded the

da;^ of her dissolution, she employed herself in explaining to

the emperor the state of affairs, and in dictating and signing

despat^ea4 She wrote a letter to prince Kaunitz, expressing,

in the most obliging terms, her gratitude for his faithful

services $ she commissioned count Esterhazy, chancellor of

Hungary, to thank his countiymen for their fidelity and
zeal, which had secured her throne ; and to entreat them to con-

tinue the same to her successor. During the night she held a

long conversation with the emperor, who perceiving her

exhausted state, entreated her to take some repose
;
but she

replied^ “In a few hours 1 shall appear before the judg-
ment seat of GkNl, and would you have me sleep ?

”

In her last moments she regretted life, not for the loss of

worldly honours and regal power, but from an anxious

solicitude lest those numerous persons whom her secret

bounty had relieved, should be deprived of subsistence, when
the hand that supported them was no more ; and almost her

last words were— “I would wish for immort^ty on earth, for

no other reason than for the power ofrelieving the distressed.”

She preserved a calm tranquillity, and even serenity of mind,
which seemed almost above the powers of human nature, and
could only be derived from an awful sense of religion, and
the recol^tion of a well-spent life

; she expired on the 29th
of November, 1780, in the sixty-fourth year of her age, and
the forty-first of her reign.

To the character of Maria Theresa, as exhibited in the

preceding pages, it is only necessary to add, that she was
easy of access to all her subjects, affectionate to her family^

kind to her domestics, and unboundedly charitable, but with-
out ostentation. She combined private economy with public

liberality, dignity with condescension, elevation of soul with
humility of spirit, and the virtues of domestic life with the

splendid qualities which grace a throne. But it must not be
concealed that she was subject to the failings of human
nature, from which the best characters are not exempt She
readily gave ear to spies and informers, encouraged tales

ofprivate scandal, and indulged an unwarrantable curiosity

in prying into the secrets of families. From a spirit of un-
limit^ devotion to the Roman Catholic faith, she was
BuperstitiouBly minute in her religious exercises, and her
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zeal often degenerated into a cnlpable excess, and hiirried

her into acts of intolerance, which cast a shade on her
memory. Her death, however, was a general loss to the

people, who adored her ; her reign is considered as the best

and most glorious sera of their history ; and the halcyon days
of Maria Theresa are still proverbial throughout the whole
extent of the Austrian dominions.

Maria Theresa had by Francis six sons and ten daughters;

ofwhom nine survived her. Her sons were

;

1. Joseph, who succeeded her.
I

2. Leopold, great duke of Tuscany, and afterwards emperor.

3. Ferdinand, who watS appointed governor of Austrian Lombardy

;

and, in virtue of his marriage with Maria Beatrix, daughter and heiress

of Hercules Rinaldo, duke of Modena, obtained the reversion of the
duchies of Modena, Mirandola, and Reggio. Before the departure of

Ferdinand from Vienna to take possession of his government, several

entertainments were given on that occasion. Among others it was pro-

posed to have a grand illumination at the palace of Schonbrunn; but,

when the plan was presented to the young prince, he seemed thoughtful,

sighed, and at len^h burst into tears. The empress, observing his

emotion, anxiously inquired the cause
;
“ My dearest mother,’' he an-

swered, “ after so many feasts given for me, surely this illumination ia

unnecessary ; it is expensive, and the pleasure will be only transitory.

The dearness of bread, and the pressure of the times, have reduced many
respectable families to extreme distress, and the money will be better em-
ployed in relieving themost indi^nt" Maria Theresa tenderly embraced
her son, joined her tears with his, and gave him a considerable sum tn
distribute in charity. The young prince passed the whole day in secretly

relieving distressed objects, and the next morning he entered the em-
press’s apartment with a countenance sparkling with delight, embraced
her with transport, and enthusiastically exclaimed, Ob, my mother,
what a feast I”

4. Maximilian, grand master of the Teutonic order, coadjutor oT
Cologne and Munster, and elector of Cologne, April 15. 1784^ He
died 1801.

Her surviving daughters were

:

1. Mary Anne, abbess of Prague and Clagenfurth.

2. Mary Christina, monied to Albert of Saxony, son of Augustus III.,

king of Poland. He received on his marriage the principality of Teschen

as an appanage ; they were appointed joint viceroys of Hungary, and^

on the death of prince Charles of Loraine, governors general of ftiQ

Ketherlands. She was the favourite daughter of Maria I^eresa, and in-

herited her personal attractions.

. 3. Maria Elizabeth, abbess of Inspruok. [

4. Maria Amelia, vt^ho espoused Don Ferdinand, duke of Farm a.
,

;

5. Caroline, queen of Ferdinand, king of Naples. She owed her de-
ll 2
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vation to the premature deaths of her two elder sisters, Joanna and

Josepha. Joanna was betrothed, at the age of twelve, to the king of

Naples, but died of the small-pox, Josepha was destined to supply her

place, and in the bloom of youth and beauty, was affianced to Ferdinand,

on the 8th of August, 1787. She was to have been married by proxy

on the 14th, and preparations were even made for her^^departure. But
die testified the deepest regret at quitting her family, and descended

into the vault of the Capuchins, to enjoy for the last time the melan-

choly pleasure of weeping over the ashes of her father. In this agita-

tion of mind she was seized with the smaH-^ ox, which in less than a

week hurried her to the grave, on tl^e very day appointed for the com-

mencement of her journey.

6. Maria Antoinetta, married to Imuis, dauphin, and afterwards king

of France. ^

Chap. CXXTV.-^REIGN OF JOSEPH II. ^1780-1784.

The eyes of Europe were fixed upon the successor of

Maria Theresa, as upon a sovereign in the prime of manhood,
whose personal qualifications, as well as civil and military

talents, seemed capable of raising the house of Austria to

a greater height of splendour and power than had yet been
attained.

Joseph II. bom in 1741, was in the fortieth year of his

age when he ascended the throne of his ancestors. He was
endowed by nature with a lively disposition, quick parts, and
an ardent temper ; but his education had been greatly

neglected, and those who were placed about his person were
wholly unfit for the purpose of forming a young prince to

fulfil the important duties of his exalted station. His youth-

ful mind, trained by dull pedagogues, who rendered learning

distasteful, or instructed by bigoted monks, contracted an
aversion for science ; and he did not discover the smallest

inclination for any branch of literature. From this narrow
mode of education he gave no early indication of that active

and penetrating mind which he really possessed.

Towards the sixteenth year of his age he was roused from
this state of apathy, by the great events of the seven years’

war ;
the exploits, resources, and victories of Frederic seemed

to engross his mind, and inspired him with a desire of emu*
Jating the great rivd of the house of Austria. Animated by
this spirit, he desired to serve against the Prussians

; but
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this first display of energy being imprudently repressed, and
his request rejected, he relapsed into his former apathy, and
seemed only anxious to avoid exciting the jealousy of his

parents.

In the twenty-fourth year of his age, being called by the

sudden death of his father to the possession of the imperial

dignity, appointed co-regent of the Austrian dominions, and
intrusted with the command of the army, the activity of his

character began to develop itself.

The long reign of his mother, the death of a beloved wife,

the little share which he was allowed to enjoy in the ad-

1

ministration of public afiaii^, and the leisure of a long and
almost uninterrupted peace, left him at liberty to gratify his

passion for useful knowledge. Europe saw and admired an
emperor of Germany travelling without pomp, ostentation,

or etiquette, affecting the frankness and simplicity of a pri-

vate individual, examining with the minutest attention the
naval and military establishments, the arts, manufactures,
courts of justice, and charitable institutions, and exhibiting

an example of indefatigable perseverance and rational ob--

servation, which no sovereign had displayed since Peter the
Great. To these valuable qualities he joined an intense

application to business, easiness of access, cheerfulness in

society, vivacity in conversation, politeness in demeanour^
sobriety and temperance, a contempt of fatigue, and disre-

gard of danger, During his frequent joumics in the Austrian
territories he examined the situation of his subjects, particu-

larly that of the lower classes ; he visited the cabin of the

shepherd, and the hut of the peasant, inquired into their
wants, relieved their distresses, appeared anxious to abolish

their servitude, and publicly declared that his greatest honour
would he to rule over freemen.^

* Many instanoea of his attention to the distress of bis subjects were
recorded before his accession ; two of which give strikmg proofs of bene-
volence and humanity. Hearing of an old officer, who had a large

family without the means of providing for them, he unexpectedly called

at his house, and finding eleven children, said, I know you have ten

children, but whose is the eleventh?" “It is an orphan," replied the

veteran, “ whom 1 found exposed at my door, and 1 could not sufifer it

to perish for want of assistance." Joseph, struck with this act of

humanity, said, “ Let the children be in future my pensioners, and dft

you continue to give them examples of virtue and honour ; 1 settle upote
each of them 200 florins a year, of which you shall receive the first quai*

X 1 3
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To a benevolent temper Joseph united an aspiring mind,

kTi6. was not deficient in that ardour for military glory which,

had distinguished the most illustrious of Us ancestors.

During the Bavarian war he displayed more eagerness to

engage than Frederic himself; he shared the hardships,

tw 4o-moiTow : I myself will take eare of your eldest son, and, as an

earnest of my future intentions, give him the commission of a lieutenant.’*

Another time, as he was passing through the streets of Vienna, he saw

a young woman with a bundle in her apron, seemingly plunged in the

deepest affliction. Struck with her youth and distress, he delicately in-

^ quired into the cause of her grief, and learned that the contents of her

bundle were some clothes of her mother, which she was going to sell as

their last resource. ** I never eipected,” she added, sobbing, “ that we
should be reduced to such extreme penury, os my mother is the widow,

and 1 the daughter, of an officer, who served with distinction in the

army of the emperor, but without meeting the reoompence he had a

right to expect.**

“ You ought,*’ replied Joseph, "to have presented a memorial to the

emperor; have you no friend or acquaintance, who could recommend

your case to him ?
'* She then named a courtier who had repeatedly

promised to do it, but whose recommendation had failed of success ; and

she did not conceal her opinion of the emperor’s want of generosity.

" You have been deceived," he replied, suppressing his emotion ;
" had

the emperor known your situation, he would not have withheld hb assist-

ance ; he has been misrepresented to you ; I know him well, and hb
love for justice; prepare a memorial, and bring it yourself to-morrow to

the palaoe ; if your circumstances are such as you describe, 1 will pre-

sent you and your memorial, and second your request : nor wiH my in-

terference, I trust, be ineffectual.” The young person, overcome by thb

unexpected kindness from a stranger, broke forth into expressions of

gratitude, which Joseph interrupted by saying, " In the mean while you
must not sell your clothes ; how much do you expect to get for them ?

”

She answered, " Six ducats *' Allow me to lend you twelve,” replied

the emperor, " until we know the success of our application." He then

took hb leave
;
and, having informed himself of the truth of her story,

expected her at the appointed time and place, but, on her not appearing,

despatched a messenger for her and her mother.

V^en the young woman returned home, her description of the person

and manners of the stranger convinced her friends that he was the em-

pmr, and she was so much shocked at her freedom in censuring the

conduct of her sovereign, that she had not courage to appear before him.

Being at last prevailed upon to repair to the palace, she fainted in his

Oreaence- On her recovery, the emperor sent for her and her friends

into the closet, and delivering to her a pension for her mother, equal to

the appointments of her father, he said, " 1 entreat you and your mother

to excuse the delay which has been the cause of your embarrassment.

You are^dbilviiiCed, I trust, it was on my part involuntary
;
and should

nhy one in future speak ill of me, I only require you to be my advocate."
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fatigues, and dangers of the soldiers*; slept on the bare

ground, skirmished with the advanced posts, led reconnoitring

parties, and the whole army joined in the exclamation of ft

grenadier,— “ Why should I complain of dangers, when I

see the crown of my sovereign as much exposed as my cap t”

With the advice and assistance of marshal Lacy, he new-
modelled the army, and introduced that wonderful system of

order and economy which so highly distinguishes the military

constitution of Austria. His accession was hailed as the

commencement of a golden age, which was to surpass the

glory of ancient period, and shame the boasted exertions of

modern times. With such omens of greatness and splendour

did the new sovereign begin his auspicious reign ; but these

flattering predictions were not realised ; nor doeaany instance

occur in history of a prince who more disappointed the ex-

pectations of mankind, and who died less esteemed, and less

regretted, than Joseph H.
In tracing the reign of Joseph, which, though a period of

only ten years, contains a multiplicity of events that mate-

rially afl'ected the interests of the house of Austria, we shall

first direct our attention to his plans of reform.

Before we attempt to sketch a detail of these numerous
and complicated plans, it will Hot be improper to review the

situation of his vast empire at the time of his accession.

The Austrian monarchy, comprising an extent of 180,000

square miles, and peopled with 24,000,000 of inhabitants,

was compost of as many nations as provinces, diflering

from each other in language, religion, government, laws,

customs, and civilisation. The greater part formed one

large and compact body ; others, as the Netherlands, Lom-
bardy, and the possessions in Suabia, were separated from
each other, and without communication either among them-

eelves or with the great mass of the hereditary countries.

The feudal system generally prevailed; in some parts modi-

fied by written laws, or loc^ customs ; in others, as in Hun-
gary, existing in all its primeval absurdity and oppression.

The clergy and nobles were all-powerful, the citizens in little

estimation, and the peasants, except in the Netherlands

Tyrol, and Austria Proper, in a state of vassalage. The

* “ Hu toilette,” observes his biograpber, ^
is that o£a common soldier,

«his wardrobe that of a sergeant, business his recreation, end his life pe^•

petual motion.”

11 4
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Boman Catholic was the dominant religion^ and the clergj

possessed enormous riches, power, and induence. Each pro-
vince was represented hj an assembly of states, composed of

the nobility and clergy, and a few deputies from the free and
royal cities, who divided with the sovereign the right of ad-

ministering justice and imposing taxes, wUch principally fell

upon the lower class of people. A monarchy so constituted

could not acquire that vigour which ought to result from its

extent and population. Every province was divided from
the others

;
all the bonds which connect the subjects of a

lar^e empire were broken ; and the only tie which preserved
their union was the sovereign. Poverty, wretche^ess, and
oppression were the lot of the greater number

; ignorance,

pride, and corruption formed the character of the smaller
body.

Maria Theresa, at an early period of her reign, had turned
her attention to the deplorable situation of her subjects.

She had abridged the enormous privileges of the nobility

and clergy, and lightened in many instances the yoke which
oppressed the peasants. Her innovations were moderate
and gradual

; but the progressive mode was ill-suited to the

sanguine temper and impatient spirit of Joseph, who, not

content with following his mother’s example, in sowing the

seeds of improvement and suffering them to grow up to ma-
turity, was anxious to reap the harvest before it was ripe.

He formed the grand but impracticable plan of abolishing

all distinctions of religion, language*, and manners, by de-

claring that in future there should be no more provinces,

but one nation, one family, and one empire. He purposed
to unite all these different kingdoms and nations into one
great body, governed by one simple system of administration,

and actuated by oue common interest, both moral and politi-

cal ; he purposed to deliver the peasants from feudal oppres-

sions, to annihilate superstition, and encourage industry,

agriculture, arts, commerce, and manufactures; to infuse

into the great political mass a force proportionate to its size,

and adapted to its situation in the midst of Europe, sur-

rounded by powerful enemies and jealous neighbours.

In the Austrian dominions ten principal languages are spoken;

German, Hungarian, Sclavonlan (Including the Polish, Bohemian, and
Illyrian dialects), Latin, Wallachian, Turkuh, modern Greek, Italian,

Flemish, and French.
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In conformity with these views, Joseph first abolished the

numerous and separate jurisdictions, and divided the Austrian

monarchy into thirteen governments*, each of which was
subdivided into a certain number of circles or districts, pro^

portionate to its extent. Over each circle presided a magis-

trate called captain of the circle, who superintended the

execution of the laws, and protected the peasants from the

oppression of the feudal system. In the capital of each

government was established a court of justice, divided into

two tribunals, one for the nobles, and the other for the lower

classes, from the decision of which an appeal lay to a second,

then to a third court, and finally to the supreme tribunal at

Vienna. To a subordinate magistrate was intrusted the care

of the police ; over him were placed a military commander
and a governor general, who presided in the tribunals. Thus
the whole administration was composed of four deportments,

political, economical, judicial, and military. All these re-

spective ofiicers were subordinate to the councils or chan-^

ceries of state at Vienna, whose resolutions were delivered

to the sovereign for his final ratification or rejection.

Although Joseph simplified the form of government, and
abolished many useless tribunals, and feudal offices, which
were dilatory and oppressive, he yet introduced a still jgreater

evil, by making the basis of the administration the absolute

will of the sovereign, from which there could be no appeal.

In the prosecution of this scheme he committed many violent

and arbitrary acts of authority. The provinci^ states,

which limited the power of the crown, were either entirely

suppressed, or rendered inefficient by various modifications.

Although he had acknowledged the rights and privileges of

the Hungarian states by his circular letter on the death of

his mother, yet he declined the ceremony of coronation, from

an unwillingness to confirm those rights and privileges by a

solemn oath. He wantonly ordered the crown, sceptre, and

other emblems of royalty, which the nation cherished with

superstitious reverence, to be forcibly carried from Pres-

* 1. Gallicia, 2. Bohemia. 3. Moravia, with Austrian Silesia.

4. Lower Austria. 5. Interior Austria, or Styrio, Carinthia, and Cu-
niola. 6. Tyrol. 7. Exterior Austria, or the possessions in Suabia.

8. Transylvania. 9. H|ingary, with the Bannat of Temeswar. 10.

Croatia. 11. Lombardy. 12. The Low Countries. 13. Goritz and

Gradisca, with the city of Triest.
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borgh, and deposited at Vienna. B7 abolishing the nse of

the Latin and Hungarian tongues in all the public offices,

and substituting the German (for the acquisition of which
only two years were allowed), he not only introduced great

confusion into the departments of state, but justly alarmed
the natives, lest the abolition of those languages, in which
tiieir statutes, charters, and capitulations were composed,

ahould lead to the suppression of their privileges. In new-
modelling the courts ofjustice in Hungary, he totally changed
the forms, usages, and times of assembling, and introduced

so much disorder, that it was thought necessary by his suc-

cessor to re-establish the ancient tribunals with all their im-
perfections.

Joseph declared the Roman Catholic the dominant religion

;

but, at the same time, diminished the exorbitant authority of

the pope ; he forbad the bishops to carry any bull into exe-

cution, unless coiffirmed by government, subjected monastic

establishments to the juris^ction of their respective diocesans,

and exempted them from all obedience to their chiefs resident

at Rome. He lessened the revenues of the largest bishoprics,

suppressed some, and created others ; and, for the purpose of

facilitating access to public worship, established four hundred
new parishes. He suppressed many monasteries, and all the

nunneries except the Ursulines and the Salesians, which were
preserved for the purpose of education ; but the number of

the members permitted to remain was considerably reduced.*

The suppressed convents were converted into hospitals,

universities, barracks, or military magazines. In abolishing

the monasteries he was guilty ofgreat injustice, by not allow-

ing sufficient pensions for the maintenance of those who were
ejected ; and many nuns, who from education and long habit

were incapable of providing for themselves in the world,

were reduced to the lowest state of indigence and distress.

With the laudable view of purifying religion from the

dregs of superstition, pilgrimages were forbidden, many of

the churches were stripp^ of their images and ornaments,

and reduced to their primitive simplicity. A politico-moral

catechismj’ was composed for the use of schools, and ihtro-

,
* In 1780, were 2024 convents in the Austrian dominions, which were

dhniniabed to 700 ; and 36,000 monks and nuns to 2700.

f As a apeoimen of many of the childish and ridiculous regulo*

tbni of Joseph, we submit to the reader a few extracts from this poU-
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duced in the instruction of youth. In making these altera-

tionSj Joseph did not duly reflect that, in abolishing the

forms, he injured the substance of religion, among a people

long accustomed to consider the essence of adoration as con-

sisting in external ceremonies, ^d not sufficiently enlightened

to appreciate a more simple form of worship. Primogeniture

was abolished, and marriage degraded almost to a state of

concubinage, by declaring it a civil contract, facilitating

divorces, and rendering bastards capable of inheriting.

Funeral honours were forbidden; and because all ore reduced

to a level in the grave, all were to be interred with the same
ceremonies, without ffistinction of birth or situation

;
thus

imprudently checking one of the first aflections of the human
mind, the display of virtuous respect to the memory of de-

ceased relations, which, though often carried to excess by
useless pageantry, has never been productive of the smallest

inconvenience to the state.

But the wisest and best digested part of his plan, and
which continued longer than his other innovations, was the

edict of toleration, issued on the 13th of October, 1781, and

tico-moral catechism, which was intended for the common people, and in

which the references are profanely made to hb acts in the same manner
as to the Bible in the ordinary catechism

:

“ Thou Shalt not aend any money into foreign countries for masBes.”

“ Thou shalt not appear at processions with costly flags, nor dressed

with sashes, or high feathers in thy hat, nor with mUsic.’*

Thou mayest purchase and read the Catholic Bible, which b ap-

proved by the imperial censors.”

“ Thou mayest obtain from thy bishop a dbpensation for marriage,

where there b no natural or religious order to the contrary.”

Thou shalt not ‘seek for any dignity of the court of R<ane, without

the permission of thy sovereign.”
*

“ Thou shalt not bring into the land any foreign breviary, missal, or

psalter, or other similar work or paper,”

Thou shalt forbear all occasions of dbpute relative to metten of

faith
;
and thou shalt, according to the true principle of chrbtionity,

aflectionately and kindly treat those who are not of thy communion.”
Thou shalt not hold in thy house any private assembly for devotion/’

Thou shalt not in anywise use the crown of St. Christopher, or other

superstitious supplications.”

« Thou mayest marry the woman whom thou has ravished, if she is

willing to marry thee when she b out of thy power.”
“ Thou shalt not transport out of the lan^ hares' skins, or hares’ fur.**

“ Thou shalt not keep any useless dogs,”

Thou shalt not plant tobacco without the permission of thy lord
”
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afterwards enlarged at different intervals. By this edict he

granted to all members of the Protestant and Greek churcheSi

under the denomination of Acalholici or Non-catholics, the

free exercise of their religion. He declared all Christians

of every denomination, equally citizens, and capable of holdr

ing all charges and offices in every department of state
; he

permitted every community consisting of 3000 souls, resident

in any town, to build a church, provided they could establish

a permanent fund for the support of a preacher and the relief

of the poor
;
and he ordered a new translation of the Bible to

be made in the German tongue. On the Jews he also con-

ferred many liberal privileges, and granted to them the right

of exercising all art^ and trades, following agriculture, and
freely pursuing their studies at the schools and in the

universities.

These innovations introduced with such precipitancy by the

first sovereign of Europe, whose ancestors had evinced so

warm an attachment to the Catholic faith, alarmed the see of

Rome, and occasioned the memorable journey pf Pius VL to

Vienna. After an intimate but ineffectual correspondence,

the pope, who was vain of his eloquence, hoped by his per-

sonal interference, to arrest the progress of these dangerous

reforms. The unbending spirit of Joseph did not brook this

interference, and he declared that the presence of the pope

would not change his resolutions. Pius, however, persisted,

and notwithstanding his advanced age, weak state of health,

and the severity of the season, commenced his journey on the

27th of February, 1782.

The head of the church was received with every mark of

exterior homage and veneration: the emperor met him at

some distahce from the capital, alighted on his approach,

and, after the most respectful salutations, conveyed him in

his own carriage to Vienna. Attended by prince Kaunitz,

Joseph accompanied the pope to the private chapel, where a

Te Deum was sung in honour of his arrival; and the

venerable guest was lodged in the apartments which had

been occupied by Maria Theresa. The pontiff, however,

obtained only these and similar marks of distinction ; his

exhortations and remonstrances were received with coldness

ftud reserve, and he was so narrowly watched, that the back

door of his apartments was blocked up to prevent him from

receiving private visitors without the knowledge of the em-
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peror. Even his presence at Vienna did not for a moment
suspend the progress of the ecclesiastical reform

;
the arch-

bishop of Goritz, who had distinguished himself by his

opposition to the imperial edicts, was sent in disgrace to his

diocese, and several convents in Lombardy were suppressed.

Pius, chagrined with the inflexibility of the emperor, and
mortified by an unmeaning ceremonial, and an affected dis-

play of veneration for the holy church, while it was robbed
of its richest possessions, and deprived of its most valuable

privileges, quitted Vienna at the expiration of a month,
equally disgusted and humiliated, after havfng exhibited

himself as a disappointed suppliant at the foot of that throne

which had been so often shaken by the thunders of the

Vatican,

The abolition of feudal vassalage formed another part of

the general reformation. Joseph issued in 1780 the cele-

brated edict for the regulation of taxes, which, by altering

the impost on land, was intended to give full liberty to the

peasants, and effect the abolition of slavery. Having ordered

a measurement of all the estates in his hereditary countries,

be abolished in his German dominions all feudal distinctions

and manorial rights, such as tithes, heriots, and corv^es, or

task works, due from the peasants to the lord. And as one
of the pretences that attached the peasants to the soil was the

responsibility of the landlords for the payment of the land-

tax to the crown, he exempted the lord from that responsibility,

empow^ered the peasants of every village to choose among
themselves a representative for the purpose of collecting the

land-tax, and paying it into the exchequer
; and rendered the

whole village accountable for the regular discharge of the

amount. Although reason and humanity may vindicate this

attempt to diminish the evils of feudal vassalage, yet justice

must condemn the mode of proceeding
; because sufldcient

precautions were not taken to indemnify the landholders for

the loss they sustained, and because the new land-tax was
raised in some instances to the enormous amount of sixty

per cent. Hence this decree failed of producing the effects

which the monarch designed, and prevented the introduction

of the same regulations into Hungary and the annexed
provinces,

In one particular Joseph surpassed his rival Frederic U.;
though illiterate himself and not affecting to honour or
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patronise men of letters, he encouraged the arts and sciences,

and contributed more to the advancement of learning, during

his short reign, than any other sovereign in Europe. In

every province he instituted or improved an university,

academy, or seminaries, founded or augmented public libraries,

created establishments for the study of medicine, surgery,

and botany, natural philosophy, and natural history, and
built numerous observatories and laboratories. He took

away from the priests the power of censuring books, a power
which they had hitherto exercised with such rigour, that on

subjects of religion, morality, and government, a valuable

and a prohibited pnblication were almost synonymous terms ;

this office he vested in a committee of men of letters at

Vienna, whose liberal views were directed to encourage the

freedom of the press. Yet the same sovereign who affected

to give full scope to the liberty of the press, and declared

that he wished to reign over free men, checked the improve-

ment of the human mind ; he set bounds to inclination and
curiosity, by decreeing that no one should travel into foreign

countries before the age of twenty-seven. He did not con-

sider that talents are developed in some sooner than in others

;

and that unless every person is allowed to follow the mode
of instruction congenial to his peculiar disposition and habits,

the delightful enthusiasm of letters will be ill supplied by the

most periect theoretical rules which despotism or pedagogues
can invent,

Joseph was highly attentive to the encouragement of manu-
factures and the improvement of commerce. Large sums
were lent to merchants

;
poor artists were supplied with

money, either without, or at a low interest, or were assisted in

erecting buildings and machinery. From a well-meant but

erroneous system of policy, the importation of foreign manu-
factures was forbidden, except on the payment of an enor-

mous duty, which amounted to a prombition ;
domestic

fabrics were supported, and others of cotton, wool, and glass

established. He removed all obstacles to a free circulation

of trade, by suppressing the provincial custom-houses, and by
permitting the import and export of the native productions

which had been hitherto prohibited. New roads were made
at an enormous expense *

; canals dug or improved ; Triest

* The new road from Carletadt to Carlobago did not cost less than

9,000,000 florins, or 200,000^
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and Flume declared free ports; and a harbour formed at'

Carlobago, in Austrian Dalmatia.

But among his numerous attempts to extend the commerce
of his subjects, Joseph was peculiarly attentive to encourage

the trade of Hungary, whose productions, consisting chiefly

of wines, grain, forage, and heavy commo^ties, could not be
transported by land to any considerable distance. The ports

of Fiume, S^nia, and Carlobago being too distant, and the

canal of Morlachia too tempestuous, the Danube, which,

dividing Hungary and receiving all the navigable streams,

forms an outlet to the Black Sea, afforded the only means of

opening so valuable a trade. And as that river, from the

confines of the Bannat, flows through the Turkish territories,

he obtained from the Forte, in 1784, the free navigation of

the Danube, the Black Sea, and the Dardanelles; and
granted to a company of Italian merchants an exemption
from all duties, and a bounty on grain exported from Hun-
gary and the annexed provinces. In 1786 the first effort

was made ; twenty vessels, freighted with corn, descended

the Danube to its mouth, the grain was then embarked in

ships which had sailed from Triest and Fiume, and landed at

Genoa and Marseilles. But in 1787, this valuable trade was
annihilated by the impolitic war with the Turks, which
terminated at once the aspiring views of Joseph and the

hopes of the Hungarian nation.

Chap. CXXV.— 1781-1785.

The connection with France which Joseph inherited as a
legacy from Maria Theresa, and which, under her prudent
management, had been of considerable advantage to the
house of Austria, proved the source of the principal embar-
rassments in his reign. The dislike which he h^ formerly
manifested, seems to have increased on his accession ; and
during the first months of his reign he c^nly declared his

aversion to the French court and French principles; but
before the close of the year, a second journey to Paris effected

a total change in his sentiments. This change was occasioned

by his eagerness to execute a project he h^ long meditated

for abrogating the Barrier Tr^ty, which his family regarded
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as an humiliating tie of dependence on the maritime powers.
The court of Versailles availed themselves of the ardour of

Joseph in prosecuting his favourite schemes to effect the

aboUtion of a treaty which formed the only bond of the

ancient union between the house of Austria and England,

and to secure thj influence which the emperor had acquired

in the councils of Russia. Instead, therefore, of the reserve

which they had maintained during his former journey, they

received hipa with marks of the highest confidence and cor-

diality, gave him hopes that they would encourage and pro-

mote all his projects, and succeeded in penuoding him that

the power of England was hastening to its decUne. The
queen likewise furthered the views of the ministry, by all the

arts of insinuation which she possessed in so eminent a
degree; and by exerting her powerful influence over the

mind of her brother, she succeeded in eradicating the preju-

dices he had fostered against h^ husband. Flattered by
these attentions, and buoyed uji^y the assurances of the

French court, Joseph peremptorily declined an invitation of

George in. to extend his journey to England, a country

which he had been long anxious to visit; and returned to

Vienna full of confidence in the alliance with France, and

with new resolutions to hasten the abrogation of the Barrier

* Treaty.

\ From the conclusion of the peace of Aix-la-Chnpclle to

the commencement of the seven years’ war, the empress-

qu^en had been engaged in continue disputes with the Mari-

time Powers, relative to the repairs of the fortifications and
the payment of the annual subsidy ; and her refusal to fulfil

all the conditions was the principal cause which occasioned

i the rupture of the long-established friendship between Aus-
tria and Great Britain^ and the connection with France.

The alliance between Austria and France rendered the

Barrier Treaty an empty name, and virtually, though not

formally, annulled its influence. But Maria Theresa, too pru-

dent to throw herself wholly into the arms of France, firmly

resisted aU the solicitations of her son to drive the Dutch

garrisons from the Netherlands, and to abolish the Barrier

Treaty by a formal act.

Joseph was too sanguine and impetuous to forego present

advantages from the apprehension of uncertain and distant

inconveniences. Aware that the fortifications of the barrier
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towhs were needy
be reqiudte to {^bocf> Mdi k6ep repair, be sow no
medinm b^een tiieir total demditipQ and total restoration.

He had not sufficient sagacity to appreciate that in the grand
scale of comprehensive politics, the Barrier Treaty was in*

trinsically advantageous to the house of Ahstria ; for as long

as it remained in mrce, the French could not overrun the

Netherlands without involving themselves in a war with the

Maritime Powers. In fact, he considered his alliance with

France as permanent, beyond the poasil^ty of change ; send

his sentiments were expressed by KaonitK, in a conversatum

with coimt Wassenaar, plenipotentiaiy from the United Sror
vincea :— The emperor will hear no more of barriers, fiir

they hd longer exist ; every treaty of which the basis is over-

turned, loses its effect : the Barrier Treaty was concluded

against France, but now our connections with France render

it null, and afford a moEjjj^cure barrier than the other, which
Was cMmerical.” To tne observation of Wassenaar, that in

this world systems are apt to change, Kaunitz replied, ^ The
connections which the house of Austria has formed are the

consequences of a fixed and premeditated system ; they are

not calculated to last only for a short time, but will at least

continue in force a hundred years. Even should a minister

start up in the cabinets of Versailles or Vienna, sufficiently

insane to attempt breaking these connections, he will be sent

to the madhouse, instead of succeeding in abolishing so firm

and well cemented a systei^ The emperor acts for your ad-

vantage, nor have you any cause of apprehension either from
him or from France.”

Such was the haughty and peremptory answer which
Joseph, by the mouth of Kaunitz, gave to the remonstrance

of the United Provinces ; and such was the weak and mis-

guided policy of a sovereign, who in less than seven years

beheld his connection with France dissolved, and the Nether-

lands separated from the Austrian dominions. It did not

escape the penetration of Joseph that the war between Great

Britain and Holland presented an opportunity which might

never again occur, to facilitate the execution of his designs.

He had therefore scarcely returned from France, in Novem-

ber, 1781, before he issued orders to demolish all the fortifi-

cations of the Netherlands except Luxemburgh, Ostend, and

the citadels of Namur and Antwerp ; and this decree was
VOL. m. K K
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fidknrel if % nqniaitioii delivered to the States Gioneral, re-

quiring aim to recal their garrisons from the barrier towns.

After an ineffisctnal remonstrance the states submitted, and
the Dutch troops evacuated all the places in the Austrian

Netherlands.

The facility with which Joseph carried this point induced

him to enlarge his views, and to demand that the limits of

Austrian Flanders should be re-established, as they had been

fixed by the convention of 1664, between the king of Spain

and the United Provinces. He began by asserting his new
.
pretensions in an extraordinary manner $ in November, 1783,

a Dutch soldier of the garrison of Leifkenstock, a small fort

on the Scheldt, being, as it was customary, buried in the

village of Doele, the sovereignty of which was claimed by the

house of Austria, a detachment from the garrison of Ghent
dug up the body and threw it into the ditch of the fort.

Another corps marched from Bruges, and occupied the Dutch
forts of St Donat, St. Paul, and St Hiel, and some other

districts. In the beginniog of the following year also, a

detachment from Antwerp surprised Old Lillo, a fort near

New Lillo, where the Dutch ship which guarded the entrance

of the Scheldt was stationed.

With a view to terminate these disputes, conferences were
held at Brussels, between the imperial and Dutch plenipo-

tentiaries, in April, 1764; and Joseph increasing his demands,

brought forward numerous claims besides that of re-establish-

ing the ancient limits of Flanders.

While the plenipotentiaries were discussing these claims,

the negotiation suddenly took a new aspect In August
1784, Joseph had declared that he would desist from all his

pretensions, under the sole condition that the navigation of

the Scheldt should be opened, and thathis subjects of the

Netherlands should be permitted to carry on a direct com-
merce with the East Indies; he peremptorily added, that

from that moment he would consider the navigation of the

Scheldt as open, and regard any opposition on the port of the

States General as an immediate declaration of hostilities.

, During these transactions, an imperial brigantine from

Ostend, attempting to enter the Scheldt, was on the 6th of

October taken by the Dutch at the mouth of that river, and

conducted to Flushing ; and another vessel from Antwerp

was stopped at Saffinguen by a Dutch brig, and after refus-
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ing to retoroi was fired at and forced to strike. The emperor
little expected such acts of firmness and vigour ; for at this

moment the Netherlands were unprovided with troops and
magazines. • He was in fact convinced that the Dutch would
not venture to stop the imperial vessels, and in reply to the
remonstrances of prince Kaunitz to take the necessary pre-
cautions should they fire, he repeatedly answered, they will

not lire!” When the account of their resistance reached
Vienna, Joseph was in Hungary; and Kaunitz accompanied
the despatches from Brussels with the brief remark “but
they have fired!” Instantly the conferences at Brussels
were broken up

;
the imperial ambassador recalled from the

Hague, and orders issued for a large body of troops to march
to the Netherlands, and attack the United Provinces. The
Dutch on their part made the most vigorous preparations

;

and the two powers appealed to the other nations of Europe.
The United Provinces were secretly instigated by offers of

succour from the king of Prussia ; the emperor confided in

the hopes of assistance from Eussia and France, and these

petty disputes seemed on the eve of exciting a general war»
Suddenly, however, Joseph listened to the remonstrances

of Holland; he receded from his demand' of opening the

navigation of the Scheldt, and all other claims excepting the

cession of Maestri cht ; but he required exemplary satisfaction

for the insult offered to his flag, as an indispensable pre-

liminary to the renewal of any negotiation. This sudden
change in the sentiments of so impetuous and indexible a
sovereign as Joseph, was owing to the opposition of France,

on whose effectual assistance he had fondly established his

expectations of success.

Hitherto the cabinet of Versailles had appeared to act in

conformity with the wishes of the emperor ; they had en-

couraged him to abrogate the Barrier Treaty, and even affected

to concur in his attempts to extend the limits of Austrian

Flanders. But they were unwilling to alienate the Dutch,

with whom they were on the point of concluding an alliance,

the object of which was to weaken the British power in the

East Indies. They therefore opposed the opening of the

Scheldt, and the king, in a note to the court of Vienna, de-

clared his resolution to support the Dutch by force of anns $

while he offered his mediation to compose the dispute. At
the same time orders were given to form two armies of ob-

K K 2
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servation in the neighbourhood of Luzemburgh and on the

Rhine, and the French court even complied with the request

of the Dutch in sending the count de Maillebois as general-

issimo of their forces in the place of prince Louis of Baden,

who had been compelled to resign.

This intervention was equiv^ent to a command. Joseph
saw too late the folly of tl^owing himself into the hands of

France, and had no other alternative than to retract in the

manner least injurious to his dignity and honour. He now
endeavoured to compensate in solemnity and show for what
he lost in substance, and to impose upon Europe by imperious

language, while in fact he relinquished the principal points

from which he had publicly declared his resolution never to

recede. His honour was apparently saved, and his pride

gratified by the arrival of the count de Wassenaar and the

baron de Leyden, two deputies from the United Provinces,

who apologised for the insults offered to the imperial fiag.

At the conclusion of this mock ceremony, the negotiation

rwas renewed at Versailles under the auspices of France.

The emperor, after changing his ground from the free navi-

gation of the Scheldt to that of the Maes, and from the

cession of Maestricht to the demand of an indemnity, finally

limited his claims to a sum of money as a compensation for

his pretensions, and an indemnification for the damages
suffered by his subjects, from the inundations made by the

Dutch in the environs of their fortified places. This sum,

4iftcr long debates, was fixed by the emperor at 10,000,000

guilders, and the 21st of September as the term which should

decide on peace or war. But as the Dutch plenipotentiaries

were not authorised to agree to the payment of more than

'S,000,000, and as the imperial ministers were bound by
express orders, the negotiation was on the point of being

broken off, when France agreed to disburse the addition^

^0 millions. The preliminary articles were concluded at

Paris, September 20. 1785, and the definitive peace signed at

Fnntainbleau, on the 8th of November, under the guaranty

of fVance. By this treaty the emperor renounced all right to

the free navigation of the Scheldt, beyond the limits of his

own. territories, which ended in the county of Saffinguen,

and his pretensions on Maestricht and its dependencies. In
return he received 9,500,000 guilders as an indemnity for

Uaestriehi^ and its adjacent territories, and 500,000 as a
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compensation for the damages caused hj the inundations
; he

also acquired the forts of Lillo and Liefkenstock, and the

limits of Dutch Flanders were reduced, according to the

convention of 1664. During the course of the negotiation,

the Dutch required the renovation of the treaty of 1731,

which excluded the Flemings from the commerce of the

East Indies
;
but Joseph resisted this demand, and exacted

that no mention should be made of the navigation of his

subjects to the East, and that each power should be at liberty

to form its own regulations of commerce.
Thus ended a dispute which at drst seemed to threaten

the peace of Europe ; but which after the most violent threats

and pompous discussions terminated in a pecuniary accom-
modation, and in a manner predicted Frederic 11., who
during the negotiation, said to general Bouill^, ‘^Yergennes

^ill compel the most serene republic to purchase an accom-

modation with our brother Joseph, by giving him drink

money.” *

Chap. CXXVI.— 1784-1786.

While the attention of Joseph appeared to be solely en-

grossed by his contest with Holland, he was involved in tyvo

projects no less difficult; to extend his dominions on the

side of Turkey, and to obtain Bavaria in exchange for the

Netherlands. With a view to secure the assistance of Ca-
therine in his meditated plan of aggrandisement, he zealously

promoted her projects for the extension of her power in the

East, and directed his principal attention to increase the

oBcendenc;^ which he had gained at St. Petersburgh.

The overthrow of the Prussian influence was completed

by the disgrace of count Panin, and a closer and more inti-

mate union was formed between the two imperial courts.

No formal treaty was indeed concluded, because Catherine

insisted on an alternate signature of the respective copies, as

sovereigns of equal rank. Joseph could not make a concea-

sioh so derogatory to the imperil dignity
;
he urged that he

held his right from the electors, to whom he was responsible

for its preservation, and that no sovereign in Europe

* Alluding to the custom of giving postilions money to drink.
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had hitherto refused to give precedence to the imperial

crown. Cathe^ne asserted her claim with equal obstinacy,

and declined porchaaing even his desired alliance at so hu-

miliating a price. At length the difficulty was adjusted ; a

cmppomisei proposed by Catherine, ^as accepted by the

and instead of a speriflc treaty, the stipulations

llina io a secret convention, drawn up in the form

which were respectively addressed and si^ed b^
tte two sovereignB, The conditions were, a defensive alli-

ance and general guaranty of their respective dominions;

and the stipulated succours, as well as the period of its dura-

tion, were limited.

Encouraged by this prospect of assistance, the empress

hastened to execute her plans for the acquisition of the

Crimea. The independence of that peninsula was in fact

only another name for its dependence; and its separation

from the Ottoman empire a prelude to its subjugation.

Catherine, availing herself of the article in the peace of

Eagnardji, which stipulated that the khan should be con-

firmed by Russia as well as by the Forte, obtained the elec-

tion of her creature Sahim Gheray, and supported him in

his dignity in opposition to the Porte, and to a party of his

own subjects, who chose another sovereign. He was scarcely

seated on the throne before he was prevailed upon or com-
pelled to abdicate and cede the Crimea to his protectress.

Repenting of this act, he made his escape, and attempted to

put himself at the head of the Turkish party, but was ar-

rested and sent a prisoner to Yoronetz, and the Russian
generals took possession of the Crimea in the name of their

mistress. The Porte preparing to avenge this infringement

of the neutrality, and to recover so important a territory, the

renewal of hostilities seemed inevitable.

Catherine made the most vigorous exertions, and claimed

the promised assistance of the emperor. Nor did Joseph
belie his engagements; his internuncio at Constantinople

declared to the Forte that the two imperial courts would act

in perfect concert
;
and at the same time an Austrian army

advanced towards the Turkish frontiers. In his private cor-

respondence; likewise, with Catherine, he evinced extreme

ardour to promote her views, and declared that he was not

only ready to fulfil his duty as an ally, but she might employ
him to the whole extent of his faculties ; she might consider
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him as her general, and his army as her own. To his zealous

co-operation the empress owed her success
; for the Forte,

awed by the formidable preparations of the two imperial

allies, shrunk from the contest, and concluded, on the ^h of

January, 1784, the conrenticm which transferred to Bosrii^
’ the sovereignty of the Crimea and of the Eaban»

The conduct of Joseph is this tnmsaction appears ex^

tremely impolitic, and even ahsost withosl a motive ; fc^ he
affected great disinterestedness, and expressed his resolnticm

to accept no compensation for himself, while be assisted m
securing so great an acquisition to Russia. In reality he
was eager to share in the spoils of the Ottoman empire

; and
he had coveted Moldavia and Wallachia; but finding the

empress averse toi^ his acquisition of those countries, he
grasped at the recovery of the Ultra-Danubion provinces^

and was secure of the support of Catherine, who expressed

her readiness to repay the essential service he had rendered

in the conquest of the Crimea.

In these views he was again thwarted by the secret inter-

position of the French cabinet, who had acted with their

usual address and duplicity : they had encouraged the Turks
to resist the encroachments of the two imperial courts; sent

engineers to fortify the strong places on the side of the

Danube, and endeavoured to form a coalition with England
for the protection of the Ottoman dominions. Their pro-

posals being rejected, they consented to the acquisition of

the Crimea by Russia ; but turned their efforts to obstruct

the aggrandisement of the house of Austria on the side of

Turkey. They expostulated with the emperor, threatened

him with the formation of a confederacy with the kings of

Prussia and Sardinia, and seemed resolved to throw all Europe
into combustion rather than permit any further dismembw-
ment of the Turkish empire. Joseph, apprehensive for the

safety of his Italian dominions, as well as for that of the

Netherlands, which he had rendered totally defenceless, and
failing in his attempts to engage the support of England,

relinquished his schemes of conquest, and again sullenly

3delded to the peremptory mandates of the court of Ver-
sailles.

Notwithstanding his disappointment and disgust at being

thus doubly foiled after his extensive preparations, he did

not break off his connection with France, but fondly hoped
K X 4
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for her concurrence in another object of greater importance,

which he had long meditated, and which was the secret mo-

tive of all his recent transactions in the Netherlands. This

project was to obtain Bavatia in exchange for the Austrian

Netherlands.

Bavaria contained a population of 1,200,000 souls, whose

number might, under an able administration, be soon doubled,

and yielded a revenue of 60,000,000 florins, capable of con-

siderable increase by the augmentation of tiie taxes, and by
the suppression of several convents, whose annual income

exceeded 2,000,000 florins. The possession of Bavaria would
unite the (^rman dominions and Hungarian provinces into

a compact and solid mass, and extend the Austrian territories

and influence, in a continued line from the conflnes of Poland

and Turkey to the frontiers of Alsace and the shores of the

Mediterranean. Foiled in his attempts to acquire Bavaria

by force of arms, he now endeavoured to obtain his object

by different means.

He maintained that influence over the cabinet of Munich
which he had acquired during the negotiations for the peace

of Teschen, and finally persuaded the elector to exchange

Bavaria for the Netherlands (Namur and Luxemburgh ex-

cepted), to be erected into a kingdom, with the revived title

of Austrasia or Burgundy. He was well aware that as the

acquisition of Bavaria would render him the virtual sovereign

of all the south of Germany, the exchange would meet with

a decided opposition from the king of Prussia; from the

princes and states of the empire; from Great Britain and

Holland, without whose concurrence as joint guarantees of

the Barrier Treaty, the Netherlands could not be alienated

;

from the king of Sardinia, who could not without a jealous

eye behold the house of Austria connecting Bavaria with

the Tyrol, and thus obtaining a free access into Italy ; and
from his subjects in the Netherlands, who would object

to the transfer of their country, as an infringement of their

liberties.

Joseph foresaw these obstacles, and did not neglect the

necessary precautions to render them ineffectual. By co-

operating gainst the Turks he had already secured the

e^tanoe or Russia; he had gained France by the offer of

Namur and Luxemburgh, and looked forward with confidence

to her aeoloiiB concurrence. He considered Great Britain.
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as not yet recovered from the distresses occasioned by the

American contest, and as both unable and unwilling to enter

into a continental war in support of the Barrier Treaty. He
hoped to gain the United Provinces by offering to relinquish

his demands for the free navigation of the^ Scheldt, and for

the cession of Maestricht, and by lowering his claims; or if.

mild and conciliating measures failed of success, he resolved

to extort their consent by an army of 80,CXX) men, who tvere

marching towards the Low Countries.

But he principally founded his hopes of success on the,

active assistance of Bussia, and Catherine prepared, with

unabated zeal, to promote the meditated exchange. In,

January, 1785, count Romanzoff, her minister at Frankfort,,

made a verbal proposal to the duke of Deux Fonts, request-

ing his concurrence, as presumptive heir of Charles Theo-
dore, to the cession of Upper and Lower Bavaria, the Upper.
Palatinate, the duchy of Neuburgh, the principality of Sultz-

bach, and the landgraviate of Leuchtenberg
;
in return, the

elector was to receive the Austrian Netherlands, except

Namur and Luxemburgh, with the title of king ofBurgundy.
The consent of the elector, he added, had been already ob^

tained, and France and Russia would guaranty the exchange.

On the score of population, revenue, and local situation, he
magnified the advantages on the side of the elector, requested

the duke to give an answer within eight days, and perempt-
orily declared that his opposition would not prevent the

exchange.

But this deep-laid scheme of policy was again thwarted by
the great rival of the house of Austria, who, at the advanced
age of seventy-four, still retained the spirit and vigilance

which had distinguished his early years. He again privately

offered his protection, and encouraged the duke of Deuit
Fonts to reject the proposal. By his advice the duke pub-
licly appealed to France, Prussia, and Russia as guarantees

of the peace of Teschen ; by his suggestion, also, the states

of Bavaria presented a strong remonstrance against the pro-

jected exchange; by hia representations the princes and
states of Germany were roused by an exaggerated list of

grievances, and the precipitate and arbitrary conduct of

Joseph was delineated in the most glowing colours. Frederic

expatiated on the unjust claims of the emperor to the Bavar
rian succession, exposed his total disregard to treaties by
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resumption of the Barrier towns, and the proposal for open-
ing the navigation of the Scheldt, and excited a serious

apprehension lest the same principles should be extended to

the afiairs of Germany. He at the same time made a spirited

remonstrance to the court of VersaiUes, accused them of

being bribed by the offer of Luxemburgh and Namur to ac-

quiesce in BO flagrant a violation of public law and the con-

stitutions of the empire, and testified his resolution to spend
his last moments in asserting the liberties of Germany
•gainst the tyranny of its chief.

A general alarm was thus spread from one part of the

empire to the other, and the elector of Bavaria, in conse-

quence of a demand made by the states of the duchy, deli-

vered a notification, asserting that the reports of a convention

between him and the emperor were unfounded ; and that the

only treaty which be had concluded, related to on adjust-

ment of limits, which he communicated to them.

,
Joseph had now reduced himself to a critical dilemma.

He appeared as much astonished at this sudden and decided

opposition as if he had not foreseen the smallest obstacle, and
had expected an unlimited obedience to his dictates. He
first preserved a sullen silence ; but, at length, disavowed any
intention of extorting the acquiescence of the duke of Deux
Fonts, while he asserted the legality of the exchange, if made
with the consent of all parties. He insinuated that he had
not authorised the proposals of the Russian minister ; and
Catherine endeavoured to save the honour of the emperor,

by declaring that she bad ordered count RomanzofiT to suggest

the exchange, from a conviction that the advantages to ^th
parties would be reciprocal ; but as the duke of Deux Fonts

bad declined acceding, she had no intention to enforce its

execution. France ^Iso made the same declaration.

This disavowal did not satisfy either the king of Prussia

or the princes and states of Germany
;

for, as it appeared, os

well from the maaifestos of France and Russia, as from the

declarations of the emperor, that the plan had been relin-

quislied, not from any conviction of its injustice or impro-

^ety, but because the duke of Deux Fonts bad withheld his

Donsent, it followed, that should, on any future occasion, the

house of Austria be enabled to obtain the concurrence of that

branch of the Palatine family, the exchange might yet be

eflected, notwithstanding the stipulations of the peace of
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Teschen, The king of Prussia therefore proposed to revive

the league of Sm^kalde, and formed the Germanic Union,
or confederacy of the princes and states, for maintaining the

indivisibility of the Germanic body in general, and of the

respective states in particular. This union, signed at Berlin

on the 23rd of July, 1785, between the king of Prussia, the

king of Great Britain, as elector of Hanover, and the elector

of Saxony, was afterwards joined by the elector of Mentz, the

margrave of Anspach, the duke of Deux Pouts, and other

princes ;
and under the ostensible pretext of preserving the

constitution of the empire, became a formidable bar to the

encroachments of the house of Austria.

Filled with resentment and alarmed with apprehensions of

this league, Joseph in vain represented it as founded on the

ambitious and interested views of the king of Prussia, whom
he contemptuously styled Anti-Cesar, as tending rather to

disturb than promote the peace of the empire, and as imposing
shackles on the princes and states ; he also attempted to form
a counter-confederation, and prepared for immediate hostili-

ties. But the general disapprobation of the German states, the

vigorous preparations of Prussia, the firm countenance of the

confederate princes, the indecision of the elector of Bavaria,

the conviction that France would not engage in a war to

support his pretensions, that Holland was neither to be inti-

midated by menaces nor lured by promises, and that Great
Britain was resolved to oppose the transfer of the Austrian

Netherlands, the rising ^scontents in Hungary, and an in-

surrection in Transylvania, scarcely quelled, compelled him
to adopt pacific views, and finally to relinquish the projected

exchange.

Chap, CXXVIL—1786-1788.

The Germanic League, the last hostile act of Frederic II.

against the house of Austria, was effected under the pressure

of those infirmities which soon afterwards hurried him to the

grave. He had been some time afilicted with the dropsy and

a complication of disorders ; but preseryed the vigour of his

administration and exerted the powers of his mind almoat to
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the last moment. He died on the 17th of August, 1786, in

the 75th year of his age and in the 47th of his glorious reigi^

It is needless to dwell on the character or exploits of a

prince so well known in history ; it will be sufficient to ob-

serve that his acquisitions added a population of 2,000,000

souls to his paternal inheritance, that he almost doubled his

revenues, that he left a treasure of 8,000,000 sterling, and an

army of 200,000 men, the best disciplined troops in Europe.

He thus raised and consolidated a power which had long

been a thorn in the side of the house of Austria, and which
under his reign began to divide the German empire, and to

be a counterbalance to the infiuence arising from the vast

extent and numerous population of the Austrian territories.

The death of the king of Prussia was followed by an

essential change in the system of European policy. Before

that event the ascendency of France had for some time been

paramount in Europe. During the American contest she

had consolidated a confederacy which almost isolated Eng-
land from the powers of the Continent, and had finally suc-

ceeded in severing the colonies from the mother country.

But she derived no cause of exultation from her success;

her navy was almost annihilated, her commerce nearly

ruined
;
above all, her finances were reduced to an alarming

state of dilapidation, and an annual deficit of nearly three

millions sterling threatened a national bankruptcy. This

deficiency had been long felt ;
but the secret had been con-

fined to the principal members of government, and its effects

concealed; while the evil itself was aggravated by the

delusive system adopted by Necker of anticipating the

revenue.

To these embarrassments were added the rising spirit of

republicanism, which was naturally derived from the inter-

ference of France in the American contest, and a just

punishment for her impolicy and ill faith in fomenting and

supporting rebellion. Although the French cabinet, by their

confident boasts, and by the activity and address of their

agents, endeavoured to maintain their ascendency, they

c^d not wholly conceal their real situation, and sunk in

influence and credit, while England, on the contrary, began

to rise in the scale of Europe.

After a period of twelve years^ the administration of lord

Nortii was dissolved by its own weakness and the ill success
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of the contest in America, and a new ministry formed of

which lord Rockingham was the head, but of which Mr. Fox,
who principally directed the department of foreign affairs,

was the efficient leader. At this
'

juncture the brilliant

victory of Rodney in the West Indies, revived the spirit of

the nation, while it disabled the marine and boffied the hopes
and plans of the house of Bourbon. But as it was now too

late to recover America, the British cabinet testified an in-

clination for peace ; relinquished those lofty demands of

unconditional submission which the late administration had
so weakly supported

;
and agreed to acknowledge the inde-

pendence of the colonies as the basis of a negotiation. They
again accepted the proffered mediation of Austria and Russia ;

but instead of implicitly trusting to the interference of luke-

warm friends or treacherous allies, they despatched Mr.
Grenville to Paris to open a direct negotiation with the

French minister.

In the midst of these transactions the death of lord Rock-
ingham occasioned a partial change in the ministry, Mr.
Fitzherbert (afterwards lord St. Helens), who was in conse-

quence deputed to Paris in the room of Mr. Grenville, fulfilled

his delicate office with great ability and address : while he
treated with Vergennes, he succeeded in alarming Franklin,

Adams, and Jay, the three American commissioners, and
prevailed on them to sign separate and provisional articles,

which severed America from France.* Vergennes, thus baffled

* Although this negotiation was carried on at Paris, even Vergennes,
with all his penetration, was ignorant of the transaction until the articles

were signed. The foUowing incident induced the American oonunis-

sioners thus to contravene the treaty with France, by which it was stipu-

lated that neither of the contracting parties should conclude a peace, or

even a truce, eicept by mutual consent. The French cabinet, however,
exulting in the separation of the colonies from England, were appre-
hensive lest the formation of an independent republic in America might
ultimately prove prejudicial to France, and occasion the loss of their

West India Islands; Vergennes therefore sent to Marbois, French
minister at Philadelphia, a long list of questions relative to the most
effectual means of preventing the internal growth, and checking the ex-

ternal power of the new republic. The answer to these questions formed
a voluminous report, containing a regular and Bystematio plan for ex-

citing such a spirit of discord, not only in the several states, but even
among different classes of individuals, as would have almost reduced the

country to its state of original wildness and barbarism. This despatch

being intercepted by a British cruiser, was shown to the American tom-
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and unable to prosecute hostilities, acceded to the terms of

peace, and a treaty was concluded at Versailles on the drd of

September, 1783. Great Britain acknowledged the inde-

pendence of the American colonies, and ceded East Florida

and Minorca to Spain. To France she restored the river

Senegal, with several forts on the African coast, a small

accession of territory in the East Indies, and the island of

Tobago in the AVest Indies; to which were added the full

sovereignty of the islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon on the

coast of Newfoundland (before possessed by France), under

certain restrictions, together with a more advantageous

arrangement of the respective fisheries. England also con-

sented to abrogate the article of the peace of Utrecht, which
related to the demolition of the fortifications of Dunkirk.

The trifling advantages which France had procured for

herself and Spain were greatly inadequate to the enormous

expenses of the wkr ; but she exulted in having wrested the

colonies from the mother country^, and anticipated the ad-

vantages expected to be derived from the diminution of the

British commerce and power. The same opinion prevailed

throughout the Continent ; and the court of Vienna in par-

ticular prophesied that England would ultimately sink in the

unequal contest with the house of Bourbon. Nor were there

wanting even in England persons of enlightened minds, who
regarded this peace as the ruin of their country, and who
predicted that the sun of Great Britain was set for ever.**

But such persons did not appreciate the energy of the British

constitution, the resources of the country, the character of

the people, and their spirit of commercial enterprise.

By the equivocal conduct of the emperor, England had
been alienated from the house of Austria. After assiduously

courting the British cabinet, he had betrayed their con-

muaioners. The indignation of Adams and Jay was roused at this in-

BtaAoe of perfidy
; they thought themselves justified in acceding to sepa-

rate articles with England ; overruled the opposition of Franklin, who
wai inveterate in his animosity to the mother country, and by threats

deterred him from disclosing the secret to the French minister,

* It was a siogular coincidence of eventa that this treaty, the source

of ao much triumph and exultation to Louis XVL and his court, was
a^ned on the 20th of January, and that on that very day ten years, the

unfintunate monarch was sentenced to the scaffold, the fatal consequence

of the repobUoan epirit which had been introduced and fostered by hii

iapelitio inteHhkence in the American oonteat.
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fidential communications to the court of VersailleB, had
exerted his influence at St. Petersburgh in favour of France,

and to gratify the empress, hod even acceded to the armed
neutrality. The breach was widened by the abrogation of

the Barrier Treaty, Notwithstanding his professions at the

commencement of the war, Joseph had countenanced the

American agents, and connived at the clandestine trade

which his subjects of the Netherlands carried on with the

rebellious colonies. When the British cabinet accepted his

mediation in conjunction with that of Russia, he proposed

such terms os could only have been dictated from VersaiUeB;

and affected to prophesy that the issue of the contest would
be fatal to England. The indignation naturally excited by
such unfriendly conduct, hod been still further heightened

by the recent attempt of Joseph to exchange the Netherlands

for Bavaria. The British cabinet therefore at length

relinquished those hopes, which had been too fondly cherished,

of renewing the ancient connection ; they turned their whole
attention to gain the king of Prussia, who, except in his

inveterate enmity to the house of Austria, was guided by
principles totally contrary to those of his predecessor ; and
by his assistance succeeded in overthrowing the French
influence in Holland. Since the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle,

France had gained a considerable ascendency in the councils

of the United Provinces, and was supported by the party

adverse to the house of Orange. During the seven years'

war the states had maintained a neutrality, and in the

American contest had displayed such an evident partiality

towards France and the rebellious colonies, as involved them
in hostilities with England. This war promoted the

ascendency of France ; the conclusion of the disputes with
the emperor led to a formal alliance, which was signed at

Fontainbleau, November 10. 1785, and soon afterwards the

anti-Orange party, or patriots, succeeded in overthrowing the

authority of the stadtholder.

The prince of Orange being supported by numerous
adherents, endeavoured to recover his authority by force of

arms, and the country was threatened with the horrors of a

civil war, Attempts were made by the mediation of France
and Prussia to appease these troubles

; but as France was
anxious to maintain the patriot party, and os Frederic was
lukewarm in his support of the prince of Orange, who had
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espoused his niece, their intervention failed of success. The
new sovereign, Frederic William, who was warmly attached

to his sister, was anxious to adopt a more efficient line of

conduct, and was easily instigated by England to take a port

in the affairs of Holland. The arrest of the princess by the

^triots, in her journey towards the Ha^ue, furnished a
pretext for hostilities, and the Prussian troops, led by the

duke of Brunswick, made the conquest of Holland with a
rapidity and success which astonished Europe. The states

were compelled to rescind their resolutions, and the prince

of Orange was restored to his former authority.

During these events France had evinced a resolution to

support the patriot party by arms ; but awed by the hostile

preparations of England, and checked by the increasing

embarrassments in her finances, she shrunk from the contest,

and yielded the preponderance in Holland to her rival. This
revolution was followed by an alliance between the Maritime
Powers and Prussia, and their united influence baffied the

ambitious projects of Joseph for aggrandisement on the side

of Turkey. France, thus deserted by Prussia, threatened by
England, and deprived of her influence in Holland, began to

turn with warmth and sincerity towards the court of Vienna.

The death of Vergennes, which happened at the commence-
ment of 1787, had diminished that systematic jealousy which
had been fostered against the house of Austria. The new
minister, Montmorin, and afterwards de Brienne, archbishop

of Thoulouse, courted the emperor as their only stable and
powerful ally

;
and he seemed equally desirous to avail him-

self of their favourable disposition.

In consequence of these hopes, Joseph received the news
of the death of his great rival Frederic with perfect indif-

' ference; and instep of attempting to execute his usual

'threat, that he would seize that opportunity to recover Silesia,

he Bent assurances of his pacific inclinations to Berlin,

received the Prussian minister with great complacency,

and testified an earnest desire to live on terms of amity with

the new monarch.
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Although Joseph had privately encouraged the patriots of

Holland, and gave to the adherents of France an asylum in

the Netherlands, he took no public part in their favour
; but

considered the contest simply as the means of employing the

arms of Prussia, while he pursued his plans for sharing with
Russia the spoils of the Turkish empire.

The acquisition of the Crimea having rather increased

than satisfied the ambition of Catherine, she displayed on
every occasion a resolution to subvert the Ottoman empire.

She had secured the support of Joseph; she had gained the
friendship of France by concluding, in January, 1787, a
league of amity and commerce, and by refusing to renew
the former treaty with England. She revived the ancient

Greek names in her new territories on the Black Sea
; her

consuls and agents were employed in exciting discontents

among the Greeks and other Christian subjects of the Porte

;

and with a view to awe or conciliate the Tartar hordes
bordering on the Turkish empire, she made a progress into

the southern provinces of European Russia, with a pomp and
magnificence suitable to the grandeur of her projects. Ac-
companied by the principal persons of her court, as well as

by the Austrian, English, and French ministers, she took

her departure at the commencement of the year, travelled by
land to Kiof, and on the approach of spring 1787, embarking
on the Dnieper, descended to Cherson. In the first part of

this journey, pioneers preceded to level the way; the road
was illuminated by bonfires, and lined with crowds of spec-

tators ; a flotilla of inagnificent barges was prepared for her
voyage* ; the inhabitants of whole villages, with numeroui
flocks and herds, were removed to the banks of the river

;

and a desolate and inhospitable region assumed the appear-

ance of felicity, population, and industry. Large bodies of

troops were also collected at different places : at Krements-
chuck 14,000 men, dressed in new uniforms, exhibited the

mancBuvres of a battle; and at Pultawa the empress was
gratified with an exact representation of the celebrated

* One of these yessela is said to have contained seven apartments, and
a saloon where forty persons miebt dine.

VOL. m. L L
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victory gained by her predecessor Peter the Great over

Charles XIL
Joseph availed himself of this journey as a pretext for

paying another visit to his ally, that they might in person

complete arrangements for partitioning their intended con-

quests. He reached Lemberg in the middle of April, and
after waiting twenty days, proceeded towards Cherson, the

place appointed for the interview. He arrived there on the

14th of May, and, eager to display his respect towards his

ally, hasten^ to meet her on the journey. His impatience

occasioned some embarrassment. The courier who con-

veyed the news of his departure, found the barge aground

;

and Catherine, unwilling to be surprised in that situation by
her imperial visitor, instantly disembarked, and with the

greater part of her suite proceeded by land. On the approach
of Joseph she alighted, and after the accustomed salutations,

the two sovereigns pursued their journey in the carriage of

the empress. At Kaidak a singular scene took place. In

consequence of Joseph’s precipitancy, no preparations could

be made for his reception. Prince Potemkin, who was wait-

ii^ the arrival of the imperial flotilla, had already finished

his repost, and the autocrat of all the Russias, with the

emperor of Germany, could not without difficulty procure

even a scanty meal. But this disappointmeut afforded matter
of mirth, and gave to Catherine an opportunity of displaying

her ease and hilarity. Joseph, who from his usual mode of

travelling, was not unaccustomed to similar privations, bore

his part with equal spirit and good humour; the wit and
raillery ofPotemUn contributed to enliven the scene, and the

two sovereigns condescended to assist in preparing their

scanty meal, of which they partook with more enjoyment
than they had before derived from the greatest luxuries of

the table.

From Eaidok they proceeded to Cherson, where Catherine

made a magnificent entry, passing under a triumphal arch,

on which was inscribed in the Greek tongue, “ The way to

Byzantium.” After a stay of four days, distinguished by
eschibitions of uncommon magnificence, she continued her

progress through the Crimea, which she hod recently dis-

tinguished by the Greek appellation of Taurida.

In this journey, every species of splendour, which the

fertile and romantic genius of Potemkin could invent, was
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exhibited to grace the presence of his sovereign. At
llatcheserai, the capital of the peninsula, she was lodged in

the ancient palace of the Khans, and entertained with the
spectacle of a burning mountain, ortificiallj illuminated

; at

Sebastapol she viewed with pride and exultation a powerful
navj, her own creation, riding in the finest harbour of the
Black Sea.

Joseph accompanied the empress during this progress,

although he had previously received notice of the rising dis-

contents in the Netherlands, and his presence was required

at Vienna. But it was observed that he had lost much of that

native vivacity which' marked his first visit to Russia, and
was absorbed in continual reflection, brooding over his

various projects of reform and the increasing embarrassments
of his reign. On his return to Perislaf, on the bank of the
Dnieper, he took leave of his imperial hostess and hastened
to Vienna.

The specific arrangements made during this journey have
never been divulged. But the encroachments and intrigues

of Russia, the petty warfare on the Turkish frontier, the
hostile preparations of the two imperial courts, and the cir-

cumstances of this ostentatious journey, drew from the Porte
a sudden declaration of war against Russia on the 15th of

August
;
and a Turkish squadron appearing at the mouth of

the Dnieper, commenced hostilities by bombarding Kinburn.
Confounded at this unexpected and vigorous measure,

Catherine affected to temporise; and offered terms of ac-

commodation through the mediation of France. At the same
time she accelerated her preparations, published a vindica-

tion of her conduct, and called for the stipulated assistance

of the emperor.

By this summons Joseph was reduced to a critical situation.

Mortified at witnessing the importance of those acquisitions

which he had contributed to secure to Catherine without ob-

taining an equivalent, he was eager to make amends for his

former disappointment. But his alarms were awakened by
the close union between the courts of London and Berlin;

he was embarrassed by the efforts of the French court to

prevent the dismemberment of the Ottoman empire; and
above all he was unwilling to engage in a Turkish war, while

so considerable a part of his military force was required to

quell the insurrection in the Netherlands. He therefore en-
L L 2
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deavoured to temper the ardour of his ally, and protract the

commencement of hostilities. By his internuncio at Con-
Btantinople he declared that he would succour Russia, if

attacked
;
yet proffered his mediation to prevent the effusion

of blood. Like Catherine, however, he did not intermit his

military preparations ; and bodies of troops, with large

magazines, and a numerous train of artillery, covered the

Danube, or filled the roads from the capital to the Turkish

frontier. He pursued tliis dubious line of conduct till he had
effected a temporary suspension of the troubles in the Nether-

lands ; and while his intemuncio was acting the part of a

mediator at Constantinople, he attempted to surprise the

fortress of Belgrade.

A considerable force, collected in the neighbourhood of

Semlin, prepared in the night of the 2nd of December to

cross the Danube and the Save in two columns
;
one led by

Alvinzy, the other by Gemmingen. Their march being

obstructed by the badness of the roads and darkness of the

night, and the passage of the rivers impeded by a thick fog,

the vanguard alone of the first column reached the place of

rendezvous, which was a neckM)f land on the Turkish
territory, under the walls of Belgrade. In this situation they

were discovered at the approach of dawn, and exposed to

inevitable destruction had they been attacked by the garrison.

But the governor affecting to be satisfied with the apologies

of Alvinzy, permitted them to withdraw, and they repassed

the Save with great precipitation.

This fiagrant violation of public faith did not, however,

provoke the Turks to commence hostilities. They made a

dignified appeal to the gratitude of the emperor
;
they re-

minded him of the inviolable faith with which they had
observed the treaty of Belgrade by rejecting all the allure-

ments of France and Prussia on the death of Charles Yl.,

when the very existence of the house of Austria was en-

dangered. Such motives had little infiuence on the mind of

60 ambitious a monarch as Joseph, eager to signalise his

arms, and to share in the spoils of a feeble enemy. He
accordingly published on the 10th of February, 1788, a de-

claration of war, in which he did not even attempt to varnish

pis aggression with the slightest colour of equity
; he did

not charge the Turks with a single infraction of the peace

;

he only justified his attack by pleading bis engagements with
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the empress of Russia, arid inveighing against the obstinacy

of the Porte in rejecting her demands.

When Joseph made this declaration, he not only meditated
the recovery of Bosnia and Servia, but grasped at the pos-

session of Moldavia and Wallochia, and flattered himself

with the hopes of extending the boundaries of his empire to

the Dniester. Instead, therefore, of acting as a mere
auxiliary, he came forward as a principal in the war. He
had already assembled an army of 200,000 men, with a train

of 2000 pieces of artillery, on the Turkish frontier, and im-
patiently waited the approach of spring to take the fleld.

The two imperial allies prepared to direct their force*

against the whole extent of the Turkish frontier from the

Adriatic to the Black Sea. The main body of the Austrians
was assembled on the borders of Sclavonia, to open the cam-
paign with the siege of Belgrade, and to direct its progress*

on the side of the Danube
]
the principal force of the Rus-

sians, under prince Potemkin, was collected on the Bog, to

pursue the advantages gained the preceding year; and a.

considerable corps uniting with an Austrian force under the^

prince of Coburgh in the Bucovina, was to reduce Chotzim,.

and co-operate with the main armies on the Sereth, the-

Pruth, or the Dniester. Besides these three armies, other
bodies were stationed in Transylvania, .the Bannat, Scla-

vonia, and Croatia, to connect or support the principal at-

tacks. An armament was to be despatched to the Archi-
pelago, to favour the progress of Potemkin; and Joseph not
only persuaded the bashaw of Scutari to raise the standard
of revolt, but even hoped to draw the Venetians into the war.
The most sanguine expectations prevailed that the war

would be conducted with spirit and success equal to the
magnitude of the preparations, and the vast designs of the
sovereign. But the plans of the allies were frustrated by
unexpected obstacles. The equipment of the naval arma-
ment was prevented by the opposition of England and Hol-
land, who forbade their seamen to enter into the service of
Russia

;
and an attack from the king of Sweden, equally

Sudden and daring, called the whole attention of Catherine
to the preservation of her capital. The greater part of her
troops who were marching to the scene of action were cottar

termanded, and instead of. a formidable force the prince ef
Coburgh was joined by Soltikof with only 10,000 men.

L L 3
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Joseph experienced a new disappointment from the resolu-

tion of the Venetians to maintain a neutrality, notwithstand-
ing all the promises and threats of the two imperial courts.

The bashaw of Scutari also, discouraged by the embarrass-
ments of the allies, massacred the Austrian officers whom he
had received at his court, and made his peace with the
sultan ; and his example was followed by the neighbouring
bashaws, who were wavering between their duty and dread
of his power.

Instead of compensating for the weakness of his ally by
his own strenuous exertions; instead of pressing the siege

of Belgrade before the enemy were capable of interrupting

his operations, Joseph wasted the early part of the campaign
in inaction, vainly waiting for the advance of the Russians,

and dreading lest he should draw on himself the whole force

of the grand vizier. At length the consciousness that his in-

decision had dishonoured his character in the eyes of his

army, his people, and Europe, impelled him to undertake the

siege ; bridges were thrown over the Save, and a train of

battering artillery drawn from Semlin and the neighbouring
garrisons. But his tardiness exposed him to the very danger
which he had so anxiously endeavoured to avoid. At the

commencement of the campaign the grand vizier Yusuph
assembled his army in Bulgaria, as a central point from
which he could equally make bead against the Austrians or

Russians. By a judicious system of defence, he baffled and
harrassed the Austrians, by desultory attacks he inured his

troops to the sight of the enemy, and by a series of trifling

successes inspired them with unusual confidence. Being
relieved from all apprehensions of the Russians, he turned
his whole force against the Austrians. He advanced towards
Belgrade, and as the emperor precipitately retired behind
the Save, he threw bridges over the Danube at Cladova,

broke the Austrian cordon by defeating a corps under War-
tensleben posted on the heights of Meadia, spread alarm and
devastation through the neighbouring districts of the Bannat,

and threatened to pour his victorious troops into Hungary.
The affairs of the emperor were now in the most alarming

situation. He had fallen from his towering hopes of sub-

verting the Ottoman empire, and in the middle of a cam-

E
aign commenced with the most powerful army which the

ouse of Austria had ever brought into the field, and with
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preparations which almost exceeded belief, saw the war car-

ried into his own dominions. His troops were disheartened

by ill success, and confounded at the desperate courage of

the enemy. The army was thinned by an epidemic malady,

and the population of the hereditary countries drained for

recruits to supply the vast deficiency derived from disease

and the sword ; the treasury was exhausted, and the popu-
lace of the capital, irritated by the dearness of provisions,

broke out into tumults.

In this perilous situation Joseph left 30,000 men at Sem-
lin, and hastened with 40,000 to support Wartensleben and
cover Hungary. To divert the tide of misfortune he also

transferred to Loudon, whom he had hitherto neither em-
ployed nor consulted, the command of the army in Croatia,

with distinguished marks of honour.

The people and the army were equally gratified by this

appointment. The journey of the veteran general from the

capital to the frontier was a triumphal procession, and the

soldiers received their commander near Berbir with as much
enthusiasm as if they had gained a decisive victory.*

Loudon did not suffer this ardour to cool, and commenced
offensive operations, so congenial to his character and talents,

on the 26th of August. The very day after he joined the

army, he defeated the Turks under the walls of Dubitza,

and soon reduced the fortress to capitulate. He threw

bridges over the Save, dispersed a corps of observation en-

camped near Berbir under the bashaw of Travnic, and
pushing into the heart of Bosnia, invested Novi. The
trenches w^ere opened on the 11 th of September, the second

parallel completed the third day, and the siege prosecuted

with the greatest activity; a body of 7000 Turks who at-

tacked the Austrian lines were repulsed ; two assaults were
made against the place, and on the 3rd of October, the

garrison surrendered prisoners of war. The approach of

winter alone retarded the successful progress of this active

commander.
During these operations the prince of Coburgh, in con-

junction with Soltikof, had laid siege to Chotzim, which

from the exposed situation of the works was expected to

^ Loudon had always disapproved of a defensive war, and his oonatant

nxiom was, that more,men are lost by sickness or desertion in inaction,

than fall by the hand of the enemy in the most bloody campaign.

L L 4
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prove an easy conquest. The batteries were opened on the

20th of July; but notwithstanding an incessant fire, which
laid the town in ashes, and ruined the principal magazine,

the heroic governor, with his half-famished and intrepid

garrison, did not surrender till ^he 20th of September, when
he was allowed to depart with the honours of war. This

obstinate and almost unparalleled defence wasted the season

of action, and prevented the allies from undertaking any

other important enterprise during the remainder of the

eampoign.

While Loudon and the prince of Coburgh were thus re-

trieving the honour of the Austrian arms, the emperor was
exposed to new disgrace. After his junction with Warten-
sleben he took post near Slatina in the valley of Caransebes.

The clamours of the troops and the representations of his

officers having induced him to summon a council of war, all

the generals, except Lacy, declared for an immediate en-

gagement : but the emperor, affecting to adopt the opinion

of his confidential adviser, remained on the defensive. His

caution, however, was of little avail against his enterprising

antagonist : for the Turks, encouraged by his indecision,

with incredible labour formed batteries on the neighbouring

hills, and made a continual attack on his camp for two days

and nights. Joseph succeeded indeed in repulsing the

enemy; but surrounded with difficulties, and apprehensive

of another assault, he broke up his camp during the night

of the 20th of September, and fell back to Temeswar. This

retreat completed the disgrace of his arms. Indignation,

confusion, and dismay, pervaded the rank^ The night was
dark, and a false alarm having put the troops in motion, all

who were attached to the baggage took to flight, and the

soldiers fired on each other. The emperor, who was in an

open chaise at the head of one of the columns, mounted a horse,

and attempted to rally the fugitives at a bridge, but was hur-

ried away by the crowd, and separated from his suite. In this

situation he rode alone the distance of a German mile before

he WM able to rejoin bis troops.* In this confusion part of

the Vggage and artillery fell into the hands of the enemy,

and 4000 men were lost in a march of only four days.

^ Joseph reproached his aid-de-camps fur having deserted him. One
of them Boxcastically replied, “We used our utmost endeavours to keep

up with your imperud majesty, but our horses were not so fleet as yours.^
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Fortunately for the emperor, general Fabris kept the

Turks in check by defending the passes of Transylvania,
and the commencement of the rainy season compelled the
vizier to withdraw from the Bannat. He placed a strong

^
garrison in Viplanka, and marching towards Belgrade, was
followed by the emperor, who resumed his former position

at Semlin. No important operation, however, took place,

except the capture of Viplanka by a detachment under
general Harrach, and in November the campaign was closed

by an armistice of three months for Sirmia and the bannat
of Temeswar.

Thus terminated a campaign in which 30,000 men fell in

desultory skirmishes, and 40,000 were swept away by pestir

lence ; losses but poorly compensated by the capture of Sza-
batch, Chotzim, Dubitza, and Novi. Joseph himself, afflicted

with a disorder derived from fatigue and chagrin, returned
to Vienna, brooding over the loss of his military reputation,

and the distress and disgrace which he had brought upon
his people and his army.

In 1789 the Turks anticipated the Austrians, by re-com-
mencing hostilities at an early season. The grand vizier,

leaving troops on the lower course of the Danube to observe
the Russians and Austrians, crossed the river in Marchj
1789, at Ruschuk, with 90,000 men, and rapidly advanced
towards Hermanstadt, with the intent to penetrate into

Transylvania, break the Austrian line, and carry the war
into the hereditary countries. His progress was suddenly
arrested by the death of the sultan Abdelhamen and the

accession of Selim, for he was recalled and disgraced by the

new sovereign, assassinated in his way to a place of exile,

and his post given to the bashaw of Widdin, a man of a rash
and presumptuous temper, and deficient in military skill.

By this fortunate revolution, the allies were enabled to

recover their ascendency. Early in the year the prince of

Coburgh, proceeding with 18,000 men from Chotzim tr»

Adjud, was joined by 70.00 Russians under the celebrated

Suwarof. On the 31st of July they defeated, at Fotzani^ a
body of Turks who had advanced from Brachilow to prevent

their junction, with the loss of their camp, baggage, maga-
zines, and artillery. They then suddenly directed their

march against the main army, under the grand vizier, who
had ascended the Alt to Rimnik, and gained, on the 22nd of
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September, a stupendous victory over a vast and ill organised

multitude. The whole army was dispersed or put to the

sword, and the camp, baggage, and artillery, with no less

than one hundred standards, fell into the hands of the con-

querors.

This great victory opened a similar career of success to

the main army, and Loudon, on the 3rd of September, in-

vested Belgrade. He pressed the siege with his usual acti-

vity, carried the suburbs by assault, and completed the third

pa^el. On the 6th of October, the governor proposing an

armistice for fifteen days, Loudon briefly replied, “ Not for

fifteen hours.” He ordered the cannonade to be resumed with

redoubled vigour, and within three days the garrison of 7000
men surrendered prisoners of war.

Joseph, sinking under the disorder which carried him to

the grave, was revived by this series of successes. The sick

and exhausted monarch rose from his bed to receive the

joyful tidings, and attend a Te Deum at the church of St,

Stephen. A festival was proclaimed for three days; the

capital was illuminated, the theatres opened gratis to the

people, and, in allusion to the Christian name of Loudon, the

streets resounded with the triumphal song of Gideon. The
successful commander was also nominated generalissimo

with the same uncontrolled authority which had been for*

merly intrusted to prince Eugene.

The victory of Rimnik and the capture of Belgrade were

the harbingers of greater success. Hassan Pasha, the Turk-
ish high admiral and celebrated conqueror of Egypt, whose
confidence in his good fortune had encouraged him to assume
the command of an army, was totally defeated at Tobac^ in

Bessarabia, by prince Potemkin, and his discomfiture was
followed by the surrender of Bender, Akerman, Kilia Nova,
and Isatza, and with the investment of Ismael. At the same
time the prince of Coburgh took Bucharest and Hohenlohe,

forcing the passes which lead into Wallachio, made himself

master of Rimnik and Crajova. Loudon also reduced

Semendria and Cladova, and blockaded Orsova, which, being

situated in an island of the Danube, was inaccessible to regu-

lar attacks. By these conquests the allies became masters of

the whole line of fortresses which covered the Turkish fron-

tier ;
the three grand armies, originally separated by a vast

extent of country, were rapidly converging to the same point,
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and threatened, by their united force, to overbear all opposi-

tion, and in another campaign to complete the subversion of

the Ottoman empire in Europe.

But in the midst of this successful career, the increasing

, ferment in the hereditary countries, the rebellion in the

Netherlands, and, still more, the interposition of the Mari-

time Powers and Prussia, checked the hopes of Joseph at the

very moment when his projects of aggrandisement seemed

hastening to their completion. Justly alarmed at the suc-

cesses of the two imperial courts, the three combined powers

emancipated Poland from the domination of Eussia; they

delivered the king of Sweden from the Danish invasion, and

laid the foundation of a general alliance for reducing the

overgrown power of Austria and Russia. The king of

Prussia even encouraged the rising discontents in Hungary,

fomented the troubles which the impolitic innovations of

Joseph had excited in the Netherlands, and, in the com-

mencement of 1790, opened a negotiation with the Porte for

the conclusion of an offensive alliance, intended not only to

effect the restoration of the dominions conquered during the

existing war, but even of the Crimea, and the territories dis-

membered by the two imperial courts from Poland.

The only power to which Joseph might have turned as a

counterpoise to this combination was France, from whose

recent change of system he had flattered himself with hopes

of a cordial support, and from whom he had even received

private largesses to a considerable amount. But in the short

interval of the two preceding years a fatal alteration had

taken place both in the court and kingdom. The spirit of

republicanism, excited by the American contest, had increased

to an alarming height, and, with the growing embarrassments

of the revenue, contributed to weaken the energy of govern-

ment. The indecisive character of Louis, and even his

virtues, furthered the projects of the republican. Without a

discriminating judgment or force of mind, his great passion

was to .introduce beneficial reforms into the diflFerent depart-

ments of administration. Hence, he became the dupe of

artful or misguided men, and adopted every plausible innova-

tion, however injurious to his prerogative.

At this period France was in a state of great ferment.

The concessions of the king encouraged new deipands, and

not only the magistracy, but even the greater part of the
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nobility and clergy, joined the prevailing clamour for what
was called a new order of things. The populace, instigated

by their demagogues, and encouraged by the duke of Orleans,

rose tumultuously, seized the magazines of arms, and stormed
the Bastille.

Concessions were only the prelude to still greater degrada-
tions ; the princes of the blood and many of the nobles, who
ought to have formed the bulwark of the throne, emigrated
from France, and the National Assembly triumphantly de-

creed the abolition of all privileges, published a theoretical

rhapsody, which they called a declaration of the Rights of

Man, and voted themselves permanent. An alarming scarcity

of provision inflaming the general discontent, a sanguinary
mob from Paris forced the palace of Versailles, massacred
the guards, and dragged the degraded king and queen as

prisoners to the capital. At the same time the National
Assembly removed to Paris, and continued by their resolu-

tions and debates to inflame the public mind, and heap new
insults on the head of the unfortunate monarch and his

amiable queen, Marie Antoinette.

This being the unfortunate situation of the country, Joseph
saw the impending dissolution of the alliance on which he

had so confidently relied, and the revival of that hostile spirit

which had formerly menaced the downfall of Austria. He
had reason to apprehend the loss of those very Netherlands
for the security of which he had made great and incessant

sacriflces.

Chap. CXXIX.— 1787-1790.

That rich and fertile territory, usually known by the synony-
mous appellations of the Netherlands and the Low Countries,

formed past of the vast dominions which had been attached

ifo the Spanish monarchy. Conquered by the joint forces of

the .Maritime Powers,
,
it was transferred, at the peace of

Utrecht, under their guaranty, to the house of Austria, on
condition that the ancient laws, customs, and constitutions

^ould be inviolably preserved. The late emperor, Charles VI.,

was inaugurated on these terms. His daughter, Maria The-
resa, entered into similar engagements on her accession

;
but
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during her reign some changes, with the consent, if not at

the request, of the states, were introduced in the mode of

representation in Brabant, and in the system of taxation;

Joseph gave the same solemn sanction to the existing con-

stitution.

Perhaps there was no country on the surface of the globe

so small in extent, under the government of one prince, of

which the component parts difFered so widely in manners,

government, and laws. Each of the provinces not only

formed a separate sovereignty, enjoying a peculiar constitu-

tion, but the same variation extended to the cities and dis-

tricts. In most of the provinces the rights and privileges

were founded on tradition or prescription ; but in Brabant
and Limburgh they were detailed in a charter called La
Joyeuse Entrde*, which contained fifty-nine articles, a col-

lection of ancient usages and immunities granted by the

former dukes of Brabant. The sovereign was restrained

from conferring charges on any except natives, no inhabitant

was to be tried out of the country, and full liberty of speech

was to be allowed in the assembly of the states, with many
other privileges ; the charter was also concluded with a de^

claration similar to the celebrated clause in the coronation

oath of Andrew II., king of Hungary, that if the sovereign

should cease to observe the articles, his subjects should also

cease to obey him, until the breaches in the constitution were
repaired, and the immunities restored.

The power of the clergy was almost unbounded; the

hierarchy consisted of one archbishop and seven bishops;

there were also a hundred and eight abbeys, each endowed
with annual revenues from 60,000 to 300,000 florins, nu-

merous convents, and the number of religious persons, regu-

lar and secular of both sexes, amounted to above 30,000.

The clergy possessed a considerable part of the landed pro^

perty, and being the first order of the states, were enabled to

relieve themselves from a considerable part of the public

burdens, by fixing the land-tax at a low rate, and throwing

the imposts on articles of consumption
Their predominant influence was extended by the system

of public education, which was subjected to the immediate

control of the hierarchy. The university of Louvain had

* It was so called because the charter on which it was founded was
promulgeted on the entr^ of Philip the Good into Brussels.
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long been celebrated for its numerous and richly-endowed

colleges, and was formerly distinguished for learning and
discipline. It possessed extraordinary privileges, with the

patronage of numerous benefices, both in the Netherlands

and in the bishopric of Liege ; and above all, its academical

honours were indispensable qualifications for the possession

of every civil and ecclesiastical office. The members xlevoted

to the papal see, maintained a blind adherence to the system

of the ancient schoolmen, and proscribed all innovations

adopted in other seminaries.

In this country, and among a people so tenacious of their

customs, liberties, and religion, Joseph did not merely attempt

to reform abuses and lop superfluous branches, but even laid

the axe to the very root of the constitution itself. He pur-

posed to force on the natives what he termed a simple and
efficient form of government, and to establish nearly the same
system of ecclesiastical polity, finance, and jurisprudence, as

he had introduced into his hereditary countries. He com-
menced his innovations at an early period of his reign by
abolishing several convents, prohibiting processions, jubilees,

and confraternities, and removing statues, images, and ofier-

ings from the churches.

But in 1786 his plans were fully developed. He reforpied

the system of public education, by abrogating the privileges

of the university of Louvain, and instituting a new seminary

for the study of theology, over which he placed foreigners

as directors, independent of the control of the bishops, and

at which he ordered all youths destined for the church to

pursue their studies* The innovation was vehemently op-

posed, and in December, 1786, gave rise to a tumult among
the students, which was not suppressed without a military

force. The archbishop of Mechfin, who took an active part,

was summoned to Vienna, and the papal nuncio, who had

countenanced the opposition to the imperial decrees, was
abruptly ordered to quit the Netherlands. This attempt

was followed by similar changes in the civil government.

The abolition of their venerated constitution excited uni-

versal indignation and alarm among the people of the Nether-

lands. The clergy and laity formed a common cause for

mutual security. Brabant became the focus of opposition;

the states, in the terms of their constitution, refused to grant

the customary subsidies, until their grievances were re-
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dreBsed
;
they forbade the collectors of the revenue to

acknowledge the authority of the new intendants, and pre-

sented a spirited remonstrance to the govemors-generaL
They suppressed also the new seminary at Louvain, dis-

missed the foreign professors, invited the other states to

form a general confederacy, and claimed the guaranty of

foreign powers, particularly of France. Their example was
followed by the other provinces. Tumults burst forth in

difierent places, the populace assumed the national cockade

in imitation of the French, and the aspect of the whole coun-

try portended an insurrection.

On the 28th of May, 1787, Joseph received the first

account of the tumults at Pereslaf, as he was preparing to

cross the Dnieper. But infatuated with his plans, despising

the danger, and employed in paying court to Catherine, he
slighted the intelligence, and gave orders that no letters

should be forwarded to him during the journey. He deter-

mined, however, to pursue rigorous measures, and in answer

to strong representations in favour of lenity and caution,

replied, ‘4he flame of rebellion can only be extinguished by
blood.” On his return to Pereslaf, he learnt with astonish-

ment and agitation the progress of the insurrection; and
after taking a hasty leave of Catherine, returned to Vienna
in tfie beginning of July. New mortifications awaited his

arrival. He was thunderstruck with the intelligence that

the Flemings, instead of awaiting the repeal of the obnoxious

edicts, had risen in arms, and obtained concessions from the

governors-general ; and that prince Kaunitz had not only

approved these lenient measures, but pledged himself for the

aijquiescence of his sovereign,*

Joseph highly reprobated the conduct of the governors-

general, and of his minister, as feeble and pusillanimous, and
expressed his inflexible resolution to enforce the execution

of his plans. He ordered troops to march to the Netherlands,

summoned the governors-general and count Belgioioso to

Vienna
;
and at the same time despatched an angry mandate

to the contumacious states, commanding them, as a mark of

* Sir Robert Keith to Lord Caermartben, Vienna, Aug. 5. 17B7.

Prince Kaunitz was so much displeased with the violent proceedings of

Joseph, and his refusal to ratify the concessions made to the people of

the Netherlands, that he offered to resign, and for a time discontinued to

countersign the mandates of the emperor.
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obedience, to submit their complaints, and apologise for

their misconduct at the foot of the throne.

The states did not refuse to give the required proof of

obedience, but charged their deputies to express the loyalty

of the nation and represent its grievances. On the 15th of

August they were admitted to an audience, and their chief

addressed the emperor in a speech replete with professions

of loyalty, accompanied with firmness and spirit; and, at

the conclusion, were permitted to read the list of their

grievances.

The emperor, who had scarcely restrained his indignation

during the recital, replied sternly :
‘‘ The great dissatisfac-

tion which 1 feel from all the late proceedings in my Belgio

provinces cannot be effaced by a vain parade of words

:

nothing but a series of actions can prove the sincerity of your

professions. I have charged prince Kaunitz to communicate
to you in writing, for the information of the states, certain

articles, the execution of which must precede any delibera-

tion. Your instant and entire obedience is not only neces-

sary to restore all things to their proper order, but to put a

stop to the present interruption of commerce. 1 give you
daily proofs that the good of my subjects is the sole object of

all my actions, and you must be convinced that 1 hav| no
thought of overturning your constitution, as in the moment
of your greatest outrages, and when you have deserved my
utmost indignation, with all the power which I possess, I
only reiterate to you my assurances that I will preserve your
Uberties.^

The conditions announced with this parade of liberality,

comprised the restoration of all innovations, the payment of

the subsidies, and the revocation of all orders issued by the

states contrary to the views of the sovereign. In case of an
immediate compliance, the emperor promised that the ancient

tribunals and administration of justice should be restored,

that the iutendances should not be established, nor the abbeys

deprived of their privileges. He promised also that the

territorial impost of forty per cent., and the military con-

scription should not be introduced into the Netherlands.

iS^mises so vague, accompanied by demands so contra-

dictory, did not satisfy the Belgic states, and they announced
their resolution not to comply with the preliminary articles

without full security for the redress of their grievances. But
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while the people were expecting the march of the imperial
troops, and were making preparations for resistance, a sudden
change took place in the conduct of Joseph. As he could
not venture to drive his subjects of the Netherlands to

desperation while embarrassed with the Turkish war, he
endeavoured to attain by artifice what he could not effect by
force. He therefore treated the deputies with the greatest

condescension, and affected a willingness to accede to most
of their demands. These concessions produced the desired

effect, and the objects in dispute were amicably arranged.

The states announced their compliance with the wishes of

their sovereign, the volunteers laid down their arm^, and, in

return, the march of the imperial troops was countermanded.
Count Murray issued tlie edict which suppressed the new
ordinances, and promised that conferences should be held
with the states, to adjust the subjects remaining in dispute.

These measures occasioned a temporary restoration of tran-

quillity. But it was soon evident that Joseph only sus-

pended his projects to deceive his subjects. He dismissed

count Murray, who had tranquillised the minds of the people.

The army in the Netherlands was silently augmented, and
the command intrusted to general d'Alton, a man of an un-
daunted and indexible temper, united to the spirit of a rigid

disciplinarian. Count Trautmansdorf was appointed minister

plenipottntiary ad interim, with instructions which prove the

views and insincerity of the emperor. He was ordered to

consider the declaration of count Murray as extorted by fear,

and consequently invalid; to hold no conference with the

states on the subjects in dispute ; to remove gradually oil

disaffected persons from their employments
; but above all,

to effect a complete reform in the supreme council of Brabant,
“ without which,’* to use the words of the emperor, “ nothing

could be done.” He was no less positively enjoined to com-
mence his administration with the re-establishment of the

general seminary at Louvain.

On the arrival of Trautmansdorf at Brussels, in October,

1787, he found the people in a state of general agitation, and

with suspicions naturally inspired by the prevarications of

the sovereign, watching all his proceedings with a jealous

eye. He therefore suspended the execution of the decree

for the suppression of the university during three memths,

and gained great popularity by this act of indulgence. The
TOL. m. M M
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other demands were obtained without difficulty, and the sub-

sidies which had been refused unanimously voted, with a

declaration that this compliance was a testimony of gratitude

for the appointment of a minister so agreeable to the nation.

Joseph, too ardent and arbitrary to listen to the dictates of

prudence or justice, disapproved the suspension, and issued

peremptory orders to establish the general seminary, what-

ever might be the consequence. His views were warmly
supported by general d*Alton, who was eager to bring thq

military force into action, and boasted that he could subju-

gate the whole Netherlands in six weeks. Trautmonsdorf

reluctantly fulfilling an order of which he deplored the fatal

consequences, commanded the rector and other members of

the university to submit to the plan of reform. The whole
body appealing to the council of Brabant, he required the

latter to enforce the imperial decree, allowed only two hours

for deliberation, and threatened, in case of refusal, to employ

force, and revoke the recent concessions. At the same time

d*Alton drew out a body of troops, with artillery, near the

house in which the council was assembled, and sent a de-

tachment through the streets to awe the populace. The
states, however, still undaunted, disdained to return an

answer, and only ordered the message to be entered on their

journals. The detachment which patroled the streets being

insulted, fired on the populace : a tumult ensued, in which
six persons were killed and several wounded, and d’Alton

poured a body of troops into the Town-house. But at this

awful crisis Trautmansdorf again suspended the rising com-
motion by ceasing to press his demands, and by declaring

that the general had drawn out the troops without his con-

currence.

Intelligence of these proceedings being transmitted to

Vienna, the emperor rewarded the officer who had ordered

the troops to fir^ and encouraged d’Altoil to persist in co-

ercive measures
;
yet, with the same duplicity as before, he

held forth to the natives the offer of a general amnesty and

complete restitution of his favour. The governors-general,

who returned at this juncture, found the country in a state of

apparent tranquillity, and the people impressed with hopes

that Jos^h had at length relinquished his impolitic designs.

But witmn a few days after this public declaiation, the uni-*

versity was again closed, the rector banished for three years,
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and the refractory members expelled
;
while a body oftroops

stationed in Louvain slaughtered many of the inhabitants,

who assembled to deplore the overthrow of that university

which had been their pride and support. The general semi-

nary was re-established ;
the colleges of Mechlin and Antwerp,

celebrated for the education of youth destined to the eccle-

siastical profession, were likewise closed, and the same
measures of coercion employed against the inhabitants.

Soon after these violent proceedings, the states of the

different provinces assembled to grant the ordinary subsidies,

and notwithstanding the causes of dissatisfaction, all complied

with the usual custom except those of Hainault and Brabant
Their refusal drew from the emperor a severe address, in

which he threatened to revoke the amnesty, to prosecute all

who had taken part in the late troubles, to annul their

privileges, and to abrogate the Joyous Entry. The states of

Brabant, alarmed by these threats, sent on the 26th of January,

1789, a petition to deprecate the anger of the sovereign, and
procured the suspension of the impending punishment
Those of Hainault, persisting in their resolution, their as-

sembly was dissolved on the 31st by the military force, their

chiefs arrested, and their constitution abolished. Confident

that this severe example would intimidate the refractory

states of Brabant, Joseph announced his intention to make a

change in their government, which should prevent a repe-

tition of their contumacy, and secure the regular grant of a

permanent subsidy, by extending the right of representation

to other towns and districts.

In the present temper of the country such an arbitrary pro-

ject excited general indignation ; and the whole province

became a scene of civil commotion.

While Brabant was thus divided by internal feuds, Joseph
seized the opportunity to overthrow the constitution. By his

command, TrautiSansdorf summoned an extraordinary meet-

ing of the states, and required their concurrence in the pro^

position for increasing the third order, and establishing a

permanent subsidy. The deputies, however, boldly refused

their consent, exclaiming with one accord, though the em-
peror may dissolve us, we will not violate a constitution

which we have solemnly pledged ourselves to preserve.” In
consequence of this refusal, the edict was enforced, the

assembly dissolved, and the Joyous Entry annulled. Tbe
MM2
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deputies repaired to the hall of the council of Brabant, and
protested against these proceedings ;

but their protests were
disregarded) and on the ensuing morning three imperial

edicts proclaimed the dissolution of the ancient constitution,

the new arrangement for the administration of justice, and
various altei*ations in the imposition and collection of the

taxes.

Joseph fondly considered this event os the termination of

the struggle
;
and d'Alton re-echoed his sentiments when he

said, ‘‘the 18th of June is a happy epoch for the house of

Austria
;

for on that day, the victory of Kolin saved the

monarchy, and the emperor became master of the Nether-

lands.” But neither the infatuated monarch nor his sanguine

general were acquainted with the resolution and sentiments

of a free nation. Although the presence of the military pre-

vented an immediate tumult, this apparent tranquillity was
the calm which precedes the storm. The licentious spirit,

which at this time agitated France, spread like an electric

shock among a people who were provoked by repeated insults

and oppressions ; the patriots daily augmenting in numbers
exulted in the hope of being assisted by their neighbours,

and of forming a similar constitution on the ruins of the

Austrian government. Vengeance and retaliation were
denounced against the royalists; the walls, churches, and
houses were covered with placards, calling on the people to

imitate the example set by the citizens of Paris.

Trautmansdorf, who had before averted the danger by
prudence and lenity, was now anxious to meet it with firm-

ness. Conscious that the imperial troops, who scarcely

amounted to 20,000, were too few to awe a whole nation, he
earnestly requested an accession of force. His apprehen-
sions were ridiculed by d'Alton, who boasted that after send-

ing a battalion of each regiment to the army in Hungary, he
should still be able to maintain internal* tranquillity ; and
Joseph reluctantly despatched only a single regiment, “ not

because be deemed it necessary, but to encourage a timid

Ifovsmment.” The forebodings of the minister were too

soon realised. Scarcely a month elapsed after the dissolution

of the ancient constitution, before the people tumultuously

rose, in various districts, released the arrested persons,

attacked the ^litary, and plundered the houses of the magis-
trates. In these commotiouB many lives were lost at Tirle-
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mont, Louvain, Antwerp, and Mods, before tranquillity could

be restored ; and at Diest, the patriots led on by the monks,

expelled the imperial troops and the magistrates. Brussels

being likewise the scene of a momentary effervescence, the

minister proposed to disarm the citizens
;
but this measure

was rejected by d’Alton, who presuming on the force of

military discipline, contemptuously exclaimed, “ If they want
arms, T will supply them,”

At this period many young men of Brussels, who had
uttered seditious speeches, were sent without trial to serve in

the army of Hungary ; and in the agitated state of the public

mind, this arbitrary act spread through the nation indignant

and sullen despondency. Emigrations took place from all

quarters
;
the fugitives repairing to the frontiers of Holland

and Liege, joined those who had quitted their country in the

preceding troubles, and formed a numerous body, ready to

act offensively against the government. They found an able

chief in Van-der-Noot, a factious advocate of Brussels, who
had taken an active part during the troubles, and at whose
instigation the third estate had refused to grant the annual

subsidy. Being arrested and condemned for treason, he had
in 1707 escaped into England. After ineffectually endea-

vouring to obtain for his countrymen the protection and

assistance of the British cabinet, he repaired to Berlin.

Receiving from the king of Prussia only dubious promises,

he went to Holland, where he was permitted to reside under

a feigned name, by the connivance of the Dutch government,'

which on this occasion imitated the conduct of Joseph towards

the exiles in the late revolution. He returned in 1709 to

Breda, whither he drew the archbishop of Mechlin, the abbot of

Tongaloo, Crumpiper, the chancellor of Brabant, many of the

nobility of Brussels, almost all the members from the states,

and Van Eupen, canon of Antwerp. By their efforts, the

emigrants were * disciplined, distributed in different parts of

the neigbouring country, arms and ammunition secured, and

a force amounting to 10,000 men organised and appointed.

A committee was established at Breda for the regulation of

their proceedings, and their views seconded by another secret

committee at Brussels.

In the midst of this ferment, the emperor strangely blend-

ing conciliation and severity, published a decree re-establish-

ing the university of Louvain, in all its rights and privileges.

mm3 ^
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This ridiculous versatility excited contempt instead of giving

satisfaction, and produced no effect in allaying internal dis-

affection, or chec^ng the efforts of tli^ party in Holland. A
regular plan of hostilities was digested by the chiefs of the

insurgents, and Van-der-Mersch, an officer who had sig-

nalised himself in the imperial service during the seven

years’ war, was appointed commander. Van-der-Noot assumed
the title of plenipotentiary agent of the people of Brabant,

and a manifesto, under his signature, was published “ in the

name of the clergy and third estate of Brabant, in union with

many of the nobility, renouncing their allegiance, and declar-

ing that they no longer considered Joseph as their sovereign.”

This manifesto, as a declaration of war, was sent to the

government, and followed by the march of the patriot army
into Brabant.

With a view to counteract its effects, the government of

Brussels ordered it to be burnt by the common executioner,

and published a long vindication of the emperor ; urging

that although he had abrogated the Joyous Entry, yet he had
confirmed the essential principles of the constitution, the

security of persons and property. To awe the disaffected

within the walls, many persons of the first rank were arrested

on a charge of conspiracy, the gates were shut, palisadoes

planted on the fortifications, the citizens disarmed, and active

preparations made for defence.

Meanwhile hostilities commenced. A party of patriots

inarching from the neighbourhood of Breda, surprised, on the

£5th of October, the forts of Lillo and Liefgenshoek, on the

Beheld, made the scanty garrison prisoners, and conveyed

the guardship to Bergen-op-Zoom. Another body of 3000
men, under the command of Yan-der-Mersch, penetrated to

Tumhout, and though many were armed only with bludgeons,

pitchforks, and staves, and without cannon, they repulsed the

unperial general Schroeder, who attacked them with 1600
men. This unexpected victory, proclaimed a miracle by the

monks, increased the spirit and numbers of the insurgents,

while it disheartened the royalists. But on the approach of

general d’Arberg with 7000 men, the patriots retired within

the Dutch territories, and concealing their arms, as usual,

dispersed themselves in Dutch Brabant and the neighbour-

ing districts of Liege, waiting for a more favourable oppor-

tunity to renew their incursions.
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While the imperial general remained at Hogstraten, the

insurgents made a new and more effectual attempt on the

side of Flanders. A body despatched by Van-der-Mersch

approached Ghent, seized two of the gates, and forcing their

way into the town, were joined by the burghers with cannon

and ammunition ; the garrison of 1200 men was overpowered

by numbers, driven across the Scheld, and blockaded in the

barracks of the fort of St. Pierre. D'Arberg with 3000 men
hastened to the scene of action, and occupied the citadel ; but

he was unable to stem the torrent of revolt. Bruges and

Courtray declared for the rebels ; new succours poured into

Ghent ; the fort of St. Pierre was stormed, the troops in the

barracks made prisoners, and d’Arberg himself forced to

retire in the night to Brussels. All Flanders was instantly

emancipated ; the states assembling at Ghent, in November
1739, published a declaration of independence, and invited

the other provinces to form a general alliance. Terror and

despondency spread to the seat of government, the governors-

general quitted Brussels ; d*Alton and Trautmansdorf, whose

disputes were increased by the impending dangers, acted

without concert ;
d’Alton concentrated his troops to make a

last effort for the preservation of the capital; Trautmansdorf

liberated the arrested persons, restored arms to the citizens^

and issued no less- than twenty-two declarations in the name
of the emperor, hoping to conciliate the people by suppressing

the seminary at Antwerp, re-establishing the Joyous Entry,

and declaring an amnesty.

Of this confusion and alarm the patriot chiefs availed

themselves with equal vigour, skill, and promptitude. Van-

der-Mersch assembling a body of insurgents, made a new
irruption into Brabant, seized Diest, and advancing to

Tirlemont, threatened Louvain. DAlton instantly marched

against the rebels, but pressed by the insurgents of Flanders,

and unwilling to risk a battle which, if unfortunate, would

have left him no hope of retreat, he suddenly concluded, with

the acquiescence of Trautmansdorf, an armistice for ten days!

which was to be provisionally extended, with the consent of

the states of Brabant. In this interval he hoped to turn hia

forces against Flanders, but every moment of delay was fatal

to the imperial cause ;
the patriots anticipated his designs^

seduced whole troops of his soldiers, augmented their party

by new accessions of force, and organised an insurrection at

M M 4
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Brussels, which terminated the stiuggle. On the 8th of

December the women and children endeavoured to demolish

the 'intrenehments, and tore up the palisadoes. The people

assumed the national cockade ; the streets resounded with

the cries of “ Long live the patriots ! Long live Van-der-

Noot !
” The soldiers began to desert, and two companies of

the regiment of Murray at once joined the patriots.

On the 11th, an officer imprudently attempting to snatch

a cockade from the hat of a burgher, a tumult ensued, and
the inhabitants dew to arms. The imperial troops, separated

and discouraged, were attacked by different bands of the

populace, assisted by the deserters, and, after a conflict which
continued the greater part of the nighty were driven into the

upper town. D'Alton, fallen from his former presumption,

dreading the approach of Van-der-Mersch on one side, and
the Flemish army on the other, doubtful of his troops, who
were reduced to 5000 men, surrounded by secret and declared

enemies, was happy to secure his retreat by a capitulation.

He quitted Brussels on the evening of the 12th, leaving the

cannon, military chests, and stores in the hands of the insur-

gents, and took the route to Luxemburgh, pillaging, plunder-

ing, and wasting the country as he passed. The example of

the capital was followed by the other towns
;
the imperial

troops successively retired from Antwerp, Louvain, and
Mechlin into Luxemburgh, and the governor, general

Bender, assuming the command, prepared to defend that

duchy which alone continued faithful to the house of Austria.

The news of the revolution affected Joseph to an alarming

degree, and made a deep impression on his mind, already

weakened by bodily and mental infirmities. He burst into

tears, complaining bitterly that he had been deceived by the

intelligence from Brussels ; he acknowledged his total inabi-

lity to devise measures for the recovery of those valuable

dominions, and demanded the advice of Kaunitz, whom he

had yet scarcely deigned to consult on these momentous
events. By his suggestions he consented to adopt concilia-

tory measures, and count Philip Cobenzl, who was supposed

to assess great influence in the Netherlands, was despatched

to Brussels to tranquilUse the people, by revoking the late

edicts, and restoring their privileges. These measui'cs were,

however, adopted too late. When Cobenzl reached the fron-

tier, all the provinces, except Luxemburgh, were in the poa-
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sesBion of the insurgents, the congress was convoked to form
a new constitution, and his overtures were rejected with
disdain.

In this moment of distress Joseph found no resource. He
in vain appealed to the empire; he in vain obtained a circu-

lar letter from the pope to the prelates of the Netherlands

recommending them to return to obedience. Embarrassed
by the Turkish war, deriving no assistance from the courts

of Versailles and Petersburgh, his sole allies on the Continent,

he was reduced to the alternative of courting the interposition

of Prussia, his inveterate enemy, England, whom he had be-

trayed and insulted, and Holland, whom he had despised and
humbled. His haughty spirit was broken by calamity and
disease

;
he grasped even at the shadow of a hope, and was

eager to embrace any measure, however degrading, for the

recovery of the Netherlands, even though he should reduce
them again to that dependence on the Maritime Powers from
which it had been his boast to emancipate them. He hoped
to conciliate Prussia by cessions on the side of Poland

; he
trusted that England would gladly tender her assistance to

obtain the renewal of the Barrier Treaty ; he relied on the

jealousy which the independence of the Netherlands would
excite in Holland ; he flattered himself that the chiefs of the

different provinces would return to their allegiance, and ac-

cept a free constitution under the guaranty of the triple

alliance. But he was again deceived. England refused to in-

terfere in a cause which was opposed by her great continental

ally
;
Holland beheld his distress with indifference, if not

with satisfaction
; Frederic William, who was maturing a

grand system for the reduction of Austria, fomented the dis-

contents in the Netherlands, and exerted all his efforts to

inflame that hostile spirit which pervaded every port of the
hereditary dominions, and was rising against Joseph in the

different courts of Europe.

Chap. CXXX— 1789, 1790.

Throughout the hereditary countries the same ferment
prevailed ns that which had preceded the explosion in the

Netherlands. Addresses poured from all quarters against
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diflemii nAdkA nccnrved in collecting the new land^tsx^

rose to an alarm^ height, and
were iniiiim hy the severideB used in enforcing the military

kfiei. Xheie unt^recedented acts of authoritywere universally

BdgiBilised as oppressive and unconstitutional ; and many of

the eouiitieB refused to comply with requisitions which they

declared illegal and beyond their ability to fulfil. The Hun-
garian nobles also, in the same haughty tone in which they

had formerly dictated to their kings, demanded the confirma-

tion of their rights, the permission to resume their national

dress, and the revival of their native language in the acts

and records of the kingdom.

In the midst of these public distresses, the declining spirit

of Joseph was troubled with domestic feuds. He had ofiended

his brother Leopold, by an imprudent partiality to his nephew
the archduke Francis, who bad been brought up under his

auspices, and by an unjustifiable attempt to secure for him
the reversion of the imperial crown. This impolitic attempt

to raise the son above the father created an incurable jealousy

between the two brothers ; and Leopold not only censured

every part of his conduct, both in internal and external policy,

but sedulously avoided even an interview or any species of

communication which might implicate him in the transactions

or embarrassments of his brother.

Joseph sunk under the struggle of contending passions,

the weight of accumulated calamities, and the effects of dis-

ease. The same languor which prevailed in the chamber of

the sick monarch, was, for a time, diffused through every

department of state: although a war with Prussia seemed

inevitable, he neither formed magazines nor made the neces-

sary augmentations of the army; equally unable to avert,

and unwilling to encounter the danger, he displayed the ex-

tremes of anxiety, alarm, and irresolution. But as the storm

approached, his mind regained a portion of its pristine ac-

tivity, and, in the commencement of February, 1790, he

ordered the requisite preparations for impending hostilities.

He felt also the necessity of conciliating his subjects to frus-

trate the designs of Prussia, which were founded on their

growing disaffection, and accordingly revoked many of his

unpopular edicts, and prepared to rescind many others. He
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i^eoei^ed ^ ^ Hikogiiriiuu^ lii^
ieaoensicn^ and oo^plamc^^ rasUv^ tlieir ixmsdtviAm
existed at his accessioiii p^mi^ speedily to solemim iW
ceremony of his coronaticm, and as an earnest of his intieiio

tionsy sent back the crown of St Stephen.

The rapture with which the crown was received proved
the precipitation and folly of wantonly choking the feelings

of a people so susceptible of national prejudice, and so awake
to national honour. Triumphal arches were erected in its

passage; every town was a scene of festivity; numbers
focking from all quarters swelled the cavalcade, and at Buda
exulting multitudes crowding to the cathedral welcomed the

precious palladium of their national splendour and ireedom.

At night the crown was removed into the chapel of the
palace, and guarded by two magistrates with drawn sabres.

The whole city was illuminated, the streets resounded with
songs of joy and exultation, and on every side was heard
the exclamation, “ Long live the liberties of the Hungarian
people!’^

But Joseph did not live to experience the good effects of
this change of conduct; for at this awful crisis his reign and
life were hastening to a close. Though naturally robust

and hardy, his incessant exertions of body and mind had
worn down his frame ; and his last campaign accelerated his

decay. He exposed himself to the sultry heats of the sum-
mer, and to the noxious air which exhaled from the marshes
in the vicinity of the Danube, where he often slept on the bare
ground. He was his own minister and general

; by day he
encountered the fatigues of a common soldier, and regulated

the complicated affairs of the army; at night he scarcely

allowed himself more than five hours for repose, conducting
with his own hand the extensive correspondence relative to

all the affairs of his vast empire.

In December, 1788, a fever, derived from anxiety, hard-

ship, and fatigue, compelled him to retire to Vienna. During
several months he was in considerable danger, and was afters

wards long confined by an asthmatic complaint. With ex-

treme care and attention he seemed to recover gradually;

but his incessant restlessness, and the fatal revolution in the

Netherlands, occasioned a relapse, and he finally sunk und^r
accumulated disorders of body and mind.

Joseph closed his life with great marks of piety and con-
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tritioo. Finding himself rapidly declining, he assembled his

phystdaim, and exhorted thpm to inform him whether there

weie hopes of amendment He reodved their prognostic

of his ^nneodhig diasoliition with the greatest firmness, and

deipaldied a lettm*, requesting the immediate presence of his

hrother Leopold. He then prepared himself for his approach-

ing end, by performing all the ceremonies of the churcli, and

received the holy sacrament, and extreme unction.

Bat the activity of his mind did not forsake him, and he

never discontinued the use of his pen. After a violent attack

of his disorder, one of the physicians inculcating the neces-

sity of repose, he replied, I have been so much accustomed

to business that it will be irksome to be unemployed, especi-

ally at a time when the welfare of my subjects requires all

my attention. He therefore continued, almost without inter-

mission, to direct the affairs of government, though in the

midst of the most excruciating torments.

He made his last declaration to the army, through count

Haddick, president of the council of war. “ Feeling,” he

said, ‘‘the approach of death, 1 should deem myself iiighly

ungrateful did 1 not express my entire satisfaction at the

fidelity, bravery, and promptitude which my army has dis-

played on all occasions. To be a soldier, wus ever my
warmest desire ; to promote the honour and welfare of my
troops my principal care. As a sovereign, I have directed

my chief endeavours to that end; and as a companion in

war, I vied with them in sharing their hardships and dangers.

Whatever could assist in the recovery of the sick and

wounded, or contribute to their comfort and preservation,

was never omitted, and every soldier was to me an object of

regard.
“ The last campaign has fully answered my most sanguine

wishes for the honour of my arms; and my troops have ac-

quired that fame throughout Europe which they highly

deserved. I shall carry with me to the grave the consoling

conviction that they will continue by their actions to merit

so just a reputation.”

Enfeebled by incessant sufferings, his dissolution was ac-

celerated by the unexpected death of his beloved niece, the

archduchess Elizabeth, a princess of the house of Wirtera-

berg, and sister to the great duchess of Russia. He had

himself chosen this amiable princess to be the consort of his
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favourite nephew Francis, and loved her with patennd lb|id«

ness, while she looked up to 14titi with filial reverence 4^
affection. On receiving^ the melanoholy intelligence^^
emperor smote his forehead with his hands, remained m
some time absorbed in grief, and at length exclaimed, Oh
God, thy will be done [”

In the midst of his agony he had the courage to support

an interview of three h6urs with his nephew
;
but although

his firmness of mind did not give way, his bodily strength

could not resist so awful a shock. Feeling the approach of

death, he summoned his confessor at three in the morning,

and devoutly heard the prayers ordered by the church for

persons in the last agonies. Though his sight failed, his

senses remained unimpaired till the last moment, and he ex-

pired on the 20th of February, 1790, with perfect composure,

and almost without a groan, in the forty-ninth year of his

age, and the tenth of his reign.

His testament contained only a few lines, by which he

declared Leopold his universal heir ; but a codicil annexed

proved a grateful and affectionate disposition, for he ordered

that all employed about his person should receive their

whole salary during their lives.

On the table in liis cabinet were found several letters

written the preceding day, which equally displayed the calm-

ness of his mind, and the warmth of his feelings. One of

them, in a trembling hand, was addressed to some ladies of

high distinction, whose society he had long frequented,
“ To the five ladies • who bore with my society.

The moment draws near in which it is time to take a

last farewell, and to thank you for the patience and kindness

you have shown me for so many years, during which I have
never regretted one day passed in your company. The idea

of quitting it is the only act of resignation that gives me
pain. In regard to myself, I cannot be sufficiently grateful

for the decrees of Providence, relying on whom, I wait my
dissolution with perfect resignation. Remember me, and

think of me also in your prayers. You will see by my writ-

ing the state I am in. Once more adieu

Joseph undoubtedly possessed many great and amiable

qualities, but they were counteracted by a restlessness of tem^

* Princesses Frances and Charles Lichtenstein, countesses Clary,

Kinski, and Kaunitz.
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per, and a rage for innovation, which were with difficulty con-

trolled even in his youth, by the calm judgment and wary
circumspection of his mother; defects aggravated by a

Spirit of despotism derived from his high birth, and fostered

by his confined education.* To these may be added, an

habitual duplicity, and a disregard of -the most solemn en-

gagements, which sunk him in the opinion of Europe, and

deprived him at once of the love of his subjects, and the

confidence of his allies.

A wise statesman will always consult the genius and
temper of his people, and make even prejudice and super-

stition subservient to the general good. Joseph, unfor-

tunately for himself and for Europe, acted in direct contra-

diction to this plain rule, he attempted to abolish deep-

rooted institutions, and to extirpate prejudices and opinions

which had been consecrated by ages. He expected that to

be the work of a moment which could only be the gradual

operation of successive years; he never distinguished what
was just or specious in theory, from what was reducible to

practice. To use the words of his rival Frederic, his

head was a confused magazine of despatches, decrees, and

projects.” With the most thoughtless precipitation, he

made laws before he had removed the obstacles to their

execution, or could discover and remedy their defects, and

changed them with the same precipitation as they were
made. Hence he issued an amazing number of ordinances

and rescripts, many of which being ill-digested or ambi-

guous, were seldom carried into execution. Couriers were
despatched upon couriers counteracting preceding orders,

and every new edict was modified or limited by additional

decrees.

^ His mother bore testimooy to his infleiible character when she said

to a celebrated artist, 1 teach uiy son to love the arts, which may tend

to soften his mind, for he has a hard heart." She no less regretted his

restlessness of temper, and rage for innovation. *' My son," she said to a

Udy of her court, ** desires me to dbmantle the fortiBcations of Vienna.

J am an old woman ; I almost remember when Vienna was besieged by
the Turks, and that unless the capital bad been capable of withstanding

a blockade until it was relieved by John Sobieski, the Ottoman hordes

would have ravaged the hereditary dominions, and even overrun the

empire. 1 have myself twice seen Vienna almost the frontier of my
dominions. Let Joseph act as he pleases when 1 am dead, but while 1

live, Vienna shall not be dismantletL"
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With these principles, it is no wonder that his reign was
a continued scene of agitation and disappointment. He
himself bore witness to the folly, the inconsistency, and the

impracticability of his schemes, when at the close of his life,

he said, I would have engraven on my tomb, “ Here lies a
sovereign, who with the best intentions never carried a

single project into execution.”

Joseph was twice married. His first wife was Elizabeth

Maria, daughter of Philip duke of Parma, a princess of

great beauty and accomplishments. She died in November
1763, in the prime of youth, of the small pox, and left a

daughter who survived her only seven years. Joseph was
long inconsolable for her loss, and always cherished the

warmest affection for her memory.
His second wife was Maria Josepha, princess of Bavaria,

daughter of the emperor Charles VII., whom he espoused

in 1765. Joseph was reluctantly induced to conclude this

marriage by the importunities of his parents, and the pros-^

pect of obtaining the allodial inheritance of her brother.

But as the princess was deficient in personal charms and
mental accomplishments, she never acquired his affection,

and he treated her with coldness and neglect. Death dis-

solved this ill-assorted union before the close of the second

year, and in May, 1767, the young empress fell a sacrifice to

the same disorder, which had proved fatal to her predecessor.

Joseph did not again enter into the bands of wedlock,

and dying without issue, was succeeded by his brother

Leopold.

Chap. CXXXI.—EEIGN OF LEOPOLD H— 1790.

Leopold II. ascended the tottering throne vacated by the

death of his brother in the forty-third year of his age.

Wherever he turned his eyes, he saw himself surrounded

by dangers ;
his monarchy was shaken to the very founda-

tions
; all parts of his vast dominions were either agitated

by intestine commotions, or the scene of open rebellion.

The Netherlands erected into an independent repuhl^
seemed irrecoverably tom from his empire. In Bohenm
and Lower Austria the states presented a remonstrance
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against the new land tax, and purposed to follow this appeal

with a general representation of their numerous grievances,

and an earnest demand of redress. In Hungary the ferment
had risen almost to rebellion, notwithstanding the restitution

of the privileges, extorted from the late sovereign. It was
urged by the disaffected that as Joseph was never crowned
and had violated the fundamental laws of the realm, his des-

potic conduct had abrogated the rule of succession ; that

Leopold hod therefore no hereditary claim to the throne, and
that the ancient right of electing the monarch reverted to

the nation. In the full confidence of their strength, they
anticipated the exercise of this darling privilege: “Hun-
gary,” they exclaimed, “has no need of an Austrian king.”

Nor was the aspect of Europe in general more favourable

to the house of Austria.

The English had been driven by repeated acts of insult

and duplicity, and by the intimate connection of the court

of Vienna with France, to abandon the hope too long

cherished, of renewing the ancient league which had rescued

the house of Austria from the brink of destruction, and
maintained the safety of Europe. * As a counterpoise to the

union of Austria and France, they had formed a strict alli-

ance with Frederic William, king of Prussia, which placed

at their disposal the first military power of Germany. They
had also rescued Holland from the trammels of France, and
were preparing measures to render their political and com-
mercial regulations independent of Austria and Russia, and
to resume their former ascendency on the Continent. They
had rescued the king of Sweden from the dangers of a

Danish invasion, and purposed to force the two imperial

courts to relinquish their conquests from the Forte ; they

had assisted in liberating Poland from the domination of

Russia, and promoted the re-establishment of the hereditary

monarchy os the means of restoring that degraded country

to its pristine splendour. They were ppening new channels

for the transport of naval stores, and other necessary com-
modities hitherto exclusively drawn from Russia ; and by
assisting Prussia to obtain Dantzig and Thom from the

Poles for equivalent advantages, they hoped at once to unite

the two powers in promoting ^e interests of their trade,

and to gratify a prince whose agency had contributed to

their ascendency.
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Frederic William, king of Prussia, from habit, interests,

and personal feelings hostile to the house of Austria, waa
concentrating all his efforts to secure that preponderance in.

Germany which had been so long and so ably contested by
his predecessor. Besides the engagements which he had
formed in common with the Maritime Powers, he had con-

cluded, on the 29th of January, 1790, an alliance with the

Porte for obtaining the restitution of the Crimea, and the

provinces lost during the existing war, as well as for

wresting Gallicia from Austria. He fomented the internal

troubles in every part of the Austrian dominions, suffered

his officers to assist the insurgents in the Netherlands, per-

mitted a committee of disaffected Hungarians to hold their

meetings at Berlin, and was ready to engage in a war
against the house of Austria, if he could not otherwise

realise his views.

To resist this great combination, Leopold had no other

ally except Russia, who was too much employed in the war
with Turkey, to afford him effectual assistance. The French
Revolution had burst asunder the bands of amity formed hy
the treaty of Versailles, and the most powerful party in the

nation not only inflamed the commotions in the Netherlands,

and grasped in imagination so valuable a territory, but

endeavoured to animate the people with that politick anti-

pathy which in preceding times had given rise to the bloody

contests between the houses of Austria and Bourbon.

The important points which demanded the 4romediate

attention of Leopold were, to compose the discontents in the

hereditary countries, to recover the Netherlands, to secure

a speedy and honourable peace with the Turks, to effect a

reconciliation with Prussia, and to obtain the imperial crown.

Well aware that the success of all his endeavours would
ultimately depend on an accommodation with Prussia and

the Maritime Powers, he had scarcely reached Vienna
before he opened a direct correspondence with Frederic

William, in which he justified the continuance of the war
against the Turks, expressed his alarm at the recent alliance

with the Porte, and offered to conclude peace, on the condi-

tion of retaining the territories secured to Austria by the

treaty of Passarovitz. Yet while thus earnestly courting

peace, he did not act with indecision or weakness. He
hastened to repair the losses of his army, and assembled a

VOL. UL K N
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considerable force in Bohemia and Moravia, to resist any
sudden attack on the part of Prussia, He intrusted to

Loudon the command of this force, but to avoid the slightest

pretext for aggression, he order^ him to form a cordon
from Leutmeritz to Jablunka, at a considerable distance

from the Prussian frontier.

In his letters to the king of Prussia, he apologised for

these precautions. ^'In the present crisis,” he said, pru-

dence will not allow me to omit proper measures for the

defence of my states in case of attack. Your majesty, I am
convinced, would have taken the same precautions on a

similar occasion ; it is in your power to stop these arma-
ments, and confer a great obligation on me, by explaining

your intentions and removing all my doubts.”

After announcing his resolution to solicit the imperial

dignity, and requesting the concurrence of Prussia, he
added, In future 1 solemnly protest no views of aggrandise-

m^t will ever enter into my political system. I wUl doubt
less employ all the means in my possession to defend my
country, should 1 unfortunately be driven to such measures

;

but I will endeavour to give no umbrage. To your majesty,

in particular, I will act as you act towards me, and will

spare no efforts to preserve perfect harmony. I will use my
utmost endeavours to acquire the confidence of my co-estates

of the empire, and in regard to the Germanic association, 1

protest, that should I be invited I would not hesitate to

accede^ prpvided its stipulations were rendered common and
reciprocali*’

Overtures so candid met with a suitable return. In reply,

Frederic William proposed to adopt as the basis of a general

pacification either the status quo before the war, which was
suggested by Great Britain, or a general arrangement

ad^ted to the interests of the respective powers, by propor-

tionate exchanges, equivalents, and compensations, which he

himself preferred. In pressing this alternative his object

was to acquire Dantzic and Thom, by extorting from the house

of Amstria a considerable part of GroUicia, as an indemnifica-

tion for Poland, and repaying this cession hy procuring from

the Turks the provinces ceded to Charles VL at the peace of

Fasaarovitz. To secure the acquiescence of Leopold, he

promised not to oppose the recovery of the Netherlands, and

OiSbied to support his pretensions to the imperial crown.
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Some modifications were respectively brought forward b7

both parties, and an armistice with the Turks suggested hy
England. But Leopold, anxious to push his success before

the king of Prussia could take part in the contest, rejected

an armistice, and redoubled his efforts for the prosecution of

the war. The grand vizier having been strangled for his

defeat at Eymnik, was succeeded by Hassan Pasha
;
and the

prince of Coburgh was intrusted with the direction of the

Austrian army on the Danube, in consequence of the re-

moval of Loudon to command the troops on the Prussian

frontier. After a long blockade, the garrison of Orsova

being alarmed by an earthquake, abandoned the place, and

the Austrians hastened to besiege Widdin and Giurgevo*

But the threats of the king of Prussia prevented the prose-

cution of the siege of Widdin ; while at Giurgevo they were
attacked by the Turks, and after a desperate engagement

driven from their lines. This was the last action of the

war
;
because the transactions on the Prussian frontiers soon

occasioned the conclusion of an armistice.

Eeinforcements had continued to pour into Bohemia and
Moravia ;

while Frederic William, after detaching a force

on the side of Poland, led a considerable army into Silesia,

and took up his head quarters between Fra^enstein and

Eeichenbach. During the pause which the approach of the

two armies occasioned, the negotiations were renewed, and

a congress formed at Eeichenbach by the Austrian, Prussian,

English, and Dutch plenipotentiaries. The king of Prussia

seemed determined not to recede from his purpose of acquir-

ing Dantzic and Thorn, and Leopold was equally resolved

not to yield the fertile and populous district of Gallicia, with

the valuable salt mines of Vielitza, for what he termed the

barren districts possessed by the house of Austria at the

peace of Passarovitz. During this fruitless discussion Leo
pold artfully opened a separate communication with Great

Britain, on whom the decision of this important contest

ultimately depended ; and fortunately England still fostered

a predilection for Austria, which all past provocations had

not obliterated. Unwilling to lessen her territories, they did

not approve the proposed restoration of Gallicia as a com-

pensation to Poland for Dantzic and Thom, and were no leas

anxious to prevent any dismemberment of the Turkish do-

minions. They endeavoured therefore to promote a s^iarate

N N 2
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peace between Leopold and the Forte, on the condition of

restoring all conquests made during the war, and hoped
afterwoi^ to extort the acquiescence of Russia in similar

terms. They were equally anxious to effect the reJtoration

of the Netherlands to the house of Austria, with the revival

of the Barrier Treaty, and the re-establishment of the ancient

constitution under the joint guaranty of Great Britain,

Fnissia, and Holland.

Leopold, acquainted with the sentiments of the cabinet,

gained their confidence, and turned their assistance to the

promotion of his own views with consummate address. He
expressed to the British minister at Vienna his conviction,

that from the character of the sovereign, the wisdom of the

administration, and the national influence, England was the

only power which could restore general tranquillity ; he de-

nial his readiness to accept the terms proposed by th^
king, requiring a trifling extension of frontier, necessary for

the maintenance of peace and security. This extension

was, the town and territory of Old Orsova, and a similar

district in Croatia, which gave the Turks a footing beyond
the Danube and the Una. He expressed also his readiness

to receive the Netherlands with their ancient constitution,

and to revive the Barrier Treaty ; but he artfully hinted,

that an unsuccessful war would drive him to the necessity of

relinquishing a part of those countries to France, to purchase

her assistance in recovering the remainder. By this con-

duct, and these lures, he drew from the Maritime Powers a

public declaration that they would not co-operate in the re-

establishment of peace with the Porte, except on the basis

of the quo, or actual possession before the war, and
that they should not deem themselves bound to take part in

a contest which might ensue from the perseverance of the

king of Prussia in his demand of Dontzic and Thom, and

the cession of Gallicia.

Frederic William, thus unsupported by the Maritime

Powers, alarmed lest the Turks should be alienated by his

proposal to dismember their territories, and aware that the

Poles could not be induced to cede Dantzic and Thorn, the

two barriers of their country, without a proper equivalent,

adopted more pacific sentiments. His decision was hastened

by the artful threat of Leopold, that he would not hesitate

to purchase a peace from the Turks by the restitution of all
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his conquests, in order to turn his whole force against:

Prussia. The discussion was therefore soon brought to a

conclusion, and a convention signed on the 5th of August,

1790, It Reichenbach, by which Leopold agreed to enter

into an armistice with the Turks, to open a negotiation for

peace under the mediation of the Maritime Powers, on the

basis of the status quo^ and to give an equivalent to Prussia,

should he obtain any advantage or acquisition from the Porte,

He also engaged not to assist Russia, should the attempts to

conclude a peace between her and the Forte fail of success

;

and he consented to restore to the Netherlands their ancient

constitution and privileges, under the guaranty of the three

allied powers.

On the signature of this convention, the two armies with-

drew from the frontiers ; and by the intervention of Prussia

gan armistice was concluded between Austria and the Forte,

at Giurgevo, on the 19th of September, for nine months.

A congress of plenipotentiaries from Austria, Turkev, and
the mediating powers was soon afterwards assembled at

Szistova, and all the subjects of contention seemed on the

point of beiug arranged by an amidable compromise. The
negotiation was, however, suspended by a dispute relative to

the cession of Old Orsova and the district on the Una,
which Frederic William considered as a breach of the con-

vention, and required an equivalent. Leopold persisting in

his demand, asserted that those cessions were trifling in

themselves, and necessary for the security of his frontier \

he argued that they had been usurped by the Turks in con-

travention to the peace of Belgrade, and, in June, 1791,

his plenipotentiaries, suspending the conferences, even re-

tired to Bucharest. But at this crisis the divisions of the

allied powers favoured the views of Leopold,

During the proceedings of the congress, the allies were
preparing to fulfil their original design, by prescribing to

Russia the same conditions which they had already pre-^

scribed to Austria. With this view the king of Prussia

hastened his military preparations, sent a force into Poland,

and took possession of Dantzic and Thorn, while England

fitted out naval armaments for the Baltic and the Black Sea.

Catherine, sensible of the straits to which the empOTor
was reduced, no sooner received intelligence of the ccm^

vention concluded at Reichenbach, than she accelerated %
N K 3
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pence with Sweden, that she might be prepared to resist the

threatened attack. She redoubled her ^orts against the

Turks, and gained considerable advantages ; but must have

been ultimately reduced to relinquish her acquisltiAs, had
the allies continued to act with vigour and unanimity.

The genius of Mr. Pitt, who h^ conceived and matured

the new plan of continental policy, was shackled by the

disinclination of parliament to enter into a war with Russia,

for interests in which England was not immediately con-

cerned. He reluctantly suspended his armaments, aban-

doned the engagements which had been contracted with

Prussia, and was forced to recur to the feeble offices of

negotiation. This failure was a fatal blow to the ascen-

dency which had been gained by England in the Prussian

cabinet. Frederic William, indignant at being thus de-

serted, inveighed against the wavering policy of the British^

government, and endeavoured to extricate himself from his

dangerous situation by relinquishing the grand objects of

the alliance and conciliating those powers to whom he had

vainly purposed to dictate terms of peace.

Leopold skilfully profited by a schism which had saved

his ally from humiliation. He exerted the same address to

amuse and gain Prussia, which he had before employed to

conciliate England, and he found little difficulty in securing

a prince who was deeply mortified at the failure of all his

projects, and who had no resource but to hasten the con-

clusion of peace. A secret and intimate correspondence was

opened between the courts of Vienna and Berlin
;
the con-

fimnces at Szistova were resumed ; the principal conduct of

the negotiation was thrown into the hands of the Prussian

minister Lucchesini, who even negotiated the cession of

those districts which had before nearly cau^d a rupture

;

and the memorable treaty of Szistova, which restored peace,

and suspended the rivalry between Austria and Prussia, was

signed on the 4th of August, 1791.

Leopold relinquished all his conquests, retaining only

Chotsiai and its territory as a deposit, until the conclusion

of a peace between Russia and the Porte ; and he promised

not to affiird any assistance to the empress against the Turks.

By a conveition which was signed separately to save the

honour q£ Frassia, the Porte <^ed to Austria Old Orsotm

with its territory, on the conditicm that it should not be ferti-
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fied, with a small 4ifltrict in the mountains of Croatia, stretdi^
ing along the left bank of the Unn.

This negotiation and the consequent union between Au8<»

tria anif Prussia, produced an important change in the in-

terior of the two courts, and was followed by the attainment
of the other objects to which the views of Leopold were
directed. On the 30th of September, 1790, he was unani-
mously chosen king of the Romans, made a solemn entry
into Frankfort on the 4th of October, and qn the 9th was
crowned emperor by the elector of Mentz. The articles of
the capitulation were not different from those of his prede-
cessors ; but a clause which had been omitted in the pre-

ceding capitulation was revived, to secure his interference

with the new French government, for the preservation of
the rights reserved by preceding treaties to the German
princes in Alsace, Loraine, and Franche Comt4. This clause

was a declaration that he would execute the resolutions con-

tained in the memorials of the electoral college, and a
memorial to this effect was accordingly presented immediately
after his coronation.

Chap. CXXXH.—1790, 1791.

Havino traced the conduct of Leopold in restoring ex-

ternal peace and obtaining the imperial crown, we ce^ the

attention of the reader to the prudent measures which he

adopted for tranquillising the internal commotions of the

hereditary countries.

The new land tax was the principal cause of the disccm-

tents. LeopoM had scarcely reached Vienna before he gra-

tified the ardent wishes of his subjects by suppressing the

board for carrying this impost into execution, suspending

two of the principal projectors who had rendered themselves

obnoxious to the landholders, and finally by re-estabhshing

the ancient mode of taxation. He abolished also the gezieral

seminary for education, which had beien instituted by Jq^ph;

and restored the revenues approp^ted to the

of the episcopal schooUi but be eoeompanied tins resUmr
tion with salutary refocms, and made great improveuMiila

in the German sdtools^ rested to each kingdom,
M N 4
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and district the form of government which existed under

Maria Theresa, amended by salutary modifications. He re-

moved the shackles with which the injudicious policy of

Joseph had fettered the commerce of his subjects with a

view to prevent the importation of foreign commodities*;

he retained and even extended the edict of toleration, and

improved the regulations which had been introduced for the

relief of the Jews.

By these 'vy^ise and lenient measures he gained the af-

fections of his subjects, and soon restored tranquiUity in

most parts of his extensive dominions except Hungary.
The Hungarians considered the restoration of their privi-

leges by the late emperor as an act of compulsion ; and they

were therefore not pacified by the lenient measures which
distinguished the commencement of the new reign, nor by
the promises of Leopold to restore all their privileges. En-
couraged by the intrigues of Prussia, and the prospect of

assistance from the Turks, they hoped to revive many
obsolete rights, and extort additional concessions. In the

provincial assemblies the most violent language was held,

and the turbulent spirit displayed in an address from the

people of Pest, proved that a considerable part of the nation,

with the style, had adopted the sentiments and principles, of

the French demagogues.f

* Joseph had even prohibited the importation of salt fish, a regulation

which in a Catholic country was attended with extreme inconvenience.

f The fame, august sovereign, which has preceded you, has declared

you a just and gracious prince. It says that you forget not you are a

man ; that you are sensible the king was made for the people, not the

people for the king. The violent commotions which have agitated our

-country after so many acts of injustice are thereby somewhat allayed.

Scarcely therefore could we trust our eyes, when in yfcr first rescript to

us of the 14th instant, we found not those securities for the safety of our

constitution, which our hereditary rights, end the inflexible patience of

the people under the lawless reign of the late emperor demanded;
securities which your majesty has fully granted to the Belgians, an act

which will remain as a proof of your sentiments throughout all ages.

From the rights of nations and of man, and from that social compact

whence states arose, it is incontestible that the sovereignty originates from

the people This axiom our parent Nature has impressed on the hearts

of ; it is one of those which a just prince (and such we trust your

majesty ever will he) cannot dispute ; it is one of those inalienahle im-

prescripfible rights which the people cannot forfeit by neglect or disuse..

Our iMmstitution places the sovereignfy jointly in the king aod people, in
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Without attending to these lawless declamations, Leopold

calmly proceeded to summon a general diet, for the ceremony
of his coronation, which was the more remarkable, as no
similar assembly had been convened since the inauguration

of Maria Theresa, a period of almost fifty years. The ma-

a of the nobles, proud of having compelled Joseph to

e his reforms, and flattered with the hope that their

concurrence was necessary for the prosecution of hostilities

against the Turks and Prussia, flocked to the meeting full

of confidence, and prepared a new inaugural act, which
would have reduced the sovereigns of Hungary to the

same state of weakness and degradation as the kings of

Poland.

The judicious and undaunted conduct of Leopold triumphed

over licentiousness and faction. Though involved in dangers

which appeared almost insurmountable, he refused to make
the slightest change in the coronation' oath taken by Maria

Theresa. At this critical juncture, when the spirit of oppo-

sition was spreading rapidly through the country, by the

active efforts of the disaffected, he had the address to con-

ciliate the whole body of Illyrians. These people, amounting

to no less than 3,000,000, were principally attached to the

Greek religion, and settled in the Bannat and the adjacent

regions
;
but were considered as aliens by the proud Hun-

garians. Their repeated solicitations to be represented in

the diet having been rejected with scorn, they laid their

request at the foot of the throne, and Leopold permitted them

to form a national diet at Temeswar. By this concession he

won their gratitude and support, and thus encouraged and

strengthened the loyal party, which his firm and temperate

conduct had gained in Hungary.

Still, however, the spirit of the malcontents was unshaken,

and the opposition rose to so high a pitch that the state sent

envoys to the congress of Beichenbaeh| claiming the privilege

such a manner that the remedies necessary to be applied according to the

ends of social life for the security of persona and property, ore in the

power of the people. We are sure, therefore, that at the meeting of the

ensiling diet, your mijesty will not confine yourself to the objects men*
tioned in your rescript ; but will also restore our freedom to us, in like

manner as to the Belgians, who have conquered theirs with the sword.

It would he au example big with danger to teach the world that a people^

can only protect or regain their liberties by the sworih ^ obe*

dicnce.'*
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of attending the conferences for conclnsion of peace, and in-

sisting that their deputies should in every fhture negotiation

be admitted with the same authority and powers as the royal

plenipotentiaries. They no less peremptorily demanded the

revocation of various immunities which had been granted to

those who did not profess the Catholic religion. The dis-

affection spread among the military. Several Hungarian
regiments proposed to swear allegiance to the nation, and
even the officers in addresses to the states announced their

resolution of sending deputies to the diet All these and
still farther demands were comprised in the new inaugural

act, which was formally presented to Leopold at Vienna.

He gave a firm and dignified refusal to these imperious

requisitions*
, and his language was supported by measures

equally firm and decisive. The convention of Beichenbach
being concluded, the hopes entertained by the disaffected of

receiving assistance from Prussia and Turkey were annihi-

lated, and Leopold awed his rebellious subjects with the force

collected in Moravia and Bohemia. Sixty thousand men
were drawn to the vicinity of Buda ; and the officers who
had signed the addresses were transferred to other regiments

and replaced by Germans. The states in vain attempted by
various modifications of their demands to overcome or elude

the firmness of Leopold; he persisted in his resolution of

receiving the crown on no other terms than were contained

in the inaugural acts of Charles and Maria Theresa, and
fixed the place of his coronation at Presburgh instead of

Buda.
The crown and regalia being accordingly sent to Pres-

burgh, the states assembled on the 3d of November, and on

* In a rescript sent through the chanoellori count PaHy, he declared,
** I wiU maintain inTiolate the constitution of the kingdom as it descended

to oie from my grandfather and mother, in the hope that a constitution

guaranteed by the Pragmatic Sanction will also be received by the states.

According to that constitution the legislafiye authority is jointly vested

in me and the diet; but I alone am charged with the teeoutive and

judicial powers, and with the distribution of honours and favours, in con-

Awmity to the laws and customs of the country. 1 will abide by the

Fkagmatic fianetion. 1 will never suffer the ri^ht of succession, belong-

ing to mo aad.inj heirs, to be taken into ronuderatlon. 1 will never

nequiesoe in any innovation in the military or executive power, nor will

I over cooaent to the smallest infiraotion of the privileges grant;^ to the

non-catholies.”
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the 10th the king, accompanied hr his five sons, made his

solemn entiy. His presence awed hb enemies, and animated

his friends ; the whole diet seemed to be actuated hy prin-

ciples of loyalty, and selected the archduke Leopold from
among the candidates for the office of palatine, which was
vacant by the death of prince Esterhasy. On this occasion,

when the primate at the head of the states returned thanks

to the king for having yielded to the wishes of the nation W
giving them the archduke as their palatine, Leopold replied,

I expected to find myself in the midst of a faithful nation

;

but you have even exceeded my warmest wishes. I am now
in the bosom of my family.” Turning to his son, he added.

The duties and obligations of the p^atine are specified in

the laws of the country. We therefore order you as a father

and as a king to fulfil those obligations, aud never to suffer

your filial affection to divert you from your duty. We
declare in the presence of these faithful states and orders,

that we shall estimate your affection to us as a son by the

exemplary discharge of your office.” Then presenting the

palatine to the states, he concluded, I offer yon my son, as

a pledge of my sincere regard, to become a distinguished

mediator between us, and to promote our mutual affection.”

A people highly susceptible of strong emotions, were

touched with these noble sentiments ; every heart beat with

rapture ; some burst into tears of loyalty and afiection ;
and

the speech was ordered to be insert^ in the public records

as a counterpart to the memorable exhortation of the national

darling, St. Stephen, to his son Emeric.

Having ratified ah inaugural act in the same terms as

those of Charles and Maria Theresa, Leopold received, on

the 15th of November, 1790, the crown from the hands of

his son the new palatine. After the public dinner he gave

a new proof of his earnest desire to conciliate the nation.

Rising from his seat he made a short address to the assembly,

and announced his consent to the establishment of a law

obliging every future king to be crowned within six months

after his accession. This unexpected declaration, which re-

moved the fears of the Hungarians lest any sovereign, in

imitation of Joseph 11., should evade the coronation oath, in

order to infringe their liberties, raised a general ’transport

of enUmsiasm, and all vied is cUsplaying the warmest [urotA

of loyalty, gradtude^ and affection; The diet inereased tbs
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usual honorary of 100,000 florins to 225,000. And to ex-
culpate themselves likewise from the imputation of having
reduced their sovereign to the necessity of signing the hu-
miliating convention of Reichenbach, they offered the whole
strength and treasure of the country to secure an honourable

pence with the Turks. “ Let these wicked rumours,” said the

primate in an address to the king, be dissipated
;
may the

hopes of your august house revive ;
may your friends exult

and your enemies tremble. The Hungarian nation is united

with the king
;
the king with the nation.”

The enthusiasm which animated the assembly was still

further heightened by his answer ; and the affection of the

lower orders captivated by his liberal attention to their wel-

fare. “ We accept,” he said, “this honorary from our faith-

ful states with a grateful mind ; and it acquires additional

value in our estimation, because it is not extorted from the

people. We shall also hereafter appreciate the efforts of the

states in proportion as they endeavour to extend their core

to every class of citizens. We are not desirous to increase

the royal authority, but to conflne it within the bounds of

law and beneficence ; we are convinced that the states will

be actuated by the same spirit of patriotism, and far from
limiting their affection to one order or class of citizens, will

extend it equally to all. Convey, I entreat you, Uito all your
districts, this our earnest wish; and announce this message,

that your sovereign is desirous to rule by the laws, yet still

more anxious to rule by love.”

Leopold, after taking an affectionate leave of the states,

returned to Vienna, and the diet continued their sittings

under the presidency of the palatine, to arrange the im-
portant business submitted to deliberation. Their decisions

in general coincided with the wishes of the sovereign ; and
such beneficial changes were made in the existing laws and
customs as redounded to the welfare and happiness of the

nation.

Chap. CXXXm.— 1790
,
1791 .

The recovery of the Netherlands was the next object to

which Leopold directed his attention; and his views were

furthered by the party contests natural to all popular govern--
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ments, as well as by a change which had taken place in the

sentiments of the people.

Without any systematic plan, united only by indignation

against the arbitrary measures of their late sovereign, roused
by the exhortations of the priests, and, above all, encouraged
by unexpected success, all ranks and orders had cordially

co-operated in overthrowing the Austrian government. But
fortune had no sooner crowned their etfohs than cabals and
factions agitated the new government, the army, and the

people. The chief power was appropriated by Van-der-Noot
and Van Eupen, whose efforts had principally contributed to

the revolution. Their influence soon became obnoxious to

the nobles and clergy, who were excluded from authority,

and the opposition arising from this schism rendered their

administration more jealous, oppressive, and arbitrary. The
country was therefore overwhelmed with all the horrors of

a revolutionary government, and loaded with greater evils

than hod been experienced under the despotic rule of Joseph.
Tumults took place, and the two parties of aristocrats and
democrats struggled for superiority ; the one under Van-der-
Noot and Van Eupen supported the existing congress as the
engine of their own power, the other, headed by Walchiers,

a rich banker, joined with the duke of Aremberg and TJrsel,

and the count de la Mark, clamoured for the establishment

of a national assembly similar to that of France.

In these contests the heads of both parties endeavoured to

gain the countenance and support of foreign powers
;
Van-

der-Noot applied to England, Prussia, and Holland, and
offered to purchase their recognition of the new republic, by
renewing all the treaties of commerce and alliance. The
king of Prussia, whose principal view was to prevent the

re-establishment of the Austrian sovereignty, was not dis-

inclined to the proposal ; but the Maritime Powers, with

equal justice and policy, rejected the overture, pressed the

congress to return to their allegiance, and offered to concur

in the re-establishment of the ancient constitution. On the

ether hand, the democrats made application to the popular

party in France, from the chiefs of which they received the

strongest assurances of support, and swarms of agents from
the Jacobin clubs excited the people against the congress.

These dissensions spread into the army. The troops who
had xiominated by acclamation Van-der-Mersch genendissimo
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of the Belgic forces, were dissatisfied with the refusal of the

congress to confirm their appointment, and espoused the

popular cause. A representation was also miide by the

officers, supporting the nomination of the troops, and pe-

remptorily requiring the reformation of abuses, and the

establishment of a new form of government Six deputies

who were sent by the congress to displace the general, being

arrested under the charge of attempting to disorganise the

army, the congress despatched Schonfield, a Prussian officer,

with 6000 men, to enforce their authority. Van-der-Mersch,

on his part, made preparations for defence ; but he had no
sooner drawn his troops out of Namur than the inhabitants

detained his artillery and ammunition ; and the arm^ refusing

to act against their fellow-citizens, he was compelled to sur-

render, and confined in the citadel of Antwerp. This arrest

and imprisonment of a general, whose militaiy services had
greatly contributed to the revolution, occasioned general dis-

content, and alienated the people of flanders, of which coun-

try he was a native. These disputes not only enabled the

troops at Luxemburgh, whose number did not exceed 12,000,

to maintain themselves against the insurgents, but even to

recover Limburgh, by the assistance of the peasants, who
still preserved their loyalty to the Austrian government.

Such was the situation of the Netherlands when the signa-

ture of the convention of Beichenbach enabled Leopold to

avail himself of the divisions in the government, and of the

revolution which had taken place in the sentiments of the

people.

Conciliation being hopeless, Leopold made preparations to

reduce the Netherlands by arms, sent gradual reinforcements

to the troops at Luxemburgh, and had no sooner concluded

the convention than be despatched a succour from the here-

ditary dominions, which augmented the army to 30,CXK) men.
During the march of the troops he renewed his offers of recon-

ciliation, and requested the mediation of the allied powers.

A congress was accordingly formed at the Hogue, in Sep-
tember, by count Mercy, the Austrian plenipotentiary ; lord

Aucklimd, the British ambassador ; count Keller, the Prus-
sian envoy ;

and Yan-der-Spiegel, the grand pensionary of

Holland. Soon after their meeting the emperor published a

second manifesto, promising to govern each of the provinces

according to the constitutions, charters, and privileges in
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force during the reign of Maria Theresa under the guai^onty

of the allied powers, and to revoke all the nnconstitutionu

regulations introduced by Joseph. He offered a general

amnesty
;
and, at the instances of the three plenipotentiaiiea^

hxed the term of submission on the 21st of November.
These offers made a sensible impression at Tournay^

Ghent, Ostend, and other parts of Flanders ; but the people

of Brussels displayed a decided aversion to the Austrian

government, and some of the most violent publicly tore

in pieces and burnt the imperial manifesto. Deputies from

the states were, however, despatched with full powers to the

Hague, to negotiate the terms of submission. They were
charged with an answer from the congress to the imperial

manifesto, conceived in strong terms, and urging that the

constitution offered by Leopold was not the ancient and legal

constitution ; claimed the confirmation of that established by
the inaugural act of Charles YL ; at the some time de-

manded a prolongation of the armistice for eight days to

summon the states, and elect deputies for the arrangement of

a final accommodation. They earned also the interference

of the mediating powers, particularly recommending them-

selves to the British Court, to whose good faith and consist-

ency they bore an honourable testimony, who, they observed,
‘‘ had never encouraged the insurrection in the outset, nor

fed them with false promises in the progress ; but had, on

every occasion, exhorted them to return to their allegiance,

and expressed an earnest desire to assist them in recovering

and securing their ancient and legal constitution.”

The demands of the Belgic deputies being both equitable

and agreeable to the stipulations of the convention of Reich-

enbach, were warmly supported by the ministers of the me-
diating powers. But all endeavours to procure a prolongation

of the armistice, or to enter into farther negotiation, were
peremptorily rejected by count Mercy, who, declared that

the mediation of the allies terminated with the expira-

tion of the term fixed by themselves ; that they had no

farther right to interfere in the afiairs of the Ne^erlands

;

that the very name of an armistice was disgraceful in a dis-

cussion between a sovereign and his rebel subjects ;
and that

the army, which had been augmented to 45,000 men, woidd

commence its mai'ch the very first hour aftw the •exinratioii

of the 2lBt of November.
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Hie insurgents suffered the 21st of November to elapse

without the required submission, and the imperial troops,

under general Bender, passed the Meuse, entered Namur
amidst the acclamations of the people, seized the artillery,

drove back the Belgic forces, and, on the 30th of November,
appeared before Brussels. Bender summoned the congress to

submit, and allowed twenty-four hours for deliberation. The
people and members of the government, who were encouraged

by the arrival of general Koehler with 7000 patriots, at first

determined to resist ; but being left without leaders, by the

flight of Van-der-Noot, Van Eupen, and other chiefs, Koehler
retired again into Flanders ; and, on the 3rd of December,

a corps of Austrian troops entering the town, were received

as the heralds of peace and security. At the same time de-

tachments took possession of Tirlemont, Mechlin, Louvain,

and Antwerp, and before the close of the year all the pro-

vinces were again subjected to the Austrian power.

The refusal of Leopold to prolong the armistice for so

short a term, and the rejection of all interference from the

three mediating powers, excited the most lively indignatiop,

particularly at Berlin and the Hague. The grand pensionary

declared that he would throw up his commission and instantly

return to Holland; and the king of Prussia commanded
count Keller to remonstrate against this conduct as a breach

of the convention, to claim the revival of the ancient, not

the new-fangled, constitution, and to exhort the natives not

to conclude an accommodation with the house of Austria,

except with the concurrence and under the guaranty of the

Maritime Powers.*

* He followed theie orders by a still stronger remonstrance written to

the emperor himself in his own band. " 1 cannot/’ be said, “ suppose

that your majesty approvei the proceedings of your plenipotentiary, or

that your intention is to obtain possession of the Netherlands by force of

.arma. My declaration accepted by your majesty at Heichenbach, and
guaranteed by the Maritime Powers, autliorises the allies to concur in

restoring the Netherlands, to secure to them their ancient constitution,

and to settle with your the terms and the epoch for the re-esta-

blishment of that ancient constitution, on the true sense ofwhich so much
^Ufferenoe of opinion has eiisted during the late reigns,^ He bitterly

censured the conduct, the prejudices, and the arbitrary Tesolutions of

count Mercy, ** who ought not,” be added, “ to have preferred force to

ooDciliationf and who, by yielding to the urgent demands of the other

plenipotentiaries for a prolongation of the armistice, would have pre-

ventiri the effbiion of blood, and perhaps the ruin of those fine provinces."
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This dispute might perhaps have inyolved Europe in a
new war, had not the British cabinet been guided by more
moderate and pacific motives. They joined, indeed, in the

remonstrances of Prussia and Holland, while they soothed

the resentment of Frederic WiUiam, and despatched lord

Elgin to Vienna, to persuade the emperor to adopt more con-

ciliatory measures. At the congress lord Auckland seconded

the views of his court with equal spirit and address. The
conferences being renewed on the 8th of December, by the

consent of theiemperor, count Mercy, with much reluctance,

was induced to retract his declaration, and to conclude the

convention of the Hague. By this act, which passed on the

11th of October, the emperor was to receive the homage of

the Belgic provinces in the usual form, and to confirm their

respective constitutions, privileges, and customs, in the same

manner as they had been con^med by the inaugural acts

both of Charles VI. and Maria Theresa.

This convention being provisionally signed by Mercy, was
transmitted to Vienna for the approbation of his sovereign.

Leopold, however, again disappointed the expectations of the

mediating powers. Instead of ratifying the agreement con-

cluded by his minister, he adhered to his former declaration,

and confirmed the constitution, privileges, and customs exist-

ing at the close of the reign of Maria Theresa, before the

innovations of Joseph. As the three mediatiil| powers could

not depart from the principle of the convention concluded at

Eeichenbach, nor break their solemn promises to the Bel-

gians, to procure the revival of the constitution which sub-

sisted when the Netherlands were transferred to Charles VL,
they withheld their ratification, and Leopold recovered these

provinces without subjecting himself to foreign interference.

The impolicy of Leopold in refusing to gratify the people

of Brabant with the renewal of their ancient constitution,

excited general dissatisfaction, and gave a colour to the com-

plaints of the disaffected. Unfortunately, other popular pre-

texts for opposition were afforded, by ^e removal of five

He concluded with exhorting the emperor, '^in conformity with his

assurances at Reiobenbach, to bring back the Belgic nation under bis

dominion by peaceable means, widiout having recourse to arms; and
secure to them a constitution which might restore tranquillity and re-

unite the intereula of the sovereign with those of his subjects,”

VOL. m. 0 o
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obnoxious members of the council of Brabant Against this

measure the States presented a violent protest and not only

withheld the customary subsidy, biit refused their assent to a

proposal for liquidating the debt contracted during the revo-
lution, and remedying the damages sustained by indiyiduals,

notwithstanding the proposal had been agreed to by all the
other provinces. The suspension of their sittings, the erasure

of their protests from the journals, and the arrest of four of
their members, increased the ferment. To prevent the inter-

ference of the Dutch, Leopold concluded an alliance with the

States-general, and procured the expulsion of Yon-der-Noot
and Van Eupen from Holland. But in spite of all his pre>
cautions the discontents continued to augment; the revolu^

tionary spirit spread like contagion over the land ; the demo-
crats were incited and encouraged by the Jacobins of France;
corps of emigrant insurgents were formed in French Hainault;

plots were daily formed, insurrections organised, and the
most vigorous measures scarcely maintained the tottering

authority of government,

The conduct of Leopold throughout this whole transaction

seems to have been the result of a deep-laid but mistaken
plan of policy. Notwithstanding repeated instances of poli*

tical jealousy given by the French government, he was no
less firmly attached to the fatal alliance of the house of Bou]>
bon than his two predecessors. In spite of the increasing

ferment in France, he still fondly entertained sanguine hopes
that his brother-in-law would recover his authority, and that

a renewal of the treaty of Versailles would again secure the

safety and tranquillity of the Low Countries. Above all, he
had inherited a rooted dislike of the Barrier Treaty, and was
averse to rivet the shackles which England and Holland had
formerly imposed on his predecessors. From these motives
he employed every art to evade their guaranty, and still more
that of Prussia, which Would have afforded a pretext for the
perpetual interference of an inveterate rival.

Although Leopold recovered the Netherlands on terms
which he deemed more consistent with his honour and inte-

rests than by owing their restoration to the agency of the
Maritime Powers, yet, by eluding their guaranty, he relin-

quished the advantages which he might have derived from
their support in case of hostilities with France. To
erroneous system of policy, and this mistaken point of honoufi
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may be attributed the subsequent loss of the Netherlands,
and, with that loss, the stupendous ascendency of France and
fatal degradation of the house of Austria.

Chap. CXXXIV.— 1790^1792.

The accommodation with Prussia, the armistice with the

Porte, the recovery of the Netherlands, and the restoration

of internal tranquillity left Leopold at liberty to turn his

attention to the affairs of France, and to direct his efforts to

the relief of his unfortunate relatives. A pressing and addi-

tional motive for his interference was derived from the en-

croachments of the National Assembly on the rights of the
Germanic body.

In France the delirium of liberty had continued to spread,

and a people at once emancipated from all the restrictions of
ages were wild for new systems, and disdained the bounds of

reason and moderation. Tne National Assembly, instead of

introducing prudent and gradual reforms or remedies for

existing evils, razed the constitution to its very foundations,

to rebuild it according to abstract theories and systems of

fancied perfection. They stripped the crown of its preroga-

tives, changed the very title of their monarch, abolished all

titular distinctions, as well as the privileges of the nobility,

suppressed the parliaments, divided the kingdom into depart-

ments, and divided all religious establishments, converting

the estates and revenues of the clergy into national property,

allowing the ministers of religion only a scanty and tempo-
rary salary, and imposing on them an oath contrary to the
principles of the Catholic church.

The unfortunate king, with his. characteristic meekness
and resignation, beheld the progress of anarchy and licen-

tiousness, the alienation of the people, the gradual seduction

of the army ; and though confined within the precincts of the
Tuileries, and subject to the daily insults of the populace, he
seemed to forget his own miseries in those of his family and
subjects. At length the exhortations of the insulted queen,
the danger of his family, and the increasing tide of evils

which hourly swelled with accumulated force, roused even
his patient and forbearing spirit, and impelled him to devise

0 0 2
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some means for averting the dangers with which he was sur-

rounded, and for stemming the torrent of calamities and
crimes which threatened to overwhelm his country. Several
plans for escaping from the capital, for placing himself at the
head of the army, dissolving the assembly with the assist-

ance of foreign powers, acquiring popularity, and rallying

round the ruins of the throne the remnant of those who were
jet friends to government and order were proposed ; but
were all marred by the reluctance of the ill-fated monarch,
who was determined not to engage in a civil war, nor to

4esert his country ; two errors to which he attributed the

ruin of our Charles L and James II. He at length, how-
ever, acquiesced in a scheme which was proposed by Mira-
beau, and who was preparing to make a last effort in support
of the crown. The king was to quit Paris, to escape to

Montmedi, one of the frontier towns, and place himself at the

head of the few regiments which still continued faithful, and
which had been drawn to that quarter by the marquis de
Bouill4, commandant of the district. Mirabeau was to awe
the Jacobins, to increase his party by bribes and promises, to

obtain from the people a petition for the convocation of a
new national assembly ; and it was hoped that this plan

would rally and strengthen the friends of order, and enable

them to crush the faction whiph was rising on the ruins of

every institution.

The sudden and fatal death of Mirabeau prevented the

execution of this design ; the king, without a single person

of efficient character and induence in whom he could confide,

fluctuated in still greater uncertainty than ever. From an
apprehension for the safety of the nonjuring clergy, and
from aversion to receive the sacrament at the hands of a con-

stitutional priest, he was induced by the persuasion of La
Fayette, once the popular idol and the chief of the constitu-

tionalists, to pass the season of Easter at the palace of St.

Cloud. But this journey, which was expected to flatter the

nation by the pretext of proving to all Europe that the king

was at nill liberty, was opposed by Idle populace ;
and, not-

withstanding the interference of La Fayette, Louis was
drawn back to the Tuileries, amidst the menaces, reproaches,

and insults of the mob. Overwhelmed with confusion and
despair, the degraded monarch threw himself into the power
of the constitutionalists, and, by their advice, puldish^ the
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celebrated letter addressed to the foreign ministers, in which
he declared himself at full libeiiy, and notified his approba-
tion ofthe revolution.

The letter excited a momentary applause in the National

Assembly, but the very next day was stigmatised as a proof

of deceit and hypocrisy ; and while it humbled the king in

the eyes of Europe and of his turbulent subjects, disgusted

those who were warmly attached to his cause and devoted to

the principles of the ancient government.

Such was the state of France and the distress of the royal

family when the instances of the German princes and the

machinations of the factious forced Leopold into a contest

with the government and nation.

In the abolition of all ecclesiastical and territorial rights

within the limits of France, the National Assembly had also

comprehended those of the German states in Alsace, Franche
Comb4, and Loraine, and the other provinces ceded to Louis
XIV.

;
although those rights had been solemnly confirmed

by the peace of Westphalia, as well as by subsequent treaties^

and were respected amidst all the wars which for above a

century agitated Europe. The princes and states remon*
strated against this infraction at an early period of the revo-

lution, and laid their grievances before the government
;
yet

their application, though supported by the influence of the

king, drew from the assembly only a vague and inadequate

offer of indemnification in national property for the rights

abrogated in Alsace, while the claims relating to the other

provinces were passed over with contemptuous silence. The
states accordingly renewed their appeal to the German diet^

and obtained the introduction of a clause in the capitulation

of the new emperor, which bound him to interpose for the

preservation of their rights.

In compliance with this engagement, Leopold himself, on

the 14th of December, 1790, addressed a letter to the king,

containing strong professions of amity, and requiring as a

proof of reoipro^ friendship the re-establishment of the

rights secured to the German princes. By the impulse of

the ruling party, the king in his answer was compelled to

adopt a style of presumptionr scarcely surpass by that of

Louis XIV. He expressed surprise that the proprietors of
fiefs in the French territories should apply to the emperor in

an affair which did not regard the empiroi but solely related
0 o 3
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to themselves as French feudatories; he at the same time
urged the emperor to withhold his support, and induce the

claimants to accept the equitable compensation proposed hj
France. As a proof of a decided resolution to support this

refusal, the assembly voted a large augmentation of the mili-

tary force.

Thus treated with contempt and injustice, the princes

again laid their complaints before the diet, and called on
their chief for a more effectual interference : the pacific

representations of the emperor were drowned in the clamour
for redress, and a decree was passed, in July, 1791, for the

renewal of their demands, in their own name and in that of

the empire. While this discussion was pending, the forcible

occupation of Avignon, which, notwithstanding its transfer

to the Roman see, had still maintained a nominal connection

with the empire, inflamed the general indignation.

Such being the system pursued by the assembly, and such
the melancholy situation of the royal family, it raised the

wonder of all Europe that Leopold still continued to maintain
an apparent indifference to the sufferings of his sister and
brother-in-law, as well as to his own insulted dignity. But
he was influenced by prudential motives. He well knew the

benevolent weakness of the king, who rejected with horror

any decisive measure, from a dread of involving his country

in a civil war. He was also aware that charges were levelled

against his sister as the patroness of an Austrian committee
in the palace for effecting a counter revolution ; and he was
sensible that he should expose her, who was considered by
the violent party as a public hostage for his paciflc conduct,

to the vengeance of an enraged nation.

Yet during this momentous interval he was far from be-

holding with real indifference the state of his royal relatives,

and was fully awake to the danger which threatened every

crowned head from the violence and diffusion of the Jacobin

principles. He anxiously watched* the progress of events,

and at an early period seems to have approved a plan sug-

gested by Montmorin for the relief of his unfortunate bro-

ther-in-law. Its object was to combine the principal powers
of Europe in a feigned attack against France, as a pretext

for enabling the king to assume the command of an army, to

recover his former authority, and to regain the love and con-

fidence of the people by appearing as the restorer of peace

and tranquillity.
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But this frivolous scheme beiug abandoned in consequence

of the king’s formal approbation of the constitution, another

was arranged at Mantua^ in concurrence with the count

d’Artois and count Alphonso d’Urfort, a confidential agent

sent by the king, who met X^eopold during his journey in

Italy. In May, 1791, 35,000 Austrians were to march
towards the frontier of Flanders and Hainault; 15,000

troops of the circles towards Alsace; 15,000 Swiss were
to threaten the Lyonnois and Franche Comt4; 15,000

Sardinians to assemble on the frontier of Dauphin^, and

20,000 Spaniards in Catalonia. To these were to be joined

the regiments still remaining loyal, the volunteers whose

fidelity was unquestionable, and all the royalists and . consti-

tutionalists of the provinces. A declaration was to be pubi
lished under the signatures of the kings of Spain and Naples,

the infant of Parma, and all the princes of the blood who
were at liberty, as members of the house of Bourbon. It

was hoped that this vast combination would awe the demo-
crats, and enable the royalists to regain the ascendency.

The emperor engaged to conduct the negotiation with the

king of Prussia, and announced the accession of the king of

England as elector of Hanover. Aware, however, of the

extreme desire of the king and queen of France to relieve

themselves from the indignities to which they were hourly

exposed, Leopold exhorted them not to attempt their escape,

but to use their endeavours in acquiring popularity, that the

people, alarmed at the approach of foreign armies, might find

their safety only in the king’s mediation and in submission

to his authority. “ This,” it was added, “ is the emperor’s

opinion. He depends solely on this plan of conduct for the

success of his measures, and he shudders with apprehension

of the fatal consequences, should the king and queen be

arrested in their flight. Their surest dependence is on the

movements of the armies, preceded by threatening mani-

festoes.” In delivering this plan to the count d’Urfort, he

added, Tell my brother and sister that I will assist them,

not by words but by deeds.”*

This plan, which was scarcely less chimerical than the

* Some persons have questioned the authenticity of this plan bs too

chimerical ;
but Bertrand de Moleville, from whom we give it, hu fully

proved its authenticitjr by declaring that the original ia still in eiutCnce

with marginal corrections in the band of the emperor.

0 0 4
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former, waa r^ected bj the king and queen; and notwith-

atandiiSg the instancy of the emperor, they attempted to

escape itam Paris.* ^ing arrest^ at Yarennes, the whole
scheme was deranged, all hopes of escape were totally cut

off, the royal family were carried back in barbarous triumph,

the king was threatened with a public trial and deposition,,

and the axe was laid to the root of the declining monarchy.

,
The imminent danger of the royal family induced the

emperor to abandon hu temporising conduct, and on the 6th

of July he published at Padua a solemn appeal to the other

powers of Europe. He called on them to join in a common
declaration, demmuling of France the immediate liberation

of the king and royal family, and requiring for them the

inviolability and respect due by the laws of nature and of
nations from subjects to their sovereigns. He urged them
to declare that they would unite in avenging every future

attempt committed against the liberty, honour, and safety of
the king and royal family, that they would acknowledge as

constitutional laws legally established in France, those alone

which should have the voluntary acquiescence of the kiDg,^

being at liberty, and if these commands were not complied
with, that they would concur in employing all the means in

their possession to put a stop to the scand^ous usurpation of

power, which bore the appearance of c^n rebellion, and of

which the example threatened the saf^ of other govern-
ments.

Conscious that without the co-operation of England, the

Netherlands could not be preserved, and that r\1 hostile

efforts against France would be fruitless, he smit the draught
of this declaration to the king, accompanied with a private

letter, which indisputably proves his views and sentiments at

this important crisis.f

* It has been asserted by persons of great authority, that the emperor
even arranged the plan of this escape; and smne documents in my pos-
lossiofi eqrrobomte the opinion. But there is other evidence equally

strong Ibr the account ^iven in the text The only means of reocneiling

these dianordent easemons U by recurring to the oautioua character S
I^eopcddp hnd, iupposing that be often ac&i from the impulse of the

moment, and theireftnre frequently wavered between opposite extremes.

DoubdeiB we cannot have better autfaoritiea for the account of this

memcBable fright than those of BouiUd end Bertrand.
I am peinaadcdi'* be iaid» Out your nudnity is not unacquaiated

wttn tha unhaard-of nnlnge fommitted by tba mid of the king of
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New and repeated proofs of hostility displayed by the

ruling faction, with the sanguine declarations and urgent

instances of the emigrants, confirmed the resolutions of
Leopold. His determination was still farther strengthened

by the king of Prussia, who was equally interested to oppose

the progress of that fanatic enthusiasm which threatened

the overthrow of every throne. With a view to settle a

specific plan of conduct, a confidential interview was ar-

ranged between Leopold and Frederic William at Pilnitz, a

palace belonging to the elector of Saxony in the neighbour-

hood of Dresden.

But in the short period which elapsed before the meeting,,

the sentiments of Leopold underwent a considerable change*

Notwithstanding he received favourable answers from the

different powers to whom he had appealed, his hopes were
frustrated by a decisive and unequivocal refusal on the part

of England to depart from a strict neutrality. His dis-

inclination to engage in measures which might lead to hosti-

lities was increased by the representation of his principal

France, the queen my sister, and the royal family, with the same surprise

and indignation as myself; and that your sentiments accord with mine
on an event, which, threatening more atrocious ooDsequenoes, and fixing

the seal of illegality on the preceding excesses, concerns the honour and
safety of all governments. Resolved to fulfil what 1 owe to these con-

siderations, and to my duty as chief of the German empire and sovereign

of the Austrian dominions, I propose to your majesty in the same manner
as 1 have proposed to the kings of Spain, Prussia, and Naples, as well os

to the empress of Russia, to unite with them in a concert of measures for

obtaining the liberty of the king and his family, and setting bounds to

the dangerous excesses of the French Revolution. The most obvioua

plan seems to be that we should unite in sending a declaration, either

jointly or separately, by our ministers in Franee, wluoh may restrain the

chiefs of the vitfient party and prevent desperate rewhes, still leaving

open the means of an honourable amendment and pacific establishment

of such a stote of things as may preserve the dignily of the crown, and

maintain the essential ^nts of general tranquillity. I submit, therefore,

to your majesty the draught annexed, which appeora to me most likely to

fulfil these views; but as the suecess of such a dedafltion is uncertain,

and must depend on the support of efficient measures, ray ambassador

hall receive inunediate instnietioaB fiir entering with your nunisters into

such a concert as circumstances require ; and I will not fiiil to communi-
cate to your modesty the answers which 1 may receive from other powers.

The ffivourahle disposition which they iH monifeat for the re-estaMisI^

ment of peace, tranquillity, and oonOo^ bids fidr to remove all oboteolea

to an union oi views and septiments, in a lituatioa of affkin whidi lO

nearly interests the good ofall Europe.*
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ministers, particularly of Lacy, who united in decrying a

war, urging that it would occasion the immediate loss of the

Netherlands, which were left defenceless by the demolition

of the barrier fortresses, and of which the majority of the

natives only waited for foreign support to t^ow off the

Austrian government. The exhortations of the king, his

brother-in-law, decided the resolution of Leopold, if he ^et

retained any inclination to engage in a war with France.

The meeting, however, took place on the 27th of August

1791, and Bouill^ was summoned by the king of Prussia to

arrange a plan of attack. While the two sovereigns were

employed in private discussions, they were interrupted by
the sudden arrival of the count d*Artois, accompanied by
Calonne, who came with the hope of persuading them to

engage in immediate hostilities. The king of Prussia was
easily inflamed by their representations ; but no arguments

could overcome the caution of Leopold, or draw him into

specific engagements ; and he was with difficulty induced, by

the importunities of the French princes, to sign the cele-

brated declaration.*

It is no wonder that a vague declaration, intended merely

to satisfy the importunities of the French princes, the fulfil-

ment of which depended on a contingency never likely to

happen in the common course of events, should not be fol-

lowed by any important consequences. Leopold, who yet

hoped by temperate measures to disarm the rage or baffie

* *' The emperor and king of Prussia, haying heard the representations

ofMonsieur the king’s brother, and the count d’ Artois, declare, that the

present situation of the king of France concerns the interest of every

flovereign in Europe. That interest they hope will be acknowledged by
the powers whose assistance is required, and consequently those powers

will not refuse to unite with their majesties in employing the most efiica-

ciouB means to place the king of France in a situation to establish in

perfect liberty the foundations of a monarchical government, equally

agreeable to the rights of sovereigns and the welfare of the French nation,

'^en, and in that case, the emperor and the king of Prussia are deter-

mined to act promptly, and by mutual concert, with the forces and
vigour necessary to obtain the desired end. In the mean time they

will give orders for their troops to be ready for actual service.”

Reports were industriously circulated that a regular treaty for the

partition of France was arranged at this meeting. But the whole
conduct of Leopold, and particularly his subsequent measures, prove that

be hod formed no oSensive designs. The secret articles which have been
produced bear the strongest marks of forgery.
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the designs of the Jacobins, was resolved not to engage in

hostilities. He therefore seized the first favourable oppor*

tunitj to annul his engagements, and on the acceptance of

the constitution by Louis, and his temporary restoration to

liberty, he received the French ambassador, who had been

forbidden to appear at court, revoked his circular letter from

Padua, and was the first sovereign in Europe who admitted

the tri-colour flag into his ports. He rejected all plans of

hostile aggression, received with coolness the expostulations

of* the empress Catherine ; and scarcely deigned to listen to

the chivalrous projects of the king of Sweden, who even

oflered to lead an army of Swedes and Russians to the gates

of Paris, while the Austrians and Prussians were to invade

France on the side of the Netherlands.

Leopold did not abandon these hopes of preserving tran-

quillity until he was driven from his pacific system by the

continual provocations of the Jacobins.

On the return of the king from Varennes, the leaders of

the Jacobins endeavoured to raise against him the popular

indignation, and exerted themselves to bring him to a public

trial. But their views were thwarted by the royalists, the

constitutionalists, and the moderate of every description,

who were encouraged by the concert of powers, and who
felt that their own safety was connected with that of the

monarch. After a desperate struggle, Louis was restored

to the exercise of his authority, and, on the 14th of Sep-

tember, accepted the constitution, an event which was fol-

lowed by the voluntary dissolution of the National Assembly,

whose functions had expired.

The king hoped that the establishment of the constitution

would remove the principal causes of discontent, and that

the new representatives wonld be animated with sentiments

less hostile to the regal authority. But these frail hopes

were disappointed. The Constituent Assembly having, by

a disinterested though absurd decree, declared themselves

incapable of being re-elected in the legislative body, by this

vote excluded those who were animated by moderate senti-

ments, and who, as framers of the constitution, were inte-

rested in its preservation, and enabled the Jacobins to

obtain the preponderance. The new members, therefore,

were principally drawn from the middling and lower classes

of society, visionary projectors, men of ruined fortunes, IhO
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most furious declaimers in the political clubs, all animated
by the boldest spirit of enterprise, and breathing the fury of

revolutionary principles. They were headed and directed

by a few chiefs, who, for the scourge of Europe, united
superior talents with a courage exalt^ to fanaticism. The
faction which thus gained the ascendency received the ap-
pellation of Girondists*, from the department for which the
leaders were principally chosen; and Brissotines from the

name of their chief.

The object of these demagogues was to establish a re-

public on the ruins of the throne. They laboured to realise

the plans of a Eichelieu and a Louvois, by extending the

limits of France to what they termed her natural boundaries,

the Pyrenees, the Alps, the Rhine, and the Ocean. From
this centre, they traced, in imagination, the limits of an
empire as stupendous as that of ancient Rome

;
from a ter^

ritory in which the bounty of nature or the ingenuity of

man had comprised every requisite for defence and every
advantage for attack, they purposed to extend their power
and to dijOTuse the contagion of their principles over the

whole habitable world.

Their active and sagacious spirit equally employed the

most frivolous artifices, and the most specious motives, to

revive the hostile spirit of their nation against Austria, a

power whose territories were the first object of their cu-

pidity, and who, from proximity, strength, the ties of blood

and alliance, was the most able, as well as the most inte-

rested, to check the diffusion of their principles, and to

oppose the execution of their designs. The^ maligned the

conduct of the queen, exaggerated her levities into crimes,

found no calumnies too bl^k, no charge too atrocious, to

render her the object of popular odium. Their papers and
journals were fill^ with dedamations on the evils entailed

on their country by the alliance with Austria. Not only

the clubs, the streets, and the squares resounded with invec-

tives against the emperor ; but the members of the National

Assembly gave vent to the most virulent accusations against

bis conduct, character, and principles. They feigned a
committee of Austrian adherents, as dtting in the very

^pital, under the auspices of the queen, deceiving the king,

* The history of this remafkable fiiotion is admirably giten by La-
martiM In his recent work.
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forging fetters for the people, and arranging, in conjunction

with the court of Vienna, a plan to deliver up the nation to

that house, which the^ depicted as invariabl7 a fatal friend

or inveterate enemy.

Such a series of insults and provocations, such a systematic

plan of hostility, would have justified immediate aggression

on the part of Leopold. But he dreaded to aggravate the

misfortunes of a beloved sister, or to expose the life of his

brother-in4aw ; and he was apprehensive of again plunging

his country into a war, from which he had recently delivered

it with so much difficulty. Hence, he had no sooner reco-

vered the Netherlands, than he recalled the greater part of

his troops, reduced his army, and refused to march an Aus-
trian corps towards the French frontier, even as a means of

affording a pretext for Bouill5 to form a camp at Montmedy,
in order to favour the escape of the king. Hence, he revoked

the vigorous measures which had been dictated by necessity,

as soon as they had begun to produce their effect
;
yet in the

midst of changes which indicated want of decision, he still

held forth equivocal threats or distant insinuations, which at

once discouraged the royalists and infiamed instead of awing

the Jacobin faction.

This conduct, therefore, only hastened the danger which

Leopold was so anxious to avert. Besides the dispute rela-

tive to the feudal rights of the German princes, new subjects

for invective were soon discovered by the sagacity of the

Brissotines; new pretences were devised for precipitating

the nation into that confiict to which they looked forward as

the means of establishing their darling republic, and extend-

ing the empire of their baneful principles.

Leopold anxiously laboured to remove all causes of com-

plaint. He repeated his instances with the elector of Treves

and the other princes on the frontier to suspend the military

armaments and disperse the French emigrants. But from the

menacing aspect of France, the warlike preparations and

hostile language of the ruling party, he began to be appre-

hensive of an attack. He therefore conclude the prelimina-

ries of a defensive treaty with Prussia for the maintenance

and guaranty of the empire ; and to unite the princes of Ger-

many in a common cause, he ratified the couclusum of the

diet relative to the contested feudal rights. He announced

these measures to the king of France, and in dignified Ian-
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gaage declared hiB decided resolution to give all the aid re**

qui^ bv his imperial authoritj in support of these just

claims* Hia example was follow^ hj the king of Prussia.

The machinations and violence of the Brissotines overbore

all the pacific measures of Leopold. They impelled the king

to order preparations for assembling an army of 150,000 men^

and forced him to adopt their own language and indecorous

menaces for the immediate dispersion of the emigrants.

Brissot roused the assembly and nation by a violent ha-

rangue, in which he proved that France had no danger to

dread, and every advantage to hope, from a war. After

adverting to the situation of the European powers, he. turned

the force of his invective against Leopold.*

He was followed by the principal members of his party,

who all enforced and exaggerated his declarations ; and the

result of their efforts was the celebrated manifesto, published

in December, 1792, which) amidst the cant of affected mode-
ration, was conceived in similar language, displayed the some

sentiments, and denounced vengeance against all who should

support the emigrants, or presume to interfere in the internal

concerns of the nation.

The situation of Leopold hourly assumed a more serious

aspect. It was necessary to secure so important a territory

* What have we," he said, to fear from the emperor of Germany ?

Augmentation of debt, diminution of taxes, frequent insurrections in

Hungary, inveterate hatred among the people of the Netherlands, all

presage the most imminent danger to the house of Austria. Throughout

the Austrian territories the people are harassed with that passion for

aggrandisement from which nothing but misfortunes can be expected.

lE^verywhere the soldier, whom princes endeavour to render the enemy of

the people, refuses to separate bis interest from that of the people, among
whom are his fnends and his parents. The resolutions of the emperor

are feeble', he desires, he seeks what is just, but he wants energy to re-

sist the machinations and perfidious counsels of those ambitious men by
whom he is surrounded. The ties of blood, no less than prudence, may
have induced him to affect in his letters amicable expressions : he con

gain nothing by attacking us, on the contrary, he has every thing to fear.

The politick variations of the cabinet of Vienna ought not to inspire

you with alarm. As a prince, the emperor desires peace, though os chief

of the Germanic empire he appears to desire war. But away with the

politics of the court of Vienna I What have we to do with the politics of

courts, we who ujill to be free, we who only wish to defend our liberty,

we who possess the means of doing it France desires pe^e, yet fears

not war
; she seeks no new allies, she has twenty-five i^ions of souls

devoted to the support of her cause.
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as the electorate of IVerefl, whkh opened a Wty *®*^^**
many, and cut off the oommunication betareoi the Uf^
Rhine and the Netherlands. While he therefore redcmUed

his instances for hastening the dispmion of the emigrants^

he ordered his commander in the Netherlands to take mea*
sures for succouring the elector of Treves if invaded or

threatened with invasion. An official communication of
these precautions was, on the 2l8t of December, made to the

French ambassador at Vienna, in terms which were calcu-

lated to remove the impression of any hostile design. Prince

Kaunitz, after stating the compliance of the elector with the

request of the imperial court for the dispersion of the emi-

grants, added, that he had claimed the assistance of the

emperor, should his territory be threatened with attacks*

which he had reason to apprehend, and that the emperor had
ordered general Bender, his commander in the Netherlands*

to furnish prompt and effectual succour, should the electorato

be invaded or threatened with invasion. He professed a
iirm conviction that the king’s moderate sentiments justiffed

his order by alluding to the want of subordination in the

distant departments of France, and concluded with deprecat-

ing a war ^^from the infallible consequences which it would
produce^ as well to himself and to the German empire, as to

the other sovereigns who had united in concertfor the main^
tenance ofpublic tranquillity and the safety and honour of
crowns,^^

This communication furnished new fuel to the dame.
These vague and mysterious expressions were artfully seized

by the demagogues, and the concert powers instantly be-

came the war-whoop of the party. Gensonn^ presented the

report on this paper with a speech calculated to give full

effect to the spirit of hostility which had been raised against

Austria. He argued that the emperor had broken the treaty

of Versailles, for which France had lavished her blood and
treasures

;
that bis whole conduct had been hostile to the

liberties of the French nation ; that under the show of force

and a concert of powers, his real objeot was to procure the

adoption of a congress, and insidiously to subvert the con-

stitution. He appealed to the Assembly, and in that ardent

language which was now become popular, called on the

members to apprise the nation of its danger, and urged th^
to vindicate their liberty, by anticipating the alarming pitH
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jects of the imperial court The ardour of the Aasemblj
waa Btill more inflamed by Guadet, the vice-president, who
darting to the tribune, poured forth a torrent of glowing

invective; the whole body rising at one and the same
moment by the impulse of enthusiasm, amidst tumultuous

shouts and cries of the Constitution or Death,” sanctified

by oath a declaration stigmatising as a traitor to the country

any Frenchman who should take part in a congress to modify

the constitution, who should mediate with rebel emigrants,

OT enter into composition with the German princes relative

to the feudal rights in Alsace. Some of the ministers who
were present, were borne away by the general ardour, and
the unfortunate monarch himself was necessitated to sanction

a decree which precluded all hopes of amicable accommoda-
tion.

The hostile faction did not allow this burst of enthusiasm

to subside. Even at the moment when the minister apprised

the assembly of the total dispersion of the emigrants, they

renewed their invectives against the emperor. On the

second report of the diplomatic committee relative to the

communications with the imperial court, Brissot himself rose

to address the assembly. The mask,” he exclaimed, ‘4s

fallen; your real enemy is known; the order given to

general Bender tells you his name. It is the emperor I The
Electors were but his puppets, the emigrants but his instru-

ments! Despise the emigrants : the national court of jus-

tice will punish the rebellion of those mendicant princes.

Nor are the electors more worthy of your anger
;
fear has

prostrated them at your feet, and a free people will not

crush its humbled enemies. The emperor! I repeat, the

emperor, is your true enemy. Him you must combat ; him
you must either conquer or force to renounce the confederacy

im hais formed against you. He intended either to alarm or

attack you. If you are to be attacked, it behoves you to

anticipate him ; if he means to force you to an unworthy
capitulation, you must realise what you have a hundred
times mom, The Constitution or Death.”

We spare the reader a further detail of these insults and
invectives so offensive to humanity, so degrading to the

nation, so hostile to good faith and justice. In spite of fre-

quent communicationB from the ministers, proving the pacific

disposition of Leopold, the king was required to demand of
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him whether, as head of the house of Austria, he would live

in peace with France, and renounce all treaties and con-

ventions directed against the sovereignty and safety of the

nation. The refusal of full satisfaction before the 1st of

March was to be considered as a declaration of war ; and
orders were given for putting the troops in a condition to

take the field on the first signal. The king in this, as in

former instances, was swept away by the torrent, and the

fatal and peremptory demand was transmitted to the French
ambassador at Vienna.

The emperor now perceived that all his attempts to main-
tain peace were vain. He therefore signed the alliance with
the king of Prussia, by which the two monarchs mutually
guaranteed their respective territories, and agreed to act in

concert for the preservation of peace
;
and reserved to them-

selves the power of inviting Russia, England, Holland, and
the elector of Saxony to unite in similar defensive engage-
ments.

Leopold also, by his minister prince Xaunitz, gave a be-
coming answer to the arrogant demands of France, and
assumed that language which became his dignity and feel-

ings. He justified the orders given to marshal Bender, by
his duty as chief of the Germanic body, to succour a co-

estate when menaced with unjust attacks, and he proved on
facts admitted and acknowledged by the French ihemselvesr, .

that the promised succour to the elector of Treves depended
on a previous compliance with the demand for the dispersion

of the emigrants.

He entered into an enlarged view of the queation relative

to the concert of powers. He justly considered such a con-

cert as warranted by the situation of his brother-in-law, and
ally, before the acceptance of the constitution, “ forced by
atrocious violence to fiy, protesting solemnly against an
acquiescence to which he had been compelled, and with his

family arrested and imprisoned by his own subjects.” He
declared that he had himself invited the powers to suspend
their concert, which was not to resume its activity till the

same dangers should revive ; but he enforced the necessity

of maintaining such a provisional alliance by dwelling on
the disordered state of France, developing the intrigues of
the Jacobins for the propngation of their principles, and in-
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Brlhuega, capture of the British at, lli. 72.

Brliac, taken by Bernard of Weimar, 11.

80d ; reduction of, 494.

Brittany annexed to France, 1. 265.

Brown, count, ill. 326, 329, 369.

Brunau, disputes there ^ve rise to the
civil war of Bohemia, 11. 147.

Brunn, Rhodolph,!. 111.

Brunswick, dukes of, 11. SOS, 314, 338.

Bucquoy, general, 11. 169, 175, 1B7.

Burgundy, house of, 1. 251 ; transfer of its

possessions to the Austrian family, lb.

Burgundy, duke of. li. 494, ill. 36, 42.

Bute, earl of, 111. 425, 472.

Cadiz, descent of the English there, 11. 489.
Galmar, union of, 1.. 284.

Callxtlnes—see Hussites.
Calvinists, rise of, In Germany, il. B

;

progress, 66
;
persecute the Lutherans,

67; excluded from the peace of Prague,
292 ; Included iu the peace of Westpha-

' 11a, 334.

Cambray, league of, 1. 349 ; congress of,

111. 134.

Campeglo, papal legate, 1. 425.

Capistrau, Johu, 1. 163.

Cara Mustapha, Grand Vizier, besieges
Vienna, il. 444

j
defeated, 446.

Carlnthla, its acqulittton, 1, 27 ; contests
for the possession of, 106; occupied by
the Austrian princes, 107.

Carlos, Don. son of Philip II.. 1. 486.

Carlos, Don, afterwards Cbarles III.,

ill. 174, 420.

Carlovitz, peace of, 11. 458.

Garlstadt, a partisan of Luther, i, 411.

Camiola, Its acquisition,!. 27 ; transferred
to the House of Austria, 41.

Carobert, invested with the kingdom of
Hungary, i. 71 ;

elected king, 74.

CaroHne,jueen of George II., ill, 160.

Carrara, Francis of, 1. 128, 129.

Carteret, Lord, 111. 279, 283.

Caslmlr elected king of Bohemia, i. 162.

Castaldo, Austrian general, 1. 608.

Castile and Arragon, union of, 1, 281 ;

contests for the regeni-y, 337>

Catalonia revolts against Philip IV., ii.

312 ; declare in favour of the Archduke
Charles, ill. 23.

Catechism of Heidelberg, 11. 26.

Catherine de' Medlci.ll. 27.

Catherine I. of Russia, HI. 137.

Catherine II. of Russia, deposes Peter
III., 111. 429: agrees to the partition
of Poland, MS; obtains the Crimea,
602; success against the Turks, 622.

Catholics, their drst union against the
Lutherans, 1. 426; disputes at the diet
of Spire, 429

; conclude a convention
with the Protestants, 444 ; state of their
party, 447 \ origin of tbelr league, li.

113 : lupimrt him against Guitavus
. Adolphus, 228.

Catlnat, marshal, li. 424 ,
481.

Chamber. Imperial, 1. 310, 447 ; changes In,

489 ; admission of Protestants, 11. 337.
Cbamoers of Re-union, 11. 409.

Charles the Bold, duke of Burgundy, 1.

206, 806.;

Charles Martel, afflanced to the daughter
of Rhodolph, 1. 44.

Charles, succeeds to the crown of Bohe-
mia, i. 109

;
chosen emperor, lb.

; Joins
Albert against the Swiss, 114.

Charles of Durazzo, 1. 147.
Charles VII. of France,!. 218, 219.
Charles VIII. of France, 1. 256; concludes
a peace with Maximilian, 262, 267; con-
cludes the treaty of Senlls, 270; Invades
Naples, 807 ;

death, 315.
Charles, son of Adolphus, duke of Gucl-
derland, 1. 306, 316, .349.

Charles V., acknowledged Joint invereign
of Castile, i. 340 ;

becomes heir to the
whole Spanish monarchy, 373 ;

assumes
the government In Spain and the
Netherlands, ib.; opposed by Francis
1., 404 ;

quits Spain, 40G ;
lands in Eng-

land, ib. ; cedes the Austrian territories

to Ferdinand, 410 ; his conduct towards
Luther, 416 ;

his attachment to the
catholic religion, 416 ;

signs a peace with
Francis I., 428; summons a diet at Spire,

432; opens the diet of Augsburgh, 436 ;

attempts to re-unlte the Protestants to

the church, 439 ; leads an army against
the Turks, 444 ;

gains Maurice of Sax-
ony, 450

;
concludes a league with the

Pope, 451
;
compels the elector nf Co-

logne to abdicate, 456; defeats and
captures the elector of Saxony, 458

;

grants the Saxon electorate to Maurice,
4G0; disputes with the Pope, 4G2; at-

tempts to Introduce the Inquisition

Into the Low Countries, 465 ;
compelled

to agree to the peace of Passau, 472 ;

falls in his Invasion of France, 473 ;

causes of his abdication, 478 ; resigns
the crown, 481. ; his conduct In retire-

ment, 482 ; death and character, 493 ;

his issue, 4B6.

Charles, third son of Ferdinand I., 11. 18,

35.

Charles II., duke of Loralne, il. 243,

244, 261, 252.

Charles 111,, duke of Loralne, 11. 201,

361, 397.

Charles IV., duke of Loralne, li. 401,

409, 432, 446.

Charles Emanuel, of Savoy, 11. 157.

Charles Louis, son of Frederic, elector

Palatine, il. 271, 303,^33.
Charles 1., king of England, executed,

11. 378.

Charles II. of England, 11. 379. 397, 398.

Charles II., king of Spain, li. 460, 461,

476.

Charles III., king of Spain.— See Carlos,
Don.

Charles, archduke of Austria, afterwards
Charles VI., declared king of Spain, 11.

499; takes Barcelona, Hi. 23; defeat at

Almanza, 32; defeats Philip at Sara-
gossa, 69 ;

reverses of hli arms, 72; suc-

ceeds to the Austrian dominions, 82;
receives the crown of Hungary, 88 ; war
with the Turks, 100; peace of Passaro-
vitz, 103 ; contest with Spain, 107 ;

con-
clusion of peace, 109; establishes an
East India Company, 131; treaty with
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England, 143 ; congreBB of SoUfloni, 14R,

163; war with the Turks, I06J; hii

ilUastrouB situation, 233; death and
uharnctBr, 239.

Charles Gustavus 'of Sweden, 346, 350,

354, 355, 356, 363.

Charles XI. of Sweden, li. 358, 396, 408,
417.

Charles XII. of Sweden, 111. 0, 7, H.

Charles, elector of Bavaria, ill. 267, 274,
306.

Charles Emanuel, of Sardinia, 111. 169,

Charles Theodore, elector Palatine, 111.

504,

Charles, prince of Loraine, HI. 277, 315,

374, 3B5, 3B6.
Chemnitz, his celebrated work, 11. 309.

Chetarille, marquis de la, 111. 280, 307.
Chernlchef, general, 111.414.

Chevert, his defence of Prague. 111.287.

Cholseul, duke of.— See Stainville.

Chotzlm, siege of, 111. 619.

Christian of Oldenburgh, elected king of
Denmark, 1. 285.

Christian IV., king of Denmark, 11. 193,
204.

Christian VI., king of Denmark, HI. 1.55.

Christian, elector of Saxony, 11. 67, 113.

Christian, administrator of Brunswick, il.

185, 186, ID9.

Christian William, administrator of Mag-
deburgh, 11, 22B.

Christina, queen of Sweden, 11. 343, 346.

Church, patrimony of, 1.22; election of
three popes, 164; schism of the Greek
and Latin churches, lb.

Cllll, count of, 1.173, 178, 16G.
Circles of the empire, 1. 377, 490.

Claudia Fellcitas, second wife of Leopold
I., 11.519.

Clement XI., pope, 111. 49.

CiBves and Jullers, contest for the suc-
cession of, 11. 113, 138.

Clostergraben, dispute there, 11. 147.

Closter Severn, convention of, 111.381.

Cobcnzl, count Philip, 111.470, 536.

Coburgh, prince of, lii. 521.

Colbert, minister of Louis XIV, 11. 412.

Cologne, Herman, elector of, 1. 446, 456.

Joins against Mario Theresa, ill.

267.

Commendon, cardinal, 11.7, 25. 45, 50.

CnmpactatB, 1. 155, 245 ; annulled, 11. 46.

Concord, book of, 11. 68.

Cuiicordates of the German nation, 1. 166,

224.

Condg, prince of, 11. 313, 320.

Conference, council, 111. 263 ;
dissolved,

454.

Constance, council of, 1. 194.

annexed to the House of

Austria, i. 465.

Constantine, emperor, 1. 182.

Constautlue, great duke of Russia, lii.

475.

Constantinople besieged by the Turks, 1.

167
;
captured by Mahomet II,, 182.

Conti, general, 11. 223.

Conti, prince of, 111. 303.
CorvInuB, John, suruamed Hunnlados, 1.

173, 177, 182, JB4.

CorvlnuB Ladislaus, 1. 185.
Corvlnus Matthias, 1. 235, 249, 263. .

Cosmo de' Mediul, 11. 42.
Costar, Laurence, 1. 303.
Couev, Enguerrand de, 1. 102. 124,

Courland conquered by the Teutonic
knights, 11. 41,

Crimea, Independence of, 111. 452.
Croatia ceded to Charles of Styrla, 11. 85.
Cromwell, Oliver, 11. 378.
Cray, William de, 1, 402,
Cumberland, duke of, ill. 291. 311, 324,
333.

Cunegunda, daughter of Frederic III., i.

274.

Cuno, abbot of St. Gallen, 1. 188.

Cymburga, wife of Ernest of Styrla, 1. 211

.

Cyprus, kingdom of, 1. 295,

Damplerre, general, 11. 156, 164, 187.
Daun, count, lii. 16, 29, 61.

Daun, general, 111. 378, 405, 411, 415.
Delflno, cardinal, 11. 7.

Denmark, 11. 5 ; change in the govern-
ment by Frederic Ilf., ii. 379.

Deux Fonts, duke of, Hi. 460.
Diets of Hungary, 11. 364.

of deputation, II. 13.

DIffldatlon. right of, 1. 271, 310.
Dissidents, the, 11. 52, HI. 444.
Donawerth, city of, 11.81,337.
Dorla, admiral, i. 503.
Dort, meeting of, 11. 36.

Douav, reduced by the allies, Hi. G6.

Dresden, peace or, HI. 323.
Dunkirk, ceded to England, H. 36] ; sold

to France, 372,

Ecclesiastical reservation, 1, 472, il. 61.

Eckius, 1. 411.

Edict, royal, 11. 102, 145.

Edict of Restitution, ii. 210.

Egmont, count, 11. 32.

K^pc, conquered by the Turks, 1. 493.
Eleanor, wife of Frederic HI., L 278.
Electoral Union, 1.222.

Electoral College, 11, 132,

Elizabeth, widow of Albert V., 1. 172, 174.

Elizabeth, wife of Charles IX., li. 58.

Elizabeth, queen of England, li. 5.

Elizabeth, widow of the landgrave of
Hesse, 11, 303. 307.

Elizabeth Charlotte, duchess of Orleans,
11.416, 433.

Elizabeth Christina, wife of Charles VI.,
HI. 240.

Elizabeth FarneBe, second wife of Philip
V., Hi. 104.

Elizabeth, empress of Russia, lU. 368, 422.

Elizabeth Marla, wife of Joseph II., Hi.

543.

EUzabeth, wife of the archduke Francis,
lii. 540.

Emperor Elect, title BBBumed by Max-
imilian, 1.275.

Engheln,— See Conde.
England alarmed at the encroachmenu of
Louis XIV., u. 415 ;

Revolution of, 41S

;

513 ; conduct towards Marla Theresa,
ill. 261 ;

separation from the House of
Austria, 349 ;

dliputes with France, 365 ;

p p 4
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ABAFFY MICHAEL, 11. 304, 441, 453.
Abairy Michael 11,, li, 454, 45B.

Adolphui, emperor, i. 75.

Adrian of Utrecht, 1. 402 ; siicceeds Leo
X., 421.

iEneas Sylvius, 1. 150, 223 See Pius II.

Agnes, daughter of Albert 1., 1. 81.

Agnes, canoneSB of Girnshelin, 11. 72;
driven from England by Elizabeth, 74.

Alx-la-Chapelle, treaty of, 11. 30G.
• — congress of, ill, 338.

Alain, lord of Albret, 1. 2G5, 2G8.
Albemarle, duke of, ill. 94.

Alberonl, cardinal. 111. 104, 109.

Albert 111, flrst landgrave of Alsace, i. 2.

Albert IV., father of Rodolph, i, 4.

Albert, son of Rodolph, succeeds his
father, 1. 50', hts election opiinsed by
Pope Boniface, G8 ;

Invades the pala-
tinate of Mentz, G9

;
his disputes with

'WencGslaus, 70 ; Invades Uonemla, 72;
prepares to subjugate the Swiss, 76;
assassinated by his nephew John, 79;
his character and issue, ih.

Albert, son of Albert 1., succeeds to the
joint administration with Otho, 1. 102;
person and character, lb. ; makes peace
with the king of Bohemia, 106 ; obtains
Carlnthla, ib.

; war with Bavaria, 107 ;

supports Louis against the king of Bo-
hemia, 108 ;

war against the Swiss, 112 ;

concludes an accommodation, 116;
death, Ib.

;
his benevolence, 117; his

marriage and issue, lb.

Albert 111. ; his administration with Leo-
pold, J. 122; secures the Tyrol, 123;
expedition into Prussia, 140; war with

Bohemia, 141 ; his death, lb.

Albert IV.
;
his joint administration with

William, I. 442 ;
his

. _
'

rusale/n, ib.
; death and cliaracter, ib.

Albert V. declared emperor, 1. 146;
assists Slglsmond in the Hussite war,

, 158 ; elected king of Hungary, 161 ;

opposed by the Huisltei, 162; chosen
^ king of the Romans, ib. ; opposes Amu-

rath, 170; hli death and character, 171

;

his issue, 172.

Albert of Munich, 1. 274.

Albert of Brandenburgh, espouses the Lu-
theran doctrines, 1. 427 ; detached from
the Protestants, 452 ; made prisoner by
the elector of Saxony, 466 ; liberated.
460

;
expelled from hli dominions, 473 ;

death, lb.

Albert, son of Maximilian II., receives
the sovereignty of the Netherlands, U.

GO; truce with the United Provinces,
n2 ; refuses the imperial crown, 141).

Albert of Saxony, receives Teshen, 111.

483 ;
joint governor of the Netherlands,

ib. ;
recalled, 527-

Aldrlnger, general, 11. 280.

Alphonso, Institutes the kingdom of Fur-
tugal, 1. 283.

Alphonso, king of Castile, 1. 18.

Alphonso, the Magnlducnt, 1. 299.

Alphonso, son of Ferdinand of Naples,
resigns his crown, 1. 307.

Alexander VI. pope, 1. 298, 330, 342.

Alsace, landgravlate of, 1. 2.

M-. —
,
yielded by the Swedes to France,

11. 289 ;
ceded to Bernard duke of

Weimar, 295; Itslinal cession to France,
412.

Altheim, count, ill. 114 ;
his death, 117.

D'Alton, general, ill. 529, 535.

Alva, duke of, 11. 33. 34, 36.

Amadeus, duke of Savoy, elected pope, 1.

164 his character, lb ;
abdicates, 224.

Ambolse, cardinal, 1. 349.

America discovered, i. 305.

American war, iil. 472 ;
declaration of In-

dependence, 510 >, peace with England, lb.

Amurath I., sultan
; his conouests and

1. 166.

Amurath II , 1, 170.

Amurath III., it. 50, 86.

Anabaptists, origin of, 1. 427.

D’Ancre, marshal ; assassinated, 11. 165.

Andrew, king of Hungary, 11. 365, 451.

Anhalt, prince of, 11. HI, 177.

Apjou, House or>-Bee Naples.
Anne, daughter of Louis XL, 1. 256, 258,

267.

Anne, of Brittany, i. 265, 269.

Anne, wife of Ferdinand I., 11. 17.

Anne, daughter of Maximilian II., 11. G8.

Anne, of Austria, regent of France, 11. 313.

Anne ; succeeds to the British throne, 11.

4S.5
;
character, 111. 90 ; deserts the house

of Austria, 91 ; concludes the peace of
Utrecht, 96.

Anne, empress of Russia, ill, 155, 164, 196.

Appenzel, people of, 1. 188, 149, 192.

Architecture, revival of, 1. 305.

Arnheim, general, 11. 237, 245.

Arragon and Castile, union of, 1. 280.

Arras, treaty of, I. 256.

Artois, count, 111. 570.

Avesdes, John de, 1. 67.

Auckland, lord. 111. 558.
Augsburgh, diet of, 1. 436 ;

confeiilon,

438; recess of, 475.
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Auguitus 'siiccoedB Maurice In the elecU
orate of Saxony, f. 473.

AugUBtUA II. of Poland, lil. 120, liid.

AugUBtUB III., Hi. iri3
, 267 , 370.

Aulic council, i. 328 ;
changei In, 11. 14.

Protestants admitted, 337.

Austria, rendered an Independent flef, 1.

27 ;
acquired by Ottocar, lb

;
conferred

on Albert son of Rhodolph, 42 ; assump-
tion of the title of Archduke Palatine by
Itoilolph IV., 112; raised into an arch-
duchy by Frederic 111., 231 ;

progresR
of tlie KeformatiDn, 425; ceded by
Charles V. to Ferdinand, 401 ;

Invaded
by Solyman the Magnificent, 498 j

con-
sequences of the Reforniation, 11. 20;
change in the law of Buccesalon, 62;
unites with the Uohernians against

Ferdinand, 160 ;
abolition of the Pro-

testant worship, 207 ; state after the

peace of Westphalia, 382.

Austria, house of; Hambcrg line, 1. 27;
Hapsburgh line, 41 ;

its contests with
France, 270 ;

loss' of Its ascendency by
the peace of Westphalia, 11. 342; order
of BUccRBsion, Hi. 82 ;

acquisitions during
the reign of Marla Theresa, 175.

Ilacon, Roger, 1. 302.

llailen, treaty of, lil. 96.

liajazet I. sultan, his conquests, 1. 167;
made prisoner by Tamerlane, 1GB.

Bajazet 11. ; his character.!. 289.

Banner, general, ii. 296, 302, 310.

Barbara, wife of Sigismond, 1. 159.

Barbara, queen of Ferdinand V I., 111. 325.

Barcelona, taken by the French, 11. 431

;

by the Archduke Charles, ill. 23

;

morable siege and relief of, 84.

Barricades, pass of, HI. 304.

Barrier Treaty, account oli ill. 90 ;
abro-

gatlnn of, 497.

Bartbolomew, St. massacre of. it. 28.

Bartzal, prince of Tran.<iylvanla, Hi. 263.

Barwalde, treaty of, 11. 225.

Basle, blsbup ot, 1. 13, 16.

Basle, council of, 1. 1G3 ;
dissolved, 224.

Basta, general of llhodolpib 11., 11. 89.

Bathuri, Slgismond, ii. B7,88.

Bathori, Stephen, li. 50, 53.

Bathori, Gabriel, 11. 133.

Batre^ Claude de, 1. 393.

Battles ; of Belgrade, ill. 102 ;
Blenheim,

11. 500; Brcitenfeld, ii, 237; Breslau,

ill. 385; Campo Santo, iii. 205; Chu-
tusltz, ill. 211, 277', Croiska, in. 297 ;

Cunersdorf, 111. 400 ;
Dettlngen, iil. 291;

Funtenoy, iii. 811; Fotzanl, 111. 521;
.St. Gotnard, It. 870 ;

Guinegatte, 1.

367 i
Hochkirchen, ill. 31)2 ; lloheu

Friedherg, HI. 316; Kolin, Hi. 378;
Kussnacht, i. 113; Placentia, Hi. 324;

Lignitz, ill. 411; Lowositz, HI. 369;

Lutzen, 11. 263 ; Malplaquet. iil- 58

;

Marlgnano, 1. 371 ;
Maxen, lU. 407 ;

Mohatz, 1. 495 ;
Molwltz, ill- 249 ; Mor-

garten, i. 89 ;
Muhlberg, f. 458 : Naefels,

r 139; Nordllngon, il. 287; Oudenard,
Iii, 40 ;

Parma, Iii. 169: Prague, II. 177,

ill. 374 j
Haucoux, lil. 24; Ramlllles.iil.

4 i
Rlmnlk, Hi, 522 ;

Hosboch, Hi. 833 ;

Sohr, 1, 112; Tatwyl, Hi. 72; Torgau,
HI. 416; Turin, iil. 19; Villa Vlclosa,
iii. 72 ; White Mountain, ii. 177 ; Zenta,
11. 4.55 ; Zorndorf, ill. 391.

Bavaria, electoral, vote of, 1. 186,
Bavaria, Lower, conferred on Albert V.,

i. 158 ; restored to the collateral branch,
lb.; division of the house of, lb.; In-
surrection of the peasantry, 111. 5.

Bavaria Landshut, war for the succession
of, 1.331.

Bayard, chevalier, i, 322, 367.
Belgrade, sieges of, i. 162, 182 ; ceded to

the Turks, 166; peace of, 170; reduced
by Loudon, 111. 522.

Bellelsle, chevallerf killed, 111. 330.

Bellelsle, marshal, HI. 263, 266 , 267, 271,

279, 287, 329.

Bender, general, ill. 5.’)6, 560.

Bergen-op>Zoom, capture of, HI. 334,
Berlin, taken by the Austrians and Rus-

sians, ill. 414.

Bern, joins the Helvetic confederacy, i.

114.

Bernard, duke of Saxe Weimar, ii. 245,

272, 2H7, 304, 30C.

Bertold de Oott, elected pope, 1. 70 ;
trans-

fers the see to Avignon, lb.

Bernis, abbe, 11. 361.

Bertzeney, joins In the Hungarian re-
bellion, ii. 503 ;

defeated at Zadock
Hi. 77.

Berwick, marshal, HI. 32, 66, 174, 175,

Bethlehem Gabor, 11. 133, 160, 170, 188,

198.

Bevern, prince of, HI. 384.

Blanca Marla, second wife of Maximilian
I., 1. 398.

Bloli, treaty of, i. 336.

Bogeslaus, of Pomerania, ii. 223, 303.

Bohemia, pretenders to the crown on the
death of Wenceslaus, 72 ; election of
Henry of Carlnthia, 74 ;

Hussite wars,
148 ; election of the archduke Albert,

162; ascendency of the Calixtinei, 176 ;

election of George Fodlebrad, 234 ; state

of the country during the reljgn of Max-
imilian I,, 372 ;

progress of the Reform-
ation, 426 ; changes In the constitution

by Ferdinand, 526; election ofFerdlnand
of Styrla, 142

;
persecution of the Pro-

testants, 144 ; civil war, 150; defeat of

the elector Palatine, 177 ; abolition of

the protestant religion, 208; Invasion of

the elector of Saxony, 236 ; expulsion
of the Saxons. 258.

Boniface, pope, 1. 6H.

Borgia, Ceesar, 1. 342, 344.— See Alex-
ander Yl.

Bosnia, subjugated by Solyman, i. 494.

Botskal, Stephen, 11. 92, 93.

Botta, marquis, lil, 306, 326.

Boufflers, marshal, lil. 43, 60.

Bourbon, duke of, ill, 135 ;
disgraced, 143.

Bragania, John, raised to the throne of

Portugal, 11. 368 ;
his death, 374.

Brandenburgh, division of the electoral

vote of, i, 67 ; house of, 128.

Bremen, city of, ceded to Sweden, U. 333.

Breslau, peace of, IH. 277 ; taken by
Charles of Loralne, 384 ; retaken, 866.
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578 LEOPOLD n. [on. cxxxiv,

Btancing, in particular, a recent conspiracy to foment a revolt

in the jLow Countries.

This declaration was followed by a note from the Prussian
minister at Paris, announcing the perfect agreement of the

court of Berlin with the views of the court of Vienna.
The dignified language of the imperial declaration, and

the clearness with which it developed the plots and designs of

the dominant party, inflamed their fury, and gave new scope

to their machinations. The minister by whom it was read

was frequently interrupted with bursts of laughter and indig-

nation. The name of the emperor was treated with every
mark of insult, contempt, and indignity

j
the exclamation of

“War I War!” resounded on every side. The cry of war
was re-echoed from house to house, and from street to street,

and a head of some recent victim to popular rage, designated

as that of the emperor, was carried in barbarous procession,

and held up to the windows of the queen’s apartment in the

palace of the Tuileries. The emotions raised by these

artifices were not suffered to subside
; the demagogues ob-

tained the expulsion of the ministers attached to the king,

on whose moderation rested the last hope of peace, and with
peace the last barrier of the monarchy.

Within a few days, Brissot again harangued the Assembly.
He threw a veil over the outrages and aggressions of which
the court of Vienna so justly complained, and artfully re-

duced the dispute to the simple question of foreign inter-

ference. He grossly accused the unfortunate Louis of pre-

meditated falsehood, and closed an harangue replete with
uncommon acrimony against Leopold, by denouncing de

Lessart, the minister for foreign affairs. This denunciation

was enforced with all the virulence of the Jacobin journals,

and the declamations of popular clubs ; and the ill-fated

minister, without the privilege of being heard in his own
defence, was sent for certain condemnation to the criminal

tribunal at Orleans*. Such a dreadful example terrified all

the friends of peace
; the other ministers either resigned, or

were dismissed ;
and the Jacobins gained a fatal and uncon-

trolled ascendency in the cabinet and the nation.

While this tempest was gathering in France, Leopold
himself was no more. He was seized, on the 27th of Fe- -

bruary, with a malignant dysentery, and in three days was
* He was among the victims massacred on the lOth of September.



5791790-1792.] HIS DEATH, CHARACTER, AND ISSUE.

hurried to an untimely grave, in the forty-fifth year of his

age, leaving his dominions in a state of more serious danger
than even when he assumed the reins of empire. From the

suddenness of his decease, the critical state of affairs, the

recent assassination of the king of Sweden, and the savage
principles professed by the Jacobins, his death, though
without any apparent foundation, was attributed to poison.

Leopold is known rather as great duke of Tuscany, which
country he ruled twenty-five years, than as sovereign of the

Austrian dominions and emperor of Germany, because he did

not move long enough in this elevated sphere to fix the public

opinion. But we cannot withhold great praise from a sove-

reign, who, within the short space of a single year, relieved

his country from foreign war and internal commotion, who
baffled a great combination which threatened the independ-

ence of his house, and established a throne which at his

accession was tottering to its. very foundations.

Maria Louisa, daughter of Charles III, of Spain, was born
in 1747, and espoused Leopold in 1765. The decease of a
beloved husband, who expired in her arms, made so deep an
impression on her feeling mind that she did not recover from
the shock, but followed him to the grave in the ensuing

May. She bore him sixteen children, of whom all except

two survived her.

Francis, the eldest, was born in 1768, succeeded his father

in all the hereditary dominions in the twenty-fifth year of

his age, and obtained the imperial crown in the July subse-

quent to his father’s death. The checkered events and won-
derful revolutions of his reign are too near the present times

to be traced with accuracy or impartiality.

The second son, Ferdinand Joseph, received the great duchy of

Tuscany as an independent sovereignty; but being deprived of his terri-

tory by the arms of France, he obtained as a compensation the electorate

of Saltzburgh, and afterwards that of Wurtzburgh, a mere nominal

sovereignty.— The third son, Charles, is too highly distinguished as a

warrior, and as the great supporter of his family, to need any other notice

than a bare mention of his name.— The fourth, Leopold Alexander, was
chosen palatine of Hungary, and being accidentally burnt to death, was

succeeded in that dignity by the fifth son, Maximilian Joseph— The
other sons were Joseph Anthony, John Regnier, Louis, and llhodolph.

— The daughters, Maria Theresa, Mary Annr, Maria Clementina, and
Maria Amelia.

p p 2
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union with PruisU, &8S; war with Spain,

426 ; thwarts the designs of Austria and
Kussla against Turkey, ill, 6)7; forms
an alllanca with Prussia and Holland in

opposition to that of Austria with
Russia and France, 544.

Epeiies, theatre of, ii. 451.

Ernest, son of Leopold, i. 146.

Ernest, brother of Frederic of Tyrol, 1.

209. .

Ernest, son of Maximilian II.. 11. 69.

Ernest, prince of Brandenbiirgh, 11. 113.

Ernest, duke of Hanover, 11. 424.

Etrees, marshal. 111. 380.

Eugene, prince. 11. 45.6, 482, 508 , 503, 111.

19, 21, 56. 59 , 64, 93, lOl, 174, 193.

Eugenlus IV., pope, 1. 163, 164, 224.

Europe, changes occasioned by the inven-
tion of gunpowder and printing, 1. 303.

Eytzlnger, Ulric, 1. 179.

Falkenburg, Swedish general, ii, 2tS.

Family Compact, ill. 82.

Farnese family obtain Parma and Placen-
tia. 1. 462.

Farnese, Octavio, 1. 463 , 468, 488.

Farnese, Alexander, of Parma, 11, 60.

Faust, one of the inventors of metal types,

I. 303.

Felix, pope—See Amadeus of Savoy,
Ferdinand 1., 1. 490 : obtains the Austrian

territories from Charles V., 492 ;
elected

king of Bohemia, 496; assailed by the
Turks, 501; loses Transylvania, and part
of Hungary, 610 ;

becomes emperor, ii.

1
;

partition of his dominions, 14 ;
death

ana character, lb.

Ferdinand, second son of Ferdinand I., 11.

17.

Ferdinand II., duke of Styrla, elected king
of Bohemia and Hungary, li. 144;
blockaded by the Insurgents in Vienna,
163; obtains the Imperial crown, 164;
deposed by the Bohemians, 166; relief

of his capital, 169, 174 ;
reduces the

states of Lower Austria, 175; defeats

the Insurgent Bohemians, and the elec-

tor Palatine, 180 ;
recove^ of Hungary,

188 ;
design to subjugate Germany, 205

;

attacked by Gustavus Adolphus, 223 ;

defeated at Dreitenfeld, 238 ; victory of

Nordllngen, 287; contests with the
Swedes, 296; death and character, 298;
family, 299.

Ferdinand, king of Hungary, afterwards
III., emperor, 11. 285 ;

reduces Ratlsbon,
266 ;

defeats the Swedes at Nordllngen,
287 ;

elected king of the Romans, 297

;

defeated at Breltenfeld, 311 ;
truce with

the Turks, 317
;
p6ace of Westphalia,

331 ;
death and issue, 348.

Ferdinand, son of Ferdinand III.; chosen
king of Hungary and Bohemia, li. 329

;

elected king of the Romans, 343 ;
death,

lb.

Ferdinand Joseph, son of Ferdinand III.,

II. 849.

Ferdinand, ion of Maria Theresa, anec*
dote of, 111. 483.

Ferdinand MotIl elector of Bavaiia, 11.

350.

Ferdinand of Arragon, 1. 282,336, 3 0,3^1,
348, 355, 360, 368, 373.

Ferdinand, king of Naples, I. 299.

Ferdinand, king of Naples, bxop11\1 by
Charles VIII., 1. 308 ;

recovers his crown,
31 3 ;

death, lb.

Ferdinand VI., king of Spain, 111. 325,

Ferdinand, duke of Guastalla, ti. 213.

Ferdinand, prince of Brunswick, 111. 40G,

412.

Ferrara, council of, 1. 1'64.

account of, 1. 296.

Flnck, general, lii. 405.

Flume declared a free port, lil. 49.5

Fleury, cardinal, iii. 14.3, 150, 2,52, 289.

Florence, state of under Lorenzo de’ Me-
dici, 1. 295 ; liberated from the rule of
the Medici, 307 ;

the Medici restored,
369 ; raised to the rank of Great Duchy,
li. 42.

Fontainebleau, peace of, iii. 500.

Fouquet, general, lii. 409.

France, its rivalry with the house of Aus-
tria, I. 279 ; progress of the Protestant
religion, 467 ; massacre of St. Barth oln-

mow, 11. 28 ;
state of, under Louis XIV.,

372; — see Louis XIII., and XIV.; pre-
ponderance of in Europe at the conclu-
sioD of the peace cfBelgrade, 226 : forms
a combination against Marla Theresa,
253 ;

alliance with Austria, 361 ;
losses

by the seven years’ war, 432 ;
decline of

'her influence in Europe, 608; com-
mencement of the revolution, 623

;

change of the constitution, 563.

Francis II., duke of Brlttanj, i. 258.

Francis, duke of Anjou, li. 61.

Francis I., of France, 1. 369 ; Invades the
Milanese, ib.

; defoats the Swiss at Ma-
rlgnano, 371 ;

treaty with Charles and
Maxlmlliun, 376; made prisoner by
Charles, 428 ; death, 457.

Francis, duko of Xoralne, espouses Marla
Theresa, ill. 102 ;

elected emperor, 322

;

death, 435 ; character, 436.

Frederic the 'Warlike, 1. 27.

Frederic, titular duke of Austria, i. 28.
^

Frederic III., oTNuremburg, ill. 128.

Frederic IV., of Nuremburg, 111. 120.

Frederic I., emperor, 1. 121,

Frederic, duke of Austria, son of Albert I.,

1.72, 83, 88, 91, 03, D7, 101.

Frederic III., emperor, and duke of Sty-
rla, 1. 174 ;

pilgrimage to the Holy Land,
212 ;

claims Milan, 226: raises Austria
to the rank of an archduchy, 231

;
dis-

appointed of the crowns of Hungary
and Bohemia, 233: division of the Au.
itrlan territories, lb.

;
besieged In the

citadel of Vienna, 237 ;
Irruptions of

the Turks, 242
;
attacked by Corvlnus,

249; expelled from his dominions, 250;
resigns the administration to Maximi-
lian, 274

;
death and character, 275.

Frederic, founder of the line of T^ol,l,
188 ;

succeeds to the SuabUn and Alsa-
tian territories, 192; excommunicated,
196; Invasion of hli territories, ib.

;

esc^BS from Constance, 200 ; rescued
by Ernest, 201.

Frederic, king of Sicily, 1. 95.
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Frederic the Vlctorloui, 1. 23S.

Frederic IIT., elector palatine, 11. 25.

Frederic IV., elector palatine, 11. 76.

Frederic V., elector palatine, 11. 167, 1B6,
18ft, 267.

Frederic the Wise, elector of Saxony, 1.

380, 362, 496.
Frederic, John, elector of Saxony, 1. 460,

469, 478, 474.

Frederic
; Bucceeds to the throne of Na-

ples, 1. 313. 326,
Frederic III. king of Denmark, 11. 347,

364, 379.

Frederic V. of Denmark, 111. 372.

Frederic William the Great, his accesBlon,

11. 309; Hcquiiltlona by the peace uf

Westphalia, 333 ;
joins with the empe-

ror against Sweden, 347 ;
ohLains the

liberation uf Fruasla from, ,3ftft; drives
tlie Swedes from Jutland, 366 ; accom-
modation with France, 401 ;

enters into

the war, ib.
;
accepts a peace, 408.

Frederic 1. succeeda his father, 11. 420 ;

acknowledged king of Prussia, 496.

Frederic William, kiug of Prussia, ill. 129,

139, 231.

Frederic 11. king of Prussia, iii. 231 ;

state of the Prussian dominions at his

accession, 236 ;
Invades Silesia, 244

;

defeats Neuperg at Molwltz, 249 ; battle
of Hohenfriedberg, 315

;
battle of Sohr,

321 ;
peace with tne queen of Hungary,

323; alliance with England, 360; in-

vades Bohemia, 369 : battle of Lowosltz,
37U; defeats Charles of Loratne at

Prague, 374 ;
defeated at Colin, 379 ; de-

feats the French and Imperialists at Rns-
hach, 392 ;

the Austrians at Lignite,

384 ;
and besieges Olmutz, 389 ;

defeats

the Kusslans at Zorndorf, 391 ;
sur-

prised at Hochkirchen, 392 ;
defeated at

Cunersdorf, 400 ;
defeats Loudon at

Llgnltz, 410; peace of Hubertsburg,
434 ; obtains Western Prussia, 451;
forms the Germanic union, ft07

; death,
60S.

Frederic Wllllom II.. ill. 479, 645, 560.

Gaeta, cardinal of, 1. 388.

Gallas, imperial general, ii, 302, 318.

Galway, lord, ill. 33.

Gaston de Folx, 1. 363.

George of Saxony, 1. 443.

George William, elector ofBrandenburgh,
11. 221, 231, 302.

George I. of England, Hi. 49 ;
death, 144.

George II., favours Maria Theresa, 290;
gains the battle orDettiugen, 292; causes

of his separation from Austria, 848;
alliance with Pniasia. 360 ; death, 418.

George 111., his accession, HI. 419 ; aban*
dons Prussia, 433 ;

unites with Frederic
William, 623.

Germany, state of, on the accession of

Hhodolph, 1. 16; Influence of the Aus-
trian, Bavarian, and Luxemburgh fa-

milies, 104 : institution of the imperial

chamber, 310 ;
division into circles, 877

;

origin and progress of the Beform-
atlon, 410; changes in the constltu-

tutlon during the reign of Charles V.,

489 ; contest for the succession of
Cl eves and Jailers, H. 113 ;

the Thirty
Years’ War, 182; peace of Westphalia,
328 ;

decline of Its wealth, population,
&c. 391 ; revival of the Internal dis-
putes, 422.

Germanic Union, Hi. ROT.
Gertrude Anne, wife of Hhodolph, 1. 68.

Gertruydenberg, congrese of, ill. 62.

Glbellnes. See Guelfs.
Gibraltar, captured by the English, 111.

OlaruB, people of, 1. 112, 139.
Glatz, taken by Loudon, Hi. 409.
Godolphin, lord, 11. 485, 514.

Gonsalvo de Cordova, 1. 313, 33.5.

Gotter, count, 111. 246.

Grand Alliance, 11. 420 ; dissolution, 428.

Greek empire, decline and fall of, i. 181.

Greek language, diffhsed over Europe, i.

304.

Gregory X., pope, 1. 18, 22.

Grisons, state of thuir government, 1.

292.

Grumbach, lord of, H. 37, 39.

Guebriant, general, ii, 309, 311, 316.

Guelfs and Gibelines, their contests, 1. 95.

Gunpowder, Invention oT, i. 302.

Guntram the Rich, 1. 1.

Guntz, siege of, 1. 601.

Gustavus Adolphus, state of Sweden on
his accession, 11. 219 ;

wrests Ingrla and
Carella from the Russlaus, 220 ;

forces

Sigismond to relinquish his pretensions

to Sweden, lb.; lands In Germany, 223 ;

extends hts conquests, 220 ; endeavours
to relieve Magdeburgh, 231 ;

unites

with the elector of Saxony, 236 ;
defeats

Tilly at Breltenfeld, 238 ;
advances to

the Rhine, 242; offers a neutrality to

the Catholics, 248; invades Bavaria,
249: enters Munich, 260; killed at

Lutzen, 265 ;
his character, 266.

GiiLtenberg, invents movable types, 1. 303

Hanover, house of, raised to the electora

dignity, H, 424.

Hanseatic League, Its trade, 11. 391 ; de-

CllDB, lb.

Harrach, J ouis, count, II. 463«

Hartman of Kyburgh, 1. 7.

Hartman, second son of Rhodolph, 1. 42.

Hesfeldt, Imperial, U. 304, 317.

Hawko, admiral, 111. 336.

Hedwlge, daughter of Sigismond, i. 130.

Heidelberg, union of, H. 79.

Helnslus, pensionary, 11. 486,

Helena, widow of Ragotsky, li. 443.

Helvetic confederacy. See Switzerland.

Henry of Luxemburgh, 1. 83 ,
86.

Henry of Carynthla, 1. 74, 83, 87.

Henry, son of Albert 1., i. 93, 101.

Henry VII. of England,!. 330.

Henry VIII. of England, 1. 367, 368, 431.

Henry II. of France, 1. 468, H. G.

Henry of Navarre, escapes fVom the mas-
sacre of Sc. Batholomew, H. 28 ;

designs

against the House of Austria, 115; as-

sassinated, 119.

Henry, elector of Saxony, I. 447.

Henry, duke of Anjou, it. 53,
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Ra^otiky, George, choien prince of Tran-
ylvania, 11. 317

;
denth, 3(>3.

Rngolsky, FranclB, conspires against Leo*
pull I., 11. 43S

;
his death, 44l

> Frands, raises a rebellion, II.

501 ;
his Buhiequent life and death, 78.

Ramee, general, li. 122.

Ratlsbon, truce of, II. 412.

Realp, marquis, 111. 117.

Reformation, origin of, 1. 383 ; See Pro-
testants, Lutherans, and Calvinists.

Regency, council of, i. 324, 407, 442.

HegensberK Luchtold, baron of, I. 11, 13.

Reggio, raised to a duchy, 1. 297.

Rp(va, Peter of,i. 499.

Rhine, league of the, 11. 353.

Rhodolph 1., count of Hapshurgh, I. 3.

Rhodolph of Hapaburgh; his birth and
inheritance, i. 5; chosen king of the

Romans, IG ;
confers Austria, Styrla, and

Camiola, on his son Albert, and Ca-
linthla on Meinhard of Tyrol, 42;
decline, death, and character, wives
and offspring, 58,

Rhodolph, son of the emperor Albert I.,

chosen king of Bohemia, i. 73.

Rhodolph, son of Albert II, administrator
of the Suablan dominions, 1, 116; his

character, 118 ;
death, 122.

Rhodolph, count of Bergdorf and Thun,
I. 132.

Rhodolph IT., crowned king of Hungary
and Bohemia, and elected king of the
Romans, 11. 51 ; attempts to check the
progress of the Protestant doctrines, 6.5;

compelled to cede Hungary, Austria, and
Moravia, 105 ;

and to abdicate the throne
of Bohemia, 123 ; attempts to conciliate

the Protestants, 127 ;
death and cha-

racter, 129.

Rhodolphln tables, li. 130.

Richelieu, cardinal, li. 192, 215, 221, 270,

289. 293, 306, 313.

Ripperda, baron, 111. 133, 142.

Rotrart, elector Palatine, 1. 145.

Robert, ion of the Elector Palatine, 1.

831,333.
Robinson, Mr., British minister at the

court of Vienna, ill. 256, 816.

Rockingham, lord, III, 509.

Rohan, duke of, il. 293, 304.

Roman months, HI. 113.

Romaniof, Russian general, 111. 452.

Rosklld, peace of, 11. 356.

Roullle, president, Hi. 51.

edict, the, 11. 110.

Rupert, prince, 11. 304.

Russia, rise of, L 286 ; see Catherine II,

Ryswlck, peace of, II. 433.

Sacramentaiians, the, 1. 441.

ffaphorin, St., British enyoy at Vienna,
111. 149.

Savoy, house of, Ha origin, I. 47; clalmi
to the kingdom of Cyprus, 295.

Sardinia, Invaded by the Spaniards, 111.106.

Saxe, marshal. 111. 298, 310; battle of
Fontenoy, 311 ; battle of LaAId, 833.

Sa cony, contests for the electoral vote of,

1. 67 ; reltgloui ohanges In, li. 69.

Saxony, elector of, ill. IH;
,

Schaumburgh, counts of, 11. 182.

Scheldt, disputes relative to, Hi. 4DB.
Schlnner, cardinal, 1. 3.55.

Schism In the church, account of, i. 149.

Schmettau, general, 111. 215.

Schwartz, invents gunpowder, 1. 302.

Schweidnitz, sieges of, ill. 384, 3BD, 431.

Schweirz, Url, and Underwalden, lay the
foundation of the Swiss confederai’y, 1, 8.

— See Switzerland and Swiss.
Schwerin, marshal. 111. 276, 370, 375,

Scotland, state of, at the accession of
Maximilian 1, 1. 281.

Seckendorf, general, 111. 197, 2n3, 285, 299.

Selssan, a protestant refugeF., Hi. G6.

Selim, sultan, his conquests, 1.493; his

accession, Hi, 621.

Sempach, battle of, i. 136.

Senlli, treaty of, 1. 270.

Seville, alliance of, 111. 147.

Sforza, Francis, account of, 1. 226.

Sforza, .Tohn Galeas, I. 294, 306.

Sforza, Ludovico, regent of Milan, i. 294

;

leagues against Charles VIII., 309;
expelled from his duchy, 321

;
recovers

his dominions, 322 ;
made prisoner, 323.

Sfnrzi, Maximilian, duke of Milan, 1,

365, 371.

Sicilian Vespers, massacre of, 1. 96.

Sicily, Island of, assigned to Victor Ama-
deus of Savoy, 111. 94 ;

ceded to Charles
VI., 108.

Siglsmond, elevated to the thrones of Hun-
gary and Bohemia, 1. 147 ; endeavours
to gain poBsesBion of the Tyrol, 199.

Siglsmond of Tyrol, 1. 203 ;
dismember-

ment of his dominions, 205
;
obtains a

part of the Austrian territories, 233 ;

death, 280.

Siglsmond, king of Poland, succeeds to

the crown of Sweden, li. 210; deposed,

ib. ;
his death, 276.

Silesia, ceded to Prussia, Hi. 278.

Slnzendorf, count, HI. 52, 116, 146.

Smalkalde, league of, 1. 443,

Sobleskl, John, defeats the Turks, and
relieves Vienna, li. 446.

Solssons, congress of, 111. 146.

Soleure, joins the Helvetic confederacy,

1. 290.

Soltikof, general, gains the battle of Cu-
nersdorf, 111. 400.

Solyman II., invades Hungary, 1. 404 ;

besieges Vienna, 499 ;
Ids death, lb.

Solyman, defeated at Zenta, 11. 466 ; con-

cludes the peace of Carlovltz, 467.

Soublie, prince of, defeated at Rosbach,
111. 383.

Sonche, general, 11. 357, 363, 869.

Spain, transferred to the house of Austria,

1. 878 ;
transferred to the house of Bour-

bon, 477; Joins France In the Seven

Years’ war, ill. 426 ;
Its losses, 432.

Splnola, general, 11. 136, 183.

Spire, diet of, 1. 429.

Stainvllle, ambassador at Vienna, ill. 398.

Stair, lord, 111. 290, 292.

Stanhope, general. Hi. 69, 72, 97.

Stanislaus Letzlnskl, raised to the crown
ofFoLand, 111. 120 ;

renounces the crown,
192.
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StAnislnus Augustus, elected king of Fo>
land, 111, 442

;
opposes the partitioning

powers, 450.

Starembcrg, Rudiger, defends Vienna
against the Turks, 11. 445.

Staremberg, general, 11. 495 ; 111. 4B, 69, 72.

Staremberg, count Gundaker, 111. 118, 135,

861.

Stephen, St., crown of, 1. 174 ; restored to

the Hungarians by Joseph 11., ill. 539.

Stephen, of Bavaria, 1. 122.

Stralsund, siege of, 11. 203.

Strickland, bishop of Namur, 111. 181.

Sture Steno, administrator of Sweden, i.

28.5.

Styria, Its early history, 1. 27 ;
acquired

by the house of Austria, 42,

Suabia, cities of, unite against Leopold of

Austria, 1, 133
;
league of, 272.

Superga, height of, 111. 18.

Suvarof, assists In defeating the Turks at
Fotzani and Rimnik, ill 621.

Sweden, contests before the accession of
Gustavus Adolphus, II. 218 ;

state of, on
the death of Gustavus Adolphus, 269 ;

regains its ascendency In Germany, 314:
commencement of the Seven Veurs^
war. 111. 872.

Swendy, Austrian general, 11. 47.

Swiss, defeat the Austrians at Morgarten,
i. 90 ;

accession of Lucern, Zurich, Gla-
rus, and Zug to their confederncv, 110

;

increase of their union, 290 ; dereat the
Austrians at Dornach, 318; invade
France, 368 ;

defeated at Marlgnano,
871 ;

religious war, 453.

Switzerland, state of, at the accession of

Albert 1,, 1. 76 ;
at the accession of

Maximilian I., 290 1
commencement of

the Hefarmatlon, 431 ; after the peace
of the Pyrenees, 11. 376.

Szistova, congress and peace of, ill. 549.

Tabor, mount, 1, 163, 157.

Taborltes — see Hussites.
Tallard, marshal, It. 494, 508 ; defeated

and captured at Blenheim, 510.

Tamerlane, his origin and rise, 1.168;
defeats Bajazet, 169 ;

his death, lb.

Tekell, Emerlc, 11.441,443, 449.

Teschen, peace of, ill. 4G9.

Teschen, principality of, ill. 483.

Tqsbb, marshal, II. 496 ;
111. 60.

Tetzel, the distributor of papal InduU
gencei, 1. 385.

Teutonic knights, 1. 287.

Thugut, baron, Hi. 456.

Thurn, Henry, count of, general of the

Protestant confederacy, li. 110: defeats

the ImperiallBts, 166 ;
prisoner at Ratis-

bon, 286 ;
subsequent obscurity, lb.

Tlcho Brahe. 11. 94, 130.

Tile Kolup, an impostor, 1. 49.

Tilly, general of the Catholic league, II.

175 ; defeats the Elector Palatine, 177 \

dissipates the combination of the Pro-
testants, 194

;
commands against Gui-

tavuB Adolphus, 227 ; killed, 250.

Tockenburgh.'war of, I. 203.

Torcy, marquis, 111, 53.

I^orstenson, invades Bohemia, U. 311;
expelled by the archduke Leopold, 320.

Toulon, expedition againit, HI. 27.

Tournav, reduced by the allies, HI, 67.
Tourvlllp, defeated off La Hogue, 11. 423.
Townshend, lord, HI. 62.

Transylvania, account of, 1. 604 ; ceded to
Rhodolph II., 11.89; contests for Its

poBsesBiOD, lb. ; resigned to Austria, 4.59

;

rebellion under Ragotsky, 503.
Traun, marshal, 111. 295.

Trautmansdorf, count, HI. 629, 632, 535.
Trent, treaty of, 1. 827.
Trent, council of, 1. 452 ; removed to Bo-
logna, 462 ;

dissolved, 11. 10.

Trevigiano, ceded to Leopold duke of
Austria, 1. 130; yielded to Francis of
Carrara, lb.

Trieste, acquired by Leopold duke of Aus-
tria. 1. 130 ; declared a free port, HI. 495.

Triple Alliance, the, H. 396.
Trlvulzio, general. 1. 320, 360.
Trocznow— see Zlska.
Truchses Gerard, count of, H. 72, 74.
Turenne, general, II, 320, 324.
Turks, origin am) progress of, 1. 166 ;

capture Constantlnome, 182 ; invade .

Naples, 288; Invade Hungary, II. 367 ;

Invade the Austrian territories, 445 ;
de-

clare war against the Venetians, HI. 100;
war with Huaila and Austria, 197

;

besiege Belgrade, 213; peace of Kag-
nardjj, 462

;
yield the Crimea and Ku-

hau to Russia, 503
;
declare war against

Russia, 515 ; the peace of Szistova, 649.
Tuscany, contests rnr the succession, HI.

106 ;
Intalled on Don Carlos, 147 ;

trans.
ferred to Francis of Loralne, 191.

Tyrol, contests for the possession of, 1.

106; transferred to Austria, 119.

Tyrol line of the Austrian family, 1. IBB.

Tzekell, Moses, 11. 90.

Vander Noot, of Brussels, HI. 533, 657.

Van Eupen, canon of Antwerp, 111. 533,
560.

Vender Mersch, commands the Insur.

gents In the Netherlands, HI. 534, 657.
Vander Spiegel, pensionary, HI. 558.

Vassalage, abolished In the Austrian ter-
ritories, HI. 493.

Vauban, his skill as an engineer, H. 413.
Vendome, defeated at Oudenard, 111. 41 ;

captures the British at Brlhiiega, 71.
Venice, origin of, 1. 126; Invasion of Its

dominions by Louis of Hungary, 127;
unites with Leopold against the Turks,
11. 101 ; acquires the Morea, 106.

Vergennes, count de, lIL 454, 476, 519.

VerruH, siege of, ill. 14.

Versailles, treaty of, HI. 610.

Victor Amadeus, duke of Savoy, 11. 421

;

death, Hi. 157.

Vienna, ilegee of, 1. 499, 11. 163, 445;
peace of, lif. 99.

ViHars, marshal, commands the army
to oppose Marlborough, ill. 4 ; de-
feated at Malplaquet, 59; signs the

J

trelimlnarles of peace at Raitadt, 96.

Ileneuve, French minister at the Forte,
111. 216.

Villeroy, defeated at Cblarl, U. 483; de-
feateu at Kamlllles, 111. 11.
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Mantua
^
reduced under the government

of Austria, 111. 21.

Margaret Maultasch, 1. lOn, 107. 119.

Margaret, daughter of Maximilian, 1, 26G;
governs the Netherlands, 399.

Margaret, daughter of Charles V., 1. 4B9.

Margaret, daughter of Maximilian II.,

II. 58.

Margaret Theresa, wife of Leopold T.,

li. 519.

Marla I^opoldlna, II. 348.

Marla Eleonora Gonsaga, 11. 348.

Marla Antonia, ii. 510.

Marianne, wife of Ferdinand III,, II. 348.

Marianne, second wife of Charles 11. of
Spain, 11. 462, 470, 475.

Marla Theresa, queen of Philip IV.,
11. 393.

Marla Theresa, daughter of Charles II.

;

her character and reign, Hi, 1K9, 192, 241 ,

245, 266, 26.9, 270, 278, 805, 309, 322, 325,

.328, 343, 360, 3H9, 396, 4.34, 435, 440, 442,

449,453,469, 473; Illness and death. 481.

Marla Anne, Hi. 297.

Marla Aiitolnetta, Hi. 447, 566.

Maria Josepha, 111. 61.

Marla Amelia, Hi. 61.

Marla Jnsepha, Hi. 64.3.

Marlborough, duke of ; conducts the war
against France, li. 486 ; reduces Lan-
dau, Treves, and Traerbach, 511 ;

hon-
ours nnnrerred on him, 514 ;

defeats
the French at RamlUles, Hi, 11 ; at
Oudenarde, 39; reduces Lille, and re-
rnvers Ghent and Bruges, 46} reduces
Tuscany, 57 ;

assists Indefeatlng Villars

nt MalnUquot, 59; reduces Mons,
Dnuay, Aire, and St. Venant, 61-415.

Marlborough, duchess, ill. 90.

Margin, defeated at Blenheim, 11. 511 ; de*
feated and killed at Turin, Hi. 20.

Martin V., pope, I. 163.

Martinurzi, bishop of Waradln, 1. 505, 509.
Mary, daughter of Lnuls of Hungary, 1. 147-

Mary of Burgundy, 11. 57.

Mary, wife of Maximilian II,, 1. 254.

Mary Elizabeth, 11, 522.

Mary Anne, daughter ofLeopold I., IL 622.S'' Christina, 111. 483.

am, Mrs., Hi. 90.

Matthew vou Galen, II. 390.

Matthias, archduke and emperor. If. 95

;

governor of the insurgent Netherlands,
96 ;

Resigns, lb.
;

concludes a peace
with Botskal, and a truce with the
Turks, 98 ; obtains Austria, Hungarla,
and Moravia, 105; compels Rhodolph
to abdicate the throne of Bohemia, 123

;

chosen king, 126 : elected emperor, 132 1

dpath, 150.

Maurice of Saxony
;
his character, 1. 45u ;

receives the electoral dignity, 460; re-
duces Magdeburgh, 466; killed, 473.

Maurice, prince of Orange, 11. Gl.

Maximilian I , son of Frederic III,, 1. 27B
;

repels an invail n of the Turks, 305;
attempts to secure the crowns of Hun-
garyand Bohemia, 372; opposes Francis
I,, 374}' concludes a peace, 376; con-
duct towards Luther, 387 ; death and
character, 392 ;

writings, 396.

Maximilian II, ; elected king of the Ro-
mans, 11. 4; his attachment tothepro-
tnstant doctrines, 23 ;

chosen king of
Poland, 62

;
death, character, and issue,

54—,50.

Maximilian Ernest of Styria, son of Maxi-
milian II., li. 59 ;

governor of Transyl-
vania, 89 ;

refuses Imperial crown, 132.

Maximilian, duke of Bavaria, H, 82;
forms the catholic league, 118; defeats
the Elector Palatine at Prague, 177

;

his death, 343.

Maximilian Emanuel, elector of Bavnrla,
assists against the Turks, 11. 44G ; his

Irruption into the Tyrol, 493 : defeated
at Blenheim, 509 ; and at Ilamlllies,

HI. II.

Miixlmlllan, son of Marla Theresa, Hi.

473.

Mazarin, cardinal, H. 313, 328, 360,

Mecklenburgh, dukes of, 11. 204 , 244 , 333.

Mecklenburgh, troubles of, ill, 127, 153,

Medici, Lorenzo, his character, 1. 295.

Medici, Peter, his character, 1, 296.

Modlci, John, pope, 1. 366;— see Leo X.
Medici, Julian, 1. 369.

Melnhard, of Tyrol, 1. 42.

Melancthun, 1. 438.

Melander, general, II. 322, 324,

Melhor, count, ii. 498.

Mercy, general 11. 316, 320.

Mercy, count, Hi. 108. 169.

Michael, watvode of Wallachla
;

II. B9.

Milan, acquired by Francis Sforza, 1. 22G ;

reduced under Austria, Hi. 21.

Minorca, conquered by the British, HI. 24.

Mirabeau, his death, ill. 564.

MIrandoIa, besieged by Julius II., 1. 357.

Modena, incorporated with the Italian

Republic, Hi. 173.

Mons, reduced by the allies, Hi. 60.

MontecucuH, defeats the Turks, li. 369 ;

drivoB Turenno from Germany, 400.

Moravia, states of, II. 100; ceded tu

Matthias, 10.5.

Morea, ceded to the Venetians, 1. 458,

Mulheim, disputes relative to, li. 13(1.

Muucer, founds the anabaptists, 1. 427.

Munich, marshal. 111. 196, 280.

Munster, congress and peace of, li. 320.

Naples and Sicily, early history of, 1. 22

;

conquered by Charles VIII., 307 ;
re-

duced under the Austrian government,
364.

Navarre, kingdom of, 1. 280.

Navigation, fts Improvement, I. 305.

Netherlands— see United Provinces.

Netherlands, Austrian or Spanish, oc-

cupied by the French, 479 ; recovered
by the allies, ill. 12; subjugation of, 560,

Neuburgh, prince Palatine of, it. 113,

137.

Neuperg, count, Hi. 21.5, 221, 250.

NewcasUe, duke of, Hi. 162, 308, 433,

Nicholas III., pope, 1. 44.

Nicholas V., pope, i. 224.

Nicholas Francis, duke of Loralne, 11. 251.

Nimeguen, congress and peace of, 11. 402,

Nltard, Father, 11. 393.

North, lord. Hi. 608,
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Norway, state of, at the accession ofMaxi-
mlliau 1., i. 2B4.

Noyon, treaty of, 1. 375.

Nuremberg, diets of, 1. 424; congress of, 11,

342.— -
,
blockade of, 260 ;

population and
riches of, 391.

Oldenburgh, house of, 1. 2B.5.

Ulivn, peace of, 11. 359.

Olivarez, minister of Philip IV,, 11. 312.

Olmutz, siege of, ill. 389.

Orange, prince of, 1. 259, 2G.5.

Orange, William, prince of, 11. 32, 36.

Orange family, 11. 377, 399. 111. 511.

Urcan, Sultan, establishes the Jannis-

sarles, 1. 166.

Orleans, Philip, duke of, defeated at Tu-
rin, 111. 19; regent of France, 105.

Ormund, duke of, ill. 93.

Ornpesa, count, 11. 4GI, 467.

Orulnl, princess of, li. 497.

Osnaburgh ; treaty of, 11. 329.

Ostend, captured, lii. 12.

company, ill. I.'ll.

Othman, founds the Turkish dynasty, 1.

166.

Otho, margrave of Brandenburgh, 1. 40,

59.

Otho, son of Albert I., contests for a share

in the family dominions, 1. 101 ;
reluses

the imperial crown, 193; death, 106.

Ottocar, king of Bohemia, his talents and
acquisitions, 2G

;
killed at Marshfield, 38.

Oxeustlcrn, restores Sweden, 2>9.

Fainting, rival of, 1. 305.

Palatine Houtc, contest for the succession

of, 11. 416.

Palatine Electorate,, contests for, 11. 131.

Palatinate, religious revulutlous In, ii. 67 ;

devastations ul', 420.

Palatine, count, i. 69.

Palatine, elector, iii. 49, 153, 242, 267.

Palfry, count, 111. 78.

Panin, count. 111. 475, 501.

Pupal See, Its transfer to Avignon, 1. 70;
corruptions of, 382.

Fapponnelm, general, 11. 19D, 239.

Pardo, act oC lii. 145.

Parma and Placentia, contests for the

succession of, ill. 107.

FartUlon, treaties for the division of the
Spanish succession, 11. 466.

Fassarowltz, peace of, 111. 103.

Fassau, peace of, 1. 470.

Paul II., pope, 1. 246,

Paul in., pope, 1. 448, 451, 462.

Paul IV., pope. 1. 479-il. 3.

Peter IIL, of Arragon, 1. 95.

Peter, king of Portugal, 11. 374, 496 ; hla

accosslon, ill. 23.

Peter 1., of Russia, defeated by Charles

XII., 111. 8.

Peter III. deposed, 111, 429.

Peterborough, earl of, 111. 83.

Philip, count of Savoy, 1. 47.

Philip, archbishop of Saltzburgh, 1. 32.

Philip, son of Maximilian I., espouses Jo*

r
anna, 1. 400 ; death and character, 399.

hllip II. of Spain, succeeds to the Ne-
therlands and Spain, 480 ; granti the

sovereignty of the Netherlands, to the
archduke Albert and his daughter Isa-
bella, 61.

Philip III., assists Ferdinand against the
Bohemian Insurgents, 11. 174.

Philip IV,, loses the kingdom of Portugal,
11. 308; negotiations with France and
Sweden, 329 ; acknowledges the Inde-
pendence of Portugal, 374 ;

death, 393.
Philip of Anjou, appointed to (he crown of

Spain, il. 475 ;
falls In an attack of Sicily

108 ;
claims on the Austrian luccciiion,

253 ; death, 325.
Philip, son of Philip V., ill. 296, 313.
Philip, of Hesse, 1. 4!2G, 444, 460.
Philip William, raised to the Palatine

Electorate, 11. 416.
Piccolumlni, arrests the j)rogreBi of the
French and Swedes in Buvarla, ii. 32.5.

Fisa, council of, 1. 361,

Plus II.. pope, J. 245.
Plus IV., pope, il. 6.

Pius V., pope, 11. 45.

Plus VI., pope, ill. 492.
Placentia. See Parmu.
Podlebrad, George, raised to the throne,

i. 234
;

declares war against Frederic.
247; death, 248.

Poland, 11. .02; union with Lithuania, lb.
;

progress of the Reformation there, Ih.

;

account of the dismembered territory,

Follgnac, Abb6, HI. 62.

Pomerania, duchy of, ii. 333.' *

Poniatowskl, cuuut. See Stanislaus' Au-
gUBlUB.

Portocarrero, cardinal, II. 461, 474 ;
ill. 68.

Portugal, rise of the kingdom of, 1. 283;
revolution of, II. 308 ;

its Independence
acknowledged by Spain, 374.

Potemkin, prince, defeats llassan Pasha
at Tobac, HI. 522.

Pragmatic Sanction, IH. 109, 154.
PruouB, surprised by Konlgsmark,!!, 325 ;

taken by the elector of Bavaria, 111.274 ;

by the king of Prussia, 301.
Presburgh, confederation there, U. 100.
Primogeniture, law of, 11. 301.
Princes, college of, 11. 983, 426.
Printing, Invention of, 1. 303 ; contests for

the discovery, lb.

Procopius, Rasa, beads the Taborites, 1.

1.55,

Protestants, rise of, In Germany. 1.417;
protest at the diet of Spire, 434

;
con-

fession of Augsburgh, 438 ; schism Into
Lutherans and Calvinists, 11. 6; con-
federations of Frankfort and Heldol-
berg, 79 ; advantages secured to them
by the peace of Westphalia, 334.

Protestants of France, persecuted by
Louis XIV., il. 414.

Prussia, Eastern, secularised by Albert of
Brandenburgh, 1. 427.

Prussia, ducal, Uberated trom Poland, U.
365.

Fruiilan dominions, state of, at the acces-
sion uf Frederic 11., HI. 237.

Pyrenees, peace of, Ii. 301.

Quadruple Alliance, ill. lOy*
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Henry, prince of Prusila, 111, 403, 431.
D'HerbevlIle, general, ill. 74.
Heliter, general, II. A12—til. 70.

Hilburghauien, prince of, lii. 202.
Holland. See United ProTinces.
Holiteln Gottorp, house of, 11. 334.
Holy League, the, 1. 361

.

Hoinonul, general, 11. 169.

Horn, general, 11. 267.

Hubertsburgh, peace of, HI. 434.
Hulzer, burgomaster of Vienna, I, 236.
Hungary, contests for the crown nf, 1. 32,

72, 146; Albert V. elected king, 161;
threatened by the Turks, 170; election
of Lad I siau I Posthumus, 174; election
of CorrlnuB, 236 ; of Ladlslaus king of
Bohemia, 264 ; Invaded by Solyman,
493; Insurrection of Bntskal, 11. 291;
constitution of the country, 364 ; re-
bellloii of Tekcli, 441 ; abolition of the
elective monarchy, 402 ; rebellion of
Ragotsky, 001 ;

conclusion of the peace
of Zatmor, 111. 78 ; loyalty to Marla The-
resa, 270 ;

Innovations of Joseph, 636.

Hunniades — see Corvinus.
Hubs, John, I. 140, 100.

Hussites, 1. 149, 104, 107.

Hutten, Ulric, his writings, 1. 379.
Hyndford, lord, ill. 255, 277.

Imperial towns, decline of, 11. 301.
Innocent XIL, 11. 342, 472.
Indulgencles, origin of, I. 384.
Interim, the, 1. 463.

Isabella, of Spain, 1. 261, 336.
Isabella, princess of Poland, 1. 004, 607.
Isabella, daughter of Philip 11., i. 242.
Italy, extent of the feudal superiority of
the emperors in that country, 1. 293.

Ivan Vasi^llievitch 1„ 1. 260.

Ivan Vassillevllch 11., II. 41,

Jacobel of Mies, 1. 100.

Jagerndorf, duke of, 11. 162.
~

Jaghellon, duke of Lithuania, 1. 131.

Jamaica, ceded to England, ii. 376.

James I. of England, n. 173, IRR.
James II. of England, 11. 416. 42?.

Janissaries, establishment of, i. 166.
Jesuits, their plans for the suppression of

protestantlsin, 11. 69 ;
decline of their

ascendency, 111. 3.

Joachim 11., of Brandenburgh, 1. 446, 4G3.
Joan, queen of Naples, i. 127.

Joanna, daughter of Henry of Castile, 1.

338.1

Joanna, wife of the archduke Philip, 1.

336, 4Ga
John, son of Frederic of Austria, I. 76i 64.

John, son of Henry of Luxemburgh,

1.

83, lOfl.

John XXII, pope, I. 94, 199.
John, prince of Bohemia, i. 141.
John ralseologui, Greek emperor, 1. 164.
John I., king of Portugal, I. 268.

Johu II., king of Portugal, 1. 264.
John V., king of Portugal, 111. 23, 126.
John, king ofDenmark ; unites the three
northern kingdoms, 1. 280.

John Cailmlr, king of Poland, 11. 347; his
abdication, 380.

John the Constant, of Saxony, 1. 426.

John George, elector of Saxony, 11. 172,

221, 240,' 292.

John George II., his character, il. 386.

John Siglsmond, king of Hungary, 1, 000
-009,11.49,

John Frederic, of Saxe Gotha, 11. 36.

John Caslmlr, administrator of the palati-
nate, 11. 67.

John Frederic, elector of Brandenburgh,
II. 78.

John, Don, of Austria, natural son of
Charles V., I. 486, il. 60.

John, Don, of Austria, natural son of
Philip III., 11.393, 405.

.Toseph Ferdinand, of Bavaria, 11. 461, 467.

Joseph, father, il. 215.
Joseph I ; chosen king of the Romans, M.

422 ; crowned king of Hungary, 452
;

his death and character, ill. 79.
Joseph II., elected king of the Romans,

Hi. 435 ; succeeds ta the Imperial crown,
438; takes the field against the king of
Prussia, 461; concludes the peace of
FOntalnbleau, 000; designs against the
Turks, 501 ;

assists Catherine II., 602;
HI success of his arms, ib.

;
checked hy

Prussia and the maritime powers, 523 ;

attempts to change the constitution of
the Netherlands, 526 ;

defeat of his
troops, 635 ;

discontents in Hungary.
538 ; restores the sacred crown and
regalia, ib. ; illness and death, 542.

Josppha, daughter of Marla Theresa, Hi.

484.

Joyous entry, the, HI. 525.

JullBrs and Berg, succession of, HI. 139.

Julius II., pope, 1. 343, 349, 3.56, 365.

Julius III., pope, i. 463
JurlBsItz Nicholas, 11. 326.

KagnardJI, treaty of, ill. 452.

Kuroly, an Hungarian magnate, HI. 77.
Kaunltz, count, lil. 336, 346, 352, 627.
Keith, marshal, 111. 393.

Keith, sir Robert, 111. 195, 363.

Keller, count, lii. 536.

Kepler, patronised by Rbodolph II., 11.

130.

Kettler Gothard, grand master of the
Teutonic order, 11. 41

.

King of the Romans, title, 1. 24.

Kluprull Achmet, grand vizier, 11.362,370.

Klesel, bishop of Vienna, 11. 140, 15.5.

Konigseg, marshal, ill. 205, 206.

Konigsmark, ii. 316. 325.

Kyburgh, dominions of, 1. G, 9.

La Hogue, defeat of the French fioot, H.
423.

Lary, marshal, ill, 395, 412.

Ladlslaus Loketec, 1. 71.

Ladislaui Foithuraus, crowned king of
Hungary, I. 173 ; acknowledged king nf
Bohemia, 174; disputes with Frederic
III. , 232: death and character, 167.

Ladlslaus, Ring of Poland, 11. 269.

Ladlslaus, king of Bohemia, i. 264, 268.

Landau, reduced by the Germans, 11. 487 ;

recovered by the French, 494 ; reduced
by the allies, 611,
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Land^ave, antlauitv of the title, 1. 2.

Leda, marquis or, ill. 107. ,

Lelpzlc, treaty of, ill. 309.

Leo X., situation of the papacy on hli

election, 1. 366; sale or iiidulgeDclei,

384
;
bull of condemnation against Lu>

ther, 389; opposes the elevation of

Charles V., 404.

Leopold, son of Albert I., 1. Bl, B3, S9, 90,

04, 90.

Lcnpolil I,, son of Albert II., 1.122, 124,

120, 130, 13G.

Leopold, son of the former,!. 138, 189, 144,

145.

Leopold, archduke, il. 115, 120, 123.

Leopold William, son of Ferdinand II

;

il. 2112 , 807, 311, 320.

Leopold I., emperor, 11. 344; war against

Sweden, 307 ; peace of Oliva, 359 ;

attacked by the Turks, 367 : victory of
St. Guthard, 370; war fur the palatine

fuccession, 416; agrees to the peace of

nyswick, 432. ;
disputes with his Hun-

garian subjects, 438; attempts to extlr-

E
ate the protestani religion, 440; re-

ellinn of Tekell, 441 ;
attacked by the

Turks, 442; assisted by SobleskI, and
the German princes, 445; Buccesses of

his arms, 449 ;
peace of Carlovitz, 457

;

commences war against France, 480 :

rebellion of llagotsky, 501
;

rescued
by the victory of Ulenheim, 512; re-

duces Bavaria, lb.
;
death and character,

515.

Leopold II., accession of, 111. 538 ; character
and conduct, 645 ; chosen emperor, 551

;

conciliates the Illyrians, 553; disputes

with France, 5G6 ;
death, 579.

Leopold, archduke, son of Leopold II.

;

ill. 555.

Leopold, margrave of Baden, li. 368.

Lichtenstein, prince, 111. 325,

Lille, siege of. lit. 43.

Lithuania, duchy of, united with Poland,
1. 131 ; its separation, 287j; re-united to

Poland, 11. 52.

Livonia, conquered by the Teutonic
knights, li. 41 ; ceded to Poland, 42.

Lubeuwitz, prince, 111. 278, 2S6, 303.

Locarno, ceded to the Swiss, 1. 365,

Longueville, duke of, 11. 307.

Lorain e, duchy of, 11. 242,

Loudon
,
general, 111. .199, 409, 41 1 , 51 9, 522.

Louis the Severe, of Bavaria, i. 19, 59.

Louis of Bavaria elected emperor, i. 87

;

supports the Ghibelin party, 94 ; de-
feated at Burgau, 97 ; shares the Impe.
rial authority with Frederic, 99 ; depo-
ses the Pope, 100; defeats the king of
Bohemia, 108

;
his death, lb.

Louis XI.
; his contests with the Swiss, 1.

218 ;
occupies part of Alsace, lb.

Louis, duke of Orleans, afterwards Louis
XII., his contests for the regency, 1. 258 ;

made prisoner at St. Aubln, lb
;
succeeds

tu the French crown, 815 ; Invades the
Milanese, 320 ; captures Ludovico
STurza, 323; his troops driven from
Naples, 335 ;

treaty at Blots, 336 ; attacks
the Austrian territories, 347 : league of
Cambray, 348 ;

defeats the Venehons,

352; loss of bis power In Italy/ 888;
attacked by the emperor and Henry
Vlll., 366 ; repulsed by the Swiss, 868 ;

death, 369.

Louis Xlll., li. 165 ;
concludes a treaty

with Giistavus Adolphus, 225 : attacked
by the Spaniards and imperialists, 294 ;

repulses them, 295) supports the Swedes,
296 ; invades Germany, 806 ; his death
813.

Louis XIV.
;
his accession, 11. 313 ; itata of

his dominions, 372 ;
character and prin-

clples, 373 ;
Influence lit Germany, 392

;

Invades the Netherlands, 394; opposed
by England, Holland, and Sweden, 396 ;

gains the superiority over the allies,

400 ; truce or Hatlsbon, 412; compels
Leopold I. to agree to the peace of Rys-
wlck, 431 ; negotiates wlth|ithe MarlLme
Powers, 465 ;

secures the Netherlands,
479; 111 success of his arms, 486 ; leiids

troops into Bavaria, 492 ; reduces Sa-
voy and Piedmont, 495; defeat of hli

army at Blenheim, 509; hli fortitude

and activity, 111. 4; rejects the prelnnl-
narles offered by the allies, M; con-
cludes the peace of Utrecht, 93 ; signs
the peace of Rastadt, 96 ; his ueath,
105.

Louis XV.
;
his accession, ill. 105. ; death,

454.

Louis XVI.; accession. 111. 454. ; supports
the Empress- queen, 466.; opposes the
designs of Joseph, 499; courts the
friendship of Joseph, 512.

Louis I, of Spain, 111. 133.

Louis, margrave of Baden, II. 4.' I, ; de-
feaiB the Turks at Salankaroeo, lb.

;

reduces Landau, 487. ;
operations

against the French and Bavarians, 494.

Louisa de Guzman, wife of John of Bra-
ganzB, it 374.

Luuvoli, minister of Louis XIV.
;

II, 412.

Lowendalil, captures Bergen-up-Zoom,
ill. 34.

Lubeck, treaty of, 11-204.

Lucero, joins the Swiss confederacy, 1.

104.

Lusstla, transferred to the elector of

Saxony, li. 292.

Luther, his birth and character, 1. 380,

386, 389,413,419,429,453.
Lutherans, privileges secured by the
peace of Westphalia, 334.

Luynei, duke of, II: 165.

Luxemberge, marshal, 11. 407, 422.

Magdalen Thereza, third wife of Leopold,
li. 52U.

Magdeburgh, city of, sacked, 231.

Mahomet 11. captures Canstantlnople,
i. 182; besieges Mlgrade, l83.

Mahomet IV. Invades Hungary, U. 367

;

deposed, 463.

Mailleboli, general, 111. 257, 285.

Majesty, title of, 1. 405.

Majorca: conquered by the British, 111.

23.

Manifeld, count ;
checks the progresi of

theimperlallsts.lll. 157 ; penetrates Into

Hungary, 199; death, lb.
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Matthew, 1. 9R.

Viiocmti OAl«ai, 1. 90.

Vlwmti Jolm<3alBai, 1. 144.

Vhiaelcl, count, 111. 834.

DUdlilaui, kln^ of Poland, 1, 1G2

;

crowned king of Hungarjr, 1. 174 ;
killed

at Warna, 176.

Ulrlc, duke of Garlnthla and Carniola, 1.

29.

XJlrlc, duke of Wlrtemberg, 11. 68.

Underwalden
|
lee Schweltz.

Underwalderi i defeat the Austriani after

the battle of Morgarten, 1. 91

.

United ProvIncBB; Inde^ndent, 11. 59;
obtain poageiBlun of Juilnrs and Cleves.

137; unite with France In the Thirty
Years’ war, 293; attacked by France
and England, 398; reatoratlon of the
Houbb of Orange, 399 ; peace of Rys-
wick, 429 ;

the Barrier Treaty, 111. 96 ;

conclude a neutrality with France, 177

;

peace of Fontalnbleau, 500 ; restoration
of the prince of Orange, 512.

Urfort, count, ill. 667.

Url
;
lee Schweltz.

Uriel, duke of, 111. 657.

Uicocki, hlitory of, II. 86.

Uthysenltch ; see Martlnuzzl.
Utrecht, congresB of, ill. 91 ;

peace of, 95.

Waldegrave, lord, British minister at

Tlenna, 111. 149.

Walditeln ; hli life and character, 11.

195 ;
EBBaBiinatlon, 281.

Wallis, count, 111. 210, 217, 222.

Walpole, Sir Robert, 111. 160, 176, 279.

Walpole, Horatio, ill. 85.

Walter of Plettenberg, II. 41.

War, art of; change by gunpowder, L
302.

Waradln, treaty of, 1. 504.

Waaner, baron, Hi. 345.

Waaianaer, admiral, 11. 357.

Webber, referendary of the council of
war, 111. 204.

Welaeren, PhlUppa, wife of Ferdinand of
Tyrol, 11. 17.

WenceslauB, succeeds to the throne, 1.

40; ^obtains the~crown of Poland, 70.

WenceslauB, 'son of Wenceilaus, chosen
king of Hungary, I. 71 ;

succeeds to

Bohemia, 72 ;
assaiBlnatlon. 1h.

WenceslauB, king of Bohemia, deprived
of the imperial crown, 148.

Werner, bishop of Strasburgh, 1. 2.

Werner of Eppensteln, 1. 18.

Wert, John de, 11. 296, 323.

Westphalia, secret tribunals of, i. 1G3 ;

W)Bace of, 1. 328.

ilhelmlna Amelia, HI. 81.

William, son of Leopold of Austria, ex-

torts the dominions held by his father,

1. 142; his death, 144.

William, landgrave of Hesse, li. 233, 235,

303; his ncqulsitlons by the peace of

Westphalia, 334.

William, prince of Orange, 11. 309
;

his

exertions to repel the Invasion of Louis
XIV,, lb.

;
obtains the throne of Eng-

land, 419; opposes the French in the

Low Countries. 423 : concludes the
peace of Ryswlck, 429 death, 485.

Wink^lrled, Arnold of, i. 135.

Witts, de, exclude the Hnuse of Orange,

11.377 ;
asBasslnaced, 399.

Worms, diet of, 1. 415 ;
treaty of, lU. 296.

Wrangel, general, H. 321, 324.

Wunsch, general, Hi. 404.

Xlmenea, cardinal, 1. 408.

Yulza; conquered by the allies, ill. 24.

Yuiulph, pasha, ill. MB, 621.

Zapoll, John, contests the crown of Hun-
gary, 1. 496 ;

obtains the walvodeshlp of

UYaniylvanla, 504 ;
his death, ib.

Zatmar, peace of, lit. 78.

Zigeth, siege of, II. 47.

Zips, lordship of, Hi. 446.

Zlska, or John of Trocsnow
;
heads the

Hussites, 1. 150.

Zuingle, introduces the Reformation In

Switzerland, t. 431 ;
killed at Uappel, 463,

Zurich, besieged by Albert duke of Aus^

tria, 112 ;
war with the other states, 202,

ZrinI, count, 11. 47.

Zrinl, count, ban of Croatia, ii, 368.

Zrini, count Peter, H. 438.

THE END.

London;

Spottiswoodb and Shaw,
Mew-itreet«Square.
















